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TOP
SUBSCRIPTIONS: (postpaid prices)

•U.S.: Copies are $3.00 each/ 6 issues sub
for $18.00. If you're from California, send
$19.49 (sales tax).

•Canada: Copies are $3.00 each/ 6 issues jacqueune prichard
sub for $18.00 (US dollars).

•Mexico: Copies are $3.00 each/ 6 issues
sub for $18.00.

•South America: Copies are $4.00 each/ 6
issue sub for $24.00.

•Europe: Copies are $5.50 each/ 6 issue
sub for $33.

•Australia, Asia, Africa: Copies are $7.00
each/ 6 issue sub for $42.00 (US dollars). JEFF heermann

For what it's worth (not much),
here's some of the MRR crew's

current Top 10 lists of stuff we review. 10

.SACHSCHADEN-Angst-EP/D.A.S.H-split EP LEBENSREFORM-Licht, Luft, Leben-EP

TH' DOWNER BOYS-Hot Mistake-EP PIG DESTROYER/ORCHID-split EP

LIE/CRUCIAL SECTION-split EP/KUNGFU RICK-EP BRO. INFERIOR/WHOREHOUSE OF REPS.-split EP

DEATHCHARGE-EP/TALK IS P0IS0N-EP THE DECLINE-EP/JUDAS FACT0R-EP

THE DICKS-LP/DRONES-EP/WANDERS-EP SPACESHITS-EP/HALFWAYS-EP

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE:
Back issues 137, 143, 145-146, 148-149,
152-155, 156 Pt 2, 157, 159-161, 166, 168,
170-175. 177-184 are as stated above in

after next.

DEADLINES FOR NEXT ISSUE:
Scene Reports: continuously, with photos!
Interviews: continuously, with photos!
Ad Reservations: call to make sure.
Ad Copy In: by 22nd of previous month-
NO LATER!!!

Issue out: by 2nd week of following month.

AD SIZES AND RATES:
1/6 page: (2 1/2" x 5") $25
1/3 page long: (2 1/2" x 10") $60
1/3 page square: (5" x 5") $70

AD CRITERIA:
Due to backlogs, we can only run new ads
lor music and zine releases. All other ads
must be classfieds only. We will not accept
major label or related ads, or ads for comps
or EPs that include major label bands.

CLASSIFIEDS: 40 words cost $3/60 words
max for $4. No racist, sexist or fascist mate-
rial. Send typed if possible. Cash only!!!

Expect a two month backlog!

COVER: Mark Murrmann

them to you at $1.50 each ppd, cash up
front. Must order 5 or more of the same
issue. Need street address (not PO Box) to

UPS to.

STORES: II you have problems getting
MRR from your distributors, try contacting

Mordam Records at tel (415) 642-6800 or
fax (415) 642-6810. Also available from:
Dutch East, Get Hip, Smash, Subterra-
nean, Last Gasp, Rotz, See Hear, Cargo,
Armadillo, Ubiquity, Choke Inc, Desert
Moon and Marginal.

Please send all records, zines, letters,

articles, scene reports, photos, subscrip-
tions, interviews, ads, etc., to:

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL
PO BOX 460760

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94146-0760
Phone (415) 923-9814
Fax (415) 923-9617

Email: maximumrnr@mindsprinq.com
(use this mainly for comments & letters.

Use phone for ads & other business stuff)

DRONES-Further Temptations...-EP

THE PROBLEMATICS-Kids All Suck-LP

THE DECLINE-The Loaded Gun-EP

IRRITATIONS-Motorcycle Gang-EP

SPASMS-American Zero-EP

TOM HOPKINS

WANDERS-Ready Go/Guillotine Guitar-45

LOS KENNY HARPERS-La Gran Estafa Del Rock..-10"

HALFWAYS-Rockin'Time-EP

UPSETS-live

PRIMITIVE ROLLERS/BEES-split-EP

THE PROBLEMATICS-Kids All Suck-LP SEPARATION-The Phyte 10'-10"

BROTHER INFERI0RAVH0REHOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES-EP SDS-Ameber-127PROBE #7-zine

DOWNER BOYS-Hot Mistake-EP TALK IS POISON-Right to Die-EP

SUFFER/URKO-split-EP TOTALITAR-Klass Inte Ras-EP

PHOBIA-Means of Existence-LP OPERATION-Frihet-LP/DICKS-Kill From the Heart-LP

CAROLYN KEDDY

THEHOOKERS-MustKillMO"

Lack saints/idiots-spih icr

SPACESHITS-60 Nights of Boredom-45

THE PROBLEMATICS-Kids All Suck-LP

THE LONG GONES-Prepare to Burn-LP

DULCINEA LOUDMOUTH

CHINESE TAKEAWAY-Fuck Billboard-LP

THE DICKS-Kill From the Heart-LP

JACK SAINTS/IDIOTS-split-1
0"

THE LONG GONES-Prepare lo Burn-LP

THE PROBLEMATICS-Kids All Suck-LP

)ISCOUNT/CRETIN'SPUDDLE-split-CD

\FI-A Fire Inside-EP/live

rURBONEGRO-45/CANDYSNATCHERS-live

3WINGIN UTTERS-I Need Feedback-45

3HAFT-EI Grupo De Rock-CD/RANCID-live

TIMOJHEN MARK
JNHOLY THREE-My City Was Gone-CD TALK IS POISON-Right To Die-EP

SEPTIC DEATH-Flex #1 0-EP PHOBIA-Means Of Existence-LP

DICKS-Kill From The Heart-LP KUNGFU RICK-Show Me The Way-EP

)RONES-Temptations Of A White Collar Worker-EP S.D.S.-Ameber-12"

i//A-Cry Now Cry Later Vol 3/4-CD P.H.C.-Pissed Playgroung-CD

HELLDORADO-I Can Quit Anylime-LP

DUKES OF HAMBURG-lt's My Fault/Little Lover-45

X-RAYS-EP/KILLER KLOWN-Shane White..,-EP

1 MIO SACHSCHADEN-Angst-EP

CANDY SNATCHERS/HOOKERS/JACK SAINTS-live

THE DECLINE-The Loaded Gun-EP

THEHOOKERS-MustKillMO"

LIMECELL-Blood Thirsty-EP

MIBURO-Kovdov-LP/SPASMS-American Zero-EP

CANDY SNATCHERS/HOOKERS/NECESSARY EVILS-live

SKIMMER-Vexed-CD/SERVO-Blueprint-EP

CHOPPER-LastCall-CD/DISCOUNT-live

BEN GRIM/SLURR-split-EP/

FORGOTTEN-CD/BROCCOLI-CheslnutRoad-EP

CHINESE TAKEAWAY-Fuck Billboard-LP

DONNA POOLE

rHE HALFWAYS-Rockin' Time-EP SMASH UP DERBY-EP

FURBONEGRO-Gel It On-EP TALK IS POISON-Right To Die-EP

["EENAGE BONEHEADS-Rock & Roll Teen Idol-EP UNWISE-You Gonna Make It Or You Never"EP

30NICS RENDEZVOUS BAND-Sweel Nothmg-LP THE HOOKERS-Must Kill, Must KilIM
0"

:HINESE TAKEAWAY-Fuck Billboard...-LP SEPARATION-The Phyte 10"
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ZINE SHITWORKERS
Aragorn John Backstrom

Paul Barger Michelle Barnhardt

Lily Boe Jerry Booth

Enrico Cadena Chris Charla

Brianna Chesser Catherine Cook
Jeremy Cool Rob Coons Mikel

Delgado Rafael DiDonato

Jonathan Floyd Gardner Fusuhara

Brian Gathy Zabet Gerber

Todd Gullion Katja Gussmann
Lance Hahn Chris Hall

Harald Hartmann Jeff Heermann

Tom Hopkins Jenn Hyman
George Impulse Kenny Kaos

Carolyn Keddy Mick Krash

Roger Kuhns Rachel Liba

Dulcinea Loudmouth Michael Lucas

Ray Lujan Hal MacLean

Timojhen Mark Mary Jane

Jeff Mason Tobia Jean Minckler

Mundo Murguia Allan McNaughton

Mike Millett Jah Nell

Jeff Nesper Donna Poole

James Reling Casey Ress

Bruce Roehrs Harry Sherrill

Ty Smith Sparx

Steve Spinali Martin Sprouse

Sugarfoot Sean Sullivan

Trixie Jason Valdez

Max Ward Ryan Wells

Shane White Kelli Williams

Winni Wintermeyer Jeff Yih

Rema Young James Discount

Rae & Dave Fracture

ZINE CONTRIBUTORS
Mykel Board Nathan Berg

George Tabb John Kohut

Jason Beck Brian Zero

Ted Rail Queenie

Renae Bryant Dave Emory
Nick Fitt Mark Hanford

Larry Harmon Felix Von Havoc

Brian GTA Erich Schulte

Jose Palafox Chris Dodge

Pete Menchetti Ryan Richardson

Generic Oscar Montes Solis

Serena Sigona Allan Thompson
Bridget Prince Mari Tamura

Brian Angel Damien Abraham

Erica J Greta S

Lane Van Ham Jesse Lusious

Trent Reinsmith Aaron Krizanik

Luk Haas Ed Hunter

Joey Justin

Beddis Pang Kexing

Chris Black

ZINE COORDINATORS
Mark Murrmann Jacqueline Prichard

-r/Nn Please send us your records (2 copies of vinyl, if pos-j *
1 IJMsible-one for MRR and one for reviewer), or CD-only | IIW1

release. See Records section for where to send tapes.
w

RAIMUNDO MURGIA
WORKIN' STIFFS-Liquid Courage-LP

LIMECELL-Bloodthirsty Stalker-EP

THE PROBLEMATICS-The Kids All Suck-LP

THE TEMPLARS-Phase ll-LP

V/A-Get Off This Rock-EP

THE REDUCERS-live

MOLOKO MEN/VIOLENT DRUNKS-split EP

THE DECLINE-The Loaded Gun-EP

THE DICKS-Kill From The Heart-LP

TURBONEGRO-GetitOn-45

MARK MURRMANN

TURBONEGRO-Get It On-45

V/A-Songs of the Naked City-LP

CHINESE TAKEAWAY-Fuck Billboard...-LP

DISCOUNT-live

LONG GONES-Prepare to Burn-LP

THE PROBLEMATICS-Kids All Suck-LP

THE REAL KIDS-live

DUKES OF HAMBURG-lt's My Fault/Little Lover-45

V/A-Double Dose of Dicks-2xEP

? & THE MYSTERIANS-Do You Feel It Baby-2xLP/live

THE DICKS-Kill From The Heart-LP

TURBONEGRO-Get It On-45

THE BEES/PRIMITIVE ROLLERS-split EP

REZILLOS-Radio Session-EP

DUKES OF HAMBURG-Little Lover-EP

M&A Laundramat Newsletter #3-zine

KILLER KLOWN-Shane White-EP

TALK IS POISON-Straight To Hell-EP

ADVENTURES IN FOOD #2-zine

DEAD BOYS-AII This & More-LP

BRUCE ROEHRS

THE TEMPLARS-Phase ll-LP

MAIN STREET SAINTS-World Cup Year-45

LIMECELL-45/FORGOnEN-Veni,Vidi,Vici-CD

SPASMS/STITCHES-live

V/A-Oi Let's Go Canada-LP

SUBWAY THUGS-Mainstream Crap-EP

LONG GONES-LP/GARAGE RATS-EP

MOLOKO MEN/VIOLENT DRUNKS-split EP

THE HOOKERS-107POSERS-EP

V/A-The Sound Of Rebellion-CD

MAX WARD
PIG DESrHOYfcH/OHCHID-split hP

UNWISE-You Gonna Make It-EP

BLADE CRASHER-700 Club-EP

FALSE CHARGE/NAKED CHARGE-split EP

V/A-Hostile Aggression-CD

SfcKAHAiiON-ineRiyteio

LIE/CRUCIAL SECTION-spiit Flexi

TOTALITAR-Klass Inte Ras-EP

FALLOUT-Spit On The Innocent-CD

EXCRUCIATING TERROR-CD

RYAN WELLS

IRRITATIONS-Motorcycle Gang-EP

THE PROBLEMATICS-Kids All Suck-LP

TURBONEGRO-Get It On-45

DUKES OF HAMBURG-lt's My Fault/Little Lover-45

MANIACS-So Far So Loud-CD

THE LONG GONES-Prepare to Burn-LP

SONIC'S RENDEZVOUS BAND-LP

DICKS-Kill From the Heart-LP

HOT POCKETS-Rejected #3-EP

TH' DOWNER BOYS-Hot Mistake-EP

KENNY KAOS/REMA YOUNG

SONIC DOLLS- Electric Man-EP

THE DIMESTORE HALOS-...When You're Dead-EP

SMASH UP DERBY-EP/SPITFIRES-CD

HOOKERS-MustKilN-10"

THE .357'S-Real Tough World-CD

SWINGIN' UTTERS-I Need Feedback-45

BORIS THE SPRINKLER-...Russian Robot-EP

HALFWAYS-Rockin' Time-EP

LIMECELL-Bloodthirsty Stalker-45

PROBLEMATICS-The Kid's All Suck-LP

ZINE TOP TEN

Building Up #1

Dogprint #11

Dream Whip #10

Jackpot #3

Trust #71

Cryptic Slaugnter #a

Beckett

Greasy Spoon

Brat #7

Screams From Inside #7
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MAXIMUM ROCKNROLL IS A MONTHLY PUBLICATION. ALL WORK IS DONATED ANDNO ONE RECEIVES ANY SALARY. ALL PROCEEDS ARE EITHER INVESTED IN TECHNOLOGICAL I

IMPROVEMENTS OR GO TO OTHER SIMILARLY NOT-FOR-PROFIT PROJECTS. ANYONE IS WELCOME TO REPRINT ANYTHING FROM MRR. BUT ONLY IF IT'S NOT-FOR-PROFIT.

#137/Ocl '94. Guitar Wolf. Billy Child-

ish. Boxhamslers. A.F.I. . Disassociaie.

Jack Kevorkian &TheSuicideMachines,
Sound Bile House. Boston Archives. The
Trashwomen. Violenl Society. Hell-

billys. No Demuestra Interes. Spider

Babies, "Roots Of Punk-Chess. Sun ..."

#145/Junc '95. Conflict. No Empathy.
Tina Age 1 3. Screw 32. The Harries,The

Bob Culler, Badger, "Roots Of
Punk-MC5". "Cartoons Of Ted Rail

#146/July '95. Riverdales. Head. Bris-

tles. Aut Aut, Schleprock, Spanakor/o.

McRackins, YAP O.. 10-96. Empress
Of Fur, Underhand, Nailed Down.

#148/Sept "95. Adversives. Thorazine.

Toe Rag Studios. Scott Radinsky, Wizo.
Bollocks. Shitworkers. Opposition Par-

ty, Moody Jackson, Opcion Crucial.

Rebel Rebel. Teen Idols, Soda Jerks.

Walking Ruins. "Roots Of Punk- The
Sixties ft I".

#149/Oet '95. Manic Hispanic. Pet UFO.
Campus Tramps. Joe Kidd, Bad Luck
Streak, Chumpslap, The Humpers. No
Violence. Diferentes Actitudcs. Juve-

nile. Richard the Roadie. "Roots Of
Punk The Sixties Pt 2".

#1S2/Jan '96. Asslort. Turbonegro. Jun -

ior. Compound Fracture, Murder Junk-
ies. Boltomfeeders, Battalion Of Saints.

Heartbreakers, Florida Scum Pitt.

tt 1 53/ Feb '96. Snort, Hatchetface. Little

Ugly Girls, ADZ.. Oxymoron.
N.O.T.A.. Stun Guns. Gutfiddle. Karen
Monster. Dimestorc Haloes, "Uncle Nam
& The Swastika'

#155/ Apr '96. Third Degree. Pussy

Crush, Surfin' Turnips, Sickoids. Anti-

Rag. Slight Slappers. High Plains Drift-

ers. Cro-Mags, Hockey Teeth. "The
Knights Of Malta

'

#156 pt 2/May '96. Australian Special:

Beanllipper, Melancholy. Blitz Babie/.

Crank, SubRosa. Mindsnare. T.M.T.. H-
Block.B-Sides. Fallout. Frenzal Rhomb.
Lawnsmell. One Inch Punch, Chicken-
shit; No Deal. Ussue I, Clint Walker.

#157/Jun '96. Against All Authority.

The Criminals. Wardance. Heroines.

Brain Bats. Rudiments. Chinese Mil-
lionaires. Sons OfHercules, Your Moth-
er. Yellow Scab. "Pioneers of Punk -

Sham 69".

#I8I/.Iune '98. Grapefruit. The Druggies.

#16I/Oct '96. Jet Bumpers, Steel Miners. Stiletto Bovs. All Bets Off. Bonecrusher,
Divisia,LopoDrido,Red#9.NothingCool. Summerjack. Cell Block 5, D.D.I.. The
Sink. Sires,NewtownGrunts, "Pioneersof Normals. "Pioneers of Punk-999". "Pirate

Punk-Ohio 77". Radio" theme issue.

#1667Mar '97. Walking Abortions. Hick- #182/July '98. Thee Hcadeoatees, Vapids,
ey.'77 Spreads. Sanity Assassins. Cards In Manchurian Candidates, Squiggy.Ncma.
Spokes.JoeyTampon&TheToxicShocks, Traffic Violation Records, Jumpin' Land
Adjective Noun. Suicide King. Lenguas Mines. B-Movie Rats. Budget Girls. The
Armadas. Trauma, De Crew. "Pioneers of Bruisers. Discount. Dead End Kids. "Pio-

Punk-Dead Boys". neers of Punk-Adverts

#I59/Aug '96. The Smugglers. Brand
New Unit. Tone Deaf Pig-Dogs, Round
Ear Spocks, David Hayes of Very Small

Records. Man Afraid, Blind Side, Vox
Populi. Death Wish Kids. Fun People.

Fat Drunk & Stupid. "Pioneersof Punk-
The Dickies"

#168/May '97. Cretin 66. Fishsttcks. UK
Subs. Distemper. Enewetak. Fields Of Shit.

"Pioneers of Punk-SLF. Undertones".

#170/July '97. Bristle. Mine. Tedio Boys.
The 4 Cockroaches, Absconded, Mean-
while. Broken. (Young) Pioneers, Hood-
rat. "You're Dead!". "Pioneers of Punk-
The Slits".

#17I/Aug '97. Strychnine. Idiots. Patrick

Gnndstaff of Pelado Records. Misan-
thropists. Raceiraitor. Violenl Society.
Knuckleheads.

#172/Sept'97.Wuhdrawls,Judgemcnt,No
Motiv. Oppressed Logic, Truents. Left For
Dead. Yellowskin, The Weird Lovemak-
ers. Smash YourFace. Flatus. Straight Faced,

Klaxon. X-lt. web designer Vic Gedris,

filmmaker Doug Cawker.

#)73/Oct '97. Hoi Water Music, Fat Day.
Los Tigres Guapos. Les Partisans, The
Bristols. My 3 Scum. The Space Shits,

Chris of Pessimiser Records. The Reclu-
sives, NickQwik. "Pioneersof Punk-GG
Allin"

#174/Nov '97. Stratford Mercenaries.Lic-
kity Split. Bladder. Piss Shivers. Barn-
hilis. In/Humanity. "Education" theme is-

sue

#175/Dcc '97. One Man Army. Those
Unknown. Boiling Man. Piao Chong. Ex-
ploding Crustaceans. Last Year's Youi h.

Heartdrops. Dirty Burds, Dimestore Ha-
loes, "PioneersofPunk: The Henchmen".
Filmmaker Lech Kowalski.

#I77/Feb '98. Superfly TNTs. Subma-
chine, Dropout. Society Gone Madd. Pin-

head Circus. Ann Berelta. Blackbird, Na-
ive. Useless I.D.. Quarantine, "Roots of
Punk-Generation X.

#178/Mar '98. Forgotten Rebels.TheDirt-

ys. Josh Collins. The Letterbombs, Go-
bevils/Gyogun Rend's/Room 41. Tone
DeafPig-Dogs American Steel. "Econom-
ics theme issue"

#183/Aug '98.Lewd, Asshole Parade, His
Hero Is Gone. Cec Bee Beaumont, Teen
Idols. "Pioneers of Punk-X-Ray Specs".
Article on Chiapas.

#184/Sept '98. Absentees, Devoid ofFaith.

UXA. Umlaut. Four Letter Word. Street-

walkin' Cheetahs. Ricanstruction, Liber-

tine. Indecision, Snarkout Boys. "Pio-

neersof Punk-Black Flag"

#185/Oet '98. Traitors. Whimpy Dicks.

Armed & Hammered. Dylan McKays.
NME. Tczacrifco. Worm, Roswells. Rax-
ola.Beatnick Termites. "PioneersofPunk-
Adverts".

#186/Nnv '98. Registrators. August Spies.

Marilyn's Vitamins, Chinese Love Beads,

"On Our Doorsteps"-article on homeless
punks. "Pioneers of Punk-Spizzenergi"

#179/April '98. Boy Sets Fire. Tres Kids.
Idyls. Spal & The Guttersnipes. The Pos-
er- Explosive Kate. Douche Flag. They
Still Make Records. "Pioneers of Punk-
Dangerhouse Records".

*1M)/Sept '96. The Automatics, Boy- »1807May '98. Reinforce. Distontenl.T.V.
cot. Toast. Morning Shakes. The Mor Killers, Stack Action. The Byliners. Made-
nions, John Q Public. Sex Offenders, moiselle, MK Uliraviolenee. Haulin' Ass.
Ballgagger, The Business, Apocalypse 97a. Infiltrators. The Jack Saints. Stray

Babys. Good Riddance. Russia update. Bullets. "Pioneers of Punk-Patti Smith"
"Pioneers of Punk-Eater"

WANNA SEND US
SOMETHING?!

scene Reports: punks not
DEAD! It's happening out
there and MRR readerswant
fohearaboutitlHilMynam.e
is Jenn and 1 input and edit
fhe scene reports that come
in. MRR relies onyou scenes-
ters out there to keep the
pulse of what's, happening
In your town, write up some-
thing fun and interesting
about it, and send it in to
MRR. Photos and artwork
are mandatory. Tell us about
local bands, zmes, and cool
and uncool venues. Include
info for travelling punks
(non-US scene reports are
especially welcome!) such as
where to find cheap veggie
eats, record stores, and
stroiigcottee. Hasyoui'punk
scene spawned any commu-
nally-run enterprises such as
show spaces, cafes or record
stores? Are racist or ho-
mophobic thugs threatening
yopr scene's narrnony? En-
qumngpunk minds want to
knowr$ee details below for
format.info.
interviews: Bpy, is MRR
everlookmg to improve the
quality of our interviews
(which,, shouldn't be hardl]
We'd like to get a staff of
reliable peoRie across the
country ana around the
world who could turn in
some good, prpbing inter-
vjews on a semi-regular Da-
sis. We're looking Tor peo-
ple who alreagy nave some
expenence doing interviews
(perhaps you hayeyourown
zine and would like to share
some, ofyour best stuff with
a wider audience), who can
challenge bands (1 know, I

know, most bands don't
pave squat to say, but a good
interviewer can take them
where they haven't been be-
fore!) or give some long
overdue support for those
behind-the-scenes types
who do an awful lot or the
hard work in punk rock but
§et little of the e_go or mon-
tary rewards. Please give

us a call if you are interested
in covering new hardcore,
funk or garage bands.
ormatr for submitting

stuff? We prefer things
submitttn

r .efer thing.
ed up on a 3 1/2" corn-typed up, on a 3 1/2" com-

puter disk, either Mac (pre-
ferred) or IBM. Please don't
type in ALL CAPS! ifyou can't
access a computer, then
typed up cleanly on paper
snoulq w<}rk, as long as it's

>n atin a fairly comm_..
Straightforward font. Graph-
ic stuff? Send photos (B&W
preferred, but color OK too),
logos, etc. Thanks
R ecords/zine$; See detailed
information listed on the
mastheads of the Record
Review and Zine Review sec-
tions.

BACK ISSUE SALE: For every three you purchase, you get a fourth one free!!

Please list alternates in ease we're out of a particular issue. Price list is on previous page.
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SK UlClNG SKULL
RECCRDS

GARAGE RATS
FUCK EVERYBODY

7" EP $3.0C
4 SONGS

FEEL THE FURY!!
Ol! PUNK ROCK «
FUCK YOU

RENO DIVORCE 7" EP $3.00
THE BLAME 7" EP $3.00

GARAGE RATS SPLIT W/SPAT
7" EP $3.00

PEAP ENP KIPS

'FP0M OOP <3APA<5E TO Y0UPS*
8 S0N<3 CASSETTE $6.00 PPP

PUNK IN PUBLIC 7' EP $3.00 PPP
ELVIS 7' EP $3.00 PPP

PEAP ENP KIPS 7' EP $3.00 PPP
T-SlflPTS ANP

wopk stums $10.00 PPP
SEND CASH OR MONEY ORDERS(m«de out to cash)

or if you have to send checks
made out to eric nathanson to:

skanking skull records
40101 sherydan glenn
lady lake fl j2169

http://members.aol.com/loyal droog
distro: rotz, get hip, & rhetoric, choke

"Save

Room
s

For

Dessert"

CD
$10 ppd

this Atsuiu is vm muni, so wiak hiabts mid not a?w
THUS STYlt IS HASDCOBl/PtlNK .PUNKIS THAU rOUH MOTHCR 1INC

This Huff ii crary Fail, This Sluff ii erary Hard. I don'l know. Ill sort of

a Punk style, but Ihin in cilreemly Hardeort. Bui, with all (aid, and

done ill KICKASS! The vocals art neck pulsing loud and aggressive. Ihr

guitars art hard, aggressive, bul alto well combined. All this sluff is

also 100". DIV. The cover depicts everything someone has to "digest in

Ihe world *e live in today, if I must say. Ihal's super punk rock! -

flimiNulioN ZlnE

"k,^.-^
- New shirts! Black with while printing.

/?ff\ Available in L, XL, XXI. SI 0.00

I
J

Cruel Sidewalk shirt still

VV/ available in L & XL. SI 0.00

pat, m^evi Conlocl us for other stufl g^ciilcibli-! '

B,.„ n.,„,-r „, tall U r,„, ON-LINEBuy Direct or tell your

local store to GEr IT"

Nnn II. R. add '2.

ORDERING
COMING
SOON!

VIAhle UTTeranc* RECORDS
P.O. BOX 7135 \
BURBANKCA 91510 U.SJV.

e-mail: societygone@ear1hlink.nel %«£"•

Check us out at: http://home.eai1hlink.net/-societygone

*f MURDER CITY DEVlLSfl
^ . three) nntural sixes "^^rffl nln'

^ AFEFACE 1 H^
T", ' s/t 12" *^S
^SUBMISSION

. garllo for victory 7

ill

^RUN RDR YOUR FUCKJNGUf

fJL > a/t 7

[submission hold is i"!—

Jeurope , sept^ocl^of^y
fqo see emtfi
sossible sake tour asai

"soon-^call me if u can}

LhelD 8052552214]

IH THS WORKS (J,

BLOOD BR0TBBR3
aOTJL SCTTKH BUflKOTJT
bshb1d ths prophet

1 ahd mors,..

["dietro thru
bottloneWc

I 51042087531

Wre Were

|Po.^».Ufc to miKg^

P0B0X55783
VALENCIA GA

91385

NEW BECOED:

Punk 'Rock Confidential

ROCKIN' NEW FULL LENGTH FROM THE
LEGENDARY MASTERS OF POP-PUNK.

HH636 LP/CD/CS

ALSO NEW ON HOPELESS:

gg FINGERS LOUIE
"BACK OH THE STREETS" HB635-LP/CD/OS

FUNERAL ORATION
"SURVIVAL" HR6j"*-LP/e3D/OS

DILLINGER FOUR
"UIDWESTERH SOUGS OF THE AMERICAS"

HB6J3-U/CD/CS

WWWH0PELESSREC0RDS.COM

Kflw.tc&t'fi! IJllnKlJCBKJ
PRICES; CD$10 LP, CS-$7 7 -$4 CDEPS6

ill Pfiltt$ MSMGf PUD INM 15 300 X \ FOP fORf/CIV 0P.01PS

WS&3



WEB - http://www.cbe.com

E-Mail: is@cbe.com

A*̂
Records

1%

Plungers 9"

$4PPD US, $6 PPD Europe
$? PPD Asia + Australia

carets

Clit Cops 12 song 10"

$8 PPD US, $10 PPD World
Intensive Scare Records

x 640338
164-0338

Scare X,

P() Box 416
(st Long Brand.
N.I 07764-0416

^\e Scare Kuropc
baLslr.4I ili

10965 Be
(icrmanv

Send Well Concealed CASH ()nl\

SlapA Ham Records
"Making Power Violence a cheesy catch phrase since 1989"

BURNING WITCH
"Tow«ri" LP

PHOBIA
'Mean. Of Existence" LP/CD I

: OKtKJWIE-rwrtcMOUY

IOB>A

Total doom at a molasses pace I Subtle as a bnck in the face
I

OTHER STUFF*
•GASP "Drome Trvler Of Puzzle Zoo People" LP/CD 'BURNED UP BLED DRY "Cloned Slaves For

Slaves" 7"»"Blll*e**aaauuunTrgghhii! - A Music War" compilation 7"«"Fie»ta Comes Alive"

compilation LP/CD •CODSTOMPER "Saturday Morning Power Violence" 7"«PUCK ON
THE BEACH 7" •NO LESS 7" •MELT BANANA 7"«CAFrTALIST CASUALTIES "Dope & War" 7"

I -PHOBIA "Enslaved" 7"»MAN IS THE BASTARD "D.I.Y." CD 'SPAZZ'Sweabn' To The Oldies" CD
|

All prices postpaid / US currency only

NoJUnarica Surf»c» Airmail
i||llllilll^T'

T1Tr!tffn

7" =

LP =

CO =

$3.50

$8
$10

4
10

11

OUT NEXTi
.DOCTOR BOMBAY LP/CP|

6

13

13

C/5

^3TIG DESTROYER*
prctjicl^
Pig Destroyer deliver intense grind from members
of Agoraphobic Nosebleed and Enemy Soil while

Orchid is brutal chaotic hardcore from Massachu-

setts. $3 US, $5 Elsewhere

Guide To Survival, CD
13 punk rock tunes from Virginia Reach by

ex-skate pro's. $7 US, $10 Elsewhere

Unahomers
Stand For Something Fall For Nothing, 7"

Seven Tracks of Virginia Beach street punk.

$3 l)S. S5 Elsewhere

Mandatory Marathon, 20 band

comp CD, OUT SOON!

reemds
rMo Haven
S80 Kansemond Cres

Portsmouth YfU37Q7

S^P A HamJM
PO Box 420843 HYrVJ

SanFran.CA
94142-0843

USA

•Send .tamp or IRC for full catalog!

manson and manson

family on tape
the following cassettes are $6.00 each

postpaid, (overseas please add $1 .00 per

tape for air mail)

CHARLES MANSON "Lie" the album that

started it all. recorded in 1968 before the

killings, manson + family sing + play.

CHARLES MANSON "Saints Are Hell On
Earth" recorded in prison 1 985. manson

sings + plays guitar.

CHARLES MANSON "KALX Interview"

recorded in 1985. one of the few good

manson interviews.

THE MANSON FAMILY SINGS THE
SONGS OF CHARLES MANSON recorded

in 1969.

THE MANSON FAMILY JAMS more
tunes recorded in 1969. all songs written by

manson.

COMING SOON: TPOS ONLINE MAIL
ORDER! trashamericanstyle.com

money orders or well concealed cash to:

TPOS 12 MILL PLAIN RD
DANBURY, CT 0681 1 USA

(203)792-1630 FAX (203)778-2739



4£W£"*«
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LOUDMOUTHS
A/ElrV 7-/A/CH "SPIT IT OUT!"
RAWPUNK FUCKING ROCK S FUCKING ROLL FROM SF

story
SELF-TITLED 7-INCH /CDEP
RENO POWER-POP - THINK COSTEILO OR RFTC

C-DI IT 7 IKinU SCREAUYRENO HARDCORE
Or/./ / /-//VOn DEAOSGONE COALESCE VEIN

'WOW 70 LOSE" 10-INCH/CDEP
*BQ PUMPOP-GAIUGt WSILRS IM6IR BEST KEC0R0 YE7. MO SHII

USA PRICE WITH POST (outside Usa,
add $1 or $2 to total):

7-INCH $3 • CRUSHCDEP $5
CHAKACDEP $6 • 10-INCH $6

DlSTHO REVOLVER BOTTLEN£KfC. CHO«£
SUREFIRE 1000 FlOWCRS 4 LEAFS HO
lO-EA. TEMPERANCE INCOGNITO
SOOAJERK MORE OVERSEAS DtSIROS
Plf-ASE GET IN TOUCH'

PO BOX 204 RENO NV 89504 USA
fx 702-358-2453 . www.stickerguy.com

YOUR BAND NEEDS AS LOW AS

$20 PPO!!

SUPPORT

D.I.Y.

BUSINESS

STICKERS
(zines, labels, shops tool

PHONE

WE MAKE 'EM CHEAP

EMAIL

'

POSTAGE INFO:
EVERYTHING IS POSTAGE PAID

IN THE US ONLY OTHERS MUST ADO
CANADA ADD 1 1 .50 PER ITEM

WORLD (AIR) ADO S3 00 PER ITEM

ALWAYS UST ALTERNATES
NO PERSONAL CHECKS
MAKE MONEY ORDERTOJOHNWOLFE
SEND 2 • 32c STAMPS OR *1 FOR
COMPLETE USTS OF MERCHANDISE
new wa ma noun

UNHOLY GRAVE/TRAUMA ACUSTICO-LP

(Wuo> bruial grind apocalypse"* 12 00
GROINCHURN-10* Plcluro Disc

Awosomo SAtrican grind lron*y"$8.00

BLOOD/MYSTIC CIRCLE-SpJil T
anti-Chnst grind. block moto1"S5 00
B-MOVIE RATS-'KjIIoi Woman - LP

catchy punk like early Mtsflls"S8 00
BLOOD / INHUME-SPUT 7*

uck.lwteted blesphemous gnnd'S5 00
REMISSION-'95-9B' LP

all their Boat shit . on vkiy $8 00
BLOOD-'Ooprevod Godeee' CD
11 blosts ol anti-chnsl dealh"S1S 00
SEEING RED/SO MUCH HATE-Splil CD
vory [imitod'toro disc S12.00
INERTIAKILLS-'Trop Terd* 7*

very ltd-6 eonge-very cooT"*4.00

OAHMEH/JEAN SEBERG-Spltl 7*

(naano gnndnoiao bairago S5.00
DISARRAY-'Doalh Plague' CAaa.

excellent death metal etteck*"$5 00
ABSTAIN-'Doly- MCD
12 blast* of nectopolitJcel gnnd'56 00
REGURGITA-noN-'Conaeved Case.

ultra gore lacod death motal"S5 00
V/A'BLACKEND- Vol 2-(dbl CO)

w/EMPERORABIGOR many moro'S18 00
INVERTED-Thoro cart bo only one* CD
oxcoilont death metal Swedon'SI 1 00
NUNSLAUGHTER/DEKAPITATOR-7'
(glow) aatenic grind. nuko bfeck"$4 00
SABBAT- "American Hermagoddon' 7"

(groy awtrl) Japan-black moloi'S5 00
AGATHOCLES-'Lvo . Norey' 2»r
live end noisy Irom gig I997"S6 00
NASUM-'inhBlorExhele' CO
very extreme grindcorerbrutal'SIO 00
DESASTRIOUS-'Nocro anal' Caaaette

raw and extremo black metai"S5.00

P.O. BOX 425623 KENDALL SQUARE
CAMBRIDGE.MASS 02142-0012USA

DEAOEN-'Hymna ot tie Sick* CO
hellish gore-laced grind/doeaVSIO.OO

EXTREME SMOKE ST.'Muatcal ' 7'

(white) hyper grind notae""'S5.00
SOILENT GREEN-'A String ol Uea* CD
vicious extreme grind lreniy"S5 00
RNAL EXIT / BLU0GE-7'

(btuo) bombastic last gnnd"S5 00
PINK FLAMINGOS-'Crippled' CD
elt their ahlt on this CD""S12.00
KILL YOUR IDOLS-Comp CD
(AGATHOCLES tribute) 20 banda'S! 1 00
MAGGOT SANDWICH-'Steeje Factor* CD
inaane political threah-punk"' $8.00
COHRUPTED-'Paao Inlonor" CO
(Japan) noisy ear torture epic '$10 00
HATE WAVE-Ceaselle
Nuclear Satanic Melal/8 uax"S5.00
YACOPSAE-'Krank HI Normal' 7*

21 Ire* ol blislorln grind (Uue)'S5 00
E.B.S.-'Coslroy our Enomy" Ip

(white) 25 trex-vldouaHCthraah'SO.OO

EUNUCH/7 M.O.N.-Splil 7"'S5.00
GLU-7*

power-violence like MlTB"'S5.00
ROT/INTESTINAL DISEASE-spllt LP
(Belgulm/Brexil) intense grind'S1 1 00
MORE NOISE-Comp 7* wf

MASHRE.SHEARSA NOSEBLEED"SS 00

MAYHEM-'UVE IN LEIPZIG' CO
LTD EDITION 0IGI-PAK/NORWAVST3 33
DISCLOBETragedy" LP

repressing < total diatructo-crusl'SIO 00
ACROHOLIA/1NTEST1NAL DI8EASE-7'

amokln' grind explosions"""85. 00
COEXIST/URTVA 8U0OUCNO8T-7*
Harah and teat grind craztnesa'"S5 00
ROT-'FetahtyT T
live recording Irom t69S/v good'SS 00
DI8RUPT.*Millions Die T
hnally on vmylllrom tat demo"S5 00

DAHMER/I.R.F.-SpUl r
Inaane Blazing grind S5.00
ABAZAGORATH-bleck lahlrta "S10.00
logo-ortwork-rt 'worda-back-L/SLSI 5.00
MOMMY MUSTN'T KNOW VOL 2 (COMP C9)
wnjSURPER.EXHUMEO.PYREXIA.»"'S6.00
VARATHRON-'Goneaia ol Apocryphal" CD
hae eerty demo • unroleaeed stuffs 1 100
WHITE PIGS/SANITY ASSASSINS-CD
deaifirashriaw punk -split roioaso'Sl 00
EVILUTION- 'Shrine ot Desecration' CO
highly brutal deerh grind Irom CT'StO 00
ARTORTURE/CRI8I8 REBIRTH-SpM 7*

metal grlnrj-cruet-nolze 84.00
RUPTURE-'Froudstein's House' 7"

8 songs ol Aussie hardcore tronry'SS.OO

AVULSION-'Oerkneaa' CD
Bleck/doomy'power-doeth""S8 00
EMATOFAGIA VOL 1 '-Comp Case
haa MORBUS.MATEBOX,BATHYRON-ae 00
GORGE- 'Pathless and Awkward' 7"

bludgeoning death noise from Cat 'S3 00
GONKULATOR-'Satan'a Burial Ground* CD
ovor 40 mm black noise-lull color'SI 00
PSYCHO/BLOOD-SpM T
(marble) blistering (U.S'Qer ) 84.00
ANAL CUNT-'SB Song Ep* 7" (grey)

lid repress ol their 1st moetorplece'S4.00

GONKULATOR/FINAL EXIT-Spllt 7*

(Wuo) US/JAP-ovil norso.nolsocoio'S4 00
ASSUCK-'Nocrosalvelon* 7*

their 1st ep ropreseed (merbie)"*S5 00
DEPRAVEO--2 Song MCD*
lerooous deem grind Irom France'86 00
ANAL CUNT7MEAT SHtTS-7*
still got e tew ol theao loft'"S4 00
MASTIC SCUM/MIXOMATOSIS-Spat Cesa
alck grinding mayhem S5 00
NOCTURNAL WOR8HIPER-7*
evil black metal-back m alock'"S5 00
MOB 47-"Wer Victim* T
10 brutal tracks/Mitring madneea'S4.00
ANAL CUNT.'MortUd Florlsr MCO
re-dona vefrt new photos.2-xtra bax'SB.OO
DARK8TORM-*Four Lucen Emperors' MCD
Irom the Czech Republic/Blackness'SIO 00
DECOMPOSING SERENITY-'Anal bombshell'

oxlrolorgo-2 tJded-black
I ehirte*'10.00

INEPT-'Outta Tho Dumpater* 7*

vicious doom like crust $4 00

5 HIT AGAIN

UNBORN-SF
"Pearls For The Swines" 7"EP (Picone) out now

"BRAND NEW ROUGH STREET CREDIBILITY RELEASE
OUTBY OLDEST FINN PUNKROCK COMPOSITION.
LTD EDITION (M/SOO) PICTURE DISC wl POSTER"

US$ 6 / DM 10 / UK£ 3.5 / FIM 30 / YEN 1000
air ppd (cash [no coins] / post office IMO)

PUNKROCK HARDCORE & CRUST
AH Prrooe Airmail PPO Everywhere

« Fucking EaB Seme Day Scujsi.TRY USII

CASH / I.M.O.H-om no-noffloe) I
'

' ' ' lor bank charges)

VICIOUS WANKERS:2S-anrvi CO (Ultra HC Smeetrer) 81B
LUOMAKUNTA Hwri CD (Green meloolo Ann punk) * 1

6

KUOLETMA Worse Not Mualc CO (36-aonu 83 killer) 8 IB
TEBVEET KADETSIon Of The Cioeo CD (rewe hel) 816

IBWST KAOPBubbcH t. Mood CD (28 aong enujehar) • 1

6

TEBVEET KADCTOoomert ANen Raoe CD (breod nawll) 8 IS

PfifiM VlrJeodoom VIDEO (VHS mac CRUST) 826
BASTARP»:Maa1lmar Ptslae CD (83 HC Killer) 915

THE DWONES :Sone<l 7" (UK 77 Punka gram oomebeck) SB
WEVEB MIND TYK. BOLLOCKS IN 1BQ4 Comp
(TERVEET KADET.UNBORN SF.THE HUTS.

HYSWO CHILD«N,GOR£DOCTORE • GNO.AII unrela

eeed eorK-a.brfrliar-t beat Ann killer PunkrockftiC) CD » 12
MASSKONTROLL iWai You Ever Uor n? CD (US Cruet) 8 1

B

BfiOJJES:Take Shatter LP/CD (UK 77 Clnatlolll) 81B each
OLHO SECO Haveie Futuro CO (New HC Killer) » 18
ASOC*Al:Total Aaooial CD (Cult Swede Cruet) 81B

VjBEIC±t£D totla CD (44-aorKi 82 88 ITA HC) 1 16
AY«4UM:fsacruc|-iad CD (Cult Swede Cruet) 8 1

B

VAWUKBtS Nchim.. Chanoad EP (Cult UK HC) 8a
HATOS DE PORAO Cede Olaa CD (Cutt Btaz HC) 81B
KUBC1M3-1SM CD (Jap Cruet Oode,R.rel 81*
CWPPLE BA6TABDS:Your Uaa CD (76-aongal 816

CmPPU SASTABI-Mar-PATAWI-NICwnlhnl. 10"LP810
QUE WAY SYSTEMJtocum 1 0"LP (new killer) 814

EXSfLBSCH Hear Nothing New EP (Ultra CRUSTIII) 86
EPAjARJESTYS a-anrm EP (Ultra Cruat.#d*600) 80
|taiAt:Urauok IP (Raw new Cruet.600 ontylll) • 1

2

RUPTURE:Fuokumer-tery VIDEO (VHS mac Cruet) 826

BOJIntenea Noiea Cora CD (Jap HC Ooda.Rara) 816

XTRAVERTS So Muoh Hate CD (79 rare UK Punk) 816
ENOUSH DOOS:Bow To Nona CD (Greet UK Punk) 8 16

BL00D6TAINS ACROSS WORLD Comp LP (rare 77-82) 820
FEAR OF GOD Slnimhlar EP (Ultra Arsnrroghhllll 86

ANTI-NOWHERE I^AOUE Sourn LP/CO (Greet Punkl) 8 16 aa
SCUM NOISE Chantln CD (Raw 6 rare Brazil Cruet) 8 16
APPENDIX Pi amioaia 82783 CD (Rata Finn Cull HC) 816

PETER 6 TEST TUBE BABlES Suoermod-J. EP (UK punk) 86
Our mataxalvei new 44-pag* catalogue includea

•bout 4.000 Punk.HC.OH. Cruet, Grind.Mod alo
ntleaaa* absolutely so-natMng for avery punkerlllll

Just aand «2 cash / 3 x IRC (or free w/ ordet< 810)

Labale * Battda atnd aamrjtaa w/ tarma

BUMMaHBB * $tores oet In touch for wholasale.

WE DEAL DIRECTLY Mill

Wa Ve also ap-aolaNat of old PUNK/HC and have
clinic rarities a la; R0CK8.STAR CLUB.OOO.gears.DO A.

AB8ENTEES.BALONEY HEADS.BRIARD.WIDOWS.EB8A ORON.
DRONES.FRESH COLOR.SODS.RAT8IA.MAGGOTS.STAUN.

MEATY BUYS.SOS.DESTROY etc so Coflectora wake uolllll

A.A.RECORDS MAILMURDER HQ (mrr)

P.O. BOX 174
FIN-11101 RIIHIMAKI

FINLAND
tel ++358 40 5481267
fax ++358 19 721328

email jukka.sateri@aar.inet.fi



1+2 RECORDS
NEW RELEASE ON Summer 1998

THE SMUGGLERS
CROWING UP SMUGGLER
A 10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY LIVE
LP(1+2LP116)

Bnmcinvniia:.

Wi

1+2 Raords proudly pre-

soms Canadian Garage
pop kings. The Smugglers'
orandnew vinyl It'a Ihler

10lh annlversay album
and was recorded on 24
(rack In Madrid. Spain.

Tnelr show are lull of

rock'n roll action Fast

paced performance,
aggresive, wild and fun'

You'll start to dance with

them when you listen It

The songs are from 5 al-

bums of their albums and
out ol print stuff Many

songs are not avallble now without this LP (LP version Included

extra cut 1

) Also this hoi property is handed over to be shanked,
cranked, mixed and produced By rock'n roll god Kurt Block from
Fastbacks Highly recommended 1"

SCRATCH BONCOWAX
LET ME BE CD (1+2CD089)

1+2 proudly presents LA's

punk rock flnests, SBWs
second full length They
are pure punk rock band
as same as Electric Fran-

kenstein or Nashville

Pussy Great snotty vo-

cals, wall ol distortion gui-

tar, hard driving rhythm
and funny lyrics. Totally

hard hitting sound"'
Highly recommend real

punk rock fans all over the

world Sli(ppd)

STILL HOT RELEASE
JACKIE & THE
CEDRICS
GREAT 9 STOMPS
SET CD
1+2CD088 $11(ppd)

BOYZ NEX DOOR
RADIOHONOLULU CD
1+2CD109 $11(ppd)

DISTRIBUTE BY :

REVOLVH? USA pn (415) 241-2434 fax (4i5l 241-2421

2525 16th St
.
3rd Floor. San Francisco. CA 94103

R0T7 RECORDS pn ("3) 862-6500 fax (773) 862-65S2

2212 North Eiston 2nd Floor, Chicago, il 60614

GET HIP DISTRIBUTION ph (412) 231-4766 fax <«12)

231 4777 Columbus and Preble Aves Pittsburgh, PA 15233
ABRAXAS EXPORT (Exclusilely In Europe)
ph 39.55,832.3130 lax 39.55.832 3163 Piazza Marram 16

50065 Pontassieve (Fl) Italy

1+2 RECORDS USA
2462 F Pleasant W*y. Thoustnd Oaks. CA 91362 USA
emw Bongowa«»@«ola>m
Mail Ordar catalog on Wob http //members .MH.com/bongovriii1/
1 piu&2 indax html

All prices postpaid nUS Mexico and Can addS ' pot item World add S3 per
flem Send S 1 lor catalog Cash. Checks orm o s payable to Robert Armstrong

1+2 RECORDS
aMnWBhhshitiuiulF.N.Sit-sh'niui4j7-5^.Shtn|uku-ku, itjOJap*. taiflt-

3-3361-5169 e-mail bamiAbmamano']
i-2 official URL http iiVnvw butaman or fp/USERS/-opirec/

I
"to the positive youth" T

Also Available

(8 covers,„YOT,

INFAA, STRAIGHT |

.AHEAD, and more)

THE YIUOW SMAU HOLJ ONES ARE GONE1 WHY WERE THEY LIKE THAT"

CEASE ORDERING THE UVE CD
m—*n «»*«)W«r»|mltr»'*»i c* E«c»

BORISTHE

DEVOID OF FAITH

Split 7"

Iff

SPRINKLER
Little Yellow Box b w
"Why Don't We Do It In

The Dumps ter" &

Get OffThe Phone" 7 "45

Bulge 1 1 '3ppd US Can

'Sppdlntheeltewhsreione _
Chords! Rockl Slnjlngl Boxes! Yellowness! t.

r Conceivably Puerile Innuendo! Unrequited fettle

\ Chick Lustt Mispronunciations of "Anais Nlnl" :

I
Anatomical Incorrectness! Dumpstar*! Marilyn :

Munstersl George Tabb References! Really Fast !

HEARTBIUEAKERS Covers! Wallow « the potential

s-\

littli yellow box
i/e w mi >i h 11 11 111 UMiiif

•or mlsoehmlor this record < etvabty

OTHER THINGS OF A SEVEN INCHIY NATURE
RULGfc I BOWS Grilled Chccie" b w "Bad Guy Hciction" «

BULGE 1 -BOWS TO* SPRINKLER Milr Model .1 4S

BULGE ) - BORIS MEATMEN tplif 6 long 7" cp

BULGE 6 -THE TANTRUMS' -Sec Von Liter ..4S

BULGE 7 < LAST SONS OF KRTPTON I W.im Action' 1 ioor 7

BULGE 8 - BORIS SONIC DOLLS --pi** 6 von 1

; I" Cp

; ntw emir rsHmrs: vm into tons *• spnautr
i *mm t°t MAur mg msr Or*/ su*% s m & l •

j
oitaasel. PHtfc «- btatfc on white. A ratner alawsMasaff

womttnumm

MA/L ORDER SPECIALIST

GlfjrjHtlLEEQHDS

PO BOI14253

mimMizuz
Only S3 USA, and ,

.

|SS world- CASH ONLY!!

mela anal.

HomcUifdMaui
us 1

StllE Email cryptocomx 5aol.com I

For a huge list of hardcore records for sale

BuK*9

\amwsmtrwnfflt
Bul<»0!»»Mln«k»«Me«i!
\imnaapoanuam
I •ifummimmimit

CD«aXlMIM US 'Can, •
1

!-• are1 flaYUlTCaa, 1 wornl

Mn} " mm
DO make money orten out to

BULGE RECORDS
POB 1 173

^3 ff^^Green Bay WI 54305
U Grab yourOWN damn BulgeTj

:- ivi;r.tM.'i*:«i.i.'l:|i|lH4*Mi:rVi<:iJI'I^.W*fi
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Lynyrd's

Innards

"Houston"
7" HR022

The Monsignors
"Are You There
God? It's Us..."

CD HR021 w\
Trepan Nation

Trepan Nation

"Banish Gods
From Skies And
Capitalists From

Earth"

CD/LP HR020
LPs now available.

Free poster with

purchase of LP.

The
Letterbombs

"What The
Hell Just

Happened?!"
7" HR019

" rrrr*>f o vwo««

mm
RECORDS

Harmless Records
1437 W. Hood

Chicago, IL 60660
(773) 230-9149

(773) 465-0035 fax
www.sitegroup.com/harmless

harmlesrec@aol.com

prices (ppd):
7" = $3.00
LP = $7.00
CD = $9.00

catalog = stamp
fancy catalog (w/pictures) = $1.00
checks/money orders to "Scott
Thomson"—NOT Harmless

distributed by: Choke, Rotz, Cargo,
Rhetoric, Revolver, 1,000 Flowers,

and more...

X



X625Xmm
NEW FOR .[HI V / AUG!

nrrc

STREETPUNK ANTHEMS!!

AVULSION CD'
|30 minutes of blinding grindcore ShilsJ

(gelling redefined by this disc li alsoj

includes [heir two split EP's

(SHORTHATETEMPER/
SOCIETY OF FRIENDS split

^Testimony why Austin hardcore is fucki

Ion the map

EPJ

PLUS THESE:V
324- EP Insane grind from Japan**

KurMts IR- EP 17 song/Swedish HCtfM

Utter BasUrd/deadbodleseverywher

El Cuapo - LP 23 band fastcore comp
Excruciating Terror-Live EP
Emetic / GorymeUnoma-Spfit EPy

(CodstcHwper EP,

625IJ0KLYF0RWH0lSSi7TBAIJtVEVtBYTHI

ABOVE It mflUtFOIDISTBO

AU MAJLORDEH DOME THBOUBH VACUUM

i VACUUM(»eiid itamp for caUloe) li

I PO BOX 460324

I SAN FRANCISCO, CA
^94146 JJSA^

tores contact:

Revolver 4 15-24 1-2420

choke-773-395-0809

botllenckk 510-420-8733

-JUA

Di-dros and Bands write:

625 Productions

PO Box 423413

San Francisco, CA
9414W413m

I)SA_

.625 does NOT have a catalog (you're looking at it)

-Send a stamp/1RC or no reply (son-y)

-No order; through 625, only wholesale/trades

•Down to trade fliers, records, videos, shirts etc

u" you write, throw in some fliers and I'll do the

same 1 Bands If you're extreme and lack melody,

send a lapel Thanks to all who helped-Max/625
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iMRR,

Your
interview

with Indecision in is-

sue 184 had a glar-

ing contradiction

that I feel I must ad-

dress. In the introduction, the interviewer

claims that Indecision have a "dedication to

DIY," and then later in the interview it is

revealed that they are doing a split 1 inch on

Revelation. Revelation hasn't been a DIY

label for many years. They use major label

distribution, their records are in huge corpo-

rate chain stores, they release records by

major label bands like Rage Against The
Machine, and they even contract themselves

out to take care of vinyl pressing for major

labels—bands like Bush and No Doubt. In

addition to all of that, the owner of Revelation

apparently has little or nothing to do with the

operation of the label anymore, leaving things

in the hands of staff members. This manner
of operation isn't Do-lt-Yourself. even in the

most basic sense.

It is time we all stop splitting hairs over

the nature of labels like Revelation, Epitaph,

Victory, and Lookout. People are continu-

ously trying to tell me that they are "indepen-

dent"— meaning that they aren't owned by

another corporation. This may be true, but

when the label operates in exactly the same
manner as a major label, and utilizes the

same resources to sell their records, then I

don't see a real qualitative difference. They

may have helped make Hardcore/Punk be-

come what it is today with their earlier efforts,

but it is time to draw some lines and say

goodbye to all of these punk rock careerists

who want to make their millions off of our

subculture.

Ned Kelly/ PO Box 14411/ Minneapolis MN
55414

Wed,
We obviously missed the bit about

Revelation when we prepped the interview,

because we wouldn't have even run the

interview. Thank you for writing in and keep-

ing us on our toes!

Jacqueline

(SV
Dear Punks with Presses custom-

ers,

If you were a recent cus-

V, y tomer and had a current project we
were working on and haven't heard

from us, please contact us by mail. There are

a few people we haven't been able to get a

hold. As you've probably heard Punks with

Presses has closed. Unfortunately, a few

projects were caught unfinished in this mess.

We are in the process of going through and

settling up with customers and creditors, but

this takes time. Everyone who worked at the

press felt extremely bad about this situation,

but there was nothing they could do. The
press had been operating for five years and
we hoped PWP could keep running without

Jux for a while. This was not the case how-
ever, we kept getting further behind and bills

kept piling up to the point where staying in

operation was impossible. We are currently

working on sorting out the details and legali-

ties of everything and trying to ensure that the

few customers affected have priority on getting

there money returned. Fortunately, we have

the equipment of PWP which will be sold to pay

off these debts. So, if you haven't heard from

us, it's because we can't get in touch with you,

so it's very important that you contact us at

Punks with Presses/ P.O. Box 326/ Berkeley.

CA 94701.

We know this has caused a great incon-

venience for some of you, and we sincerely

apologize. Please know that the situation was
unavoidable and not pleasant for anyone in-

volved. Please contact us and please be pa-

tient as we are doing everything we can. We
will get a hold of you and keep you updated on

our progress in straightening this mess out.

Once again we apologize and hope everything

will soon be taken care of.

Punks with Presses

a. Dear Punk Planet... I mean MRR,
>^^ I just got the new issue.

^L %^What's the deal with the fancy lay-

^fci^ out of the band interviews? And the

^^ review section format? If you want to

go emo please tell us instead of sneak-

ing these artsy Dogprint graphics in. With the

passing of Tim, MaximumRockandRoll is at a

sort of crossroads. Don't take it down the

wrong path!

Rob Cleveland/ 1705 Gateway/ Middleton, Wl
53562

^a. Gardner,

jflNt I am writing to clear up the

^^ ^ misperceptions ofmeyou may have

ik^Jf gleaned from issue #2 of The Set^^^ Up. First off, I am pro-choice. I sup-

port a woman's right to choose in any situation

she wants. I don't know of any way to prove this

to you so I guess you'll just have to take my
word for it. Earth Crisis are one of my favorite

bands, though. Contrary to popular belief, I do

not consider them pro-life. I have reason to

think that. I think the essay in the "All Out War"

record clears it up. I also differentiate between

being anti-abortion in your personal views and

being anti-abortion foreveryone. I like the band

because of their musicand I support the causes

they give money to—the ALF and Earth First!

Also, I think you are way off base in

saying Shelter have a "women are in inferior,

homosexuals are an aberration" stance. Ray is

a friend of mine and I have seen him perform 24

times, and I have never felt that he was/is sexist

or homophobic. If I learned that he was, we
would no longer be friends. I urge you to read

the lengthy oral history of Shelter that I will be

putting out in my next issue or the one after, I

hope it will clear up any misperceptions about

the band.

Well, in closing, I'm glad you read the

zine thoroughly enough to have such a reac-

tion to it, but again, I am pro-choice and I am nor

homophobic or sexist. Keep an eye out for

issue 3 coming soon with All, Elliot, Far Apart,

Sarge, Good Riddance and the Smooths.

Thanks for reading,

Jonny [illegible]

Dear John,
First of all, let me say how much I

appreciate that you wrote a calm, thoughtful

letter to express yourself. The fact is it's prob-

MBftUHUESflSG?
ably more than I deserved, considering what
I said about your zine was pretty heavy. I am
not going to take it back, though, and will try

to explain why.
To tell the truth, all I knew about Earth

Crisis was second-hand, so Ispenta bunch of

time reading interviews with them on the

internet, andwhile theyaren'tasbadonsome
issues as I thought, they are even worse in

many ways. While Karl says he does notthink
abortion should be illegal, he basically says

that if you have an abortion, you are a mur-

derer. While you allude to this yourself, i.e.

the difference between being "anti-abortion"

in your personal view, and wanting it out-

lawed, the fact is that I really think we've

heard enough "personal views" about this

issue from men. It has nothing to do with men.

I don't think that abortion is something that

most people take lightly, and usually the

people talking about how abortion is used as

a method of birth control are men. Karl is

smart enough to know that the main abortion

debate hinges on the idea of controlling

women. There may be a valid point to make
that abortion is not a good thing, but I don't

think we will be able to ever talk about that in

an honest way until women are really equal to

menandhave the power to reallycontrol their

lives and destinies. I think Earth Crisis could

be on their way to approaching the abortion

issue a lot more strongly if they were to be

more vocal about their support for the equal-

ity of women, not that I am saying they don't,

but it ain't no fucking Firestorm, lemme tell

ya...

I agree with a lot of what Earth Crisis

has to say, my problem is that they are so
confrontational, that I think they turn more
people away, yet theyprofess that "spreading

their message" is the most important thing. If

this were really true, I think they would exam-
ine their tactics and revise them. The mes-
sage is so "important" to them that they are

eager to sign to a major label to get the word

out, nevermind that this tactic has been tried

and examined ad nauseum and everyone

knows by the time you reach that huge audi-

ence, you have no message. How much has

Rage Against the Machine changed? Karl

has the nerve to say that they are revolution-

aries, and that the FBI is following him. He
urges his followers to participate in illegal

direct action (animal liberation), and then

says HE can't do it because he is too impor-

tant, as the mouthpiece of the band, to risk

incarceration. Does anyone buy this crap?

"Sorry you're in jail, at least you know I'm

picking up a corporate paycheck..." To me
they are egomaniacs who are trying to im-

press others with how "hard" they are. This is

best exemplified by their ridiculously strict

codes regarding straight-edge, which re-

sembles some kind of secret society. The
utter contempt and downright hatred es-

poused against the huge majority of people

who do not fit their standards is not going to

influence anyone otherthanthesmallhandful

of lost souls looking desperately for some-
thing to feel powerful about, to give their life

some kind of purpose, no matter how shal-

low. Like gangs or drugs, these people will

move on from staight-edge once they realize

there is more to life than adolescent cliques

and one-upmanship.



Unless he's

jumpedto anew life

defeating ideology,

Ray Cappo is a
Hare Krishna. He
doesn't even use
the lame excuse
that many religious

people use of not following the church lead-

ership, but somehow picking and choosing

bits they want to pay attention to. At least

back when I was paying attention. Ray was
an unapologetic shill for the Krishna hierar-

chy, helping them to sucker in teenagers,

something they hadn 'tbeen able to do so well

in recent times. Hare Krishna says women
should be controlled by their husbands, this

is for the greatergood, this is god's plan, you
cannot argue with it. It also says homosexu-
ality is wrong, an affront to nature and god.

OK? Thafs the Krishna religion, Sheltersays
they area Krishna band. Got it? I suggestyou
read some about Krishna, (not from a 108

record either) and when you interview Ray
Cappo, ask him how he feels about women
and gays. Then ask him how Krishna feels

about them. Then ask him what he thinks

about that.

The fact that you, Johnny, are not

sexist, homophobic or anti-choice, is pre-

cisely what makes me so upset about your

support for these bands. I want people to

start paying attention to what their "heroes"

are saying. This is what theybelieve, and are

trying to convince others, ifyou support them,
you are supporting these ideas. I'm tired of

the "yeah, but they rock" attitude. One can
listen to a band without having to drum up
support for them in your fanzine. (I happen to

love oldAC/DC; they are sexist clowns, but I

don't wear theirpatch on myjacket orput out
a zine praising them) As women and gay
people are friends of mine who I love dearly,

I will stand up with them against bigots and
even against those who passively support

bigots. Hope I have cleared up my position.

Karl and Ray have every right to their ideas,

and I have the right to disagree. At least I

don't (actively or passively) encourage 16

year olds to form gangs and stab each other

at shows over cigarettes or what kinds of

shoes they wear. I can't believe we debate
these kinds ofissues nowadays. Exchanging
ideas is great, but I really thought we were
beyond a lot of this stuff. . . Take care Johnny,
Gardner

Dear Jacqueline and MRR,
Thank you for the reply.

Things have changed In Indone-

sia, but not all are good things.

Like I said in my last e-mail, economy
still falls down. Everything is expensive nowa-
days. Imagine once a rich country suddenly
got poor (because of the corrupted govern-

ment!!). People here are not ready.

The poor gets poorer Countless
people losing their jobs. It's like a slow death.

But I don't know, it seems like there's nothing

happening in this country now, because of

the people's ignorance. But there is some-
thing wrong, you can feel it in the air. I mean
for 32 years our people been cheated, lied by
the new order government. It builds people's

ignorance about everything, education, his-

tory, politics, economy, etc. What kind of judg-

ment do you think our government deserves?

Hah. Some of the political prisoners are freed,

but many of them still in prison.The National

Human Rights Commission (Komnas Ham)
are still searching for a number of missing

activist, students, all the missing persons.

Racism, Chinese bashing, bad rumors
flying, a society based on fear. Not to mention

about Timor (I guess you have heard it in the

news), Aceh. InTimorand Aceh there is almost

no freedom, military intervention make them
suffer. Almost all of the political party here are

jokes, we don't trust them. Except for Partai

Demokrasi Indonesia 'Perjuangan' (Indone-

sian Democratic Party) lead by Megawati, she
still has her masses. And people down here are

like floating mass, the so-called democracy is

very blurred (!?). Sorry for my English, but I

hope you can understand my bad English, ha,

ha...

Well, I guess if you read Newsweek or

Time's—March-May edition I guess you know
what I mean. Check out The Human Rights

Watch site. Maybe you'll find something there.

Hey, is it true that Tim Yohannon has
passed away? I heard rumors, and I don't know
the latest information. If this news is true, than

we all mourn down here. We'll miss him, and
we'll pray for him. Innallilahi wa inna ilaihi

roji'uun. Amen.
Okay, Jacqueline, I got to go now. All

the best and take care.

Arian13/ Jl. Kanayakan A-3/ Dago bandung
40135/ Jawa Barat/ Indonesia

try to keep this as concise as
possible...

A few months ago, MRR
ran a story about a guy who walked

into 924 Gilman sporting a Confederate battle

flag tattoo. The guy ended up getting his ass
beat down nazi style by the punks in atten-

dance. According to the guy who wrote the

letter, the man with said tattoo was not very

vocal, he simply refused to leave the club.

Most punks are quick to cite the fact that

it is wrong to treat anyone in such a way; it (the

group beat-down) is a technique favored by
groups punk dislike the most. The reason I

write this letter is not to state the obvious, but
hopefully to educate. I am a southerner, and I

feel (or at least hope) that some west-coast

residents could perhaps benefit from seeing
things from a different point of view.

I feel that almost everyone has a little bit

of pride for or attachment to the place they think

of as "home," whether they realize it or not. This

could certainly be said about the majority of

southerners (I mean real country folks, not

transplants or retirees in Florida), I am from a

rural southern town (Gate City) in southwest
Virginia, near the border of Tennessee.

The Confederate battle flag is a com-
mon site in this area of the country, but not as

a symbol of racism. It is flown more as a symbol
of the love they have for their home and their

heritage (no, not the heritage of slavery). It is no
different to them than a Varukers patch or a 1

5

year old Subhumans T-shirt is to a typical punk
rocker. I'll be the first to admit that there are a
lot of racists in the south, and that it is entirely

possible that the guy with the tattoo is, in fact,

a racist jerk (especially if he is not a native

southerner)... But the south does not have a

monopoly on racism, folks. From what I've

experienced, there are just as many rednecks

in northern states as there are in the south.

From what I've read, Ohio seems like a hot-

bed of racism. It may be hard to understand

(for a non-southerner) how the rebel flag

could symbolize anything good. I have trav-

eled all over the east coast, and I can honestly

say that southerners are the nicest people (as

a whole) that I've been around. The rednecks
suck, but they areho worse than the "rednecks

in clean clothes" that frequent northern cities

(e.g. Philly, NYC, etc.)

On a different note, a recent issue of

MRR ran a column in the news about how the

U.S. had recently given Most Favored Nation

trade status to China, thereby indirectly sup-

porting the rampant human rights violations

that the Chinese have been committing. This

could be seen as a ploy to line pockets, but I

have a different idea as to why the decision

was made. Overthe last few years, China has
been amassing and training the largest mili-

tary in the world, as well as acquiring newer
and more powerful weaponry (by the way, in

addition to MFN trade status, the USA also

gave China technology for more accurate

ICBMs). I admit I don't know these things for

an absolute fact, but this information has
been presented to me by various sources.

Two facts I do know are 1.) The global

economy is in a world of shit, and 2.) In recent

military history, China has been humiliated.

Think about this for a second. It has parallels

to the pre-WWII era: Germany had lingering

humiliation about their defeat in WWI, had
built a mighty military, and the economy was,
as it is now, in a world of shit. I don't want to

sound like a psycho, but the parallels are

there, man! You may think that a country

"gets over" getting beat up in war, but they

don't— southerners are still embarrassed
about losing a war in the 1 860s! To finally cut

to the chase, I think that China may have
been granted MFN trade status partially be-

cause they intimidated the hell out of us! Most
people make fun of me when I talk about this,

but the mighty USA is not invincible. Wars
happen, believe it or not. and if we were to

enter conventional warfare with China right

now, we'd get our asses beat down like the

guy outside Gilman!

Well, I'm gonna shut up now. If you
read this, thank you. Replies are welcome

—

chquille@vt.edu.

Brad Quillen

Brad,

Thanks for your letter. While I don't

agree with your arguments for sportin' a con-

federate flag, I think that your letter was well

thought out and offered a perspective that

deserves attention. As lor China's Most Fa-

vored Nation status, you may have a point,

but other countries that have MFN status also

have human rights issues. The bottom line is

that trading equals money. Take care, thanks
again for writing,

Jacqueline

Brad and Jacqueline.

While I agree with Jacqueline that

yourletterwas well thought out. Tmafraidyou
needa somewhat harsher reply. The Confed-
erate Flag was only the symbol of the South



during the Civil

War. It does not
have a long history

as a symbol otgood
things in the South.

Whatever it may
mean to some
Southerners, to

most people, and particularly most African

Americans it symbolizes slavery. The refusal

of White Southerners to acknowledge this

and lose it either means they think slavery

was good or are too lazy to give up their

attachment to a stupid symbol no matterhow
fucked up the ideology it represents. It isjust

a flag for chrissakes. Beyond that let me
assure you that there are some amazing
people in the South, and if you travel 20
minutes outside of San Francisco you can

find fucked up racist rednecks to equal any-

thing in Mississippi.

Gardner

©Maximum (RC),

I just got issue #184. I'm

the guitarist from Hoods. Our re-

view made it out that we were

some kind ot hateful group spread-

ing anti-gay prop. This is quite untrue.

We are in no way anti-gay, racist, homopho-

bic, or sexist. I (Mike Hood) truly apologize if

I offended anyone. I would never purpose-

fully try to offend or hurt someone's feelings.

I didn't think anyone would take offense to a

word like "faggot." It obviously offended RC.

Next time I will take into consideration my use

of slang. Truly,

Mike Hood
PS Please accept my apologies

\^ te

.Dear MRR,
I'd liketo address a couple

of topics you guys probably have

covered countless times in let-

ters and articles in the zine. Punk

has changed my attitude about many
things. It seems to me that the majority of

people strive for one thing in life, wealth.

Honestly, I had the same mentality. Go to

college, get a job in which I. can become
"successful," and live a grand old life. It's

weird, because most of the ideas in punk are

simple ones that make a tremendous amount

ofsense, yet I never pondered those thoughts

before I started listening to bands like the

Dead Kennedys or Bad Religion, Of course,

its not hard to see why. Most people aren't

taught about all the corruption in society.

Parents are either as ignorant as kids or don't

bother telling them. Programming on the

mighty time-consuming invention called tele-

vision is basically garbage. About how great

life is when you give a shit about yourself.

However, I strongly believe that before show-

ing care for others, you must make certain to

get yourself on a steady platform.

In MRR #1 83, letters department, Mark

Bruback has several noteworthy points. He is

absolutely right on the fact that true punks of

today must not throw away education. Power

in the hands of a punk has enormous poten-

tial. Power in the hands of hundreds of people

that have our mindset can only go further.

How can this country achieve any type of real

change when its citizens are only curious to

whether or not Bill Clinton is loyal to his wife.

Okay, we know now, he couldn't control his

hormones, so can we move on please.

Let's have all kinds of diverse punks in

this country. Entertainment punks (which there's

plenty of), blue collar punks, and something we
definitely need more of, punks with enough
power to pack a punch to the ignorant public. I

don't mean power in the form of owning a

company, I mean power in a way to have your

voice heard. You wanna overthrow the govern-

ment? Chanting to a song at a show is incred-

ible fun, but it's not going to do shit. Let's give

a big fuck yeah to the bands that splash some
water on our faces, but we gotta go beyond that

and actually do something.

Now, here is where I start to become a

man of questions. I've only been into punk for

about six months, and even though I want to do

something, I haven't done much. True, I just

preached about do this, do that, and I'm writing

these words for a wake-up call to myself as

well. I'll be starting college soon and have just

about no clue as to what I want to do. I like

writing, but I'm going to have to improve dra-

matically if I want to portray the numerous

faults of our society. I don't know, maybe I'll he

like that great author/ linguist/ anarchist Noam
Chomsky. The thing is. I need ideas. Tell me
(tell anyone who gives a shit) careers we can

pursue through a college education that can

have a true impact on our lives. This is defi-

nitely the route I and many must take. Either

because we aren't musically talented or be-

cause some of us aren't made for blue collar

work. I have no choice because of a mild case

of cerebral palsy on my left hand and foot and

wouldn't be able to do the work of most of those

jobs. So tell me punkers, what can we do to

really help?
Also, one of the main themes in punk is

anarchy. It seems that most of those in the

scene believe in it. I however don't see how it

could really work. I think the majority of people

would either be fighting or too lazy to give a shit

getting involved. What would happen to simple

things like electricity. We do need people to run

that and the many other facets of life. Think

about it. There are many organizations that are

provided for our needs but in some cases do

more harm than good. Prime example in punk?

The police force. Their duty is to protect and

serve but our argument is that they abuse the

authority they hold. Hey, I couldn't agree more,

but the fact that cops are around make a lot of

felons think twice before committing a crime.

Remember, if everyone had a caring mentality

like us, anarchy would be a no-brainer. But,

when you have pyschos roaming all around the

world, they always find a way to screw things

up. All the brave anarchists must certainly

realize that in order for their way of life to

succeed it must hit the entire earth, not just

their country. That's one hell of a task. Would

the human race be up to the challenge is my
question? In a Dead Kennedys song, "Where

do you draw the line," Biafra brings up some
great points about rednecks playing king of the

neighborhood. He also mentions the sewers,

who would fix them? Don't get me wrong, I can't

be against or for anarchy without someone
enlightening me about it. I'm sure others feel

the same way as me. Currently, I just don't

know enough of the positives that I can hear

from some of the intelligent anarchists. Know

any outstanding books on anarchy, I'm listen-

ing.

Gary Balaban/ 18-06 Split Rock Rd,/ Fair

Lawn, NJ 07410/ (201) 797-8499

^^- Dear MRR,
^k h Columbus, Ohio's "More

I Than Music" test took place June

^^^ 25th-28th of this year. Proceeds
""

from the fest were used to benefit

Columbus's Queer Youth Center and the

Buckeye Region Anti-Violence Organization

(BRAVO), organizations which work for and

on behalf of homosexual/ bisexual/

transgender adults and youth. In addition, the

dates of the fest were chosen to coincide with

the city's Queer Pride March and Celebra-

tion, in an attempt by organizers of the fest "to

combine a hardcore/punk gathering with a

political direct action march." The bands var-

ied in style from Rainer Maria to His Hero is

Gone, discussion groups highlighted a range

of topics from the Irish Civil War to D.I.Y.

Womyn's Health, and as per the usual fest

fare, there were some excellent booths offer-

ing music and literature. All ofthese resources

did indeed help the Columbus "More Than
Music" fest live up to its name.

According to the program, which was
written by organizers of the fest, the collective

had "sought to achieve something more than

the traditional examples of punk/hardcore

fests. Traditional examples which so often

borrow heavily from the traditions of main-

stream culture. Offering predominantly het-

erosexual, white boy, entertainment focused,

music exclusive gatherings.. . The MoreThan
Music Collective attempted to take the tired,

stagnant fest model and not only break down
those dynamics entrenched in mainstream

values, but to also move forwards [sic] from

there and build something positive from their

ruins." Because so much of this year's fest

was based on this idea of making the punk/

hardcore "community" more inclusive, as well

as on the idea of fighting unjust discrimination

within society at large, it may be important to

take a closer look at the methods which have

been employed as an attempt to reach this

ideal. A common method employed at the

fest was demonstrated in the presence of

exclusive groups, such as the "Girl Militia,"

and in the form of exclusive discussion

groups—namely, the "Womyn's Planning" dis-

cussion, which was in preparation for the

"Addressing Rape in Our Community" dis-

cussion that took place later that day, and the

"Queer Only" discussion which preceded an

open "Queer Discussion" workshop. Other

methods present were non-exclusive discus-

sion groups on race, class, sexual orienta-

tion, and gender, and the Columbus Queer

Pride March and Celebration. Fighting unjust

discrimination which often affects people on

the basis of race, gender, and sexual orienta-

tion requires destroying the misconceptions

held by those who discriminate. Likewise, the

resulting misconceptions often held by those

who have been discriminated against must

also be destroyed.

A person who is prone to discriminat-

ing against homosexuals, for instance, may
think that homosexuality is unnatural. This

misconception may be rid of with the under-

standing that sexual orientation is no more a
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selection made by
a person at his or

her birth than is

race, gender, hair

color, or any other
natural trait. The
focusof discrimina-

tion based on gen-
der and race has changed and splintered

somewhat. Once based on the misconcep-
tion that social roles and cultural differences

were symptomatic of an inequality between
different genders and races, discrimination is

now more often based on territorial instinct

and stereotypes. It is now generally under-
stood that race and gender are not accurate
gauges by which an individual's potential

insofar as achievement or intelligence may
be measured. It is thereby more well under-
stood that those social roles once viewed as
symptomatic of existing inequality were actu-
ally responsible for the existence of inequal-
ity. While misconceptions such as homo-
sexuality being unnatural, or certain genders
and races being inferior to others can be
eliminated with the presentation of factual

evidence, the backlashes of faulty justifica-

tion for discrimination must be eliminated
differently. Territorial instinct and ste-

reotyping, bothcommon bases of discrimina-
tion, are symptomatic of a larger social mis-
conception. People prone to discriminating

against those of a specific gender, race, or
sexual orientation view those individuals shar-
ing such a common genetic trait as being
members of a group. As a group, such indi-

viduals appear to share common behavioral
patterns, and often seem to be a territorial

threat, whether it be in the workplace, or in

the extension of cultural diversity and lan-

guage barriers. For instance, while logic may
show that a person who speaks broken En-
glish as a second language to be by no
means less intelligent or capable than one
who speaks only English, the animosity which
surrounds such a misguided judgment re-

mains. It takes on other modes of justification

for discriminating against such a person,
such as the insistence that he or she is a
member of a group of people who cause
social or economic problems, such as the
loss of employment opportunites, or a rise in

crime. The unfortunate and yet common re-

sult of this false grouping of individuals is the
adaptation of such a grouping by the individu-

als who have been discriminated against.

Rather than the individuals remaining persis-

tent in the belief that a genetic trait is merely
a facet of a whole individual, the trait is

allowed to become a unifying point. This is

simply allowing this sort of broad generaliza-
tion, this false grouping, to remain intact. If it

can be recognized that grouping individuals

by common genetic trait is a faulty concept,
then it should also be recognized that volun-
tarily unifying under a banner which reads of

a specific gender, race, or sexual orientation
is also a faulty concept.

The fight against discrimination may
be perhaps better fought with the empower-
ment of the individual. It may be fought with
the recognition of a trait as a facet of the
individual and not the whole of who we are,

and not a basis for unity or the cornerstone of
self worth. It may also be fought with the

uniting of individuals, regardless of race, gen-
der, or sexual orientation, who are opposed to

a form of discrimination which is actively taking

place (eg. marriage and adoption laws which
discriminate against homosexuals, etc.). Ex-
cluding people who do not share a common
genetic trait because those who share a com-
mon trait have been excluded is not only inef-

fective, but counterproductive.

There was definitely a lesson to be
learned at this year's fest insofar as the fight

against discrimination is concerned. It was a
lesson found in the collective itself. A group of

people, made up of individuals who varied in

gender, sexual orientation, and probably hair

and eye color, was able to work together as a
group, making decisions by consensus. Each
person was able to voice his or her ideas and
concerns, and was thereby able to play an
equal part. False unity based on a genetic trait

didn't make this possible. What made it pos-
sible was the mutual goal of a four day festival

involving music and discussion groups.
Christina Harding/ Omaha, Nebraska

Christina,

It makes sense that people who are
dealing with similarproblems (inyourexample,
facingsome type ofdiscrimination in ourfucked
up society) will want to get together and dis-

cuss stuff they have in common. Leaving other
aspects aside, ifyou catch shit forbeing queer,
being queer is nota "false grouping,"buta real-

world one, forced upon you. Since it's a differ-

ence experience being queer than straight in

our homophobic society, gays, lesbians, etal,
can't expect us heteros to fully understandtheir
situation or have all the ideas on how to make
things better.

Getting back to the Columbus fest, it

seems from yourletter the big seperatist action
was having exclusive meetings before the open
meetings on the same subjects. You say that

women and queers used both tactics, "unit-

ing... regardless of race, gender, or sexual
orientation. " as well as meeting among them-
selves. I think both efforts have potential. Un-
doing deeply rootedprejudices is heck ofmore
difficult than putting together a four day fest.

JeffM.

Dear (so-called) punks,
I'll get right to the point—you make
me vomit. Most of you wouldn't know
the meaning of punk if it bit you on
your fat, lazy, moral-majority asses.

Most of you are so damn conservative you
make Newt Gingrich and Jesse Helms look like

liberals.

Yeah, I'm in prison—so what? Yeah, I

made some mistakes—so what? Maybe I de-
serve to be in prison—so what? How many of

you can walk on water? I never claimed to be
perfect, only human. And sometimes I don't
even feel like that.

You guys freak out when I answer your
ads—you see the "correctional facility inmate"
rubber stamped on my letter. You get weak
kneed and scared. A few of you, like the late

David McCord, Ayn Imperato, and Naz (from
the Chems) wrote back and found out I'm not a
bad guy. David encouraged me to write, and so
I offer free to anyone who writes my book of

poems

—

Nightmare Hostage. I answer your
ads to buy your band's demo tape, or your zine,

or your chap book. Or maybe I read some-
thing you wrote and wanted to tell you how
much I enjoyed it. But I get my letter sent
back—"Refused— Return To
Sender." Thanks a lot.

I'm going to be 35 in a few months, and
I can remember a lot still. Seeing the Ramones
when I was 16. Seeing bands in Akron—The
Rubber City Rebels, The Waitresses, The
Chi-Pigs, and the pre-Devo Devolution Band.
Clubs like The Bank, The Main Street Saloon,
and the Main Event. Spare changing outside
the Jockey Club to see Black Flag on their first

Midwest show.
If you want to write and prove me

wrong, go ahead. I'll answer any and all. My
address is—Jeff Dean #148-997; NCCI; PO
Box 1812; Marion, OH 43301-1812. Later,
Jeff Dean

PS To Cindy and Joe, I say bite it, you
scum!

^d^^Dear Felix Havoc and MRR,
Jn^sg O.K., you got me, I'm a
^U^Jy huge Armed Citizen fan (from^^^ the 80's). I have all their stuff and

know all the words to every song.
Then one day I thought "Hey. I'll start a band
called Armed Citizens and we'll play originals
and totally disrespect the old..." I don't know
if you think this is true or wish was true
(because it gives you one more thing to bitch

about) but it's bullshit.

Here's the real story—almost four

years ago I was taking a shit at my brother's

house reading the NRA magazine American
Rifleman that contains true stories of every
day people that halteddamage to themselves
or their property by owning a gun legally. The
section is in every issue and it's called The
Armed Citizen"—hence the name. About a
year past and theArmed Citizens were estab-
lished (locally—cuz that's what really mat-
ters) when a good friend of mine, Tom, told

me he had an old comp with a band called the
Armed Citizens on it. We had a demo out at

the time and decided to keep the name. I

personally never expected our band and its

name to get any farther than York, Lancaster,
and Harrisburg. Then, two years later we
released our own seven inch on our virgin

label (2nd Amendment). When we sent it out
it was actually the second time I heard of the
old Armed Citizens in a letter (that was taken
as hate mail) from a distro mentioned in your
column. And now issue #184 (MRR) is the
third time I've heard of them. I'm sorry if that's

reason enough to stress you out, but I assure
you there is no harm meant and no disrespect
meant to the old Armed Citizens. I would
honestly like to hear them. So, anyway, we're
not changing our name. Not after two re-

leases of our own. a song on a Beer City

comp, and other songs coming out soon on
several other comps. If it steps on your toes
then don't support us. If you had a baby and
named it "Bonehead" cuz you thought it was
original, then after several years you met an
adult named "Bonehead," would you change
your four year old's name? As if it all matters,
Shannon Citizen

PS I can'tspeak for other bandswhose
names were attacked but could they, per-
haps, be a coincidence also?

PPS Thanx to Bruce for his column



and the quote (it's

very inspirational);

"I I you got punk rock

and you've got ca-

maraderie, you're

going to survive this

fucking mess."
(Also issue 184
MRR regarding the

Ducky Boys.) Oh, yeah, anyone teel free to

write to us at: 2nd Am Rec's (Armed Citi-

zens)/ P.O. Box 3434/ York, PA 17402

MRR,
Issue #184 was awe-

some! For me it was especially

interesting because of the

Ricanstruction interview. But the object of my
letter is about a question you asked Alano in

the Ricanstruction interview. You asked, "Is

there really such a thing?" when Alano men-
tioned Puertorrican punx. Well I can tell you

there is such a thing as Puertorrican punx.

Puerto Rico has a punk scene just like any
other place. I just moved from Puerto Rico to

live in St. Louis, Mo. a few months ago. But
before I moved I was in the Puerto Rico punk
and hardcore scene for eight years. Of course

Puerto Rico is just an island and it doesn't

have tons of punk and hardcore bands, but it

has quite a few like: Golpe Justo and La
Experiencia de Tonito Cabanillas. These are

some of the best punk and hardcore bands in

Spanish from Puerto Rico, There are a lot a

Puerto Ricans that love to listen and play

punk rock in Spanish and English. Young
people in Puerto Rico have problems just like

any other punk kid in any other place and a lot

of them release their anger at society or just

plain family problems through punk rock. And
a lot of them are into punk, like me, for that

feeling Ihat only punk rock gives you when
you listen to it. It doesn't matter if you're

Puertorrican, Asian, European,
etc...everybody's got there own personality

and theirown taste in music. And Puerto Rico
is not a primitive island with house made out

straw and no cars or televisions like some
people think. We've got everything from salsa

to rap to punk. I'm just trying to say "yes, there

is such a thing as Puertorrican punx." If there

are any other Puertorricans here in the States

that love punk rock please get in touch with

me, or anybody that just wants to talk a little

bit more about this, just write me up. My
address is: •

Eric Pena/ 31 34 Magnolia #1 E/ St. Louis, MO
63118

PS To Lindsay McLeary on her letter

in that same issue I want to say, "You couldn't

have said it better."

i
MRR,

Much thanks for the ar-

ticle in MRR #183 dealing with
I the situation in Chiapas. It clearly

out- lined the history and future of the

native people's struggle in that area, giving

previously ignorant readers like me a great

introduction to a very serious and tragic situ-

ation, A big thank you to Lane Van Ham for

writing it.

In Montana we can sometimes feel

cut off from the underground press. There
aren't many stores that carry independent

is
magazines, and only a very few that carry

zines. Fortunately MRR is relatively easy to

find. Articles like the Chiapas piece help to

better understand the capitalist state and the

effects our convenience has on different

people's freedom, and everyone's mother
Earth. Thanks again,

Randy Spaghetti/ Missoula, MT

JQl MRR,
A^A I'd like to make a few comments

J^B aboutthereviewoftheJermflux45m" issue #183. First off this isn't some
whiny letter about a bad review. If our music
isn't that particular reviewer's cup of tea I can
respect that. However likening us to "a bunch
of tanked rednecks" is not only inaccurate but

unfair. No one needs a lecture on.the negative

connotations associated with the word redneck.

We might as well have been called ignorant

racists. While none of us will be joining MENSA
anytime soon, and we do happen to be from the

South, we are not racist and firmly resent the

implication. It's sad to think Ihat people around
the world who read MRR (and take it very
seriously) might dismiss our band as drunken
rednecks based on one person's misinformed
opinion. But again I'm not going to whine about
a careless review. Shit happens. I just want to

give the MRR readership a chance to form their

own opinion. Anyone who wants a copy of the

Jermflux 45 can send the review from MRR
#183 (no copies) and one dollar for postage
(Canada and overseas add more) to Jethro

Skull records (the band's own label) + judge for

yourself. If you can't send the review it's only $3
ppd anyway.

I appreciate the chance to voice my
opinion about this and clear up any misconcep-
tions about Jermflux.

Jimmy Keeter/ Jethro Skull Records/ 1

Guenevere Ct. #1 F/ Newport News, VA 23602

• Dear Maximumrockandroll,
I'm writing tocomment on the current

state of the magazine I have been
reading foryears.Thefact is, I stopped
reading Maximumrnrfora while. From

about 1996 to to just a few issues ago I didn't

pick up MRR hardly at all. I can't exactly say
that I'm totally impressed with the new direction

that MRR has taken. First off. the columnists

section definitely needs some work.

This guy, George Tabb—who first ap-

peared in MRR shortly before I stopped read-

ing it tor a duration—needs to be fired. He's got

the intellect of a twelve-year old, and any
columnist who writes his/her first few columns
with the purpose of defining his/her relation-

ship with a famous band (The Ramones) has
no serious intentions of writing good columns,
and George Tabb has not written many good
columns. For heaven's sake, how many times

can I read about one of this guy's wacky, funny,

"punk rock" experiences before I fucking throw

up. And Rev. Norb? He's about the same, only

nerdier. As of 08:00 a.m., 09/01/98, 1 am stipu-

lating that nerdy,old,white-collar record col-

lecting shmucks who write about absolutely

nothing and who make reference to old, ob-

scure pop records are not punk, and don't

deserve to have a column printed in MRR. The
only columnist who still writes for MRR from the

old days is Mykel Board, and maybe the maga-
zine should make aclean break and fire him.too,

Anyone who devotes a whole column to try-

ing to convince kids to get jobs in the sex
industry is at best a tad loopy. At least there's

Brian Zero-while not the most original writer,

his columns are positive, insightful, and cool.

Ted Rail is probably the best of the new
columnists, the Scumbag file is a cool and
interesting read, Nick Fitt—whether a fic-

tional character or a real person—writes a

very boring column, maybe Felix Havoc is

MRR's new Ben Weasel, which is pretty much
fine by me, but in response to his comment
that Larry Livermore's foray into zine publish-

ing was easy considering he had a "couple

hundred grand" lying around—you shouldn't

open your mouth on subjects you know little

about. Lawrence Livermore has been pub-
lishing his Loo/cournewsletter since before he
even started the record label—long before

the success of Green Day, and the fact is,

most of what is published in his fanzine is

leaps and bounds betterthan any thing MRR's
current crew of columnists have been coming
up with lately.

I guess I've been pretty harsh in this

letter, but it's only because I hold MRR in such
high regard—it really is an institution—and
despite it's shortcomings (i.e. bad columnist

such as Rev. Norb and George Tabb), it

continues to be an entertaining an informa-

tive read. Sincerely,

Chris Reister/ shlumpdumper@hotmail.com

Dear Chris,

I don't enjoy all of the columns either.

The thing is, variety makes the world go
'round, and there is definitely a contingent of

folks who enjoy columns that strike me as
dumb, if not down right sexistand racist. But,

other folks just think that those columns are
funny. Go figure. That other contingent of

folks are always squawkm' that we oughtta

get rid of the "boring" columns (usually the

columns that I consider thoughtful and like

very much).
My suggestion is that if you don't like

a column, skip itandread one ofthe ones that

you do like. Take care,

Jacqueline
PS Thank you for writing, I wish more

folks who have an opionion on the content of

the mag beyond "why did my record get a
crappy review" would write in.

OK
loft I

MRR,
In the review of the Mr.

Crispy/Peter the Great split 7"

in issue 184, the PO Box was
left out of the address. It should

read: We're Not On A Label Records/ PO Box
5816 / Edmond, OK 73083-5816. If you
wouldprint this letter it would be much appre-

ciated. Thanks,
Mike/ crotchy@juno.com

Email:
maximumrnr@mindspring.com
(use this mainly for comments &
letters-to-editor. Use phone for

ad reservations. Do not expect
answers, but you might get one)



Prolw* #7 Our now $5 ppd.
144 pages, less than 10% ads, full

color cover, and more photos of

naked scenesters than ever before!
And lots of greal articles!

WALLABIESRECORDS
ACCEL 4/ THE PLUNGERS

U. S. TOUR

15 Au s t i n.TX
16 Hou s t on.TX
17 New Orleans, IA

18 J a c k s o n v i 1 I e , EL

19 Bi rmi ngham.AL
20 A t 1 a n t a , GA
21 Chapel HillNC
22 Virginia Beach, VA

23 Phi ladelphia.PA
24 NYC, NY

'Don't Stop! ! is the Keyword" 7" -

c/w "I Feel Alright*

for booking: Human Tornado
757-363-0135

GUITAR WOLF

v

sSTAT I CS/MORN I NG SHAKES
GUITAR WOLF "Can nana"/T. V. KILLERS
McRACKINS "Get Cr a ck i n' /TON I GHT-lst
BREADMA KERSvsPUR I TANS/EN6 I NE BOO-lst
SPIDER B AB I E S "Dr a gg i ng Me Down"
CAMPUS TRAMPS "Right Here, Right Now'
N. B. T. "Professional Againster"
mail order : 7"=$6. QOoDd-forld/via Air, add. 7"s=$5. QOnrxl. onlvcash!!
WALLAB1ES:2-15-1 9F, Fuj ini . Chuoh. Chi ba, Chi ba. 260. Japan FAX(81)43-225-G441

All woman band from Florida who
play hard, heavy, screaming punk
rock. The Queens of FUCKING
ROCK! S3ppd.

Right 13 Records m Germany are available tor

all Probe rclaled mail order in Europe. Il cost $7 lo

air in, ul a single cop) of Probe 11 from the I S.

PRSBE
Becords

BO. Box 0068
Pleaaanton, CA 94566

Original 1979 Recordings

THE ACCIDENT
and No Romance For You CD

Featuring "Kill the Bee Gees"

$10 postpaid US ($15 World)

www.e liiiekiohoy.com

Chuckie-Boy Records, 2802 E. Madison #1 16, Seattle, WA 981 12
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ELM 20 CD $10
Various Artists

"No More Heroes"
A tribute to the

founders ofpunk
and new wave.

The Stranqlers

im

ELM 27 CD $10
Tedio Boys

"Bad Trip"

from Portugal's

kings of
"Porkabilly ' This is

the most mmd alter
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/Sere.' Seven inches

of Porkabilly mad-
ness. Man Or
Astroman meets

The Cramps at a b-

movie drive in 1

"Something For the

$ickness~

Raucous Florida

punk rock' These \

bastards have a sick

sense of humor and .

they know how to

abuse it!
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ELM26CDandLP
$10 and SB-

Kitty Bad Ass

X>» Cell At A
Time"
Finally, something

new (or tired ears.

With a heavy dose
ofX, Kittv Bad Ass
refresh the scene

with some post-

wave stylings!

PUNK, MOD, SKIN, SKA. REGGAE
CJ«th«».S*«««B»«t».T-shirt*

Httm>ri«i«8»wrti«VM«effMil—

1

251 MAIN AVENUE
PASSAIC. N.J. 070.55

MON-SAT: IV- 7
973 /77I-747I

SendSI KocOurMaMOrd«rCalalog

Elevator also features releases

from these other fine bands: Jiker,

Thumper, The Independents, The

Showcose Showdown. The Pist.

Injury, The Supermarket Allstars,

The Invaders. Howitzer. Cleanser.

Dissolve, and many morel

Elevator Music
P.O. Box 1502
New Havener r|

www.etevalormujie.com



A bunch of bands
ripping apart some DK songs.

17 band CD
SlOppd N. Amcrica/$12ppd World.

THE FIXTURES
DANCMOUt MUSIC DIFICT
27 long CD
1st 2 ift on one CD.
$8ppd N. Amertco/$10ppd World

DAS KLOWN
Live At Zed
17 long CD

Great live recording!!
$»ppd N. America/5 1Oppd World

I WANNA BE A BUBN VICTm
24 song CD

Fuck all mat weak ihlt. Brutal.

$8ppd N. Amertca/$IOppd World

ALL DAY
NOBODY LIKES A QUITTER
17 KinJ CD
All ttie stuff on one CD.
S«ppd N. Americo/SlOppd World

INSULT

0JUUM CAAMACCO
15 song CD
2nd Kill length by these O.C. drunks.
SBppd N. Amerlca/SlOppd World

NOTHING TO BELIEVE IN
36 band compilation CD

The Suspects. Naked Aggression.
Horace Pinker. The Meatmen. All Day,

Rhythm Collision. The Fixtures. Das
Klown, Voodoo Glow Skulls. Insult.

Rancid Hell Spawn, Fury 66. Swoons.
Vitamin t, Spunk, Drain Bramaged,
Media Blitz, Apocalypse Hoboken.

Moral Crux, The Process, etc
$8ppd N. Amerlca/SlOppd World

Araon Famlly/46 Short iplit 7" $3.60ppd N.AJSfippd World

Llbarama comp 7" w/ Lot Crudoa, Youth Againai. Paradai End. ate..

SJ.Wppd NATSfippd World

Ou Klown 'Holy Cnpl" CD Mppd North Am*rica»l Oppd World

Araon Family "La Cou Noalfa" CD SlOppd N. A7|12ppd World

Lot Crudoa "Lot Primaroa Grtloa* LP S7ppd NAtlOppd World

Youth Against "La RavoJuelon...." LP|7ppd NA/*10ppd World
P U S/O.M.O B.N.A. spfti 7' U.SOppd N.A/tSppd World

Tha fHrturaa "Scraw Tha World" 7" U.SOppd N AJStpptt World
FUCKFACE LP S7ppd M.A/J10ppd World

Brothar Infarior "Anthama For Graatar ..." LP S7ppd N.A./S1 Oppd World

Subaanlry 'Human (a Shit" 7" J3.50ppd N.A/Mppd World
46 ahort art 7" J3.50ppd H.AJjSppi World

land war} hidden caih.
chock or mooay orda* to:

KNOW RECORDS
P.O. BOX 90579
LONG BEACH, CA 90S09
e-mail: knowreceearlhllnk.nel

hllp://home.eorlhllnk.nel/-knowrec/
562-138-3069 fax

Uakro-
OwllW. Ml. MaanattaaL CHM. foil. Tnpnrn

BonMnatt, SouiM Of dHofriia, BavaiMkm.
four Toed.. FAB, Ma,

Full-length LP/CD available on Johann's Face Records

U.S. Foreign

$8 ppd. $10 ppd. LP

SlOppd. $12 ppd. CD

Send cash, checks or money orders to:

Johann's Face Records

P.O. Box 479164
Chicago, IL 60647

Write for a free catalog!

e-mail: johannface@aol.com
Web site: http://members.aol.com/johannface

Distributed by Mordam

P.O. Box 479164
Chicago. IL 60647
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ALL APELiNg. RELEASES AfZ-£ &uAOA-vf«D
TO AAA.hi£rO0D FKiSBEE$ AFTER. TH6.YEA?. 1000

OK, VOUV'E READ ALL THE REVIEWS. API's A FIRE INSIDE' ep. 4 SONGS
'DEAD END STORIES' IS ONE OF THE A Fucking Incredible 7 "- $5 CDEP- $4

BEST RELEASES OF THE YEAR. / \

ENLIST NOW. CD-S 10 LP-S9 /all orders get a \

/free poster -unt.L>
J

All prices are postage paid in the US. \ we run out / /

Canada add. $2 eh ? Overseas add $4?. \^-
(Send good checks, money orders or well hid cash- thanks)

'

ADELINE RECORDS P.O. BOX 11470 OAKLAND CA. 94411 Ph/fx Sio.652.S02i
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Adeline



SIXWEEKSIXWEEKSIXWEEKSIXWEEKS1XWEEKS
has two new records—finally!

NAILED DOWN "Honour and Glory" 8" flexi

Ten new tracks of blistering fast hate-fueled hardcore from Australia.

MRTVA BUDOUCNOST/LEFT IN RUINS 12"
Brutalizing 26-song split LP. Czech Republic and Sweden collide!

FUCKFACE12"
It's finally out! The last will and testament of this great San Francisco hardcore band. This

will be the only pressing of this record.

Europe In Decline comp. 12"
All previously unreleased songs from: Freak Show. Mrtva Budoucnost, Cripple Bastards,

Tolshock.Purgen, Coche Bomba, Wasserdicht, Active Minds, Bullshit Propaganda, Crooked

Cops, Insane Youth, Rezeznia, Silna Wola, Totuus, Left In Ruins, Shock Troop, Total

Failure, D.U.R.A.K., Greedy Guts, Violent Headache, Jobbykrust, Cluster Bomb Unit,

Panopticon, Blindspot, and Substandard.

PRICES PPD:
12s are $8 No. America/$13 Europe/$16 Japan and Australia

Flexi is $3 No. America/SS Europe/$6 Japan and Australia

checks & m.o.'s to "Athena Kautsch", not Six Weeks!!

Six Weeks: 225 Lincoln Avenue/Cotati. CA 94931 U.S.A.

write or e-mail for a complete list, new cyber nrrd address: Akautsch@aol.com

We also distribute records from around the world for the cheapest rates around-honest! You

can also get our releases through Revolver. Bottleneck, Vacuum, and Sound Idea.

Now Available on Suburban Home!

SCREWBALL
CLEARANCE SALE

I have a couple dozen copies

of these left, so I'm selling them

as a package for $6 ppd.

Haggis - Cornfield Girl 7"

Haggis / Life After Johnny split 7"

Skidfish / Freak in a Jar split 7"

I also have a few copies of the Cravedog Records CD
compilation The Encyclopedia of Post Punk Hits" for

only $5 ppd. The CD features tracks from Haggis,

Bubba. 90 Proof, Belligerent Youth and 7 more.

Also still available:

V/A - 20 Bands Trash 20 Songs to Find the

Way to Sesame Street LP - $7

V/A - Boise Punk compilation LP - $6

Adversives / Cause split 7" - $3

Make checks / MOs payable to Mark Hanford.

All prices are postpaid to North America.

Others add $2 per item.

screwball productions

po box 8059

santa cruz, ca 95061
e-mail: hanford(2)cruzio.com

Moo-La-La Records
invite you to a

Karate Party
Two years In the
vorka, this la Karate
Party' lat record.

Lead by Chrla W. , the

son who recorded the /^
Banana*, Nar, £ Loa
Baevoa, the dude who
uaed to be In the Lis-'

arda and the Borny
Mornonj. Karate Party
drawj froa Devo, Bubble
Bubble, Gang of Pour,

and Guitar Wolf and
twiata It til It breaka.
Six aonga. Mo filler. 83

Also Sacraaento: City of a
Beer cotap 7" (Loa Buevoa,
Mar, Banana* + 3) S3;

HI ep S3; Mar-4 song; op S3;

Loa Buevoa lp 96; and morel

Caah « aoney order only!

Out of US add |1 per Item.
Moo-La-La Record*
1114 21at Street
Sacraaento, CA 95614
www . si . net/*ttbooka/aoolala
la-noof.uaa.net

Nobodys w/ Joe Queer
Queers for a day, Nobodys for life 7"

See what happens when Joe Queer

records some tracks w/ the Nobodys.

Limited to 2200/first 300 on hot plnkl

(SH007) $3

The Fairlanes

"songs for. ."CD
NOFX meets the Queers
meets Blink 182. This is

the pop punk album of

1998. Viva Los Falrlanesl

(SH006) $8

Homeless Wonders
"Another one.. "CD
Screeching Weasel meets
Less Than Jake. Catchy

pop -punk w/ horns from

Wyoming. Vee Howl

(SHOOS) $8

Punk, It's all about

the Orchis Factor CD
6reat comp w/ Bllnk-182.

AAA. Fairlanes, Nobodys.
Discount, Plnhead Cirucs,

Homeeless Wonders, Digger,

Sinkhole. Falling Sickness,

McRocklns. Mulligan Stu, Gob

Tiltwheel, Automatics, Facet,

Eyeliners. Welt.ond more.

(5H003) $8

Also Available:

Digger/Falrlanes split 7" (SH004) $3
Overlap S/t 7" (SH001) $3

My Pal Trigger "Rlverview Mentality" (Idy 1) $3
Discount "All too often" 7" (Idy 2) $3

Everready "All time low" 7" (Idy 3) $3
Overlap 7" "Almost there" 7" (SB 02) $3
Muddle Issue #13 2ine $2
Muddle issue #14 zinc $2

WANKTN

^cPiTJ

Out in

ovember-

Wankin in the Pit CD
US/Jopan/E ngl ond/Conodo ' s

bfst punk band* featuring.

INOFX, Snuff. Potthot, Limp.

Spread. Strung Out. Nicotine.

Mod Coddit«. F.t Randy. Eety

6Dp. Inflild Fly, Tun ldoli.

Tropical fiorRli. and Oiixdijgit.

Also Coming Soon:
Dlscount/Clgaretteman split 7"

Pinhead Circus/Thumbs split 7'

Add 52 for a pound of shit 1

\

5UBURBVN

HOME
1750 30th St #365
Boulder, CO 80301
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U.S.A. $2 $3 $4 $5 $7 $8

Can/Mex $3 $4 $5 $6 $9 $10

Europe $4 $5 $6 $8 $11 $12

Asia $5 $6 $7 $9 $13 $14

Cash or M.O.'sto:"Will Killingsworth"

|
hup://hamp.hampshire.edu/~wrk967CP.html AMHERST, MA 01002 USA

Distributed by Ebullition.

E-mail: vvrk96@hamp.hanipshire.edu

{£K CLEAN

_, ^-^ PLATE

C^fREHORDS

4«-

nil Natural Lemon & Lime Flauors

Turning Into Small LP/CD

<fhe WorCcC/lnferno TriencCskip Society

.

'tfie 'true Story of the 'Briagewater ftstrafLeague LT/uD

LP $7 CD $10
SASE FOR CATALOG

Future:Rye Coafition^e Lapse, The Sin-Eaters, Computer Cougar



OPINIONS EXPRESSED ARE SOLELY THOSE OF THE COLUMNISTS
AND (THANKFULLY) ARE NOT MRR EDITORIAL POLICY

www?/

People seem to have unconsciously as-

sumed that their lives' desires are unattain-

able. So, instead offighting for themselves,

they end up fighting for an ideal or a cause,

which gives them the illusion of self-activity

—Anonymous & Anti-

copyright

"You got your pit poop, your pap

poop, your pottypoop and snappers. Then

you got hair burners, ass-rippers, bub-

blers and squirtguns."

Otto's talking about farts. Divided,

categorized, classified, labeled, and laid

out. He's spent years making the list. The

names roll off his tongue like big white

droplets roll off of mine.

"There're pippy farts, blasters, sbds

and spare pops.You gotyourTNTs, pants

stainers and slow thunder."

"Uh, Otto," I say, "don't you think

that's a bit extreme, having a name for

every kind of fart?"

"Thosenames set me apart," he says.

"I am what 1ambecause I canname farts."

"Besides," he adds, paraphrasing

Barry Goldwater, "extremism is no vice."

Time and space shift: It's 1998. I'm in

London with Ms. M. More fun than my
last fiasco, Ms.M takessome risks, doesn't

complain about my hygiene and does the

nasty. She's a vegetarian, but neither a

preacher nor an extremist.

We're in Compendium Books on

Camden High Street. I've been here be-

fore, but not for a long time. They've

changed. Now they divide their books

according to the race and gender of the

author. There's a Hispanic Male section.

Another one's forHispanicFemales. Then

you got your Black Males, Black Females,

and lotsa others I can't remember. Hu-

mans categorized as carefully as Otto cat-

egorized farts. Besides being racist and

sexist, itmakes finding books damn hard

.

Not only do you need to know the au-

thor's name. But the author's race and

gender as well. I could understand this in

apartheid South Africa, but in Lefty En-

gland' Why?
It's fanaticism. The store wants more

than to accommodate all kinds of people.

It wants to make sure you know they

accommodate all kinds of people. So it

divides them like farts, and posts them on

the shelves.

Fanaticism abounds in England.

Take animal rightists... please! Many of

them actually welcome highways and the

destruction of forest land. Why? Because

it will make hunting more difficult, that's

why.
The writer of the quote beginning of

this column said, "I've metpeople who've

become celibate to avoid distractions to

the struggle for animal liberation." Some

fun.

He also points out that animal fats

are in rubber tires, most glues, and photo-

graphic film. To avoid them all, you'd

have to return to the 16th century. No one

wants that.

Well, maybe. The Winter '93 issue of

The Vegan magazine recommends the

Catholic-approved "rhythm method" of

contraception. You see, even latex con-

doms contain a milk protein. The rhythm

method doesn't protect against AIDS. It

doesn't even work as birth control. Yet,

these animal rightists will risk people's

lives to achieve their goals.

"Like religious zealots," says Anon-

ymous, "theybash their cruelty-freehand-

book bibles over their friends' heads say-

ing, 'You're not vegan enough! Suffer

more! The animals are!'"

The scene is London. Local punk
rockers break into an unused building.

It's filthy. They work for days cleaning it

out. Sweeping, setting rattiaps, shovel-

ling debris. A squat is bom. They set it up

as a place for anti-fascist meetings, anar-

chist video showings and lefty liberation.

The Animal Liberation Front doesn't

like those rat traps though. Oh no! They

published a detailed letter about the loca-

tion and security of the squat. Just what

the local cops need. Worse than that, one

of the animal rightists says someone

should firebomb the place! That'll teach

them, right?

Cut to Scotland. Ms. M and I are

hitching out of a town near Lockerbie,

crashsite of a plane bombed by another

fanatic. British food has caused more of a

gas build-up than usual. I cough loudly,

trying to cover what I expect to be a snap-

per. It turns out to be a bubbler. The cough

makes it worse— almost a leak.

Aside: I've long wondered why old

folks fart more than youngsters. Is it loos-

er sphincters? Worse digestion? Degener-

ate hearing, so they can't tell an sbd from

a blaster? It could be all those, but there's

another possibility . That is, they just don't

care.

For old folks, there's no one to im-

press. No points to be made. No nookie to

be scored. Old folks are free to fart, take

their teeth out, scratch, anything. They

have nothing to lose. Maybe it won't be so

bad when I'm old— not just elderly, like

now. End ofaside.

It only takes us a couple truck rides

to reach the ferry from Stranraer to Bel-

fast. We're off to visit a pal of mine at the

site of the troubles. As a way of avoiding

the Catholic-Protestant war, I consider

making a t-shirt withJEW written boldly

across the front. My pal Mark, an Ameri-

can who lives near Belfast, says it won't

help. They'll only ask if I'm a CatholicJew

or a Protestant Jew.

Once in Belfast, after a fish and chips

lunch (Ms. M only has chips), we take a

tour of the warzone.

"Just keep your mouth shut, Mykel,"

says Mark. "In America you risk a fist to

the jaw. Here, it's a bullet."

"Me? Make an inappropriate com-

ment?" I say. "Come on. Consider who
you're talking to."

Ms. M looks at me incredulously.

Mark shakes his head.

First we go to the main Protestant

street. I forget the name, so I'll call it

Luther Road. Every few steps, we come

across another mural. Guys in masks and

guns. Huge letters saying DEFEND THE
UNION and other calls to war.

The street is quiet. There are a few

pubs, a few shops, few people walking. I

see a shop sign that strikes me as funny.

"Look," I say, "Family Butchers! Does

that mean they don't stop with Jr., but go

on to cut up mom and dad too?"

Mark kicks me hard as the owner of

the shop has just come out. A few steps

further he explains. "Mykel," he says,

" themost fearsome unionistshave a gang.

It's called The Butchers of Luther Road. I

think you just insulted them."

It's time to leave the area. We head

for what I'll call Pope Street, the mainstay

of Catholic Belfast.

Garbage blows along the gutters of

Pope Street. Unlike Luther Road, lots of

people walk here. A few young women,

green kerchiefs tied around their heads,

push strollers along the sidewalk. They

stop to talk with each other, ignoring us as

obvious tourists. A pack of kids, filthy

faces, torn clothes, stands on a corner.



Ranging in age from about 5 to about 12,

they run towards us when they see us.

Resisting the temptation to take flight, we
slowly walk toward them.

The kids surround us.A red-headed

boy, about eight years old, asks, "Hello,

where are you from?"

"We're from America," I answer.

A chubby girl, about 12, stands look-

ing at me with her hands on her hips.

Sizing me up, she reaches for my fedora.

Trying it on her own head she asks, "Are
you a kewboo."

"What's a kewboo?" I ask in return.

"Yacan speak English, cancha?" asks

the girl. "If yer from Amerka, you know
kewboo. It's the guys who ride 'orses,

rope kews and shoot badguys and all."

Mark changes the subject, putting

on an Irish accent that sounds more Scot-

tish to me. "This yung man hair, and his

wee girlfren, they're lookin' ta see some
wall paintings. Now, you wouldn't be

knowing where they could be found,

wudja?"
"I know. I know." says the chubby

girl, handing me back my hat.

"I know. I know." says the redhead

boy, racing around in a little circle. From
there, the tour begins.

From mural to mural, they take us.

Fewer guns on these, more "memories of

the dead and the valiant."

Mark whispers to me. "They're hid-

ing the violent ones," he says.

As we walk, a little blond girl no
more than five, points down the street. A
black car, built like a Brinks truck, is trav-

elling in our direction.

"Excuse us," says thechubbyblonde.
The kids run toward a nearby lot

and pick up stones. As the car passes, they

hurl them at it. Thwack! Thwack! Thwack!
The stones hit against the side of the car

and bounce into the street. The car's back

door swingsopen as it speeds away . There

inside, sits a young man in combat fa-

tigues. A rifle rests on his lap.

When the car passes, the red-headed

boy is first to turn back to us. "We hate

them," he says.

Now, I'm one of the few people in

the world without a solution to the prob-

lems in Northern Ireland. It parallels the

Middle East. Northern Ireland is Israel.

The Protestants are the Jews, trying to

keep their little bit of land in the midst of

surrounding Catholics/Muslims.

Like the Middle East, the land was
divided in two. In Ireland the North is

Protestant, the South, Catholic. The Cath-

olics left in the North, however, don't like

it that way.
"Why don't you just move to the

South if you don't like it?" say the Protes-

tants.

"BOOM!" say the Catholics as they

use terrorism to try to get their own way.
"BOOM!" reply the Protestants, us-

ing terrorism to keep things the way they

are.

Lefty knee-jerk support of the Irish

Republicans has always struckme as odd.

The IRA supported Hitler. He was anti-

British. They get MOST of their money
from American police forces. Still, Amer-
ican lefties support them because they're

violent— and fanatic.

By now you've figured it out. This is

a column about fanatics. More exactly, it

is a message to fanatics. To you vegans,

you punk purists, you Catholics, Mus-
lims or Jews. You lefties or righties.

Fundies or atheists. To all of you who
believe thatextremism in defense ofYOUR
ideas is a fine thing. You are scum. You
are the lowest. You have no lives, but only

causes. You are empty shells pretending

to be human. I don't buy it.

The day after our tour, Ms. M and I

leave for Dublin. I want to hitch. Ms. M
insists we take a bus. Maybe it's a good
thing we do. It helps us leave earlier.

Later that day, in a town just North-

east of Belfast, "The Real IRA" explodes a

bomb in a busy marketplace. Twenty-six

people are killed. A real ass-ripper.

ENDNOTES:
—> Shorter than usual dept: To make room
for such thrilling reading as band self-

promotions disguised as interviews, the

MRR cabal has dictated that we colum-
nists shorten our tomes by 20%. (There

goesmy only long asset!) That means I'm

killing a lot of endnotes.

Since I'm leaving for the Orient soon.

I may submit a column that'sONLY end-

notes, to fill in for that month. If I have to

cut anything to meet the length require-

ments, the FULL text will be available via

email and on my website. To subscribe to

my columns electronically send a SUB-
SCRIBE request to me:
MykelB@ix .netcom .com.

You can also check in at my website

at:

http://www.freeyellow.com/mem-
bers2 / seidboard/

Don't forget to sign the guestbook.
—> Much of the animal rights informa-

tion, as well as the initial quote, come
from a pamphlet called Annual Liberation:

Devastate to Liberate or Devastatingly Liber-

al? It's information is incredible, though

its analysis is wacko. You can get a copy

for $5, from DS4A, Box 8, 82 Colston St,

Bristol, BSI 5BB, ENGLAND
—> The Senate is about ready to pass a

flag-burning amendment. Nope, not one
that'll require it, but one that'll prohibit

it. If you don't know why this is a bad
idea, check out the website of People For

The American Way at http://

www.pfaw.org/
Even if you think flag-burning is a bad
idea (I do), you sure wouldn't want to

amend the constitution for it. Call your
Senator now!
—>lrish Vinyl Dept: Ms. M and I found a

halfway decent record store in the less

than halfway descent town of Dublin.

Called Road Records, they've got a

buncha stuff including... well, you can

see for yourself on www.groov.ie\road.
—> A Grain of Salt Dept.: Ms. M also sent

me this article clipped from the journal of

the American Family Association. It advo-

cates boycotting American Express be-

cause they favor homos over Christians.

Most interesting in the article is that the

journal explains that the homo organi-

zation GLOBE is Gay, Lesbian or Bi-

sexual Employees. They never decode
the initials of the Christian organiza-

tion, SALT. Could it be Soldiers Against

Lesbian Tactics? Or Straight Assholes
Liking Tush? A free GG Allin ROIRCD
to the best guess. Send guesses to me
via email at MykelB@ix.netcom.com.—>l like smart troublemakers dept: Negativ-

land has gotten in trouble again. This

time, caused by the notorious Recording

Industry Association ofAmerica. The RIAA,
the same folks who brought you record

warning labels, have now introduced

Pressing Plant Intimidation.

They found that Negativland used
samples on a future project. The RIAA
told the pressing plant NOT to press the

CD. If they did, they said, they'd be libel

to a lawsuit on copyright infringement.

This is the first time a non-financial

force has stopped a recording before it

could be pressed. It is censorship, as pure

and simple as if done by a government
agency.

According to Negativland: it should

be pointed out that, contrary to wlmt tlw

RIAA would have you believe, top-40 major-

label recording acts DO NOT CLEAR ALL
THEIR SAMPLES. Such huge acts as Nine
Inch Nails, Beastie Boys, Beck, Public Enemy,

Soul Coughing (sic) and mam/ others only



clear those samples tlmt are RECOGNIZ-

ABLE. Ifthey're altered or mutilated enough

so as to be unrecognizable, almost no one

bothers to clear their samples or pay sampling

clearancefees.

The supposed industry wide practice of

clearing ALL your samples is simply notfol-

lowed. It's all done with a nod and a wink.

When tlxey are cleared, it has nothing to do

with ethics or the law. It only lias to do with

what you think you can GETAWAY WITH.

Ifthese acts were honest about all tlie samples

they REALLY use, then, according to the new

guidelines of the R1AA, none of their CD's

could be pressed any longer either.

You can see what the RIAA has to

say. You can also get their fax and phone

number (hint, hint). The RIAA website is

at: http://www.riaa.com.

If you want to contact Negativland,

they're at: www.negarivland.com. Don't

forget, there's no final "e" in negativ.

STAND UP AND FIGHT

!

A tough new oi/streetpunkcompi-

lation is coming your way from Rhythm

and Boots Records, Vancouver, British

Columbia, Canada. This LP is called "Oi!

Let'sGo Canada". The LP is chock full of

great bands playing some of Canada's

best oi. The SHOCK TROOPS start the

confrontation with "No Friend of Mine",

which is very good! Next up you have

IMPACT, a well- established ,
long-run-

ning punk band from the Montreal,Que-

bec area.IMPACT sing their "Clockwork

Symphonic".
Next you have STREET TROOP-

ERS doing their hard nosed punk song

"Don't Let Them Win". Very good! This

is followed by the TROUBLEMAKERS
with a really strong number "Notre Es-

prit" with deep, gruff vocals that punc-

tuate the lyrics. The GENERATORS con-

tribute "Government Conspiracy". This

leads into the HAMMEBOIZ doing their

anthem by the same name.
BITTERGRIN formed in Toronto in

1993 after the breakup ofVACANT LOT.

Here they play the punk song "Look to

the Top". The final track on side one is

BLATHERSKITES performing "Media

Schemes" with forceful vocals and lyrics

condemning the "Trends of the Main-

stream."

Side two starts with an old VA-
CANT LOT tune "Cheers to You!" from

1989. Damn decent!

The RABBLEROUSERS are up next

with "Nowhere To Go" about a friend

who betrayed his mates. The LAGER
LADS are well known to most of you

boot boys. Here the LAGER LADS kick

you in the head with "Make My Day".

This shit fucking rocks!

MAYHEM UTD. play "Sin City

Revolution" and then we segue in those

infamousGLORYSTOMPERS, one of the

truly brilliant Canadian oi bands that

have over-run North America of late!

These guys play top-flight oi for you!

The next blow is delivered by the

CLEATS from Edmonton, Alberta sing-

ing a rough -hewn streetrock anthem

"My City", with the lyrics: "The city I live

in, People say it's dead, But I don't fuck-

ing care, It's where I live. The memories

and familiar streets, I'm not going any-

where!" Great stuff! Next you have

COCKSURE with their theme song, and

it's good!

That brings up the band the SUB-

WAY THUGS. The SUBWAY THUGS
play a greatnumber called "StayYoung"

.

Last, but not least, you have THE DOLE
singing their punk song "Working Poor".

All in all this is a first-rate compilation.

Order "Oi! Let's Go Canada" from

Rhythm and Boots Records, P,0, Box

4623, Main Postal Outlet, Vancouver,

British Columbia, V6B4A1, Canada.

TheMAIN STREET SAINTS have a

new record out that you will need to

listen to. This 45 in called "World Cup
Year" and you know what the subject

matter is! "Bricks and bottles in the sky,

gonna smash this town, I don't know
why. Hallelujah! It's a world cup year

again! Time to load up on rubber bullets,

mace tear gas, and riot helmets. Train

those cop dogs mean and good. Time to

protect your neighborhood." Good oi

music here! The "B" side of this 13 Luck

Record is "Crystal City Blues" sung to a

JOHNNY CASH type of tune. A nice

country flavored rocker to wrap up a

good record.

THE POSERS have a fast and fuck-

ing furious punk record out now Oink!

Records. This EP, called "Worse Than

Nothing" is brutal full-speed punk from

the first song "Through My Eyes" right

through the final cut "FuckOffand Die".

THE POSERS also do a great cover of the

classic EFFIGIES song "Body Bag". Get

this one! Also available on Oink! Records

is the MOLOKO MEN/VIOLENT
DRUNKS split EP. The MOLOKO MEN
start out with "Life on the Run" about a

skinwho is runningfrom the law. "House

to house with only some beer and a

gun...Watch his back, no more time for

fun". This is Visalia City oi at its best!

The VIOLENT DRUNKS ( EX-

BOOTPARTY) have two ass-kicking

songs on side two of this Oink produc-

tion. The VIOLENT DRUNKS side is

called "Bovver and Booze" and it starts

out with "On the Backstreets" - the band

warns: "Remember the rules, remember

the code - Don't talk shit if you walk

alone". The next song on this side is

"Outhouse punks" about two warring

skinhead factions.

Top honors on the Oink label go

to the SUBWAY THUGS from Vancou-

ver, British Columbia, Canada. This

reaches backa ways to Oink EP #004. Put

side "A" down on your turntable and

play the theme/anthem "SubwayThugs"

this kills! You might be inclined to put

these guys up in the current pantheon of

Oi Gods with the TEMPLARS or the

GLORYSTOMPERS. Side two has two

excellent songs "Frustration" and "Morn-

ing After". Order the SUBWAY THUGS
from Oink Records,PO Box 27813,Wash-

ington, DC 20038 USA.
The FORGOTTEN's full length LP

"We Came, We Saw, We Conquered" is

out now on TKO Records and this one is

a treasure trove of streetpunk gems! The

fine cover art is supplied by Mike Novak

and showcases his prodigious skills. The

music on the disc is packed full of punk

rock hooks. The songs grow more intox-

icating with each listen.Go purchase this

record! Don't forget to secure one ofthose

new WORKIN' STIFFS LPs, "Liquid

Courage", fresh out on TKO as well! We
are still anxiously awaiting new product

from the REDUCERS- let's hope it comes

soon!

THE SUBVERSIVEShave a good 7"

single available on Vulture Rock. This

one starts out rocking with "Right to

Riot" and continues with top-quality

punk rock on side two with the song

"Scrapheap Youth". If you liked early

UK SUBSorCHAOS UK, this record will

appeal to you!

We have good news for you! The

TEMPLARS LP " Phase II" is now on the



shelves! This hard-hitting full length has

TEMPLARS material from the 1994-1996

era. Included are some excellent songs

such as: "Pawns In TheirGame", "You're

Free", "Worth My While", "I Still Re-

member", and many more. This vinyl

provides further evidence that the TEM-
PLARS were then, and are now, at the

top of their game. Write to Vulture Rock,

PO Box 40104, Albuquerque, NM 87196,

USA.
You may remember The excellent

7" debut by London, England's GUN-
DOG last year- Now there is a full-length

that is just as good! This fine release is

availableon Sidekicks Records from Ore-
bro, Sweden in theCD format oron vinyl

from New Blood Records in the UK. The
LP is entitled "They Who Laugh Last..."

and it features great songs like: "Bring It

Back", "BootsAnd Braces", "Life'sHard",
"West London", "Mr. Nutter", and "G-
Man", amongst others. You have no idea

how powerful this band is ! You simply
must acquire this new GUNDOG album
by any means necessary! You will not be
disappointed!

Sidekicks Records alsohas a DROP-
KICK MURPHYS CD available. This

great 19 song overview of "The Early

Years- Underpaid and Out ofTune" rep-

resents various 7"s on several labels as

well as the mini-CD and some live mate-
rial. This sums up the "Do or Die" era
and puts to rest the old band with Mike
singing.. Now you have the great privi-

lege of witnessing the new more impas-
sioned singing of Mr. Al Barr at the helm
of the DROPKICK MURPHYS. Look for

a new LP soon called "The Gangs All

Here." Catch theDROPKICKMURPHYS
on tour right now. Write to Sidekicks

Records, Ostra Nobelg. 9, 703 61 Orebro,

Sweden.
There is an interesting comp. avail-

able from Gans Arm Records, Dussel-

dorf, Germany. ThisCD is called "Stumpf
ist Trumpf". The material covers Ger-
man bands from 1981 to 1997. There are

tracks by LOKALMATADORE, BA-
BELSBERG POBELZ, CONDOM, OHL,
VOLXSTURM, PUBLICTOYS , and many
more. This compilation is worthy of fur-

ther investigation.

Pinhead Records/ Catfish Records
from Guildford, Surrey,England,has live

CDs available foryou punks. The current
catalog includes CDs by COCK SPAR-
RER,THE 4-SKINS,THEUKSUBS,AND
THE EXPLOITED. Give a listen.

The fucking SPASMS came out to

California from Cleveland, Ohio and
gave those jaded southern California

club goers a big surprise! This RADIO
BIRDMAN infused punk band plays

their heart outevery song! TheSPASMS
opened for the STITCHES in Orange
California and the set kicked ass! The
SPASMS played so fuckin' hard that the

STITCHES had to rise to the occasion

and both bands were in fine form. Later

that night theSPASMSopened forDEAD
MAN'S CHOIR, THE PUSHERS and
the U.S. BOMBS at Club Mesa in Costa
Mesa. All four bands were very good!
TheSPASMS were a catalyst for extraor-

dinary performances by all the punk
rockers concerned. The SPASMS have a

good EP out on Burning River Records
called "American Zero". All the tracks

rock from "American Zero" right

through "Only 16". This has the enthu-
siasm of a band climbing to the top with
accomplished hooks acquired by study-

ing the old masters like DENIS TEK.
Order the SPASMS, "American Zero"
from Burning River Records,, P.O. Box
41452, Cleveland, OH 44141-0452.

The STITCHES are in Europe as

we speak- Lohrman, Witmer and com-
pany are fucking shit up in France, Ger-
many, Holland and Spain. Those punks
over there will never be the same. Stay

tuned for news of the mayhem on the

continent.

The HOOKERS are back in your
face with a 10" that combines all the

orneriness ofANTISEEN with the great

rock trappings of AC/DC. This slab

starts cooking with gas themomentyou
set the needle down on "Rock n' Roll

Motherfucker". The HOOKERS have
penned some classic bar-room anthems
on this release. Witness the power of

"The Legend of Black Thunder" with
Noel playing some mean lead guitar!

This satanic masterpiece has all the gen-
tleness and compassion of a messyCAN-
DY SNATCHERS episode. If you're go-
ing to hell, this is that band you want
riding along in the hearse. The HOOK-
ERS are evil incarnate! Adam has been
known to sacrifice live virgins on an
altar before the performance.

The fucking LONG GONES
straight out of O-H-Ten are back with a

full length LP on Shake It Records in

Cincinnati. This follow up to the LONG
GONES hot debut 7" on Shake It is a

motherfuckin' barn- burner! The album
is called "Prepare to Burn" and it con-

tains a rerecorded version of the fine

"Heads or Tails" number from the de-

but. There are two good covers of old

songs: "Give Up" by those old Ohio
stalwarts THE PAGANS and "Earth-

quake Shake" by the Texas punk band
THE SKUNKS from way back when.
TheLP givesyou tennew originalLONG
GONES tunes to sink your teeth into.

Get it! Write to the LONG GONES at:

541 Vestry Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45219.

One of America's premier hard-

core punk outfits BROTHER INTERI-
OR from Tulsa, Oklahoma, have a new
split available on Profane Existence.This
split EP fuckin' shreds!

BROTHER INFERIOR starts out
thrashing with "Promise Keepers" and
a relentless attack it is! Nextcomes "Com-
modity", another keeper. You can skip

the "Commodity Dub" at the end ofside

one and go on to side two with the band
WHOREHOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES from Seattle, Washington. Tear-

ing and grinding away with enthusi-

asm. Hard edged!

Those old punkers from Sweden
TOTLITAR have good shit available on
Prank Records, San Francisco, CA. The
EP is called "Klass Inte Ras". There are

good lyrics about social problems in

Sweden. "Class, not race divides this

nation. Class, not race-constructor of

your ghettos." Check it out.

Another good split isTOXICNAR-
COTIC and THE UNSEEN. These two
Massachusetts punk bands are in the

aggressive posture. TOXIC NARCOT-
IC sing "People Suck". You get the pic-

ture. Fast and hard punk beatings ad-

ministered here.THEUNSEEN start out

with a song for the kids - it's called

"Stand Up and Fight". The lyrics are

poignant: "The '90s are almost over and
thehatred still runs deep. Ignorant fucks

in police suits still rule the fuckingstreets.

Poor are getting poorer while the rich

stay rich. Equality is nowhere insight. If

you want to win you've got to fight!"

Good shit! Write to the UNSEEN at 270
Central St., Hingham, MA 02043, USA.
If you want a reply, send a stamp!

While we are on the subject of the

mighty UNSEEN, go pick up the new
A.D.D Records compilation called "The
Sound of Rebellion". This compilation

has ten bands from all over the place

rocking on three of their best punk rock

tunes. The UNSEEN start the streetpunk

juices flowing with "No Evacuation",

"TheSystems Destruction" and "Alone".

The fabulous DISCOCKSfromJapan turn



in three raging punkers with DEFIANCE
out of Portland, Oregon right on their

heels. Also included areBRAINDANCE,
OXYMORON, BLANKS77 plus four oth-

ers. Write to A,D.D. Records, 270 Central

St., Hingham, Mass. 02043.

Do you like fast guitars, shouted

vocals and painful punk assaults onyour

senses? Did you say you want raging

hardcore in the NEGATIVE AP-
PROACH vein? We got it for you! The

new release on Burrito Records is an LP
by MURDER-SUICIDE PACT and this

motherfucker start out screaming and

never lets you come up for air. Bob

Suren handles the vocals with a ven-

geance and you are in for some brutal

treatment! Check out "Bite The Hand".
" Stronger than dirt" and "Not Going

Back" to name a few. Send six dollars for

MURDER-SUICIDE PACT to Burrito

Records, PO Box 3204, Brandon, PL
33509-3204 USA.

For you vinyl freaks, TURBONE-
GRO has a 7" picture disc available on

Sympathy that features two songs from

the "Apocalypse Dudes" full-length. In-

cluded are "Don't Say Motherfucker,

Motherfucker" and "Get It On" (clean

American version). TURBONEGRO is

still the creme de la creme of rock bands

that are in bed with N.A.M.B.L.A.. This

band rocks your pathetic world merci-

lessly!

CONFEDERACY OF SCUM
ALERT! Fuckin' LIMECELL, from the

city of brotherly love - that's right, Phil-

adelphia -have anew ball-bustin', blood -

spewin' 7" out on Headache Records.

This little beast smacks you in the face

with a crowbar! We start offwith "Blood-

thirsty Stalker" and shit does get broke

up! Then LIMECELL goes off! "Crazy

Dave" is one nasty piece of scum-punk
and don't expect no survivors after this

gory detail! Headache Records is the

best! Long live the WRETCHED ONES!
Order LIMECELL from: Headache
Records, P.O. Box 204, Midland Park,

NJ 07432.

You CONFEDERACY OF SCUM
types need to get your grubby mitts on

a copy of "Kill the Scene #10" which is

packed with great interviews such as

theTUNNEL RATS, Eric Perfect ofRAN-
CID VAT and KADILLAC TATTOO,
and the WidowmakerofCOCKNOOSE.
Send three bucks to Kill the Scene, PO
Box 9042, East ridge, TN 37412.

Until Next Time-

See You In Hell !

KALI

DEAL
Seventy-five cruise missiles, each

timed tostrike their targets simultaneous-

ly (get the symbolism? it's just like what

they did to our embassies!) plowed into

an Afghani trainingcamp and aSudanese

pharmaceutical factory on August 20 in

what the Defense Department called the

most powerful military assault on indi-

vidual responsible for terrorism. But far

more impressive than the firepower in-

volved was the public-relations coup it

represented. For the first time in memo-
ry, the U.S. proved that you can bomb a

guy nobody's ever heard of and have

everyone love you for it.

With that assault, exiled Saudi rich

dude Osama bin Laden joined an illustri-

ous group of Arab leaders the United

States has isolated politically and de-

monized in its pop culture. Who can

forget the proud days of the 1980 Iranian

hostage crisis, when cartoon Uncle Sam
gave Ayatollah Kholmeini the fingerfrom

stickers on the bumpers of every passing

K-Car? Moammar Khadafi was fun for a

while, though dispatching his daughter

to meet Allah proved a tad gauche. But

Saddam Hussein was the best of all, a

still-running classic ofeight-o'clock shad-

ow run amok. What editorial cartoonist

didn't revel in the Iraqi leader's black

beret, its insouciant tilt emphasized with

a clever skull-and-crossbones badge?

Never mind that Hussein used to work

for our CIA, or that it took a good five

months to get the PR machine revved

up—we got a whole actual war out of

him!

If Hussein is our favorite Arab to

hate, surely bin Laden is the ultimate

ingenue. Until his lackeys were accused

by the CIA ofmasterminding the August

7th truck bombings of American embas-

sies in Kenya and Tanzania, he was more

of a nobody than Gary Coleman. Even

after that, the country was riveted by the

unfolding melodrama of Clinton's Au-

gust 17th teleconfession in the Monica

Lewinsky "matter," as the media insists

on calling it. The overwhelming majority

of Americans never mentally registered

the name of Osama bin Laden until the

morning after the bombing, on August

21st. Yet a Los Angeles Times poll indicat-

ed that 75 percent ofAmericans support-

ed the air raid.

Such Friends of Clinton—Not! as

Newt Gingrich and Jesse Helms rallied

around the attack. As Gingrich said: "I

think, based on what I know, that it was
the right thing to do at the right time."

But what of the public, who before the

missile strike couldn't pick Osama bin

Laden out of a police line-up? Public

opinion certainly wasn't forged by the

presentation of damning evidence.

The answer, I think, is that bombs
are cool.

You only have to watch the televi-

sion footage of smoldering I-beams and

charred bricks in Khartoum to know that

watching those bad-ass, thousand-

pound, 18-foot long Tomahawks plow

into the plant's roof must have been an

amazing sight. Even as the pundit in me
wondered about Clinton's motivations

to distract us from his sexcapades, the

schoolboy in me loved the whole thing.

The DOD stumbled into the cool-

bomb phenomenon during the Gulf War
when they released clips from bomb-

mounted cameras dropping down Bagh-

dad airshafts with pinpoint precision.

Never mind that precision doesn't mat-

ter much in a densely-populated urban

area;blow up one building and thew hole

block goes because it's all connected by

gas mains. The point was, it looked great.

Every two weeks we Americans

wonder what happens to all of those

taxes deducted from our paychecks. We
don't send men to the moon anymore.

We don't build new schools ornew high-

ways, and we're slashing welfare. So

every now and then, it's nice to see that

we still have what it takes toblow shit up.

Write: Ted Rail, PO Box 2092, Times

Square Station, Neio York NY 10108, http:/

/wwiu. rail.com

About time! I just went to the pre-

view of the verv first sex video about



women doing men: "Bend Over Boy-

friend." Shar Rednour, the video's direc-

tor, was present to fast-forward to all the

good parts and let us in on all the funny

outtakes that didn't make the final cut.

Also present were her three couples, only

one of which was heterosexual, although

the video was geared towards straight

couples. Shar explained by saying that

when the time came to shoot the film,

everything was so hurried that she didn't

have the time to go through a proper
casting call. So in order to best facilitate

the project she hired dykes and fags cuz

"dykes already knew how to fuck and
fags already know how to take it." And
in some scenes, this is more than obvi-

ous. Once you see the apprehensive

"straight" boy suck and throat the dildo

like no woman ever does, you know he's

a cockman... But it doesn't take away
from the video. All in all, it does a great

job of discussing this switch as well as

covering the complete how-to's includ-

ing technique, relaxation, toy selection,

positions, healthand safety, prostate plea-

sure, etc.

I urgemorewomen to take the plea-

sure of fucking their boyfriends. Not cuz

he'll love it or for revenge, but because

sex feels different when you're the one
on top, so to speak. And once he gives

himself to you and you experience some-
one opening themselvesup for you, you'll

never want to stop. And that will bring

about an equality of the sexes like noth-

ing else. Til then, play hard!

(Bend Over Boyfriend. Directed by Shar

Rednour; Produced by Nan Kinney for Fa-

tale Video; Availablefrom Good Vibrations

938 Hoiuard Street, #101, San Francisco,

CA 94103)

When you think of the word "fa-

natic," what comes to your mind? Do
you think of a person blindly dedicated

to an ideal and incapable of rational

thought, or do you think of yourself?

Most of us would probably choose to see

ourselves as open minded, critically

thinking individuals, capable of weigh-

ing both sides of an issue, no matterhow
passionate we might feel about it. Unfor-

tunately, however, life has taught me
something far different: within every

human heart there is a fanatic waiting to

jump out, march in line, wave a flag, and
fight for a cause. Perhaps nothing has

served as a better teacher to me on this

subject than this underground scene that

we are all supposedly a part of, this rebel-

lious collection of outsiders which has

proved more successful in producing
products for corporate America than in

producing meaningful revolution.

In early spring of 1988, I met an

interesting individual by the name of

Sean. He was a part of the animal rights

offshoot of the punk community, an off-

shoot I was very heavily involved with.

The two of us talked a great deal about

thecause ofanimal liberation, aboutwhat
methods we thought would best realize

our goals. One of the most interesting

parts of Sean's philosophy was his incor-

poration of totalitarian ideals into the

question. He believed the best way to

end environmental plunder and animal
abuse would be through brute force,

through physical suppression, not
through choice. He believed that surren-

dering the issue to the impulse of irratio-

nalism would push the cause onward to

victory. Sean was an animal rights fanat-

ic, but to this day, I can't say he was
entirely wrong.

At some point in nearly everyone's

life rationality goes flying out the door. If

one were to come across a man beating a

dog to death with a board, a purely pas-

sionate response might be the only one
available to remedy the situation. On the

otherhand, the issue seems to shift when
we consider scientists being paid to do
farworse to animalsbehind closed doors.
Why is this the case?Why is it thatwe feel

vivisection is an issue we should ratio-

nalize about, while publicly torturing an

animal is not? Perhaps the answer lies in

the society we've created, a society cen-

tered around individuals and personal

ethics as opposed to collective morality.

It would be nice ifsuch concepts as

freedom and individuality had lead to

some sort of anarchic wonderland. Un-
fortunately, they have not. We are living

in a society of individualism gone ber-

serk, where different people have differ-

ent concepts of just what "freedom"

means. To some.it means behaving re-

sponsibly; however, for many more free-

dom has become an excuse for doing

anything one wants to, regardless of the

consequences. Logically, these conflict-

ing concepts of freedom have only pro-

duced confusion as to what the world

expects from us. Instead of cohesion, we
have produced a society based on chaos,

where greed rules the day, and morality,

when it exists, is mired in contradictions.

It seems inevitable that out of such

a mess, certain individuals would and
will step forward to try to establish some
sort of idealism or common morality.

Sadly, since we are a society based on
individualism, most of those who at-

tempt to steer us toward a collective un-

derstanding do so alone, becoming not

simply teachers but demagogues. Since

there isno collective, they can only search

themselves for morality, which usually

leads to questionable results.

Although it's quite easy to fanta-

size about what one would do if they

were appointed emperor of the world, it

becomes a bit more of a struggle to pon-

der the toes that would need to bestepped

on to achieve one's aims. For most dem-
agogues, the process moves very quickly

from toes to shins and further up the

body. Such was the case with Sean, who
couldn't content himself with just vivi-

section as amoral enemy. Instead, he had
to move from cutting off an ingrown toe

nail to the genitals of humanity, attack-

ing, of all things, homosexuality. He had
moved himself entirely into his own sub-

jective world, the folly of most dictators,

combining passionate and understand-

able arguments against animal research

with erroneous statements about the na-

ture of human sexual expression. As bi-

zarre as it all was, soon enough, his deter-

mination and moral offering had built

itself into a fanatic factory, a factory spun
from the straight edge community, a fac-

tory called "hardline."

In 1991, 1 was touring the country

with Engage, my band at the time. .In

Arkansas, we stumbled upon a peculiar

phenomenon: many of the kids we met
spoke in ominous terms about a group of

militant, anti-homosexual, vegan straight

edgers. Somehow Sean's philosophyhad
caught on. When we reached Memphis,
we ran into a group of these fanatics. In

this case, they were led by an individual

named JP. In a highly articulate manner
he proceeded to echo the teachings of

Sean, nearly verbatim, extolling the vir-

tues of militancy, preaching to me about

such actions as the ALF's burning of an
animal lab at UC Davis in 1987. This was



quite ironic considering I personally had

been investigated by the FBI for this inci-

dent. One thing led to another, and soon

JP was talking about how unnatural ho-

mosexuality was; how hedonistic. It was

all so incredible. There was no point in

using rationality; no point in arguing

with empirical method. It was the same

as talking to Christians or any other reli-

gious zealots; and to be honest, it was

quite refreshing. How can I say such a

thing?

During the second world war, Jap-

anese fighter pilots would ram theirbomb

laden planes into Allied ships, inflicting

massive damage but committing suicide

in the process. During the Iran-Iraq war
in the 1980's, ten year old boys willingly

marched off to their destruction, believ-

ing that they would soon be meeting

Allah. In this society, we often look at

suchbehavior ashorrendous, assupreme

manifestations of the irrational, manifes-

tations of blind faith. However, the more
one investigates the nature of our spe-

cies, the more they realize that the pro-

pelling force behind humanity has al-

ways been blind faith. Currently, it is

only faith in the marketplace that keeps

the capitalist system functioning, so for-

get that mythology about stable econom-

ics and gold standards. Humanity is a

collection ofcompeting ideologies, which

win or lose based on whether people

believe in them or not. Sorry folks, that's

all there is to it. One can read all the

boring books on communist dialects that

they want to; but nothing will erase the

fact that communism had to rely upon
potent symbolism, such as the color red,

to sell itself to people.

Communism and capitalism both

have tried desperately to foster the myth
of materialism onto humanity, the idea

that happiness results from material

goods. The absurdity of this notion can

be seen in such places as Serbia, where

people care more about their idea of eth-

nicity than the concept of drinking Coca-

Cola. More than anything, the twentieth

century has shown us that the true urge

for rebellion is not one for the replace-

ment of one bogus materialist system

with another, but a struggle to find col-

lective identity, a struggle to re-tribalize

ourselves. The only effective defense that

materialists have been able to present

against this trend are unsurprisingly ir-

rational: celebrities adored as gods, tech-

nology mystified as magical, and politics

on a stage that people have to look up to.

In short, consumerism has had to sell

itself as a cult.

This is why I find it laughable when
mainstream media tries to portray peo-

ple such as David Koresh and the Branch

Davidians as cult fanatics. What the me-

dia is trying to do in these instances is to

simply attack and destroy the competi-

tion. Those of us who hate capitalism

should see in the rise of "cult" behavior a

sign that people are losing faith in the

system. In such a situation, we should

not turn our backs on fanaticism and

hope it goes away. We should try to work

with the impulse and utilize it to create

something better. Sadly, the idealists of

the world have always proven to be the

last to try to do so, and as a result they are

typically the first victims when misan-

thropes step in to take the reigns of hu-

manity's collective impulse. For some
reason most Idealists typically remain

fixed to the belief that everyone has the

same capacity to make responsible indi-

vidual decisions. They dream of libera-

tion happening through each individual

enlightening themselves. Looking at hu-

man beings and how we relafe to one

another, this seems to make about as

much sense as waiting for a train at an

airport. Humanity has proven itself as a

species that likes to play follow the lead-

er. This results from the fact that not

everybody is the same. This is not to say

that people are inferior or superior to one

another, it is simply to recognize that

every person is both a genius and an

idiot. Some people have a higher degree

of rhythm than others, and some are

gifted with the skill of communication.

In the same sense, some of us are ideal-

ists, while others are those whose faith

will make ideasbecome reality. In acom-
munity our differences work together to

form a collective picture, like pieces in a

puzzle. It is this picture that the majority

of people hunger for and not the myth of

individuality. This may seem like heresy

to many of you, but take a good look

(take a real good look) at yourselfand the

species you are a part of. Do the people

around you truly seem to hunger for

individualism? Where in the world do
you see such a hunger? Do you find it in

the punk scene? Look at that scene. How
different do the people look from each

other? When was the last time you saw

people show up at a gig dressed in disco

outfits? Like America, the scene tries

desperately to put forward the myth of

individualism yet somehow always pro-

duces its opposite.

To highlight this point, think of

"straight edge." From nothing more than
a single Minor Threat song this move-
ment jumped into existence, waving it-

self as testimony to the cult like drive

people express for community. Think

about it, what is the "X" but an irrational

symbol, a magic device for the tribe to

worship and bow to. Let me stress that I

intend no disrespect towards Straight

Edge as a movement here. In fact, I have

always seen the Straight Edge taboo on

narcotics as a positive balance to thepun k
scene's willingness to promote self de-

structivedrug addiction. Apparently, the

only thing which has prevented Straight

Edge from becoming a real tribehasbeen

its lack of a concrete manifesto. Since the

creation of any such code would have

fallen to the responsibility of idealists, it

seems unsurprising there isn't one: what

straight edge idealist would have want-

ed to shatter their illusions of subjective

liberation by facing the completely fa-

natical nature of the movement they had

joined? Unfortunately, without the prop-

er guidance, straight edge has become

the property of scum bag institutions

such as Victory Records, and has grown
connected to corporations like Time-

Warner, corporations actively pimping

alcohol and cigarettes to kids around the

world. This is the sort of tragic oxymoron
that will continuously result when ideal-

ists do not realize what they must do to

really be effective in this world: kick out

the destructive navigators and take

charge of the situation.

Perhaps just as indicative of the

same point is the movement called "Riot

Grrrl." To this day, it seems hard to pin-

point exactly what this movement was
trying to say or activate. Was it a new
form of feminism? Was it about female

bonding? Who knows? It tried to collec-

tivize itself, but like Straight Edge lacked

the willing voice of perceptive idealists

I to help deal with the drive of the whole:

no manifesto was written, no idea put

forward. As a consequence, it became a

superficial expression, a scene of rock

bands and followers, epitomized by the

near goddess like reverence given to one

individual and hersubjective reasonings.

In the end, like straight edge, and punk

in general, Riot Grid's collective energy

ended up being ripped off and painted

onto the likes of Courtney Love, eventu-

ally to be mass marketed by the fashion

industry. How many other examples of



the same story can you think of? How
long willwe allow it to be replayed for us

over and over again?

From all indications, it seems that

people are finally losing faith in the sys-

tem, and with good reason: it is offering

nothing for a future but a diet of junk

food and worthless products. This means
a societal shift is quite probably on the

way. Ifwe are going to be masters of this

change, then it is imperative that those of

us who are idealists give up our fantasy

island ways of seeing reality and accept

the structure of the species we have to

work with. Here in Santa Rosa, myself

and others have come up with a new
philosophy called Structural Idealism,

an idealism based in the concept of pro-

ducing balance within the human struc-

ture, of summoning faith in the overall

human community to change the world.

Without realizing this faith, the human
prospect looks bleak. I have been, and

will continue tobe a "revolutionary," but

this word, like the word "fanatic" needs

to be re-examined. The future demands
that we change our strategies in ways
that may be unpleasant for those who
have succumbed to the consumeristic

mythology of individualism, as well as

those who are fanatics to the old ineffec-

tive ways of revolution, such as getting

drunk and waiting for anarchy to simply

happen. In the future, as I delve deeper

into the idealism I have subscribed to,

I'm certain that I will be stepping on a toe

or two. I willbe talking abouthowchange
demands that we give up our old scape-

goats such as police officers and the

church and concentrate on what is the

real enemy. Ifyou would like more infor-

mation, you can reach me at my E-Mail:

BriZero 13 @ Aol.Com. I can also be

reached at my address: PO Box 4842,

Santa Rosa, CA. 95402-4842

Next Up: Theend ofan experiment called

"SIREN."

Howdy, this issue's Scumbag File is

a question and answer session with
former Sado Nation drummer Chuck
Arjavac, who not only co-owns L.A. punk

record store Destroy All Music, along

with his equally righteous partner Kara,

and runs Deep Sound mailorder, but is

also one of the nicest people I ever had
the honor of working at the same place

with long ago during my purgatory pre-

self employment days. Anyhow, here's

Chuck.
Brian: Are there any thief spotting tips

you could share or preventive measures

stores can take to avoid thievery?

Chuck: There are many ways to keep

thievery to a minimum. Many stores only

put out the covers or cases and keep the

actual CDs and records behind the

counter, which works well if you don't

mind your shop looking like a store-

room. At Destroy All Musicwe opted for

the reusable security cases on discs and
use the old eye ball to watch the records.

The bottom line is you really have to pay
attention to what is going on in your

shop. Some theft is unavoidable. If you
open your doors to the world it will

happen.

Brian: As a store buyer, what makes one
distributor more attractive to purchase

from than another, besides pricing?

Chuck: Pricing is very important, but the

most important thing to us is the avail-

ability of product. Customers do notcare

about the store's difficulty in receiving

albums. All they need to know is thatyou
have or do not have what they are look-

ing for. If it's not in your shop, you lose.

What I suggest is to find a few distribu-

tors that carry the type of music that you
wish to sell and stick with them. The idea

of ordering from a million little places to

get all the best prices will be very counter

productive in the long run. (Shipping,

COD costs, etc.) The best way to get what
you are looking for is to develop a rela-

tionship withyour distributors and work
with them to help locate what you need.

Brian: What are the qualities to look for

when choosing a good business partner

to work with?

Chuck: I met my current partner, Kara

K, while she was managing local punk
bands in our area. We seemed to have a

lot of the same ideas including the desire

to run a punk record shop. To me, the

most important thing is, "Do you get

along with the person and do they have

similar goals?" Working with a partner

is like being in a band or being married.

You will work very close with this per-

son day in and day out for a long time, so

team work is of the utmost importance.

You need to find someone whose strong

points compliment yours. There is no
need to have two people who know ev-

erything (or think they do), but hopeful-

ly the two of you together will be able to

comeup with solutions to theever-grow-

ing number of problems that will arise.

Brian: How effective is advertising in the

local papers and making special one-

time discount offers in attracting new
store patrons?

Chuck: When it comes to advertising,

think to yourself, "What do I read and
what do I notice?" Advertising can be a

great asset but I can not think of one

single way to lose gobs of money faster

then by advertising in the wrong places.

Gowithyour gut feelingand don' t let the

person from the local paper dazzle you
with circulation numbers. They are often

exaggerated. As far as local community
newspapers go, I figure ifsomeone in the

neighborhood can't find your shop, how
in the hell are they ever going to find

your ad in throw away newspapers?
Offering discounts is a good way to get

new people into your shop. But remem-
ber, with a punk shop having what the

customer wants is moreimportant than a

discount on shit they are not interested

in. Word of mouth is the best advertise-

ment any shopcan have. Also store stick-

ers and shirts, if you can afford them,

work well. With print ads, stick with

credible mags: MRR, Flipside, Gearhead
,etc. Whatever fits your individual niche.

Brian: Explain some of the more tedious

tasks you must perform everyday in or-

der to keep the store running properly.

Chuck: Besides paying all the damn bills

and explaining to people, "No, I'm sorry,

we don't have the new Madonna record,

this is a punk rock shop," the most te-

dious part has to be waiting for people to

show up. This is really good for causing

ulcers, alcoholism and premature bald-

ness - so shave your head now!
Brian: When ordering, how do you know
that you are not going to end up with a

bunch ofjunk that cannot be rid from the

store?

Chuck: Well, you don't. Read as many
mags as possible, try to listen to your

customers - let them determine what you
carry. If you really dig a record, play it in

your store. You can help things move
too. If you have a good relationship with

your distributors, ask them if they are

usually honest. (They want your return

biz.) Be careful of people from record

labels because they think every record

they put out is great.



Brian: For a store, how important is loca-

tion or do you believe that people will

show up no matter where the shop is

located simply based on ads and word of

mouth?
Chuck: "Build it and they will come" is

the biggest bunch of bullshit. Location is

very important because you are trying to

offer a particular product to a particular

person, so what sense does it make to

open in some out-of-the-way place. (Trust

me. I know from experience.) Eventual-

ly, ifyou are good at what you do, people

will show up. (Just hope it's in your

lifetime.) I had a store in what turned out

to be a terrible location. I could barely

give away a record. Finally I decided to

change locations to a more "hip" part of

town and things got better right away.

Besides making it very difficult to pay

your bills, no business makes buying

new releases and increasing your selec-

tion quite a challenge. Try tomake things

as easy on you and your customers as

possible. Put a lot of thought behind

every move you make. Location, what

you carry, store name - every little

thing.Still, a good plan can back-fire.

That's where a little luckcomes in handy.

Brian: What are some easy ways to lose

money on a store?

Chuck: Stock every gimmick, novelty,

"buzz" band and flavor of the month,

buy every major label new release and

do all of your buying from bands you

read about in Spin magazine.

Brian: Doing the mail-order, do you ac-

tually get a decent ratio of repeat order

patrons as opposed to one time only

buys?
Chuck: Mail-order is no different than a

shop in the aspect of repeat buyers. It is a

little more difficultthrough the mail than

in a face to face situation. And sometimes

things getconfused via letters and things.

But the hardest thing to do is to pay equal

attention to both the mail-order and the

shop. This is one of the places a good
partner like Kara comes into play.

Brian: About how much seed money did

it take to get the store up and running?

How about the mail-order? On an aver-

age weekly basis, how much money gets

pumped into each one?

Chuck: Opening a store is very ex-

pense. Figure what you think it will

cost to open a shop and double or even

triple that figure. Fixtures, signs, and

licenses alone cost a shitload, not in-

cluding the actual records and things.

Also, be sure to have enough money

left over to keep the shop afloat for at

least six months after you open. As for

vour wage, forget about it - at least for

the first six months to a year. Mail-

order is less expensive to start. You
will need the cost of printing catalogs,

shipping supplies, (and you anarchists

may not like this part) but you spend
more money with the U.S. Postal Ser-

vice than anywhere else. Oh yeah, and

don't forget advertising. The other

good thing about mail-order is that

you can do it on the side while you

make money through a day job, or

what ever you do, and can invest mon-
ey into your company along the way
rather than all up front like is neces-

sary in a shop. On a average weekly

basis, Destroy All Music "pumps" all

the funds available back into the shop

with more releases, new releases, a

little advertising and then more releas-

es. It is a neverending cycle.

Brian: Do you everhide excess cash over-

night in the store and where is your

secret hiding place? If not, when do you

get offwork and wheredo you park your
car?

Chuck: I don't understand what excess

cash is, but if we ever have any, we hide

it in a milk bottle on the front stoop. But

to assure this problem never occurs, we
recently started a record label.

Brian: Will there ever be a big Sado Na-

tion reunion tour to cash in on your leg-

endary status and certain mega bucks

that await you?

Chuck: What a question. As far as the

"legendary status" goes, that and a $1.50

will get you a bus ride. As for the mega
bucks, we are still waiting around the

mail box for that six figure check from

Grand Theft Audio to show up! Ha ha

ha! Actually, it already came as close to

happening as it ever will. We all got

togetherand went out drinking one night

in... I think it was 1988. In all seriousness,

we had our time. Playing punk music is

for the young and it's time for the new
bands. Many of which seem to be doing

a good job of keeping the spirit alive. I

just hope the bands today have half the

fun we did "back in the day!"

Brian: OK Chuck, thanks for that infor-

mative interview and the check's in the

mail, babe.

Brian c/o GTA, 501 W. Glenoaks

Blvd., ste. 313, Glendale, CA 91202 USA
Destroy All Music is located at: 3818

Sunset Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90026

Phone: (323)663-9300 Fax: (323)663-9301

Reporter: "What do you think about west-

ern civilization Mr. Gandlii?"

Gandhi: "I think it would be a good idea.

"

Some 200 years after the birth of a

troublesomeJewish prophet in the Pales-

tinian Galilee, a wealthy Roman patri-

cian and inconsequential writer of epi-

grams leans against the battlements of a

Roman fortress overlooking the Danube,

feeling nauseous. Across the cold blue

water barbarian tribes camp, their cook

fires filling the air with greasy smoke.

The Roman patrician has just heard a

stomach turning story from a legionary

stationed at the fortress about the unciv-

ilized peoples currently flooding across

the frontiers of the empire, though he

can't remember if the story was about

horsemen of the Germanic hordes imme-
diately across the river or of the restless

Slavic tribes further to the east or ofsome
othersavage raceeven more distantfrom

the centers of Roman civilization. The
horsemen in question take slabs of raw-

meat and place them under the blankets

that serve as saddles for their horses.

They then ride their horses until the meat

is half-cooked from the animal heat and

sweat, at which time they dine.

The patrician has recently eaten a

meal consisting of several hundred
tongues torn from hummingbirds the

rest of which are then thrown away. This

Roman delicacy was imported at great

expense to satisfy the patrician's discern-

ing pallet, so he is not keen on vomiting

up the costly repast. Yet the eating habits

of those barbarians revolts him. Indeed,

everything about the savage peoples cur-

rently invading the Roman empire—their

clothing, speech, customs and practic-

es—disgusts and appalls the patrician.

Their justice is not based upon the priv-

ileges of wealth and property but upon a

grizzly blood feud between clans. Their

music isnot elegant and modal butcrude

and lascivious. The barbarians are even

of a different skin color, not a refined

olive dark but a rude ruddy white. Too

late, the partially digested food spews



out of the Roman patrician to splatter his

fine cotton tunic as well as the rough

hewn stones of the battlements. He curs-

es as he wipes vomit from his chin. These

barbarians must be stopped at all costs.

Civilization must be preserved.

Some 2,000 years after the birth of

that same irksome Jewish prophet, a rich

American bourgeois and insignificant

writer of 'zine fluff named Larry Liver-

more nauseates the rest of us by standing

upon the ramparts of western civiliza-

tion and railing against the people of

color inside and outside of the American

empire. He considers them uncivilized

hordes bent upon destroying all that is

good and noble about "our way of life."

He despises the music of their kids. He
maintains that the brutal class-based vi-

olence of American "justice" that besets

them is somehow superior to the street

gang violence thatalso plagues theircom-

munities. Never mind that the western

civilization he defends, much like the

Roman one before it, is decadent and
imperialist. Anyone who opposes Lar-

ry's precious notion of civilization is by
definition a barbarian. It's not important

to consider the details of Larry's vomi-

tous spew any further. It would be in-

structive to briefly discuss the relation-

ship between civilization and barbarism

nonetheless.

The Latin root for civilization

—

civis—is also the basis for our words

citizen and city. In this respect civiliza-

tion is related to the Greek idea that

human beings are political animals,

meaning that they reside in and belong

to a city-state or polk. Thus urban living

and citizen politics are intimately inter-

twined in any understanding of civiliza-

tion. Barbaras, the Greek root for barba-

rous, by contrast means not speaking

Greek and not being Greek. For the

Greeks then someone could be a barbar-

ian (e.g.notGreek)butstill technically be

civilized (e.g. living in cities and partici-

pating in citizen politics). Common us-

age even 2,000 years ago tended to polar-

ize these concepts however.

The most salient characteristic of

the relationship between civilization and
barbarism to be considered with respect

to Larry's bullshit is that the latter helps

to renew the former. The Romans were

barbarians in the Hellenistic world they

conquered,The Romans absorbed much
ofGreek civilization without doing it too

much damage, adding to it an obsession

vv i th law and warfare. The Germanic and

Slavic tribes that swept into the Roman
empire devastated Roman civilization,

smashing it into a myriad pieces that

were then sprinkled throughout the feu-

dal mix that those people established

across Europe. European feudalism

evolved through the Middle Ages into

capitalism and the nation-state; corner-

stones of modern civilization. This is the

underlying pattern. Recent civilizations

are built upon the remnants of older

civilizations and the barbarian cultures

that overran and conquered them. As
such, this pattern is a cross between the

metaphor of fertilizing seeds in order to

grow healthy plants and the periodic

destruction by fire of prairie and chapar-

ral ecologies in order to revitalize them.

That such barbarian invasions in-

variably sack and obliterate the civiliza-

tions they conquer goes without saying.

Many works of prominent Greek and
Roman writers, poets, playwrights, phi-

losophers and historians were complete-
ly lost as a consequence of the Germanic

and Slavic invasions. Yet without those

invasions, we would not have the works
of Dante or Chaucer, even of Shakes-

peare; that preeminent dead white Euro-

pean male. What's more, thousands of

common people died, industry and com-

merce were severely disrupted, and cha-

os and disorder prevailed for long peri-

ods of time. I'm sure that the Roman
patrician described at the beginning of

this column bemoaned all of this and
wept for his wasted empire. Yet without

the destruction of Roman civilization by
Germanic and Slavic barbarians Larry

wouldn't be able to write his venomous
screeds.

Unlike that upper-class twit Larry

Livermore,Idon'tconsiderblack,brown,

yellow and red people to be uncivilized

barbarians. I do hope that they, along

with working people around the world,

succeed in bringing down western civili-

zation, not to experience a new Dark Age
but to establish a global communist hu-

mancommunity. Rosa Luxemburg posed
a prescient dichotomy when confronted

by the savagery of the first World War.

Socialism or barbarism. For Rosa, bar-

barism meant the unchecked, rapacious

development of global capitalism. We
now have the capitalist barbarism of

western civilization in spades. Time for a

little socialism.

REVOLUTION
WITHOUT BOLSHEVIKS
I'm a real lousy letter writer, snail

mail and e-mail. I apologize to folks

who've written me and never gotten an

answer. In this section I'll reply to one

letter I received many monthsagowhich
asked (1) whether the Workers World

Party (WWP) is actually as Stalinoid as

I portray it; (2) how I know that Refuse

and Resist, October22 Coalition, et a\ are

actually RevolutionaryCommunist Par-

ty (RCP) fronts; and (3) how someone
can get involved with such organiza-

tions. I'll leave out the name of the per-

sonwho wrote the letter, and I'll take the

above points in reverse order.

Letme state this for the umpteenth

time. No organization based on Leninist

principles is going to emancipate the

working class or liberate humanity. Le-

ninism is an ideology of mass murder
and genocide, its principle victims be-

ing other non-Leninist leftists. Leninism

ou t ofpower feigns support for the poor,

oppressed and working classes, yet Le-

ninism in power recreates class society

and capitalist social relations. Why any-

body in their right mind would want to

getinvolved with Leninist organizations

such as theWWP or the RCP or theSWP
(Socialist Workers Party) is beyond me.

As regular readers ofmy column know,
I'm highly critical of plenty of organiza-

tions and tendencies on the Left. Yet

there are those I criticize that I consider

"on my side" and others I define as "the

enemy." I provide the addresses of the

former so that readers can check out

their side of the argument. As for the

latter, fuck 'em. If you're really bent on
getting to know these asswipes there's

always the internet, and those Leninist

misery pimps in particular make it a

point to hang out at every even slightly

progressive demonstration or event in

order to recruit.

Believe me, it's not at all difficult to

find these fuckheads, especially in most

bigUS cities. I suggest that you first pick

up a copy of their sorry-assed party

newspaper. Try not to pay for it. Say

you're real poor but still interested in

what they have to say. Not only will the

paper help you figure out their basic

political line, you'll also be able to deter-

mine who fronts for the party in ques-

tion. Except for the "domestic Third

World" organizations the vanguardists

are trying to court favor with, the orga-

nizations most frequently mentioned
and favorably reported on in the paper

are invariably fronts for said Leninist

party. I have the additional advantage



of being an old motherfucker. I've been
around long enough to have seen most

of these pretentious idiots in operation,

and I've frequently seen the founding of

their front organizations first hand. In

addition, I've gotten good at recogniz-

ing various political styles—how a "call

statement" is phrased, who's on the en-

dorsement list, what demands aremade,

how a coalition is structured and who
belongs, etc.—and I can usually match a

front organization with its parent Le-

ninist party.

Finally, all the Leninist vanguard

parties I've mentioned—WWP, RCP,
SWP—are as bad as I've described them.

Worse since I'm only aware of a small

fraction of their fucked up behavior. My
recommendation is, just say no to Le-

ninism.

...ON-THE-JOB F.S.U...

[CLASS WARNING: The following sec-

tion may contain language, ideas or sug-

gestions offensive to bosses and capital-

ists. Bourgeois sentiment may be bruised

by its contents, so members of the ruling

class and their lackeys are advised to

fuck off and die now.]

I worked ata Jack-in-the-Box when
I was 16. I worked until 2:30 in the

morning during the summer and folks

would drive through fucked up at 1:30

and "jack" us around ordering shit for a

half hour and then do something really

clever like say "two jack-colas, heavy on
the secret sauce." Of course we'd do
exactly what the customers said they

wanted and pour theJack's ersatz French

dressing sauce for their burgers into

their cokes because the "customer is

always right." Couple of us also fucked

with the owners and the inventory for

the week before we quit, handing out

"double orders" after midnight which

made us real popular. We didn't get shit

from customers whenwe told 'em about

our two-for-one deal!

I've tried to avoid what's euphe-

mistically called "service industry" work
since then. I did learn the power of what
might be called "working class generos-

ity" however. That's the subject this time,

otherwise known as the GOOD WORK
or SOCIAL STRIKE.

"Workers at the L'Hospital de la

Merci (Mercy Hospital) in France, who
were afraid that patients would go un-

treated if they went on strike, instead

refused to file the billing slips for drugs,

lab tests, treatment and therapy—usu-

ally filled out by nurses, aides, techni-

cians and ward clerks. As a result, pa-

tients got better care (since more time

was spent caring for them instead of

doing paperwork) for free. The hospi-

tal's incomewas cut in half. Panic-strick-

en, the hospital gave in to all of the

workers' demands after just three days.

"In Portugal, where, under the mil-

itary regime, strikes have always been

illegal and dangerous, workers found

other ways of making the employers

come across:

"Lisbon, 1968: 'Lisbonbus and train

workers gave free rides to all passen-

gers today. They were protesting be-

cause the British-owned Lisbon Tram-
ways Company had not raised their

wages. Today, conductors and drivers

arrived for work as usual, but the con-

ductors did not pick up their money
satchels. On the whole, public support

seems to be behind these 'take-no-fare'

strikers, and the schoolboys are having

the time of their lives. Holidays have

begun, and they are hopping train rides

to pass the time.' —The Times, July 2,

1968, [...]

"In New York City, IWW restau-

rant workers, after losing a strike, won
some of their demands by heeding the

advice of Wobbly organizers who told

them to 'pile up the plates, give 'em
double helpings, and figure the check

on the low side.'"

These additional examples of the

"good work strike" come from theIWW
pamphlet, Worker's Guide to Direct Ac-

tion ($3; IWW, 1095Market St., San Fran-

cisco CA 94103). Anybody who's ever

worked with the public has a favorite

"customer from hell" story. But it's also

important to remember that customers

are also mostly fellow workers. When
service industry workers take collective

action such as a strike, sick-out or slow-

down against their boss they usually

wind up hurting other workers more
than the boss. This frequently isolates

service worker actions from public sup-

port. The "good work strike," the "so-

cial strike" which provides better or

cheaper (or free) service at the capital-

ist's expense, is a nice way around this

problem...

PERSONAL PROPAGANDA... I can

be contacted at hooligan@sirius.com.My
book, End Time, can be purchased from

AK Press (POB 40682, SF, CA 94140-

0682) for $10. Keep sending me your

newsworthy itemsand interesting news
clippings c/o MRR.

Perhaps the most subtle way that

speechand thought areshaped is through

the framing of arguments and debates.

By narrowing a debate down to small

range of options, undesirable viewpoints

can be pretty much cut out of the national

dialogue before it even begins.

The most fundamental example of

this is the restriction of viewpoints ex-

pressed in the mainstream to those within

the liberal democratic ideology. The ar-

gumenthere, is thatAmericansjust aren't

interested in ideas outside of this ideol-

ogy, and it is true that most Americans'

opinions are basically within this range.

However, this does not mean that there

are not a significant number of people

who believe in alternative systems, and

an even greater number that would be

interested in listening to a discussion on

the validity of capitalism, representative

democracy, or any of the other issues

that are never discussed at all in the

mainstream. Howard Zinn's A People's

History of the United States, which is

basically a Marxian book, has sold 500,000

copies, which is a staggering number for

a historical book. Noam Chomsky's only

book that i know of put out by a major

publisher, Deterring Democracy, was a

best seller and he speaks to packed lec-

ture halls and auditoriums around the

world. Chomsky describes his politics as

libertarian socialist. John Kenneth
Galbraith, who can be described as being

on the boarder of anti-capitalism is the

best selling economist writer in history. I

could go on, and I'm sure most of you

have had personal experiences of com-

ing across people who are interested in

such issues, even outside of the punk
scene. The most impressive experience

for me was working a booth at the Anar-

chist Book Fair, and seeing an enormous
turnout of mostly "normal" people to a

virtually unadvertised event centered

around very radical ideas.

While you're recalling personal ex-

periences, try and recall the last time you
saw someone who wasn't a capitalist on

a mainstream political show like



Nightline,Cross Fireor JimLehrer. What
about the last time there was a guest

who favored a complete restructuring

ofour failing, or failed democracy? I can

only speak from personal experience,

but for me, the answer is never. Some-
thing doesn't match up.

Incidentally, representatives of the

Christian Coalition, and even Pat

Robertson himself are regularly given a

voice in the media. Chomsky has been

called a man who's genius can be com-
pared with Marx, Freud or Darwin (pri-

marily for his linguistic theory) by
Newsweek. Robertson thinks that the

president and the UN have unwittingly

come under the influence of a global

cabal, which is trying to put the world
under the control of Lucifer (no, I'm not

kidding). You can draw your own con-

clusions as to why most of the media
find Robertson to be more worth listen-

ing to.

So, the field of discussion is nar-

roweddown to a single ideology and its

lunatic fringe, but the fun is just begin-

ning. Even those who's views are well

within the mainstream can be left out,

no matter how prominent they are, if

their opinions aren't kosher. I refer to

liberals and conservatives in this col-

umn, but the representatives of those

schools ofthought in America today are

nothing more than pathetic caricatures

of the liberal and conservative thought

and great figures like John Maynard
Keynes and Edmund Burke.

The best example of all this I can

think of is the battle over minimum
wage. Liberals favor a higher minimum
wage. After all, if someone is working
full time, they're performing work nec-

essary for society. It's hardly fair for

them to live in poverty. Conservatives

respond that raising the minimum wage
couldbe thestraw that breaks the camel's

back for many small businesses, forcing

them to shut down. So while the raise

would offer improvements for some
workers, it would cost other workers

and some proprietors their livelihoods

entirely. It's an interesting debate be-

cause both sides have some good points

and it doesn't seem like there's any easy
solution. That is, unless you want to go
and do something crazy, like listen to

professional economists. In an essay on
the topic, Nobel Prize winning
Keynesian (a bit to the left of a typical

Democrat) economist James Tobin dis-

cusses one of the few things he and the

Nobel Prize winning Neo-Liberal (what
Republicans claim to be) Deity/Econo-

mist Milton Friedman agree on. Like

nearly all economists, according to

Tobin, they both favor the abolition of

the minimum wage. Instead, they rec-

ommend a negative income tax, where
people who make under a certain

amountreceive payments instead ofpay-

ing taxes. This way, thelowerrung work-
ers get to live with some dignity and
small business doesn't get hurt since the

costs arespread to society. Simple, huh?
I think the idea has been around since

the '70s, and still nobody, other than

economists, ever seems to discus it. We
see the minimum wage debated pretty

frequently, but this solution, favored by
the pros, comes up about as often as the

one favored by me, ending capitalism.

This one had me stumped for a

while. It makes sense, those in the know
agree, across ideological lines, several

senators such as Dick Army and Phil

Graham have PhDs in economics and
depending on the extent of the redistri-

bution, the idea isn't that radical, sowhy
wasn't it being discussed? I think I fig-

ured it out though. Actually redistribut-

ing income to working people acknowl-
edges the gross inequity of our system

in a way that the minimum wage doesn't.

Suddenly we have to face the fact that

it's not just "loafers" on welfare who
can't make it in the land of limitless

opportunity. Not only that, direct in-

come redistribution smacks of... social-

ism (insert ominous music), so, obvi-

ously it's of the table.

Another issue where the debate

has been narrowed to two bad argu-

ments is affirmative action. The prob-

lem is that minorities are at a disadvan-

tage in getting government contracts,

and getting into colleges. Themain point

ofdebate is the college issue. Mostpeople
acknowledge that certainminorities tend

to live in worse conditions than do
Whites and Asians (and I mean Asians,

not just Orientals) and get second rate

educations. The liberal response is, typi-

cally, a band-aid. Let them into the

schools with lower standards for grades

and testscores. Conservatives argue that

this is discrimination and that success

should be based on ability and achieve-

ment ratherthan quotas. They also point

to studies that indicate that the chief

beneficiaries of affirmative action may
be minorities who grow up middle or

upper class, with all the educational

advantages of the privileged groups.

(You never know which of these studies

to believe, but these results seem consis-

tent with common sense, so I buy it).

Liberals counter that affirmative action

promotes diversity, enrichingcampuses.
Conservatives respond with more sta-

tistics such as frighteningly low test

scores for affirmative action admissions

to some med. schools. They ask if we
really want someone who scored in the

18th percentile on their med. school en-

trance exams caring for our children.

The fact is that both sides have
their heads in the sand, and are unwill-

ing to face deep, ugly truths about our
society. For conservatives, once again

its the fact that this isn't a land of equal

opportunity. Success isn't just a matter

of willingness to work. For liberals its

the fact that the problems here go much
deeper than they care to admit and they

can't be fixed with a minor program.

Here are some facts, as I understand

them. The most important factors in

determining intelligence are, in no par-

ticular order, genetics, prenatal care,

nutrition during early childhood, and
stimulation during early childhood.- If

someone doesn't receive adequate por-

tions of some or all of these things it's

generally impossible for them to catch

up.

When my mom taught in a poor
Hispanic neighborhood she said that

every one of her students received two
meals a day from the school lunch pro-

gram, which is nutritionally inadequate

itself, and she knew that many would
get something like one meal a day if it

wasn't for that program. Most of the

students had five or six siblings, as is

common in poor families, and many of

those families shared apartments with

other families of the same size. In virtu-

ally all of the families both parents

worked about sixty hours a week. Many
of the kids slept in school, because they

couldn't fall asleep in an apartment

packed with ten or more people. If you
look at the determinants of intelligence

above and these facts it's not any won-
der that the class had completely illiter-

ate third graders and many of the stu-

dents had trouble with basic arithmetic.

While this is the case of one teacher's

classes, I don't think anyone would ar-

gue that similarcond i tions aren't perva-

sive in most poor neighborhoods
After this, the quality of education

becomes a factor as well, undermining



many of those whomanaged to grow up

relatively unscathed in these environ-

ments.

Again, neither side wants to face

what is actually going on. Liberalsclaim

that tests are culturally biased (I don't

know about anyone else, but my SAT
and IQ test questions wereon things like

finding patterns in sequences of num-
bers, not on the Stanley Cup playoffs),

or again, that poor performance is en-

tirely due to poor education. They seem

to feel taking a kid who's been deprived

in most of the areas that foster intelli-

gence, and had a poor education for 18

years and sticking him in Cal will fix

everything (or at least make them feel

like they're helping). Conservatives

don't think that the situation warrants

government intervention and often pre-

tend that many of these factors don't

really exist (accusations ofracism against

conservatives and people who agree

with them on these issues are often off

base, and sometimes boarder on being

childish). Neither side wants to face the

whole truth of the situation or the fact

that any real solution might require real

sacrifice and/or major social changes.

What all this accomplishes is some-

thing similar to Orwell's newspeak. In-

stead of cutting words from a language,

ideas are cut from the public dialogue.

Most people never hear a serious dis-

cussion on the merits and faults of capi-

talism. If they have their own doubts

about the system, they think they must

be mistaken, or taking an unrealistic

view because nobody elseseems to have

them. Issues that grow out of the most

extreme flaws ofoursystem are debated

in such a ways to prevent thoughts from

even moving in the direction of such a

discussion. Generally dialogues are set

up around questions such as, are you for

or against raising the minimum wage,

or are you for or against affirmative

action. These questions have 90% of the

real questions, such as, what is causing

certain groups of people to badly

struggleandhow can it be fixed, already

answered. Most people don't have the

knowledge and /or the tools to get past

the facades that are the debates over

issues in America, and so we go end-

lessly back in forth, each side harping on

the numerous flaws in the other side's

ready-made argument. It remindsme of

the logical fallacy of the straw man,
where one constructs a dummy opposi-

tional argument, and then takes it apart

to prove that their own views are cor-

rect. The only difference is that, in our

society, both sides are straw men.
homerrmone@aol.com

NetPunk

Mark
HanfordL_L^t

Another random collection ofpunk

rock websites this time around, so that

you geekpunkscanwaste whatever free

time you have sitting at a computer.

Lots of people e-mailed me this time

around wanting me to check out their

websites. Cool by me. Thiscolumn writes

itself when I here from you punk web
designers out there. Book Your Own
Fucking Life is has finally gotten wired.

That's right, if you have access to a com-

puter, you can submit your shit this year

at http://www.byofl.org/ . BYOFL is

being run by the Amoeba Collective,

and once the print version is out next

year, this site will have a searchable

index of the guide and will be continu-

ously updated. This may actual keep

BYOFL more up to date, which has been

a problem in the past (just ask anyone

who has used it to book a tour). 90 Proof

Records is an Oi label out of Maryland

that has a pretty good Oi-related web-

site that does more than just focus on the

label. It's nice to see pages that are more
than just ads for the respective label that

puts them out. 90 Proof is at http://

members.tripod.com/~oi90proof/and

features sound files, interviews with

bands like The Templars and The
Fatskins, top 10 music lists, links and

more. If you're into Oi, you'll probably

want to visit 90 Proof. Another well

designed Oi site is http://

www.working-class.com . Not a hell of

a lot of stuff here, but some fun show
reviews, a few photos, links, and some
ska and Oishow reviews. Working Class

is also releasing records, so you can find

out what they have available at the site.

I don't know how I've gone this long

without mentioning the Slap A Ham
website (actually, as I have no idea how
long it's existed, I may not have been

able to mention it earlier, but whatev-

er...). Anyway, you'll find the complete

Slap A Ham discography here, a bit of

gossip about Slap A Ham bands, a few

links, and one of the finest record label

FAQs I've everread . Visit SlapAHam at

http://www.wenet.net/~slapaham/ .

A pretty basic band website, but one

that is fairly well-designed is that of

Toronto, Ontario's 2-Pump Louie at

http://www.prismip.net/jeremy/
2pumplouie/ . Acollection ofgood band

photographs and lyrics, but, unfortu-

nately, no sound files that I saw. Still,

this is a lot better than some of the band

pages that I'm sent to review, so I decid-

ed to give it a mention. AnotherToronto

website is the Wounded Paw punk site

at http://www.interlog.com/~wound-

ed/ . This site has a lot of sound files for

Torontopunkbands (including 2-pump
Louie), information about Wounded
Paw distribution, and links to other

things punk. Armed With Anger is (if I

judge by their counter) a little-known

website with a lot going for it. It is the

homepage of Armed with Anger
Records, but it has more than just their

catalog. AtAWA, you'll find a ton of old

flyers from UK Hardcore bands, a lot.of

great photos, and Armed with Anger

zine, whose current issue features inter-

views with Timojhen of Vacuum, Kent

McClard, Pressure Drop Press, reviews,

and a bunch more. Check out ARA at

http://www.ndirect.co.uk/~awa/ .

One of the stranger sites this month is

The Bike Parade (http://

home.earthlink.net/~hockeyhead/).

What exactly this has to do with punk
rock, I'm not quite sure. It's a group of

punkers who are really into cheap-ass

bicycles. They have stories about their

bikes, pictures of their bikes, and a bike

gallery. Yeah, okay guys, whatever...

Something that has little todowith punk,

yet a lot of punks seem to be interested

in is pin-up queen Bettie Page. To help

you find sites with photographs and

information, I'd like to point you to The

BettiePageathttp://home.att.net/~Mc-

Kiernan/BPage/bettie_p.htm . This

page has a complete lists of links to BP
sites. Okay, I realize thiscolumn is short,

but what the heck. It'll give other people

more room to run on at themouth. Ifyou

have a site you'd like me to review, or,

better yet, a topic you'd like to see me
cover in a future column, drop me a line

at hanford@cruzio.com . Of course, you

can also check out my old columns on-

lineat http:/ /netpunk.base.orgor write

to me at PO Box 8059; Santa Cruz CA



95062. Until next month... bye.

The Tower Records in the College

Area of San Diego went out of business

last week. I was walking by the last day
they were open and saw a giant sign

announcing 40 percent off all books. By
the time I made it in, most of the stuffhad
been picked over, but I did score a copy
ofBukowski's "The Most BeautifulWom-
an in Town & other stories." Sadly, their

once large zine section was now empty
shelves with large boxes stacked around

it. I'd say it's safe to say that all of those

zines will be returned. Too bad because I

could have easily taken a few copies of

Murder Can Be Fun off their hands at a

discount and resold them around town.

I noticed a few other books left on
the shelves were those published by
zinesters such as Al Hoff (Thrift Score),

Paul Lucas (Beer Frame) Darby Romeo
(Ben is Dead), Chip Rowe (Chip's Closet

Cleaner), along with Bill Brent's "Make a

Zine!." I did pick it up Brent's, and al-

though I haven't had the time to thor-

oughly read it, it did seem to have all of

the necessary info to help first time pub-

lishers. Mike Gunderloy's (formerly of

Factsheet Five) book seems to be more in

depth, especially for those just starting

out and have no intention of having a

"work budget", but it would probably

been kinda hard to find a copy these days
since it was published 4-5 years ago.

Brent's book has been out for at

least a year and seems to be geared more
towards those who may have some idea

of graphic design or the printing process,

but never took on the task of publishing

their own zine. A person starting at zero

would probably be overwhelmed and
better offjust writing a letter or speaking

to a zine publisher for advice. (NOTE: if

you ever have questions about fanzines,

you should never feel intimated to write

to a zine publisher. You may not hear

from the person within a month, but

they'll almost always help you out.). The
best part about Brent's book for me was
his resource listings for zine friendly

stores, including a separate section for

sex /queer zine friendly stores, small mail

order distributors and large scale distrib-

utors.

For information on "Make a Zine!"

write to Black Books, PO Box 31155, San
Francisco, CA 94131-0155.

Besides Brent's book, there were
two other how-to-publish a zine books

by people I had never heard of. I'm not

claiming to be Mr. Zine Scene, but the

zine publishing circle is fairly small and
when someone who hasn't made a name
for themselves as a zine publisher writes

a book on the subject, I'm really suspi-

cious. I almost kicked down the $5 for

each of the books to write a review, but

after flipping through each of them for

five minutes, I didn't think either was
worth the money, or the time to even
remember the titles or authors.

a***

Hey, I'm always on the lookout for

stories aboutSatanism,witchcraft,Chris-

tians gone bad, etc. type of stories from
your local newspapers. Please included

the name of the paper and date the story

ran. The latest issue ofmy zine is $2 plus

four 32c stamps, or you can send one
stamp for a catalog. I can always be
reached at <harmonl@mail.sdsu.edu> or

PO Box 15237, San Diego, CA 92175.

Part II: "A Song of El Norte: Camelia
Palafox" in A Larger Memory: A History

ofOur Diversity, with Voices ed. Ronald
Takaki. Boston: Little, Brown and Com-
pany, 1998.

About that time, Chela and I started

working as waitresses in a Mexican
owned restaurant in San Diego, El Poste.

With two jobs, wecould send more mon-
ey home to our kids.... It wasn't until

1979 that I decided that it was time to try

and bring my son, Jose (who was five

years old), to the U.S. I missed him a lot.

Around that time, Chela, Octavio, two of

his friends, and I were living in a small

apartment. We lived very crammed and
could barely fit. We had planned on
waiting to get a bigger house before w e

would bring any more of our family

members. I couldn't wait. The only time

I saw Jose was on the weekends when I

would go to Tijuana and visit him. It was
luck that a friend's husband was able to

cross him as a U.S. citizen with no prob-

lems at all. For my other three brothers,

crossing ended up being a little harder.

My two younger brothers, Miguel and
Gerardo, nearly got lost crossing the

desert. It makes me cry just to think

about it. Sergio, he was another story.

Whenever he would try and cross at the

port of entry, he was always scared to

even try,and crossingthrough themoun-
tains orany other place, hewould always
get caught. And every timehe was asked

by the authorities to give his name, he
would say: "Jose Luis Rodriguez," "Cam-
ilo Cesto," "Jose Jose," etc., all names of

famous Mexican singers.

By the time Jose came to the U.S., I

was working more at home. I mostly

stayed at home feeding the kids and
watching over them. I would get seven

dollars for each kid that I took care of.

Jose had started going to elementary

school. Sometimes he would come home
and ask me why all professors were
named "teachers." Another time he told

me in Spanish that they had a prostituta

[prostitute] at school. I couldn't believe

it! I thought that maybe it was some sort

of sex education thing or something. I

still thought they were too young to be
learning about these things though. I

later learned that whathemeantwas that

a substituta [substitute] had come to his

class for that day.

I tried not to go out as muchbecause
of fear of being apprehended by the INS.

I always remembered that Octavio had
been deported at least eight times. They
would chase him a lot. I didn't want the

same to happen to me. Especially since I

was beginning to get settled with my
son, and I was pregnant with my second
child,Mariana. I knew things wererough
for all of us immigrants, but I think male
immigrants had it especially difficult. I

think it is because for us women immi-

grants, we could stay at people's houses.

This is what I did when I cleaned houses.

Sometimes I would spend the night at

the owner's house. For immigrant men,
it would be a little harder for Americans
to do this and feel safe. Sometimes when
Chela and I responded to ads in the pa-

per about house cleaning, some of the

owners,mostlymen, wanted other things

and not really house cleaning. Unless



they were the regular people we cleaned

for, we never knew what kind of people

they would be. We came across many
sick people.

At times, when Chela and I would

see other undocumented people on the

street, we tried to help them as much as

we could. Once, we picked up some

Salvadorehos from tine street and took

them to our house. There, we let them

phone their families in Los Angeles to let

them know they were OK. Since Chela

knew how to cut hair, she gave them a

haircut. We gave them more American

looking clothes with lighter colors and

hats with American logos like Nike. They

also took our advice and got some sun-

glasses for the ride up to Los Angeles.

They looked so different afterwechanged
their appearance. Ever since we helped

them, their mother has been so grateful

to us. She calls us all the time to thank us.

It felt good to help them.

Now that I'm a U.S. citizen, I feel a

little saferbecause I know things are only

going to get worse in the future for un-

documented immigrants and minorities.

Also, as a U.S. citizen, one can vote and

have their voice be heard. I think it's

really important for Latinos to get their

citizenship and be able to vote. I'm really

proud that I've never had to get hand-

outs from the government. I'm glad I

never had to get on welfare or anything

like that. But now that I'm more con-

scious of my aging, I realize the impor-

tance of getting my U.S. citizenship just

in case I might need something in the

future. I also got Jose to get his U.S.

. itizenship. Sincemy other three daugh-

ters were born here, the only ones I wor-

ry about now are Octavio and my moth-

er. Hopefully they can fix their papers

soon.

I often thinkabout how someAmer-
icans think that too many Mexicans have

come to the U.S. They say that we should

go back. But go back to where? I tell

them that no matter how many border

police they put at the border, the people

will come because of the.necessity. The

necessity is far too much and people

need to survive. And the truth is that the

Anglos were the ones to come from Eu-

rope, and then they took this land. So

who are the real Americans? I'm not

afraid to tell them this.

Since- 1 currently work at a retire-

ment home for elderly folks, I have wit-

nessed how some of the older immi-

grants are being treated. With the new

laws, the government is cutting their

monthly payments. Manycan'tbuy their

medicine anymore. Many talk openly

about suicide. It's a shame that our gov-

ernment doesn't see their humanity. They

just see them as numbers. Where will

they go when they get kicked out of the

home? The management at workhas not

made things easierfor them either. Since

many of the immigrants' only source

was Medicare and S.S.I., many who have

lost this are now being replaced with

older people who have an insurance that

will pay for their stay at the retirement

home.
If these old people worked for thir-

ty-five years of their lives, there must be

some way to accommodate them. It's a

matter of priorities. They also worked

and paid taxes all their lives. Why must

this change come? What our govern-

ment is doing now is really bad. I mean,

I love this country because of all the good

things it has done for me and my family.

I never really had the opportunity to

continue school in Mexico. I went only to

sixth grade. I wanted to finish my educa-

tion and maybe get a better career. I

would have liked to have been a lawyer.

I've always liked helping people. But,

because we had to start work at such a

young age to support the family, we
never really got the chance for a better

career. Another thing was that, because

of the large size of our family, we had to

work more and study less.

What I really like aboutmy new job

is that I'm helping others. I love doing

that. I come home from work, and I feel

good because I know I did something to

help somebody. It's almost like being a

social worker. I'm not only helping older

people in need by feeding them, but I'm

also helping them spiritually. We are

helping them get connected with reality.

By reading them the paper, by telling

them personal stories, anecdotes, all of

this brings more life into their lives. They

are so attentive to everything that one is

telling them. Even to the clothes thatone

is wearing. Sometimes they tell me: "Oh,

Camelia, your earrings match with your

shoes." "Camelia, you look really good

today!" I'm really happy at my job. I'd

like to stay there for a while.

My three daughters, Mariana, An-

gela, and Marlene, are still in school. But

I don't think they put as much emphasis

on school as they should. I know that

Marlene, the youngest of all three, will

someday have a good career. As a moth-

er, I can tell the go-getters from the lazy

ones. All three are very intelligent. Mar-

iana, the oldest, also helpsme a lot finan-

cially. Sometimes after school, she helps

me clean houses, and we get them done

earlier. I would like them to go to college

but I can only pressure them so much.

I want them to study hard now so

they won't have to work in the same

manner that I do. An important aspect in

giving my children a better chance in life

was enrolling them at good elementary

schools. When I enrolled Jose at Spreck-

less Elementary, we had to wake up at

6:00 a.m. every day to catch the school

bus. The school was very far away from

where we lived but, I knew that if I

enrolled him in the schools around our

neighborhood, Josewould not succeed. I

remember looking at the schools around

ourneighborhood and noticing that they

had no computers, no new books, and

also; it just seemed that the some of the

teachers didn't care about the future of

the kids. Nevertheless, giving my chil-

dren an opportunity at a good education

is something I have always fought for.

Sometimes I wonder what the fu-

ture has in store for us. I think of my
family, and I see that we have lived a

good life. I have my mother living with

us in the U.S. My kids are in school. I

have a good job. Besides his drinking

problem, Octavio is a good man. He is a

quiet man -except when he drinks. I

don'tknowhow long we will live togeth-

er. What can I say? I think it might have

something to with hisbackground. He is

from Tuxpan, Nayarit. The culture, the

customs from people ofsouthern Mexico

are a lot more conservative than from the

border region. The men there are more

machistas. I don't blame him for that,

but, what really gets me is that men there

start todrink alcohol at such a young age.

I know Octavio has been drinking

all his life, but ourhard life in the U.S. has

only made him drink more. I stopped

counting how many times he was arrest-

ed and put in jail for his drinking prob-

lems. I know that he is very bitter and

angry at this country. He feels repressed

here. He always talks about going back

to his little town in Tuxpan, Nayarit.

Physically, he is also hurt. He once lifted

some heavy equipment at work and ever

since then, his back hurts. The doctors

tell him it's permanent. The lawyer that

supposedly helped us only got Octavio

ten thousand dollars and then he took

like four thousand dollars for expenses.



After we paid for old bills that had accu-

mulated, we were left with three thou-

sand dollars. Can you imagine having

your back messed up for the rest of your

life, getting fired, and then you are given

three thousand dollars to start all over?

This is why he drinks a lot. He drinks to

ease the pain and anger he has. But, I

should say thathe has given our family a

house to live in. He has given me three

healthy and beautiful girls. I see that

many people -including many Anglos-

are trying to get housing. There are

many homeless people struggling out

there, trying to survive. Iam very thank-

ful for what we have.

At times I wonderwhat would have
happened if I were to have accepted the

scholarship to study inMexico City when
I was younger. Sometimes I get sad to

think of all the hard work that I have

done for others. What about me? I too

wouldhave liked to travel, continue sing-

ing, read, and just do things for me. I

don't regret anything, I just feel like I'm

getting old and I want to experience oth-

er things in life besides work and work. I

have faith that things will get better. One
has to always have hopes, or else they

won't get anything done. That's how I

see life. You just have to keep going.
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Renae Bryant's

5 nil.

interview

So, it's back in it's original format,

the 5 min. int. This time I stuck with one

of my favorite subjects, sex, and inter-

viewed Morgan Fairlane, ex-pom star. I

chose to interview a porn star because as

of late I have noticed that many punk
magazines are glamorizing the profes-

sion. Perhaps it's because these journal-

istic pieces are done by men who fanta-

sized about meeting these women or

perhaps it's because the lives of a few of

thesewomen are glamourous. Either way
I thought it was important to record the

story of one woman who worked as a

porn star and did not consider it a glam-
ourous profession. To the contrary Mor-
gan had some very horrifying experienc-

es and these need to be communicated to

the punk rock audience also.

MRR: How did you get into the porn
industry?

M.F.: I had been dancing for 91/2 years.

I had to quit dancing because it grew
impossible because of leg and back pain.

I had thought about doing porn for

awhile. I gave it a two year serious con-

sideration before actually doing it. As a

stripper the only porn stars I met were in

the "big boob" industry (boobs as big as

basketballs). In 1996 J.R. Woolfe, a re-

porter for the Rocky Mountain Oyster

(the equivalent of the L.A. Express-sex

mag) brought me to Los Angeles and I

made five movies.

MRR: How much did you get paid?

M.F.: I was paid $1 ,000 formy first porno.

I was underpaid. I should havebeen paid
3-4k. I made $3,500 for five movies. The
first porno I did was a double penetra-

tion film (vaginal and anal).

MRR: Was this the first time you had
done anything like this?

M.F.: No. I had done this in my personal

life and enjoyed it.

MRR: Did they use condoms?
M.F.: Before the AIDS scare no one used

condoms. So once I was established I

moved out here and worked full-time.

MRR: What is full-time for a pom star?

M.F.: Full-time is one movie a week, two
to three times a week. I became a very

popular "B" grade girl. My rates went up
and I promotedmy "self-worth" for abil-

ities. The money was very good for

awhile.

MRR: Tell me about a typical "job."

M.F.: You show up at 8-9am. You supply

your own costumes. You're in make-up
for 45 minutes. You sit on your ass for six

to seven hours. There is usually com-
plete disorganization. You take cat naps,

smoke, talk to friends, and then have to

have your make-up reapplied. Finally

the sex scene would happen, it would go
like this: 1) cunnilingus, 2) blow job, 3)

three positions, and 4) pop shot (cum
shot). Then after the camera would stop

rollingyou would shakehands with your
co-star, shower and then leave. It never

runs that smoothly and there is a lot of

stop and start during the filming and it's

very irritating.

MRR: What was your worse porn experi-

ence?

M.F.: I flew up to San Francisco to work
for this company called Rose Bud/ Evil

Angel. They literally treated the girls like

cattle. They had me do two anal scenes.

By the end of the filming I was bleeding

from my ass and curled up and crying in

the comer for two hours.

MRR: Why didn't you just say you
wouldn't dq it?

M.F.: They had my plane ticket home
andmymoney. They only paidme $1,200,

needless to say, it was not worth it.

MRR: Whichpom starshave you worked
with?

M.F. :Johnny Black, Stephanie Swift,Mis-

sy, Sid Duece, and T.T. Boy. Some pom
stars hang out and party. Then some are

married and have separate lives. I got

married six months after arriving in Los

Angeles. Both my husband and I had
tremendous drug problems that we sup-

ported through my profession. I was
stoned from the time I woke up until the

time I went to bed. I spent$300 a week on
weed. It was so bad that I couldn't re-

member my mother's phone number.

Finally both of us went to NA.
MRR: Why did you quit the industry?

M.F.: In January of 1998 I got back from
the Vegas porno convention. I found out

that someone else in the industry had got

AIDS. Since then three or four major

stars have gotten AIDS. Ijust decided the

money isn't worth dying over. So now
I'm just doing soft pom and SM/BD
films, in which it looks like sex but it is

simulated. It's been difficult to get used

to. I went from making 4-6K to $1,500 on

a good day out.

MRR: What is your ideal career?

M.F.: I would like to be a interior design-

er and paint erotica.

MRR: What advice do you have for a girl

who is considering getting into pom?
M.F.: If you are doing it because you
want to be famous or for the money, you
are doing it for the wrong reasons. I

would askher why she wanted to do it. If

she is healthy, strong, and has a good

sense of herself, I would say for her to go
ahead. If she was just extremely homy
and that's why she wanted to do it, I

would say go for it also. If you go into

pom because you want to be famous,

you are stupid.

So that's my five minute interview

for this month, I hope you found it inter-

esting and entertaining. I know I've said

it before but this time I mean it, On The

Rag #6 is finally completed. You can

bitch me out at webmistress@www.
ontherag.net or po box 251 norco, ca

91760-0251. Don't forget to check out my
groovy website where you'll find lots of

crapola to rock your universe. I would
also like to thank Adriana from the LA
FNB and Riot Grrrls for putting on a



great two day RG convention. The end.

King Dong Vs. Cockzilla

The Furious George/GoGo Rays/

Migraines Tour
Part 2

"Ohmy God," shouted Monica, the

merch girl for our band on our way to-

ward Green Bay in Evan's grandfather's

car.

"What?" I said to her, as Evan, our

bass player, and Michael, our drummer,

looked at her in shock.

"Oh my God," she squealed again,

yelling it louder, as she held the cell

phone to her ear.

"Is someone dead? Is your family

okay?" Michael asked the eighteen year

old chick with the great body, and smile

that slayed all underage young boys.

"Ohmy God, you guys aren't going

to believe this," she told us, "this is the

worst news I've ever heard!"

I knew whatwascoming next. While

we were on our two-week tour of the

midwest and south, they'd dropped the

nuclear bomb on New York. Everyone

was dead. The city lay in rubble.We were

the Omega Men. We'd return to our be-

loved New York City only to fight off

people dressed in black with pasty skin,

who only came out at night. Wait, don't

we already do that in the East Village?

"What?" screamed Evan, pissed off,

as he drove theJew Canoe at over eighty

miles per hour. Evan needed sleep. And
to jerk-off. He was way too uptight.

"GingerSpice quit theband!" shout-

ed Monica, and then began to laugh/sob.

"Who the fuck is that on the cell

phone at two dollars a minute?" I asked

her.
"Allyson, she called while you were

sleeping with your leather vest overyour

head. I've been talking to her for a little

while," explained the excited nubile.

I quickly snatched the phone out of

her hands, and pushed "NO" long

enough for the disconnecting beep. Bye

bye Allyson.

"You'regettingsoold, George," said

Monica, "and vou are such a dictator.

Why'd you even go on this tour?"

I told her I honestly didn't know.

And I didn't.

"So this is Green Day, err, Bay?" I

said to The Go Go Rays, who we called

The Bruces, as we stood outside The

Concert Cafe. Green Bay's biggest punk

club. We called them The Bruces after the

Monty Python routine where everyone

called everyone Bruce, to avoid confu-

sion. It worked well for us, because, I

couldn't remember the names of the sev-

en people with the Go Go Rays. So I

called them all Bruce. Even Rebecca.Who
has nice blonde hair and killer boobs.

"Yeah George," said Rob, the bass

player and singer of the band, who was

called Bruce, "Hey, I got a new trick,

wanna see?"

"Sure," I said to him, as we stood on

the sidewalk along a road actually called

Main Street, "It's gotta be better than the

last trick I saw you do!"

"Oh, you mean the spitting lizard,"

replied Rob, 1 mean, Bruce, "Well, if you

hadn't walked in on me in the back of the

porno store, you wouldn't have seen it!"

About a half hour earlier, I had

strolled into an adult bookstoreone build-

ing over from the club. I went in there just

to have a look around, to understand the

local culture. While walking past a row

of video booths in the back, with a few

extra quarters in my pocket, I saw Bruce

in one of the booths. And Bruce was

moving his arm pretty darn quick. Hence

the stain on the front of Bruce's shirt.

"This is a great trick, Bruce," Bruce

said to me.
"I'll watch the trick, but you have to

promise to change your shirt after it,

okay?" I replied.

"It's not what you think it is, it's

toothpaste."

"Uh-huh," said Michael, who was

listening to all of this, un-amused.

"Okay, here's the trick," said Bruce,

"I can twist my dick around five times!"

"What do you mean 'twist'?" said

Monica, whose ears perked up at the

word "dick".

"I mean; I can whip out my cock,

and twist the whole thing around, shaft

and all, five times. I call it 'Doin' The

Twist'!" explained Rob.

"No way, dude," I said to him, "I

tried turning mine around once, and it

hurt like hell when I pissed for an entire

week. Fuck off, Bruce."

Bruce then unzipped his fly and

took out his penis. And it was no small

penis.

"Geezus," sighed Evan, "he's big-

ger than us!"

"This," said Rob, errr, Bruce, point-

ing to his privates, "is Cockzilla!"

We all kinda giggled, and I noticed

a lot of the kids, who were waiting for the

bands to play, watching us "Adults".

Especially Bruce, with his penis in his

hand.
"Ready?" he said, as he put one

hand on the head of his dick, and the

other, on the shaft.

"Go for it, Bruce!" squealed Moni-

ca.

Rob then proceeded to twist the

head of his dick around once, with one

hand, while holding the shaft in place

with the other.

"That's gotta hurt," I said, in my
best Bruce Campbell 'Evil Dead' voice.

He then twisted it around twice,

and then three times, all the while, using

one hand to twist the head, the other to

hold the shaft.

"Ooooh, sighed Michael," as he

grabbed his own crotch, "Ouch!"

"Two more turns," said Bruce, ashe

held himself, withno pain on his face. All

of us, and the kids who were watching,

were in shock.

Bruce then went for the final two

turns, with absolutely noproblem.When
he was all done,he held his twisted penis

that went around five times, with one

hand, and with the other, gave us the

"thumbs-up" signal.

"That's awesome," I told him, and

his knotted beef, "butwhy stop at five?"

"Because I think if I do six, I might

break something, and wind up pissing

sideways the rest of my life," he ex-

plained.

"You go, Bruce," was all I could

mutter.

"It's great to be here in the home-

town of football's gayest team, The Green

Day Fudgepackers," I said as we started

our set.

Twenty gobs of spit, twelve beer

cans, four naked breasts later, and one

Reverend Norb later, we finished play-

ing, yellingour tourmantra, "Viva Gord-

itas". The twenty to thirty kids who
showed up to see us told us to come back

anytime. We thanked them, and went to

our Motel Six, after Monica finished

making out with some guy in a band

called The Rehabs, who she'd meet earli-

er that day.

The next afternoon we drove to La-
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The Alkaline Trio • "Goddimnrt" CD.S8
' The Blue Munifi - "Live" CD. 58

Slow Gherkin - "Shed Some Skin" CD«S8
Slow Gherkin - 'Double Happiness" CD*S6
Johnny Socko - "Full Trucker Effect" CO. $8

A Let's Go Bowling - "Freeway Lanes" CD-S8
The Chinkces - "Are Coming" CD.S8

ga The Broadways • "Broken Star" CD«S8
Tuesday - "Free Wheelin" CD*S8
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out now!! quincy punx nutso smasho
tp=S6ppd cd=S8ppd

|p comes with a full sized comic book
cd is enhanced with tons of crap
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THE DATES ABOVE ARE rWTH
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AAARlfy RAMONE tT THE
INTRUDERS.
THE FOLLOKflNG DATES ARE
V1TH THE GRUAAP1ES .
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2ND ST PETE/REFUGE 3RD
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CHECK THE H/EBSITE OR CAU.
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CD Available December 1998 on Kat
$8ppd - po box 460692 escondido ca 92046 usa - write for catalog

www.junkdealer.com 4m
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alley cat
RECORDS

PUNK • SKA • MOD • CD'S
Allay Cat Records is an Independent Mali

Order company. We specialize in original

Punk, Ska, Mod 6 Rock N Roll on CD.

Get in touch fori **••
,

mall order catalog today!

Stores - contact us for wholesale Information.

Bands - We can distribute your musiot

p.o. box 1 108

orange, oa. 92856 u.s.a.

800 404-4117 Inside USA
714 532-2095 Outside USA
fax 714 532-1474

e-mail alleyoatreOaol.com

http : //www. hepcat . com/alleyoat
distribution
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PANTHRO U.K.
UNITED 13-LP/CD
Clash, Naked Ftaygun.

Husker Du. ? Fuckin' goodl!

While vinyl. Tour: Sepl. Oct.

FAY WRAY -CD
l2 5ongsl(OntyS4ppd!)

Calchy punk wilh melodic

yelling; heartfell and drunki

ex-Quit. King Fridayl a—v

ANKLEBITER -LP
The first 20 people ttiai read

this description gel a free

record! This record is S5 ppd

and well worth Ihe dough.

ELMER -Songs of Sin..."

LP/CD Johnny Cash meets

Ihe Toy Dolls! 17 songs' 550

on cow-spot vinyll (S7 ppd)
£xS***t Ttwn-PW Dnjn»-

I HATE MYSELF /

12 HOUR TURN —LP
Rocks you like a hurricane!

Also: IHM -LP ($5 ppd)

IHM-12"($4ppd)

RETARD BEATERS 7"

Fun. sloppy, slinky punk iock>

Limned 10 540 (only 200 left)

so hurry upl Did we menlion

Aaron yet' IS3.50 ppd)

More:

CLAIRMEL "Fair Weather Fan" -LP/CD $7

ACRID / LEFT FOR DEAD -LP S7

CLAIRMEL / HOT WATER MUSIC -8.5" S5

M00NRAKER-1CTS5
PUNG "State of the Youth" -6" $3

HOT WATER MUSIC / TOMORROW -11" $7

HWM "Finding" or "Fuel" LP/CD -$7

PANTHRO U.K. UNITED 13 -7" $3

Checks, M.O., Cash to: No Idea .

POBox 14636 Gainesville FL 32604

afn58487@afn.org

Ask about wholesale prices!
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.FUCKING
COM

Five Song 7" E.P.

TALK IS
POISON

six song 7" E.P.
Eleven Song CD-EP

INITIAL
STATE

"Abort the Soul"

LP/CD
ALSO AVAILABLE:
HIS HERO IS GONE
"DEAD OF NIGHT"

7"

HIS HERO IS GONE
"15 COUNTS OF
ARSON" LP/CD+

HIS HERO IS GONE
" MONUMENTS TO
THIEVES"LP/CD

DAMAD "RISE AND
FALL u CD

DEAD AND GONE "

T.V. BABY" 12"/CD+
DEATHREAT 7"

WORD SALAD
"SPECIMEN" 7"

SVART SNO
"SMOCK AND
ROLL" LP

IN/HUMANITY
"HISTORY" LP+7"
CIVIL DISSIDENT
"MENZIE'S" LP
ASSFORT 7"
GAUZE 7"
HAIL MARY
"GLORIOUS
MORNING" 7"

KNOCKABOUTS 7"

WRENCH • RECORDS

U.S. POSTPAID
e SPECIAL FOURTH CLASS

7"-$3.S0

lP'S-$8.00

Lr*7"-$l.oo

CDS-58.00

GO EP-$6.00

CD- -$10.00

CANADA
ADD SI PER 7". S2 PER

CD. (3 PEA LP

EUROPE

AOD $2 PEA 7". $4 PEA

CD. $5 PEA IP.

AUSTRALIA/ JAPAN

ADDS2.50PE»7".$4
PEA CD, AMD J7 PEA IP.

PRANK

P.O.BOX 410882

SAN FRANCISCO. CA

341410892

WEIL CONCEALED CASH OR

MONEY ORDER. NO CHECKS!!!!

S0ISIRI1UtIIAEI.ll

UTAH IT MAIAN
AECIIII

DEATHREAT

"SKATESIDETOUR

1888" JANUARY CALL

BILLY (301)274-4445
milium mil
•mil. cmi im>

•mini.

presents...

Fin

AND THE

MACH

The new 4-song EP "New Race"
Price £2.65 (UK), $5 (non-UK) incl airmail post!

THE WRENCH RECORDS BACK CATALOGUE
PRICE PRICE
UK Non-UK

CRISPY NUTS Will r £2 65 $5 00

LIL. BUNNIES Unabunnle T (back in slock!) £2.50 $5.00

RANCID HELL SPAWN GastroBoy 7" £2.50 $5.00

RANCID HELL SPAWN Teenage Lard 7" £2.50 $5 00

RANCID HELL SPAWN Jumpin Jack Flesh LP £5.00 $12.00

RANCID HELL SPAWN Gas Mask Love Mini-LP £4.00 $10.00

RANCID HELL SPAWN Chalnsaw Masochisl LP £5.00 $12.00

RANCID HELL SPAWN Axe Hero CD £5.00 $10 00

SAVAGE MALIGNANT Lucky 7 7" £2.50 $5 00

STEVE McQUEENS Mission To Rock 7" £2.50 $5.00

All prices include (airmail) postage. Send UK or US cash,

or UK cheques/money orders Send SAE/IRC for full list.

WRENCH RECORDS, BCM BOX 4049,

LONDON WC1N 3XX, ENGLAND
Fax: 0171 565 2838 Email: wfench@hingomistral.co.uk

Web site http^/www3.mistral.co.uk/wrencWindox html

Sound clips of all bands on Wrench Records on this web site'
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WOUNDUPKANSAS-HKKO
Cocknoose
All Jacked Up • $3
This slab rocks like a mother fucker

The Queers
Fatso EP • $3
15 year punk veterans from NH

The Tunnel Rats
Our War Is Never Over CD $8
Look out, Tunnel Rals are coming at you with ail they got

Cretin 66
Gonna Do It Tonite • $3
Ramones/Alcohol-fueled punk rock Buy it Live it.

The Loudmouths
Gotta Live Fast EP • $3
San Francisco Punk Rockers In Your Face

Sex Offenders
Morning Missile EP • $3
Raging Safety Pin Punk in a quite appropriate sleeve

Tunnel Rats/Hellstomper • $3
Divided by History, United in Hatred
More than music, it's a lifestyle

Breakups • $3
The Songs May Last a Minute and a Half
But the Breakups Are All Night Long
Top Notch Power Pop Punk

WOUNDUP RECORDS
Box 3695 • Kansas Cily, KS 66 103 USA • nWupmai.eaoLcom

All prices American dollars include shipping, no checks
Europe add $2/Asia add S3 Money orders made to

Patterson. Distributed by Subterranean and Incognito.

VERY MAILORDER
p.o. box 42586, Philadelphia pa 19101 usa.

visit us on the web at iowui.verydistro.com!

ACME Discography Ip/cd (Rorschach meets Slayer?) $7/59

AGNOSTIC FRONT Something's Colla Give Ip/cd S10/S13

ACRID / LEFT FOR DEAD spin Ip (buzzsaw shaped, on color)$9

AGAINST ALL AUTHORITY Ml Fall Down lp/cs/cd..$8/$12 •

ANGEL HAIR Pregnant Willi The Senior Class cd $11

ANTIOCH ARROW In Lave With letts Ip/cd SB/SI I

ANTI-FLAG Their System Doesn't Work For You cd $12

ASSUCK Anti-Capital cd or ASSUCK Misery Index lp/cd5S/S10

ATOM It HIS PACKAGE A Society Of People or s/t cd $9

AVAIL Oprr The lames Ip/cs/cd.!....! $9/$8/$12

AVULSION cd (on 625 Records) $9

BETTER THAN A THOUSAND Value Driven cd $12

BEYOND No Longer At Ease ed (discography) $12

BIKINI KILL The Singles cd $12

BOTCH American Nervosa Ip/cd $8/$ll

BOY SETS FIRE The Day The Sun... Ip/cd $S/$11

BUZZOVEN At A Lass cd $12

CAT-N JAZZ Discography double cd $13

CAVE IN Until Your Heart Slaps Zxlp/cd S14/SI1

CEREBRUS SHOAL Souwltmt To Films By Tim Hullanil cd..$10

CHAMPS Home Taping Is Recording Music 2xip/cd S12/S12

CHOKEHOLD Prism Of Hope Ip/cd $11

CHOKEHOLD Final V $4

CHRISTIE FRONT DRIVE s/t Ip/cd (on Caufield) $8/S10

CITIZEN'S. ARREST DifCOgraphj cd $14

COALESCE Functioning On Impatience Ip/cd S9/S11

CONVERGE Mini Forever Comes Crashing Ip/cs/cd $S/$11

CREATION IS CRUCIFIXION In Silica cd $9

CRO-MAGS Lit* In Wellington I 19S4 demo bootleg cd $14

DILLINCER FOUR Midmstern Songs Ip/cd S8/S12
DISASSOCIATE Symbols. Signals. cV Noisr cd $12

DISEMBODIED If Cod Only Knnv The Rest Were Dead cd $9

DROP DEAD Discography cd.. . .
....$13

ECONOCHRIST Discography double cd 510

v/a FEAR OF SMELL Ip/cd (Heroin, MITB, Infest. * 7) $8/$10

v/a FIRST CRUSH cd (Mineral still life, |intmy Bat, elc) $10

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS Transmit Ip/cd $8/$10

FRAIL Make Your Own Noise cd (discography, on Bloodlink) $9

FRANKLIN BuiMiue An A And An C Ip/cd S8/$10

FUGAZI End Hits Ip/cs/cd $9/S8/$ll

CAME FACE Reminder cd (early 7"s It demos) .$10

GET UP KIDS font Minute Mile Ip/cd SS/SI1

GRADE Separate The Magnets 10"/cd $B/$10

GROUNDWORK We Will No Longer Be Silent. Ip/cd 57/SB

HATEBREED Under The Knife ed $9

HIS HERO IS GONE Monuments Te Tlnws Ip/cd S8/S8

HOT WATER MUSIC Forever cV Counting Ip/cd $8/$ll

IN MY EYES The Difference Between Ip/cd $9/$12

IN/HUMANITY The History Behind The Mystery lp+7" - $9

INK It DAGGER The Fine Art Of the Original Sin Ip/cd.. $S/$11

KID DYNAMITE Demo cassette (ex-Utelime, Ink it Dagger)...$5

LARM Cxttvnu Noise cd (discography) $12

LIFETIME lersi-y's Best Darners Ip/cd S8/S11

MAKE UP l/r Mass Mind cd $11

MOSS ICON Lyhuyrnam cd S10

v/a OUR OWN WAY cd (Agnosl Front, Red87, Ensign, etc)....$12

PROMISE RING Molnnie Feels Good Ip/cd SB/SI 1

RORSCHACH Autopsy cd (discography) $10

ROYAL CROWN REVUE Kings Of Gangster Bop cd $12

SPAZZ U Revtmcha Ip/cd $S/$10

SPITBOY I LOS CRUDOS split Ip $7

TOKEN ENTRY From Beneath The Streets Ip/cd $9/$12

TORCHES TO ROME Ip (ex-Fuel) 57

UNDERDOG TV Vanishing Point Ip/cd $9/$ll

VIOLENT SOCIETY The Rise Of Punk . cd $10

VISION the Kids Still Han- A Lot To Say Ip/cd $9/$12

WESTON Milliner Ip/cd or WESTON Got Beat Up lp/cd.$8/$ll

WIDE AWAKE Oncography cd $11

OstlS.: minimum order is now $7 due to rising postage costs,

pa residents please add 6% sales lax. sorry kids.

" 1st price is for aissctte/viiiifl. 2nd pme is for cd

always try to list alternates, credit slips otherwise.

postage: U.S. postpaid via 4th class, add $2 for fast priority mail.

Add additional $2 to have your order insured from loss.

Canada: $1.00 per ?"/cs, $1.50 per cd, $3 per 12"/lp

Europe: $2.00 per 7" /cs. $3.00 per cd, $5 per I2"/Ip

World: $2.50 per 7"/cs, $4.00 per cd, $7 per 12"/lp

We also take Visa/MC/AmEx/Discover cards now. so call

(215) 203-VERY Irom 12 noon to 7 pm (orders only). There is a $15

minimum and all orders must pay for priority mail It insurance.

1/ you think that this is all we have, then you are sadly mistaken

Send us $2 (US) or $4 (World) lor our descriptive 150» page catalog

lull of records, tapes, cds. zines, clothing, & more. We hate to be

egotistical, but our catalog & fast service rules! We've got lots o'

stuff by Dischord. Victory. BYO. Dr. Strange. )ade Tree. Gravity,

Edison, Bloodlink, Hopeless, Revelation. Ebullition. Doghouse,

Initial, Hydrahead, Art Monk, Gravity, Prank, Sound Pollution,

Lost & Found, b25. Slap A Ham, Vermiform, Relapse, Wreck Age,

St plus hundreds of others that aren't so big nor so rich'

Stores! we do Wholesale! drop us a postcard or lax 215.426.9662

for a catalog, we offer a wide variety It convutftce & low markups.
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a Matter of Fact At the Drive-in
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Available on CD
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For a free mail order catalog send a S.A.S.E
.
To: „„„«

13772 Goldenwest St. #545, Westminster, CA 92683
HUD://www.tearlessrecords.com

THE

DUCKY
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may*

COMING SOON
THE TEMPLARS
ANTI HEROS

DOYS
DARK DAYS
SECOND FULL LENGTH

CD ON GMM RECORDS

OUT NOW!

SMOKING STREET PUNK

FROM BOSTON MASS.

MAILORDER $12.00 U.S.

WORLD ADD $2.00
ALSO ON GMM CD'S

FROM:

PRESSURE POINT, THE

RANDUMBS , LOWER CLASS

BRATS,MURDER CITY

WRECKS, US CHAOS,MANS

RUIN, THE BURDENS

AND SHITLOADS MORE!

!

GMM RECORDS
PO BOX 15234 ATLANTA GA. 30333

Summer CD
Blowout Sale!!!

Buy 3 Get I Free!!!

CHOOSE ANY FOUR

CD'S FOR $30
00

U.S.

$40
00 GLOBE

Pink Lincolns "Suck & Bloat"

V/A 6 Pack To Go (Less Than Jake,

No Fraud, McRackins, Tiltwheel,

Load, Decadent Few)

No Consent "Nowhere To Hide"

Pink Lincolns "Back tram the Pink Room"
"

' is "Planet Of The Eggs"

;
"6 Packs & Race Tracks"

Gimcrack "Bad Day Every Day"

Cheater "Experience All The Hate"

Gotohells "Demolition"

* Pink Lincolns "Pure Swank"

* Rhythm Collision "Crunch Time"

McRackins "Oddities & Eggcentricities"

* Morning Shakes "Switch Blades

& Side Burns"

The Spills "Mondo Cane"

IHouseboy "Yeah Right"

*also available on LB $7 US, $10 globe

SINGLE CD'S $10 US. • $13 GLOBE

F°p 0U: tUT^"* For 1

Houseboy
on tour (seperatel

y)This Summer.' —

HELL, IF IT'S U.S. CURRENCY WE'LL
FUCKING TAKE IT-

CASH, CHECK, M.O., VISA, MC* TO:

STIFF POLE RECORDS
RO. BOX 20721

ST. PETE, FL 33742
T5T3 O

S « £ Stores: If you can't

ill find Stiff Pole products

thru your normal

distros, get In touch

813-522-4199

r 1 1 www.stiffpole.com
***

eeftu
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Crosse, Wisconsin. Michael left earlier

than Evan, Monica, and I, withmy friend

Aaron, because they wanted to see the

world's largest six pack, which was on
the way. Turns out besides seeing it, they

got a speeding ticket, and a flat tire. I'm

glad I left later with Evan, and slept the

whole way across that stupid state.

The set that night was more of the

same, except there were less people. The
promoter told me it was because college

was out, and high school was still in.

That it was a Monday night, and even

thoughhe hadmade six-footposters with

our ugly faces on them, it was just an

"off" night.

We played well that evening, and a

guy,who had a rat in his pocket,andwho
later made out with Monica, said he real-

ly liked us. As did The Migraines, who
were to join us for the rest of the tour, so

we called them Bruce, like The Go Go
Rays.

Tuesday's drive was hell. We went
all the way to Muncie, Indiana, and it

took fucking forever. The whole way
Monica kept tellingus thatshe wanted to

fuck all these guys, as we passed signs

that read "Orange" and "Orange" and
"Orange" and "Orange You Glad The
Road Construction Is Almost Over!".

Hoosier State my ass. Pussy State.

WeparkedEvan'sGrandfather'scar
behind Doc's, the club we were playing a

"Punkfest" at, and loaded in our guitars

and merch. Then Evan and I, unaware
that it Was still Central time,due to "God 's

Time", some Indiana excuse for not set-

ting clocks, walked around downtown
Muncie. We ended up at a Boy Scout

store, where we found lots of cool Merit

Badges, Webelopins, and stickers. When
I had found what I wanted, I brought it

up to the cash register.

"That will be five dollars and thirty

eight cent," said the southern woman
behind the counter.

"No problem," I said to her, as I

stood there with my bleached blonde
hair, in my leather vest with the U.S.

pins, my black ladies stretch jeans, and
the black, yellow, and red Nikes I'd just

purchased in New York before the tour.

"Didyou earn them?" said the wom-
an.

"Wha?" I said back, startled.

"Did you earn them. The badges
and pins you arebuying," she explained.

"Earn them? I have the five dollars

and thirty eight cent" I said, sarcastical-

ly. Why can't southerners say "cents".

Morons.
"You need to have earned those

badges in order tobuy them. What troop

were you in in Muncie?"
I looked at her in shock. Besides

wanting my money, she wanted proof I

was a Boy Scout? What the fuckwas this?

We were in America. The country where
you have the right to buy anything you
want. Even credentials.

"Troop 212," I lied, "Fifth airborne

division. We whacked a lot of Charlie."

Her jaw dropped to the ground,

and she became speechless. Meanwhile,

my badges and pins were still on the

counter.

"Oh," I said to her, "before that I

was a Webelo, than a Boy Scout. In New
York City."

"New York?" she said, still in shock,

with that southern drawl.

"You gonna make something of it?"

I said, all tough, inmy black ladies stretch

jeans.

"That's five dollars and thirty eight

cent, sir," she said as she tookmy money,
and put my merchandise in a nice little

Boy Scouts Of America bag.

"And what troop were you in?" she

asked Evan, next.

"Troop 120, Norwood, New Jersey,

m'am," replied Evan. Straight, and for

real.

She sold him the stuff with no prob-

lem. Pussy.

Evan and I returned to Doc's in time

to catch The Automatics set, followed by
The Eyeliners, this hot chick band from
New Mexico. Besides being able to actu-

ally play their instruments, and not just

stand there, looking good, these girls had
songs that actually expressed a variation

of emotions. I think I fell in love with

them. Or lust, anyway.
Next up wasThe Migraines, I mean,

The Bruces. Their set was great, and their

drummer, Marty, kept winking at Mon-
ica throughout the set.

Next was The Bruces. Followed by
us Bruces.

All in all in was a fine evening.

Later that night I had a serious talk

with Becky.

"Bruce," I said to her, "listen, we are

not going to St. Louis tomorrow. The
drive is too far, we're old, and I'd rather

have a day off in Nashville, where the

next show is."

"But the kids are gonna be disap-

pointed," she said, with real concern.

"Yeah," I said, "all six of them."

Turns out I was right.

Then things got really crazy.

Take My Life, Please.

1. george@furious-george.com is my ad-

dress. Or go to our website at

www.furious-george.com to see pictures

from this tour.

2. The reason this column is short is cause

we all had to cut our columns. So this

story will run in 3 parts.

3. The new In Crowd/Sacred Monkeys
Of Bali split kicks ass. As do all the new
Norb records.

4. F.Y.P. and TheGrumpiescamethrough
here last month. My rucking God, Rail

kicks so much ass on those drums, and
The Grumpies? Yeah, baby! They Go!

5. It's P.J.'s first birthday! Happy Birth-

day to My Yorkie!

6. In fucked up news, Dawn from Yum
Yum Tree got mugged and slashed and
fucked up. We all wish her a quick recov-

ery, and special thanks to Matt from Dick
Army for being such a good pal to her.

7. The tour story ends next month! Final-

ly!

8. Oh, FUDC, more about that, later!

A FEW NEW ONES...
Strap on yourspurs for theX-RAYS

"Whores AreCool"7in. (SaddleTramp).
This doggie really gets along. The music
is loud and the picture sleeve is cheese-

cakey (dig those chaps). Plus, the title is

so Beavis and Butthead that I kind of

giggle. I've liked the other X-Rays' re-

leases I've heard, but this one stands out
for me. Maybe because it was free. Any-
way, you need it.On the other end of the

spectrum, we have the SPIN AGE
BLASTERS "An Instant Attraction" EP
(FringeWeird) . The picture sleeve brings

back creepy visions of my high school

poetry magazine, but don't let it fool

you. There are cool art-damaged songs

on the piece of plastic inside. If you're

looking for straight ahead rock & roll, it

ain't here, but if this was recorded twen-

ty years ago, people would be paying
$500 for it. "Baby Cart At The River

Styx" is a stand-out track. The new RE-
TARDS "Teenage Hate" LP (Goner) is a



rocker. It sounds like the master tape

was left in the car on one too many hot

days. Great fuzz. No wuss vox here.

Getting better with every listen. Also,

the midwestern powerhouse that is

S.O.S. Records hasjust released the tasty

EUNUCHS "Revved Up Youth On A
Thrill Rampage" LP. Despite the title,

the LP is worth grabbing. Makers guitar

crossed with Detroit rock & roll. 100 on

white vinyl, baby. And now to the big

issue at hand...

THE FAKE
With early punk records fetching

triple digit (and even four digit) price

tags and the fascination with "killed by

death" type obscurities still going strong,

the temptation to make counterfeits be-

comes more and more tempting. Over

the past few years, the issue has become

even more complex with some bands

actually participating in the manufac-

ture of bogus originals. Sleeves are a

particular point of contention. Due to

space constraints, I'm forced to limit the

number of examples I cite, but here are

a few examples of fakes, half fakes, per-

fectly legitimate reissues easily mistak-

en for originals, and seemingly fake

recordsbeing perfectly legitimate.... con-

fused yet?

First off, if you're going to trading

and buying of the rare stuff, you should,

at the very least, familiarize yourself

with:

1) Offset printing. This is a standard

printing process used for most maga-

zine and posters. Even simple one-color

black ink offset printing is easily differ-

entiated from photocopy (dry ink) print-

ing once you've seen a few examples.

2) The "dead wax" area of a record. This

is the area on the perimeter of the record's

labelbetween the label itself and the end

of the grooves. Many people have never

bothered to look in this area. If you

haven't, you should start. You're miss-

ing out on a lot of in-jokes and miscella-

neous yapping. More importantly, iden-

tification and/or catalog number (often

referred to as "matrix numbers" or "ma-

trix writing") can be found in the dead

wax.
CHILDMOLESTERS— Hillside Stran-

gler (Ace & Duce '78) "Yellow sleeve

second press"

For my money, the most notorious

of fakes in the genre. There were two

original pressings of this record. The

first pressing is numbered out of 200

copies, the second pressing is not num-

bered. Both have WHITE cardstock

sleeves that are offset printed, rubber

stamped, and "blood" splattered. Very

cool. Once the band realized that copies

were selling for hundreds ofdollars each,

it seemed like high time to "find a box"

of them. Who better to fake a record

than the people who originally released

it. The mere fact they were in the band

would lend legitimacy to "the find".

Instead of trying to match the original

paper exactly, the band claimed these

were a version of the sleeve they'd never

released (a possible scenario). The vinyl

told the real story, though. Only by plac-

ing the bonafide original vinyl side by

side with one of these yellow sleeved

bandits does one realize that, though

the matrix writing says the same thing,

it is in a completely different script. The

label is also VERY close, but not quite

close enough (similar but not exact type-

face, red color but not the same red ) . The

matrix numbers of the first and second

pressing with white sleeves are a perfect

match, but not on OF Yeller. Nice try.

guys.
DESCENDANTS — Unnational An-

them 7in. (AOM '80)

While the record is difficult to find,

the original oversized sleeve is the in-

sanely rare part. The sleeve consisted of

a 7 1/2 x 10 1/2 inch manila envelope

with a photocopied sheet pasted on.

Copies eventually surfaced and, for the

most part, were sold through the col-

lecting outfit, Discourage Rock & Roll.

Some of the copies claimed to have the

"rare (confirmed less than 100) promo

only envelope sleeve". While these did

come directly from a band member, the

sleeves were clearly made two weeks

before, instead of two decades. Discour-

age said it "was made clear to the band

member that sleeved copies were worth

more. Instead of scrounging around for

some originals, the old punk rockers

appears to have obliged by running to

the nearest Kinko's. When writing this

column, the Discourage camp acknowl-

edged their doubts about the sleeve

(though the printed catalog voices no

doubt) and said all purchasers were

warned of the dubious nature of the

sleeve. I did not confirm these claims

with any buyers. Moral of the story: ask

lots of questions, hold people account-

able. By the way, I know of only three

bonafide original sleeves on this one.

"Unnational Anthem" can be heard on

KBD#10.

HUNS — Busy Kids (God '79) "test

press"

Tli is record has, over the years,

been the source of much head scratch-

ing. I've spoken to the source and the

main seller about the record as well as

inspecting it myself. This version has a

white label with handwritten crediting,

large spindle hole, an insert, and a num-

bered white paper sleeve. I looked at the

vinyl: same consistency and exact ma-

trix writing of the originals. Could Joel,

the Huns bassist, have kept the original

plates and pressed these later? It is pos-

sible, but — in this instance — very

unlikely. I pressed a reissue (clearly

marked as such) of the legendary Texas

punk 7in. by Cringe from the original

plates, but it took some doing to find the

person who could do it. Having worked

with this band member on the Huns
"Live At The Palladium" LP, I'm con-

vinced he does not have the motivation

or knowledge of pressing technicalities

to pull off such a scam. Having said that,

the numbering aspect seemed particu-

larly contrived to me. The Huns didn't

number the regular issue. Itseemed very

"coliectorish". When I asked Joel, he

said that he numbered them at the time

he was approached about selling them

(circa 1993). He said he remembered

there originally being 100 test pressings

(an unusually high number), and he had

30 - 40 of them, sohe just began number-

ing them out of 100 in addition to mark-

ing the record labels. The inserts are

originals. While the latter day hand-

written aspect is a bit sketchy, the final

verdict on this one is that it's on the up-

and-up. The oversize sleeve of the regu-

lar issue is a lot more fun, though. Dig

those chaps!

URINALS— originals versus bootlegs

Original copies of all three 7in.

should be very easy to spot by just look-

ing in the dead wax. The originals have

blank labels and the following A-side

matrix information [the "+" signs are

mv separators]:

DEAD FLOWERS EP: HS-001-A + J.J.

[sideways heart). Red thumbprints on

blank labels is standard.

ANOTHER EP (the "A-" side [think A
minus]): MADE INJONESTOWN + HS
002-A Princ. Both small and large spin-

dle holes exist. A and A- handwritten on

blank labels is standard.

SEX: QT-3 + L-1258 + HS-003 + INSECT

FEAR, INSECTDOOM [therefore sym-

bol] INSECT DEATH! + JOHN,KJEHL,

;

J



KEVIN, &VITUS/ . A piece of film taped

to the blank label is standard. I don't

believe thishas beenbootlegged orcoun-
terfeited individually. One ofmy favor-

ites, too.

YOUNG IDENTITIES — New Trends

(Shake '80)

This was the inspiration to write

this article. Australia's Young Identities

released a couple of great 7in. in '79 and
'80. Both are hard to come by, though

the sleeve on the second "New Trends"
7in. is a real motherfucker. It was on the

top of my want list for quite awhile.

Why is the sleeve so rare? Apparently

the band quickly tired of the laborious

silkscreening process and released most
of the records without sleeves. When a

band member was contacted recently,

he had still had a few copies of "New
Trends", but not with the original silk-

screened sleeves. Realizing that his

rough photocopy replacement sleeves

weren't satisfactory for the serious col-

lectors, he obliged their longings and
pocketed a few extra bucks by re-burn-

ing the silkscreen and running off near-

ly exact reproductions of the original

sleeve. This was not even a month ago!

Even experienced dealers have a hard
time differentiating them. This is an in-

stance where only someone who has

seen an original sleeve could differenti-

ate the fake.

QUEERS—Kicked OutOfThe Webelos
(Doheny '84)

This was the most notorious of

counterfeits from New York dirtbag

Steve Kostyk (also behind the counter-

feit Halo of Flies "Rubber Room" 7in.

for which he received a good bit of has-

sle). This unbeatable 7in. is so rare that

most collectors had never seen an orig-

inal copy and, in turn, would not know
the difference between the real deal and
something recently pressed at United.

The original has the matrix number:
#E404Y07. A number of people were
burned on trades and rooked out ofcash

beforeTim Yo's copy was pulled to com-
pare matrix numbers. Kostyk relied on
people's trust and ignorance since he
made no attempt to match the matrix

numbers of the original.

Lastly, the MISFITS released the

most notorious catalog of collector's vi-

nyl than any punk band on earth. Not
surprisingly, Misfits release have also

been subject to the most counterfeiting.

A nearly complete rundown of this info,

is available on the web at http://

misfits.revhq.com. A couple of counter-

feit instances that Discourage Rock &
Roll pointed out that I did not see on the

website were: a fake of the 1st pressing

Bullet 7in. (original has flat finish on the

gatefold sleeve and glossy label, coun-

terfeit of the 1st pressing has glossy

sleeve and a more flat looking label) and
the Evilive 7in. (thehand-numbered one
with the whole band shot— the fake has

#512 offset printed on the back instead

of having another number handwrit-

ten.) Be careful with those ghouls, kid-

dies.

Information circulation is a scammer's
worst enemy. Know of any other punk
rock fakes? Write: Peer Pressure, P.O.

Box 49984, Austin, TX 78765

A lot of people have been asking

about the Code 13 13" XLP "For Those
Who Used to Rock". I finally obtained a

copy of my own and let me warn you,

this is a bootleg and should be boycotted.
The worst aspects of collector nerdism,

engineered scarcity and straight up pira-

cy are manifested in this piece of wax.
The cover features a picture of Rob Hal-

ford on stage with Judas Priest circa 1979

except ithas been computer enhanced so

that my head is on Rob's body, very

fucking funny. The back cover features

and innaccurate track listing, no label

name or address. Mine was hand num-
bered #13 out of 130. It was mailed to me
in an unmarked mailer postmarked Osa-
ka, Japan. The vinyl is thicker and heavi-

er than a normal record, and it does
indeed measure 13 inches across. The
record plays at the long obsolete 16 rpm
speed. It took me several days of calling

around just to find someone with an old

enough record player that worked just to

listen to it. I think it is totally fucked up to

release an album that is only playable on
antique record players. I'd like to thank
Lori from Babes in Toyland for lettingme
use her antique phonograph that could

actually play a record at 16 rpm. As for

the program, there is a full forty minutes
on each side but the sound quality and

selection is terrible. Side "chaos" is a live

set from a club called the Cage in Minne-

apolis, complete with goofball cover

tunes and pointless stage banter. Side

"punk" is a mix of studio and live mate-

rial, mostly covers, many of which I'd

hopedwould never see the light ofday as

we cover old 70's rock material by AC
DC, Montrose, Van Halen and several

Misfits songs. I don't know how the boot-

legger got these tapes as only a few cop-

ies exist, the sound quality is so low it

makes me think it was taken from a third

generation cassette dub. This whole en-

terprise is ridiculous, a record of very

poor quality, not approved by the band,

in a virtually unplayable format, limited

to (ostensibly) 130copies. Worst of all the

bootlegger sent only one copy to me! If

you are going to bootleg a band at least

send them enough copies for all the guys
in the band! If you see this record, please

don't buy it! Rumor has it that one guy
already sold one for $200! That is just

fucking ridiculous. Ihave the feeling that

the guy who put this out is sitting on a

whole pile waiting for the price to go up.

I repeat myself Boycott the Code 13 13"!

I've been getting up earlier these days,

watching what I eat, getting lots of exer-

cise, preparing for the big fight. That's

right Felix Von has been called upon to

defend the hardcore faith in gladiatorial

combat, man to man and hand to hand. I

will be representing my hardcore pride

in a punk celebrity boxing match to be

held at Extreme Noise Records on No-
vember 20th. My opponent is a sucker

MC from the ska band Animal Chin. It

seems that Animal Chin attempted to

organize a boycott of Extreme Noise. We
answered their challenge by throwing
down the gauntlet with the battle cry

"get in the ring!" Details are fuzzy at this

time but so far as I can tell Animal Chin
dropped off some promo photos at Ex-

treme Noise where someone took the

liberty ofdrawing moustaches and glass-

es on the members in the photo. The
humorless poseurs retaliated by getting

on the mic at a show and urging a boy-

cott?! Plan A. was to jack these jokers on
the streets but clearer heads prevailed

and now the battle has moved into the

ring, real sportsmanlike. The match will

feature three Extreme Noise staffers (My-
self, Billy of Dillinger4 and Jason ofTHD
records) versus the flyweight hornblow-

ers in Animal Chin. Admission is five

dollars and proceeds will go to the home-
less children of Bosnia. I've never boxed



before but I've seen Rocky one and two

so I know all I need is good theme music,

fighting spirit and a good lookin' pair of

shorts. LikeNegative Approachonce said

I'm "Ready to Fight!" The music indus-

try has decided to sound the death knell

of the cassette tape. From what I under-

stand it is now possible to record on CDs,

but you have tobuy a mess ofnew expen-

sive equipment to do it. Such is the way
of the music business, always pushing a

new, more advanced format so you have

to throw everything away and buy the

same shit over again on a new format. (I

feel sorry for everyone who invested in

Quad or 8-Track) I'm not buying it, just

like I sat out the "CD revolution" Mini-

discs or lazer discs or whatever the fuck

comes around next won't hold a candle

to the good old vinyl record. What sad-

dens me about the phasing out the cas-

sette is that it is the great DIY format.

Cassette is great for demo tapes, trading

tapes of live shows, dubbing your rare

and valuable records to listen to in the

car, making mix tapes for your friends

who are still listening to the Offspring

etc. Tapes are so cheap as to be almost

give-away items for a band looking to

make a name for themselves. Since there

is no minimum run for dubbing some
cassettes at home you can make 50 or 100

demo tapes and give them away or sell

them for a buck or two. In some parts of

Asia, South America and Eastern Europe

cassette is themain formatforpunkmusic

and tapes are very actively traded and

copied. What I fear is that the current

trend of new bands going straight to

vinyl or CD will continue, further flood-

ing the market with poor quality releases

by bands who need another year or two

of practice before putting anything out

on a "permanent" format. Distributors

and stores are already bombarded with

poor quality full length CDs that ten

years ago would have been a free four

song cassette. I recently bought a used

pick up that had a CD player, but no

cassette deck, what the fuck is this world

coming too? Cassettes were made to tape

cruising music onto so you can head out

to the highway looking for adventure

and all that. The times are passing me by,

but not without a fight. Inmy opinion the

best place to play a show in America

right now is the Stalag 13 in Philadel-

phia. Some of you may have read in

Profane Existence aboutSouthMinneap-

olis new home of DIY hardcore the insur-

recreation center. The Insur-recrecreation

center (Insurrec for short) is located on

38th st. at Chicago ave. in the heart of

Minneapolis rockin'South Side. The staff

are all volunteers from local bands, Pro-

fane Existence Collective, and the local

punk scene. Many people who helped

run shows at the Bombshelter are in-

volved, proving that despite the efforts

of the police to stamp out punk in this

town we will always find a way to keep

the scene going. More than just a show
space the Insurrec has Vegan meals, a

very well stocked library of books and

magazines, and a comfortable lounge to

hang out in. Admittedly the basement is

cramped and hot and the sound isn't the

best, but this place is run by the punks,

for the punks and is totally DIY. Insurrec

hashosted some of the best hardcore and

punk bands in America this summer,
Assuck, Drop Dead. The Casualties,

Hellnation, Capitalist Casualties, Skit-

system and of course all the great bands

from Minnesota and Western Wisconsin

like Dreadnaught, Scorned, Calloused,

Misery, Code 13, Servitude, USV, Asi-

nine Solution, the Murderers, Legion of

Doom, Efil, Banished, Pontius Pilate,

Arden Chapman, Infinity Dive, Erishki-

gal, Onward to Mayhem, Hell on Earth,

and tons more. The atmosphere is just

what I look for at a punk show, everyone
is hanging out, having a good time. I

have yet to see a fight or other bullshit

and the cops so far have left us alone as

long as no-one is drinking outside. If you

don't believe me come down and check

out a show. If your town doesn't have a

place like this or Stalag 13 its timeyou got

off your ass and started onebecause their

ain't no one gonna do it for you. Hail to

Sweden! Swedish hardcore is consistent-

ly some of the best, most intense, most

powerful, most raging music on the face

of the earth today. A lot of my favorite

releases lately have been Swedish bands,

Uncurbed, Totalitar, Accursed, DS 13,

Svart Sno etc. I think its high time we
went back to the roots and discovered

the origin of the brutal Swedish sound.

Back in the day it seems UK punk ha

d the biggest influence on Sweden, most
particularly Discharge, Chaos UK, Dis-

order, Varukers type stuff. Most of the

classic Swedish hardcore bands play a

driving aggressivehardcore with a crush-

ing beat, similar to Discharge or the

Varukers at their prime. I have selected a

few Swedish hardcore 7"s from the 80's

that I think no fan of hardcore should be

without. Anti-Cimex, Shitlickers, Crude

SS, Mob 47, and S.O.D.

Anit-Cimex were named after a

Swedish insecticide. They were around

from 1981 or so until just recently. Their

first 7" Anarkist Attak is very rare (500

copies) but really not that great either.

Their two following 7"s Raped Ass and

Victims of a Bomb Raid are both excel-

lent full on hardcore in the Discharge

tradition. Alsoborrowed from Discharge

was the graphic style, pictures of war
victims and punks with charged hair.

The lyrical approach also no dis-similar

from Discharge was simple and to the

point, anti-war, anti-authority, anti-ani-

mal abuse, and anti-religion. You could

argue that this style has been played out

over the years but I still love it and bands

like Discharge and Anti-Cimex paved

the way. Anti-Cimex later put out a 12"

frequently called "Painkiller" on Dis-

traught Records circa 1986. Here they

come into their own more with a very

dark, morbid and heavy take on the tra-

ditional Discharge sound. Anti-Cimex

were around until just a few years ago

and now members are in Wolfpack who
play sort of a cross between traditional

Swedish HC and Motorhead. All this

stuff is re released on Distortion records.

Mob 47 put out a 7" in 1984, fre-

quently called "Karvapen Attack". This

is a bit more of a departure from the

Discharge influenced style as it is very

fast thrash. For 1984 this was really fast

driving thrash music. The only bands I

remember being this intense were DRI

and Neos. Some of you might remember

Mob 47 from their track on the PEACE
comp. These guys didn't put out any

other vinyl releases although there is an

excellent LP bootleg on Revoltation of

demo material, and a different LP boot-

leg of demo and live material. This band

became sort of a cult band and were very

influential in the thrash/grind scene of

the late 80's (much like Siege). Rupture

even wrote a song about the guitarist!

That one self titled 7" is a hardcore clas-

sic. If I'm not mistaken members of Mob
47 went on to form Protes Bengt and

Discard both excellent Swedish HC
bands, just less influential. The Shitlick-

ers are one of those legendary bands I see

lots of people wearing patches of who
have never heard them. Cracked Cop
Skulls 7" on Malign Massacre records,

raw and brutal HC from 1982. And I

mean raw and brutal. This record has an

urgent feel to it that conjures up an image

of the band breaking into a studio in the



middle of the night and recording it in

twenty minutes then splitting before the

cops show up. This record has more of a
Chaos UK, Disorder feel to it, but I'd still

say early Discharge is the biggest influ-

ence. The cove art is classic, a cartoon

drawing of theband dismembering cops.

The Bass player is ripping a cop in half,

the long way.
Punk rock doesn't get much better

than tli is. Has been re-released as a pic-

ture disc on Distortion Records. Crude
SS stood for Crude Society System. I first

heard these guys on the Maximum Rock
N Roll radio show and they still rule.

Totally brutal hardcore in the Discharge

style, very heavy and well produced.
The "Who'll Survive" 7" is stylistically

probably the most influential Swedish
HC record. Once again they took the

Discharge ball and ran with it. Anarchis-
tic anti-system lyrics, spikey hair, lots of

studded leather, and photo's of war vic-

tims. Lyrically Crude SS put a lot more
thought into their lyrics, at least to us

English speakers. I stillquoteCrudeSS to

win arguments all the time. Crude SS
would shift from very slow dirge core to

a fast beat all the time and never lost it. A
totally crucial band who I still listen too

all the time. Lost and Found don't' really

need any press in here but they put out a
CD of Crude SS stuff which includes the

T and a lot of bonus tracks. It makes a

great complement to the essential 7". I

can't say exactly when these guys were
around 84-86 I think. Last stop might
leave some people scratching their heads
but to me one the all time best Swedish
Hardcore 7"s is the first 7" by Sound of

Disaster (SOD). Their self titled 7" from
1985 is pure hardcore power. I mean
pure power. Total fast thrash power at-

tack. Total brutality with hoarse shouted
raging vocals. This was world class thrash

in 1985 and still rocks the house. No
lyrics on this one but anti-authority, anti-

war anti-religion theme is apparent. What
a difference a few years made back then,

1985 thrash sounds a decade beyond 1982
thrash, much tighter, better produced
but still raw and not set into a mold yet.

SOD released a second 7" "Speak Swed-
ish orDie" which was ofcoursea satirical

reference to the right wing New York
thrash metal band with the same initials.

SOD is back together with releases com-
ing soon on Hepatit D records. Goran
and crew I'd still be glad to re-release the

first 7' on my label! Of course I'm only
scratching the surface here. There were

tons of other really great Swedish HC
bands in the 80's and the tradition con-

tinues. These were in my opinion the

most important and influential records

of the time. Then again, what the fuck do
I know? I've never been to Sweden, I just

collect records. Maybe you think EATER
or the Headcleaners were much more
important. I invite you to write in and tell

us about it, because this magazine needs
much more information about bands
from Sweden than broke up fifteen years
ago than it does about bands from Peoria
that started yesterday. So go ahead, sub-

mit a four page letter about how the

Missbrukarna/ Panic split is better than
Crude SS. And no, I didn't forget the

Really FastComps, I already wrote about
them in Profane Existence.
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THE CURRENT CRISIS
And the One After That

and how you can make BIG $
A Preliminary (meaning not particu-

larly well thought out {meaning pulled out of

myass with my eyes closed, soldon'thave to

get anything right although ifI do I'll cer-

tainly takefidl kudos for itl) Investigation

Into the Current Malaise Affecting Mu-
sic (and perhaps other popular culture, but

let's take one thing at a time, shall we?)
Mainstream culture being as perva-

sive as mainstream culture tends tobe by
definition, one becomes aware (and, in

some cases, fairly familiar) with various

of its current manifestations through a

sort of mental osmosis. For example,
there's a very good probability thatyou're

deathly sick of "Titanic" without even
having seen it.

By the same token, there are musi-
cal "artists" that you no doubt despise
without even being conscious of their

existence, as well as many whose identi-

tiesyou simply haven'tbothered to pierce

despite being annoyed by snippets of

their dreck heard from passing cars, or

while zipping through the channels on
some motel's t.v., or wherever.

This, of course, is my way of estab-

lishing my credentials as a commentator
on current trends in popular culture with-

out the loss of credibility that would
result from my seeming to pay too much
attention to them (dueacknowledgement
to Eric of Wipe Out 'zine for having
pointed out this slippery slope in crystal

clear terms). This will provide the mac-
rocosmic model (neat twist there, what?)
which will subsequently serve for com-
parative analysis (fancy way of saying

"comparison," or didn't you notice?) of

thesupposedly "underground" rockcul-

ture of the present day will be compared.
So let's begin, shall we?

My thesis, in brief, is what the Hell is

with all this retro shit?

Bear in mind that I am a rather

historically minded guy who also has a

general lack of concern for the actual

chronological region from which objects

originate. In other words, I'm happy to

delve into old shit (musically, what else

was there to do in the early 70s after you
had all the "Raw Power," Dolls records,

and maybe some early BOC, Sabbath
and miscellaneous Alice Cooper? Then
again, maybe you had to live it to under-
stand.) but find no special merit in some-
thing simply because it's old (or new, as

most human sheep do). It may add a

certain interesting quality to the experi-

ence of listening to it (obviously, I am
here speaking of music (as I intended to

do all along)), but something being hot
off the presses and very much of the

moment also brings a nice added value

(as ad men would have it) to the experi-

ence and I find both of minor conse-

quence to the aesthetic qualities of mu-
sic.

Bear in mind also that two of the

most enjoyable live acts of my recent

memory were ? and the Mysterians and
Andre Williams; this, by way of demon-
strating that I am not one to deem any-

thing predating my personal musical
consciousness as automatically irrele-

vant, which most careless and unthink-

ing slingers of the dreaded "retro" term
seem to do (didn't I come in about with

Outpunk claiming that I was "Sven-Erik

Geddes of Planet Pimp Records" (real

name [Rumplestilskin] still available on
request, if anyone cares) during the leg-

endary yet long-forgotten Car Thieves

brouhaha. ..help, I'm going backwards in

time).

But it's somehow distressing that

the "alternative" music "scene" isn't ca-

pable of making shitty music of a more
original nature, instead of taking the

course of fucking up perfectly fine riffs,



songs, gimmicks, etc. with their whini-

ness.

And don't get me started on rap

(note the methodical and scientific integ-

rity of this essay - AND LEARN!), al-

though I should think that anyone that

everhad the least interest therein couldn't

help but notice the overwhelming ten-

dency in recent years away from diverse

sonic palettes (capable of invoking the

"That's not music! That's noise!" re-

sponse, generally a worthy end in itself)

towards soporific reworkings of "old-

ies." Shouldn't I?

And on to out precious little pond,

full of competent bands, many of which

even possess some decent influences/

inspirations. But it's not enough! Despite

therebeing a large number ofdecent and

perfectly listenable bands, how many of

them are actually exciting enough to keep

people buying their cornucopia of re-

leases? (Actually, the answer is even few-

er than those whose tons of 7"s do get

bought, owing to dutiful collector /spec-

ulator geeks who deserve the shit they

buy.)

Essentially (I've got to wind up here,

owing to new improved space restric-

tions that are imposed with extra doses

of Draconianism on the senile and fee-

ble), there seems to be a pervasive reli-

ance on formulae with an attendant in-

troversion. Bands are trying (and suc-

ceeding) at being like ,
or like

with vocals like , or like

crossed with , and NO ONE
NEEDS IT! Especially with the plethora

of reissued stuff of whoever they 're over-

emulating, which just makes such bands

redundant.

Some bands seem afraid to display

to much of their own personality, but this

is where Ingredient X is to be found (if

it's at all present) and that, in the final

analysis, is the most important thing that

any band of worth has to offer.

The fact that so many bands trying

to merely ape the Beatles and the Stones

came up with great songs (rarely more

than a couple per band, though) is testa-

ment to their inability to successfully

submerge theirfucked-up teenage angst-

ridden personalities.

Rock groups nowadays haveindeed

gotten better, by and large. They've got-

ten better at making palatable product

with a minimum of distinctive personal-

ity (note that many bands seem to lose

their personality in the recording pro-

cess, possibly as a result of being over-

awed by the MONUMENTAL nature of

the task at hand).

The few records that actually make

an impression on me tend to be left field-

ers by bands with no clear plan for suc-

cess, just some kind of idea that they're

pursuing (whether less or more vaguely)

and Personality (I have yet to hear

any Electronica or Emo that had any-

thing to say to me, although I admittedly

haven't been seeking too hard).

Of course, if I plead, "Mr. and Ms.

Musician (and bassists too): get loose, get

crazy, get busy, orwhatever the fuck, but

above all be willing to fail on your own
terms," the few taking my plea to heart

will probably be both completely self-

conscious and bereft of imagination and

therefore wind up still lame but proud

because of their certainty that they're

not. So just forget that I said anything.

WITH NICK FITT

9 fc

Life With Larry

I , like many otherpeople (especially

those in adolescence / young adulthood

/ whatever the hip or scientific term for

this period inmy life is) periodically enter

into unexplainable funks where I become

self-destructive and self-loathing. I dig

myself into a deeper and deeper rut. It

takes a special person to break me out of

this worthless and useless period where I

create nothing and do little but take from

those around me.

Recently (for about the past year or

so) I've been in a self-destructive phase

involving heavy drinking that I have felt

the need to enter into because of several

failed "romantic" relationships where I

consciously sought out skanky, vile, de-

structive women, for reasons that I cannot

explain. It took a special person to break

me out of this funk, where I watched life

from a passive position.

The person that broke me out of this

useless phase is none other than the anti-

Christ ofpunk rock, Larry Livermore. I do

not feel the need to rebut any of the accu-

sations against Larry. They mean shit to

me. I mean to elaborate on what I've been

going through, maybe help someone who

ishaving the same problemandpayhom-

age to someone that I respect on a level of

only one other person (ironically, Tim
Yohannan).

Larry and Igoback about three years.

We began talking on America Online a

week or so after I had my first Maximum-

rockandroll column published (way the

fuck back in the January 1995 issue). He
found out that I was writing for Maxi-

mumrockandroll, had read my column

and told me that he considered me an

intelligent young man. He suggested that

I write for Punk Planet. I refused out of

genuine lack of interest. I discussed Larry

withTim who didnothing but bad mouth

him (not that Larry is much better in this

respect-he feels thatTim is a dictator who

turned a serious magazine into a joke. I

feel that both are sorely mistaken and

[due to Larry probably) suggest a subcon-

scious, frustrated desire for a sexual rela-

tionship between the two). I didn't talk to

him again for some time.

A few years later I found myself

curious about what Larry was doing these

days. I emailed him and filled me in,

noting "apparently you don't read Punk

Planet" (I still don't really, I read Larry,

but find the rest of the magazine to be

tawdry and boring).

We talked a lot. Online. About ev-

erything. My life. He talked to my ex-

girlfriend,my love, Kristina who believes

me tobe gay aboutmy sexuality. I came to

trust him, and to confide in him things I

had never really confided in anybody. I

sought his advice on love.

About two weeks ago Larry told me
he was going to be in Boston visiting his

(wonderful) boyfriend (he also told me
that the bit in that ScreechingWeasel song

"Hey Asshole" about "all those fat little

teenage boys you fuck" was based on a

column where I wroteabout Larry having

given a boy named Joel a Potatomen pin

in exchange for sex [he didn't, I'm very

gullible]).

One day, he came intomy work and

we hung out. We've been hanging out

almost every day for the past two weeks.

He's introduced me to some wonderful

people (including my future roommates

in either Dowahchestah or Rawksberry)

and made me realize a lot about myself.

He's also given me the little "stop being a

whiny bitch" push in the direction out of

the rut.

I was never into self-therapy before

I met Larry and now I wake up every

morning, dancing to work and letting



myself know that if I keep going like I am
good things are going to happen to me.
And I deserve them, and anyone else who
doesn't want to be around for the ride

doesn't deserve me. Most of my ex-girl-

friends didn't deserve me. There is a such

thing as being the better man.
Although, I don'twant Larry toseem

like he'smy psychological nursemaid. He
is more than that. I find in him a person
that I can do all that with but also goof off

like I do with all my fellow nerds from
Attleboro. He spends much of his time

telling me how much I remind him of

(alternately) Jon Von, Tim Yo and Ben
Weasel. On Saturday night he turns to

Selena (my future roommate) and says

"Ben will know" completely seriously.

Then he realized I'm not Ben. I admit Jon,

Tim and Ben, but think its a bit strange

that I so strongly remind him of Ben who
he is no longer friends with and who I

hear doesn't like me.
I'm back. I'm out of the rut. And I

hope that I never enter it again. I refuse to

allow myself to spend my youthful years

bitter, cynical and angry. Larry's working
on getting me not to be obnoxious any-

more, but I rather like being obnoxious.

Larry and I talk about psychology.
"Are you familiar with the basic laws of

physics? An object cannot be its own le-

ver." An object cannot be its own lever.

And (as I once wrote in an English term
paper Steve Soarespaidme 100 duckets to

write) "no man is an island." We all need
friends, if nothing more than to get us out
of our ruts.

A song lyric that I once loved now
makes complete sense to me. "And I'm
never gonna kill myself again." I will no
longer sit around and allow forces within
my control to emotionally and psycho-
logically drain me as a person. That is

exactiy what that means. Stand tall with
your head up and never let anyone else

use your comb. That's my advice to the

young and the old of theworld thismonth

.

Take control of you life.

I stood up to my parents for the first

meaningful time in my life. And it is no
coincidence that it was because Larry was
my lever. I thank Larry forbeingmy lever,

along with Selena and Alison and Micha-
el and Jethro. The period ofmy life where
I repeatedly killed myself is over. Long
live me.

And to Larry I say what a friend of

mine once told me when we were both
very drunk. "Yous my nigga and if you
was a bitch I would marry you." Sure, its

crude, but its really sweet.

ENDNOTES
1. Writeme if you want. 404A South Main
Street, Attleboro, MA 02703.

2. The phattest of shout-outs to the broth-

ers Murray and Jyn Allen who tried their

best to getme out ofmy rut. You guys are

the shit.

Well, it's finally getting to be my
favorite time of the year- fall. Halloween,
my favorite holiday, is just around the

comer (it's probably really close by the
timeyou read this). I love it! The onlybad
part is school starting up again. Hurtin'.

At least it was a pretty good summer (for

once). Anyway, we'll start out this

month's reviews with a band called THE
FAST TIMES ROCK MUSIC BAND
(which is quite a name). They play emo-
tional (though not 'emo') hardcore punk
with very well put together songs. Tal-
ented, tuneful, and just the right kind of

punk for mass appeal- labels take note.

Pretty good stuff. 5 songs (including a 7
SECONDS cover), good production. 100
Brown St.- Dartmouth, Ma. 02747- 1918.

MISERIES OF HUMAN EXISTENCE
play vicious, grinding thrashcore with
awesome, screamed vocals. Fans of
HELLNATION take note. Unfortunate-
ly, it's live, but it doesn't take away much
or sound too bad. 8 songs, raw produc-
tion. 1315 Coolidge Ave./ Little Chute,
Wi. 54140. DODGEBALL have a real

mixed bag of a tape. At times, it features
some pretty cool hardcore, at others, it's

a bit more poppy. There's a lot ofgoofing
around as well- maybe this is a rehearsal

caught on tape? I'd like to hear a real cd
by these guys, because some of this is real

good. 20 songs, decent production. P.O.

Box 232467/ San Diego, Ca. 92] 93. After
a surf- punkish intro, DEMENTIA 13
throw out some fairly standard, grungy
mid paced (for the most part) hardcore.
They should playhorrorpunk, with their

name and kind of dark production (and
it would help them to stand out a little

more). 88 Tonnetta Lk. Park/ Brewster,

N.Y. 10509. BAGWORM play early '80s

honest, straightforward, mid paced punk
rock, kinda like early SOCIAL DISTOR-

TION, and their tape is free! 9 songs,

good production. P.O. Box 27851/ St.

Louis, Mo. 63146.DOWN DIVISIONhave
been around awhile, and play fast, tune-

ful hardcore. They're pretty talented over-

all, and their vocalist sounds quite a bit

like Milo from the DESCENDENTS. 16

songs, good production. P.O. Box 54/
Bowmanstwon, Pa. 18030. FREEZE TAC
play some emotional pop punk, but it

features a grungy sound that makes it

quite a bit more appealing. They are a
little darker than most, as well- 1 like it. 3

songs, good production. 5052 W. Main
St./ Milan, Tn. 38358. There has been a

resurge in whatweused to call 'noizecore'

bands in the early '90s (back then there

was VIOLENT NOISE ATTACK, FEAR
OF GOD, ANAL CUNT, STENCH OF
CORPSE, SORE THROAT, and many
more) with bands such as NAS1JM, AG-
ORAPHOBIC NOSEBLEED, and sever-

al more getting bigger record deals, but
the first demo I've gotten from one of

these bands came this month. They're
called VIOLENTLY ILL, and play vio-

lent, fast, short songs with'deep vocals
and machine- gun drums. 17 songs (and
not one over a minute long), good pro-
duction. P.O. Box501/ Southhaven, Mi.
49090- 0501. THETET PEEVES play ga-
ragypop punkwith an adequate amount
of talent, but not a lot to set them apart
from the masses (though they might ap-
peal to the masses). 6 songs, good pro-

duction. 6516 Astair Ave./ N.W. Albu-
querque, N.M. 87180. And that's it for

this month. HAPPYHALLOWEEN. P.O.

Box 2584/ Conroe, Tx. 77305.

"And all these fools running around,
your reason seems to have fallen to fash-

ion, and when the novelty proceeds the

passion..."- TORCHES TO ROME.
"I remember when you weren't

numb, dumb and apathetic. You'll drown
yourself in cigarette butts, cocktail par-

ties, and self-indulgent rock and roll."-

PALATKA
"I'm outta here, cause I like tried the



whole caring thing and it didn't work out

perfectly right away, so I think self-ab-

sorption and heroin chic are much more

worthwhile pursuits." - FORMER
MEMBERS OF ALFONSIN (from a song

explanation not a lyric)

Up above are words from three

bands who play, or played, some excel-

lent hardcore tunes. The majority of their

lyrics match the quality of their tunes

obviously the result of a great amount of

rime and self questioning put into writing

them (which isn't to say that I agree with

everything they say). The excerpted lyrics

appear to be the exception. Personally I

see them as the late 90's version of the late

80's "stabbed in the back" tunes. The

theme: you aren't exactly like me any-

more, you do things differently then you

once did, we aren't the same anymore, if

you aren't with me you're against me, it's

us vs. them and now you're one of them!!!

The reality: people fucking change. The

folks writing these songs are my age (25)

and older and should be pretty used to

people dropping out of punk by now.

Why keep ranting and raving about them

if they aren't ever going to hear your song

because remember they don't go to the

right shows anymore. If you ask me I

think these songs, and rants I've heard

from others in between songs, further the

ridiculous hardcore mindset that listen-

ing to a certain kind ofmusic and dressing

a certain way is doing something revolu-

tionarywhile listening to any other sound

wave or wearing any other kind of clothes

is selling out. Sure, many people who
dropout ofpunkdoindeed become amaz-

ingly different in an amazingly negative

way. However, plenty that I know have

the same views (that I agreed and dis-

agreed with) they had when they listened

to the "right" tunes and dressed the "right"

way. But I guess that isn't something you

can find out if you won't talk to someone

anymore because they drink beer now or

have found an interest in other forms of

rock n' roll. The solution: pull the knife

from your back and stop crying.

Revolution Inside, from Germany

sent quite a few releases in this month. I 'd

quickly recommend them to anyone who

likes their emo rockin' and a healthy does

of art and drama. CRAVING leans in a

very loose math rock direction on their

10", like an earlv Canadian emo sound i.e.

PHLEG CAMP. The CONFUSED LP has

a funky bass groove throughout and even

goes in for some trippy guitar effects.

Also available is a Food Not Bombs ben-

efitcomp withRYDELL (driftingmelodic

emo), BHANG DEXTRO (wandering

strangeness), FREE YOURSELF(French
inspired emo, but not from France), and

SUPERFAN. SUPERFAN win hands

down with their tight attention to detail

sound that is sure to impress fans of

B'LASTand LEFT INSANE. Finally, there

is a HOT WATER MUSIC/RYDELL split

EP. HWM give up another one of their

staring at the ceiling, with your back to

the audience ballads of sensitive angst. At

this point I couldn't give a fuck. RYDELL
is pretty similar but with a raspier voice,

like the more spastic of the guitar players

in FUGAZI. (Revolution Inside, La Sabot,

Briete Str. 76, 53111 Bonn, GERMANY)
RED FORTY, RED FORTY, RED

FORTY! ! ! ! Thisband is/was (what is their

status?) fucking great. Perfect pairing of

vocal and music styles. Kinda smooth but

gravelly with music in the same vein,

edgy pop tunes with good drive. I first

heard RED FORTY on the "We've Lost

Beauty" comp, andI'mhearingthem again

on the "Heartbreakers & Rumpshakers"
7" comp. This comp succeeds where most

failbecause ithascoherency and cohesion

supplied by geography and music styles

just enough the same. Also featured are

the DIVINE HOOKUP who play a slower

pace tune which uses some electronic ef-

fects for hooks. NO CITY NO STATE
REVOLUTION have the same riot grrl/

emo combo that made me want every-

thing FISTICUFFS BLUFF ever recorded.

SOOPHIE NUN SQUAD take alongtime

to get to the point they make musically

which kindakills their song forme, though

the herky jerky funkiness ain't too shab-

by. (Harlan Records, 7205 Geronimo, N.

Little Rock, AR 72116)

I almost missed the boat on

AT THE DRIVE IN. Their first two EPS

were among the first things I ever re-

viewed in this column, and I remember

them as being recordings of aband throw-

ing together a bunch of influences not all

that well. I missed the LPs that followed

which I am told were really good. Now
we have "In/Casino/Out" their latest LP

which has a great tension throughout cre-

ated by a very jerkingly rhythmic combo

of guitar and vocals topped of with full

on, solid drumming. The lyrics are in the

VSS non-sequiter style and quite often

stray from following the drums and gui-

tar into some singing which is really

smooth and provides the majority of the

hooks on this LP. This album totally had

me gettingup from the couch and picking

up the stylus to hear a song again. (Fear-

less, 13772 Goldenwest St. #545, West-

minster, CA 92683)

It'sbeen quite awhile since I got any

vinyl from the Subjugation folks, who
almost always put out winners. Their track

record gets bumped up another notch

with the new MONTH OF BIRTHDAYS

EP. The three songs pick up where their

CD left off with pretty but aggressive

songs fronted by female vocals (which

sound less English this time for some

reason???). Luckily M.O.B. didn'tgodown
the easy path which would have been to

get utterly slow and limp, but keep a

healthy bit of energy in these discordant

songs. ($5, Subjugation, PO Box 191, Dar-

lington, DL3 8YN, UK)
Whenever a band that has been

around for a bit decides to put out some-

thing on Alternative Tentacles it's a pretty

safe bet that the release is going to suck.

Strangely enough, SAINT JAMES INFIR-

MARY joins LOGICAL NONSENSE as

an exception. Strange because the S.J.I,

album wasn't very good at all compared

to their first demo / EP. This EP flows real-

ly well, with a lot of power, and the bass

drive and spat vocals are a heck of a match

up. (Alternative Tentacles,PO Box 419092,

SF, CA 94141-9092)

Apparently there is some law in

Michigan requiring all Conquer The

World releases to be extremely ugly visu-

ally. The jacket of the new VANILLA LP

ain't nothing to write home about. But the

music, Tom, what about the music? Years

agoVANILLA put out a fastpaced, some-

what layered EP that was something else.

Then a year or two ago they put out an LP

that was rather bland in comparison,

soundingkind ofby the numbers. This LP

still isn't as great as the first EP, but has a

strong identity of its own, mixing a softer

picked guitar sound (that picks up to a

medium tempo frequently) pretty well

with a rumbling percussion, and almost

strained vocals. Oh yeah, they're from

France and claim to be the pioneers of the

"Paris Red Wine Emo." ($7,CTW,PO Box

40282, Redford, MI 48240)

At this point I've had enough expo-

sure toSUBMISSION HOLD toknow that

I don't really like them very much. In a

way it's odd because LIFE...BUTHOW
TO LIVE IT, easily nestled among my
favorite bands, share some similarities

with SUBMISSION HOLD. Each has a

female singer with a rather peculiar vocal

style and music that isn't straight up punk



in its styling. I guess my dislike of SUB-
MISSION HOLD has to do with their

spacey songs that are rather directionless

at times and way too long, way too much
opera style singing, and an overwhelm-
ing amount of theatrics in the presenta-

tion. The booklet which comes with their

"Waiting for another monkey to throw

the first brick" is the best part of the pack-

age with its honest, down to earth de-

scriptions ofpersonal and political issues.

(Ebullition, PO Box 680, Goleta,CA 93116)

Fans of a number of theHydraHeads
releases are going to really enjoy the

JEREMIN EP. Awesome mix of all out

complicated guitar brutality which sneaks
into soft emo bits, here with very distinct

and memorable vocals. The drum sound
is top notch as well. Excellent pace
throughout which really isn't thrown off

by the slow parts. Amazing packaging
too. (King Of The Monsters, 8341 E. San
Salvador, Scottsdale, AZ 85258)

Speaking of Hydra Head releases, I

got to hear agood part of theCAVE IN LP
at a party in the East Bay not too long ago.

Thumbs up, another band with full com-
mand of the evil and the soft. Much better

drinking music then that lame ass

NOMEANSNO LP some chump put on
later. Almost turned a perfectly good East

Bay party into one of those lame Frisco

attempts at getting down.
Endnotes.

1. When in the U.S. capital of sarcasm
(Memphis, TN) be sure to check out Last

Chance Records. This store has a new
punk and hardcore selection that beats

every store in the Frisco bay area. I'm only
using this area as a comparison because

for so long I was led to believe this was
THE place for such shopping. (901) 272-

7922.

2. 1 can be reached at 1950 McAllister #1,

SF, CA 94115 or hopkth00@usfca.edu.

Hey, all these cute little hardcore
studs keep flirting with me through the

email. I just don't know which HI boy or

girl I'm gonna put my hands on next.

Meow. Anyhow, enough gossip about

me.
I'm sure all of you are like, "Hey!

There hasn't been any Ben Weasel dirt in

months and months? What the hell?

Wasn't that the reason this column start-

ed in the first place? Well... Here's why.
Ben has holed himself in his room for the

past 2 years and in an agoraphobic panic.

But wait. Didn't they just release a new
SCREECHING WEASEL record? Yeah,

mikes and mixing consoles has to be
brought into his apartment. His wife had
to make sure nobody could see Ben in his

shameful existence and it is suspected
that the special microphone that they

ordered (sterilized and disposed of after

each use) was due to some problem with
Ben's fingers. He did make a call to

Stephan of FALSE PROPHETS recently

so we figure his fingernails have grown
long enough to curl up his arms and
we're pretty sure he started growing his

eyebrows out.

Heather from the TEEN IDOLS got

her court case dropped for rutting some-
one with a bottle. This happened after a

bathroom meeting with the plaintiff's

lawyer.

PETER AND THE TEST TUBE
BABIES slot race dick. And speaking of

that Mike of THE BLANKS is straight

this month. He said, "1 knew it was time
to find a girlfriend. My ass really started

to hurt."

GUN'S N ROSES new lineup is an
all punk cast. It includes members of the

VANDALS, GERMS and DE LA SOUL.
A Canadian pharmacist told Adri-

enne Drougas that even Wayne Gretsky

takes a shower after 3 periods. Hmmm,
really old jokes, guess who sent that one
in!

Sean of LESS THAN JAKE (well

he's kind of the roadie guy) had a shot-

gun weddingwith some chickhe knocked
up in PA. Sean wants all his groupies to

know that he's still "available" as far as

when he goes on tour and his dick pierc-

ing didn't split his dick in 2 yet.

The new major labelized NASH-
VILLE PUSSY spent all day in their

souped up Winnebago driving around
London Ontario. It seems they needed a

place to empty their septic tank and they

finally dumped it at the foot of the park-
ing lot of the club they were playing at. It

seems a couple of punk kids came to see

em and after one rolled onto the stage,

Blaine ordered the bouncers to kick him
out. The rest of the kids promptly went

out and collected some of the toxic waste
(man, I've seen what that band eats) that

they dumped out back. Well, I'm not

sure the conclusionbut I think at the next

show they had to dig out the old stiletto

heels to replace the shit covered "sensi-

ble pumps" that they wear now. MRR
news guy Jay Unidos was seen passed
out at a crusty show in Oakland next to

him were several empty cans ( a case in

all) of Blatz

Man this is just mean, so I'll just

print word for word what this Italian

punk dude has this to say. "I saw the

Donnas in Rome. It was 'donation', so

can't beat the price. The opening band,
fromRome, rocked ten times harder, and
would probably have known how to

change a broken bass string had they

broke a string while playing. Yes, that

dumpy-ass bass playerbroke a bass string
playing their Ramones rip-off music. She
then asked, over the mic, if she could

'borrow' the bass from the first band.

Laughterwent through thecrowd. Luck-
ily, bands like the Donnas travel with
'professionals', and so their manager
saved their asses by coming on stage to

change the string and tune the instru-

ment. The whole time the lead singer just

stood around with the stage presence of

a toad saying lame shit and trying to be
sexy. HA!!!! I guess they have neverbeen
to Italy, norhave seen Italian girls, other-

wise they would not have been putting

on such a pathetic display of anti-sexi-

ness. My friends in Rome asked me if

many American girls look like them and
how can American guys like them????"

Nick Fitt was accused of sending
porn to chicks on AOL. It turns out that

Maggie Lee (now living in Green Bay, I

wonder why?) stole Nicks AOL account
and posed as him for a number of weeks,
What a cool chick.

ONE LIFE CREW played their last

show because their doctor told them their

cholesterol is too high and they fear high

blood pressure. The singer of INDECI-
SION had the same problem so the "In

perfect shape minus a beer belly" Artie

Phillie ofMILHOUSE is filling in. This is

pretty funny since both bands have al-

most all the same members now.
Members ofSPAZZ,SLOBBER,and

MODEL AMERICAN were spotted at a
hip-hop house party in their upscale

hometown of Redwood City, California.

Witness' claim that members of Slobber
were slapped silly by some uninvited
gangsta style thugs, while everyone else



at the party just watched. Don't worry

though, seeing as most of these guys are

living with and bank rolled by their rich

parents, no one is going to lose their job

because of a black eye...

Gilman Sthas stoppedbooking SXE

hardcore shows for a while sincenobody

wants to volunteer to work at them.

Some guy from GRIMPLE tried to

promote his band here, everyone knows

they suck tho.

Andy Ernst is still trying find mas-

ter tapes he recorded for the FORCE,

MODEL AMERICAN, and AH. It seems

he didn't label anything, and now he

can't figure out which band is which just

by listening to the tapes. He doesn't want

to tell the bands because he has already

charged their parents so much damn
money.

Aaron Cometbus got a hemia from

having sex with underage girls, oh wait,

I mean carrying guitar amps. Whoops,

sorry bout that.

Ok, here's the placewhere you send

the stuff... annerkey@msn.com

Welcome to the semi-annual pop-

sicko column. Or so it seems. Due to life

in general and a slight shortage of non-

punk pop stuff I needed a much unde-

served break from this column stuff. But

I'm back this month with a mighty stack

of semi-new releases gathered over the

last few months. On a record whoring

note, I still need you pop bands and

labels to send me your releases since it's

become harder to figure out what is good

based on appearance when I hit the indie

bins in the local stores. Send your punky

pop, twee, indie, melodic whatever, or

just plain good music to my attention

here if you want coverage here. Alright,

let's get busy.

I'll start off with a batch of punk

releases. One of my local faves, LOOSE
CHANGE have put out a great CD "Fire

It Up!" on Coldfront Records (PO Box

8345, Berkeley, CA 94707). A great dose

ofFat/Epitaph type of stuff with a hearty

dose of variety by punk standards. Cool

cover tunes, e.g. Primitives, mixed with

speedy pop punk with octaves a plenty.

A downright great disc from a band that

gets better with every release. TheANN
BERETTA "Bitter Tongues" CD on Fu-

eled By Ramen Records (PO Box 12563,

Gainsville, FL 32604) is more of their

great brand of Rancid/Stiff Little Fin-

gers with hollow body guitars punk.

The five tracks from their last disc are

included here as well as 14 new ones.

There's some great tunes all over this

sucker so don't miss out on this cool

tuneful punk release. The BONADUC-
ES "K Is For Catherine" CD on Squirt-

gun Records ($12ppd., 689Queen Street,

West Box 167, Toronto, Ontario, m6j

le6, Canada) is cool power pop punk a

la Lillingtons and Sicko. With a Canadi-

an accent of course. Very cool stuff with

titles like "Friend With The Narc" and

"How To Say I Hate You In Japanese

When Your Actual Intention Is To Indi-

cate The Opposite". How can you go

wrong? The ARMCHAIR MARTIAN
"Monsters Always Scream" CD on My
Records (PO Box 170280, San Francisco,

CA 94117) is a great 7 songer in the

HuskerDu meets the Descendants vein.

One ofmy new faves. Fronted by a great

singer/ guitar playerwhocan writesome

great tunes,who knows how great these

guys can become. Maybe Westerburg

quality? We'll have to wait and see. The

LIPMONGER "Dissed Again" CD EP

on Gooseneck Records (549 N. Court-

land Street, EastStroudsburg,PA 18301)

is that Weston meets Blink type of stuff

that I'm such a sucker for. Five tunes

that will have you boppin' in no time

flat. Keep it coming boys. The STRUNG
OUT "Twisted By Design" on Fat (PO

Box 193690, San Francisco, CA 94119) is

one hella tight catchy release from this

"name" band. The Fat thing done with

some serious hooks. By far this band's

best release. Bad Religion watch out.

On the even more punk front, the

WORKING STIFFS "Liquid Courage"

onTKO Records (4104 24th St. #103, San

Francisco, CA 94114) is pretty damn
great punk rock. Sure these guys wanna

be brit but how can you fault them for

packing the punch of the early Cockney

Rejects. Shit, these guys sound more like

the early Swingin' Utters than the Swin-

gin' Utters. Another good wanna be brit

release is the ONE MAN ARMY "Dead

End Stories" LP on Billie Joe's new label

Adeline Records (PO Box 11470, Oak-

land, CA 94611). Now these guys really

really wannabe Stiff Little Fingers.Why
not? SLF's newer stuff certainly doesn't

punk rock like this. A local outfit getting

bigger by the anthem. Ifyou miss Leath-

erface, you may want to check out the

JESSE LP on Rugger Bugger Discs (PO

Box 357, London SE19 IAD, England).

Frankie Stubb's new band (although I

keep hearing of a possible Leatherface

reunion) do it in later face fashion. It's

good to hear that gravely voice and

those metallicbar chords againalthough

I wouldn'tput this up therewith "Minx".

The YOUNG HASSELHOFFS "Win A
Date With" CD on Melted Records (21-

41 34th Ave, Suite 10A, Astoria, NY
1 1 106) has thatQueers bubblegum punk

thing going on. Songs about girls and an

obligatory Ramones reference. Leaping

toward the top of the wanna be the

Ramones pack is the HUNTTNGTONS
and their "All The Stuff And More" CD
on Burnt Toast Vinyl (PO Box 42188,

Philadelphia, PA 19101). A re-release of

their first LP and other odds 3nd ends.

Everything these guys have done would

make Joey and Dee Dee proud. Fun

listening for sure. The WEIRD LOVE-

MAKERS have put out a fine second LP

"Flu Shot" on Empty Records (PO Box

12034, Seattle,WA 98102). Another blast

of garage punk rock with a dash of

melody. These guys should be bigger

with the Purple Onion garage crowd

based on their recently so so attended

show here. A cool release from a rocking

band. A local fave of mine, NOTHING
COOL has a new CD "What A Wonder-

ful World" on Dummyup (PO Box

642634, San Francisco, CA 94164). More

of their throaty pop punk rock that falls

inbetween the Queersand Crimpshrine.

Some very cool tunes here done at a

brisk pace. Probably their strongest re-

lease yet.

On the pop front, the BUFFERINS

"Corrupt" CD on Straight Up Records

(Kowa bid 2F Minami-2nishi-l Chuou-

ku Sapporo 060, Japan) is awesome gal

singer fuzzpop with power. Along the

ways of Nightblooms, Charlottes, or a

heavier Velocity Girl. This is probably

this genres best full-length in ages. I

can't stop listening to this thing. This

may be tough to find but it is worth the

effort. One of the year's best releases

period! The CRUSH STORY "Pressure

Building" EP on 702 Records (PO Box

204, Reno, NV 89504) is good punky pop

a la early Elvis Costello with a dash of

Plimsouls and Squeeze. This combo in-



eludes Zac ofZoinks fame. I'm always a

sucker for the new wave sound so this

was a welcome release. Dying to hear

more from these guys. On the evenmore
new wave front is the PROBE! "User
Friendly" CD on Trajectory Records
(1049 Rector Road, Bridgewater, NJ
08807). If they make a Valley Girl 2, this

record could serve as the soundtrack.

Purepowerpop with cheesy keyboards.
You gotta love it. Love those Simmons
drums too. Dated and proud! Off the

new wave front, J CHURCH has a new
collection "Travels In Hyper-Reality"
on Panic Records (Via Degli Ausoni, 84-

00185 Roma, Italy). I don't know if this is

technically an LP or not. With these

guys you never know. You know the

sound by now and this has it's quieter

moments too. A great poppy emo re-

lease is the PLANES MISTAKEN FOR
STARS CD ($6 ppd., 5007 Linda Curve,
Peoria, IL 61607). This is along the ways
of Samiam and Jimmy Eat World. A
strong 8 song release at a good price.

Youemo-core kiddies will love this. The
FUZZFACTOR"Make TheirMove"CD
on Amp Records, PO Box 577, Crown
Point, IN 46307) is good punky pop that

reminds me of the Porcelain Boys and
Green Day. Especially vocally. No
screaming vocals here. Wehave tone. So
if you like your pop punk with singers

who can sing, check this out. The
THRESHINS "Nature Bears A Vacu-
um" EP on Omnibus Records (PO Box
4522, Davis, CA 95617) is cool amateur
indie stuff. Sounds like a less produced
sloppy Blur and it works. Brit fuzzpop
and US indie fans will dig this. The
PUSH KINGS "Far Places LP on Sealed

Fate (PO Box 9183, #120, Cambridge,
MA 02139) is strong pure pop in the 20/
20 and Squeeze vein. Not a lot of distor-

tion but heavy on melody. These guys
have a few classics in their repertoire if

you weed thru the lesser tunes.

Since thiscolumn is losing all genre
structure, I'll trek forward and wind
down with four gal singer groups. The
THREE FINGER COWBOY "Kissed"
CD on Daemon Records, PO Box 1207,

Decatur, GA 30031) is good pop in the

Breeders/Juliana Hatfield vein. A solid

full length worth a mention. The KIRBY
GRIPS "The Celery Stalks At Night" CD
on Late Bloomers Records (347 Mendi-
cino Street, Brisbane, CA 94005) is cool
Raincoats meet Cub stuff. An all girl

group that seems to be tearing up the

local club circuit. Definately worth

checking out if you like the amateur
thing. The BELLRAYS "Let It Blast" CD
Vital Gesture Records, PO Box 46100,

Los Angeles, CA 90046) is way cool soul

punk. Yes soul punk. Somewhere inbe-

tween classic soul and punk rock. Raw
too. A great unique sounding release.

This gal can belt it out indeed. I love this

disc. The 4 GAZM "Here Kitty Kitty"

CD on Vegas Records ( PO Box 2175,

Newport Beach, CA 92659) is rocking all

girl punk in the Gits/ Bikini Kill vein
with some Gun Club tossed in. A very
kick ass band.

Well that'll do it for this month.
Don't forget to send me those releases

for coverage in this column. Later.

— —
making new friends with

tt a grown man who
continues to resemble
a gigantic crybnby!
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and i quit.
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Sitting down for chow right by the

pig who makes sure nobody escapes out
of the dining hall with a plastic spoon,
knife or fork and the forbidden extra

piece of fruit is normally not that big of

a deal. But sometimes inmates (prison-

ers) become devious and evil and try to

pass a piece of cake from table to table.

This, in the eyes of "The Alpha Male
Corrections Office" (guard) is utterly

unacceptable and subject to disciplin-

ary treatment. So in such fashion, I con-
tinuedmy ongoing struggle to maintain
my dignity in the system that has innu-
merable negative effects upon the peo-
ple it is supposed to "reform".

Crust leans over handing me the

cake turned contraband. I receive it ever

so sly, but "The Pig" saw the whole
thing. "You can just hand that back to

him", he says with the smug look that

justice has been served. I hand it back
hatingevery moment ofmy slaverycom-
ing alive. I stare at "The Pig". He stares

back. We finish our food and get up to

place our plasticware in their respective

slots in the bin. "The Pig" and I lock

eyes. "Have a nice day", he says sarcas-

tically. "Your flag is on backwards", I

tell him. "Yeah right", comes his intelli-

gent reply. Which it is, the flag is sup-

posed to go with the flow when on an
airplane or person or something that

moves. The intended effect is you give

the flag the appearance offlowing in the

wind. In other words if you were wear-
ing an American flag on your shoulder,
as "The Pigs" do, the stars would be
closest to your chest. Somehow, and not
surprisingly, this is lost on the Depart-
ment of Corrections (prison system) in

Pennsylvania. True patriots.

Three days later

Waiting for my tray to be put in

order, the same pig comes stalking up to

me. "You alright, you alright, you al-

right?" he asks, eyes darting from me to

the kitchen workers. "Do you care?"

comes my reply, as I nod for the food I

want. "I care if the line stops moving".
"Well, what do you want me to do,
climb back there and get my own fuck-

ing tray?"Hebacks off. Throwing a little

pepper onmy food, I lookup and the pig
is staring at me. "You got a problem?" I

ask. He says nothing, and I realize I am
setting myself up with his assistance. I

sit down to eat, within a few minutes
there are pigs all over staring at me. I

have been in a couple of situations like

this, and because of one, I am looking at

an additional six to twelve years as we
speak.

I look atmy partner, Crust, and we
get up to roll, witnesses are important. I

step outside, pigs in tow. "Get up against

the wall", one barks out. The pig I got

into it with pats me down and takes my
prison id card. A Lieutenant standing
there asks me what happened. After a

few words, he tells me to shut up, then

asks his little imp. Surely, I don't need to

explain that I was the bad guy in his

version. The Lieutenantsays. "Yeah, Kri-

zanik isn't ever going to change, you're

alwaysgoing tobe thisway, aren'tyou?"
"Damn straight", I say, looking up and
feeling bored. "Go back to your unit". I



split.

I catch up with Crust on the walk-

way. He's a good brother, stuck around

for as long as he could. After a few

m i nutes on the block, the pig at the desk

calls for me. I take my time finding my
way to him, but I finally get there. "Stay

in your cell", he tells me. I ask if I should

pack my shit, I want to know if I am
going to the Hole. He won't tell me. So,

I've been sent to my room grounded. At

least they can't take my allowance or

send me to bed withoutmy dinner, yet.

By now, it's not too hard to figure out the

pigs are coming to toss my cell. So, I get

rid of anything in question, play my
guitar and wait. A squad of rookies

comes, and 'Surprise", the pigwho I got

into it with. I inform the Sergeant in

charge that they're breaking a rule in

theirown handbook by singling me out

for a search. Naturally, he ignores me.

Typical. He releases the hounds intomy
cell, but within a few minutes, I can see

that they don't know what they're do-

ing so I relax somewhat. I ask the Ser-

geant a series of questions until he final-

ly tells me that, if I have any more ques-

tions, put them on paper. I look at him

and say, "I don't keep contraband, I just

hate pigs". His witty reply was, "Sounds

like a personal problem. "I kick back

and watch for the next forty-five min-

utes as my home is thrown from one

side of the cell to the next, mixing my
cellies shit with mine and vice versa. I

looked behind me, and there was Crust

watching all, he's a good brother.

When they finished looking

through my collection of revolutionary

literature, the pig it all started with

looked at me and asked if I was going to

sign the cell search log. I told him I

would when he got out ofmy cell, so he

did. I signed the log and went to talk to

Crust until we had to lock up. We spent

just a few minutes talking about what a

bunch of shit it all was. I had to give my
cellie some time to relax and put his shit

back together. He holds the collective

attitude that if I could keep my mouth

shut, shit like this wouldn't happen.

Like most prisonerswho feel this way, I

think they miss the point. Shifting the

blame from the pigs onto me doesn't

make sense. Cops suck, so how could it

be anybodies fault but trier own when it

shows? Don't ever let anyone tell you

it's your fault when authority gnashes

its teeth.

The Next Pay

Afterworkingout in the afternoons,

I headed over to turn in my belt. An
inmate took the belt, and while smiling,

gave me back my id card. A moment
later a Sergeant standing near by says,

"Come here fuckface". I ignored this

taunting and split. Walking around the

track in the yard after that drove me
nuts. The anger and helplessness was so

immense. That people can treat me that

way is outrageous. That I allow it to

happen makes me want to spit in my
own face. And the fact that very few

prisoners think about ending this shit

makes me want to spit on them. Then

there's the masses ... need I say more?

Killing one ofthemwould feel good, but

I want tochange the over all condition of

my imprisonment in a way that will

help towards helpingpeopleunderstand

they don't deserve this shit. Our society

creates us, thenshovesus in prisonwhen

they don't get the desired results. Like

the mother who strangles her baby, so-

ciety creates all these money hungry

Capitalists, then arrest them when they

try to make like a good little Capitalist

and get rich by selling dope, stealing or

whatever else.

This story I've just told ismerely an

example of what happens to a person

when they attempt to maintain their

dignity in prison. On October 3rd of

1997, I got into a similar situation at

another prison. After the pig claimed I

punched him, I was subsequently

thrown around, starved for a couple

days and charged for a crime I did not

commit. The people who run prisons

are hell bent on making their prisoners

obedient, quiet and weak. If this is not

accomplished and the prisoner insists

on maintaining his /her self respect, he/

she will be harassed in hundreds of

ways. In a way, dignity is a crime in

prison. Attempts tomaintain itcansome-

times lead to the situation I am presently

in. Prisoners need outside support. The

main reason why the shit that has been

done to me is allowed to continue is

because people don't give a shit about

us. If you want to help toward a society

better than the one that you presently

live in, then start in yourown back yard.

Chances are there's a prison not far from

whereyou are. Prisons are a reflection of

the society that they have developed in,

and they must go if we want to heal.

Most crimes are committed for money,

so don't come with that bullshit about

"dangerous" and "violent" offenders.

Prisoners are reflections of our society,

like it or not. And besides, being locked

up in a cage isn't going to reform any-

one.

There are many revolutionary

minded brothers and sisters in prison.

Your support, whatever it may be, zines,

books, a note, whatever, is appreciated

more than you think. We would love to

hear from you.

Aaron Krizanik, CZ-8320,

1600Walters MillRd, Somerset, PA 15510

PS This is a list of organizations that

donate books to prisoners. They take

anything, but generally politically slant-

ed books are most requested. And if you

contact Scott from "Books through bars"

in Philadelphia, thankhim for his tireless

work with us, he is a true brother. All

these places also accept money dona-

tions. Your help will be greatly appreci-

ated.

Prisoner Literature Project

c/o Bound Together Books

1369 Haight St

San Francisco, CA 94117

Books For Prisoners

c/o Left Bank Books

92 Pike St

Seattle, WA 98101

Blackout Books Through Bars

50 Avenue B
New York, NY 10009

Books Through Bars

Project of the New Society Education

4722 Baltimore Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19143

For all you curious guys always on

the lookout for exotic scenes, I just came

back from Zimbabwe, and that's what I

found out: the rock scene there is for the

most part stuck in the late 60's, with

blues and blues rock bands such as ONE
EYED CATS reigning over the bar scene

in Harare. The scene is also pretty much

divided into a "white" sceneand a "black"

scene. The whites tend to imitate the US/

Western styles, while black bands have

developed theirown style of protest roots

rock called chimurenge (or "liberation



war" in Shona language) with bands
like THOMAS MAPFUMO AND THE
BLACKS UNLIMITED or THE BHUN-
DU BOYS... such bands have released

tons of albums, mostly on vinyl on such
local record companies like Gramma or

ZMC. The fastest black band I found
was HARD WAY OUT, excellent and
original stuff with a ska feel, one LP out
titled "It's About Time". White bands
mostly didn't release any stuff apart

from FREE WHEELERSbutthey'replay-
ing boring mainstream rock (they have
a self.released cassette out). Other local

names include PRIVATE LTD (new
wave), SLIGHT RETURN, and DAVID
SCOBIE. But they are not really interest-

ing toyou. Actually the only band which
is quite good, playing originals, with a

lot of creativity and diverse influences

(pop, african, reggae, punk and rock) is

URBAN ZOO. They have a demo out,

you can contact them at: Miles Fletcher,

9 Parham Road, P.O. Chisipipe, Harare,
Zimbabwe. They play once a week in

the Bizarre Bar (and for touring bands,
especially from South Africa that's

probably one of the best places to play
in Harare), the address is: Shop 13/14,
George Square, Kamfinsa Shopping
Centre, Greendale, Harare, phone
398344. A bar with open stage policy
on thursday nights is the Book Cafe
(great food also), in the Fife Avenue
Shopping Centre, Harare. You can find
some second-hand vinyls at the Trea-
sure Trove shop and the one next door
in downtown Harare, don't expect to

find too much treasures though but a

few South African pressings of big
name rock bands like U2 and so on,
and a lot of disco crap of course. Zim-
babwe has the last pressing plant for

vinyl in Southern Africa still operat-
ing, and they're quite cheap as well,

South African bands, take note. Con-
tact: Gramma Records, Box 3519,
Harare, Zimbabwe, fax: 486986, e-

mail: cdmusic@id.co.zw. Harare is a

good place for cheap and good food,
from vegetarian to crocodile and ze-

bra steacks! Accommodation can be a

bit costly, but there are a few back-
packers dormitories. People are
friendly and welcoming and you will

feel at home from the beginning. Let's

hope the scene develop further and
gets out of its 60's apathy! Thanks for

reading, Luk Haas, 28 rue de Soultz,
67100 Strasbourg, France, unquote
thanks and hope you'll find it a bit

interesting to run, bye, Luk

Simply Ed Says: Better You Than Me
This daybutt column ofmine goes out to

all you punkswho think you got achance
in hell in a showdown with the cops.
When they come to a show and decide
things are out of hand, do your self a

favorand say, "yes officer, I guess you're
right. The party IS over. Sorry you had
to go to all this trouble, what with all the

REALLY bad stuffgoing on. We're leav-

ing now.'The funny part is, this almost
NEVERhappens. There'salways at least

a few of you at the show who have this

overwhelming desire forpunkrockcred-
ibility points. Always the assholes. The
ones who fuck it up for the rest of the

class. Ever try to put on a show
yourselves?Didn't think so. If you had,
you wouldn't be tossing bottles around.
You wouldn't be picking fights. You
might actually put some money in for

the touring band. Hell, you might actu-

ally hang around afterwards and help
clean up.If you brats are doubting what
I'm saying, check out those old civil

rights reels from the days of Martin
Luther King. Check out the newer foot-

age of the tree-huggers getting pepper
spray dabbed into their eyes. Hell, ask
someone you know who's talked shit to

a cops' face and gotten a beating. Do any
one of these things and try to tell me
these are isolated incidents. The fact is, if

one cop lets you get away with failing

the attitude test, that cop has just made
every other cop's job a lot tougher. That
kind ofcop probably won't last long and
the rest of them are gonna be twice as

rough on people to make up for the bad
precedent. Not fair I know. We should
all have the right to yell belligerently at

police, whether in custody or not. Too
bad the guys and gals with the clubs and
guns and knowledge of the Law don't
see it that way . They see it like this: They
deal with real badasses every day. The
kind who don't have a damn thing to

lose by fighting it out, getting beaten,
going to the pokeyor even getting killed.

They deal with the worst people imag-
inable. They see crime scenes and make
grim jokes. They takes kids away from
homes who are starving and covered
with cigarette burns. And then, some
asshole throws a bottle atan illegalpunk
rock show and they get called. At this

point, things could go one of two ways.
If you're polite and not looking guilty

and things appear to be in control, they
might say, okay, shut this thing down
by ten and don't leave a mess. In which
case, you're happily ever after. Then
again, they might say shut it down now
and you won't get cited. Not so hunky
dory, but at least nobody went to jail.

Then there are those tomes when things

don't go so well.These are the times
when someone's got a nasty hair up his

or her ass about the police (and who
reallyLIKES toseememaround ?),some-
one who can't stand the sight of them
and decides that the Fuzz are to blame
for all the world's woes. These people
decide it's really fucking cool to toss 40s
at cop cars, scream at the officers and
basically beg to go to jail. It's times like

these when cops figure, fuck these fuck-

ing punk rock freaks. We don't need this

shit. Out come the toys. A night in coun-
ty with the other kinds of assholes the

cops deal with.Now before a bunch of

dummies fill up letters page pissing and
moaning abouthow that new columnist
is a cop-sucking sellout and worse yet,

he's noteven a punk (like anyone's gon-
na read this at all, right?) let me just say
that, no I don't like cops as a rule. And
no, I don't pity them their rough job.

They weren't forced into the gig, sowho
am I to care. It's just that they make me
uncomfortableenough that I don't wan-
na deal with them anymore than abso-
lutely necessary. That's why, when they

come around because the archbishop
has been putting fireworks on the grill

and people are drunkenly laughing
about it and the neighbors get pissed
and call the cops and the cops come, the

best thing to do is show them what nice

people you are. "Sorry officer. We just

had these extras laying around and had
some drinksand weren't thinking. Won't
happen again." Believe me, it beats jail.

Besides, the freakier you look to them,
the more your apparent courtesy might
raise their eyebrows.As for the punk
part, it's been since afterhigh school and
thesearch for work necessitating a more
conformist look that I really haven't had
much use for that label. I know tilings



are different now, but way back then

one lousy stinking earingcould because

for turning down an application. Any
doubts about not digging the "punk"

label as applied to the individual, as

opposed to the music, were killed after

I read Donny The Punk's story about

how he got the name. If that hadn't done

it, a read through of Carl Panzram's

story would've just fine. So punk, don't

call ME punk. It's Ed, simply Ed. If you

want to give me things, the address is

Box 304, Sacramento, CA 95812 USA
email: way2dumb@mailexcite.com

FUCKALLPUNK ROCKERS! #3

hch inch, oh the irony,

A pointing out of fucked up and

lame flaws in the Midwest punk scene,

sure to piss off a number of you.

Another thing that I have been

realizing a lot when i go to showsnow is

that it seems like a lot of people are

afraid to go up to each other and meet

new friends, talk, and be themselves. In

fact, people haven't seemed to be

friendly to each other at all. People hang

out in their own groups, everything's

segregated and there's always about a

five foot distance between groups un-

less everybody's packed together in a

tight ass venue.

So this iswhatpunkrockhascome
to in the 90's. Watered down, true per-

sonalities hidden, and afraid to fucking

make friends, too? This makes me hate

the "scene", it makes me wanna deliver

a kick in the fukin' head to each and

every one of those pieces of shit that just

contributes to the problem. Fuck, this is

a punk rock show, not a high school

dance. There's no reason to be embar-

rassed at punk show or to not go up and
talk to your fellow punks, even if you
don' t know em. For those ofyou assholes

that forgot, punk rock was started by a

buncha kids who were sick of social

regulations and the way society saw
things. So where is all of this? There's

not enough camaraderie anymore. Too
many people are too chickenshit and

afraid of being "embarrassed".

Then there's the people that do

have personalities, but a lot of em are

assholes and they're lame as hell,. These

type of people are usually the older

scenesters, a lot ofwhom tend to look at

anyone under the age of 18 like they're

naive suburban brats. Yeah, "unity,

dooood. punk rock". Whatta way to be

a friend.

And when people aren't friendly,

welcoming, and supportive ofnewcom-
ers to the scene, they then wonder why
it sucks so much.Why does it suck? Cuz
everybody's indifferent toeveryone else.

They don't give a fuckabout anyone but

themselves. Some kid gets his facekicked

in at a show by some skins, and they're

just happy that it wasn't them. Be

friendly doesn't mean kissing ass, being

phony, being polite (polite is simply a

synonym for chickenshit) or being

sappy, it just means not being indiffer-

entorbeinganasshole. Talking topeople

at shows and simply being a friend.This

type of indifference is what bands like

the dead Kennedys and filth spoke

against in the scene.

Another problem in the

"scene". ..there's no more intelligence!

There doesn't seem to be any or enough

use of the brain, thought, or free thought

for that matter. No one wants to educate

themselves anymore! How can you be a

useful part of a subculture if your brain

is a rotting outhouse? know something's

When kids go to shows because

they have "nothing better to do" you
wrong. Why don't these kids have any-

thing better to do? Why don't they

have any ideas of their own? Any cre-

ativity, passion for art or creating things?

Part of what punk stands for is D.I.Y.,

and creating things, being an artist (and

not society's definition of an artist) and

a thinker, instead of sitting on your ass

and being apathetic and boring in some
lame suburb.

Notenough people are motivated

to do things anymore, and than these

people bitch abouthow much "the scene

sucks", yet when they are given an op-

portunity to voice their opinion or do
something about communication in the

scene etc, they're too fucking lazy.

If you don't wanna do something

about this, get out of this scene. Ifyou do

wanna do something about this, and

wanna make our scene more fun and
worthwhile instead of apathetic and bor-

ing, just be yourself, don't be a judg-

mental asshole, and go up to people at

shows and be a friend. We're all kids

and there's no reason to act like an adult

or grown-up. Whatever happened to
"

unity" ?

STRYPER * episode I

"Clean as a Baby's ass"

The existentialists believed in

choice. Myself, I have often found my
power ofchoice compromisedby unseen

forces. Such was the case on that fateful

summerday as I wasrummagingthrough

the shelves of a run down pawn shop in

the Mission, S.F.On that day Iperchanced

across a Stryper home video, still in the

wrapper, for a mere dollar. It was obvi-

ous from the condition ofthe shrink wrap

(and the Tower price tag) that this little

hot potato hadbeen sitting on the shelves

of Tower Records for the last decade,

soliciting no more than the occasional

scoff of hip Tower customers. It was also

obv ious tha 1 1 had no choice other than to

throw down the money for this item. My
life has never been the same.

I have since watched the Stryper

video 25 or more rimes. I have also fre-

quently forced friends and acquaintan-

ces into watching it and, myself having

gained immunity to its nausea-inducing

powers, laughed at their discomfort. For

them it was a minute episode in their

lives, easily forgettable via the consump-

tion of copious amounts of hard liquor.

For me it was more. The video is only

about 30 minute long. The glimpse into

Stryper that I have gained from careful

examination of it has leftme full of ques-

tions. Questions without answers. The

central question that has haunted me is

whether or not these dudes are for real,

or merely a hypocritic extension of the

world's oldest corporation... the Roman
Catholic Church. It is a question that has

led me into a greater consideration of

how organized religion fits into music in

general; especially in the commercial

wasteland that is the modern music in-

dustry. My immediate concern, howev-

er, is with four androgynous men with



long beautiful manes; and yellow and
black stryped clothing.

The emergence of Stryper was as

natural a phenomenon as the division of

sexes. In everything in life there must be
opposites. Symmetry theories abound in

science and physics, I now realize that

symmetry also exist in music. Hip-hop
brought us Ice Cube, it also spewed forth

the Fresh Prince. The Cro-Mags were a

hard and manly punk band, then there is

the Pansy Division. The existence in

heavy metal ofsuch bands as Venom and
Slayer, along these lines, necessitates the

existence of Stryper. Little did they know
that they were a force of nature, a neces-

sary reaction to an opposite extreme. As
Robert Sweet, the vocalist of Stryper,

points out in the video, "Ifyou're singing

aboutgarbage and stuff that's really bad...

I think it stinks". A Stryper fan even went
so far as to condemn all other music as

"thrashcore, evil, worthless garbage".

The point here is that Stryper's existence

was a natural development in the pro-

gression of music. This realization, how-
ever, does notshed ligh t on the real ques-

tion... the question of the sincerity of

Stryper's motives.

I was at a loss when I began my
quest to somehow make contact with the

members of Stryper. The video contains

hints of falseness, but its brevity hinders

anything concrete. It was time to use

modern forms of communication to find

answers. My primary target was the

drummer, Robert Sweet, and I had no
problem finding his e-mail address. He
is the singer's brother. He is also the only

member of Stryper who was a bachelor

during

his brief courtship with fame, and thus

was most certainly prone to more temp-
tation towards sin. Upon a few corre-

spondences with Robert, I gained the

following three bits of evidence: 1. He
writes a 777 after his name (to the best of

my knowledge, he is not the 777th son of

a man named Robert Sweet) 2. He has a

new band, called Blank, which he claims

sounds like a cross between Nirvana and
Pantera (which leads one towonder what
Kurt Cobain thought of them "cowboys
from hell") 3. Over the years, he has been
called "Adolf Hitler, a satanist, a God
Hater, a rockstar, effeminate, even an
angel-in-disguise", although he claims:

"I am basically a mistake maker who hit

the circuit breaker inviting the power of

a most beautiful spirit to flow through
the likes of a loud and heavymusicplayed
around the world".

Myself, I would say that Robert is

basically a social leper. But that is besides

the point. The point is that I had gained a

glimpse into the psyche of a member of

Stryper. It was a psyche that I saw as that

of a troubled and desperate man. What
happened next proved me to be right. I

was more right than even I could have
imagined. That, however, is another sto-

ry for another time.

(if you have questions or info contact:

justin@viasinc.com)

8-i-W-c



RATIONAL INQUIRER
H1NZINE MAILORDER

The Dirtbombs-
Tina Louise 7" EP

Two bassplayers, two drummers.

b Mr. Collins blow up your

pathetic life as they fire off

three deadly clips of noise.

Hentchmen

The Hentchmen-
Ten String Trio 7" EP

The Hentchmen without Farfisa

organ? More punk than you can

shake a stick of dynamite at.

In the works...

Blowtops LP/CD.

Baseball Furies 10" EP/CD,

Bantam Rooster 7"EP,

Rocket 455 7"EP...

CD

ICO

1=3

Q.
a.

Plying records

P.O. Box 971038, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197
claydow&orchard.washtenaw.cc. mi. us

Send S.S.E. for catalog.

Distributed by Revolver,

Get Hip, b Subterranean.

HUKKA PUKKA
-mraLOKDER-

DAHMEH ST 7" 350

BLACK ARMY JACKET/CORRUPTED T 3.50

HIS HEBO 15 GONE-DEAD OF NIGHT 7 3.50

BENUMB-GEAH IN THE MACHINE T 350

NOOTHGHUSH-EMBRACED BY THE ANTI-SELF T .3.50

CAPITALIST CASUALTIES-DOPE AND WAR T 3.50

GASP/NO0THGRUSH T ,.,
-3.50

PHOBIA-ENSLAVED T 3.50

HLEAUHGH! A MUSIC WAR T. 3 50

PHOBIA-RETURN TO DESOLATION-CD- 1000

NOOTHGRUSH/CDRRUPTED -CD- 10.00

CRY NOW CRY LATER V0L.1S.2-CD- 10.00

CRY NOW CRY LATER V0L.3W-CD- 10 00

ENEMY SOIL-RUINS OF EDEN-CD- 10.00

S0ILENT GREEN-STRING OF LIES-MINI CD 500

HIS HERO IS GONE-MONUMENTS TO THIEVES-CD 1000

AGORAPHOBIC NOSEBLEED-HONKY REDUCT1ON-CD.B.00

SEND WELL CONCELED CAS 1 1 OR MONEY

ORDERTO-.HUKKAPUKKA

P.O.BOXI0735.BAKERSFIELD.CA Q3380-073S ..

S7.00M1NIMUM LIST AI.TERN ATES.....ADD

$2.00TO TOTAL FOR PRIORITY SHIPPINC!....

2050 W 56 ST STE 32-221
HIALEAH FL 33016

E-MAIL SUSMALES7.EUS.KERN.ORCi

u.apqgTj»AiDv.v-—..

CTOROUE RECORDS^
PO Boh 229 Arlington. UA 22210-0229
http://www.iorauerecords.com

vv

New TQC12 The Ooons 'Livinfr in America' CD 17 sonprs $10.00 i]d.

New TQCC11 SCREAM live at the Black Cat in DC' CD 21 scrips 21C.CC n<2.

TQCC1C The Suspects "Voice of America t 7" CD 13 Sonps 21C.CC ppel.

TQCC6 The Suspects 'New Dawn in the- 21st Century' CD 12 Sonfrs J9.CC

TQCC5 Lickity Split 'Volume Won' CD 14 Sonfrs *1C.CC \\ 3

Upcomi ng Relea ses
The Spoilers CD

Lickity Split 'self-titled' CD

Please Send Check. Money Order or Well Hidden Cash
US Currency Only Overseas add S3. 00 for Air S1.00 Surface

Torque is exclusively distributed by LUMBERJACK



FILE UNDER MUTANT POP
This in a microscopic sample of

what I have available, please write!!!

New Mutant Pop Single!

>^

MP-34 The Hissyfits

"All Dolled Up" ($3)
Three women from NYC that de-

liver layers of sweet harmonies over

upbeat crunchy guitars. Some are on
r*INK Vinyl with a rockin' B side,

some are on RED vinyl with a smooth
pop C-side sorta like the best of CUB.

AFTER SCHOOL SPECIAL Wrong
AUTOMATICS (USA) All the Kids Just Wanna Dance

AUTOMATICS (USA) Makin' Out or KaraoKe Party

AUTOMATICS (USA) 10 Golden Greatsl

AUTOMATICS (USA) 10 More Golden Greatsl

BORISTHE SPRINKLER Drugs and Masturbation

BORIS THE SPRINKLER NewWave Records

BORIS THE SPRINKLER split w/SCOOBY DON'T
BUGLTTE Sorry to Disappoint You

BUGUTE split EP with SIDECAR
BUGLTTE split EP with DUST BUNNY
CHUBBIES What Girls Want or Dldjahaflasaythat

CLETUS More Songs About Other People's Girlfriends

CONNIE DUNGS No Chance

CONNIE DUNGS split EP with OP: CLIFF CLAVIN
DILLINGER FOUR ...Girlfriends and Bubble Gum
DIRT BIKE ANNIE Choco-Berrl Sugar Pops
EVERREADY Kalifornia

EVERREADY County Transit System
FAIRLANES self-titled EP (awesome!)

FRANTICS Downtown Delirium

FRANTICS Playln' Dumb or She's a Drag

GAIN split EP with ZOINKS!
F.Y.P split with THE GRUMPIES
KUNG FU MONKEYS Shindig!

KUNG FU MONKEYS Hi-FI al Low Tide (new MPII!)

KUNG FU MONKEYS split w/THE STICKLERS
MORAL CRUX Victim of Hype
MR.T EXPERIENCE Sex Offender

NOBODYS with JOE QUEER Queers for a Day...

PARASITES Burnt Toast * PROMS Bubble Bath

PULLOUTS A Lot of Power Tool in a Little Space
SCRATCH BONGOWAX Dogpile on Liz

SCREECHING WEASEL Formula 27
SICKO Three Tea or split with MR.T EXPERIENCE
SLACKER Covering the Bases
UNDERHAND Connections or Desire

Add just $1 portage any size order to North America.'

International conts S2 Tint item. SI each additional.

write for a free catalog!

MUTANT POP RECORDS
5010 NW SHASTA - CORUALLIS, OR 97330

$3

POWER GROUND RECORDS

INFLICTED / OJOROJO
- Split 7 inch ~

social political hardcore (midwest meets westcoast)
1 st 1 oo on blue wax

DEFAULT
"DIE WITH HONOR"
-ONE SIDED 7 INCH -

(BRUTULYFAST HARDCORE ASSAULT)

Maneurysm
"SWALLOWED BY KARMA"

- 7 INCH ~

(EFFECT LADEN HARDCORE CRUST WITH HIGH GRADE MUSICIANSHIP)
1 ST lOO SILK SCREEN CLOTH COVERS

Up Next: Remission CD. EFIL 7 inch. 4th class LP
I Distributed by: POWER GROUND RECORDS Money Orders to:

|
Pr0^1

orSr
i0e 1309 S

-
21 Street

E
l1t

C
7^$

P
4
lekan

Vaccum ManitOWOC, WI 54220 USa each additional: $3.50

Bottle Neck email at: ECWFanO 1 @aol World add $ 2 ««*

penpiscary3 31

3

£U»Btng UjE rnrpnrntr- itimb hpnBt

88$

175 llaknadg&y*
.$

g-etnfi* Itfaor. $$f.;«a 94103

S: 4t5.431.2725

Jf: 415.431.11425

$lunk: rccorbs tapes rus fines



Screechinq Weasel
Television City Dream

CD/LP/CASS

Mad Caddies
"Duck And Cover"

CD/LP/CASS

Consumed
"Breakfast At Pappa's"

CD-EP/10inch

Swinain' Utters
'Five Lessons Learned

CD/LP/CaSS

Dickies
'My Pop The Cop

7 inch -S4

i Francisco, C >V

000®

cd onlyl

HONEST DONS

i4
GJ^!S£!FSfMP

ONLY $4.00 Ppd within us
CANADIAN ORDERS AD 20%
REST OF WORLD AD 30%

write for a free catalog
HONEST DONS • PO BOX,192027
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 9411922027

RECORDS
STORE AND

FOR A CATALOG
3 STAMPS or SI tUSl
2 DOLLARS (WORLD!
NEWS-USED-COLLECTORS-PUNK-SKA

CD-VINYL VIDEO-BOOK-T.SHIRT & MORE

7669 MELROSE AVE - LA CA 90046 USA

PH : 12131 6552125 - FAK : 12131 6556125

( OPEN EVERY DAY - 12AM/8PM

1

E-MAIL headline@relaypoini.nel
WE8:www.relaypoint.net/~headline

SOCIAL INFESTATION

Brand Spankin' New CD!

If you missed the ep,

get this brutal piece of grind

while it lasts!!

$5 USA, $6 N.Am. $7 Europe & a Am.

$8 Rest of World

Quadiliacha

107CD
Amazing &
Powerful

New Release

All Prices ppd Das Kriminal EP
EP/107cd's Ferocious, Crusty

$3/6/8 USA Hardcore Brutality

$4/8/10 N. America

$5/11/11 Europe Aggressive Grind/

$5/17/15 Asia Hardcore with

Intelligence

Heretical Response EP

CQKC LOR.0 RECORDS
PO Box 14230

Atlanta, GA 30324-1230
USA

e-mail: Goatlord@Mindspring.coHi

No Checks, MO's left blank

Win A Date Wiik...
The Young Hasselhoffs

"Win A Date With..."

Swingih pop punk ala MTX
meet The Beach Boys!!

(MLT009CD)

Get ready tofall in love!!

Available now at your

favorite record store,

online or Melted Mailorder.

* Also Available *

MELTED RECORDS on the www!
www.meltedrecords.com

order or send for free catalog!!

21-41 34th Ave. Suite 10A

NYC, NY 11 106

Q

{Zy/ email: meltdrex@aol.com

~V+ tel: 212-353-6195

*&rnK)S mailorder CD's $10 ppd

add $3 outside USA
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REVOCllCION^

P.O. Dox 2560
Decatur, GA. 30031

ADOLF s. THE PISS ARTISTS Heroes? 7-
or (red vinyl, limited to 500) 7"

AUTHORITY Who KnousT (CA Ol/Punk) CD
CREAM ADDUI, DADAR Backwater Of... CD
HAD. SEX OFFENDERS Tres Homles 7"
MOD 47 War Victim (thrashpunK) 7-
ODNOXIOOS RACE ( anarcho- thrash) 7"
RANDUHDS It's About Time ( CA punk)CD
REZILLOS Radio Sessions (

• 77 punk)7"
TERMTNAL DISGUST Price Of War LP
TOT DOLLS Nellie... ('84 orlglnal)7"
TRUENTS Manhattan Express 7- 7-

ARGUE DAMNATION/DOTCOT split 7"
BLOODY SODS/STOOL SAMPLE split 7-
BRICKWALL DTD. /MISSION TO MURDER 7"
CREAM ADDUL /I GUARD THE SHEEP 7"
GLOBAL HOLOCAUST/OBNOXIOUS RACE 7"
HAB. SEX OFF. /ROADSIDE MONUMENTS 7"
STEAM PIG/TOMORROW split <HC/punk)7"
ADOLF 5, THE PISS ARTISTS shirts
(white or black, L or XL)

TEENAGE WARNING FANZINE t24
(with Cock Sparror, ANWL, Toasters)

CANVAS PATCHES are all black S. white
ANTI-ESTABLISHMENT, CRIMINAL CLASS, CRASH,
RED ALERT, INTENSIVE CARE, RESISTANCE 77
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51
$4
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HI
J4
$8
JB
J4
J4
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%2
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$4
$4
$8
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TELL US WHERE YOU SAW OUR AD AND YOUR ORDE!
IS POSTPAID IN THE U.S.I Or 1 item = $1, 2
items = 12, 3 or more =$3. Outside of the
U.S. double the postage rates. Send cash o.

money order made out to Henry Knight not 4'

Revolutions. 1 stamp gets you big catalog.

14-Song CD Album

"ShaUfkt ftp, Ao eUateti"- $10

also: 7" single

"SAoeiAUie" £ *jjeua U* a RoitU" S3

•T-Shirts-SIO(X-Large)

• Coffee Cups- $7 • Ashtrays- $S;

Stickers- 3 for $ I , or free with order

Send check, money orders, or cash (well concealed)

made payable to Tom A. Eakin. USA Fundi only.

Red Hour Records / Step Sister

P.O. Box 44302

Cleveland, OH 44144

(216)398-0336

* * * Shipping * * •

USA- $2 first item. $ I each additional item.

Conodo/Mexico- $2 first item. $1 each additional item.

Pacific- $6 first item. $4 each additional item.

Atl other countries-

$S first item. $3 each additional item.

-**>* 392.

bringing Ol! inspired Punk Rock into trie next rnitteniUrn.
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Arson Family "La Cosa Nostra"CD(S7.50)

Ashley Von Hurler & The Haiers 7"($3)

August Spies "Face'ep ($2.50)
- "August Spies'cp ($2.50)
- / 13 Tons of Napalm spin ep ($2.50)

Singe "Binge"CD ($8)

Bottom "Run My Life" 7"($3)

Bratface "ADD. "CD ($8)

Broke "Songs About Sucking"CD($6.50)

Broken Toys "Fury HI"Cdep($5)

Brooklyn Steamer "RocknRoll pt.3"CD(S7)

Carpel Parrel "Carpet Patrol'CD ($8)

Degenerates / Stalking Leaver split ep ($3)

Downfall "Pretty Original'ep ($3)

Fai Day/ Th.Jcff.SIave Apis. Split ep($3)

The F.l.D.s "Learn a Fourth Chord'ep ($3)

The Freeze "Token Bones'CD ($8)

God Told Me To "Briss"CD ($6)

Greed Seed "20 Years Too Late"CD ($8)

Gringo / Fall River Overdrive split ep (S3)
- / The Degeneraies split LP ($7.50)

Highway Strippers "Stories for Stags"ep (S3)

The Injections "The Kids Aren't Righi'ep ($3)
The Iichies "Jerk Twist Twiich'ep ($3)

The Johnnies "12 Steps to Nowhere'CD ($8)
Just About Done "On Our Own"CD ($8)

The Kirks "Get Oufep ($3)

The Medveds "My Mom Smoked My Stash"ep($3)
- "i" Nipple from the Sun'ep (S3)

Meo-oragc Warehouse "Ire ProofCD ($6)
- "Suck It 10 the Man"CD($6)
-/Toboggan split CD ($8)

Mung / Tree split ep ($3)

The Nothings "Greatest Misses"ep<$2.50)

Out Cold "Perm.Twilight \V'orld"CD($9)

-"Warped Sense of Right and Wrong"CD($9)
Penis Fly Trap "Sticky Vowcls"7"(S3)
- / Kermil's Finger splil CD ($8)

Philih Shack "Don't Worn God Hales.. "CD($6)
Purrr "Pussy Power'CD ($7)

Shoot the Hostages "Shoot First. .."ep(S2.50)

Showcase Showdown "Soothing Momenis"ep(S3)><
-/ August Spies split ep($3) 2j
Sorry Excuse "Lets Twist and Shout wiih"ep($3) 2"

S.T.N. "Death and Desiruction"ep(S3) c/>

:30 Seconds Over Tokyo "All Ages..."ep(S3)

Toxic Narcotic "You Wrcckt'em'CD($5)
- "People Suck"CD{$5)
25 Liars "BIind"cp($3)

Useless Fucks "Fral Boy Fuck Vou"cp($3)
- "Uncle Sid Wants You'ep (S3)

Wife Beater "Bad Rcpuialion"ep($3)

-/ Sorry Excuse splil cp($3)
'

Zippo Raid / Jonee Earthquake Band splil ep($3)

V/A "Coincidence or Consequcnce'ep ($3) - The
Freeze. The Unseen. S.T.N.+3

V/A "Guide To Your Dcmisc'cp ($2.50) -Fat Day,

Pissed Officers, McVeighs. Chikita +3

V/A "Phclpsy Dcstroycr"cp(S3)-FIDs, Toss Offs+1

V/A "Runl of ihc Litter Vol.3"CD(SI0)-39 bands, inc

Useless Fucks. The Injections. Sanity Assassins.

Sorry Excuse. Philih Shack. :30 Seconds. ..

All prices include postage in US/Canada

Foreign orders add S2. + 50 coils per record
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Orders under $ 10 must add $ 1 for P+P
|

Payment preferred in wcll-concealcd cash or|

I money order (made out to Ron Laccr)!



BayArea Punk!

'(M4M OvCZ MlHWtS
Or MS-wWPiH' PVh/K POCK!'

To order you can write us or check the website

Ooy Kick* <3lrl

4Qg.227.927a WVVVy^bkg^COJT^

DIRK lilGGl.liR APPROVlil)!!

THE NIMRODS
POgox 1711 Kent, OH 44240

THe NimRoDs
fgreenday."
°seven Inch

I our Brand P1«w

Poop-PurA

CLdmU»\\

$3-OOppd

THE NIMRODS

The NIMRODS cut
Once Again Saving
the World takes a
Back Seat to a
Good Beer

$10.00ppd
12 rockin' beer-soaked anthems

"SEEDY"r
hi UqB. <U»t

$10.00^
The NIMRODS T-Shlrls!

white L-XL $6.00ppd ringers L $7. OOppd

Checks and Money orders made out to^'The Nimrods

WRITE FOR A COMPLETE CATALOG

Marilyns
Vitamins

cd

Also Available

I
*•'

tofZtsx Axes

OUT NOW!

Get 'em from punk friendly stores

or over the internet from

http://rawenergy.passport.ca

65 Front Street West
Suite #01 16-42

""SSrSi-?"
Cd M5J 1 E6

1-94 Recordings Presents

A Rock 'n' Roll Extravaganza

That will leave you...

"DRUNK ON ROCK"

The "DRUNK ON ROCK"
Intoxication Weekend

At Paychecks
Hamtramck Michigan

October 16 October 17
Chinese Millionaires Trash Brats

Short Fuses B-Movie Rats

Rockei 455 Kevin K
Lovemasters Sinisters

Rick Blaze & the Ballbusters Murder City Wrecks

At The Beelzebub Club (Lili's)

Hamtramck Michigan
October 18

Sinisters

Rick Blaze ft. the Ballbusters

Kevin K
Short Fuses

Morel
Call for more information, directions, clc

|3 1 31928-25.15 or (3 1 3|368-4313

"DRUNK ON ROCK" CD
The Hooker*

The Reclusives

Murder City Wrecks
Screaming Bloody Marys

JelT Dahl & The Kevin K Band
The Dragons

Johnny Wreckless
Dead Flower Bloom
The Trash Brats

The Ca$h Registers

The Candy Snatchers
Puke-A-Rama

The Short Fuses
The Chinese Millionaires

The Bulemics
The Sinisters *

Rocket 455
Electric Frankenstein*

Asteroid B-612
The Lovemasters
The B-Movie Rats*
The Weaklings
Nashville Pussy *

Rick Blaze & The Ballbusters

The Morning Shakes
Alan Valentine & The Drugstore Cowboys

Coming Soon:
TRASH BRATS

1991 Debut First Time On CD
Remixed/Remastered w/ bonus tracks

B-MOVIE RATS
1-94 LIVE" CD

/First in a series of live CD's)

Dlttro by Choke, Rhetoric, Revelation, Very, Get Hip, No idea, Beer City, Com Four, Page.

"DRUNK ON ROCK" CD
$10 ppd U.S. / $12 Elsewhere

1-94 Recordings
PO Box 44763
Detroit Ml 48244
USA



MOBCORE

Arson Family • 20 song CD
20 songs of pure violent hardcore punk.

Highway Strippers • 4 song 7"

4 songs of rockin' garage punk

(red vinyl)

HOORAYFOREVERYTMIMG

Hooray For Everything • 2 song 7"

Dark emo influenced NY hardcore.

Wc also distribute other fine punk
bands, so write to us for a catalog

or check out our web site!

PRICES:
CD's $10 US/$12 World

7" $4 US/$6 World
prices include postage

Send checks, money orders,

or well hidden cash to:

Mobcore Records
PO Box 5177

Wakefield RI, 02880 USA
CHECK OUT OUR

WEB SITE!

http: //www.netsense

.net/-mobcore
email:

niobcore@netsense.net

BUSY BEAVER
Buttons & Rubber Stamps MR.

Price includes:
-1st class postage

-Black ink
on whilf or olher standard pip«f color

l

-7-10 day turnaround

Just send your art, payment (check, cash or mo).

and your address. It's easy.

Call or write for a complete flyer

new address

P0 Box 87676
Chicago, IL 60680
(voice mail) 41 5 789 8235

buttongal@hotmail.com
wwvv\Dusybeaver.net

4 sons; /

split w/
tr tti© great

;§f songm
7"s ~ %-Zppd T-Shirts * fSppd

Cash, check, M.O. to MUte Konnerty

WE#ll0IO«fiUlBllSie8RW|
P.O. Sox 5816 /Edraood. OK 7MJ83-S8i6

dtito* t&nu 1000HM

$

JETBUMPERS

it«s a sexy burnout LP
eitrwuron NfTRO PRrVEN PUNK ROCK FOR YOUR RACING EARS

T.V. KILLERS _._.,_ __l_
FUCKIN* WENCHtes U> STTTCHes

,UVWATIIO 7"

° E " M *"*„«,, WWCMEPANt? STARVING IP
PAPPEPCELL TEMPORAL

»t—MWWMWT MM «1 101 111 HHM IIMK:«

Cf?ee

P0N«TWORKr 7"

SLUTS



Wei. ni hao! Greetings from Taiwan, the

land of all-you-can-eat vegan restaurants! I'm

writing this scene report from my bed while

recovering from the Spring Scream Festival. The

fest takes place every April on a beach in Kenting.

at the southernmost point of the island. It's

organized by two expats. Jimi and Waid. who play

in the Taichung-based. hippie-metal band

DRIBDAS. This year's fest was the fourth time

they've put it together, and they deserve major

kudos for managing to keep the show going even

after the police showed up. Taiwan relies very

heavily on guanxi. or relationships, so Jimi and

Waid used their guanxi to settle everything ver-

bally, instead of bothering with written permits.

But the first night of the show, about 30 police

with assault rifles showed up and stopped the

bands because the organizers could not produce

a permit. Still, little campfire circles and an

impromptu, raging dance party continued until

the wee hours of the morning. Jimi and Waid got

a permit first thing the next day and everything

seemed cool. However, at about 1 pm. the police

came back during the set of the extremely contro

versial LTK COMMUNE and stopped the bands

again. Although the crowd was whipped up into

a frenzy (screaming the Taiwanese word for

"Fuck' at the top of their lungs I . Jimi and Waid

managed to calm everyone down and move the

show to the beach. Bands played on the sand until

about 5 am. While the town was crawling with

cops the next day. the rest of the show happened

without incident. Hopefully, the events of this year

won't make it harder to hold Spring Scream in

1999.

The underground music scene is a lot

smaller than those in the States. Radio stations,

television shows, and record stores are dominated

by Cantopop singers: teen idols who don't write

their own songs, sometimes don't sing their own

songs, and are hyped relentlessly until they cease

to produce money and are dropped by then-

record companies. While

some Western bandsare

popular, the only big

Taiwanese band is WU
BAI and CHINA BLUE,

who sound like FOR-

EIGNER. In addition, all

Taiwanese men must

serve two years in the

army. While college stu-

dents form bands, most

of the members enter

the military after gradu-

ation, so the band breaks

up. Yet even under these

circumstances. Taiwan

still has a burgeoning,

vibrant scene.

VENUES: The

best ( okay, most reliable ) place to see bands is at

a Taipei bar called Roxy Vibe, located at the

intersection of Chinshan South Road and Aikwo

East Road. Since it's a bar. you must be 1 8 to

enter. Live bands (and not always punk bands)

play everyWednesday. Friday, and Saturday nights.

Shows usually start about 10 pm. with a cover

charge of NTS200 (about US $61. After the

bands comes incredibly bad dance music geared

toward the expat crowd. The Underworld on

ShiDa Road holds occasional shows, but their

musical tastes tend to run towards the acoustic set.

Shows are also sometimes held outside of the

Eslite Bookstore Main Store ( located at the inter-

section of Tunhwa South Road and An Ho Road )

.

All Eslite shows are free - yippee! Taichung

regularly features shows at the Napoli Pub. Other

than these venues, bands might play at colleges or

music festivals, but such shows are few and far

between.

BANDS: The longest running Taiwanese

band right now is LTK COMMUNE who also go by

the Chinese name ZHOU SHUI XI and the Taiwan-

ese name LOWTSUI KUI. After 8 years, numerous

lineup changes, and a foray into electronic music,

their second album, "Armed Violence", is ready for

release. Unfortunately, some record company dis-

agreements are holding it up right now. Their

first album. "1995 Underground Music Files No.

5*. can still be found at a few ( very few) stores.

A live CD of their 1997 Spring Scream perfor-

mance was put out by Pro)ect Noir (who list no

contact informa-

tion for them-

selves on the

cover, so I don't

know how you

can order their

CDs). LTK's re-

corded music

doesn't even be-

gin to capture

the energy and

insanity of their

live shows. Al-

though their

songs are all in

Chinese or Tai-

wanese, their

props and stage

antics make it impossible not to catch their

message. I've seen strip kung fu. beer bottles

broken on heads, songs about testicle bras, half-

naked men wearing flotation devices, and other

insanity. Scatalogical. political, and lots of fun.

One of the guys who routinely sits in with LTK

COMMUNE, Xiao Yin, has formed his own band,

called CLIPPER, or JIAZI. Although the band also

has a drummer, guitarist, and bassist it's really just

all Xiao Yin's act. The music is crazy parodies, like

SCHLONG. that make fun of the mindless obedi-

ence in Taiwanese society. Half stand up comedy,

half political activism. And hey - where else can

you see a keyboard guitar nowadays? So far. no

full-length CO is available, but JIAZI does have

one track on a 1997 Spring Scream compilation

put out by Project Noir . If you want to order it. you

can probably send email to

springscream®hotmail.com.

Most Americans who know about Tai-

wanese punk are probably familiar with LADY-

BUG, or PIAO CHONG.who have been interviewed

in the pages of this zme. If you missed them on

their US tour last fall, shame on you! ( UPDATE!

Lucky foryou. LADYBUG will is coming back to the

Statesl Look for them in November &

December! ) PIAO CHONG is four women playing

fuzzy, angsty, angry music ( with English lyrics! )
.
A

must for any riot girl collection. Their CD is

available from Crystal Records (more on that

later).

FB WU (English translation: trash or

waste) play catchy pop punk in English and

Chinese. The band is made up of 3 Americans and

1 Taiwanese guy. I would recommend their song.

"Taiwan Pijiu' (Taiwan Beer) to anyone putting

together a drunk punk comp. A CD should be

coming out soon.

SUGARPLUM FAIRY is an indie rock power

trio described as "slowcore boy wonders." These

guys are heavily influenced by SONIC YOUTH and

YO LA TENGO and take their name from Lou

Reed's "Walk on the Wild Side". They have a demo

tape out, but it's only available from the band

members themselves.

ANARCHY are from Taichung. and I've

only seen them once. They're a good band, but

they remind me of mall punks in the United States:

yelling anarchy for the hell of it. not because

they've really thought about it. Pius, all the lyrics



are in English, so I understand how silly they are.

DU IN XIA call themselves death metal,

but when you get right down to it. it's great, gnndy

power violence, barking dog vocals and all. They

occasionally play metal showcases around town.

So far. no releases.

STICKY RICE ( Chinese name: NUO MIN

TUAN I signed to Polygram, released an album,

and got drafted. They're all currently in the army,

but will play occasional showcases around town.

Happy, happy poppunk with infectious, catchy

hooks. I find myself singing along with their

album even though it's in Taiwanese and Chinese.

SHANLIN. or CTHONIC. will be appreci-

ated by the death metal/goth crowd. In addition

to the typical bass, guitar, drums, etc. lineup, they

also have a member who plays the erhu. a

traditional Chinese two-stringed violin. Wow.
YAO GUAN. or MEDICINE JAR. are four

high school students from Taipei American School

who play MTV-influenced punk rock. Imagine

PEARL JAM crossed with Fat Wreck Chords. Sur-

prisingly, it's not as bad as it sounds.

ZINES: Ummm...zines? What zines? I do

a zine
(
plug, plug I called the UglyAmerican. It

covers the punk rock scene here, as well as other

Taiwan-specific matters. Issue N°3 should be out

around now. Copies are available if you send a

S.A.S.E I make
sure it's AIR-

MAIL) to

Gavaghan. c/

o the MTC.

162 Hoping

East Road.

Taipei. Tai-

wan. R.O.C.

T h e

content of the

now-defunct

New Expatri-

ate is now on

the internet at

www.asia

online.net.tw/

expat/
index.html.
While every-

thing here is

about two

years old. the writing is excellent. It's a good

resource for becoming attuned to the Taiwan

experience ( ear cleanings, singing garbage trucks,

etc. )

.

If you can read Chinese, you might want

to check out POTS. POTS is a free weekly newspa-

per available at college campuses. Vibe, and Eslite

bookstores. It also comes out in a larger version

which costs NTS 100 (about SUS3). From the

little bit of it that I can understand, it does a good

job covering the avant-garde and underground

scene in Taiwan. They also have a web site at

www.pots.com.tw. However, if your computer

doesn't have Chinese recognition software, you'll

get a bunch of squiggles.

OTHER INTERNET RESOURCES: Xiao Yin

from CLIPPER maintains a web site alternately

called the New Bananaland or the Tai-K ( pro-

nounced tyke) page, but it's really all the same

thing. It contains English and Chinese information

about Taiwanese underground bands. To get to it.

head to www.dj.net.tw/-sw/home-eng.htm.

I run the What's Going Down List, which

is an email list of shows, movies, and free events

on the island. To subscribe, send email to

gavaghan®mail.ait.org.twwith What's Going Down
List in the body of your message.

LABELS: The indie label in Taiwan is

Crystal Records. Its offices are

located in the Taipei suburb of

Panchiao. but all of its releases

are available at the store in the

basement of Vibe. Crystal

Recordsalso carries other punk

and indie rock releases. If you

really want to get in touch with

them, their telephone number

is (886)2-2273-3202 or at

IF. No. 2L Lane 126. Xue-

Feng Road. Sec. 1. Panchiao

City, Taipei Hsien. Taiwan. ROC.

RADIO: Again, the radio scene

is )ust starting here. Radiowave

90.5 FM seems to be the best

bet for listening. While it's not

punk, it's certainly more eclec-

tic than anything else you'll

hear. A warning: Taiwanese radio is more about

talk than actual music, so if you're not interested

in improving your Chinese or Taiwanese, it might

not be that interesting. Bnnga lot of tapes. That's

about all from here in Taiwan. If you'd like more

information, or if you're planning on coming over

for a visit, contact me. Pang Kexing at

gavaghan@mail.ait.org.tw or Gavaghan. c/o MTC.

162 Hoping East Road. Sec. 1. Taipei. Taiwan.

ROC. I'm interested in doing tape trades, so please

get in touch if you'd like to hear some of Taiwan's

bands. And bands-don't forget! Taiwan is only a

3-hour flight from Japan, so the next time you're

planning that Japanese tour, why not get in touch

and add a stop in Taipei to your itinerary! Thanks

a lot (Xiexie nimen!) Pang Kexing.

This is the Greater Toronto Area (aka the GTA):

a sprawling megalopolis of over four million

people concentrated in a "Golden Horseshoe-

surrounding Lake Ontario. Hamilton/Burlington

in the west through Mississauga. Metro Toronto

itself in the centre (containing the former sub

urbs of Etobicoke. North York. East York.

Scarborough and Toronto ) . and Pickering. Ajax.

Whitby and Oshawa in the east. Then there's the

northern suburbs of Brampton. Newmarket.

Georgetown, Maple. Markham. etc...

Downtown Toronto has a vibrant music

scene that's at it's worst on weekends when it's

over-run by the S&M crowd ( Scarborough and

Mississaugua ) and at it's bestwhen you look at the

concentration of record stores, clubs, dives,

neighbourhoods, bands and bars.

Record Stores. Notable downtown desti-

nations are Full Blast Records at 605 Bloor St.

( near Bathurst ) run by one-time MRR shitworker

Lou-Ann Voskins. with the assistance of Glenn

( once of MSI ) and Simon ( aka King Of Hardcore )

.

Full Blast has a great assortment of 7"s. vinyl, CDs

and zines with a leaning towards garage and

trash. Another priority record store is Rotate This

at Queen and Bathurst streets. Run by Pierre and

Brian ( ex of Youth Youth Youth - ask him to show

you his letter from Thurston Moore!), this store

has a huge assortment of punk and HC. plus

posters, shirts and zines. Very band friendly too

with lots of consignment stuff. Also worth a visit is

Who's Emma. ( 69 Nassau in Kensington Market

)

a volunteer run collective. Despite some question-

able practices (for example males are not al-

lowed in the store on Mondays from 4pm to

close), they have a great selection of lefty/

anarchist/queer/etc. records, zines. books and

reading material. I even got some free vanilla

flavoured dams when I was there last. There are

other records stores of course, some Mom and

Pop's and tons of chains. For best overall selection

of music go to Yonge Street which boasts 'Record

Alley' with huge flagship chain stores like Sams's.



HMV. Sunrise. Tower, and soon Virgin. The

competion on this street means pretty good prices,

but not too much in the way of "obscure" punk.

Clubs & Promoters. Punk-friendly venues

include The 360 ( Queen & Spadina ) . The Rivoli

(Queen & Spadina). The Shanghai (Spadina

near Queen ) .
and The El Mocambo ( Spadina &

College ) . For best results bands should contact a

local promoter who will set up a proper show Try

Ewan at the Shanghai (416-593-8498). Will

lam at the El Mocambo (416-603-3110). or

even me (Chris) at Raw Energy (email only;

rawnrg®passport.ca). There isaToronto Hardcore

webnng hosted by the guys in DIRTY BIRD I http:/

/www.interlog.com/-snurk/topunx.html ) and

the Hardcore Hotline at (416) 535-8184 done

by long-time scenster Daragh Hayes.

Bands & Labels.Wow. tons of bands. Raw

Energy (http://rawenergy.passport.ca) has a

rosier of ten bands - each busy with new albums

and tours. New stuff includes TRUNK'S 2nd re-

lease ( "Throwin' The Homs" ) . MARILYN'S VITA-

MINS 2nd full-length ("Politics On The Dance

Floor" I . debuts from DOUBLE STANDARD I "Dig

That Trash" ) .
and CUT OFFs "Makin Breakfast".

OUT OF HANDS' Canadian Gothic" has been

selling tons and the band heads out on tour this

month with label mates RANDOM KILLING who

are also supporting their new one. "Stranded".

RANDOM KILLING played a show here a little

while ago at a place called the Generator and

aside from the soundman always putting to much

bass and kick into it. the band was doing really

good, their guitarist Mark is pretty good and I have

to say that he looks pretty cute in that dress he was

wearing. RANDOM KILLING usually tours every

summer and not just in Canada. I'm sure, so set out

to see them if you can.

Also due out right about now is the

JERSEY/OUTSPAN split 5 song CD called "In

Friends We Trust", in memoriam to a couple of

friends that died tragically late last year. THREE

IMPOTENT MALES have reformed and are in the

studio right now. Other great bands from the GTA

include BURLINGTON'S GRADE ( with Greg from

JERSEY on guitar), who've just signed with Rev

elation. THE SWARM I ex LEFT FOR DEAD ) . THE

W
Random Kill-

VAPIDS. who seem to keep themselves busy with

tours and releases. FIVE FINGER DISCOUNT, and

ARMED 4 HAMMERED ( both who appear on the

new Twentybandcomp cd). 2 PUMP LOUIE THE

SINISTERS.JAWW. DRUNKN ANGER.THE STIFFS.

P.M.S. (who's new album "Literature for the

Illiterate' just came our ) . PolitiKILL InCOREct.

BFG's, FIGURE FOUR and DIRTY BIRD. DIRTY BIRD

have been playing Toronto a lot and I do like their

stuff. On the ska side ol things there's CLOSET

MONSTER. OUTSPAN. and SKA-SKANK REDEMP-

TION.

Also label-wise. Chris (formerly of Bad

Quality zine) has started a label called Roosevelt

and has slotted metal-punks IGNORANCE NEVER

SETTLES as his debut release. Simon Harvey has

also put together six new HC bands for a 7 comp.

On it will be BLAST CAPS. THE SWARM. PROMISE

KEPT. GODZILLA YOUNG BLOOD and WHERE IT

ENDS.

KILL CITY BUTCHERS has been fronted

by lead man Dave Mclntire for a number of years

now. They have an arrangement that may not be

completely "punk", but then who does? On an-

other note there are some new young bands that

are happening. I hear that 2 PUMP LOUIE is going

mio Black Scorpion Re-

cording Studios, which by

the way is an awesome
studio, for a cheap price.

SON OF BRONTO are prob-

ably Toronto's oldest band,

but have a new bass player

now. Rick, who is good,

and keeps the band as

powerful as ever. If you're

into old school and some

new school of punk then

you should send for a copy

of their latest recording."

Jur Basic Punk."

I CANT REMEM-

BER? have been playing

everywhere except

Toronto. I haven't seen

them since Punktown last

su mmer. where they were

ok. but since then. I heard one of the guitarists left

and that they are pretty tight and have some cool

new stuff. They also have gone into Black Scor-

pion Recording Studios, to believe it or not pro

duce a full length tape, titled "Armageddon...Outta

Here". PMS ( Poor Motivational Syndrome ) is a

new band and 1 saw them at an all ages show, and

they are excellent. Playing more of the modern

day skateboarder kind of stuff that they do very

well, they are definitely worth checking out. Hope

they play Toronto soon. hint. hint.

There is a band from St. Catharines that

is called SUBSPECIES and they are hardcore. They

play their tunes in the vein of EXPLOITED meet

GBH and I like to listen to them. BIUSTIK is

another band up and coming with punkrockand

hardcore being their middle names, a few more

shows and they will be past their stage fright we
hope cause they have some really cool tunes, one

in particular called "Don't Give a Fuck". It's harsh.

Radio. Raw Energy does an internet ra

dio show called, what else. "Raw Energy Radio".

It's live Wednesdays at 9pm EST. but you can hear

it anytime becaue it's archived. Bands and labels

should send us stuff to play (and we also do

interviews ) . The address is Raw Energy Radio 65

Front Street West. Suite N°01 16-42. Toronto.

ON. M5J 1E6. There are three punk friendly

campus stations in the GTA each with numerous

punk rock shows.

CIUT ( 89.5 ) has "Mods & Rockers" ( Monday

nights at 10pm). "Triors Leather Shorts' (Thurs-

days at 2am ) and "About Town" ( Wednesdays at

4pm) (mail stuff to: CIUT. 91 St. George St..

Toronto. ON M5S ?E8) CHRY (105.5) has the

long running "Fast n Bulbous" with Steve Perry on

Tuesdays at 9pm (mail stuff to CHRY. Student

Centre NP4 1 3, 4 700 Keele Street. North York. ON

M3J 1P3 ). And finally CKLN (88.1) has "Aggres-

sive Rock" on Sundays at 9:30 pm ( mail stuff to

CKLN. at 380 Victoria Street. Toronto. ON M5B

1W7 ) . All three stations do a great job of support-

ing local bands, events and causes but they need

your support too.

Scene Report by Chris Black ( mail to:

rawnrg®passport.ca ) with additional info from

Alex G.



NEW RELEASE!!!

PURE TEXAS PUNKI A confident and more

agressive release, "Innocence Gone" is Latch

Key Kids most intense and professional release

to date. It's an enormously creative musical

journey of supurb punk intertwined with hard-

core, metal and guitar driven rock. Welcome
to the next generation of punkl

DON'T BUY THIS RECORD...

Check our LKKweb page for shows and info:

www.geocities.com/bourbonstreet/6805/

$9-00 PPD PINCHH FLOJO R3C0RDS
PO BOX 431212 Houston, TX ?7243

or send S14 and receive as an

added bonus Latch Key Kids'

Anytime, Anyplace CD. FREE
surprise with all orders!

Also availablS: Texas Ska Vol.1,

Southern Backtones, Los Skarnales, Texas

Rockabilly Vol.1 (11/98), and more!

Available through: ROTZ. Southwest, Lumber|ack

Visit our official web site for more details:

http://home.earthlinK.net/-greatsound/
pinchefloio@usa.net

k#*o

URKO/ SUFFER EP

EARTH

UNLESS YOU'RE A
HEADBANGING MOTHERFUCKER.

- wcnlsohnve: w^m^m^mm
SUBMISSIONHOLD 'Progress'CD|ia»4lil
CRESS/DOOM 10" FftWfl
SOLANKI - "Buzz or Howl'' 10"

SUFFER - "Forest of Speats" EP
HARD TOSWALLOW /MANFAT EP • .

HEALTH HAZARD/SAWNOFFEP M>W»J
EBOLA -"Imprecation" EP (-Bradford music-,
HEADACHE -LP [ PO BOX 169
CRESS-'Monuments'LP npAncr>nn
WITCHKNOT -"Squawk" LP ° °7, /
LOS CRUDOS - "Canciones. " LP xJD1 ZUJ

'

HEALTH HAZARD "Discography" LP \ UK.

DOOM - "Rush Hour of the Gods" LP /CD / CS
SCATHA -"Respect, Protect, Re-connect" LP/CS
EBOLA -"Incubation" LP SUFFER IstEP
SEDITION-"Earthbeat"LP HIATUS /DOOM EP
WITCHKNOT - "Suck" EP VR - "Dreamstate" LP
PINKTURDSIN SPACE/SEDITION -LP
HEADACHE/RECUSANT EP
WHIRLINGPIGDERV1SHLP

PAYMENT: EURO /WORLD
(POSTPAID) UK (SEA) (AIR)

EP/CS
r

b
o
Q
ffl

a
a

10"/LP/CD
WELL CONCEALEO CASH (OR UK I CHEQUES 10 FLAT EARTH') z
DISTRIBUTION ACTIVE, BOTTIENEKK, VACUUM, P E, YOU ?

*"

www.Jrogerson.force9.co.uk/fla1earth

£2 $4 $5

£5 $10 $12

Send $2.00 for complete

catalog, sticker & free record!

NEW!!* Mark Bruback (Spoken Word)

Whorehouse of Representatives split 7"

'Burn D«»n Nike Town' (comes with free matches)

Also on Outcast...

OR 001 "We Are Guilty" NW Punk Comp LP

(Moral Crux. Submission Hold. The Rickets.

Defiance. Whorehouse of Representatives.

Whipped. Masskonirol. Bristle. Inhumane etc.)

OR 002 Whipped "Agitator" LP

OR 004 The Dunderheads 7"

OR 005 The Bloodclots "Chaos Day is..." 7"

OR 006 Aspirin Feast/Chicken split 7"

Other stuff...

Bristles/Workin Stiffs split 7"

Causc/lntafada split 7" (HC crusty punk)

Dezerter 7" (HC Polish punk, female vox)

Showcase Showdown "Soothing.." 7"

v/a Europe in Decline comp LP
and much much more!!!!

7" $4.0f)ppd LS.V $6.00 ppd World

LP SK.OUppd LSA/SIO.Wtppd World

Cash or money orders onlv to Katrina!

NEW ADDRESS!! 2608 2nd Ave Ste 184

Seattle. WA 98121-1276 USA

theLOUDmoothj
New FULL L6NGTH
OUT Trie eND OF 98

ON 702 RecORDS!
FUCKYeah! ^opard-sw-skin WWW. SFBG. COM/LOUDMOUTHS

attitude in leopard-skin
]

wraps!
Way supercharged R n R from these
San Franciscans, fast, 'n' Sleazy, just like we like 'em around these parts. The
delivery would have to be best described as blistering Punk Rock, the
longest cut clocking in at a mere two minutes, forty-five seconds, after all.

However, the songs are extremely well crafted and lO-fily executed, showing
a wide and Smelly heap o' influences (good ol' garage and Surf among them,

and as always, always the lingering stain of eighties Southern California
Purik) that serve to separate tiiis outfit from your typical Under fchree-
mmute guitar-score hers. The duel, beer-fueled ax-tion attack

is manic, backed by solid, growlin' bass and drum; and git-mistress Dulcinea. s

wait-in ' packs a brass-knuckled ear-thump, supporte.d by, backing vox. Funny
songs about SBX, Roller Derby fun, arinkin .and a righteous ode

to Her Go-Go Highness Tura Satana. Basically, ODnOXlOUS tXaSQ, che
type that got this cynical old creep into Punk Rawk so many rekkids ago.

Come on, you know you wantj.t...*

BBlf-titled
cd/lp
on red vinyl

(New Red
Arc hives)

Gone
DrinXln*
7" EP
(New Red
Arc hives)

all items ppd

USA
CANADA
WORLD

7"

$4
$5
$6

LP
$8
$10
$12

Gotta
Live Fasti
7" EP
(woundup
Records)

Spit It
OutI 7"

(702
Records)

fanzine #2

Split 7"

with
Aerobitch
(Punch
Records)

Split 7"

with Sex
Offenders
(Main Squeeze
Records)

Ca$h or checks payable to Beth

send to: THELOUDMOITW
AUen

1538 Fulton ST. apt. B
San Francisco, CA 94117
free stickers: send S.AS.E.



^rihsulttn injury^ ©at? waxmm
<s»ara<si

Ike Itnitgs kiJs say

Insult to Injury

"the things kids say" 7"

7 songs of chaotic, screaming hardcore along

the lines of Heroin and Born Against

V/A "With the Benefit of Hindsight" CD
with: In/humanity, Premonition, Prevail.

Black Mennos, Stretch Armstrong + 7 more!

Other stuff:

Union ofUranus "Disaster..." LP $7

Seein Red Discography 93-95 CD $8

Devoid of Faith "Slow motion.." 7" $3.50

V/A "Close my eyes." 7" w/

Capitalist Casualties, etc. $3.50

In/Humanity "Occultononry" 7"

Prevail "Carosel" 7"

Huegonots 7"

Scout 7"

Shoulder/ Morning Again 7"

Prevail/ Stretch Armstrong 7"

Salvo Rain "shanked" 7"

V/A "Big Fix
-
' CD

I r-s- ' &C*Tll>IHC IHt HCW TitMB *\ 1

IT-1 Illl. ) JT || HARDCORE J^^~r RKISSUBSJ
^s, TIRT IEVII RT0P1

E.A. RECORDSFINew
;
K1INGE1LRICK.7" E.P.

Amazing hardcore fromChicago,
i

—

t

IAJUMCI1J.F.RS - Split 7"

nembers ofCharles Bronson

!thrashea@aol.com

1201 e. fullerton ave.
elmhurst il, 60 1 26-1 775(7. s a
itwot for $5 ppd usa

254 w gilman
ma d i son , Wisconsin
(608) 257-6402
closed mon & tues
new and used, we buy!

$6 WORLD
ONE 7M=S3 PPD USAHlk
»feas2S^sss

[«±CAsSmiiS.M

7"

CD
$3 ppd.

$6 ppd.

Please make all checks, money orders or cash I,

payable to Garrett Grashuis. Please list altematj

Foreign please add extra. Thank you!

Three Day Hero Records

618 S. Waccamaw Ave.

Columbia, SC 29205

Distributed by: Ebullition, Vaccum,

No Idea, and Very.
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NOAM CHOMSKY DISCUSSES TERROR IS IT TERRORISM TO ATTACK TERRORISTS?

By

Allan Thompson

1 OTTAWA - IN A MACABRE sort of way, terrorism

doesn't seem to make as much sense as it used

to. Shadowy organizations are suddenly front and

I center in news coverage of the terrorist attacks on

I U.S. embassies in Africa, bombings that prompted

counter-attacks by the U.S. military this week. Who
I are these people and what do they want? And is it

I terrorism to lash out at a terrorist?

It's rather different than it used to be in that

groups are more elusive; they are harder to define,

harder to track," says Reg Whittaker, a political sci-

I
entist at York University who specializes in security

issues.

"There is less known about them and they are

i harder to link to specific regimes and specific

movements," Whittaker says.

'"In the past, a lot of the iceberg was visible.

I There's a lot more of it below the surface now."

In justifying the reprisal attacks on installations in

Afghanistan and Sudan, U.S. authorities cite the

I mounting threat of terrorist attacks on American

targets.

Not withstanding the events of the past few

weeks, some experts say terrorism - politically

motivated violence intended to intimidate and terri-

fy - has actually been on the decline in recent

years.

The most recent issue of a U.S. state department

report called Patterns In Global Terrorism, found

there were 304 acts of international terrorism in

1997 - eight more than 1996, but one of the lowest

annual totals since 1971.

The United States defines terrorism as "premedi-

tated, politically motivated violence perpetrated

against noncombatant targets by subnational
j

groups or clandestine agents, usually intended to

influence an audience."

The U.S. definition pointedly leaves out any refer-

ence to states and their actions. And it regards sol-

• diers as non-combatants if they are attacked at a

1 time when there is no state of military hostilities.

By the state department definition, 221 persons

died and 693 were wounded in international terror-

ist attacks in 1997. That compares with 314 killed

1 and 2,912 wounded in 1996.

The report says about one-third of attacks last

year were against U.S. targets and most of those

consisted of low-level bombings of multinational oil

pipelines in Colombia, which are regarded by ter-

*EN> NEWS RELATE!* AkTID.ES ANt> RELEASE* TO MAXIMUM"

*Nfc®Mm>SHUNG.i:nM. IK THE 5U»JECT UNE WHITE EITHER ATTN:

News >emhtment dr ATTN: J*y Unimis. Hk mac them to

I44ZA Walnut $t. *4I9 *EkKEiEy CA S47«8. Write td fight!

rorists as U.S. targets.

The predominant type of attack by non-state

terrorists in 1 997 was bombing; the foremost

target was business-related.

Back when one of the main non-state actors

involved in terrorism was the Palestine

Liberation Organization, "'there was much better

intelligence about who these people were and

the splinter groups on the fringes," Whittaker

says.

"You've now got groups whose political roots

in specific conflicts are much more shadowy and

hard to find. So you have groups that are. . .

operating with agendas that are harder

to figure out. They're not linked to specific politi-

cal struggles the way the Palestinians were,"

Whittaker says.

Of course, despite the definitions, there is no

agreement on what "terrorism" means and who
should be labeled a "terrorist."

Author and U.S. political critic Noam Chomsky
is among those who contend that some of the

main practitioners of terrorism are countries like

the United States, which regularly use violence

for political motives, to intimidate and terrify.

In explaining the American strikes on targets in

Afghanistan and Sudan, U.S. President Bill

Clinton told Americans he was determined to

strike back at terrorists, to send a message that

such attacks won't be tolerated and to try to

head off further violence.

Chomsky says that if the Clinton doctrine on

retaliation is to be taken literally, '"then all

around the world there are countries that have a

perfect right to set off bombs in Washington."

He points to the recent publication in the New
York Times of evidence that a Miami-based

organization was involved in bombings in Cuba
that claimed civilian lives.

And he says that by the same token, Lebanon

would have the right to set off bombs in Israel,

"which is constantly carrying out terrorist

attacks north of what it calls its security zone" in

southern Lebanon.

'"Nobody takes this principle seriously. It is a

principle for the strong, and what it says is that

the strong are allowed to attack the weak and

defenseless any time they want to," Chomsky
says.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

REPEATED REPRESSION

IN GENEVA

On Tuesday, September 8th.

1998. at about 8 am., the police

raided several homes in Geneva.

Six people were taken into police

custody for several hours, one per-

son was escorted to the airport by

the police, one was held by the

police for eight hours, the rest were

released after about 5 hours. All

were heldibr questioning, about

the PGA, about PGA's role in the

n. i|s in May and in preventing

these riots. One person in Geneva

came back from being away, to

find the lock on his house changed,

and the house had been searched

by the police.

The police also raided the office

of the "Institut Argent et Societe"

(IAS), which served as a press

office of Peoples' Global Action

(PGA) in May 1 998. Each house,

and the IAS office were raided

more or less simultaneously by

about 6-8 police officers at each

place. Seven computers, over 100

diskettes, many address books, and

a very large amount of documenta-

tion have been confiscated.

Peoples' Global Action co-ordi-

nated international protests in

about 35 cities in different coun-

tries on all five continents, for

example in Montreal. Brasilia.

Birmingham. Prague. Hyderabad,

Sydney. Berlin, etc.

PGA is not an organization, does

not have a membership or a single

secretariat, therefore it is by no

means led by a handful of people

in Geneva. PGA is a network of

struggles in different countries co-

ordinated by a committee of con-

venors from five continents.

The police seem very' scared, and

becoming aggressive after an

announcement that there will be

protests against the Geneva

Business Dialogue on September

23rd/24th 1998. The Geneva

Business Dialogue is organized by
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CHOMSKY CONTINUED

LUBICON FMJI1T I OK

THEIR LIVES o
In response lo terrorism, further terrorism is no autho-

rized. If Cuba or Nicaragua or Lebanon or whatever

were to drop bombs in Washington - although it would

be justified under the Clinton doctrine - it wouldn't be

justified in any other sense.

"It's all blatantly illegal, there's nothing more clear than

what the U.N. Charter says about this (use of vio-

lence)."

Chomsky says law-abiding slates should refrain from

using violence and try to prosecute the perpetrators of

ter rorist attacks, rather than resorting to the same tac-

tics.

"People who carry out terrorist attacks are culpable

and should be punished just like any other crime."

The way to deal with the perpetrators of such violence

is to gather evidence, track them down and seek extra-

dition for trial, he adds.

While the motives for terrorism are murky at best,

there is an apparent pattern in the methodology.

Despite all the hype and attention to the threat of uncon

ventional terrorism - chemical or biological attack - the

weapon of choice in recent years seems to have been

the car bomb.

In both domestic and international terrorism in the

past two decades, there has been no more visible trend

than car bombs - the kind used at the U.S. Marine bar-

racks and American embassy in Beirut, the World Trade

Centre in New York, the federal building in Oklahoma

City, the Israeli embassy and the Jewish Community

Centre in Buenos Aires, and the Khobar Towers in

Saudi Arabia.

In the past, terrorism was often pan of the strategy of

an armed national liberation movement and often suc-

ceeded in the end.

Organizations that once engaged in terrorism to bring

attention to their causes - such as the PLO and Irish

Republican Army - later sat down at the negotiating

table with their adversaries and have largely withdrawn

from the use of violence

Whittaker says, "violence, while wrong-headed and

immoral," was connected to a specific political cause

now being addressed through negotiations.

"You can see that transition there from a kind of

broadly rational use of terror, in a sense - if you want to

use those terms - lo where terrorism becomes simply

the act of people who arc in a sense political lunatics,

who can't connect to a real political world at all and

instead want to play these murderous games on the

margin."

For more than 60 years the Lubicon Lake Indian Nation has strug gled for official recognition

of their aboriginal land rights in northern Alberta, Canada. Promised a reserve in 1939, (he

Lubicon still do not have a land rights settlement. The Lubicon never signed away their tradi-

tional territory and were able, until 1979. to peacefcillly pursue their traditional hunting and

trapping way of life.

Starting in 1979. major oil companies moved onto Lubicon home lands, drilling more than

400 oil wells within a fifteen mile radius of.lhc Lubicon community of Little Buffalo. Industrial

development devastated Lubicon society and iis subsistence economy. Moose, the stable of the

Lubicon's-diel. fled the area, along with most of the smaller animals which formed ihe.basis of

their trapping trade. The Lubicon experienced alcoholism, birth defects, suicides, a tubcrculo sis

epidemic and other serions medical problems. Meanwhile, gas and oi 1 companies realized more

than 58 billion in revenues froinfheir operations on Lubicon land. To date the Lubicon have not

received a cent of oil or gas royalties. The community lives in extreme poverty, and many

Lubicon homes are over-crowded, have no running water, and lack adequate sewage disposal.

In 1988;' Daishowa, a Japanese-based multinational paper manu faeturer. was granted 'timber

rights' by the province in almost the entire uncoded Lubicon traditional territory. Despite the

objections from the Lubicon, a Daishowa subsidiary began clear-cutting opera lions in 1990: In

1991 , responding.to the Lubicon Cree request for action. Friends of the Lubicon began a con-

sumer boycott of Daishowa paper products.

Daishowa responded with legal action against Friends of the Lubicon (FoL). obtaining a tem-

porary injunction to stop the boycott, which the company claims has cost it over S 1 1
million. In

January 1996. an Ontario court ruled that the boycott is "causing economic harm" to the corpo-

ration, and is illegal. Lubicon supporters are now forbidden to peacefully hand out leaflets in

front' of stores that carry Daishowa products. Daishowa. meanwhile, remains ready to begin

elear cutting neh stands of easily accessible spruce and aspen on Lubicon land.

In yet another cllallcngc to the Lubicon and their envkonment. the Unocal oil and gas compa-

ny recently buill a sour gas processing plant within three miles of the proposed Lubicon

reserve. The sour gas plant processes hydrogen sulfide and sulfur dioxide, chemicals associated

with cancer and respiratory and skin disease. The Lubicon have asked that Unocal relocate its

plain away from the future reserve. Unocal has refused and the plant continues to operate direct

ly upwind of the reservation site where the Lubicon families are supposed lo move after their

land rights are finally settled by the federal government.

FRIENDS OF THE LUBICON

485 RIDELLE AUENUE. TORONTO ON MSB LK6

TELEPHONE 416-763-75 00/ E-MAIL FOLt ITAO.CA

UPDATE
BOYCOTS CAN WORK. And a few people can mnke a difference. Those are two lessons thai

emerge from die seven-year Friends of the Lubicon boycott targeting Japanese paper manufac-

turer Daishowa. In June, Tokiro Kawamura, president of Daishowa Marubeni International,

wrote to Lubicon Chief Bernard Ominayak. indicating that Daishowa would commit not lo log

in a 4000-square-mile area which the Lubicon claim as indigenous land, at least uniil Ihe

Lubicon claim is resolved wiih the Canadian government: Chief Ominayak responded,

"Although it's been a long lime coming, the Lubicons acknowledge and accept DMEs public

commitment that Daishowa. its related companies and their contractors, will not harvest or pur-

chase lumber" from the 4000-square-mile area until after all Lubicon land claims are settled "I

have forwarded a copy of your letter to Lubicon supporters advising them of our acknou. !.

mem and acccplance and requesting that they bring the boycott of Daishowa paper products (o

an end." The Daishowa boycott, organized by the small Friends of the Lubicon. had garnered

tremendous support. With support growing for the boycott, Daishowa sued Friends of the

Lubicon in 1995. charging the group unlawfully interfered with the company's business. In

April, a Canadian court ruled against the paper company "This has to be one of the most suc-

cessful boycotts in Canadian history," says Friends of the Lubicon spokesperson Kevin Thomas.

"There's no doubt thai the boycott is responsible for this turn of events." Thomas says "It was

the combined efforts of thousands of Lubicon supporters that forced Daishowa lo turn around at

last

"

Send news related stuff to Maximumrnr®mindspnng.com
Attn: Jay Unidos or MRR News



CHOMSKY CONTINUED

As Whittaker points out, it is hard to imagine

the terms needed to negotiate with Osama bin

Laden, the Saudi-bom millionaire who is

accused of sponsoring terrorism from his base
in Afghanistan.

"Look at the stuff going on today and you

have to ask yourself, what could be done to rec-

ognize, is there any legitimate cause that lies

behind this kind of activity that ought to be

addressed and in addressing it, that would

reduce this level of threat?"

Whittaker estimates that terrorism, while mar-

ginally less frequent, has become more lethal

and cost effective.

"if you go back to the 1960s and 1970s, and

Palestinian terrorism for example, a lot of it was
designed, above all else, to draw attention to

the cause. You had airline hijackings and

so on, not necessarily to endanger a lot of lives

but simply to do something so high-profile that

there would be a lot of attention focused on the

cause," he says.

"What you're seeing now are acts that are not

demonstrations in that sense and not clearly, in

any obvious way, linked to any political agen-

das."

And Whittaker says there is little evidence that

returning fire on terrorists is a workable strategy.

"There's not a whole lot of evidence that this

type of thing accomplishes a great deal. It's not

clear exactly what would be accomplished in

terms of concrete actions that would actually

have effects."

He says that, because the U.S. is the only

remaining superpower, there is no point entering

into the debate about whether it can throw its

weight around.

"The question is not whether they can get

away with it, or the abstract morality of it. To me,
the question is, are such attacks actually pro-

ductive, are they actually going to achieve the

goals that they are claiming, in reducing terror-

ism?"
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Hey, wfjcd- can you do? Tln« D.I.Y. Gokfo
In a collaborative project with Tree of Knowledge Press, we're putting together an all

new edition of The D.I.Y. Guide, and we're seeking your submissions. Do it yourself

instructions on anything and everything. Planned or already existing chapters include

Auto repair and maintenance; Bicycles; Music equipment; Sex toys; Homebrew;

Drywalling; Plumbing; Putting on shows; Silkscreening; Herbalism; Holistic health;

Putting out records; Making paper; and more. We want it all!

This will be a zine/handbook detailing how to do things with little or no money and

available resources. Here's where you come in: We want to know about anything

that you can do, or know about; anything you can come up with, even in existing

categories. Please write a detailed description of how to. Step by step is good, and

pictures, diagrams, and sketches always help. Your contributions are vital to this project!

We're also looking for listings of other D.I.Y. resources; for example, the title, author,

and publisher of a book on D.I.Y. auto repair, or even better, stuff like the Biker Pride

Manual.

Page size is 8 & 1/2 by 1 1. Deadline = April 1999

Please distribute this info.

GET IN TOUCH! Fin de Siecle, attn: Scout, PO BOX 40520, Portland OR
97240.

MAXINIMMWS PAGE - THUEE
MAXiMIIMRiVR@MMl>SPRIK<j; A'lm-NEWS
DEPARTMENT OR ATTN: JAY IJIVIWOS.
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FROM THE CHILDREN OF

THERESA CRUZ

"We are (he children of Theresa

Cruz and we have been fighting

for her release for over seven and

a half years. Our mother is a

Battered Woman who is serving a

life sentence. On April 23.1998. a

federal district court overturned

our mother's whole conviction.

The judge ordered the state to

either retry our mother or release

her within ninety days.

The state filed a stay and asked

the court to freeze the ninety

days while they appealed the fed-

eral district courts decision to a

higher court. The judge granted

the stay and also granted our

mother bail. On July 9.1998 we

picked up our mother from

prison and it was the happiest

day of our life. But little did we

know that after our mother was

bailed out the state would appeal

her bail to a higher court and her

bail was revoked. Now she must

return to prison until the appeal

process is final, by November

2.1998. Our hearts are broken

again."

These children gave up their

childhood to fight for their moth-

er's freedom, and so did the

mother of Theresa Cruz. She gave

up all her finances, life, and time.

This is the second court that has

ruled that Theresa Cruz did not

receive a fair trial and was wrong-

ly convicted. This is not justice

and is cruelty to Theresa and her

children and mother!

Donations are urgently need-

ed for Theresa's legal expens-

es!

Send donations to: Defense

Fund for Theresa Cruz, Acct.

#6832 217806 (write accnt. #

on check), Wells Fargo Bank.

Bonita Office. 4180 Bonita Rd..|

CA 91902.

CONTACT THE CALIFORNIA

COALITION FOR WOMEN PRISONERS

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 100

MCALLISTER ST.. SF.CA 94102.

FREE RADIO ACTIVISTS MARCH ON

WASHINGTON TO CONFRONT THE

GLOBAL MEDIA

MONOPOLY AND THEIR MARION

NETTES IN GOVERNMENT!

Sunday and Monday. October

Fourth and Fifth

Calling all medio activists, radio

pirates and people for a democraticj

media: Come to DC for the first

national mobilization for free

radio. Microbroadcosters from

around the country will gather for

two days to share radio skills, orga-j

nizc alliances, speak out to the

media and protest at the FCC and

NAB buildings, culminating in a

live broadcast straight into the

Please Recycle This

News Section!
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FOUR
INS TARGETS ARABS

WITH SECRET
EVIDENCE

The New York Times revealed on Aug.

15 thai 25 immigrants —all of them of

Arab descent or Muslim faith— are lin-

ing deportation or exclusion from the US
largely based on secret evidence. There

have been a total of 50 such cases since

1992. The current cases generally

involve allegations of association with

terrorists but not actual charges of terror-

ism. The defendants are not allowed to

see the evidence, and the witnesses who
accuse them are not identified.

Immigration and Naturalization Service

(INS) spokesperson Russ Bergeron said

that US federal courts have approved the

use of secret evidence under certain con-

ditions since the 1950s. "What essential-

ly these courts have said is that the

obligation of the US government to pro-

tect its citizens from threats at times jus-

tifies a modification in the due process

that will normally be granted injudicial

proceedings." Bergeron explained.

Former Central Intelligence Agency

(CIA) director James Woolsey called the

system "Kafkaesque." Woolsey is part of

a team defending six exiled Iraqis

detained by the INS for a year on secret

evidence.

Special '"alien terrorist removal courts"

authorized by the 1 996 Anti-Terrorism

and Effective Death Penalty Act would

also be empowered to use secret evi-

dence. But those courts, which have yet

to be established, would contain more

protections than what the INS is current-

ly providing, says Louis Bograd. head of

the American Civil Liberties Union

(ACLU) prison project and a member of

the National Coalition to Protect

Political Freedoms. Bograd represents

Brooklyn resident Nasser Ahmed, who
has been detained by the INS for 27

months on secret evidence. New Jersey

resident Hany Kiareldeen, a Palestinian,

has been detained since March.

The INS declined to identify the 25

detainees or comment on their

Specific cases. |NYT,x/l5/98]

JUDGE UPHOLDS ANTI-
BILINGUAL EDUCA-
TION MEASURE IN

CALIFORNIA
On July 15, US District Judge

Charles Legge upheld the constitu-

tionality of Proposition 227, a ballot

measure approved by 61% of voters

in California state elections on June

2 which seeks to eliminate bilingual

education. In his 48-page ruling.

Legge concluded that Proposition

227 is constitutional on its face, and

refused a request from a coalition of

civil rights organizations to block its

enforcement. [San Jose Mercury

News (CA) 7/1 6798]

The Mexican American Legal

Defense and Educational Fund

(MALDEF) is planning a statewide

effort to thwart the new law by

urging parents of school-age chil-

dren to seek waivers from the

English immersion classes the law

requires. After the first 30

days of immersion classes, parents

can seek a waiver to put their

child back in bilingual education

under limited conditions.

Schools where 20 or more waiver

applications are approved must

provide a bilingual class or transport

students to another school

that can accommodate their needs.

Schools with fewer than 20

waivers may provide a class but are

not required to. [San Diego

Union Tribune 7/18/98 from AP;

Bergen Record (NJ) 8/4/98 from

APJ
San Francisco schools superinten-

dent Waldemar Rojas says his dis-

trict will continue to offer bilingual

education in accordance whh a 1970

federal court decision that ordered

public schools to guarantee classes

in a language that students can

understand. [Clarin (Buenos Aires)

8/5/98 from Washington Post]

Peyotih <Anb Pack
offices oi ihe people working so hard 10 shut us down. Free

Radio Berkeley. Radio Mutiny. Steal This Radio and oiher micro-

Stations have all broadcasted live in public and challenged Ihe

FCC to shul them down in the lighi of day. in from of Ihe press

and ihe Feds have never dared lo show their face- Ihis lime,

we're going lo lake il right lo their doorstep and tell idem lhai

if they're so sure that their dumb law is worth enforcing. Ihen

the Chairman should come down from the 8lh floor and put

(he cuffs on us himself There will also be workshops to help

new folks start stations, appointments will be made to lobby

congress people, and press events will be held to show the true,

diverse face of ihe microbroadcasting movement.

Schedule

Sunday.

10-12 workshops (to be announced)

12-1 lunch

1-3 workshops (to be announced)

}-3 speakoul

5-6:30 dinner

7pm party/puppet making for demonstration

Monday 10:30 am MARCH AND PUPPET PARADE starts at

Duponi Circle, goes to the Federal Communications Commission

building and Ihen marches on to confront the National

Association of Broadcasters During these protests, we will flip

ihe giant free speech switches, turn on our transmitters and

strike a blow against Ihe rneta-marrioneites: A giant puppel of

Corporate America, which will in turn control a slightly smaller

puppet of the National Association of Broadcasters, which in

turn will operate a smaller puppet of the FCC, which in turn

will be trying to stamp out microbroadcaslcrs and our free

speech rights. These demonstrations will also include a number

of sneaky surprises lhai are so cool lhat we can't even mention

I he m here'

IT'S TIME TO

LEGALIZE MICROBROADCASTING!

So what's YOUR excuse not lo come to the most excelleni

weekend of mayhem ever? Nothing. Then good- we'll see you

there. Bring a sleeping bag. cameras and recording devices,

vehicles, some money to help this all come off, questions for

the experts on pirate station operations, puppet materials,

signs and banners, transmitters, AND ALL OF YOUR FRIENDS'

Tell us if you're planning to come- we want a sense of our num-

b t r I

upoates can be found at the october action website:

http://burn.ucsd.edu/mai/microwatt.html

note: our next paragraph oeals with homophobic. sex-

ist, and possibly racist hardcore bands.

There are many punks oui there who will claim that the fol-

lowing paragraph doesn't qualify as news I disagree, of

course, and ihe reason I do is the fact lhat most punks are

unaware of these hardcore bands and their attitudes If

you ve never heard the stories about these bands or read their

interviews, (hen it's news to jrotl

On a recent Saturday night. I aitended a benefit for Breakoul

Records that was (aking place ai (he Gilman. I timed my
arrival to coincide with UNITED BLOOD'S performance, who

were ihen to be followed by the HOODS. I happened instead

upon a band called SECOND COMING. This band's in between

song banter consisted of macho posing and irratc diatribes
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Mi I ronalcfs .spend over SI.8 billion ever)'

year worldwide on advertising and promo-

tions, trying to cultivate an image of being a

caring' and 'green' company that is also a fun

place to eat Children ore lured in with the

promise of toys and other gimmicks. But

behind the smiling face -of Ronald McDonald
lies the reality - McDonald's only interest is

money, making profits from whoever and

whatever they can. just like all multinational

companies.

McDonald's Annual Repeals talk of 'Global

Domination' - they aim to open more and

more stores across the globe - but their contin-

ual worldwide expansion means more unifor-

mity, less choice and the undermining of local

communities

PROMOTING UNHEALTHY FOOD
Mel tonflld's promote their food as 'nutri-

tious', bui the reality is that it is junk food -

high in fat. sugar and salt, and low in fiber

and vitamins. A diet of this type is linked with

a greater risk of heart disease, cancer, diabetes

and other diseases. Their food also contains

many chemical additives, some of which may
cause ill-health, and hyperactivity in children

I )on't forget too that meat is the cause of the

majority of food poisoning incidents. In 1991

McDonald's were responsible for an outbreak

of food poisoning in the IK. in which people

suffered serious kidney failure.

EXPLOITING WORKERS
Workers in the fast food industry are paid

low wage Pressure to keep profits high and

wage costs low results in understaffing, so

Malt have to work harder and faster. As a con-

sequence, accidents (particularly burns) are

common. The majority of employees arc peo-

ple who have lev. job options and so are-

forced 10 accept this exploitation, and they're

compelled lo 'smile' too! Not surprisingly staff

turnover at McDonald's is high, making it vir-

tually impassible to unionise and fight for a

better deal, which suits McDonald's who have

always l>cen opposed to Unions.

ROBBING THE POOR
Vas- ;;id in poor countries are used

for cashcrops or for cattle ranching, or to

grow grain to feed animals to he eaten in

the ftfesl I Ins is ai the expense of local food

needs McDonald's continually piomote meat

the International Chamber of

Commerce

(ICC) as a meeting with UN-

Secretary General Kofi Anaan

and other officials from the

United Nations.

It is also apparent that the

police are making every effort

to criminalize the PGA out-

right, since they are curtailing

the basic rights of freedom to

organize, and free speech

Only a few weeks ago. at the

end of August, the police raid-

ed the international seminar

on "Globalisation and

Resistance" held by friends of

PGA on the premises of a

squat in the noble village of

Cologny. just outside Geneva.

All 50 participants were taken

to the police station, their

tents and the squat were

searched for no apparent rea-

son, they were just detained

for debate

products, encouraging people

to eat meat more often, which

wastes more and more food

resources. 7 million tons of

grain fed to livestock produces

only I million tons of meat

and by-products. On a plant-

based diet and with laud

shared fairly, almost every

region could be self-sufficient

in food

DAMAGING THE ENVI-

RONMENT
Forests throughout the world

- vital for all life - are being

destroyed at an appalling rate

by multinational companies.

McDonald's have at last been

forced to admit to using beef

reared on ex-rainforest land,

preventing its regeneration.

McDonald's arc the world's

largest user of beef. Methane

emitted by cattle reared for the

beef industry is a major con-

tributor to the 'global warm-

ing' crisis. Every year

McDonaid.s use thousands of

tons of unnecessary packag-

ing, most of which ends up lit-

tering our streets or polluting

the land.

MURDERING ANIMALS
The menus of the burger

chains arc based on the torture

and murder of millions of ani-

mals. Most are intensively

fanned, with no access to

fresh air and sunshine, and no

freedom of movement. We
have the choice to eat meal or

Second ,Anb J&nck

aimed ai the club's so called agenda,

when it comes lo booking bands (more

ipecifically, Iheir friends' bands). Most of

their commenis towards ihe audience

tended to be along ihe hues of insulting

the masculinity ol the male audience

members, as in referring to them as

"girls." and "women." I found myself

being reminded of a couple of quotes I'd

read previously in INTERBANG ZINE. The

qoules were from the band HATEBREED
and ONE LIFE CREW The article was basi-

cally calling for a boycott of Victory

Records, which is not neccesarily m>

intern here.

Here is a piece of an interview with

HATEBREED thai was conducted in Akron,

Ohio last year (And taken from Inicrbang

Ziae i

INTERBANG: You guys seem preiiy homo-

phobic

HATEBREED: ---No. were not afraid of

fags, we hale fags!

INTERBANG: Urn. okay

What docs ONE LIFE CREW have lo say

about women in hardcore?

•We will say ii nghi now for the ages.

Girls do not belong in hardcore. They arc

nothing bui coairacks for the real men

who make up ihe scene Some girl left

her ipol in the kitchen lo come lo a hard-

core --how I'nose girls should be ai home

culling Jonathan Taylor Thomas pictures

aul ol Teen Beat and listening to DURAN
DUKAN Not lhai women aren't creaied

equal bin if wc don't show up to

Tuppcrwarc parlies, you don i come to

the hardcore shows. .. period "

not, hut the billions of animals massacred for

food each year have no choice at all.

CENSORSHIP and McLIBEL
In the mid-1980's, London Greenpeace drew

together strands of criticism and called for an

annual World Day of Action against McDonald's'

This takes place every year on I6lh October,

with pickets and demonstrations all over the

world. McDonald's engaged in a huge cover up.

refusing to disclose masses of relevant docu-

ments. Protests against the $30 billion a year

fast food giant continue to grow.

It's vital to stand up » intimidation and to

defend free speech. Together we can light back

againsl the institutions and the people in power

and we can create a society without exploitation.

fillMAN STREET PROJECT WEEPS YOIJK ZINESt

LAUREN "LAWORII" IS STIIJ/I'RYING TO PUT TOGETHER A DIVERSE

COLLECTION OF ZINES TO SELL IN THE OILMAN STORE. TOE GOAL IS

TO PRESENT OILMAN GOERS WITH A VARIETY OF ZINES FROM DIFFER-

ENT SCENES, STATES, AND COUNTRIES. SEND YOUR ZINES, OR SAM-
PLES OF YOUR ZINE TO: LAUREN, PO BOX 144, ORINOA CA 94503.

$EN> /DUk New$ $hit To:

I442A Walkut $t, tEkKEixy CA



Question: What's the first thing mar comes
to mind when I say Punk Rock?

Asked at various places around 5an Francisco.

James-13, Sacramento:
Uh, I don't know anything about it.

Jesu Christo-about 1 000, A manger scene in San Francisco

I don't care about that shit! I'm the son of God!

Jewels-33, New Orleans
Dirthead! He's one of the first people I met when
came to San Francisco, and he's a punk rocker.

Crawford-27, San Luis Obispo :

Shitty little kids.

Ricardo-30, Tehcahapi
ABBA. Oh, and the destruction of this oppressive,

capitalistic society in which we live, and the rise of

anarchy!

Peter-22, San Francisco

Stupid kids with Naked Aggression patches.

Dean Suzuki (Music Professor at San Francisco
State University) - 46 - San Leandro:
Sex Pistols.

Tim Drescher (Humanities Professor at San
Francisco State University)-57, Berkeley

Early punk rock. The politicized punk rock that got

filtered out when it came across the Atlantic.

George-32, San Francisco

Guys with shaved heads, getting out of control and

\ banging each other around.

Jet Terror-35/ San Francisco:

Fun!



splitting heads - (iiscogxaphy CD

separation
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dUllQI O IIUII THE PHYTE 10"

Umea. Sweden Punk Rock Hardcore

former members of Alfonsin
('.ilii'urni.M

1\W ' '-. CDep

an
empty

hand <oraheart
an ihwiu

THE g,

hallraker I

Records
Sine

P.O. Box
27813

WDC 20038
U.&A

r&>

hall raker

"*?*"¥* GOOD CLEAN FUN ir P H Y T E
Washington DC Straight Edge '-.*.-, -

. "Who Shares Wins" 7"
!

I

;^pj" Send $l for stickers, posters and catalog www.phyte.com

Tshirt$10 CD $8 LIVID" $7 CDep $5 7" $3 /.ine/Dcmo $2"

Other Phyte items; God Free Youth i-shirts, Left for Dead l-shlrts, Rule <>i Nines demo &
t-shirts, Botch "The John Birch..." 7'". Endeavor "...of equality" 7". Phyte Fanzine #1

order PHYTE releases through Ebullition Records P.O. Box 680 C.oleta. CA 93116

The Posers "Worse Than Nothing" 7"

Bad Ass punk rock from this Canadian band.

YOU CANT GO WRONG! (See interview in

MRR-a few issues aqo)

Subway Thugs "s/t" 7"

Great Oi! from these Canadian newcomers to

the scene. Awesome rockin Oil.

Moloko Men/Violent Drunks 7"

Awesome Hard ass Oi! from California. The

Moloko Men produce 2 Clockwork hits that will

leave you begging for more. The Violent Drunks

(EX-BOOTPARTY) give forth their debut effort

on this disk, recomended!

The INciters/Durango 95 split 7

Fucking Killer NORTHERN SOUL from California

For fans or SOUL, and real SKA. W/Free poster

while supplies last!

All 7"'s USS4 / USS6 (ROW) postage paid -

Cash -or- MO made to CASH!!!!!



OUT NOW ON

DIRTY RECORDS!
THE ASSMEN

'ENEMA
MATION" CD
11 SONGS OF
OLD SCHOOL
77-78 STYLE
ABRASIVE PUNK

ROCK.
THE TWITS "S/T"

CO 15 SONGS OF
FAST HARDCORE

PUNK WITH FEMALE
VOCALS SIMILAR TO
NAKED AGGRESSION. fT \

ff ***.%» *

JUST RELEASED

100% STREETPUNK BY

the burdens
s-fep on me b/w los+ boy 7incH

s4n.a. ppd s5world ppd

olhei labels stutt that we can-

oxrauirofli
FUCK THE 90S cri Sll.00

THE PACK IS BACK(import cd) ..SI2.00

U.S.CHAOS...ANTHOLOGY. cri. SHOO

THOSE UNKNOWN.. .s/T..cd..Sii.oo

MAIOR ACCIDENT:
CD's are $8ppd

k U. S./$ 1Oppd World or |£g:,

buy both CD's for

ULTIMATE HIGH. cd.SII.OO

World. Free posters with

every order.

DIRTY RECORDS
PO BOX 6869
GLENDALE, AZ 85312-6869
WWW.DIRTYREC0RDS.COM

nmrlhutad bv Roll. Revolver, Choke, Smash, Dutch
E a . I . N A I . L . . Ground Zero, Sour Tooth, and many morel

EMPLARS.LES CATACOMBE.Ip SI0.50

i HE TROUBLE. CRIMC & ...7 ....$4.00

ALLPRICES PPD N.A. WORLD ADD SI .00

„nev o' det
|0

"""Ms* «M»
next up on led stat lecoids THE SLAGS



a VICIOUS CIRCLE Rds communique :

energetic bass & drums instrumental duo !

SABOT new album

"Go There Do That"

get the CD for $1 1 (Europe) / $ 12 (World)

SABOT - EUROPEAN TOUR
NOVEMBER '98

13*REIMS,F MJCCIaudel
14*METZ.F Musiques Volantes

15*MONTREUIL,F : La Peche (tbc)

16"PARIS.F.tba

17*NANCY,F : Deux Palmiers

18"NANTES,F : Pannonica

19*LORIENT,F : Contretemps

20*PARTHENAY,F : Diff'Art

21*ANGERS,F:Chabada
22*BORDEAUX,F : Zoobizarre

23"TOULOUSE, F : Bar Ouff

24*MARSEILLE,F. Machine a Coudre

25"IMPERIA,I (tbc)

26*TORINO,l : El Paso
27*FIRENZE,I:CPA

28*ROMA,l : Forte Presnestino

29*MILANO,l C.S.A Conchetta

DECEMBER '98

01*GRENOBLE,F(tbc)
02*LAUSANNE,CH (tbc)

03'BREMGARTEN,CH : KuZeb
04-15' Germany + Holland +

Belgium + Danemark (tba)

16-19" Poland (tba)

SABOT SILK ROAD TOUR TO CHINA
March-July 1999

Czech Republic. Slovakia, Hungary, Romania.

Bulgaria, Turkey. Iran, Pakistan, China

MORE INFO ABOUT SABOT :

http://www.cesta.cz/sabot

It's out . "Slime Ball", a
new album by the

GREEDY GUTS Surl

punk & Rickenbackers a

go go \ Yeah, dance to It 1

VICIOUS CIRCLE
records+mailorder

BP21
33151 CenonCx
France
<viaous@club-intefnet.tr>

fax +33 556 409 1 1

1

distributors/mailorders wanted!

www.mygale.org/03/vicious/

When in Toulouse (F) visit our shop:

VICIOUS CIRCLE la boutique

(records, zines, videos, books & more)

7 rue des Puits Clos F-31000 Toulouse

tour information : use e-mail or fax

Vicious Circle Booking ++33 556 867 409
<vlcious@club-intemet.fr>

we are looking tor places where to play, anywhere in

Europe . Wanna tour ? Get in touch !

LOOSE CHANGE

P is for Delinquent CD
Hxtremely calchy melodic hardcore that will

have you singing along h? no time. After

listening lo this you'll be kicking yourself for

not having all their other releases.

S9 USA SI I World

Sleepasaurus/Buford spKt 7*

Buford s/t 7* $3 USA / $5 World (each)

checks/money orders to: LUIS ESTEFAN1A
Said stamp for a complete mailorder list!

NOISE PATCH RECORDS
PO Box 1646 Redondo Beach CA 90278

Ph (310)379-5807 Fax (310)376-0083

noisepatch(®compuserve.coni

DKIribuliuo : 1000 Hlowere*ReveUrion*I)ulcli But*
l.un*<T7»di«Soon(l Idej'Fibc Scmc*RebouMi*

Crackle! (fK) and distio kids even/where.

*STILL AVAILABLE:*

[weeds in the
FEATURING. .

.

* the rudiments
* link 80
* pinhead circus
* inquisition
* four!
* qualm
* render useless
* the facet
* up yours
* flux of disorder
* son of sam
* mindpeg
* eleventh hour
* the 8 bucks experiment
* coathang'r kids
* the vss \_?
* ben hogan
* the hexed

otM

NEW RELEASES!!!

"DUMB KIDS" CD
Debut full-length from three dumb
kids from the Middle America.

We have a limited tour edition

TOUR CD S7.00 + postage.

T-Shirt S10.00 + postage.

MR T EXPERIENCE "Road to Ruin" LP

Clearview Records unrelenting

series of Ramones LP s marches on.

Muff said LP ONLY $8.75 + postage.

BORIS THS
SPRINKLER

1998 CRATUITIOUS TOUR 10"

Six tracks on one side of a record

plus a Norb etching on the fUpside.

Limited to 1000 copies. Red vinyl for

mailorder only. $7.00 + postage.

POSTAGE IS $2.00 PER ORDER (USA)

BEATNIK TERMITES Live@Orlfice LP .. S7.50

BEATNIK TERMITES Live@0rifice CD .. S9.00 +
BORIS End of the Century CD S10.00+
BORIS Mega Anal Picture LP S10.00 +
DREAD/ANTI-FLAC Pic LP S7.50 +
DREAD Collection CD $9.00 +

I GROOVIE CHOULIES Planet Brian 7" ...$4.00 +
LILLINCTONS Shit OUt Of LUCkLP+7" $7.50 +
LILLINCTONS Shit Out Of Luck CD S9.00 +
LILLINCTONS I Lost My Marbles 7" S3.00+
LILLINGTONS/NOTHINC COOL split LP . S7.50 +
NOTHING COOL Losers Hall o Fame 7" S3.00 +
oueers Rocket to Russia CD S10.00 +
RETREADS Say Cheese 7" S3.00 +
v/a Banana Pad Riot 7" $3.00 +

V/A Banana Pad Riot CD5 S4.00+

I CET OUR COMPLETE MAILORDER LIST

Our mailorder sen/ice has tons of pop,
punk and garage sounds, we have imports
and domestic stuff. Send a couple stamps
for update #43. Or save the stamps and
check out our NEW website!

THE SKULL DUCGERY LABEL
77-B SCITUATE AVE, SCITUATE, MA 02066-3561

Phone 781.545.1533 • Fax 781.545.4083

wvvw.skull-duggery.com
e-mail us! mallorder@skull-duggerv.com



BALONEY SHRAPNEL

d£3fc

PRESENTS:
Confederacy of Scum-
Supershow Live 97 CD

$10

Live and new shit from

Antiseen, Cocknoose,

Hellstomper, Rancid

Vat, Conqueror Worm,
and Limecell. It's raw

and nasty muthas!!! Dig

it!!!

ANTiSEEN-Here to

Ruin Your Groove CD
$10

Back in stock, latest

and greatest brothas

Features the hit

'Spare Change" 15

years as heavyweight

champs ot

rocknroll!!!!!'!!'

STILL HOT: $10 each

Hellstomper/Before I Hang split CD
Rancid Vat-Iconoclastic Icons CD
Conquerer Worm-Ride On CD

Rancid Vat-31 Flavors of Hostility CD

SASE FOR CATALOG
cash or money order to Jeff Skipski

BALONEY SHRAPNEL
PO BOX 6504

PHOENIX AZ 85005

ftaxitJioyJUuikVidee.

All, I heMotards,7-Seconds,88FigersLouie,PromiseRing

Asserted Jellybeans, Automatics.A vai I,Trash bra Is

BadReligion.Bold.BikiniKill,Blanks7 7,Endpionl

Blink I 8 2.Breed,Bori st he Sprinkler, Born Against

BriL-k.BouncmgSouU, Bracket. Brat mobile

lOOwaltclock.CircleJerks.Crimpshinc.TheCrumbs

TheDonnas.Descedents.Cletus.DevilDogs, Braid. Dead

Ken nd y s, Dick ics. Digger. Do wnby Law, Dwarves

tar the risis.FacetoFace.Fastbacks.Fear.Snapcase

Fifteen.Fuel,Fugazi,GooberPatrol,Sham69,FYP

GoodRiddance.TheGotohells. Discount.NOFX
GorillaBiscuits.H20.TheGrabbcrs,GctuplCids,Hoover

GroovieGhoulies.Tecnldols.Guttermouth.Jara

Jaw box, Team Dresh.TheJesusLizard, Jaw breaker

Jchurch.l.agwagon.LessThenJake.TheLillinglons

Life time, LosCrudos.TheMakeup*. Meatmen

MinorTheat.TheMuffs.Murphy'sLaw.MustardPlug

NewBombTurks.Nobodys.Operationlvy.ADZ.NoUse

forANamc.NashvillePussy. OutSpoken. Paras iles

Pennywize, Pi nkLincolns.Propagandhi.TheQueers

Rancid.TheReclusives.Tilt.TheRipoffs.Riverdales

Samiam. Rickets, RocketFromthcCrypt, Sea red

ofChaka.ScreechingWeasel. Seaweed, Zeke

Sicko.SkankinPickle. Sloppy Seconds, Spitboy

SquirlGun.Strungoul.SwinginUtters.Snuff

MTX,Tcengenerate,Toasters,Wcston,GuitarWolf,Ramones

TheVandales.Vindiciives.Loli&Criones.Voodooglowskulls

I have live video of all the bands above.all you have to do is

pick 3 bands and i'll send you one complete show of each band

you have chosen,on a 2 hour long vhs tape, all shows great

picture/ sound from master copys cost 1 5$ ppd per tape add

5$ if out of the US. send: cash, moneyorder.or check to george

hewitt pobox 143522 AustinTX 78714-3522 buy 3 tapes

and the 4* is free www.angelfire.com/tx/dorkboypunkvideo/

From the people that brought you the deaths of

Kurt Cobain and hi Duce come... Punk rock's most important band

KUL "AlleNvWrerv

I

FEATURING -

Dr Heathen Scum
(The Mentors)

Trace Element

(While Flag/JFA)

Allen Wrench
(Road Whore)

Mall Naked

(Road Whore)

get the debut CD
that will redefine

heroin punk
as you know it...

Before it's

too late!

Let the world know you care ... ill that special way!

Only $10 ppd • Cash or money order only

Send $1 for sticker and catalog

728-1 Lenox Ave pob 126 • Riverside CA • 92504
www. killallenwrench.com - booking (909) 780-3897
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TRANSLATED BY MARITAMURA
MRR: How long have you
been doing the Registra-
tors?
Since I was almost 16, so

about 1 1 years now. We used
to have the different bass, the
drums, but Jun's always been
playing with me.
MRR: What kind of music
did you play when you
started?
Sex Pistols covers, a lot of the
Damned, the Clash. A bunch
of covers.

MRR: Your first release is a
split CD, right? Did you
change the way you play
between then and the time
you had the second single
out?
We had already been playing
the style we are now back
then. We had always been
playing "Youth" and "Mon-
key'. But we were just start-

ing to play with Ren then as a
three-piece. We liked the
bands like Vacant Lot,

Buzzcocks and Boys, so we
were trying to play melodic
punk.
MRR: Since your second
single, you play the '77

style punk you do now. Is

there any reason for the
change?
I felt that I was ignoring all

other aspects of punk besides
pop. But I realized that "pop"

is only one side of punk, and I felt like I could
play whatever I want when I saw bands like

Teengenerate and the Rip Offs. I also started

listening to American and European bands.
Before then, I only listened to British punk.
MRR: How do you write songs now? I think
your latest work is the most hardcore stuff

you ever put out.

I love the hard punk like Raw Records stuff. I

also think good Neo Mods, Power Pop and New
Wave are also punk. '77 punk has a lot of depth
to it, and I wanna incorporate all aspects in the

punk we play. We don't wanna be totally retro,

either.

MRR: We all know it's not 1 977, but what do
youmeanwhenyou say you're not 'the retro

band"?
Well, we don't wanna be a '77 cover band. We
wanna write and play our own songs. I think

my band has a different sense of speed than the

bands back then. Still though, I only like '77

punk.
MRR: Which '77 punk bands are your prima-
ry influences?
Buzzcocks, Damned, Boys, bands like them.
There's too many that I like.

MRR: You seem to also like obscure kinds of

bands. What appeals to you? How are you
influenced by them?
I probably wouldn't have paid attention to

them if they were my contemporaries, but it's

sort of anew discovery to me to find them in the

'90s. It's interesting to place them in the same
contest with more famous bands. I think

they're unique and usually, the kind of artwork

they used for album sleeves are cool.

MRR: How about their songwrit- .ing?

There's a lot of stuff that inspires A me.
don't model a single band, but I

would take bits and pieces of

the guitar or drum sound or

whatever, and make them
parts of my own songs. Ifd
end up sounding like mine.
MRR: Currently a lot of

American and European
bands play '77 punk. I think
the Registrators don't
sound like any other, but
how do you feel about other
'77 punk bands out there?
I don't know all of them. But I

think their songs are usually

too straight forward and
there's not much complexity
to them. Just really fast songs,

the drummer plats the garage
punk beats. I don't think the

Rip Offs are that way.
MRR: During the long histo-

ry of the Registrators, do
you think things changed
for the band after releasing
the first single? How about
before then, when you put
out the split CD?
Yeah, I think after the single, a
bunch of offers came for us to

make more records, even
thought the single didn't sell

really well. We made about
300 copies of the split CD 2-3

years before the first single,

and they didn't sell at all.

when we were asked to

make the first single, we
were really happy.

MRR: How about when



...those Japanese bands had better sto
and trying to kiss Americans' ass.

shit if you don't play

op thinking they're so beautiful,
Texas recording" doesn't mean
•n't play in Japan to begin with.

were really happy.
MRR: How about when you
recorded the Japanese
compilationLP Chloroform?
Those 7 bands on the compi-
lation all love '77 punk 'cause

ifs not like hardcore, or pop
all the way. Before then, the

Registrators had always been
categorized as garage or me-
lodic punk band, so we want-
ed to get together with other

bands like us and mike
records or play shows. So we
did.

MRR: Has anything
changed after that?

I see a lot of different things in

that style of music an people

who are involved, also, new
bands with slightly different

approach have started play-

ing, bands like First Alert, Pri-

vate Ways, and Radio Shang-
hai, they're awesome! We
haven't changed much.
MRR: I know you guys
record your own material.

When and why did you start

doing that?

We recorded our first CD. We
would record all the time

even though nobody wanted
us to (laugh). After a while,

we met Fink and he recorded
our first, second and third sin-

gles, and the record that was
gonna be our first album.
Then, we figured maybe we
could do it on our own. Since

the single, "Just Wanna Kill

Everything," we recorded all

our songs. We've got about 70
songs, covers and originals,

that we haven't re-

leased.

MRR: Do you not
want to remake
those songs?

No, 'cause we always want to

be a better songwriter and a
player, and keep putting out new

material for our fans.

MRR: You have done a lot in '97 by
making three singles. Did you

achieve something by doing that?

Sure, I wanted to prove that we could

play three totally different types of songs, and
that we could still produce a lot after releasing

an album. Prove to who? I don't know, (laugh)

MRR: Have you started working on your
second album?
Right now, we're writing songs. We're talking

about ho we arrange the songs. We'll do differ-

ent takes of some songs already put out as 7"

records, andwe do other types of songs, too. We
wanna record something that grown-up punk
bands would do.

MRR: What's next?
Wewanna tour Europe. Anything else fun, we'll

be there (laugh).

MRR: How often do you play Japan?
About once a month. We can't play too much in

Tokyo 'cause ifs too small.

MRR:What kind of reactions did you get after

releasing Terminal Boredom?
A bunch of stupid record offers. Singles, albums,

and compilations... we're not the kind of band
to be on compilations, right (laughs)? We didn't

do any of that because none of them interested

me.We workwith Rip OffRecords because I can
talk to Greg and he likes our music. As a band,
we think Rip Off is the best label 'cause Greg
puts out our music as quickly as our recording is

done, and the distribution is good. No one other

than Rip Off's given us an offer like that. I know
some of the DIY type labels are so happy being
who they are. But to me, they're all flaky and
cheap assholes who don't know how to sell...

MRR: How many copies of the album have
been sold?
6,000 or so? It's a pretty small figure for Japa-

nese "independent' band, but we don't get any
support around here in Japan. I think we get

treated better in America and Europe. I've seen
our CD on a jukebox in a tavern in a small town.

Things like that just make me wanna hate

Japan even more (laughs).

MRR : Do you think you've been getting more
recognized around the world?
Yeah, I think so. Most of our 7"s were released

by Japanese labels, so I think a lot of fans heard
us for the first time through the Rip Off release.

I think we're the last one of the "lo-fi" bunch
such as Teen- generate and the Rip

Offs. Our al-. . i . A bum doesn't have

the typical "lo-fi" sound, but
our style is similar to theirs.

MRR: Do you consider your
band as a pioneer, and
think that there's a lot of

Registrators copy bands
out there?

I suppose so (laugh). Serious-

ly, I'm sure a lot of Japanese
bands had the idea of start-

ing a band like us, but we're
the first to actually have done
it. When American fans hear

'70s style punk from Japan
like bands on the Chloroform

comp, they can't help seeing

in them our influences of

some sort.

MRR: Typically, what kind
of reactions do Japanese
bands get in the U.S?
I guess overall, Americans
react to bands in more exag-
gerated, bigger ways. I think

a lot of Japanese bands think

they're the greatest because
of that, and it's totally wrong.
Japanese are monkeys, to

the eye of the average white
American. I mean, the mon-
key goes to America and
plays something remotely
close to what they are trying

to do. They've gotta be sur-

prised. The monkey doesn't

even speak English-I'm that

monkey. I don't mean to say

"God Bless America" though.

I don't mention their names
here, but those Japanese
bands had better stop think-

ing they're so beautiful, and
trying to kiss American's ass.

Why don't you play more in

Tokyo? "Texas recording"

doesn't mean shit if you don't

play in Japan to begin with.

MRR: What's it like playing
in Japan compared to play-

ing in America?
Ifs definitely more expen-
sive to play in Japan than in

America. 700 bucks to go
play in Osaka and back.
Pretty difficult to A try to ap-

peal to Japanese A audi-
ence. We're not / \ .a s

commercial



or melodic as ska punk, and
don't have the tight network
hardcore punk bands have.
We're lucky if we can find

three die-hard fans in each
place we go.

MRR: Who comes to your
shows? Are they all record
collector types?
We have some overlap with
hardcore and melodic punk
fans. I think our die-hard fans
are mostly collector types
though. I know a lot of collec-

tors think there's just a bunch
of garbage bands out there,

and it's pretty tough to get
them to come to our shows.
MRR: Do you use '70s punk
as a reference for your
songs?
I listen to it to satisfy my ego
as a collector, and to help me
express myself. Classical,jazz
or blues musicians play old

songs the way they do, and
be just original about it. I un-
derstand where they're com-
ing from, but we're not inter-

ested in staying "traditional"

like them. We wanna make
punk in our own style and
grow up with it. We are dif-

ferent from other bands
'cause we look at ourselves in
the long run. We wanna put
ourselves in a process of be-
coming mature as a punk
band.
MRR: Tell us about the three
7"s you put out in '97.

Our ability to write songs has
gotten better after that, defi-

nitely. We used to like to sim-
plify songs, and nothing else.

We actually took time to

make these singles, and we
ended up not just deleting,

but sometimes adding things
to make songs better.

MRR: How do you decided
what to add to you songs,
without losing the punk ap-
peal?
Well, I guess whatever you
add, the song has gotta need
it. Keyboard or horns or

what-
ever.
W e
don't
a p -

proach
our
songs
a s

they
are
just
styles
of mu-
s i c ,

like,
"this
song should be like New Wav-ish". So it takes
time to really decidewhat extra stuffwe should
add 'cause whatever it is, it has to be absolute-
ly necessary to all of us.

MRR: Does a good song have to come before
that?
Yeah, good songwriting is 70-80% of the
product. Many people think that somehow,
complicated or catchy songs, like our 4 Vibrate
EP ( 1 997), are musically better. I agree that EP
is a well produced on, but I think hard, fast or
weird songs can be just as good. Our next one's
gonna be even more different than what we've
tried so far (laugh). We'll go beyond Killed By
Death, Back to Front or Raw Label stuff.

MRR: Do you only like '70s punk, or do you
like some other stuff too?
Some people back then called 999 or
Buzzcocks "Power Pop". Neo Mods stuff wasn't
considered as punk either, right? I think all

good bands are punk, including Power Pop,
Neo Mods andNew Wave. Stiff label bands like

XTC, Vapors and Gang Of Four are also my
favorite, though not as big of a favorite as what
you call punk.
MRR: What kind of inspirations do you get
from '70s punk?
That's really all I listen to. I like grown-up punk
bands, rather than immature ones.
MRR: How important is technique to you?
I think "even bad musicians can play punk"
kind of mentality is totally wrong. Punk bands
haven't been recognized as great musicians
just because they weren't as good as bands
like Led Zeppelin or King Crimson. We got-
ta have some degree of technique 'cause w e
have to play to the speed we like, and
sound good as a band. Personally, I am
no better than some kid out there-it's

just that this kid ended up playing

punk for 1 1 years. So, some-
how, I gotta try to be better as
a player in the band.
MRR: What are your new
songs gonna be like?
I wanna do something no-
body has done before, but I

know nothing too weird's
gonna come out of us. I mean,
we know each other too well,

after 10 years of playing to-

gether. We wanna destroy
the punk rock we've played,
but we won't make it our
goal. We don't wanna play
simple 8-beat rock 'n roll ei-

ther. That'd be too boring for

us.

MRR: How do you think you
should play shows?
We want to sound like a wall,

and be sharp about playing it.

We also wanna be thrilling

about it.

MRR: What are the Regis-
trators' taboos?
No lyrics in Japanese. We've
listened to American and En-
glish music only, and can't

play music in any other lan-
guages. We don't use drastic

tempo changes in songs ei-

ther. We probably don't need
two-beat songs. And no
songs longer than three

and a half minutes. But I

E i something is ab-
lutely necessary

and appro-
priate for



the band, that's okay. I think
bands out there should be
more conscious about what's
appropriate for their own
music.
MRR: There's poser '70s
punk bands and posermen-
tality. What do you think
about them?
I've got nothing to do with
them. We'll be like us no mat-
ter what, and we ignore
them. We don't wanna be
close-minded though. Actu-
ally, I respect some of the
Japanese bands on major la-

bels because they make
money playing music they
like. We need money to keep
playing in the capitalist soci-
ety such as Japan. I think ifs .

total bullshit for bands to be
completely against the
whole system, or be for envi-
ronment or ecology.
MRR: How do you want to
mature as a punk band, or
personally as a punk?
To me, punk isn't something
that gives me identity or atti-

tude. Punk for me is all about
being an individual. So even
if our music has changed, if11

still be punk. Even if someone
else says it's not punk, I'd be
okay with it. As long as he or
she gives me something con-
structive or honest to say.
MRR: How hard is playing
in a punk band and being a
punk in Japan?
No social status here. Well, I

don't care about that, but I at

lease wanna be able to live. I

don't wanna sleep on the
street, or have "punk" lifestyle.

I guess it's almost all about
music. I have frustration, dilem-
ma or other feelings and to ex-
press it in songs is punk to me. I

love to make money for music I

play, but ifs pretty hard.
MRR: What's your opinion
about making money by play-
ing punk?
I don't like it all the time, but I'd

love to make money by doing
things I'm good at. I've got this

music and nothing better. I'm
not like someone with a realjob
or some kind of security, play-
ing only on Sunday after-
noons. I'd probably hesitate to

sign with a major label, but I

might. I guess I don't care if it's

major or independent as long as it

means more money for a punk
band like us.

MRR: Would the Registrators
stay the way it is?
We can't just sit around as the
reigning underground '70s
punk band. We'd be dead if we
stayed that way. For now, I

would have fun playing with
underground hardcore punk
bands. I'd have just as much
fun playing with punk bands
on Japanese major labels like

Hi Standard, Michelle Gun Ele-
phant or Blankey Jet City.

Seems interesting to go over
their territory.
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Since 1992, the August Spies have been raising punk rock hell in Boston. They have released three 7"s, plus a

rock, no gimmicks, no frills, no posing and are known for being banned from almost every music venue in Boston at

least once. They have played countless shows with Toxic Narcotic. Showcase Showdown and the Unseen, yet unlike

their fellow Bostonians they have never had four wheels or time to tour the rest of the U.S.A.

So straight from the Center of the Universe, at a run down bar drinking cheap beer, I corner the four guys,

friends since baby punkhood, known as the August Spies. Interview by Erika J.

Chris: vocals
Brian: bass
Adarn: guitar

John: drums

MRR: Ok, let's start picking on Chris first.

Chris: Yeah. sure.
MRR: What's up with the razor blades and the bottles

and the bleeding and the shit and the self- mutilation?
Chris: Ok, but ask Adam. Brian and John first.

MRR: I'm asking you.
Brian: Then we'll tell you what we think.

Chris: I've often thought that if you were to go nuts then,

then fucking I see a lot of people who like go nuts on

. If you want to like build up all this shit from work,
from fucking hate, from fucking everything, when you're

the lead singer in a fucking punk band that's like the best
release you can do. I'm just fucking myself up, and it's

fun. and that's it. I don't do that at every show.
Brian: Only when nobody's there.

Chris: Yah right, but that's when I want to go nuts. When
no one's there. Like at the Middle East when I cut my
chest up. There were only like 15, 20 people there. It

was awesome. I was pissed, and I went nuts.

Adam: Basically. Chris is saying he wants to be mental.
Chris: I also feel a lot of people are just posing when they

think they are going crazy. Oh, they roll around on the
ground and shit. Fuck that shit. If you're going to go nuts,

then you should go crazy.

Adam: Or don't go nuts at all?

Chris: G.G. Allin was the king of that shit but he like did

that all the time. I don't want people to know when I'm go-

ing to do that shit, every show, because if I go crazy, then
next show I'll just stand.

Brian: Even normally you tend to go pretty crazy.

Adam: You wanna fit in.

Chris: Yeah, I just want to fit in.

Brian: He just wants to be punk as fuck.

house, Brian you're the next one to pick on.
Brian: Bring it on, bring it on.

MRR: How did you start the biggest street brawl I've

ever seen in Allston, outside the old Ashford Terrace
house?

Brian: When was that? 2-3 years ago?
Adam: Four years.

Brain: To start off. I lost my job that week, I was having

trouble with my girlfriend... Another note, this is the one
time I ever acted up. acted violent towards another human
being, well, a total stranger, whatever.
Adam: I'd like to tell this story [massive commotion)
Brian: .. all right, we're at this party, hanging out, I was
talking to this guy and I thought he was a real asshole, so
for some unbeknownst reason I smashed him upside the

Chris: Dude, I had a couch thrown on me. a sofa chair.

Brian: Yeah, I gotwacked in the head..
Chris: Yep. and ran!

Brian: Yeah, I split, I was outta there..

Chris: And me and Adam had to fight our way out of the

party!

Adam: Brian ninjas out of the room and is gone in like 2
seconds, and me and Chris are standing there with like 10
big buys staring down at us..

Chris: yeah!

Adam: ..and then they fucked us up.

Brian: ..and after getting stitched up at the hospital, a

bunch of months goby, like many months..
Chris: We played with the Blanks '77 at the Causeway, it

was a really good show, and we all stopped to get ciga-

rettes on the way home. So we're walking down the street

to a party at Adam's house, at Ashford Terrace, and the

guy recognized me. "You're the dude!" and then you ran out,

again.

Brian: He had a bottle and was going to smash me..
Chris: ..and me and Adam were alone, again, with like 6
dudes, or 8 dudes or some shit..

Brian: I'm like the biggest pussy in the world. I ought to

have a vagina.

Adam: .. the whole living room. I don't know how we got

outta there.
Brian: At the same time my brother was coming in, and
saw them going after you guys and shit, and he ran into the
party at Adam's house, and everyone came running out.



Adam: They went for Chris and I grabbed the guy by his

head and next thing I know I look up and 30 dudes ran out

of our house, like the whole party, and some other guys

came from the other party where the 7 guys came from,

so it was about 30 on 30 in the street in front of my

house screaming at the top of his lungs- big skinhead guy

with Beethoven tattooed on his leg- and smashed a cinder

block in the middle of the street. Everyone looked up at the

same time from the huge brawl, and the cops were com-
ing up the street.

MRR: Was it worth it?

Brian: It was the worst thing I ever did.

Adam: ..and we all ran, and I was the only one to end up

going to jail, out of all the people who were actually there. I

was the only one who ended up going to court after that!

Brian: I'm very, very sorry.

Adam: I spent six months of my
life dealinq with that shit.

I vl i m I*FK'J ft.'rm\L,
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servation, most good punk rock

drummers are either pissed off

or crazy..

John: Oh shit.

MRR: ..or a combination of both-

what pisses you off?

John: Every other thing, dude. It's

a constant battle, like not to want
to fucking kill someone.
Chris: It's just life man, it's just

hard man.
John: Totally, I don't know where I

got pissed off, but, like here I am
trying not to be anymore..
Chris: Do you feel like beating on
the drums makes you feel better.

and like, gets aggression out?
John: I'm definitely mellow when I'm

done playing.

MRR: Why are you all into punk rock? As a release?

John: I like the punk rock man,
and like you know there's like

all the fucking little movements K

and fucking bullshit, fashion
crap, but \ like it cause it's

FAST and it fucking swept my
balls off.

thing, you HAVE to be punk
rock!
Brian: It's not just in the music,
it's politics, we're all a bunch of

fucking hippies, (belch!)

John: Yeah, exactly. But you
know what I mean? The way
we do our fucking thing it's

HECTIC, but we're not fucking

imitating, we're not getting to-

•WMl-)l*-riL*B.V(it*!ll,B ,̂]lI, L=jM?llL-11

are going to please and ap-

peases the people.
Brian: Just ourselves.

the shit and it just comes out and we just play as fast as

we can, until we get sick of it, and that's cool with me. Like

I said, I sweat and I chill out, and after this whole month
while we weren't playing for awhile because we were mak-
ing the CD, I was getting a little nervous again, and fucking

pissed off at just little stupid things, just because I didn't

t=^'/:»riT;Jh^f;t:Tj{JW>v/=^il^lJ^lll'Mlf=rJlll*Btil»[*il^

ther, and like too lazy to fucking masturbate, and you know
that's what it's like when I'm done- ahh! Yeah. baby.

Chris: Word.
John: Wiping the sweat, you know.
Adam: I want to say that when it comes to being a person,

I am a self-proclaimed nihilist and I am punk rock, as in I

am crazy, stoned, drunk, stupid, fucking pissed whatever

when I feel like I am, when I want to be, BUT in music and
in what I listen to and what I play, and as a musician and

what makes me feel good, punk is the only form of music
and expression that has ever really made me feel really fuck-

ing awesome, but when it comes to going crazy, whether
it's breaking cars, getting into fights or whatever, I only do

that shit when I fucking feel like doing that shit.

Adam: Are you kidding me? Remember when I got kicked

out of the Linwood?
Chris: Oh yeah! (hahaha)
Adam: I had a guy with his pants down fucking a month ago
in the middle of the bar, I was smashing bottles, and getting

into fights with bouncers.
MRR: So you have to smash shit to be punk?
Adam, Chris, John: No, no
Adam: I just felt like it.

Brian: It's all politics.

Adam: I'm a self proclaimed nihilist!

(pound!) Self-government!

Chris: I think punks could really fuck-

ing honestly motivate ourselves to do
something really good for the world
and society.

Brain: But they're too damn lazy!

I

MRR: What's up with the Boston
scene, since the fall of the Rat,
what happened to those basement
shows, what's up with the people
and the places into punk?
Chris: I think the scene has like ex-

ploded and there are tons of baby
punks everywhere you go, and there

are like tons of baby punk bands.
When we first started out there

were like no baby punk bands at all,

and now there are like 50 million

baby punk bands and its awesome
and I like them all and I want to have
sex with them.

Adam: I agree with Chris that there's a million new bands
out all the time and most of them are really fucking awe-

some but when it comes to

terms of basement scenes, it

has gone down hill, and the only

, ones I can think of right now are

Endless Knot Productions.
' Brian: They still happen. It's gone
back to the church shows. It's

pretty vibrant.

Adam: We need another Ashford
Terrace, all kinds of house base-

ment mental crazy places to play

and to have fun.

MRR: Last question, what are
you all about? August Spies for

e to the world
-'

about getting by on the fucking

! skin of their ass, and fucking like

barely making it. There is a differ-

ence between being like fucking

geared to sell out and just like

fucking still after 5 years still being nowhere, fucking, I don't

Adam: I'm just building on what John said, about yeah, we've

done very little for as long as we've been around, but I have

to add to what he said by saying that we've had a fucking

damn good time doing it, and that's what's really important,

that's what it's all fucking about.

groovie time, babies! And that's from Austin Powers, (haha-

hahha)
Brian: I think it's about having a good time., beg, borrow

and steal. We said a long time ago we'll stop doing it when
it stops being fun, and it's come pretty close a lot of times,

but we just play music and we just play for ourselves, and

you got to come see us. we ain't gonna come see you! (ha-

naha) You gotta come see us. We don't have a car or a

van, or anything. Catch us if you can!







Ira's vitamins

Ira's vitamins'

Not content to lump them-
selves in with the crowd, Marilyn's
Vitamins brought social and politi-

cal issues back to the attention of
an apathetic scene and helped revi-

talize Toronto punks' once proud
tradition of awareness and action.
1998 sees the band with a new album,
a heavy tour schedule and a growing
global fan-base of kids who arm find-

ing out how important messages can
be communicated through amazing
music.

The band stormed out of the Tor-
onto scene in 1995 with their debut
tape "Down and Out In LevHown",
followed up by theirsigning with Raw
Energy and the release of their debut
full-length "In These Shoes" In 1996,
the "Squeegee Girl" 7 inch in 1997
and their best so far, "Politics On The
Dance Floor" in 1990.

Marilyn's Vitamins can be con-
tacted through Raw Energy 65 Front
Street West, Suite #0 1 16-42 Toronto,
ON Canada M5J 1E6 (416) 410-6749
or through the website at http://
rawenergy.passport. ca. Bookings
are handled by Shawn Forstner at
Raw Energy Bookings. Call (416)
410-6749 or email rawbookings&
sprint. ca.

This interview was done by
Damien Abraham, street reporter for
CIUTRadio 's "Mods & Rockers" radio
show. The Vitamins were represent-
ed by Colin Vitamin (vocals and prin-
cipal lyricist) and Adam Puerile
(bassistand song writer). Notpresent
were Danny Complex (guitar), Dick
Teenager (drums) and Jeff Obnox-
ious (guitar).

MRR: How did you get started as a
band? Give us a basic history.
Colin: We formed just over three years ago
last May. We were basically four guys who
needed an outlet. Back then it was me, Jeff.

Dick and a guy named Wooder on bass.
Danny joined after 3 or 4 months and after

about a yearand half, just after " In The Shoes

"

came out, Adam took over on bass.
MRR: What got you into punk? What
made you decide punk music is for
me? As opposed to another style of
music.
Colin: When I was a teenager I listened to a lot

of hip hop and I couldn't relate to a lot of the
violent and sexist imagery. I was wimpy kid

and never really got into the macho aspect of

«

o

it. A friend of mine, actually our old bass
player, loaned me a Dead Kennedy's tape. I

could really relate to everything they were
talking about. The song "Jock-o-Hama" was a
milestone in my life because the town I grew
up in was a complete hockey town and I was
this artsy kidwho couldn't skate andwas used
to getting picked on by jocks.

Adam: When I was 13, 1 hung out with some
guys who listened to a lot of the alterna-crap

of the time, as well as some hip hop. My
friends' older brother was into punk and he
loaned me a Bad Religion CD. It was "Recipe
For Hate " and I totally got into everything they

were saying and it turned me on to that over all

this "alternative" crap.

MRR: Do you think the messages in

your songs get through to the kids?
Do kids ever come up to you after
shows and say "you guys got me into
punk rock"?
Adam: We've never had anything that ex-

treme. We've had people come up and say
"yeah, I totally agree with what you re saying,

I really like what you're about. " And we do our
best to get our ideas across through lyrics and
rants on stage.

MRR: Do you ever wonder if people
really get what you're trying to say?
Do you ever look into the crowd and
see some guy acting like an asshole
and singing along to your lyrics?
Adam: Well yeah, we do get massively inebri-

ated guys beating people up during ourset and
then coming up to us after and saying "Yeah!
That was great, that was so cool.

"

MRR: Does thatever get a little daunt-
ing?
Adam: It's funny in a way.
Colin: I found that when we released our first

CD "In These Shoes" and the song "Tear It

Down " was on it. Everyone assumed we were
promoting mindless destruction. They didn't

actually pay attention to the lyrics, the idea

that ifyou' re going to try to change society you
should work towards creating a new environ-

ment rather than just destroying your sur-

roundings. So when we're singing "what goes
around fucks you around", and the whole
crowd is shouting "Tear It Down!" a lot of the

time I don' t think people get what we're talking

about. Because sometimes the guys who are

singing along are the same ones kicking in the

/ \

urinals at the club we're playing in.

Adam: Or setting fire to the bathroom.

Colin- That hasn't really happened in Toronto
- more in the suburban areas.

Adam: I think people in Toronto know more
about what we're about because we've
played more in the city They've seen us live

and heard us talk and rant. But in other towns
where we've never been, kids may just have
the CD and they may interpret the songs
differently.

MRR: Is that why you have the expla-
nations for the songs in the Squeegee
Girl 7 inch? And are you going to do
that on the new album?
Colin: On the 7 inch I just explained why I

wrote each song but we're not doing that on
the new album.

MRR: Why not?
Colin: I personally wanted them in. Adam
didn't, he wanted it to be left open for interpre-

tation,

Adam: Some of the songs I thought were very

literal and pertained specifically to Canadian
politics, specifically to Ontario and could have

used some explanation, like "October Mon-
day" being about Ontario's teachers strike.

But other songs like "100 Bodies" and "Pen-

sion Watch", or "One More Scene" I thought

were really too poetic and the interpretation

would have been really dumbed down and
shoved in your face if it was given a complete
explanation.

MRR: But a song like "The Rapist In

Me" from the 7 inch; just from the title

could be misconstrued.
Adam: Yeah, but the lyrics totally explain...

MRR: But sometimes even after the
lyrics are printed some kids don't get
it. What if you weren't in a band? What
would you be doing?
Colin: I'd probably be writing. It's my favorite

aspect of the band. So I'd probably be doing

something along those lines.

Adam: I'd probably be writing too, stories and
stuff. Right now I'm pursuing animation as
well.

Colin: I want to be in a band. It's what I want.

MRR: On a lyrics-to-music ratio how
much do you allot to each? If you had
a song with exceptional lyrics and
awful music or the other way
around...



Colin: We try to balance it out. We're motivat-

ed primarily by our message, what we want to

talk about. We write about the theme and

usually go from there as far as music goes.

Sometimes we start with the music and work

towards lyrics.

Adam: We've never really been in a position

where we had lyrics or music that we thought

were terrible because we constantly change

things until we're happy with them.

MRR: You guys recently opened for

Rancid. What was it like playing in

front of an audience that wasn't really

a punk rock audience?
Adam: I liked it but I didn't like it. There were

a lot of commercial radio kids who weren't

really into us. which is fine because we got to

say what we wanted to another audience who
had never been subjected to it before. But

then again, there were big burly security

guards with their arms crossed in front of the

bands and a big

steel fence to

keep the audi-

ence back.

Colin: A lot of

the guys
screaming over

the segways
while we're
talking about
the vilification

of people
stricken by
poverty.

Adam: Great
big balls of id

spewing beer
at us.

MRR: What
would you
say the big-

gest prob-
lem facing
the punk
rock com-
munity is to-

day?
Colin: Proba-

bly this tough

guy image
that's coming
back. Guys throwing

fists in the pit.

Adam: The whole big dick bravado in punk

rock.

Colin: It's great to be a "man". And the fact

that people aren't singing about anything any-

more. The whole point of our album "Politics

On The Dance Floor" is that punk rock should

be about something. Not everyone has to be

in a political band singing political songs. If it's

not from your heart, if all you can come up with

is another song about beer or your girlfriend

leaving you, then you might as well be singing

over a dance beat.

MRR: Do you think you've turned

away any people because of your
politics?
Adam: There seems to be this backlash

against this whole "PC. " political idea. There

seems to be an uprising or bands going "fuck

off, why are you being so serious all the time?

"

Stupid bands singing about stupid stuff, say-

ing "we're not serious, we don't have to be.

it's punk rock, it's supposed to be fun, you're

not supposed to be serious.

"

Colin: And because we take stances in our

music and when playing we get lumped into

this category of being a band that doesn't have

any fun. We' II hang out with bands after shows

and they'll be shocked if anyof us drinks a beer

or smokes a joint. And all these people are

afraid to talk around us because they think

we'll be these P.C. tyrants following them

around yelling "Did you say bitch? Did you say

fag?" Personally, I wouldn't talk like that but I

can't tell other people how to talk and I

wouldn't.

Adam: That's part of our whole stance. Sure

we don't do that but we're not going to con-

demn you for doing it. We've got our own
ideas and shoving them in your face is not

what we're about.

MRR: Do you think it's the bands duty

to make sure people don't dance too

hard in the pit?

Adam: Not a duty.

Colin: We ask people not to stage dive and

crowd surfwhen we play. The only reason why
I'm like that is because I've been in the audi-

ence before and gotten kicked and punched.

I remember being at a Citizen Fish show and I

was well off to the side with my girlfriend

pogoing up a down, no touching anyone, in

nobody's way and there was this big pit and

guys were coming out of it specifically to run

into me and other people and I hate that. I hate

being at a show and being afraid. So when

we're playing I don't want to create an environ-

ment like that, where people are afraid to be at

the front of the stage or are afraid that some-

one is going to land on them. We ask people

to respect other people.

Adam: That jock mentality comes up again.

Colin: I don't want to get into a debate about

what punk is, but I don't think punk is disre-

specting people - especially other punks at a

snow.
MRR: Just a last note on this subject.

Do you think it's also the responsibil-

ity of the person in the pit?

Adam: I don't think it's an issue of responsi-

bility. It would be cooler if people were to just

say "yes. I understand that we're all here to a

have a good time. Why do we want to beat

each other up?"

Colin: For me personally, I like the idea that a

punk rock show is a place where people can

go to communicate and as a person in a band

I don't want to feel separated from the audi-

ence. I like the intimacy of shows where we
can pay attention and see what's going on in

the pit. And if someone is getting hurt or if

someone is being an assholewe can say " hey,

calm down."

MRR: That's kinda changed. I can
remember seeing you guys two years
ago and you came right off the stage

and grabbed the back of my head and
started singing the lyrics right in my
face. Not so aggressive, but certainly

intimidating.
Colin: I didn't do it violently. I still come up to

people and sing in their faces.

MRR: But I was standing way at the

back.
Adam: It was a pretty aggressive show.

Colin: Yeah, but I

don't try to

hurt anyone,
ever. I re-

member a

show where a

guy was run-

ning around
elbowing
people and I

grabbed him
and told him
to relax.

Adam: I re-

member a

show last

year at the El

Mocambo. It

was a wicked
show - every-

one was go-

ing nuts but

there was
this one kid

who kept div-

ing off the

stage and af-

ter the song

we asked,
specifically to

this guy to

please stop
but he kept

doing it again and again and again. So finally he

goes on the stage one more time and Colin

gets him in a headlock and starts running

around the stage singing away mid-song with

this kid in a light, playful headlock. The kid was

smiling and just loving it but Colin was trying to

get the point across for him to stay still for

a minute. Colin lets him go and the kid

jumps off the stage again.

Colin: Actually we catch a lot of heat for

asking people not to stage dive. Guys are

always saying "
It's part of the scene" .

The

problem is that the majority of people jumping

off the stage are larger than the people they

land on.

MRR: Do you think you've turned

people away with your stance on
stage diving?
Colin: Oh yeah.

Adam: I know we have.

Colin: As I said, some people tell me it's part

of the scene and that we're ruining punk rock

But all we're saying is dancing should be fun

and liberating - not something that makes

people fear for their safety. It's not like we're

telling people not to dance, we encourage it.



MRR: Is it hard being the only political

band on Raw Energy? And in Toronto as
well?
Colin: I don't think we' re the only political band on

the label, we're just the ones that the most vocal

about political issues.

Adam: Well I definitely don't think we're the only

political band in Toronto.

MRR: As far as bands go in Toronto,
there are very few who talk the talk and
walk the walk. And you guys seem to be
one of the few torch bearers left. A lot

of bands will talk a big game and not live

up to it and while others will not talk
about it and actually be very down-to-
earth people and politically aware. You
guys seem to be the only two guys that

do both.
Colin: Well, we're just trying... well. I don't want
to sound like a cliche, but we try to be true to

ourselves in our songs. What we write about and
what we say on stage is what we really feel.

Adam: We're not trying to set a standard for

anyone else's action. If it comes across as us

being these great torch bearers, it's completely
coincidental. We never tried to put across some
big important image. But if a song we've written

has happened to make someone think twice

about something, then that's our job done.
MRR: This sort of question sums up
most of the questions thus far: what
keeps you going, when you see people
not understanding what you're talking
about and seeing people getting into
fights at shows? What makes you think
"we're going to keep writing songs and
maybe one day we'll get through?"
Adam: The one kid who says he or she does.

Colin: A lot of it for me, when I'm writing, is a

personal thing. I'm venting my frustrations. A lot

of our new material is very political but very

personalized. Issues like economics; what little

money we make outside of being in a band as

well as what we make as a band, and how it's

assumed we make a lot.

Adam: The idea of wage as a symbol of status,

we touch on that. As well as a lot of stuff about
the scene. I think because after the last album
we were thrust into the spotlight.

MRR: Is that what 100 Bodies is about?

Unless I misinterpreted it gross-
ly-

Adam: No. no. you're right. 100 Bodies
I wrote about the show when I was
talking to a bunch of people afterwards

and they were saying "great show,
blah, blah, blah, but all these fucking

new kids showed up, they don't even
know what it's about, they just got

here
.

" And my whole idea was that you
can't say who has a right to be there

and who doesn't. Very few people are

going to find something and stick to it

through their whole lives and it's my
hope that whoever comes into punk
rock, for however long, when they

move onto something else they'll take

something from it. They'll take some
aspect of these punk ideals and apply it

to something else and that's more than

you could ever ask for. There's no way
you could ever say anyone has more
right than anyone else to be there.

That's why I wrote 100 Bodies.

MRR: Outside of music, what
are some of your influences?
Colin: George Orwell specifically 1 984
and Animal Farm. Lately the works of a
comic artist named Evan Dorkin, he
makes a lot ofjokes about the punk and
ska scenes and I can relate to a lot of

them. The work of another comic artist

named Ted McKeever as well. He cred-

its a lot of distorted Images, men in

suits and ties that look like the life has
been sucked from them.
Adam: I like a lot of small press comics
as well. I'm totally into Evan Dorkin. He
has a lot of bitter, un-relenting social

commentary filled with tongue-in-

cheek humour. Books as well, some
Goldman. Meltzer and Chomsky. Also
art, paintings by Goyd and the expres-

sionists and impressionists as well.

And some Voltaire thrown in for fun. or

credibility. (All laugh)

MRR: Are you guys a straight
edge band? You've mentioned

you have problems with drunk guys
at shows.
Colin: Not just drunk guys at shows, just

macho assholes in general. We're not op-

posed to people getting drunk. In the band
there are guys who don't drink or do drugs
and guys who do and some who do it to

excess. And the thing we try to put forth in

our music and in our music and in our lives

is that there is room for every different kind

of lifestyle. I don't eat meat or drink milk but

Jeff does. I think he's wrong and he may
think I am as well but we can still co-exist.

We try to bring that idea into our music. But

then again there's rumors all around Toron-

to that we're all straight-edge vegans.

MRR: Last summer the van broke
down, this winter your tour of Que-
bec was canceled when an ice
storm hit. Do you think you guys
have some bad luck when it comes
to going out on the road?
Colin: I think every band has bad luck when
it comes to touring. Lots of bands have
horror stories about being pulled over by
cops , and having to pour their beer out. That

would suck!

Adam: I thimk with every bad experience
we've had at least one good one.

Colin: And we've murdered more celebri-

ties

than any band ever. Almost every time we
go out of town a celebrity dies. We went to

Michigan and the lead singer of INXS killed

himself. We went to Ottowa and the Noto-
rious B.I. G. got killed, when wewent on tour

for 7 days, we killed three of them.
Adam: Jimmy Stewart. Robert Mitchum
and
Jacques Cousteau. It was a great moment
especially for Robert Mitchum who was
always trying to be the patriotic tough guy.

MRR: Who are you lookinf forward
to killing this year?
Adam: Prominent members of the religious

right.

Colin: Ted Nugent.



lome with an impression. Either
\eylove their wild, loud, rawsound
'just cringe at hearing the band

' name. From Albuquerque by way of

i El Paso, they've quickly become one
) of the town's favorite punk/garage
' bands by playing quick twenty-

. minute sets oftrashyrock n' roll and
getting offstage before the audience

i a chance toknow whathit 'em. If

lu're a fan of Zeke, Hickey, Teen-

Bnerate, or the Motards, do your-
elfafavorandchecktheseguys out!
de sings and plays bass. Paulie B.

lays guitar, and ConeyIsland Mike

its the drums. Interview by
Irian Angel.

IR: So have you guys all been in

ther bands?
like: Yeah. There's a lot of bands in

room right now with just the

ee of us.

jaulie: I was in The Belushis in El

aso. . .

rnie: Like the salad dressing,

aulie: Yeah! It was "Blue Cheese"

.ot "The Belushis". I was in a surf

and too, but I don't remember much
f that either.

ike: It was all the acid. I have an
criminating photo of Paul as a hip-

lie

.

aulie: No. Just a madcap,
rnie: I've jammed in a lot of bands,

ike: Me and Ernie owned El Paso at

ne point. If anyone needed a bassist

r drummer. . .

aulie: They were for hire.

R: Mike and Ernie were in V.B.F.

nd you guys toured and stuff,

ght?
ike: Yeah, I met Ernie in Not So
appy but we broke up and started

V.B.F. as an anti-Not So Happy move-
ment and then fizzled out.

MRR: And then the Love Beads?
aulie: The Belushis broke up and me
d Ernie wanted to do the same

hing.

ike: The Belushis
ocked, man. They had
huck from the Six-

iens and Cedric from
t The Drive-in.

MRR: Did you have an

idea of-what-you were gonna, sound
n

in Santa Fg. ^_

.like offthe bat? Mike: Aw. ,

Ernie: No. Not at aU.
"

Paulie: Lots of weird, rich whit

Paulie: Everyone kind of had a differ-

ent influence.

MRR: So you guys i

you all moved to

.

Ernie: Yeah. El I

Paso... Man, Ijust

had to get out. I

moved up here
and then they
came up. Mike:

We wanted clean-

1

er air.

MRR: What's the

scenes?
Mike: It s kind of I

like a big family

down there. Ev-

eryone knows
I

each other.

Paulie: It's all
|

kinds of different

punks hanging
out in the same
scene.

Ernie: People are

younger there,

too. It's more of

an established all-

ages scene.

MRR: You guys se^

ten a reputation he

you guys a " love

type of band?
Paulie: I'm not to

worried if people

like us or not.

Ernie: It's like peo-

ple don't know
|

what to expect.

Mike: Every time we play, people look

at us like they're smelling shit...but

they don't walk awayl
Paulie: (laughs) "Should I like this?

Should I not?"

Ernie: It's more intimidation.

Mike: It's Ernie's mohawk and his

chops and how he breaks into people's

homes and sells crack to their kids...

All: (laughs)

MRR: Let's talk about what happened

CHINESE

lot of alcohol, poetry,,1 and 1

rock n' roll.

Ernie: It didn't mix, man.
Paulie: There was actually a<

few people up front^who
loved it but everyone} else I

was "oh my Godl" ancj left. 1

One guy tried to get lA our;

face and fight us. . . j

Ernie: But we didn't (back

down. ',

Mike: It was some dumb'
poetry slam. [

Ernie: We pretty muchfeave
them a poetry suplex, lude.

All: (laughs)

Mike: It's funny. They were I

supposed to be all ibout
|

freedom of expression.
They were just kissing each

i

others' asses. i

Ernie: We'd finish aXsong
and there would be si ence

and then... (claps slowdy)

J
MRR:Doyoulike playing in

' town?
f

Ernie: Yeah.

Mike; Yeah, but it seems
like the only place weyever

play is Launchpad.
Ernie: Nah.
MRR: Do you like parties?

All: Yeahl
;

Mike: They're so co< 1 be-

cause it's all cramped!
Paulie: And the b ser's

cheap.

MRR: Do you tike any fthe
bar ds here?Did that infl ence

you inmoving?
Erh 3: There's some cool bai ds. I

mig: it not dig all the styles but they :

pull it off well. I guess that'* why
there's lots of bands on labels.

Paulie: There are bigger and ooler

shoots here. But I hope the al -ages

scene gets bigger.

Mike: It didn't have anything to do
with! us moving here though. W|e jus

get out of El Paso.

It's lame how all these bands;

n labels here and no one does

ing for a space. They're got

pullj I guess most of them are 'been'

theiJe, done that."



ime..£U.the., records yPtt-—out, Jh^cnoLkids hang outsat Frontier.

5JT '

..r. .^ ^^Bajidito: ;' ;~

Ernie: UncotflTtfacTe? TJncool?-

MRR: So if you could kick any baud's

ass, whose would it be?

Paulie: I don't know. I almost got my
ass kicked the other night by that chick

from Nashville Pussy. She threw a

beer at me.

Mike: The singer was cool with It but

that girl made Paul go all Bruce Lee.

Ernie: Nashville Pussy!

Mike: But actually. .

.

Ernie: I'll fuck with anyone in the

*wltffthe
w
i35$e'eh-s, split

th the Hellcats de Norte, and a self-

ad one.

I:How manytourshaveyoudone
le Love Beads?

Three. We're recording again.

I: You guys have your own label

leos Tuckybus). How did that get

1?

ie: Gaughs) It was a bad publicity

le: And It's still around,

se: Ernie was the Don King of El

so. He was like "you're gonna be on
you're gonna be on it" and got

Jerybody' s hopes up.

: Then he went to Albuquerque!

(laughs)

se: That's why they call us "the

Jck-stabbing Beads".

h How many records are on the

Bl?

le: Seven.

: 80 what's some good tour mu-
b?

fnie: It depends on who's driving?

\: Does Mike listen to Ertya when
^u guys are asleep?

ie: No, man. Seall

mie: All he listens to is the Descen-

Snts. He believes that there's a De-

sndents song for everyone on the

let:

like: It's true. Everything in my life

|n relate to one of their songs.

I: What do you guys eat on tour?
tike: Mostly ramen.
rnle: We have our dell tray,

(laughs)

l: Do you guys get a lot of shit for

1 name of your band?
ie: Nah, a lot of people don't know
a sex toy.

te: Remember In San Antonio the
' was all, "up next is the Japanese

'Love Strings!"

Ernie: Or one show it was the "Chl-

3se Love Connection."

(laughs)

(ike: We're the Chuck Woolerys of

rock.

I: Didyou play all your songs "in

ro n' two"?
lulie: We Just got the name from a
3rn magazine.

like: Ernies's really Ron Jeremy.
I:Youguys seem tobe really fon

the El Bandito restaurant here,

is that?

ilke: We've all worked there,

faulie: They're just cool,

like: I don t know. It seems like the

lace where all the uncool kids hang

crowd
when we
play.

MRR: So a lo

here seem
What doy
Ernie:

know! Ev-

eryone's
leaving.

Mike:
That's how
we're gon-

na become
the best
band In Al-

buquer-
quel We're

gonna be
the only
one!

To reach the Chinese Love Beads, write:

117 Terrace SE « Albuquerque, NM
87180. To reach Discos Yuckybus, write:

PO Box 40716 • Albuquerque,NM 87196.



Somewhere along the way, they started printing A to Z guide
books, issued uniforms, and depending on your highly spe-
cialized faction, your very own rule book. It seems
to me that these implements are used more to
exclude than to include. Funny how a subculture
of a subculture that was originally intended to
allow freedoms, can bring with it more rules and
absurd structures than the original culture it was
reacting to. Ughl I'm not starting a debate here
"Old School" against "New School", and how every-
thing is so derived and calculated today, and things
were so great "Back in the day". It's all good, it's all
bullshit. I just want to point out how silly thing can
become, old school, new school, 1977, hardcore, punk-
rock, emo, crusty, straight edge(hate edge), skacore,
on and on and on... its all a load of shit. Lets not loose sight
that Punk Rock is a freedom that has room for all, needs to
keep reinventing itself, but needs time to breathe!! Individ-
uality and creativity is vital to keep it alive. Narrow-mind-
edness and rules will destroy it! I With that off my chest,
(somewhat related to this article) I'd like to talk about
Spizz Energi. I remember when I first heard "Where's
Captain Kirk", I was totally blown away. I kept putting
the needle back to the groove at least a dozen times.
Although Tm not a Star Trek fan, the music was awe-
some and the whole thing was very funny. Intense clever Punk
Rock, this is the shit. So I was on a mission. To hunt down Spizz
Energi records. Well in various records stores and mail order cata-
logues and on compilations records I would find bands with similar
monikers. Spizz 77, Spizzoil, Athletico Spizz 80, The Spizzles, spizz
this spizz that, what the fuckl I was not quite sure what the fuck
was going on. And I was afraid to squander my pennies so I did not
take the chance on these records. So hear I am about eighteen
years later, and I learned a bit more about this mysterious band.
So I decided to write a page or two for Maximum Rock and Roll's
"Pioneers of Punk" to satisfy a curiosity within myself.

Spizz is actually a man. Spizzenergi is just one of many ver-
sions of a band that Spizz put together. I seems that almost on an
annual basis Spizz would change the name of the band releasing
singles and albums under the new moniker, with some sort of Spizz
derivative. Spizz started off as a solo act in the summer of 1977.
At Barberellas in Birmingham, England, during an all day Punk
Rock festival Spizz borrowed a guitar and performed some stuff he
made up as he went along. After his first performance a local
fanzine called him and "ultra minimalist star". A few months later
he was joined by his friend Pete Petrol and the duo continued per-
forming spontaneously as Spizz 77. Setting the tone for the rest of
his career, in 1 978 they changed the name to Spizz Oil. As Spizz Oil
they supported Siouxie and the Banshees at the Roundhouse. John
peel was impressed by them and invited them to a recording ses-
sion for his radio station. Jeff Travis from Rough Trade Records
heard this and released two EP's, "6,000 Crazy" and "Cold City 4"
Both these two records did well on the indie charts. After the UK
tour with the Banshees, tension between Spizz and Petrol led to
Petrol leaving the band. Jim Solar and Mark Coalfield was called in
as replacements. This is the band to become Spizzenergi. Thereaf-
ter John Peel asked the band to record a second session. After the

broadcast of this session, Spizzenergi was asked to join the
Rough Trade Tour. Petrol returned to help with the tour. It
was during this tour Spizzenergi honed their signature sound
and "Where's Captain Kirk?". After the tour the band went
into the studio with Spizz singing, Jim Solar on bass, Dave
Scott on guitar, Mark caolfield on keyboards and Brian B
Benzine (from the Fabolous Poodles) on drums. Dave Scott
and drummer Hire Shima joined later to finish up the re-
cordings.

The band did not release "Where's Captain Kirk?"
for a couple of months, opting to release the single to coin-
cide with the new Star Trek movie. "Captain Kirk?" was
named single of the week by Melody Maker and topped

the indie charts for eight weeks. Despite their current suc-
cess as Spizzenergi, and to follow tradition on new years

eve of 1980 Spizz changed the name of the band
to Athletico Spizz 80. This new band toured exten-
sively playing to full houses everywhere they went.
Their next single was "No Room" b/w "Spock's Miss-
ing" ( a reprise to "Captain Kirk?") had well over
50,000 advanced orders and became number 1 on
the indie charts instantly. A&M Records picked them
up and released "Do A Runner' which hit the national
charts at number 18. Athletico Spizz 80 dropped the
keyboard and picked up Lu (briefly in the Damned) to
play guitar. This line up toured Germany and the Unit-
ed States.

Spizz continued on and continues today. Always changing the
bands name to some derivative of Spizz, even Spizzenergi:2. Its
funny how most bands efforts are concentrated on getting their
name known, while Spizz works against that, even at the point of
great success. A true punk, Spizz does what he wants to , when he
wants to, and calls it what he wants as well. I understand that
Spizz is still playing out occasionally as Spizzenergi (the longest
enduring name), you might get lucky enough to see this. There are
some videos out there including the Urghl A Music War compila-
tion. The records and albums are out there as well. I suggest check-
ing them (him) out, with over twenty years of music, I'm sure
there something for you.
DISCOGRAPHY

Singles:

Spizz 00-- "6000 Crazy" (Rough Trade, 1978) '"Cold City" (Rough
Trade, 1978)/1Spizz Energi-* "Soldier Soldier" (Rough Trade 1979)
• "Where's Captain Kirk" (Rough Trade, 1979) '"Where's Captain Kirk"
b/w "Spock's Missing" (Warm Records (portugal), 1981)//A£ii/etico
Spizz 80- '"No Room" (Rough Trade, 1980) -"Hot Desertlega; Pro-
ceedings" (A&M, 1980) •"Panorama" (Kamera Records, 1982) •"Cen-
tral Park" (A&M, 1980)//I7ieSpizz2es--"Risk" (A&M, 1981) •"Dan-
gers of " (A&M, 1981)//Spjzzenergi.-2-»"Megacity" (Rough Trade,
1982) •"Jungle Fever" (Rough Trade, 1982)//Spizz-« "Where's Cap-
tain Kirk" (Hobo Railways, 1987)

Albums
Athletico Spizz 60-»"Do A Runner" (A&M, 1980)//The Spizzles-
• "Spikey Dream Flowers" (A&M, 1 98 1 )lISpizz History-* "Rough Trade
Singles" (Rough Trade, 1981)//Spizz0il-«"The Peel Sessions" (Strange
Fruit, 1987)//Spizzenergf-*"Unbinged" (Damaged Goods, 1994) '"Spizz
Not Dead Shock" (Cherry Red, 1996)
Spizz is also on many compilations.



SUBTERRANEAN
MAIL ORDER

THE REZILLOS 'Radio Session" T
The original bond In lt'« '77 prime, and you can ten Just by

listening to It. "Top of the Pops.' "Good Sculpture!,' "ItGets

Me." and "Not" with all the punch ond sheer pogo-crazy

enerav that was missing In all those tote' Incarnation*.

T $4.65

"THE TOMB OF GRIND" comp V
An siternatbnal stench-coreattackwith EXPIODINGCORPSE

ACTION. PANTALONESABAJO MARINERO. DAHMER, INTESTI-

NAL LOUDNESS. UNHOLY GRAVE. NYCTOPHOBC. DAMAGE
DIGITALGrGANTOPITHECTUS.andGROINCHURN. Evenwlth-

out the hHarious bond namei. It* is alot of tun.

7" $4.00

RONNIE FUJIYAMA "Coney lstand"/"N«w

York Groove" V
Ronnie Is the singer/guitarist tor THE 5.6.7.8». ond she re-

corded these 2 mighty garage screamers wrlh some friends

In NYC InOctober '97. releasing them herself <wtth helpfrom

Tkia and Russell of THE BOB8YTEENS) on this Smiled edition 7".

Snazzy ortworic. tool

T $4.25

PISSED HAPPY CHILDREN
"Pissed Playground" CD
The predecessor band to MAN 6 THE BASTARD (with the

iderrrlcol Pneup). PHC is the roots of power violence, wtththelr

very row. fast-paced. humoHoden hardcore. Al the tracks

here are about 1 yean old. and comprisethe entire "Prssed

Playground' LP. the "Vigilante" 7". both trocla from their

legendary spffl flexl with NFEST. and their Irock from the

"Earth Ropers. HeH Raisers' comp.
CD $10.10

PETER AND THE TEST TUBE BABIES

"Allen PubducHon" CD
Brighton. England'smost long-Uvedond unerringly obnoxious

punk band lays waste to planet Earth with this 16-song

domestic release. Tough, anthemlc street punk wtth more
than a touch of twisted humor.

CD $10.70

THE FORGOTTEN "Venl Vldi Vlcl" CD
Another excellent, rockln' album from the exploding street

punk scenel Picking up where they left off with the "Class

Separation' 7". with more great, super-punchy punk rock In

the '82 UK style mixed wtth their own tuff take on '90sworking

class street punk ond oL

CD $10.70

All prices are postpaid In the US.

Elsewhere add $2.50 tor 1st Item, $.50 for next.

Hoyl Ask for a catalog with your orderl Or$endu*
$2.00 to cover postage ($3.00 outside the U.S.) and

well send you a llstl

Shops! Yes, we sell direct! Great prices, great nils

on tons ofhardto AndHems on somanylabelswe lost

count. Ask (or our wholesale updates with the new-

est releases.

SUBTERRANEAN RECORDS
PO Box 2530

Berkeley, CA 94702 USA
415-821-5880 subterra@hooked.net

"UP FROM THE STREETS"
BRAND NEW kP. WITH THEIR BEST o

MATERIAL TO DATE. 3.
COLOR VINYL THROUGH MAIL ORDER ONLY-$J.$0

FAN CLUB EDITION (LIMITED TO ZOO) ON MARBLE VINYL WITH
ALTERNATIVE SCREEN-PRINTED COVER-
ONLY THROUGH MAIL ORDER-S5-50 P.P.

ALSO NEW-
INALY-THE 12 VINYL VERSION OF AMERICAS FAVORITE NEW BAND-

(R.E.O.) SPEED DEALER
WITH BONUS TRACKS.IN STORES NOW,OR MAIL ORDER -S9.00 P.P.

TWO NEW ADDITIONS TO THE SIN CITY SERIES

OF GREAT ROCK V ROLL BROUGHT TO YOU BY-

minronUr po box 8345 Berkeley,CA 94707
lULl/rHUN I http//surf.to/coktfront

reCOrdS chks. 1o bcetl mathews
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Dropkick Murphys

/Oxymoron split 7"

2 Great

Streetpunk bands

from the U.S. and

Germany

:30 Seconds Over

Tokyo "S/T" CD

Old school style

Boston Hardcore /

Punk

All Systems Stop /

„„. is* Big Bad Bollocks

split 7"

Bostons finest Oi!

& Pub Rock

:30 Seconds Over
Tokyo / The

Trouble split 7"

Kick ass street

punk and hardcore

V/A "I've Got My
Friends" CD
Boston /S.F,

Punk Rock 16

bands , 2 songs

each

\$tt2ffitt $otnt £The Randumbs /

Pressure Point

split 7" NEW!

Cow Town Boot

Boys!

Dropkick Murphys / Ducky
Boys split 7" is out of print!

CD $10.00 US / $12.00 World
7" $4.00 US / $5.00 World

Flat Records P.O. Box 7504
Quincy, MA 02269 USA

Write for a catalog of Dropkick

Murphys Merchandise

RECORDS
THE NIMROOS m

THENIMKODS gj-j^ [MfMZNM
As on their first 2

full length CDs/

LPs, The Nimrod'.

continue to

release originally

styled pop punk

With a humorous

twist.

BEATNIK TERMITES / PARASITES
/ Don't Wanna Be Bad / 1 Almost Loved You
7 Inch split (ISR-004)

BEATNIK TERMITES / SHOCK TREATMENT
Ramones Rip-Off, 7 loch iPnt <isr-oo3>

THE DURFS, Durfin' Safari, 7 inch ep (19R-002)

POP A BONER, CO compilation

17 song CO compilation; all

Cleveland. Simply tomo of the best

punk and pop punk thai you'll war
hear" In Europe; Get Happy!' Records,

Gauss Sir. 7, 60316 Frankfurt. Germany.

EMtta NAlirt

7inch:S4 first/S3.S0 additional

CD: S10
Caih, check or money order in US dol-

lars Outside the USA add $2 shipping

for (Irst Hem and S1 each additional item.

ENEMA NATION
11 Song CD

Full length CDdueoui
in October- Dirty Rec.

www.dinyrecords.com

BUR6SP.BP.EATH

4 sono r EP

4 song EP still available

on Intensive Scare Rec.

info...www.cbe.com

ASK FOR ASSMf.N RECORDS AND CD'S AT VOUB
LOCAL PUNK ROCK RECORD STORE OR GET IT AT THE
FOLLOWING niSTRIBUTORS-.BiiniD.Btcr City.Disgnimled.

Villi Musk Mailotder.Gtt Hip.Diu.FalK Sen»cRoti,Mu!«m Pop

or you on contact The AMmcn directly at the addresses Wow'

Check out The Assmen webpage at

www.Mrtertflnrdi.oow/awiwn/

INSUBORDINATION RECORDS
P.O. Box 606121

Cleveland, OH 44106 USA

I http /'home att.ncl'-lieatnik-termites'

I bterrniIflSflholmail.com

Ordcrs-BOoking info.For t Uee c»lalog.Zincs.Labels.Mores or

anyone else.contact The Assmen at these addresses

The Assmcn/2914 Asb Street/Erie, Pa./t6504

e-mail: tbeASSMENiffiaol.com phone<8i4)4S)-2654
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Disgusteens
Nothing Personal 7"

Debul 7" from this great
frantic hyper-punk Band.

Cocksparrerlribute V
Shock Troops - We're Comm\

Dropklclk Murphys - Wo.
The Oxys - A.U.

Disgusteens - / Got \bur Number
Today's top bands paying respect to

Sac*
in'

Oi! Let's Go Canada LP
This great compilation features 17 of

Canada's top Oi! and Streetpunk
bands. This is crucial 1

Features: Shock Troops, Impact,
Street Troopers, Troublemakers,
Generators, Hammerbolz,
Bittergrin, Blatherskites, Vacant
Lot, Rabblerousers, Lager Lads,
Mayhem Utd„ Glorystompers,
Cleats, Cocksure, Subway Thugs
and The Dole

T's: 1 S5 US ppd, 2+ • $4 US ppd

'jftgiriYTiYTlPlilVlV
Available from:

Longshot Music
#606-233 Abbott St

Vancouver. B.C.
V6B2K7
Canada

and >$
Rhythm & Boots *r"
2843 St. George St
Vancouver, B.C.

V5T 3R8
Canada

MJBBB jftfiaSJf-ifeareBaaja&fe'sfiS S55 EK S^sasrSSSSEtSi KBEfiKSkSSS '•'
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Sex and drug* and rock 'n roll in SFt

Tales of heroin heroines, rough tough
strippers, dead & buried affairs. Raw,
raunchy, sugary sweet! Featuring the
cbainsaw-hiss vocals oE AKTOWIA!

FLfPPER

Out 10/31!

Live on cable TV in *83! Crazed punk
production, 7 song* plus interview. Brand n>

official Flipper video; a must for Flipper

Texas nerd reckort find

luceess in S.F.; see thoir

biuirre elory live t3-'U:
bDonald the Nut goncjod
"by Mr. Tl Flaming gases!
Piss fountain! Nerd
evitatlonl Boredoms!
Aaargl(NTBConry)

erebus
Hip-hop punkmetal flava

from Portland! Heinous
lyrics and crunching

guitars form a massive
sonic assautt!

'Rage Against the
Horn" OPTIONM ofAMIMO

Two of En§l»na"j punkest

»m«5 iUke mid-'oO'i,

live in L.A.! 60 minutu

of Briteere aasrchy tefiM

with 14 UK SeW elastics,

II Subbumans aalbsms!

Coming soon:

#8 ADOLESCENTS/SOCIAL DISTORTION!
Chock youf fave store, or mall onier CDs. $10 ppd ovon/wtteie'

Vfds $l3p«l mailorder (US/CAN'MEX). SlSpfx! PAL & overseas

DOG PATCH RECORDS/FLIPSIDE VIDEO
POB 882944, SAN FRANCISCO CA 94188-2944

Look for new vids, CDs, * all kindsa crazy crap at

WWW.DOG-PATCH.COM
j

DEBWT FIRST PRESSING rf-
300! AFTER THAT, WHO KrlovJSf

SO HELP THESE TWISTED f^l/cKSOUT£H?

ELECTRO HARMONIX RECORDS presents

LOS KENNY HARPERS

GSesh

•/ SONGS 0*i?S'o? Poumdia/o
SATISFACTION JusTKKSHTBE
WHAT YER UOoKlhtfOR !! AND ON
RED WAX TO BOOT/, ALSO qN
CASSETTE* $32fi ^.A. ^S^UORUB
M.O./HECK, OR U/£"U HIDDEN U.S.
FUNDsro;

DARc^/iAso/y
% SQUIRM

thT™ p:aBOX6'880
FiiLLlErJ&rH ST. PAUL NN. «Y

out,s fail 551 06 a
"8 oft so!OF

-±00% MoRtp-OFFsf/ft

After years of struggling towards global punk fame, Los Kenny

Harpers are bumin' with that pure dry martini punk took sound.

"Las Gran estafa del R &R" packs in 13 songs that range from

the 6 smashed original numbers to cover like "Peier Gunn," Los

Saicos IPeru circa '651, Ultimo Resorte and KGB (both Spanish

early punk). The group christened their release with the Spanish

translation of the Sex Pistols album.. .so you can imagine what

you're in for!!! Just add extra sloppiness, drugs, a double dose

of theramine and fuzz and you got it! The unchained madness of

Los Kenny Harper's fucked up sound. The album rocks, the vinyl

is pink the quanity is limited to only 500 copies ! ! !

!

SEND 15.00 USD FOR A COPY (AIRMAIL WORLDWIDEKCASH

ONLY !!! TO: ELECTRO HARMONIX DO MUNSTER. POBOX

18107 MADRID 28080 SPAIN... OR ASK YOUR USUAL DEALER

NEW!

now on CD!

GIRL CRAZY!
LP/CD

17 of the greatest girl and

girl-fronted bands playing

the best in garage, punk,

surf, and pop. Featuring: Catfight! / The Eyeliners

The Chubbies / Junior Varsity / Neptunas / Budget

Girls / Me First / Maow / The Hissyfits / The Beautys

Red #9 / Bombshell / Kitty BadAss / Swoons / East

Coast Panic / Ballgagger / and Ninety Nine!

Highly suggested, this is as good as a comp gets." -Punk Planet 24

coming soon:

THE CHUBBIES!!

THEJEWWS!!

LP CD 7' (1/2+)

US
Can/Mex

World

$7 $8 $3.50/$3 ea.

$8 $9 S4.50/S4 ea.

$11 $10 $5.50/$5 ea.

JUNIOR VARSITY
"Juvenile" 7" ep

clear vinyl

100% fun garagey pop,

surf flavored rocknroll.

4 shimmy shakin' songs

sure to have you dancin'

in no time!

dlstro: GET HIP, CHOKE, DARLA. etc.

US FUNDS ONLY / we sell direct

POBOX 684811 AUSTIN TX
http://members.aol.com/remedial45

remedial@juno.com 512.419.9951



NEW on
BOMP! Records

All This & More
Live 1977/1978 San Francisco &

CBGB - Prev. unreleased

DoubleCD & LP - BCD4066

Germs, Dils, Skulls,

Eyes, Controllers, etc..

Early LA. punk compilation

CD BCD4071

NEW on
ALIVE Records

Left for Dead/
Treason - 7"

Clash-style but plenty current

ALIVE0033

My Heaven/Once Upon
a Time - 7" with Brian

James (Damned) ALIVE0028

CD - $12 Post Paid

Double CD $16 Post Paid

LP - $8 Post paid
7" - $4 Post Paid

BOMP!/ALIVE records

POB 7112 - Burbank - CA 91510

E-mail Suzybomp@aol.com
for a complete catalogue

Dig Cityllasiaiils Kaonls

Manchurlan Candidates "Double Crossed" 7"

Brand new record Irom Ihis five piece Austin, TX

band Full on light and raging hardcore. Listen

lor yourself. J 3 '00

"Victims of Hate and Violence" 2x7" comp.

Featuring Andon, Fucklace, Sweel Daddy, No

Fraud, Manchurian Candidates, Pinhead Circus,

Ignorance Park, and The Krayons. $4.00

Manchurian Candidates "Suffer The Innocent" 7"

$3.00

"The Monsters In My Head" 7" comp.

Brutality at its lines! Benumb, Pisspoor, Line of Fire

Deadbodieseverywhere, Society ol Friends, Murder

Suicide, Beast, Misanthropists, Suppression, and

Aqoraphobic Nosebleed.

$3.00

U.S. orders postpaid. International add $2

Send well concealed cash or money order.

1712 E. RIVERSIDE DFUJ67
AUSTIN. TX
78741

hard-hit ting, emotional hardcore

from Iowa. First 100 on white.

heavy-metal thunder from MN.^

Heavy and screaming.

one song each from Harvest,

Silent Fall, Kilsadie, and *th

Orade Nothing.

•target for disdain* 4

demo out now.

song

www . anqelfire . com/mn/
apathypress

pay toiaaron



ON YOUR DOORSTEP
By Bridget Prince

ON YOUR DOORSTEP By Bridget Prince

If you walk down Haight Street in San Francisco these

days, you may think that you have stepped back in time to

the Summer of Love... people playing bongos, a sea of tye

dye, mixed with punks hanging out on the street. However
there is a crucial difference, these are not the dropouts of the

60's, who have left home for a while to be "free" from the

constraints of society, only to rejoin it a few years later as

corporate lawyers. The kids you see these days have been

forced out of home, forced into the margins of society. This

scene is by no means peculiar to Haight Street, it can be seen

in most big cities these days. These kids don't have middle

class families to go back to, this is not just a phase they are

going through.

On the corner of Haight & Cole sits Jeremy, a scruffy

gutter punk. "Spare any change?" he will ask as you walk

by. If you stop and talk to him he might tell you his story. A
story not unfamiliar amongst the kids on Haight Street. "Well,

1 left home when I was fourteen because my stepfather beat

me. I slept in abandoned buildings and traveled around. For

now I am staying here, where I know how to sun ive."

Further down the street the story may differ. Lucky, for

instance, will tell you her mother eventually threw her out.

A mother who was unable to deal with her own life, let alone

that of a child.

There are hundreds of variations to these stories, but

they all have the common thread of instability. If you stop to

listen, a picture of parental drug use, abuse and neglect soon

builds up.

So these kids run away, in search of something better.

They run to get away from this intolerable home life. They
run to gain control over their lives and to not be dependent

on a parent who may come home and beat, rape, verbally

abuse, or ignore them; or who may not come home at all. So,

they get out - a basic instinct of survival.

Sadly, what they run to doesn't offer them the support

they are looking for. They come to big cities, often San Fran-

cisco, and end up on the street. They are forced to learn sur-

vival skills of an extreme nature - suddenly they have to feed

themselves and find a place to sleep while fending oft the

police and other people on the street. Often times the only

real options to make money are through drug dealing or pros-

titution.

The former leads kids down a road which is hard to

return from. Arrested for small time drug charges, a kid might

And himself with a federal conviction, even if it is a first time

offense. Thestem criminalization of these acts leads kids into

untold trouble with the law. On parole they are unable to

leave town, often the best thing a kid getting mixed up with

drugs i m\ do. The chaos of their lives means ourt dates are

easily missed and the problem continues. They are fined so

turn to selling more drugs to pay the fine. The kids can't move
on until this is all dealt with, yet still they find themselves

with a criminal record, another stumbling block to prevent

them getting on their feet.

An alternative is survival-sex; which takes a variety of

forms, ranging from girls agreeing to sleep with men to get a

bed for the night, to young boys turning tricks every night.

Both do even more damage to an already scarred soul - dam-
age that will take a great deal of time to ever heal.

One would think there are social sen ices for these kids

to turn to. You'd think they could get a job, stay in a shelter

and save money. At sixteen it's questionable that even the

strongest of us could deal with this, but in any case, the sys-

tem isn't there. In San Francisco there are no shelters for 18-

25 year olds and the one for under l^s doesn't tolerate those

using drugs. There are adult shelters, but in the words of

Mike, a 19 year old, "Oh yeah. I stayed there once. I was on a

mat on the floor. All mv stufl got stolen and it was kind of

hard to sleep what with the fight going on by my head." These

shelters are no place for children. Arguably, they are noplace

for anyone.
s'o the kids stay outdoors in the park be< ause they feel

safer there The cops will give them tickets for this because

it's technically illegal, but in spite of the cops and the rain, it

feels safer. I he) have few places to take showers and after a

few weeks life on the streets begins to take it's toll, both emo-
tionally and physically.

Illustrative ^i the way the system treats these kids is

what happened to Caroline recently. She fell off a fire escape

while tying to climb into a squat. Two da) 3 later with three

broken bones, unable to walk without crutches the hospital

releases her, with a hotel voucher, for three days. She has a

bed for three days in a crack hotel downtown. The manager

makes suggestive comments to her u hen she hobbles by, in-

sinuating he has her key and might come for a visit. Unable

to walk she is defenseless against all the crazy stuff that goes

on in these hotels. After three da) s she is ba< k on the street,

no place for the healing ot broken bones, t in top of that her

pain medication has run out and no doctor will give her a

new prescription in spite ot the obvious pain she Is in. She is

homeless, and therefore mistrust-

ed and judged, presumed guilty

ot the intention to sell the medi-

cation on the street or to try and

get high from them. Ironically,

she has been dean for a year now

,

but no doctor would ever believe

G*£>



this.

James will tell you how he is trying to get a job. He has

had enough. But first he has to wait for his birth certificate to

be sent to him so he can get an ID. This takes time, money,
and an address. Then he needs to get clean clothes and enough
rest to go for job interviews. None of these are easy things

when you are on the street. Even the ID process can take up
to three months, another three months of struggling on the

street. During this time he might start getting high and soon
priorities change. Thoughts of employment are easily super-

seded by the need to score dope in order to avoid the cramps,

shivers and nausea that inevitably come each morning.
IfJames talks to John, he will tell him not to bother. John

worked for three months at a cafe, sleeping outside every

night, and he still didn't have enough money to move into a

place, so he gave up. "I would go to work after sleeping in

the park surrounded by people up all night on speed. If I did

fall asleep, inevitably a cop would wake me up with his boot.

So I would have no sleep, I'd have to wash in a McDonald's
bathroom and then go to work. It became too hard to work
all these hours and still have to deal with the chaos of the

street afterwards. One day I decided to quit, I could sleep in

the park at night and kick it

everyday with my friends. I

could go travel and not have
to deal with some boss
shouting at me constantly

for a measly five bucks an hour."

Drug use is all too common amongst these kids. It's an
unsurprising mix of teenage experimentation and a need to

escape the overwhelming problems they face. More often than

not, this escape is found in the barrel of a syringe; a solution

which makes sense given the lack of alternatives.

As you walk in the park you can see kids as young
as 15 nodding out in the green grass. The lack of

services capable and willing to deal with this issue

is shocking and criminal given the amount of kids who are

doing this. The existing agencies don't want to deal with this

issue at all. All too often the line is "come back when you are

clean and sober and then we will talk to you". Where a kid is

supposed to get clean and sober is not addressed.

In San Francisco, it is nearly impossible to get a bed in a

detox facility. There is little help for kicking a habit, and even

fewer beds for long-term treatment. None of the available

services are geared for youth, so a kid ends up in a Narcotics

Anonymous meeting with sixty 40 year olds talking about

an entirely different world. Alienated, they return to the

streets. Gabe can tell you all about it, having been through

treatment three times; once voluntarily and twice court or-

dered. "None of it has worked for me. They take away all

your freedoms. They preach at you all day long about how
bad you are for doing drugs. They made me sit in a room
with 100 people and listen to them talk about their problems.

The whole way it was set up gave me no room to think and
work out how I felt. Taking away my freedom is stupid. I

have been living on the streets for three years, there was way
too much structure. I was the youngest person by about 20

years."

Hospitals and clinics have openly admitted that when
dealing with "drug addicts " they make it as unpleasant as

possible, thinking this will act as an incentive to quit drugs.

Bob will show you the scars he has from doctors cutting open
abscesses with no anesthetic and a deliberate rough touch.



Tales of un-medicated detoxes are also common. These prac-

tices go against good medical ethics and are the result of this

screwed mentality. In fact, the opposite is true; treat a person

with respect and maybe then they will start to feel some re-

spect for themselves. Usually this self-destructive behavior

stems from incredibly low self-esteem. If you treat someone

like lowlife-scum, this attitude feeds into them and enforces

already self destructive behavior.

Incredibly, even the most basic services that would show

these kids ways to reduce the harm of their drug-use are un-

available. Most agencies won't deal with this issue. To ac-

cept that these kids are doing drugs and to discuss it with



them without trying to get them to quit is out of the ques-

tion. As a consequence important information about avoid-

ing overdose, damaging veins or getting HepatitisC and HIV
is not addressed at all. Every few days there is a new story of

how someone overdosed the night before; sometimes the kids

do CPR and save their friends lives, other times it is not

enough and paramedics are needed. Often the kids are too

afraid to call 911, because, inevitably, cops show up.

Another result of this inability (or unwillingness) to in-

tervene in a constructive manner is the alarming percentage

of these kids infected with Hepatitis C. A current study shows
rates in San Francisco to be roughly 50%: Half the kids who
inject have this incurable liver disease - a disease with few
treatment options. It is transmitted through sharing needles
and paraphernalia. This percentage is testament to the need
for more needle exchange programs and the need for social

service agencies to workwith this population educating them
on HIV and Hepatitis C risk.

The few people that do intervene are underpaid (if paid

at all). One such group is the needle exchange program in

the Haight. Their funding was recently cut by one ofthe big
non-profits, because it became too political to be doing nee-

dle exchange in this area. Fortunately, the staffhad sufficient

integrity to carry on in spite of the obstacles. It hasn't been
easy. The increased police harassment has already resulted

in arrests of two of the workers, plus numerous threats. Nev-
ertheless, they exchange about two thousand needles a week.
Realizing the significance of this, they won't just abandon
the Haight. That would be extremely irresponsible, a fact

which has eluded the big non-profit.

The picture is pretty grim. Eighteen year old Sheila sums
it up; "If you give me a place to sleep, then I will be stable



enough to think about quitting heroin. If I have to be outside,

harassed by some old man every night, I won't stop. I'd go
crazy if I stop cold-turkey. Besides, I can't go through that on
the street. I need somewhere to sleep, somewhere safe."

Her voice isn't heard. To get one of the few beds avail-

able, she has to be clean. Dave has a similar story: "I need to

look after myself. I need to quit drinking, and I need food

and rest and an opportunity to look after myself. I can't de-

pend on the streets to be a good environment for that."

This is an endless cycle: shit jobs (if any), no housing,

poor treatment options. Maybe you go to detox, but it sucks,

so you leave. There's nowhere to go except the street, so you

find yourself surrounded by your junkie friends. You get a

job, but have no place to stay. You try to cope with street life

and you try to make it for work everyday in a decent physi-

cal and emotional state. Or you find a place to stay, but can't

get a job. The landlord kicks you out and you are back on the

street. Even for the lucky ones that get a job and a roof over

their heads, it is often too hard to keep it together. When
you're working a shit job and coming home every night to

the isolation of a hotel room, it's hard not to miss the friend-

ships you had on the street. Usually, the people kids meet on
the street are the first to show any kind of love for them. That's

a pretty hard thing to give up.

The system is hard to navigate. If you are sixteen, still

trying to come to terms with the abuse from your parents

and trying to survive the demands of homelessness every-

day, it's near impossible.

What is the solution? First, we need to overcome the

idea that these kids are on the streets by choice, that they can

go back home when they have had enough. Maybe it is easi-

er to think this way, to try and avoid any feelings that these

kids might need someone to help them. There is a need for

shelters, transitional housing and low income housing. This

means options that will accept these kids for who they are.

Realistically, this means housing for drug-users, housing for

couples and housing for people with pets. None of the hous-

ing available caters to these very real aspects of these kids

lives. There is a need for treatment, detox, counseling, nee-

dle exchange and places to get advice about drug use. If there

are services set up to help homeless youth, they must help all

of them, not just the easy ones who aren't too far gone. All

the social service agencies must agree to meet these kids

where they are. They can't continue only helping those kids

who are easy to work with. There has to be a willingness to

work with those considered hopeless. What is the point in

helping kids that are already helping themselves? It seems
like an obvious question, but most social service agencies do
just that. They are afraid to deal with the real problems. Why
must someone already be on the way to recovery before help

is offered? It is common that substance abuse treatment pro-

grams and shelters require a period of sobriety before help

or housing is offered. What is the point?

We all need to work to show these kids another reality,

one which doesn't have such extremes of drug use, violence

and misery. Growing up with parents who are unemployed
or under-employed doesn't encourage a kid to look for work
he might enjoy. Watching parents deal with difficult situa-

tions with violence or drug use doesn't teach anyone how to

be strong and cope with life. Once you're on the streets, this

experience does nothing but reinforce the idea that life just

fucks you over and no one cares about you. How could any-

one picture any other reality, how could you look to a future

you can't even imagine?
Until we all start caring and speaking up about these

issues, the government will continue to cut funding for so-

cial services. They will selectively fund some agencies, de-

pending on whether the agency is doing what they consider

to be the "right thing". The world of non-profits is based on
politics and money, not on a desire to do what is best for the

client. They can, and will, continue to make drastic and fright-

ening changes in the welfare laws. While lining their own
pockets with our tax dollars, they systematically chip away
at a system that was set up to help people in need.

Is there anything you can do to help these kids?

Bridget Prince is an outreach worker with the Haight Ash-

bury Youth Outreach Team (HAYOT). Most of her lime is spent

sitting on the sidewalk talking to these kids, hoping they will real-

ize thei/ have someone on their side. The rest of her time is spent

arguing in meetings trying to get the city and other agencies to be

a bit less clueless about this whole issue.
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THE DEAD CITY REBELS
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Dirty rock 'n' roll punk from Ontario, Canada following

in the footsteps of the DEAD BOYS, HEARTBREAKERS.
MUMPERS, DUMMIES, etc. 14 Killer songsl

THE GEE STRINGS

Furious, cynical and powerful LA 77 style p.,

female vocals. "Every song is a winner! This can
easily stay in your CD player for weeks with no
problem ... AVENGERS fans should give them a

listen." (MRRS169)

THE BRITISH PUHKINVASION Vol. 5

Melodic 77 style UK punk rock with multiple most
previously unrealesed tracks from GINK, BLADDER
BLADDER BLADDER, INFOMANIA, THE HANG-UPS
and THE STAINS

All CD's are available for:

US$10 (incl.PaP) from PELADO Records in US;

£7.50 Unci. PaP) Irom KNOW YOUR PRODUCTS

3 Peppercorn Way, Ipswich, Sullolk. I P2 8RT In UK:

DM 25 Unci. P&P) Irom ArYIOBENKLANG

SL Petersburger Sir. 4. 18107 Rostock in Germany

For full catalog contact hsirecords@aol.com
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Famous female-fronted blistering punk

and Canada's best new crust-grind band

DISAGREE/OPPRESSED CONSCIENCE

split 7";6 songs of raging political crust

SYSTEM SHIT-KILL THAT FUCKER"
7"

, 1 songs of horrendous Canadian core

OBNOXIOUS RACE 7"; anarcho-punk-

crust with male & female vocals, sec the

reviews in MRR#180, Slug & Letlucc#54,

Heart Attack* I8,Profane,Flipsidc.elc.etc.

GLOBAL HOLOCAUST'NO MORE" 7"

latest release from these Canadian freaks

Each are available for 4$can. in Canada,

3$US in the USA and 4$US in the world,

all postpaid air mail. Ask for our catalog,

ail the 7"s are bellow 3$US! Tons of LP's,

and CD's from all around the world. Labels

traders and distributors get in touch now!
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POSTAGE PAID IN U.S.ofA.
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IT FOR $5 PPD)
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SKIP TRACER
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CD DEBUT...
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WITH MEANING
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SLURR SPLIT 7"

VERY MELODIC
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A CANT MISS 7"

FLEX LUTHER
4 SONG 7" -
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WEST BEND Wl 53095
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Pacifism As Pathology: Renections on the Role ofArmed Struggle

in North America • Ward Churchill with Mike Ryan
176 pages • S9.95

Arbeiter Ring Publishing • 2-91 Albert St. • Winnipeg. Manitoba •

Canada R3B 1G5

PACiFiSH at PATHOLOGY

• X *

I This short but effective book is actually made
up of two essays: the title piece, by Native

American activist Ward Churchill, and a follow-

up by Mike Ryan. Both essays make a very
I unpopular but very important point: that

I pacifism, as it is conceived by white progressives

I

in North America today, is not only inefficient

as a means of social resistance, but it can help

maintain the state by diverting opposition into

I

relatively harmless, tame channels.

These criticisms probably seem not only
familiar but cliched to anyone who has studied the histories of
pacifism and anti-war movements. Similar accusations—of cowardice,

of aid and comfort to the enemy—surface in any time of war or

crisis when movements arise to oppose the violence of the states

involved. But what Churchill and Ryan are saying is much more
sophisticated than the jingoistic condemnations used by militarists

and reactionaries. The point of both essays is. instead, to point out

how the wholesale invalidation of violence as a mode of resistance

has allowed many liberals to place themselves in a "comfort zone."

away from risk or physical harm. Specifically. Churchill points out
that violent resistance is often considered valid for Third-World

liberation movements such as the FMLN in El Salvador or the

Zapatistas in Mexico, but it is invalidated as a potential tactic in

North America itself In studying the reasoning behind this stance.

Churchill particularly focuses on the frequent assertion that

engaging in violent actions will do nothing more than inspire

violence against the activists themselves:

The preoccupation with avoiding actions which might
"provoke violence is... not based on a sincere belief that violence

will, or even can, truly be avoided. Pacifists, no less than their

unpacifist counterparts, are quite aware that violence already exists

as an integral component in the execution of state policies... Instead,

it can only be a conscious effort not to refocus state violence in a

way that it would directly impact American pacifists themselves."

Churchill's critique of pacifism is intelligent and concise,

arguing that despite the assertions of great pacifist leaders, absolute

non-violence has never accomplished any great feats of liberation.

His three major examples are the passivity of the Jews in Nazi

Germany, the anti-Vietnam War movement in the sixties, and
Gandhi's liberation movement in India The last two in particular

are legendary among pacifists as examples of the effectiveness of

non-violent resistance, but Churchill rejects them. The United States,

he points out, was ultimately forced to withdraw from Vietnam not

because of the non-violent demonstrators in America, but because

of the efficient, violent resistance that American troops encountered

in Vietnam itself. Similarly. Churchill maintains. Gandhi and his

followers indirectly benefitted from violent resistance because of

militant factions at the fringes of the political spectrum, and because

the British Empire had its resources sapped by two world wars.

While I am not ready to believe that Gandhi's effectiveness

was as cosmetic as might be implied by some parts of Churchill's

essay, he does make a very good point: the maintenance of absolute,

universal pacifism is not only unrealistic, but suicidal and in some
cases, immoral Both Churchill in the main essay and Ryan in his

follow-up point out that the pacifism of the North American Left

(encompassing both the U.S.A. and Canadian movements), is designed

more to create good, self-satisfied feelings in the participants than

any real threat to the system. Ryan, confronting this syndrome in

the Canadian peace movement, says that "rather than being a

revolutionary practice or an honest expression of protest, (civil

disobedience
i has become a form of catharsis, a practice that allows

us to cleanse our souls of the guilt of our white skin privilege...

without posing a threat either to the state or ourselves." Having

lived in the Bay Area for almost five years now, I can do nothing
but agree. Demonstrations and protests are common in San Francisco

and the surrounding areas, and the syndrome which Ryan describes

here is visible at most of them. Rather than emphasizing anger or a

sense of social mobilization, most modern political demonstrations
are rather self-indulgent affairs, conducted more by rote than

anything else. They show little spark of passion or intellectual

originality to them, and there is thus little reason for anyone outside

of the immediate circle of demonstrators to care.

Neither Churchill or Ryan advocates immediately seizing arms
in any situation and marching against the oppressor state. The point
of these two essays is that there needs to be a dialogue within

progressive movements as to when, where, and to what degree
violence is a viable strategy in political movements. Right now. the

default answers to these questions are considered to be never and
none, reducing a very interesting and complex issue down to trite

slogans. (As well as disposing of a number of very valuable avenues
towards change.)

I think that I'll be turning over both these essays in my mind
for quite some time. While reading it, I found myself asking several

different questions: What would it take for me to take up arms in

this country? How much merit is left in the state that we have?

How do you know what the proper forms of resistance to support
are? And where is the line between nonviolence and cowardice?
There are many more issues here to be addressed, and I encourage
everyone to read the book and ask the questions themselves. —
Chris Hall

Notebooks of a Naked Youth • Billy Childish

243 pages • $14.00

Sun Dog Press • 22058 Cumberland Dr. • Northville, Ml • 48167
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Billy Childish, the prolific artist, musician, and
writer, is responsible for Notebooks ofa Naked
Youth— \ think it's clear that he should stick to

music and painting oWritten in a semi-
autobiographical style, this book is a torturous

plod through the psyche of a self-involved

upper-class English twit named William
Loveday.oFor Childish's sake. I hope that this is

„ more on the fiction side of things, for his hero

billy childish is an 'nsu 'feraD le English art student on the dole

:
' ' i«^— who makes the broad caricatures of British

students in lowbrow humor magazines like Viz seem kind in

comparison.

I kept on waiting for a point to emerge from this collection of

egoistic, semi-psychotic ramblings. something to explain the

incredibly unlikeable and completely intolerable

protagonist oExcept for some absolutely stunning descriptive

passages, I waited in vainoMany possibly interesting subjects come
up. like prostitution. Hamburg's Reeperbahn, sex shows, pedophilia,

freezing to death, searching for one's parents, and a touring band,

among others, but none of them can get through Loveday's arrogant

navel-gazing:

"I have decided never to leave this room again until I have
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written down all the names of those I've wished dead and they

have come to me one by one and apologized to me in person 6As

for those I have killed, the armies of ants will have a place of honour

at the top of my list., oln fact, it occurs to me that the list of blood

on my hands is endless and I have decided to vacate these squalid

premises at the first available opportunity.ol have weighed this

decision carefully in my mind and have come to the conclusion

that it is the only reasonable option left open to one with such a

delicate nature and such refined sensibilities as myself '6(page 33)

Such conceited babble is the majority of the 243 pages, and

only some excellent descriptive parts break up the narrator's self-

involved musings:

I stumble the clobbled (sic) streets down to the fish

market 6The river is a wonderful place where husky men dip their

hoary arms into briny barrels and swallow pickled herrings wholeoA
man with a harelip smiles kindly at me and I want to thank him. to

climb up onto his wonderful crane and to polish its brass hook for

him until it gleams like the sun. and he will know that I am worthy

of his fatherly compassion.6(page 212)

Loveday's search for either his father and family or for an

acceptable replacement is the thin plot line that draws him from

his hometown of Chatham (not-so-coincidentally, it's also Childish 's

home in real life) to the wild streets of Hamburg's Reeperbahn.

where every kind of sex is sold.oLoveday's in town to play a bunch
of gigs with his rock band, Thee Medway Bogmen, whore named
after a boogie man of Loveday's childhood oUnfortunately. the book
doesn't get any more endurable with the change of scenery—even

the inevitable sex scenes are awash with narcissistic asides.

Loveday delights in his personal idiosyncrasies that distinguish

his incredibly interesting existence from the drab existences of

everyone around him oThis makes the book a pain in the ass to

read, because no one else in the book can break through Loveday's

self-absorbed narrative and provide the reader with an honestly

interesting characteroThis reads like a spoiled art school student's

diary, complete with theatrical, hysterical outbursts that further

the theory that some people shouldn't breed, or write.oNot even

Childish completists should bother with this dog. —Jesse Luscious

Dark Alliance: The CIA. The Contras. and the Crack Cocaine
Explosion • Gary Webb
548 pages S2495

Seven Stories Press • 140 Watts St. • New York, NY • 10013

In the final chapter of this provocative,

extensively-researched book, Gary Webb relates

how his discoveries "seemed to exemplify the

hypocrisy of the whole War on Drugs The crack

dealers went to prison while the men who made
crack possible—the cocaine importers—walked
away whistling." The book is at least that—and

as anyone who reads it will attest, it is also so

much more.

Dark Alliance has its roots in Webb's
controversial series of the same name, published

in the San Jose Mercury in 1996. One theme central to Webb's
investigation -that the CIA's contra army used cocaine profits to

finance its war against the Sandinistas in Nicaragua—should already

be familiar The connection was publicized through the Iran-Contra

scandal, in Senate subcommittee hearings, and additional

information provided by various journalists throughout the '80s.

The critical element in "Dark Alliance," though, was Webb's
revelation that contra organizers in California were the primary
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supplier of drugs to Ricky "Freeway Rick" Ross, the dealer widely

held responsible for popularizing crack use in South Central Los

Angeles. The link was not just newsworthy, joining as it did two
of the biggest stories of the previous decade, it was political

dynamite: was it possible that the scourge of crack in America's

inner cities could be traced to government-sanctioned drug

dealing?

The story's popularity among the public, particularly in the

African American community, was not shared by the mainstream

press. The Washington Post, the New York Times, and the Los

Angeles Times all contributed in time to a vicious backlash, issuing

their own investigations that denounced Webb's findings as flawed

and irresponsible. The Mercury issued a partial retraction; the

CIA. for its part, completed an internal investigation of the affair

and declared itself "innocent of wrongdoing." Thus. Dark Alliance

is not merely a chance to share documentation too nuanced for

the original newspaper series, but serves as an implicit (and

sometimes explicit) response to Webb's detractors.

Following an opening section in which he describes how
he came to be involved in the case, Webb gets to work outlining

the careers and activities of two Nicaraguan emigres who formed

the backbone of the contra-coke pipeline in California: Norwin

Meneses and Danilo Blandon. Both had been among the relatively

few beneficiaries of Nicaragua's Somoza dictatorship; Blandon

through his company's contract to provide food for the infamous

National Guard, and Meneses through his role in the criminal

underworld.

The connections they forged during this period proved

useful later on, when the revolution in 1979 toppled Somoza and

sent his wealthiest allies packing—many of them to the United

States. Following their arrival in the US. Blandon and Meneses
joined the efforts to organize a counter-revolution in their

homeland, screening potential combatants for the nascent contra

army, but more importantly in raising funds. Soon, the reputation

Meneses had earned under Somoza as "El Rey de la Droga" ("The

King of Drugs" ) took on a new dimension, crossing over from

personal criminal enrichment to patriotic, anti-Communist
idealism. With Blandon in Los Angeles and Meneses operating out

of San Francisco, the two organizations began dealing cocaine as

a fundraiser for the contra revolution—a practice that continued

and even intensified as the contras came to be sponsored by the

CIA and the US government in general

In exploring such volatile material. Webb is admirably level-

headed, steering away from the slippery slope of speculation in

favor of hard, even painstaking, documentation. Still, in the

absence of easy answers, certain patterns emerge with such clarity

that the conclusions become obvious. For one. Webb outlines

numerous instances in which the contra-cocaine pipeline was

almost brought to light by local authorities, only to have the

investigation mysteriously sabotaged or gutted by higher-ups and

other agencies. Time and again, those who get too close to exposing

the operation are threatened, transferred, and set up. while those

who run it are untouched and even rewarded. Furthermore, the

overlap of cocaine trafficking operatives and contras is much too

phenomenal to be mere coincidence.

The question, then, becomes the role of the CIA. Since the

contras operated independently of the agency to some extent,

both politically and militarily, what was the agency's function

vis-a-vis the smuggling and sale of drugs in the United States?

Apparently, it was one of protection, whereby the agency used its

influence to ensure that the dirty deeds of its "assets" would stay

concealed—either because they were too financially important to

the cause, or their exposure would cause too much



embarrassment, or both. Webb does indicate points where CIA
memos express concern over the character of their operatives, but
these discussions merely underscore the agency's policy of looking
the other way: Meneses, Blandon. and their ilk are consistently
protected despite overwhelming evidence of their participation in
the cocaine trade. "Just say no." indeed.

One aspect of Webb's story that has been largely ignored is

the overlap between Blandon and Meneses' drug business and the
international arms trade. This bizarre synergy introduces yet more
unsavory characters and some equally unsavory transactions:
Blandon, we learn, in addition to supplying "Freeway Rick" with
the raw material for his crack cocaine empire, sold him arms (and
other equipment), which Ross then sold to smaller dealers on the
streets of LA.

Alongside these larger scandals are numerous subplots, which,
though relevant, make the book tend to bog down halfway through.
The narrative starts to feel choppy, and so many minor characters
and colorful tangents are introduced that it's easy to get confused
and lose sight of the big picture. Thankfully, this tendency does
not last forever, and the book picks up again in describing the
fates and present whereabouts of Blandon. Meneses. and Ross
before concluding with an overview of the media backlash that
followed publication of the original "Dark Alliance" series. Here.
Webb provides a thorough and satisfying rebuttal to those criticisms,
as well as a stinging critique of mainstream journalism's
collaboration with the perspective of the powers that be.

Since Webb's work was so widely misinterpreted and
misrepresented the first time around, at least two clarifications
appear to be in order. One is that there is no indication of the CIA
instructing its subordinates to "sell drugs to raise money;" rather,
they (as well as the FBI and DEA) seem to tacitly endorse such
behavior by ignoring it. The second is that although Danilo Blandon
was almost certainly aware of where his cocaine was going, this
does not mean that the CIA oversaw or directed the introduction
of crack to South Central LA.

Webb's book is disturbing enough, though, even without such
conspiratorial notions. For example, the subplot tracing the rise of
cocaine in the '70s and "8os challenges many popular conceptions
about the drug (and about crack in particular). He also by necessity
constructs a partial account of the how the Reagan Administration
illegally carried out its war on Nicaragua, both before and after
Congress cut off contra aid. Arguably, though, the book may be
most illuminating in a manner that is never stated: throughout the
story, drugs are revealed as a potent, chameleon-like political
weapon that serve equally well as a fundraiser or a means of
discrediting opponents. As such, they provide a fascinating insight
into just how liquid and arbitrary "the law" is. "Law." as it appears
in Dark Alliance, is merely cover for policy priorities, which explains
how local authorities can be overruled by those who interpret "the
law" differently.

Far from the hasty, naive quack the mainstream media made
him out to be. Webb is well aware that he is pushing the limit of
credibility. "The believability of the story," he recounts, "hinged
on the weight of the evidence." This arguably produces a lose/lose
situation, as the resulting length may put off many who would
otherwise be interested, and those not put off may soon be
discouraged by the book's sprawl and repetitiveness. (One strategy,
perhaps, would be to engage in selective reading, relying on Webb's
helpful "Cast of Characters" section to fill in any blanks.)
Nevertheless. Dark Alliance is a critical, illuminating work on many
levels, and those who persist and read the text in its entirety will
undoubtedly be rewarded by the breadth of detail Webb and his
colleagues have uncovered. —Lane Van Ham

The Birth of Heroin and the Demonization of the Dope Fiend •

Th. Metzger

2zz pages • S15.00

Loompanics Unlimited • PO Box 197 • Port Townsend, WA 98368

When it comes to the use and abuse of drugs or
any other illicit substance. I could care less what
any person does to their body To each their own
is what I have to say. You want to shoot up, feel

free, just don't infringe on me in any way shape
or form and don't come looking for pity when
you get strung out. Now, you can take those
statements a number of ways, but I'll spell it out
nice and easy for you: No. I am not anti-drug but
I am anti-crutch, anti-excuse. Don't make up little

fantasy worlds as to why you are hooked or why
you started using, for they are all excuses. This

book is an excuse, an excuse for Metzger to slant history to his view
of the how and why Heroin-such a sweet and innocent thing-came
to be portrayed as such a big bad wolf.

Metzger has researched and footnoted his book well; he cannot
be faulted for that This tome is footnoted as much as any dissertation
However, Metzger has looked at only one side of the history of Heroin
on too many occasions. He painstakingly points out all the faulty
research, all the stereotyping, all the out-and-out lies, but he never
really goes into the other side. The side of the medical profession
that shows what Heroin can do to a person, what type of havoc it can
wreak on a body. One time throughout the entire book the word
"withdrawal" is mentioned, and that is in passing; one time out of 222
pages! To say this is a slanted one-sided book is an understatement.
Metzger also painstakingly avoids the term "addict," instead softening
it up and portraying users and abusers as "heroinists." Maybe I'm
seeing the whole thing wrong, who knows, but it just seems like
another romantic story of dope. The entire book can be summed up
fairly well with "Heroin is not bad, society is bad for making such a
good thing seem so evil."

I took copious notes to write this review and as I sit down to
detail the entire book I get filled with anger. Why? Metzger does a
fine job telling the tale of how Heroin was born. How Morphine and
opiates came to these shores, how they were seen as a Godsend for
their pain killing abilities. He gives the reader a great history lesson
and it fills in a lot of blanks. He tells how Bayer (yup. the aspirin
folks) came to market Heroin as a cure for respiratory problems right
next to its aspirin. Also detailed is how safe Heroin was once
considered, how it was not considered to be habit-forming in any
way. He tells of how Heroin was marketed as a cure for morphine
addiction! The reader sees how Heroin could be scored over the
counter early into this century. Metzger then shows how the tide
began to turn against opiates in general He shows how the dope
fiend became a cultural myth not unlike the cowboys. Indians or
today's stereotypical mad bombing Middle Easterner. How good old-
fashioned American racism fueled the anti Heroin movement. I'll

concede all theses points to Metzger, I'll give him a big thumbs up for
his view of this side of history; however, I cannot get past the fact
that he does not show the other side of the story.

Yes. the book is well written and researched. Yes, it is detailed
and illustrated well. But it is by no means a definitive history of
anything except the "good" side of heroin. I just can't seem to get
past that point; this book is portrayed as a historical text and it is, but
only in the "my view" history of a Stalin or a Hitler-that is to say. it

is terribly one dimensional This is the kind of thing that every
wannabe William S. Burroughs can take to his or her art school to
show all their friends that dope is a good thing. Me. I ain't buying it.

-Trent Reinsmith



SHAOLIN TEMPLE (CHINA, 1980)

KIDS FROM SHAOLIN (CHINA, 1983)

In the beginning, there was Bruce Lee (not really, but

play along with me), whose hit Enter The Dragon just

got a limited re-release. Then, there was Jet Li (the mar-

tial arts whirlwind from this year's Lethal Weapon 4).

whose career started with the Shaolin Temple Trilogy.

The big wave of excitement over Hong Kong and Chi-

nese films may have subsided, but that's no reason why

smart people with good taste like you shouldn't check

the latest Li out.

This likable, ingratiating star (who was a bundle of wild,

nervous energy on Jay Leno in mid-July) performs daz-

zling kung-fu acrobatics like few martial artists around.

He's thrilled audiences with recent films like High Risk

(a hilarious, hyperbolic Die Hard knock-ofD, Swordsman

2 (playing a master of the "drunken" fighting style). Once

Upon a Time in the East (there are six installments, but

afficianados think the first two are the best), and the

dark, funny New Legend of Shaolin (fighting with his

martial arts toddler friend). And while these later mov-

ies are very recommendable. the Shaolin Temple films

have a personality all their own.

Monks from the Shaolin Temple, stria in their obser-

vance of religious protocol, adopted kung-fu as both a

spiritual exercise and a means of warding off invaders.

Their feats are legend. In 621 C.E.. thirteen Shaolin mas-

ters armed with staffs warded off the Sui army, while

the sixteenth century saw less than a hundred monks

repel two separate campaigns of Japanese pirates in a

single year. The Shaolin Temple trilogy takes their nod

from accounts like these.

SHAOUN TEMPLE. This starts off like a documentary on

regional Chinese history, but soon gets town to a legend

of how thirteen monks from Shaolin defeated a far su-

perior dynastic force hundreds of years ago. After his

father is killed, Chu Yuan (Jet Li) escapes from a chain

gang, climbs into a cart going to Shaolin, and is eventu-

ally nurtured, fed and trained by high-spirited monks in

the martial arts. While he's there, he meets a cute shep-

herd girl and her father (himself a monk), but vengeance

is foremost in Yuan's mind, and his unmonklike habits

(he likes to eat meat, and use the drunken fighting style),

which eventually turns him into an outcast. Not only

that, but he's been shielding a political prisoner from

officials, an action that makes him a wanted man and the

temple a military target. In this one, there's a nice bal-

ance of humor and martial arts, matched by exceptional

use of Shaolin scenery (it was filmed on location) cap-

tured on widescreen (at least on the film version). It's a

real charmer, it was so popular on its release that the

Chinese government had to issue an announcement for

kids not to leave home to Join the Shaolin monastery.

Said to be the first kung-fu movie from mainland China.

KIDS FROM SHAOLIN. The second installment in Jet Li's

Shaolin Temple trilogy is the quaintest and most charm-

ing, but it's not a linear continuation of the first. It starts

off with an animated summary of the plot situation -

and a musical number! - and then after having all this

fun tells its story. The Pao family, also called the Phoe-

nix family, custodians of the Wudong Sword technique,

has only daughters (and therefore no one suitable to in-

herit their martial arts). Their good-hearted rivals from

across the stream are all orphan boys trained by a master

in Shaolin kung fu. One of the kids, San Lung (Jet Li) has

a crush on one of the Phoenix girls -- a fierce swordsgirl

who may be a little too proud to admit she likes him, too.

Obviously, combining both clans would solve their mu-

tual problems, but when the swordsgirl helps her sister

elope with one of the Shaolin boys, village elders pro-

nounce her sentence of death by drowning. The film has

a heady, high-spirited energy that carries into the cli-

mactic fight scene, a dizzy blur of excitement employing

an inventive use of just about every weapon imaginable.

It's awfully pretentious when people say you've got to

see a movie in a theater to enjoy it, however, with these

three gems, the advice is well dispensed. Unless you're

lucky enough to have a dubbed print, the subtitled ver-

sions have titles that run from one edge of the frame to

the other, with shitty video framing cutting off words on

either end of the sentences. You can generally make out

what's going on, but some of the cool fight action has

been truncated along with the words, making the video

experience like watching a movie through a window.

There's only one really sensible compromise: learn

Mandarin.
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KURT AND COURTNEY

(GREAT BRITAIN, 1997)

Muck-raking documentarian Nick Broomfield (whose re-

cent projects have included an almost apologetic Aileen

Wournos: Portrait of a Serial Killer, and the slimy Heidi

Fleiss: Hollywood Madam) has come up with another

expose, armed with no more than a tiny BBC crew and

a good instinct for dirt. This latter-day Sid S Nancy (a

movie which, interestingly, starred Courtney Love as

Nancy Spungen) tries to sort fact from fiction in the

death of Nirvana vocalist Kurt Cobain.

Nick Broomfield is like an unassuming British version

of Geraldo Rivera. Willing to follow rumor, innuendo,

and suspicion to their limit, he's more appealing than

even-handed. But that doesn't matter, because what-

ever sleazy controversies he explores are always fasci-

nating, one assumes that MRR readers, regarded for their

intellect and worldliness, can separate fact from fic-

tion in a movie like this.

A while back, it looked like you wouldn't get a chance

to do even that. Lawyers representing Courtney Love

(she's apparently accustomed to getting her way) de-

manded the film's withdrawl for the inclusion of sev-

eral Nirvana tunes. Broomfield re-edited the documen-

tary, but then new threats (based on possible libel)

continued to dog the film. Some of you may remember

how the premiere local engagenment enjoyed sellout

shows, the concern being that its first weekend would

be its last.

ries of final will and testaments. That Cobain was said

to have overdosed with three times the lethal dose of

heroin, yet still managed to shoot himself with a 20

gauge shotgun. How no blood was found at the site of

his death, and that he left a suicide note that wasn't in

his handwriting. And how, the very next year, El Duce

was found dead.

And sometimes we have our suspicions about

Broomfield. You don't have to see too many of his

films to wonder why he follows blind alleys just for

the sensationalist fun of it, or why his equipment conks

out at just the critical moment of filming. But he al-

ways gives us great moments, and the El Duce inter-

view rates as one of his best. In this case, Broomfield

is lucky, the camera-shy El Duce turns out to be in a

good mood, broiling steaks in his backyard. The inter-

view is short. When the meat looks like it's done.

Broomfield knows the interview is done, too.

While Nick Broomfield gives full play to the more ex-

otic theories on Cobain's death, he settles on another,

more conservative explanation: Cobain, under the con-

trol of his dominating wife, burnt out on drugs, and

weary of a rock star lifestyle that was foreign to him,

was driven to an early death by suicide. As his theory

goes, she pushed her husband over the edge with the

same blind ambition that would consolidate her own

stardom.

Fear not. Roxie Distribution (managed by San Francisco's

own Roxie Theater) took on the project and made sure

the show would go on.

As with most conspiracy movies, it's easy to draw any

number of conclusions from Broomfield's mother-lode

of gossip. But it is interesting...that Courtney Love's

own father suspects her, citing a long history of threats,

violence, and systematic scheming to get to the top.

That she reportedly commissioned El Duce of The Men-

tors (!) to do the killing (which he says he refused,

though he claims he knows who did it). How Courtney

- driven, overbearing, and weary of her relationship

with Cobain - was not only having several affairs, but

through his final days was coaching him through a se-

Near the end, in one of the film's memorable flashes of

irony, Love (known to browbeat critical journalists into

silence with death threats and physical violence - hope-

fully not MRR or me) is invited to give a keynote ad-

dress at an annual ACLU meeting. Broomfield, ever the

shitkicker, gets up on the speaker's stand to confront

her. Courtney Love? An advocate of freedom of speech?

The director is wrestled off the stage.

It's more of that Broomfield magic. You may hate his

methods and doubt his conclusions, but he makes for

great entertainment. And occasionally he even roots a

few hard-won truths out of the dirt.

-Steve Spinali
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They Still Make Records

TSMR #1: Boris the Sprinkler/

MorsdCrux split7"

Now on fashionable green

vinyl! Three originals from

Moral Crux, two obscure

covers from Boris.

TSMR #2: Jinx "Talking Shit" 7"

Tough, melodic, pogo-

friendly '77 punk.

First two hundred

on red vinyl.

TSMR #3: Seventeen Years

"...Please Stop That" 7"

"The "retro" punk sound

with roots in rocknroll,...

male/female vocal pair-

ing, and a sincere, rugged

musical style."-"P« P«* " *i™

All 7" are $3 ppd, as they should be!

($5ppd world)

Checks, cash , m.o.'s to Craig Depies

They Still Make Records

1349 W. Taylor, Chicago IL 60607



924 GILMAN
HATES YOUR
STUPID ASS

OCTOBER
FRI-16-ONE MAN
ARMY; AMERICAN
STEEL
SAT-17-REDEMTION
87; FURY66; SECOND

COMING
FRI-23-
CHRISTDRIVER;
GRIMPLE; NOISEGATE
SAT-24-SODA POP

FUCK YOU; CRITICAL

MASS; YOUR MOTHER

NOVEMBER
FRI-0 6-THE
BUTCHEES; 3RD SEX;

HARUM SCARUM
FRI-13-SPAZZ; MELT

BANANA; HUMAN
THERMA

INFO AT: 510-524-5626

GILMAN IS AN ALL
AGES VOLUNTEER MEM-

BERSHIP RUN CLUB.

ALL YOU DO WHEN YOU

WRECK THINGS AT THE

CLUB IS WRECK YOUR
CLUB.

Q:WHATS BIG, WHITE,

AND CAN'T DRIVE A

TRACTOR?

texas rock:

the fatal flyin' guilloteens s/t 7"

—truly delicious ulysses energy

mixed with rip offs style rawk

dakota "i got called a teen..." 7"

—emotional noise, full on in

sincerity, light on the tears

still available:

pan! newman s/t 7"

trigger quintet s/t 7"

(very limited amount of each of these left... list

alternates, send a stamp for a big list of other folks

records that I have for sale as well-)

7"s = S3ppd in u.s., $4ppd in mex/can,

$5ppd elsewhere in the world,

coming next: (don't order yet)

society of friends 7" & paul newman 12"

twistworthy records

post office box 4491

austin, texas 78765 usa
distributed by: ebullition, bottlenekk, southern,

lumberjack, no idea, rhetoric, surefire, rebound,

and kids everywhere. Write for trades!

Nefer Records 600-1027 Davie St

,
Vancouver BC Canada V6E 4L2

ncfer^axionet.com
www.sFu.ca;-snow/nefor

Fat Chance
"B010GMA" CD

PUNK ROCK WITH A

TWIST OF KEYBOARDS

D.B.S.
"IF THE MUSICS
LOUD ENOUGH" CD

CANADIAN PUNK ROCK

ISUPERCHiEF

"WHEN I WAS
YOUNG" CD

HARD CORE PUNK ROCK

I It COST:
siorsnwoiti.it
812 CD,\ (M.YIIIA



SUBURBAN REFUGEES
Split 7 Out Now On

K\l\Vi I'Jm li=M'JJ»M

S3pp

"BIG B4>»tt A scoitclits tin-

molhei -liickin* earth \\ilh...li:n "di

unadulterated thrash—nol

recommended For you caiid> -ass

college tj pes..." MKK

Other Releases Available!

Orders & Booking Info.

Big Bubbci
P.O. Box 40231

Eugene, OR 97404

(541)688-5265

E-Mail: BB*#fc»UaC6(> a aol.com

Kangaroo Records
Middenweg 13 , 1098,aa

Amsterdam , holland e/mail:

tyson@xs4all.nl

DefTfroyinq Music ' s FutureifODAY.

BOVINE.

P.O. Box 2134

Madison, Wl

53701

BOVINE ENTERS THE ACE OF THE CVBER-GEEK!

E-MAIL: BOVINERECORDS« VAHOO.COM
BOVINE WEBSITE:

WWW.DESTROyMUSIC.COM
THUG WEBSITE:

WWW2.NETCOM.COM/-iMUNDT/THUG.HTML

, OUT NOW!

#B045. "Time Served '95 - '98" 36 song CD
Discography. Split w/ Power Ground Recs.

36 tracks of manic, ultra-powerful dual-vocal

hardcore! Contains ALL REMISSION tracks!:

Temp Serv. = Temp Slave 7", Few Faces... 7",

Fetus... 7", Our Days... 12", and "Human
Compassion" demo; all on one CD!!!

(see MRR-184 for review of last 7"...)

mm)a
CB031. 'Indignation* 22 song LP- REPRESSED!
OR #B042. 45 * song 'Discography' CD.

&"
'

4*ta?*^

New 7" Rock N Roll, Baby!

B/W Bad Attitude

OUT NOW!!!
f

"
a
°£-

t
CD or Tshirt - S10 7" - S3 ea.

;.

'' Shipping: US add $1 / Overseas add S3

The Eyeliners: PO Box 81922

j

Albuquerque. NM 87198

;jy http //members aol com/Eyelinrs/eyeliners.html

the F.vviine^

Broke My Heait 7" Confidential CD Do The Zombie 7'

s\ \ii-\i in iou mi ui ( oui) indi s i in

#B041. Split LP. 6 from CP, 17 from ANb.
Evil NY grindsludge collides with rabid DC

ultragrind !!! 1st 300 via mail on RED VINYL!

Send 2 stamps for a complete catalog,

or check out the website for available

titles, complete sound files, reviews,

cover graphics, and more!

Up Next: SUPPRESSION 'Discography* CD !!!

Item 4th U.S.

1ft 7" $4.00
Addtl. 7-i S3ea.
Any* 7"s $16
LP's $7
CD's $10

CAN/MEX
$5.00

$4ea.
$21

$10
$11

World/Air
$6.00

$5ea.
$26

$10sur/$13air

$12

U.S. cash or MO (to Sean Wipfli) ONLY.
NO CHECKS! ABOVE PRICES PPD.

Poster, Stickers & Complete Catalog
FREE w/ order; 2 stamps for catalog.

BOVINE FAX: (608) 278 - 9492
BOVINE is now distributed by LUMBERJACK.

Lumberjack Phone: (419) 726 - 3930
Lumberjack Fax: (419) 726 - 3935
WWW.LUMBERJACK-ONLINE.COM
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ANTIDOTE

-

ASSHOLE PARADE •

AVULSIOH
DETENTION

DICKS

DROP DEAD
GASP-

•-Hesijtolion

'—Thou shall not..

--Lhighive

-Crimson Folioqe

-EP
-Kill from the Heorl

-Arnajoddon

Dram Wei
HIATUS B Sueno

MAN IS THE BASTARD Discog (split IPs)

MURDER-SUICIDE PAO S/T

OjJ.C. Dukowski's T shirt

PHOBIA Means of Exisl.

PISSED HAPPY CHILDREN Pissed Playground

SEIZED Farewell

SEPTIC DEATH

SUBURBAN VOICE -
SYSTEMATIC DEATH

TALK IS POISON—
UNCURBED

-

-Fin #10

-Number 41

-For Ihe Punks

Right to Die

-PeorePonk

V/A APARTMENT 213/DAHMER
V/A CASH, GASH and THRASH
V/A KILLOUT TRASH / MELT BANANA
V/A LET'S START A RIOT Volume 2

V/A NASUM / ABSTAIN

V/A NO COMPLY / CHRIST MESS
V/A PALATKA / ASSHOLE PARADE
V/A SPAZZ / OPSTAHD
V/A SPAZZ/SLOBBER
V/A THREE WAY 10*

V/A WEAR YOUR SMELL Benefit <omp - Dys

S song blast of frenzied hardcore Prank

dossil NYHC hardcore reissued. I dunno

Weird format, great Fl hardcore rec. Eve Deep Six

Fuck yeah - Finally a full length!! 62S Productions

Classic stuff - 'Dead Rock and Rollers!' dunno

Classic LP reissued * accurate repro dunno

Latest IP - onother classic in Ihe making Amaqeddon
Outstanding full length - awesome Slap A Ham
2nd LP - domestic release - great HC Misanthropic

Their two split LPs collected on vinyl Deep Six

Florida hardcore all stars - great stuff Burrito

Craiy Japanese band - limited US availability Skinny Dip

Crust legends return with a ferocious LP Slop A Ham
Finally making it onto the digital formal Crowd Control

Canadian doom and punishment. Collection. Hater of God

German zine comes with classic HC single Weight = 10 oz

1 5th Armiv. • includes oozy good CD Weight » 12 oz

Japanese HC collection • classic material T dunno

Amazing single - turning many heads. Prank

Terrible cover, great records. Sweden livesl Sound Pollution

Cleveland and serial Whirs? Well... okay! TroshArl

Int'l HC Utter Bastard, FoHout, Wadge etc Agitate 96
Weird Minor Threat cover & Japanese craziness Rodel

Amazing double EP comp • see reviews! I dunno

Best current Swedish meet US powerhouse Yellow Dog

Fl skolecore meets former Branson 625

Florida Hardcore returns - back in print! Coolilion/Joson

West Boy Coalition meet French Political Noisel Coalition

Somewhat limited release - you know the drill! Sacapuntas

Harsh (Fin)/Shorl Hole Temper (US) /Quill (Japan) TVG
topio/SM70/Hiolus/DropDeod/Ebolo/Sorcosm Play loud!

EP 3.00

EP 3.50

t" 4.75

CD 8.00

EP 3.25

LP 10.00

LP 5.50

IP/CD 7./10.

LP 7.50

LP 6.50

IP/CO 5.75 eo

EP 3.50

IP/CD

CD
7./10.

10.00

CD 7.00

Pr/EP 7.00

Pr/CD 5.00

CD 9.00

EP 3.00

IP/CD 7./9.

EP 3.50

EP 3.00

EP 3.50

2xEP 8.00

EP 3.50

EP 3.00

IP 6.00

EP 3.50

EP 3.00
10* 7.50

LP 10.00

cataloq updated weekl»g updated weekly:#vacuumsf.com

V/A TOMORROW WILL

BE WORSE 4x7" EP box sei

SI 1 U.S.
-
S13Can/Me>) World arises

S 1 6 Europe/ W. Hem. * S 1 8 Asia/Aus.

tipttEP'iwIFWi Gordon, Caplalsl Casual lies.

Nice View. Hdtation. Spur. Fuck On The Beach,

Real Regae. S Charles Bronion U S & Japan HC

itvasherilumupaoaei Finl edition eiboi ft on

cotoied vinyl.

UNCURBED
ij "PeacelovepunkTile.." LP/CD

1 6 new tracks ot some of the most fierce

^ Swedish HC ever, dusts ENT in their prime!

Punk as fuck doesn't even begin with it.

Their best yet ..this will fucking tlooi you.

G-AWX
"flashbacks" CD
[>ici^*p^tiH$su8ohTieSwvriihteg»wtt

Includes 25 ifKki. with 2 unrdeased ones

(Ihovwcteoniht IsiadMion) If youmet
hoard ihom you me misting out From ioil

int.ro* mlo sorne of the belt 'Bpng ilYath you

eve* heard Got it, word* don't do thorn jmttce

SLIGHT SLAPPERS .

SHORT HATE TEMPER

* c*
Full print catalog- send $1 : Ck / MO= Vacuum : Foreign or Credit Cards ask or WWW
US Postage rates only ! ! ! Post Info: EP= 2oz / LP= 8oz / CD= 6oz / Mailer = 8 oz

Spec. 4th - $1.50 first Lb, 0.50 ea add Lb / Priority $3 first 2 Lbs $1 ea add. Lb

POBox 460324 SF CA 94146 sS,
si^'i

COOLIDGE
50:

A KlCK-ASS Comp.

Featuring these bands!!!!

Plow United, A Mercy Union,
The Frownies, Fun Size. Huffy, Pezz,
Disgruntled Nulion, Lynyrd's Innards,

Doc Hopper, liuboon, Boris The
Sprinkler, Dodgehall. The Automatics,

Sideshow, Pinhead Circus, Sieko,
Haggis. One Good Eye, Mundingo.

Grapefruit. Royal Pendcllons and MORE!
Double CD $12

split LP/CD*

I Tokyo and Tom turn up for a thorough us

:kmg Sagh( Stappan do 9 track- of hjgh oclni

I, Ironziod is the word Short Hate T«T»paf blast

nit 9 tracks of btslemo nop itatt HC

ft classic is bom

I
HELLMATIOIM
"Your Chaos Days Ate Numbered"

IP/CD

37newlracl<s! UmelenlingWZ power

thrash, no mellowing out.

RIIXA

TOM JONES -VOL. 2
3 lacks EadiFrcm These Bands:

Th* Tank Man Without Plan

Smdrtbombid- Kid With Man

Hedd OnlyhOOO Being Made

Limited Edition CDEP - S4

The Power and Glory
of Super Hi-Five. For

$10 kmi can hear West

Cheater, PA ROCK*!!
w

W****:*******!**
:

Coolidge Records

IS7 • loofidge Terrace

Wyckoff, .VI 07481

email: cooIidge@gps.nel

DL-iribiiied by: IOOO

PIower*
{
Choke, Roiz.

Lumberjack. Cnminl

Zm>. Rltrinrie, Soda Jerk,

Surefire, Vet*

Red Eye (NC)

ROMANTIC GORILLA
CO

1 9 song follow up to their classic split

with Spazz. All the speed, ciaziness.

and energy you'd expect from these

Tokyo greats.

Upcoming: BEHEAD THE PROPHET 7"

PRICES (including postage): 7"EP

USA 83.50

world (suface)ICanada & Mexico (air) $4

Europe(air)lW. Hemisphere (air) $5

Asia/Australia (air) $6

19

$12

$14

$9

$10

$11

CD*

$7

$8

$9

$10

MCR CO. JAPAN
IU

kitkingityle valine* SBve MCR J100

UNWISE 7" $4 CrwjmjHCInmTolryo!

IVIASANTAMACITYHC2 7" 54'Xr^L.
UCRpnasHKl.mUSA.

rCP Cmdt. Mam. waMairt. kU II. bnpe /. S. tmaki «M 12. Aia. eotf 13

IS' CKnU.Memo. wotU tat. KM 12. [utopc & S imerianU IS. Ain.tddl?

send i stamp for a complete list of available titles & info.

overseas send S1or2IRC's

no checks! use > money order

emriatteti rubla^lusa net

Mtpjftara line.nelUanlpolBjMrV

SOUND POLLUTION
P.O.Box 17742/Covmgton,KY.41017/USA



OLD SCHOOL HARDCORE FOR
THE 21st CENTURY

USA $3 EACH 2 FOR $5
5 FOR $10. WORLD $5 PPD
CASH ONLY! NO CHECKS

DEMON SYSYSTEM- 13
"aborted teenagegenera tion" 7"

raging -82 style hc from sweden

CODE -13 VI PART OF
AMERICA DIED TODA Y* 7"

THIRD AND BEST T FAST HC-PUNK

TAMPERE SS
"SOTAA"TEP

RE-ISSUE OF CLASSIC 1983 FINNISH HC

TAMPERE SS
"KUOLLUT& KUOPA TTW 7"

UNRELEASED '83 FINNISH THRASH

HEIST
"PAIN IS CAUSING LIFE" 7"

PROTESTI 7"EP
1983 PROPAGANDA STYLE FINN HC

N.O.T.A./BROTHER INFERIOR 7"

TULSA HARDCORE OLD AND NEW
DISTRAUGHT 7" EP
MURDERERS 7"EP

CODE -13
THEYMADEA WASTELAND...."!

H-100'S
" TEXAS DEATHMA TCH'T
FAST. SNOTTY. EARLY 80S STYLE

MASSKONTROLL
KWARPATH1 T

HEAVY. BRUTAL SWEDISH STYLE HC
CODE -13

"DOOMED SOCIETY" 7"

BRISTLE "SYSTEM' 7"

DESTROY
"BURN THIS RACIST
SYSTEMDOWN' 7"

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
"IN A FEWHOURS OF MADNESS" 7"

AUS ROTTEN
"FUCKNAZISYMPA THY*T

check out our web site

www.havocrex.com

SEND FOR OUR FULL
CATALOG OF HARDCORE
T-SHIRTS AND TAPES

USA. -SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED LONG
ENVELOPE. W0RLD-$1 OR 2 IRCS

HAVOC RECORDS P.O.BOX 8585,

MINNEAPOLIS. WIN 55408 USA

Two Monkeys" LP/CD
the new studioalbum - great as usual!

ailable in Northamerica through Rotz Recordings!

COCK SPARRER
Run Away", "Guilty As Charged"LP/CD/VC

"Is This For Real?", "Fuel", "Access Only"

THE MARSHES "Fledgling"

FLAG OF DEMOCRACY
"Everything Sucks", "Hate Rock", "Schneller", "Down With People"

TONY ADOLESCENT & ADZ
"PiperAt The Gates Of Downey" LP/CD,"Where Were You?"

TOXIC REASONS
"No Peace In Our Time" CD ROM, "In The House Of God", "Independence"

ALLOY "Eliminate" "Paper Thin Front"

APT. 3G "New Hope For The Dead" "Punk Machine"

V.A. STRANGE NOTES!
Germs Covers w/ NRA, FOD, Dl, Final Conflict, APT. 3-G, Zero Boys etc.

V.A For A Fistful Of Yen!
BC Compilation - 21 bands, 36 songs, 75min.- cheap!

V.A. "So You Wanna Be A R'n'Roll Compilation?"
BC Comp of newer releases incl. rare stuff - cheap!

Coming:
V.A.: Dutch Hardattack LP/CD
with NRA, Swing Red, DeadStoolPldgoon, Human Alert ate. POSTFACH 304107
NRA "Surf CityAmsterdam LP/CD, Access Only LP
Send 2 IRC's for a detailed catalogue with cheap offers!

Wanted: Bands for the upcoming Cock Sparrer Tribute Album
DISTRIBUTORS, WHOLESALERS, SHOPS - get in touch!

D-20324 HAMBURG
FAX : 040 313009

HMp://www.bitzcore.de

Pr fS(, Check out our new 144 page catalogue

\ with almost 10000 Indie items in stock !

On our ntUJ ucrij own. i^o"-. Inifif Ubtf -

cocUSI»aivy^' "Tnin mnnlipus" *"Two monhcgs

**

Finally another sign from the

streetpunk legends Cock Sparrer.

This studio album features new

tracks with the unique Oi sound

Cock Sparrer are known for. TheMi
worth the wait. This one might just

become the best Oi album of all

time! Check the Rotz Web-stite at

www.rotz.com for sound
samples, pictures and the history

of Cock Sparrer

!

To get our new mailorder catalogue send us $ 6.00 USD (you'll

get a coupon for $ 6.00) or get it free with all credit card orders

placed on our web-site (totally secure): www.rotz.com. Also

Rotz Records Distribution, Mailorder & Label

2211 North Elston Avenue

Chicago. IL 60614 U.S.A.

Phone: (773)862-6500 Fax: (773)862-6592 E-mail: rotz@rotz.com

U.S. stores call 1*800*72'NOISE (!!! stores only !!!)

Canadian stores call Rotz Canada@ (905)878-4800 Fax: 878-6644



auuw BMMf
Send MRR your release for review. Don't send wimpy, arty, metal, MTV corporate rock shit here. Don't have your label give us follow-up calls as

to whether we received and are reviewing a record. We want punk, garage, hardcore, and will review all those that fall within our area of

coverage. Include ppd price when mailing. If possible, send 2 copies of vinyl records (1 for MRR, 1 for the reviewer). We will review CDs, but just

CD-only releases. If on vinyl and CD format, send us the vinyl. We are reviewing cassettes again, so send high quality cassette-only releases

directly to: Jason Beck, PO Box 2584, Conroe, TX 77305. No reviews of test pressings or CD-Rs. Specific criticisms aside, it should be understood

that any independent release deserves credit for all the work and money that goes into it Staff: (JB) John Backstrom, (PB) Paul Barger, (EC)
Enrico Cadena, (RC) Rob Coons, (AC) Arwen Curry, (DD) Dr Dante, (JF) Jonathan Floyd, (BG) Brian Gathy, (TG) Todd Gullion, (LH) Lance
Hahn, (JR) Jeff Heermann, (TH) Tom Hopkins, (TJ) Tobia Jean, (KK) Kenny Kaos, (CK) Carolyn Keddy, (MK) Mick Krash, (DL) Dulcinea
Loudmouth, (RL) Ray Lujan, (TM) Timojhen Mark, (HM) Hal MacLean, (AM) Allan McNaughton, (MM) Mike Millett, (RM) Raymundo

Murguia, (IM) Icki Murrmann, (JN) Jah Nell, (DP) Donna Poole, (BR) Bruce Roehrs, (TS) Ty Smith, (SS) Steve Spinali, (JV) Jason Valdez,

(MW) Max Ward, (RW) Ryan Wells, (SW) Shane White, (CW) Charles Wolski, (JY) Jeff Yih, (RY) Rema Young.

.FUCKINGCOM - "Hesitation"
EP

The heavy shit in the realm
of DEVOID OF FAITH hardcore.

This is no ugly stepchild to all the

other killer stuff coming out on
Prank Records right now, so check
out the goods. (TJ)

(Prank, PO Box 410892, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94141)

ACCION MUTANTE - "Y No
Hai Remedio" EP

Crustcore withsome slowed-
down metal-laden parts that seem
to stand out more than their faster

parts. I remember their earlier re-

leases being more memorable, but

this is good too. Their song "Wie-
senthal" is fucking killer. (MW)
(Profane Existence, PO Box 8722,
Minneapolis, MN 55408)

AFI - "A Fire Inside" EP
Local faves dish out some

decent melodic hardcore with goth
overtones. Boy, have these guys
become huge here. Still a strong

live band, too. Cool points for their

cover of the CURE'S "Hanging
Garden". The track "3 1/2" is the

stand out amongst the originals. An
EP a notch above their last LP. (RL)
(Adeline. PO Box 11470, Oak-
land. CA 9461 1)

AGROTOXICO - "CAOS 1998" CD
This is the kind of release I used to get when Tim was

assigning vinyl. Some band from a country I've never been to,

songs I've never heard on record or live (and I see a lot ofbands and
listen to a lot of records, relatively speaking), but when I put these
records on I realize that I do share something with these bands...

PuNk RoCk! AGROTOXICO is South American hardcore sung in

Portugese, and even though I couldn't really make out the lyrics

(my Spanish is bad and my Portugese is worse) I can say that they
sound like a more melodic version ofLOGICAL NONSENSE (ah-

ha-ha, I'm reaching, you caught me). Nothing too great, but if you
have the extra cash then maybe you can help support the scene. (JV)
(Red Star, C.P. 4861 - S.PauIo/SP cep:01061-970 - BRASIL)

AIRBOMB - "Lookout" CD
From the looks of things, this band is from England and

they serve up some mighty fine punk that's a mix of the

COCKNEY REJECTS and the SEX PISTOLS, withjust a touch
of GBH. A couple of the songs are in the "whatever" category,

but overall the eighteen songs on thisCD deliver the goods. (RM)
(Retch, 49 Rose Cresent, Woodvale, Southport, Merseyside,
ENGLAND)

ALTERZIONE - "In...

Disciplina" EP
Pretty standard fare, early-

'80s-influenced hardcore, kinda

sounds like NO FRAUD or some-
thing that would 've been on the I

"Welcome to 1984" compilation. I

I'd love to tell you what all of the r

screaming is about, but I don't i

speak Italian, and there's no trans-
\

lation, so... (PB)

(Korto Cirkuito c/o Antonio Ital-

iano, Via Rio Rosso, 37 98040 S. Pietro Di Milazzo (ME),
ITALY)

ANAL MASSAKER/MEATSLAVE - split EP
I started off with the ANAL MASSAKER side and the

corners ofmy mouth began to curve upwards, there's a word for

when that happens but I just can't think of it right now. Needless
to say, I was impressed by the eight brutal and grinding cuts

inflicted by this band on my noise-addicted ears. These songs
come fast and furious and there's no time to start your posey
heavy metal head-slamming to this shit. Just when I thought I had
heard the best side of this split, I turned it over, and all of my
neighbors began to bang on our adjoining walls! The ANAL
MASSAKER side brought to mind the band FISHY, and the

MEATSLAVE side brought to mind a band called EXCRETED
ALIVE. Both bands had a touch of FULL NOISE NINE-
ahhhhhh, buy it. (JV)

(Nat,Tokyo Store Shinmei Building 3F, 7-33, Nishi-Shinjuku 7,

Sinjyuku-ku, Tokyo, 160-0023, JAPAN)
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AMBITION MISSION - "Spit

Where the Liars Live" EP
I really like the youthful en-

ergy and agression of this record,

also the thoughtful observations

on growingup and what that means
in this community. Unfortunately,

the music didn ' t quite strike a chord

in me as well. Like a mix of snotty

drunk punk and CRIMPSHRINE.
If that sounds good to you, then by
all means get it, but to me they

seem like a band I'd rather hang out with than listen to. Not a bad

thing, just not mine. (BG)
(Disgruntled, 827 Somonauk St, Sycamore, IL 60178)

ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR/LE-
GION OF DOOM - split EP

ANTI cough up two songs

of the crusty-grindcore persuasion.

Pretty good, especially their sec-

ond song, "Distant Future."

LEGION OF DOOM are pretty

fucking over the top, reminding me
of FORCED EXPRESSION at

times. Good intro to these two Wis-

consin bands. (MW)
(Subordi-Nation, 1707BurdickSt,

Oshkosh.WI 54901)

BANNER OF HOPE - "Behind a..." CD
Man, the singer of this band has the biggest mohawk I've

seen in quite some time. From the photos in the insert, it looks like

it's a good two feet tall. Damn, when that's wet it must be heavy

as a mofo. Anyway, the opening song on this sounds like the Kit-

Kat jingle, you know, "Give me a break, give me a break, break

me off a piece of that Kit-Kat bar," but with Beki Bondage on

vocals and lyrics about getting drunk and way too many lines that

rhyme. As for the other eleven songs, think VICE SQUAD and

MERE DEAD MEN, with none of the songs being out-and-out

terrible or that memorable. But forget all that, because they do this

one song called "Ace of Spades". Oh man! It rocks sooo hard!

Dude, it'll make you want to pogo in beer, kill cops, your parents

and yourself! I' ve never heard anything like it in my life ! Hey wait

a second. What's that? It's a MOTORHEAD song! Never mind.

(RM)
(A.D.D., 37B Hussa St, Lower Level, Linden, NJ 07036)

BLADE CRASHER- "700 Club" EP
Weird name and a weird title don't add up to a shitty record.

What you get is great, mid- '80s style, fast straight-edge hardcore.

Reminds me of the speed and recording quality from the old "X
Marks the Spot" comp that has UPFRONT and WIDE AWAKE
on it. These guys are obviously retro, but they got damn good
breakdowns and the recording quality (reallyraw and rough) adds

to the energy. Good shit. (MW)
(Young Blood. 217 W Main St, Ephrata, PA 17522)

wmw
THE BEES/THE PRIMITIVE
ROLLERS- split EP

Both of theses bands have one

thing in common, a guy named Dave
James who plays guitar and bass,

does some vocals and wrote three of

the four songs on this EP. The other

thing is THE HEARTBREAKERS
influence. The BEES have the ear-

ly-period HEARTBREAKERS go-

ing on, playing some fast, catchy

garage punk songs.ThePRIMITIVE
ROLLERS got the later-period sound when things were moving a

little slower. Both bands are recorded terribly, which is too bad.

The PRIMITIVE ROLLERS get extra credit for their two songs

"Don't Blame Me" and "Who's to Blame". Probably some in joke

we're not meant to understand, but I'm laughing anyway. (CK)
(Pelado, 521 W Wilson #B202, Costa Mesa, CA 92627)

BEN GRIM/SLURR - split EP
BEN GRIM, whose last sin-

gle I was quite fond of, give us two
more enjoyable pop punk ditties

with "Cloud Nine" being pretty

damn cool. A downright great pop
tune. SLURR reminds me of J

CHURCH, but not as good. But still

decent. Definitely worth it for

BEN GRIM. (RL)

(Crashbox, 235 South 11th Ave-
nue, West Bend, WI 53095)

BLOODBROTHERS/STILETTO - split EP
I think the "no frills" approach to the packaging on this

record will throw some people off (there is no sleeve, only a red

vinyl 7"). but the music contained within is incredible. STILETTO
is a great all-female melodic emo rock trio, full of raw emotion.

BLOODBROTHERS are pretty amazing, too. Fast and noisy

chaotic punk similar to the DEATH WISH KIDS or AREA 51,

with layered multiple vocals that sound like Jake FILTH, Jesse

BLATZ and Lyz ANTISCHISM all screaming at once. Just

wished there had been a little more to look at, ya know. (PB)

(Crash, 6729 Raiston Rd, Bainbridge Island, WA 981 10)

BLUE MEANIES - "Live" CD
It's a shame with all the jump-on-lhe-bandwagon punk-ska

bands floating around that the BLUE MEANIES haven't gotten

the attention they deserve. What makes the BLUE MEANIES
special is the fact that they ' ve always been more punk than ska, and

why surely having fun still sound pissed off. This disc captures

those special qualities really well. Now, normally I'm not fond of

live recordings, but this one sounds great. This is one booty-

shakin' disc. Oh yeah, it's 75 minutes long, which probably

explains why it's not on vinyl. (JF)

(Asian Man, P.O. box 35585, Monte Sereno, CA 95030)
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THE BLAGGERS - "On Yer Toes" CD

This is a collection of this English anarcho-oi band's early

releases. TheCD leaves off 3 songs from the first LP and includes

a rare 6-song promo 1
2" and a another EP, so there's 24 tracks all

together. It's an OK release, though you get the impression that

they were a bit "thick" and I ain't talking about the sound. (MM)
(Mad Butcher, Pater-Klepping-Str. 18, D-33154, Salzkotten,

GERMANY)

THE BOILS - "When the Sun Goes Down" CD
Wow! This is one blistering piece of plastic! Socio-political

lyrics with one hell of a bite! At times, there's an almost LOWER
CLASS BRATS feel to some of the tunes, and at others, a

MURHPY'S LAW/NYHC kinda thing goin on! I'm groovin' on

the sin-a-long chorus, baby ! Most of the songs run right into each

other! Hey, Buddy ! Thanks fer not wasting my valuable time with

unnecassary and annoying pauses in between songs!!! But at

eight songs. I think it's a little skimpy! Skimpy CD = skimpy

review! So, there!!! (JB)

(PO Box 1751 West Chester. PA 19380)

BORIS THE SPRINKLER -

"I've Been Hittin' on a Russian

Robot" EP
Maybe with an EP on Look-

out, BORIS THE SPRINKLER
can start getting the respect outside

of Green Bay that they deserve.

"Russian Robot" is catchy, "Do
the Go" rocks, and with "Got the

Time", an answer song to

the SAINTS' "No Time" has fi-

nally been spawned. Not the blind-

ing genius of "Kill the Ramones," but I'll call it genius nonethe-

less. Contains the requisite Wisconsin cheesiness that causes

such deep battle trenches to be drawn between BORIS T.S.

believers and non-believers. Credo! (DD)
(Lookout!. PO Box 1 1374, Berkeley, CA 94712)

BROTHER INFERIOR/
WHOREHOUSE OF REPRE-
SENTATIVES - split EP

It's a weird thing, but I felt

like I could review this without

hearing it. Like I knew these bands

and this label well enough to do it

blind. Not that I did-but there was

certainly a lack of suspense there

|i I think worth mentioning. Black-

and-white poster sleeve, political

graphics, political samples. Weird,

because it's not like I don't agree with most of what they're

saying, but it's just so... known. BROTHER INFERIOR rock, of

course. Maybe I'll just toss the cover, and play the record. (TM)

(Profane Existence, PO Box 8722, Minneapolis, MN 55408)

BROCCOLI - "Chestnut Road" EP
Probably one of the most under-rated melodic punk bands

in England. Four fantastic songs, all catchy and unique in their

own ways. While there are still remnants ofJAWBREAKER and

LEATHERFACE, there's really no one like the BROC. At least

there's no one doing this kind ofmusic this well. But Grant really

should pay Nicole back. (LH)
(Crackle, PO Box HP49, Leeds LS6 4XL, UK)

BUCKWEEDS - "Cool Songs to Shag On" CD
This Belgian band has the right idea, andean be fairly funny

at moments. Vulgar and stupid in the right way, but a tad limp in

more important areas. Unfortunately their covers blow the orig-

inals away, the QUEERS, "I Only Lick Butt", and "Beat the

Meat" by the RIVERDALES are turned pop-less and hard, but

their hope to sound like an all-American smut-punk band is too

intentional and obvious. Oh well, like I say, "the right idea". Not

bad. (RY)
(Smokin' Troll, 48 Llwyn Beuno Bontnewoydd Caernarvon,

Wales LL55 2UH, UK)

BUDGET "Eepee" CD EP
I was into these guys single a few years back, and this is

decent, although the ALL/DESCENDENTS thing is really prom-

inent here. Mixed by Bill Stevenson, too. A good release, but this

is no Milo and company. (RL)
(Wonderdog, PO Box 1493, Simi Valley, CA 93062)

CAUSTIC SODA - "Femalevolence" EP
Side A sounds a little like speeded-up JAWBREAKER .

On the second side the singer has a kind of a

PSYCHEDELIC FURS quality in his voice. Side AA flat-out

sounds like PSYCHEDELIC FURS. This is emo in case you

haven't figured that out by now.(DP)

(Crackle!, PO Box HP49, Leeds, LS6 4XL, UK)

CAUSTIC SODA - "Music
From the Motion Picture" CD

Australian pop punk that is

often very reminiscent of early

JAWBREAKER. Gruff vocals

and everything. Pretty decent pro-

duction for this sort of thing. Per-

sonal emo-type lyrics as youwould

expect. (LH)
(PO Box 331, Moonee Ponds, Vic-

toria, AUSTRALIA 3039)

CEASE/CLAIRMEL - split EP
The CEASE song is one long, long trip (or is it "spiral"?)

into despair, madness, etc. "Subdued" just reeks of metal and

alienation, as the singer lopes through a variety ofhardcore/metal

styles,. CEASE drips toward the end into DYSTOPIA-like tense

barbarism but with half the stoniness and a fourth of the kick

(sorry, razor blade sold separately). CLAIRMEL does nice

melodic punk, like 41 1 in a Jacuzzi with JAWBREAKER. The

singer's strained voice makes him sound like a sincere asthmatic.

I feel sorry for him, but it sounds cool. Lozenge (the label also

does a fanzine of the same name)? (AC)
(A.D.D., 7309 N Huntley Ave, Tampa, FL 33604)
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CEREBOS EXPRIMroOS - "Cerebrator" LP

These bad Spanish punks have been rocking the airwaves

'round the world for many a year. While this LP is by no means

ground-breaking, it still has some STOOGES riffs that, with the

right amount of drugs and alcohol, will have you lurching around

the room. (BR)
(Munster, Adro 18107-20000 Madrid, SPAIN)

CHOPPER - "Last Call For Dancers" CD
This English pop-punk outfit suffer from the deadly play-

as-fast as-humanly-possible syndrome. As if a song won't be as

valid, sincere, or punk if it's slower than coffee-jittering speed.

Unfortunately, this approach can make all the songs seem to blur

together after a while. They do write decent songs and are hum
worthy, they could just benefit from the occasional shift ofgears.

Not bad. (BG)
(Crackle, PO Box HP49 Leeds, LS6 4XL UK, ENGLAND)

CHAOS U.K. - "The Chipping Sodbury Bonfire Tapes" CD
A band that has graced the back of many a motorcycle

jacket, usually misspelled as "CHOAS U.K.", which might earn

them some kind of folk-hero status in the murkier corners of the

punk underworld. "Chipping Sodbury" is an entry in their size-

able back catalogue that was released earlier in the '90s, now

available on compact disc. It's really something, you can hear

every mangled chord and throat-gargle in crystal clear digital

audio, free from all the annoying pops and scratches. It's thrash,

baby, thrash-as if you needed to be told. Metal guitar corroding

around the edges, a singer taking his voice to new heights and

depths, and a drummer struggling to keep pace with it all. 'Too

Cool For School, Too Stupid For the Real World (Let's Form a

Band)" has to be one of the best punk rock song titles ever

conceived. (JH)

(Creative Man, 3619 Motor Ave #280, Los Angeles, CA 90034)

CHAOS U.K. - "Short Sharp Shock" CD
This has been available as an importCD for years, hopefully

it won't be $20 in mailorder-land anymore. What ya got here is

late-80's UK No-Future-inflected hardcore punk that'll kill any

cop ya got livin' inside a ye, boyo. Pretty much cleared the table

for this sort of stuff, although a few hundred subsequent xeroxed

7" would seem to argue the opposite. I am beaten. Does anyone

out there know who MICHELLESHOCKED is anymore? (RW)

(Creative Man, 3619 Motor Ave #280. Los Angeles, CA, 90034)

CHESTER - "Six Sick Songs For Swinging Cats" EP
Lo-fi punk with lots of distortion on this 4 track recording.

The pick hitting the guitar strings is louder than the distorted

amplifier they use. Mostly female vocals singing about wacky

stuff like space travel, aliens, cereal, and a friend who moved.

(MM)
(Smoking Troll, 48 Llwyn Beuno, Bontnewydd, Caernarvon,

LL55 2UH, UK)

CHINESETAKEAWAY -"Fuck Billboard...We're the Stars"

LP
This is good, solid, mid-tempo melodic punk rock with a bit

of an edge. The '77-style sing-along parts with male and female

vocals are pretty cool. The first ANTI-NOWHERE LEAGUE
record comes to mind musically, but thankfully not lyrically.

Nice cover of the RUTS' "Babylon's Burning" as well. (MM)
(New Life Shark, PO Box 700 320, D-44883, Bouchum, GER-

MANY)

CONE - "Smile For Me" EP
Well executed, but not entirely memorable. At one time

this coulda been thrown in the genre known as pop-punk, but

that's too ambiguous... four fast songs that dangerously border

on the void of the Fat Wreck sound, but manage to keep enough

spin on their sound to avoid being lost in an oblivion of sound-

alike music. (IM)

(Crackle, PO Box HP49, Leeds. LS6 4XL, UK)

COWBOY KILLERS - "Thank You, Fuck You and Good-

night" CD
I wish we could all collectively decide to pretend Elvis

never existed for a while. Just put him to rest for a few years and

start using another dead pop icon, like Marvin Gaye or Herb

Caen, for album covers. I'm so bored with Elvis Presley. But

what can I do? Sigh. Yes, Elvis (in his shaking-hands-with-

Nixon photo) graces the front of this CD. What most fascinates

me about this album is how often Beddis, the singer, can sing the

same thing over and over. A common technique, I know, but he

actually repeats the same line twelve times in a row at one point,

interspersed with odd variations on "whoa" and "yeah." This

album is pretty spastic at times, a bit monotonous at others. They

have that "past their prime" sound some seasoned bands pick up

along the way, but I like them in the same way I sometimes like

the SUPERSUCKERS. (AC)
(Rejected, 9 Woodlands Ave, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, IRE-

LAND)

E.P.
OTtRKJ/fij,

CRITIKILL-"OurWay"EP Ln|T||/||
This wouldn't be too out of Will I 11%ILL

place on BYO, back when they

put out vital releases. Sounds like

old SOCIAL DISTORTION
mixed with YOUTH BRIGADE-
style choruses. I like it. It has a

classic feel to it. The lyrics are

simple, yet effective and unpre-

tentiously concerned-sounding. It

sounds energetic and uplifting. Oh
yeah, for what it's worth, they are

from France, too. One of my favorites this issue. Don't let the

name scare you off, this is worth searching out. (BG)

(Negative, 80 Avenue De St Ouen, Paris, FRANCE)

DEAD SEA SQUIRRELS - CD
Oh God, what is this all about? I guess in some ways the

music is like the DETONATORS or something. Really dumb

old-style punk lyrics with song titles like "Murder Rape", "Chain-

saw" and "Party Crew". Whatever. (LH)

(1983 Hoyt, Muskegon, MI 49442)
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LS6 4XL, UK, ENGLAND)

DAGOBAH - "The Garage is

Off Limits" EP
Really crisp-sounding pop-

punk from England. It's pretty de-

cent, but all the Star Wars and
Kung Fu references get quite an-

noying. The production is very

strong, and the less obvious pop
punk songs really stand out. Over-

all though, I'd be interested in see-

ing what they do with their next

release. (BG)
(Crackle, PO Box HP49, Leeds,

DEAD BOYS - "AH This And More" LP
What's with all the DEAD BOYS releases lately? This was

put out from tapes that Cheetah Chrome had from live shows at

CBGB and in SF in "77 and '78. 1 usually equate "live" with more
intense and faster-than-studio versions, but some of this sounds
downright slow to me. Not that that's a bad thing; most of this rules

in my book. The sound quality is way shitty (it makes the same
sound as my cassette player in my car stereo right before the tape

gets munched), but that' s to be expected from twenty yearold tapes.

"Down in Flames" rocks. Same for "Search and Destroy". Lotsa

feedback. Some of the between-song banter makes it sound like

there are only twenty or so people in the audience. Those are my
favorite kinds of shows. Sucks for the bands, but I get to watch the

show and have room to move about and my beer doesn't get spilt.

Even tho the label didn't see fit tokickdown an extra copy foryours

truly, I'm gonna go down to Amoeba and buy one to contribute to

Cheetah's retirement fund. If you're a DEAD BOYS fan you
should too. And if you're not, it's worth it alone for the cover shot

ofSTIV BATORS hockin' the biggest, nastiest, punkest, greenish-

brown loogie you've ever seen. (DP)
(Bomp, PO Box 7112, Burbank, CA 91510)

DEAD LAZLOS PLACE • "Lonely Street" CD
Residing somewhere in between SAMIAM and PEGBOY,

these folks have agood blueprint (besides the occasional Epitaph-

ism). Where they choose to go with it isn't the most exciting

place, but it could be much worse. They are extremely tight, if at

times a bit slick. I don't know, it's good for really fast melodic
(not exactly poppy) punk. I can appreciate the music, if not the

borderline offensive graphics (do you really need to put lots of

breasts on your artwork to help it sell?). Besides that, it is decent
overall. (BG)
(New Red Archives. PO Box 2 10501 , San Francisco, CA 94121)

DEATHCHARGE - "A Look at

Their Sorrow" EP
It's no wonder why their

name is similar to DISCHARGE,
they got that energy. Though
DEATHCHARGE seems to be

making points about the atomic

bombings on Japan in '45, 1 think

the suffering is prevalent in any

mass air strike oftoday-these pains

are real. (TJ)

($5ppd: After The Bomb, PO Box

THE DECLINE - "The Loaded
Gun... " EP

I swear all my teenage angst

of growing up in white, conserva-

tive O.C. floods back with each of

these Hostage Records releases...

From the suburban underground,

the DECLINE trigger the true spir-

it of '80s SoCal hardcore with the

guilty pleasure of U.K. imports:

BLITZ and G.B.H. True grit, al-

cohol and catchy backin' vocs will

keep the DECLINE from fallin' off your turntable too soon. Ha.

I bet the security guards at the Lakewood Mall give these punks
hell, or maybe it's the otherway around. Say, why don't you punk
rockers get in the van and trek north to S.F., so we can rip it up!

(DL)
(Hostage, 7826 Seaglen Drive, Huntington Beach. CA 92648)

THE DERITA SISTERS & JUNIOR - "Abusement Park"
CD

Oh, words cannot describe how bad this band utterly and
thoroughly sucks. Now, I know we say that a lot here, but I mean
it this time. This band really, really, really sucks. This was
recorded in Hollywood but released in Germany, so I'm kinda
hoping that they're foreigners without a good grasp of English

and that would explain the absolute retardedness of their juve-

nile-ass lyrics. Included on here are songs about how only closet

homos like football, being jobless, having a serious bad wedgie
(bad enough to write a whole song about), getting drunk, not

giving a shit if the girl comes, the homo hanky color code, and
how gun owners are assholes, all with a background of shitty,

generic, mostly mid-tempo punk that is filled with riffs stolen

from bands that are actually good. There's a song about butt

fucking girls with the lyrics "Gotta give it a whirl a little fudgy

swirl/The night is young, don't sleep 'til you've had fun/Put a

condom on your weiner gun". Now if anyone comes at me with

a weiner gun-condom or no-I'm pullin' out my Colt 45 and
blowin' that motherfucker to oblivion. Yeah, I'm an asshole with

a gun. In theNRA too. Actually there is one good thing about this

disc. The cover photo shows the band in front of a roller coaster,

all hanging from ropes, dead. (DP)
(High Society, St. Petersburger Str. 4, D- 1 8 107. Rostock, GER-
MANY)

THE DESPISED - "Scourge of

the South" EP
Damn! These guys, based in

Atlanta, sound pretty pissed off.

There's five songs of fast and
thrashy, yet catchy, punk with thick

guitars and gruffvocals, that brings

to mind the power of LIMECELL
or COCKNOOSE. For those still

in doubt, they ' ve got a song called

"Two Pigs Down" and another

called "Blow Up the Courthouse".

Recommended. (RM)
(Kangaroo, Middenweg 13, 1098 AA, Amsterdam, NETHER-
LANDS)

66876. Portland, OR 97290)
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'SelfTHE DESTRUCTOS -

Destruct" EP
These guys are all over the

place. On the firstside, they punch

outtwo rockers a-laDILLINGER
FOUR. These two songs could've

made a great single on their own.

On the flipside, theyjump around

the musical spectrum a bit too

much. The first song conjures

images of NUISANCE, with the

punchy-pop song pulled along by

gruff vocals; then they do a more low-fi, guitar-driven number,

and from there go into a short hardcore song. Despite their

identity crisis, the DESTRUCTOS put together a very impressive

debut 7". Each of these songs is great. They're gonna excel at

whichever genre they choose (or even if they decide to shake shit

up and defy the carefully made categories of punk). (IM)

($4: Self Destruct. Flat 2R, 29 Crathe Dr, Partick, Glasgow, Gl 1

7XE, SCOTLAND)

DICKS - "Kill From the Heart" LP
What can you say about this? It's a crime this had to be

bootlegged instead of being re-released, because everyone really

needs to hear this one. This is truly one of the rowdiest bunch of

shitkickin' commie fags tocome out of the Lone Star State. Good

sound quality, one-sided silkscreened cover, inserts and lyrics-

what more do you need? Only problem here is there's no info on

where I can get one. Bummer. (DL)

(no address)

DIMESTORE HALOES - "Everybody Loves You When
You're Dead" EP

The accompanying blurb claims the HALOES are "one of

the most important punk bands of the '90s"; it's a claim only a

dedicated fan could make, but on their latest, the band continues

their rockin'. flailin' brand of mid-to fast-speed three-chord

punk. The vocals are snot-nosed and melodic in a

SOCIAL DISTORTION-ish kind of way, but you sense these

guys have credibility and believe in what they sing. Three of four

songs have a nasty bite to them; only "Hopelessly in Hate With

You" seems lo flag in inspiration. Above average for pop-punk

aficionados, and fans ofthe band probably won't be disappointed.

(SS)

(Pelado,521 W Wilson #B202, Costa Mesa, CA 92627)

i«3 DINKS -"Rocket to Ruin" EP
IE UlrilVO This sounds like the HAN-

V SON BROTHERS. "Rocket to

| Russia"- style cover and six RA-
MONES-style songs. I like "She's

a Vegetable (Yeah Yeah Yeah)"

and "Do You Wanna Be My Girl-

friend" the most, but they're all

3 pretty good. I'm not just saying

that to keep them from sending

some guy named Vinnie over to

= break my kneecaps. If you're an-

noyed with the whole RAMONES rip-off thing this is probably

not for you. (DP)
(Gonna Puke, Via Monteverdi 43, Palermo 90145, ITALY)

DISAGREE/OPPRESSED CON-
SCIENCE - split EP

O.C. are crusty-thrash with a

recording quality that fits their style

perfectly. Nottoodirty, nottooover-

produced, butjust right. DISAGREE
are not really my style. They have

some great ear-rupturing high vo-

cals but the music neverreally seems

to get off the ground. I'm sure if you

like mid-paced crusty thrash, you'll

like em. The record has a lot of

information about the deforestation on Lubicon Nation's land

too. (MW)
(TSB c/o Simon Pare, 827 Goldbourn, Greenfield Park, Quebec,

J4V3H4 CANADA)

DISCOUNT/CRETTIN'S PUDDLE - split CD EP
What more can I say about one of the few band' s in the rock

and roll world that matters. DISCOUNT! Two more great tracks

including one great guitar/vocal number and two previously

released tracks. CRETTIN'S PUDDLE sound like a Fat band

with Olga from TOY DOLLS singing. OK, but not great. (RL)

(Shagpile, 24 High St, Northcote 3070. AUSTRALIA)

DRIPPING LIPS - "My Heaven/Once Upon A Time"

Old-time, straight-arrow traditional punk with Brian James

(I assume of the DAMNED, maybe?). Again does a take on the

Detroit rawk thing but not in any particularly original or inspired

way. Shit, theDAMNED did their take on this way better on their

first LP friggin' years ago. So... what's the point? I dunno. (JY)

(Alive, PO Box 71 12, Burbank. CA 91510)

DRONES - "Temptations of a

White-Collar Worker" EP
Only at the peak of the disco

era could a self-respecting punk

rocker have called himself "Pete

Pun-feet" or "Gus Gangrene" with

out lookin' like a jerk-but there

they are, right on the back cover.

Hailing from the wildsofBirming-

ham, the DRONES were an early

front-runner in the English punk

rock sweepstakes, combining ace _
songwriting, clear vocals, and gutsy music in a way that few of

their contemporaries could. The band released a few classic

twist'n'bum singles and a great LP-which still sound current,

nearly two decades after they were recorded-before their inev-

itable decline and demise in the mid-'80s. What you've got have

here is a (colored vinyl) reissue of their self-produced first EP,

recorded in mid-'76 and released the following year, containing

some of their best and rawest material-'Lookalikes", "You'll

Lose", "Hard on Me", and the anti-royalist "Corgi Crap". All

four of these tracks appear on the highly-recommended double-

LP reissue "Futher Temptations". You ought to hunt thai down

first, but this is a still a neat little historical artifact. (JH)

(Data, 28 Silksby St. Coventry, CV3 5FX. ENGLAND)



DS-13/SIC TRANSITGLORIA
MUNDI - split EP

Hey you... yeah you, skim-

ming the reviews. Come here, I got

a little secret to letyou in on. There's

this band called DS-13 from Swe-
den who kicks fucking ass the way
VORHEES or older Boston-style

bands used to. They mix a good

blend of melody, speed and energy

that works damn well. They have a

full EP out too (which I think actual-

ly is a better representation of them than these tracks). S.T.G.M is

kick-fucking-ass Swedish hardcore ala the Uppsala style DIS-thrash

bands. Overall a damn good record. (MW)
(Hepatit D c/o Johnnv Christiansen. Mollevangstorget 5 C, 214 24
Malmo, SWEDEN)

'
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ENTROPIA/AUT OF STEP - split EP

Gli ENTROPIA sono intensi, lucidi, come un sogno vivi-

do. Hanno una velocita' tensa e impassionata. Non c'e' la

leggerezza, ma neanche sembrano despondenti. Gli
AUT OF STEP fucking rock! Una velocita' manaica con lirici

buiosi e poetici. Ho tanto rispetto per l'uso della lingua italiana

in questo modo-spesso la melodia della lingua stessa interferisce

colla durezza del punk-rock, ma qua si sente solo la caos del

ritmo. Translation: this is crazy, fast, nihilistic Italian hardcore.

The best I've heard since CONTROPOTERE. No lyrics in

English, so go buy a friggin' dictionary. (AC)
(Tenia, c/o Luca Mentasti, Via Liancourt 30, 22077 Olgiate

Comasco (CO), ITALY)

THE DUKES OF HAMBURG -

"It's My Fault/Little Lover" •

Finally, aDUKESOFHAM-
BURG record thatcomes close to that

great live sound they have. In fact, this

sounds so good, it could have been

recorded in 1965. Garage rock like it

should be: fun, frantic and danceable.

Yay! (CK)
(Screaming Apple, Dustemichstr.

14, 50939 Koln, Germany)

ENVY - "From Here to Eternity" CD
Oh, baby, I really hope thiscomes in a vinyl version. ENVY

give a big nod to French screamo heroes FINGERPRINT with

soft intros to big, huge, enormous, explosions that rage through

to completion with guitars and bass battling for attention while

the singer rips his vocal cords out of his throat. ENVY puts their

own touch to the style with smoother, prettier intros, and crisper,

more distinguishable fast parts. All this from one hell of a
label... (TH)
(H:G Fact, 401 Hongo-M, 2-36-2, Yayoi-Cho, Nakano-ku, To-
kyo 164 JAPAN)

ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN/L.E.S. STITCHES - split EP
Damn. I got all excited when I saw that I was finally getting

to review an E.F. release. I put on the headphones, turned on the

stereo, dropped the needle on the turntable and. ..it's a MOTOR-
HEAD cover. Ugh. I mean it's a betterMOTORHEAD cover than
BANNER OF HOPE'S send-up of "Ace of Spades", as a matter

of fact it rocks hard. I was just hopping for something new. Hey
a guy can dream, can he not? On the flip L.E.S. STITCHES do a

really rocking song called "I.D.", which sounds like the DEAD
BOYS or ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN, but with snottier vo-

cals. I'd buy this. (RM)
(Devil Doll. PO Box 30727, Long Beach, CA 90853)

ENEMY SOIL - "Fractured Theology" CD
Hot off the heals of their Clean Plate CD comes this 3" CD

on P.E. Far East. They bless us with more blast beat-driven

powerviolence anthems to scare our neighbors with. Really
excellent production brings out the true brutality of this band,
especially in the slow grinding parts. Their lyrics continue to

impress me as well, very well-written, complex criticisms of this

pathetic society we exist in. Truly a great band with a lot to say.

Come back to Fiesta Grande '99 guys, okay? (TS)
(Profane Existance Far East, 35 Sannaicho, Sennyuji, Higashiya-

maku, Kyoto. 605-0977 JAPAN)

ENGLISH DOGS - "All the World's a Rage" CD
This is a joke, right? I guess the very metal this band has been

doing for the past couple of years wasn't paying the bills so now
they're trying to sound more like PROPAGHANDI et. al. meets
KORN or something. "Whoooh ohhhh ! The Warped Tour, dude!

Extreme sports bro!" What a crock of shit. (RM)
(Impact, . PO Box 50550. Phoenix, AZ 85076)

EQUATION OF STATE - "Exploded View" CD
Explosive HC with great screeching vocals. The passion

and feel of MILHOUSE, yet coming from ol' CANADA. Cap-
tivating 90's HC. Check them out. (TJ)

($6; Subprofit c/o Richard Lafortune PO Box 34029, Scotia Sq
R.P.O., Halifax, NS, B3S1, CANADA)

EVERYBODY GETS HURT/
STRONG INTENTION - "It's

All About Numbers" split EP
This STRONG INTER-

VENTION side sounds initially

like a crusty hardcore release, but

after a few songs it turns into a

hybrid of the sXe hardcore some
of the sleeve art suggests. Very
interesting actually, I like the mix-

ing of what in the Bay Area are

two completely different scenes.

VILE, who aren't as interesting I'll admit. The second side is

EVERYBODY GETS HURT and they are a very metal version

of hardcore that actually sounds more like MEGADEATH that

any punk group I can think of. "You feel lucky punk?" (JV)

(Adam Wright c/o Fistfight, PO BOX 364, Hagerstown MD
21741-0364)
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EXCRUCIATING TERROR - "Divided We Fall" CD

Words cannot describe how fucking good this full-length is.

Anybody who has ever been blessed with seeing these guys live

know that these fuckers are not fucking playing around. This is

the only grind band I've ever honestly been able to say has come

close toNAPALM DEATH'S "From Enslavement" LP. Yes, this

is that good. It even tops their first CD which I thought would

never happen. Every band should just quit right now. (MW)

(Pessimiser, PO Box 1070, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254)

EXTINCTION OF MANKIND - "Scars of Mankind Still

Weep"EP
,

: .

ThisGerman crust band with crossoverpunk tendencies has

more gray, spinning pentagrams for you. Their slow, metally

intros kicking into more-driving punk doesn't fall from their

previous convictions, musically or politically. EOM still weeps

because of the lies fed to us, the common folk, and that man's

weakness will be the extinction of mankind. (TJ)

(Profane Existence, PO Box 8722, Minneapolis, MN 55408)

THE FACET - "Established

Watchers" EP
This is a good find. Raw-

throated melodic hardcore in the

vein ofADMIRAL oreven SOUL-
SIDE, yet a bit rougher. It is really

fresh and honest sounding. It stays

pretty mid paced throughout, which

is perfect for this brand of angry,

optimistic punk. Another good

thing out of Colorado. Check them

out. (BG)

($3: Seven Lucky. PO Box 9546, Denver, Co 80209)

FALLOUT- "Spit on the Innocent" CD
By far the most punishing thing I've heard all month. In-

your-face, 1 ,000-mph, high-energy fast core mixed in with some

heavy break downs. FALLOUT are by far Australia's best-kept

secret, and ifyou' ve missed their 10" and EP, you're missing out.

In five years you're gonna wish you knew about these guys. Great

lyrics, great music, great samples, great live track., .an all-around

great full-length. (MW)
(Grand Theft Audio, 50 1 W Glenoaks Blvd. #3 1 3, Glendale, CA
91202)

FALSIES - "Hate You" CD
I really hate it when one single sound repeatedly stands out

on a recording. On this CD, it's a drum (a flat sounding snare)

that's more pronounced than the rest. Its repeated tat-tat-tat is

driving me crazy like a tell-tale heart, except I didn't even kill

nobody. Go back and turn that drum down and I'll review this

BLACK FLAG, MINOR THREAT, NOFX-wannabe piece of

drivel. All 26 songs. The last three tracks are acoustic and pretty

funny, especially "Stacey Has Pee-Pee". "The Most Offensive

Song in the World" I didn't find at all offensive. I think the people

it would offend will never hear it. Oh, and another thing: instead

of wasting time writing and recording songs about how

ALANIS MORISETTE sucks and needs to die. why don't you

just kill her and be done with it. It would take less effort and

probably be more satisfying than another dumb song about her.

(DP)
(Imperfekt, PO Box 2846, Columbia, MD 21045)

FANSHEN - "Song Check" EP
FANSHEN is playful in a

soul-searching sort of way. Lots

of crazy screaming you can un-

derstand just well enough. Unex-

pected changes. Eerie spoken sam-

ples which lead into delicious hard-

core mayhem. Hearts in the right

places. The literature is thought-

ful enough to provoke real interest

in the political implications. What

looks like poetry in the liner notes

is, in fact, poetry, read in that coffee-shop voice that Mykel Board

so aptly mocks on the "Less Rock. More Talk" spoken-word

compilation. The idea is pretty rad, but the weird uplifted

pronunciation of"hot" disturbs me. A sense ofreliefsurges when

they return to the blistered, unpredictable hardcore (BORN

AGAINST-school). I strongly advise Gravity fans to pick this

up. (AC)
(Slaughterhouse, 4 Delmar Ave, Morris Plains, NJ 07950)

FALSE CHARGE/NAKED
CHARGE - split EP

This is a pleasant surprise. I

was expecting more of a generic

grind thing. FALSE CHARGE are

sort of likeNAUSEA or that era of

nearly-metal, but not quite quite

hardcore. NAKED CHARGE are

very similar musically. But the

vocals are so rambling and all over

the place it almost sounds like

stream of consciousness. Mo-
hawks and funny hair?They would

be huge if they were from New York. (LH)

(no address)

THE FATAL FLYIN' GUILLOTEENS - "New Iron Fist"

I really like the singer's vocals. They are almost spoken in

an unaffected way which to me is how punk should be sung. The

music chugs along behind the vocals, but makes too many

attempts to break free by wanking. Ugh! A little to arty for me.

(CK)
(Twistworthy, PO Box 4491, Austin, TX 78705)

THE FORGOTTEN - "Veni, Vidi, Vici" CD
Another one of those strapping, red-blooded punk-mects-

oi bands that fills out the bill at WORKIN' STIFFS shows-at

least they're working that particular kinda sound, and there

seems to be quite the audience for it around these parts. Blue-

collar lyrical concerns, mid-tempo melodic punk in the

STIFF LITTLE FINGERS mode, clean and clear production

values that highlight the confident, upbeat tunes. I'm not sure if

they're from the Peninsula or San Francisco proper, but they've

still managed to work the Transamerica Pyramid into their band

photo. (JH)

(TKO, 4104 24th St #103. SF. CA 941 14)
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4SALE - "Fantasy Chamber" CD

This band sounds like NOFX. only not that good. All their

songs have these long, slow intros that build in volume and tempo
then get all slow again, with some ska and alterna-rock mixed in.

I wanted to like "Fislfuck", really, I tried. I'm thinking, how could

I not like a song called "Fistfuck", but it just left me kinda cold.

This band is from some country that puts circles over its A's and

slashes thru its O' s, but I'm not sure where because i t' s not printed

anywhere on the package. So if the millions of orders this review
gets you don't reach you, don't blame me. (DP)
(Kvarts Musikk, Post Box 854, 1671 Krakeroy)

FORWARD - "What Are You
Gonna Get?" EP

Rumor has it that this band
has ex-members ofJapanese hard-

core legends BASTARD and
DEATHSIDE. Rumors aside, this

really doesn't sound like either

band. It's more of a mid to fast

paced crunching sound akin to

I POISON IDEA, complete with

I gruff vocals, metallic solos, and
- sing-along backing vocals. It's

definitely not what I expected but awesome none the less. My
only complaint is that there are only two songs and no address, so
this one should be hard to find-start scrambling, collector nerds!

(TS)

(Fast Nail)

FULLBLOWN - CD
This CD starts out in a very macho rock way (on the first

song) then goes completely surf. Hmmm. Either way it's pretty

generic. The musicians are very proficient, but I like a little bit of

roughness and ineptness. (CK)
(Speed Nebraska, PO Box 3103, Omaha, NE 68103)

mrnur
GARAGE RATS - "Fuck Everything" EP

This punk band from Florida has a damn decent four-song

EP available for you this month. In "Boot "Em In" the GARAGE
RATS sing, "It's a violent place, but what are you gonna do/
Hooligans, that's me and you/Stand up angry, stand up strong/

Break down the ones that don't belong." A little bit of the old

ultra-violence for you! Give a listen, skins and punks! (BR)
($3ppd;SkankingSkull,40101 SherydanGenn,LadyLake,FL 32159)

GRINGO/DEGENERATES - split LP
Really fast, thrashy punk from both of these Rhode Island

bands here. Back in the late '80's and early '90s just about every
band from San Diego to San Luis Obispo and all places in

between here in California played this type of music. I'm talkin'

the WIMPY DICKS, ASSAULT, JUNGLE FISH, DR.KNOW.
SLUT VINYL, SECTION 8, APATHETIC YOUTH and
JUGHEAD'S REVENGE, just to name a few. Some ofthe songs
are better than others.the best from both bands would have made
a really strong EP, but overall things are pretty repetitive and of
a "been there done that" nature. (RM)
(Roachender, 91 Simmons St. #3, Providence, RI, 02909)

THE HALFWAYS - "Rockin'
Time" EP

The second record blasts

even more ass-shatteringTNT than

the first. Lets keep it up, HALF-
WAYS, cause we're on your scent

now. Out ofthe hard-knocks school

of punk spawning ELECTRIC
FRANKENSTEIN and with CAN-
DY SNATCHERS' lead guitarist,

Matthew Odietus, this'll give you
spastic little punk hopefuls and
you jaded old-timers a new reason to pay attention to the

Southeast scene. Record of the month, hands down ! I better have
a copy in my bin, or I'll be pissed ! (P.S. There was, thanks!) (RY)
(Black Lung, PO Box 7854, Norfolk, VA 23509)

FUNERAL - "Have You Seen My Leather Jacket" CD
Archival stuff, all 23 tracks, dug up by those kind folks at

GTA. Long Beach punk circa "80-'8l, including people who
played with Rik L. Rik. Contemporaries of bands like TSOL,
RHINO 39, etc. etc. At first listen, the band they remind me of
most is none other than TSOL. circa the time of "Dance With
Me". The band is not particularly raging and does exhibit the

"creepy crawly" quality that a lot ofLA punk (especially TSOL)
bands wereenamored ofat that time. Still there's some solid punk
rock tunes like "Ant Trap" and "Please Make My Daylight Go
Away" and also some sorta embarrassing ones, i.e. the dirge-like

"R.I.P.". Overall this package smacks of trying to fill an entire

CD of stuff that's not exactly stellar, how else to explain the

presence of the goofy country tune and the bad STANDELLS
cover? Still there's some solid OC-type punk rock if you're

patient, but be forewarned: even the best tunes here are marred by
something like a bad recording or something. Nevertheless, it's

still quaint to hear a line like "Politicians are sick/They can suck
my dick... " now in 1998. (JY)

(Grand Theft Audio, 501 West Glendale Blvd #313, Glendale,

CA 91202)

HAMMERHEAD - CD
Not the AmRep band from a couple of years back, this a

German band of rough V melodic heft who bark their way
through a bracing set of basic riff-squeal-riff punk that harkens

back to the chunky mid-'80s. Lyrics are all auf Deutsch, so I

scratch my head as they bark about Tweety Bird or being against

something bad or drinking peach-flavored urine, whatever. The
songs are OK, but that vocalist sounds like he could be standing

there singing with his arms folded, ya know? (RW)
(Teenage Rebel, Wallstr. 21, 40213 Dusseldorf, GERMANY)

HELLDORADO - "I Can Quit Any Time" LP
This one has a cool proto-punk sound, chunky and raw, sort

of like a cross between the STOOGES and DMZ, but with good,

hard female vocals backing up the musical attack. "Bloody
Mary", which opens the LP, has a punishing guitar punch, but it's

with raunchy tunes like "(I Want Your Head on My) Barbeque
Grill" that the band shows off their personality. While I can't say

individual tunes stand out, the cumulative effect (when played at

full blast) can't help but give you a good ear-scouring. Decent

outing, but with first-rate material they'll be a force worth

reckoning with. (SS)

(Empty, PO Box 12034, Seattle, WA 96102)



HARSH/SHORT HATE TEMPER/QUILL - split 10"

Texas' SHORT HATE TEMPER have been making noise

on the underground for awhile now, and the nine songs on the side

they share with Finland's HARSH are demanding of attention.

They are right up there with the best American hardcore has to

offer the rest ofthe world. HARSH has potential, but unfortunate-

ly another muddy, low-end recording of Finnish crust is one too

many. QUILL from Japan pack their side ofthis split with sixteen

thrash blasts ofmayhem, and threw in a cover ofINFEST' s "The

Game" for good measure. Packaging is minimal, which seems to

be trend for records F ve reviewed this month, but again, the music

contained within is grade-A choice hardcore. (PB)

(T.V.G. c/o Alex Brandt, PF 1219, 14963 Ludwigsfelde GER-

MANY)

THE HOOKERS - "Must Kill! Must Kill!" 10"

This may well be, the best month for good stuff ever! The

HOOKERS want to take you down South and kick yer puny ass.

These guys, or at least Neal, the one who's written to me, are

actually real personable-like and kindly. When their first 7"

passed through, a few years ago, he sent demo tapes to all of us

who appreciated it. Awww! One ofmy favorites since, entirely on

their true rowdy punk-rock cred, I couldn't be more stoked that

Man's Ruin took notice of these guys. Beautiful 'nad-pumpin

doo-doo! (RY)
(Man's Ruin, 610 22nd St #302, SF, CA 94107)

THE HOT POCKETS - "Re-

jected #3" EP
This is an all-star outing with

members of the SPACESHITS,
STIPJES, KRONTJONG DEV-
ILS, and the GRAVEDIGGERS.
Very low-fi with vocals maxing

out in the red. If you're a fan ofRip

Off Records stuff then you'll love

this. (TG)
(High School Reject; Berlageweg

12, 9731 LN Groningen, NETH-
ERLANDS)

IDK - "Til Death Do Us Part" CD
Well, this was better than I expected. It looked (from the

cheesy macho graphics) to be just more predictable, metallic sXe

hardcore. I guess it is. kinda, but it does at least have a touch of

melody in it, too. Some songs hold the balance between melody

and power riffs better than others. They do sometimes fall into

generic hardcore football chants, but not too often. And all the

testosterone running through thisjust makes me want to workout,

but what can you do? Not as bad as I thought it would be. (BG)

(The Music Cartel, 106 West 32nd St 3rd Fl, New York, NY
10001)

INCORRECT/RODENT - split

EP
INCORRECT are pissed-in a

watered-down oi kind of way. Actu-

ally, I could envision some mohawks

stirring shit in the pit during "Punks

Are Pissed", it's pretty decent, but

those other two songs ain't so

hot.They go on for a long ass time

too. I'm a busy woman, I don't have

time to wade through all that. Maybe

if I was drunk. RODENT are better,

but the vocals sound like less inspiredSEWER TROUT. S'alnght.

(8th Dimension, 14312 Springs Rd, Woodbridge.VA 22193)

IMPACT - "Pistoleros" LP
No, not the same IMPACT as the Italian punx IMPACT

;

nor is it the Austrian skinhead band IMPACT, or even the Boston

straight-edgers IMPACT UNIT (even i f they do-do aCRUCIAL
YOUTH cover)-but the second album (that I know of) by the

German IMPACT. For those of youse that are out of the loop,

they do aDEVIL DOGS/SUPERSUCKERS/NASHVILLE PUS-
SY gearhead big-rock kinda thang with lyrics mostly about

spaghetti westerns. Cool concept... right up my alley... compe-

tent enough... If only it rocked my socks! To quote George

Carlin: "Two guys in an elevator. One guy farts. Everybody

knows who did it!" Yeah, but whatdo you expect from guys from

Bonn (Tina E.! Where are you?)? Coulda been better! (JB)

(Shoka Arora, Breite Strabe 72, 531 1 1, Bonn GERMANY)

' THE IRRITATIONS - "Motorcycle Gang" EP
My test to see whether I like a record or not is simple. If I

want to listen to it again, immediately, when the record ends, then

it'sagood record. It may not be scientific or anything, but believe

me I do listen to records repeatedly so it's my way. I have listened

to this record many limes. Echoey vocals lhat remind me of

the OBLIVIANS and the music of the CANDY SNATCHERS,
though probably played throughsome vintage equ ipment for that

not-so-tough sound, are a match made in heaven and a good

record. (CK)
(Sultan, PO Box 2, Montreal, QC. H4A 1X0. CANADA)

THE JACK SAINTS/IDIOTS - split 10"

The JACK SAINTS play straightforward, faster-paced

punk rock in araw style, not unlike a lot ofthe Rip Off stuff. Good

songs but I get a little distracted by all the extracurricular guitar

work. IDIOTS play faster-paced, traditional hardcore, reminis-

cent of east coast hardcore from the laic "80s, with lots of bass

drum and throaly vocals. Neither band is exceptional, but both

are good. Cool translucent orange vinyl. (KK)

(Man's Ruin, 610 22nd St #302. San Francisco. CA. 94107)

J-CHURCH - "Turn to Stone/Single One"
First off, Lance, in his constant moves to milk the kids, has

released iwo version of this 45. Each record has the same A side.

but different B sides. Since side A is a totally disposable

ELO cover, and the first song on side B is a pointless cover from

"Grease", all we get is one new J-CHURCH song. At least that

song, "Part of the Problem", is pretty good. (JF)

(Damaged Goods. PO Box 671, London. El 7 6NF. UK)
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JOHN COUGAR CONCENTRATION CAMP - "Melon"
CD

The SCREECHING WEASEL and RANCID comparisons

still stand, but this record incoiporates a bigger Epitaffy-style

production. Still these songs and lyrics have Ben Weasel written all

over them, and since SCREECHING WEASEL was some of the

only pop punk I could ever stand, this sounds pretty cool. I liked

their last LP a bit more, but JOHN COUGAR CONCENTRA-
TION CAMP are stiU very much alive and annoying all of those

that wish they weren't. "TKO in Tokyo." is still stuck in my head
all these months later. I will say that this band is seriously lacking

the cartoon mascot every decent pop punk should have. (JV)

(BYO, PO BOX 67A64, Los Angeles CA 90067)

THE JUDAS FACTOR - "The Last Days ofThe Titanic" EP
This is a Brooklyn hardcore outfit with a member of INDECI-
SION. I like this better than the forementioned band. It doesn't

have the generic chug-chug parts. The vocals are a tad on the weak
side but not enough to matter. I especially liked what the insert

says about people being non-receptive to people doing different

things and that is the death of the scene. Hardcore is a personal

expression and outlet. (TG)
(Wreckage. PO Box 263, New York, NY 10012)

LOS KENNY HARPERS - "La Gran Estufa Del Rock 'N
Roll" 10"

These guys (and gal) have pumped out alotta records in the

last few years, but this is the first time I've had a chance to hear

'em. They have the echo-trash thing goin' on, getting a little

plodding and conservative at times. Too bad. But, there's some
great songs on here, four actually, that sound they were taken off

one of those Euro "Bloodstains" comps. '70s punk with melody
and a great roaring guitar sound. Buy the record and try to find

them, it'll be a test to see if you have any taste... like me! (RW)
(Electro Harmonix, c/o Munster, Apdo. 18107-28080, SPAIN)

KILLER KLOWN - "Shane
White is a Friend ofMine/Cryin'
for Goti"

It's seems that these are hu-

morous songs (or at least intended

to be such), but I can't make out

enough of the lyrics to get any
chuckles out of them. Approach-
ing the matter from a purely musi-

cal standpoint, "Shane..." is a fran-

tic paced rocker with a new wave-

ish keyboard weaving a '60s mel-

ody all around it: an interesting combination and not bad at all.

"Cryin..." is a '50s-ish ballad in composition and new wave in

execution. (DD)
(Mad Driver c/o Luca Goti, Via Broni 4, 10126 Torino, ITALY)

KNOWLEDGE - "A Gift Before I Go" CD
Umm, this pretty much blows. Seriously, not to rag on a

dead guy or anything (KNOWLEDGE is the late Nick Traina's

final band), but if he hadn't died, would anyone have given a shit

about this release? Ifyou wanna remember Nick' s contribution to

the punk scene, pick up the LINK 80 album instead. Oh yeah,

musically this is just a watered-down punk/ska/late-'80s hard-

core hybrid thing. (JF)

(Asian Man, PO Box 35585, Monte Sereno, CA 95030)

KUNGFU RICK - "Show Me
the Way Almighty One" EP

For 8 minutes and 15 sec-

onds, this 7"EPby KUNGFU
RICK will annihilate your ears

with some of the best recorded

brutality to ever come out of

Illinois...ever! Think CAPITAL-
IST CASUALTIES and TRE
SKIDS doing the funky stuff, and
this is the lovechild that would be

produced. (PB)

(EA, 201 E Fullerton, Elmhurst. IL 60126)

LABRADOR - "The Invisible States of America" CD
I was rather surprised that Vinyl Communications still put

out releases with guitar, bass, and drums; thought they were just

an electronica label now. LABRADOR puts together a sloppy,

manic approach ofearly '90s San Diego bands like HEROIN and
mixes it with the underlying arty aspects of bands like the

PEE CHEES. Makes for a pretty good sound, though nothing

stands out enough to make me want to look for vinyl. (TH)
(Vinyl Communications, PO Box 8623, Chula Vista,CA 9 19 1 2)

LACERATION/FACADE
BURNED BLACK - split EP

LACERATION is Will Dan-
dy's (Clean Plate Records) band.

So, ifyou're familiar with his label

you can probably guess what this

LACERATION sounds like. Ifyou
guessed: mid paced, power-emo-

spastic core violence" you win.

The stuff is alright, but nothing

that stands out. FACADE
BURNED BLACK slow things

down a couple notches. While nor-

mally that's not a good sign, on this release it works well. This

is just good heavy shit. (JF)

(Open Wound, 10367 SW 4th St #3, Miami, FL 33174)

LATCH KEY KIDS - "Innocence Gone" CD
Uh... Emo, melodic, hardcore, pop punk music? If this was

produced a little better it would sound like a mix between SNFU
andBAD RELIGION. Catchy guitar parts and vocal harmonies.

Just not a whole lot of punch and the lyrics can be a little silly. I

mean "Knight Song"? C'mon! (LH)
(ADDRESS!????)

LEBENSREFORM - "Licht,

Luft, Leben" EP
Very, very pain-stricken

hardcore from Germany. Vocals

are filled with painful emotion

and despair. Straight edge lyrics

about failing yourself. Very
rad.(TG)

(Der Koro, Feherfeld 26, 28 203,
|,

Bremen, GERMANY)
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LEFT OUT - "Have A Nice Day" EP

Upbeat pop punk wilh occasional hardcore breaks with

vocals sort of reminiscent of early SUPERCHUNK. It's catchy

and the lyrics are self-described as "not-really-emo-bul-some-

times-on-the-break-of-emo". I look forward to hear what they do

next time around. (LH)

(Better Days 1581 Bardstown Rd, Louisville, KY 40205)

LIBERTINE - "Rise Above" CD
A good dose ofUS BOMBS meets D-GENERATION retro

stuff. Even includes an ex-D GEN'er. So they look a little glam

and sine with a Brit accent and cover"Summer Of 69" with a SEX
PISTOLS feel (which is shamefully a plus in my book), this is still

fun lo listen to in light of all the similar imitations. A must for the

tattooed and leopard-skin-creeper crowd. (RL)

(Kado, 14000 Military Trail, #208A, Delray Beach, FL 33484)

THE LIBERTINES - "Left For
Dead/Treason"

If these glamour cakes put

as much effort and abandonment into

their song writing ability as they did

in their "cool guy" band photo, these

Mike Ness suck-ups might be a tad

easier to deal with. As is, the vocals

are breathy, U.K. tinged, scruff that

pains me to compare it to

BILLY IDOL meets the SWINGING
UTTERS. The back-up band musically stands right in the middle

of the road when they should be payin' some proverbial dues in

the street. Yeah, fuck this shit. (DL)

(Alive. PO Box 7112, Burbank, CA 91510)

LIE/CRUCIAL SECTION -

split flexi

Damn-gotta love that for-

mat! It has to be one of the more
"classic" ways to get your dose of

Japanese hardcore. This is fren-

zied stuff-ripped pant/sweater

hardcore a la HERESY or the ilk.

Which isn't (o say that they're to-

tally lifting sound/look-just resur-

recting it! Quality stuff on both

sides. Love that label logo! (TM)

(In Your Fuck)

LIFELINE - "I Don't See It" CD
This has got to stop. I know I'm living the past, but I can not

condone 4-song CDs. Stop! Now! 4 songs at most should be a 7"

il they arc really good. Technology has overrun all the natural

progressions of bands. DEMO TAPES! No new ground broken

in sXc HC cither. The vocals are not my thing. Their bass-laden

breakdowns are nice. Hum, I just don't know anymore. (TJ)

(Break Even Point, via Vallebona, 28, 00168 Rome, ITALY)

-'"
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LIMECELL - "Bloodthirsty Stalker/Crazy Dave"

I have to find amusement at the back cover, man. you guys

just really don't look dead at all... fat, bloody, and drunk are

pulled off nicely however, and what a stretch that is, eh? I assume

they were strapped for photo-ops or better ideas that day. LIME-

CELL will bring out the filthy pig in your grandma, and this

release will do no less! One overdue comment-those Scum-

Confed boys are so thick as thieves that the bands really are

becoming even harder to tell apart ...there. I said it! Though, if

forced to guess, I'd say they were all shootin' for the sweet, sweet

smell of LIMECELL! (RY)
(Headache, PO Box 204, Midland Park, NJ 07432)

THE LONG GONES - "Prepare to Burn" LP
To quote their press kit, these guys: "They know their shit

when it comes to Nascar" and "Have endeared themselves to the

Crypt/Rip Off crowd" and finally "Look for upcoming inter-

views in the top garage/punk outlets!". So... what's the sense in

a review from me, it's all there dudes, staring you in the kisser.

And of course my references to CRIME, the SAINTS and the

LAZY COWGIRLS would only "drive" that point home. You
know what you're getting. Does the DEAD BOYS thing one

better than ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN and that, my friends,

is a good thing. (JY)

(Shake II, 4136 Florida Ave, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45223)

THE LYNNWOODS - "Summer Loving " EP
Four melodic pop-punk songs about girls. Lots of "ohhs"

and "ahhs". Hand claps on one song. I think there's some MR. T

EX damage here. Calling Dr. Frank... (MM)
(Better Days Records, 1591 Bardstown Rd, Louisville, KY
40205)

MAIN STREET SAINTS -

"World Cup Year" 7"

Got a lot of mixed feelings

about this one. First off, I want to

say that this record is really great!

I'm the last person in this world

who would ever want to discourage

a marriage ofpunk and football, for

I believe it was always meant to be!

Saying all that, I' ve said before what

I think of hooliganism. I think it has „
nothing to do with football or skinhead. Look at what happened

this year where you had 450 Nazi bonehcads marching through

the streets of Lyon. The British once again embarrassed them-

selves before the world, clashing with Algerian supporters. 1

personally think England should be banned from international

play for 10 years so maybe the next generation could love the

sport without this shit. Ifyou think I'm just being weak, watch the

documentaries on Hillsborough or dig up some stories on what

happened in Guatemala two years ago. Then imagine how you

would feel if your best friend died at a football match. This is a

topic that's romanticized, in particular by American skins, most-

ly because they're unaware that real hooligans aren't playing

games (in fact, most don't care for football). So be passionate

about your team, even if they have the worst-looking uniforms in

the history of the sport and they were spanked by a 3rd division

team from San Francisco last year. And keep on puttin' out the

rockin' tunes. MAIN STREET SAINTS!!!! Yeah!! (JB)

(13 Luck, PO Box 10005, Kansas City, MO 64 1 7
1

)
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MALEFACTION - "Man Grows Cold" CD

Crazed Canucks kick down ten songs of death metal-laden

grindcore which is pretty damn heavy. What they don't score in

The utlra-original department, they make up for in their heaviness

and black metal influenced fast parts. Cool lyrics that cover topics

ranging from racism, holier-than-thou political dweebs and of

course how shitty christians are. Their song "Fuck the League For

Life" is so fucking amazing. Good job. (MW)
(Out OfEnslavement, 484 River Rd, St. Andrews,MB , R 1A 3C2,

CANADA)

MALIGNUS YOUTH - "Missa Brevis" CD
Now this is VERY interesting. The first 17 songs are kind

of like quirky, sloppy, punk songs. Then the last part is six

movements of a sort of born-again punk rock opera. Most of it is

sung in Latin. Imagine SCHLONG crossed with QUEEN after

having a spiritual conversion ! It is very tightly performed and has

very interesting vocal arrangements. If you are not prejudiced

against peoples' personal spiritual convictions this is weird

enough for a listen. (TG)
(Youth Inc., PO Box 65802, Tucson, AZ 85728-5802)

MANIACS - "So Far So Loud" CD
The 77 UK MANIACS here. Certainly their most com-

plete release yet with singles, demo and live tracks. Best known

for their "Chelsea '77" 45, this is a typical UK re-issue with

singles and weaker extra tracks. I was into this, but this may
appeal mostly to UK punk completists and priorMANIACS fans.

(RL)
(Overground)

MIBURO - "Kovdov" LP
Fuck yeah! Here's a fuckin' solid blow to the gut with this

high-concentrated Sumo-street punk for anyone with a hungry

ear. This power house trio kick out nine-fierce tracks recorded in

that sweet blazin ' red spot, right before things go haywire. It' sjust

a really amazing lush sound. Oh but there's more, you get

awesome on-the-mark, no-frills, loud fuckin' r'n'r guitar, poun-

din' skins and tough vocals to boot. What they are on about is

anyones guess, all of it is in Japanese, but it seems to work just

fine. Do yourselfa favor and get up early before Bruce buys every

last copy! (DL)
(Knock Out, Postfach 100716, 46527 Dinslaken, GERMANY)

MINUTE MINDER - "Thinking" EP
MINUTE MINDER do very clear-headed clean and sober

hardcore with astrongMINOR THREAT/GORILLA BISCUITS
feel (football letters, Xs on the hands). I also hear a little

YOUTH BRIGADE in there somewhere. The singer does some
sing-songy stuff which is different but doesn't always work too

great. On the whole, this is a little too rigidly structured and self-

righteous for my taste, but at least they don't mention the word
"crew" anywhere on the record, and the black embossed packag-

ing is very nice, for those who care. Caution: may induce

nostalgia. (AC)
(No Deal/Shortfuse, PO Box 158, Camperdown, 2050 AUS-
TRALIA)

MISFIRES - "What Else To Do"
EP

A disappointing record. Has
the look of a mod/ODD NUM-
BERS record. They even go for the

sound. Unfortunately, this comes
across flat vocally and material

wise. Maybe next time. (RL)
(WatchMy Stance, PO Box 1 3243,

Minneapolis, MN 55414)

THE MIXELORICKS - "Bitter?" CD
Okay, I hate to be so specific but they've really got to turn

down the floor torn in the mix! Still, pretty okay melodic punk

although nothing is as good as the first track "Marcia Yockey".

This record seems to be all originals despite song titles like

"Bob", 'Tour Song" and "Apathy". (LH)'

(Everybody Loves, PO Box 2570, Dunedin, FL 34697-2570)

MOLOKO MEN/VIOLENT DRUNKS - split EP
Ha! Okay, these guys are from Fresno, which goes a long

way to explain why when I first put the needle to wax on this one,

I thought it was two bands trying to do the HARD SKIN thing.

Musically, this is a long way from being a bad record. Lyrically,

this is some funny fuckin shit, especially 'cause I know they're

serious!!! Let me give you an example... "Things are getting

harderevery day, to walk the streets you gotta be brave" Please ! !

!

Where do you think you live, Detroit?!? No, you live in Fresno,

buddy! I've been there. It ain't hard. Or how about... '"Skins'

tattooed to the side of his head. He'll wear it with pride until he's

dead". Yeah, there's some real brain power goin on there!

Recommended for skindergartners only!! (JB)

(Oink!, PO Box 27813. Washington, DC 20038-7813)

THE MOPES - "Lowdown Two-Bit Sidewinder" CD
B-face and Dan Vapid 's latest ensemble of good-timey

love-punk. It sounds like what you think it sounds like, and it's

alri-i-ight...they own that shit, and that's the god-damned Amer-

ican way. I got no problem (except that I fucking hate Budweiser,

but there are other beers). It's short, cute and sweet, and, baby,

it sells its-friggin-self! (RY)
(Lookout!, PO Box 1 1374, Berkeley, CA 94712-2374)

MOTHERMANIA - "The Sound and the Fury" CD
More stupid pop punk by guys wearing RAMONES t-

shirts and wearing baseball caps. Just another pretty face in the

crowd. (LH)
(Drive Thru, PO Box 55234, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413)

MY 3SCUM - "The Best & Worst ofMy 3 Scum, Vol. 1"CD
A collection of their early EPs from way back in the early

'90s. 1 6 songs ofsorta generic hardcore. At times like GRIMPLE
and at others like SCREECHING WEASEL. Fleeting attempts

at metal are pretty funny. The last line of the liner notes says
"

...peel open the latest issue ofBust... " Do they mean the women's

fanzine? (LH)
(Smog Veil, 2408 Peach St, Eerie, PA 16502)



NARSAAK "Vatra" EP
Yet another amazing band to come out ofthe very active HC

scene in Germany. These Krauts follow the same route as fellow

countrymen CAROL, SYSTRAL and ACME. As heavy as the

combined weight of POISON IDEA, though not as many ROR-
SCHACH-isms as the above mentioned. It's awesome, now bring

on the split EP with STACK, that one should be a killer! (TS)

(PerKoro, Norstr. 307/309, 28217 Bremen, GERMANY)

THE NERDS - "Don't Like You" EP
Ouch! Okay, one of these kids has a KKK hooded mask on

with shades and another is wearing a paper bag on his head alaThe

Unknown Comic, like way punk rock faux pas to the max. But,

I guess they're playin-' up the nerd angle, and it's workin' guys.

The NERDS get their rocks off with fast-paced, decent, three-

chord "d.u.m.b. everyone's accusing me" garage/punk that plays

Italian kissin' cousins to the NO-TALENTS minus the she-punk

charisma. I'm sure these dudes have been payin' close attention

to the Killed By Death series by the cardboard low-fi drum

production on this wax. I only wish there was an ounce of

originality to this shit, because this stuff is dime a dozen. These

type of bands just bleed into the next, and in a week, I'll be like

"The NERDS, who?" (DL)

(No Name No Logo, Via barontoli 420 -53010, S. rocco A Pilli,

Siena, ITALY)

NERVOUS TENSION - "Euthanasia" CD
Fuck yeah! This is a veritable headbanger's ball of a CD.

There's lots of fast muffled picking, china crashes on the cym-

bals, moshy parts, heavy guitars and snotty vocals. For compar-

isons I'd say early EXCEL and AGENT 94 (that band ruled! ! !).

Fuckin a, I think I'll go smoke some pot. (RM)
(Smokin' Troll, 48 Llwyn bueno, Bontnewydd, Caernarvon,

LL55 2uh. ENGLAND)

THENIMRODS -"Green Day"
EP

Starts offwith sort ofaprom-

ising PIXIES-like surf instrumen-

tal. The rest is just forgettable

three-chord punk at best sounds

like YOUNG FRESH FEL-
LOWS. (LH)
(Insubordination, PO Box06121.
Kent. OH 44240)

NOT QUITE SOBER - "Yarhooie" CD
The fact that this is recorded real shitty really helps it a lot.

Makes it sound punk. If it had a slick recording it would suck.

Mid-paced to fast punk with some melody and wit. Destined for

Fat Wreck Chords. (TG).

(Useless)

N0B0DYS
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THE NOBODYS - "Queers For
a Day..." EP

The biggimmick behind this

slab is that Joe Queer plays guitar

and sings on it. I think that Joe has

a lovely singing voice and he

makes this as good as a QUEERS
record. It has "I'm OK, You're

Fucked" . which I think is a Queers

song (?) and one of those newer

signatureBEACH BOYSy songs,

"Slug", which I think is an origi-

nal. "Teenage Sex Machine" is a good, more-old school QUEERS
song, andl'm glad thatforonce Joe didn't singasong about being

a teenager, since he's probably over 40 and it's time to get over

how his Dad forced him to mow the lawn 30 years ago.This is a

whole lot better than I thought it would be, and maybe you'll be

pleasantly suprised too. (JN)

(Suburban Home, 1 750 30th St. #365, Boulder, CO 80301

)

NOONER/HOUSEBOY-splitEP
Hey, a pop punk/melodic

hardcore release band that is not

generic sounding.NOONER is the

band, and they play a style that

touches but never overly rips off

their larger SoCal-influenced con-

temporaries. Now, add a more
manic-soundingLanceHahnesque

vocalist and you've got yourself a

winner. HOUSEBOY aren't near

as good, and sound like they've

been listening to one too many NO USE FOR ANAME records.

(JF)

($3ppd; Imperfect, PO box 2846, Columbia. MD 21045)

1 MIO SASCHCHADEN/D.A.S.H - split EP
Imagine a sweaty room ofdisenchanted, slobbering, drunk-

en, spikey-haired Krauts smashin' up steins and rubbin' leathers

in the spirit of mid-'80s Euro-hardcore. The first band, called 1

MIO SACHSCHADEN bangs out three unintelligible songs,

musically this waves right in the middle and couldn't cut through

toliet paper. The saving grace for these cretins is the their singer

who shows a little personality with estranged-weirdo vocals or

maybe his dog-collar isjust on a little too tight. The B-side band,

D.A.S.H., fuse ho-hum hardcore with woozy, Germanic-stained.

English lyrics that beckon the silly woes of fucked-up families

and confusion. Yeah, another one bites the dust. (DL)

(Umsturz, Voxtruper Sir. 12. 49082 Osnabriick, GERMANY)

1 MIO. SACHSCHADEN -

"Angst" EP
I have no fucken idea what is

going on on this record and, you

know, I wouldn't want it any other

way. 1 MIO. SACHSCHADEN are

a band that sound similar to

the HOOKERS, but they have no

desire to control what they are do-

ing. It sounds loo chaotic, but in a

good way cos they manage to keep

it together. It's all sung in German. Wow. I really like this. (CK)

(Umsturz, Voxtruper Str. 12, 49082 Osnabruck. GERMANY)
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ONE MORE - "I Refuse Your Drugs" EP

Heartfelt TEN YARD FIGHT-ish BELGIUM sXe. ONE
MORE uses song descriptions to expand on some important
bel iefs that I personally hope will become morecommon amongst
the sXe "crews", like respecting people whom have chosen a
different lifestyle than you and that hardline, especially pro-life
and homophobic ideas, have no place in this world, including the
HC scene. (TJ)

(Commitment, Klein Muiden 38. 1393 RL Nigtevecht, The
Netherlands)

THE ONYAS - "Six!" CD
THE ONYAS return with their second full-length and seem

to be zooming in a more shit kickin' hickoid direction compared
to their primordial r'n'r hits. This one leaves the same kind of
brain tickle you might contract from a NINEPOUNDHAMMER
disc or aDEMONICS live show. The problem is over-stimulation
leaves this CD a bit of a blur. Still, there is no denying that the
ONYAS" hammer-to-the-gut guitar and savage back beat show
that these Aussie wild cats are not of the domestic variety, and
don't play nice. That's why I gotta check these guys out live, and
I advise you to the same. (DL)
(Au Go Go, G.P.O Box 542d, Melbourne Vic 300 1 , AUSTRALIA)

OPERATION - "Frihet?" LP
This release is similar to other Swedish punk bands which

draw on the English peace punk ofthe early '80s and knock up the
tempo; heavily political, fast, guitar-led, often with a number of
voices supplying the lyrics. OPERATION stands out quite a bit
because they have a great recording which allows a lot of the
details to shine through, especially the top-notch drumming. I

foresee some canvas patches with the OPERATION loeo in the
near future. (TH)
(Profane Existence, PO Box 8722, Minneapolis, MN 55408)

ORCHID/PIG DESTROYER -

split EP
This split is not quite as

strong as some of the other records
I reviewed this month. The PIG
DESTROYERsideisdefinitelythe
stronger ofthe two, and it reminded
me somewhat of a Bay Area band
called APESHIT-except with a
drummer that can actually keep
lime. ORCHID is a heavier-sound-
ing POSITIVE STATE (their new-

er records). Okay stuff, but it never quite lives up to the sleeve
artwork. (JV)

(Amendment, 580 Mansemono Cres, Portsmith VA 23707)

PAINTBOX - "Burn Your Weak Mind and Fly High" EP
Whoa. Cool title, weird band name. Sounds like a Epitaph

wanna-be or something. Hard record to pin down- one side is

burly Japanese hardcore-all the requisite hooks/power/punch.
Great stuff. Flip is more on the arena metal side. Go figure-
slower, meandering guitar, all the tell-tale signs. Still, it's prob-
ably worth it just for the "good" side-I'll certainly be looking for
a copy. (TM)
(HG Fact, 401 Hongo-M, 2-36-2 Yayoi Cho, Nakano Tokyo 164-
001 3, JAPAN)

mmm}

PEACEFUL MEADOWS - "No Justice, No Peace" CD
Fast, decent, melodic hardcore that makes a case for fast,

decent, melodic hardcore, I guess. The lyrics are your usual anti-
authority, progressive politics sort of thing, with are-explanation
on what punk is and how one should act at a punk/hardcore show.
The lyrics are actually what sets this apart from all the tired
melodic hardcore that makes its way to MRR every month. And
you know, a re-explanation mightjust be what's needed for these
hip hop/hardcore crews that populate a lot ofhardcore audiences
PEACEFUL MEADOWS takes that Fat sound to its next logical
point, then takes time to stop in GUTTERMOUTH country on
the way. Worth a listen. (JV)
(Allied, PO BOX 460683, San Francisco CA 94146-0683)

PETER MANGALORE - "Decay Of the Iron Man" 5"
Every song on this wee platter is inspired by the work ofa

particular writer. No lyrics, just a bibliography. Musically, these
guys have full control of the down low rumbling hardcore that
stays fast for the most part, but can plod along slowly with the
same power and intensity. Dual vocals, one thick and deep, the
other higher and screechier, but not in the generic Cookie
Monster vs. the Chipmunks kind of way. Gotta give it up for a
band that might get the punx in a library. (TH)
(Deep Six)

PHOBIA - "Means of Existence" LP
It's pretty easy to be biased in this review, because these

guys are good friends ofmine. But, I dare anybody to say that this
is not a brilliant LP. They've finally pulled it all together with a
stable line up to create a grind/hardcore masterpiece. No Joke,
these songs blew me across the room. Tight as hell and perfectly
executed with Shane's vocals and lyrics. Probably the best LP of
'98 and will be remembered with classics like TERRORIZER'S
"World Downfall" and NAPALM DEATH'S "Mentally Mur-
dered". Great packaging, too, truly essential in every way! (TS)
(Slap A Ham, PO Box 420843, San Francisco, CA 94142-0843)

PISSED HAPPY CHILDREN - "Pissed Playground" CD
Wow, what a surprise to find this in my basket! This takes

me back to fifteen when I would listen to a blank tape of this all

the time and freak out on how much I loved hardcore punk and
think abouthow much my parents were freaking out on my music
tastes. This is a re-release of24 tracks of pure "80s HC punk, and
the bass player later formed MAN IS THE BASTARD. You'll
hear the familiar sound and style. A must have. (TG)
(Crowd Control, 821 White Elm Dr., Loveland. CO 80538 )

PLAN m - "Wood Alcohol Is

Not For Drinking" EP
Michigan drinking hard-

core-punk that is full of energy.
Think mid-80's hardcore with ti-

tles like "Kickin Ass and Drinkin'
Beer." Oh yeah! I'm sure these

guys are rad live, especially after

a couple brewskis. (MW)
(Transparent c/o Paul Holstein,
6759 Transparent Drive, Clark-
ston, MI 48346)
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I THE POSERS - "Worse Than

|

Nothing" EP
The POSERS come into the

ring punching and kicking! "Fuck

corporate rock!" The POSERS put

forward! Yeah! This punk-as-fuck

I
Oink release is a full-scale batter-

ing-ram assault on your eardrums.

I Every song is good and fast with

the proper breaks and good lyrics.

There is a fine cover of the EFFI-
I GIES' "Body Bag" on this release.

Very good cover art by Mike Boxofsnots. This is recommended.

(Oink, PO Box 27813, Washington D.C., 20038-7813)

PROBLEMATICS - "The Kids All Suck" LP
Ah, yes. The PROBLEMATICS came to San Francisco,

they played a couple ofshows to capacity crowds, recorded a song

or two in Greg Lowery's living room, had their photo taken in

front of a gay hamburger stand, and flew back to points unkown.

"The Kids All Suck" compiles their long-gone 10" EP and

various singles into one convenient and easily portable package,

for those of you who weren't clued-in at the time. It's all primo

stuff, combining the bottom-heavy thud ofAmerican street-rock

with flashier garage punk stylings. Consider it your second

chance. (JH)

(Rip-Off, 581 Maple Ave.. San Bruno, CA 94066)

PUBLIC TOYS - "Die Erste Halbzeit.." CD
PUBLIC TOYS... big mohawks, leather, bondage pants

and lyrics about getting drunk. Most ofthe twenty-three songs are

mid-tempo, slightly melodic and have big sing-along choruses,

and a couple are good, but none of them really kick you in the

yarbles, break a bottle over your head, urinate on you and shove

a nightstick up your... well, you get the idea. Mediocre. (RM)

(Teenage Rebel, Wallstr. 21, 40213. Dusseldorf, GERMANY)

PUNISHMENT PARK/LINK 80 - split EP
A lot ofstyles are covered on this record. LINK 80do that ska

punk thing, and are unique only in that they jump from white-boy

ska to outright thrash. Still, the stylejust doesn't grab me. It seems

too easy, and done to death. PUNISHMENT PARK from Norway

sound much fresher. Doing an early-' 80s new wave-meets-punk

thing and pulling it off fairly well. The female vocals carry a sort

of sassiness and whimsy by turns. The first of their songs here is a

bit of a throw-away, but the other two sound really bouncy and

energetic. They were a nice surprise. I guess this 7" was initially

given away for free at the bands' shows. Cool idea. (BG)

(Brothqugen 34, 5200 OS Bargen, NORWAY)

RADICALS/THRUST - splitEP
Weak retro punk/hardcore

from both bands that is pretty tough

to like unless you are friends with

them and then you have to like

them because they are your friends

and you have to be polite. (RL)

(SmallTown. 1604SHwy97#192,
Redmond, OR 97756)

QUESTION MARK AND THE MYSTERIANS - "Do
You Feel It Baby?" LP

Live double LP of ? and the Mysterians, from what sounds

like the sound board mix (clean but with a not ideal mix). It's

great to see that some old-timers play their material right, which

shows that the MYSTERIANS are smarter than most rock veter-

ans, which I've had the misfortune to see live since, don' l attempt

to fix that which is not broken. Not to mention that ? still has a

whole heap of voice (unfortunately, one can't appreciate his

moves on mere vinyl). I was disappointed that their amazing

version of "Sally Go 'Round the Roses" isn't on here, and this

certainly doesn't make their old records irrelevant (as if anything

could), but this a pretty fucking great souvenir of one of the more

amazing live shows I've seen. (DD)

(Norton, PO Box 646, Cooper Station, NY NY 10276)

REFUSE - "Yellingand Screaming About Nothing in Partic-

ular" CD
This is about the third or fourth band with the name

REFUSE- maybe they should consider changing it, as the

Swedish band REFUSE is getting very popular these days. Aside

from that, this San Antonio band plays fast, tight, toe-tapping

hardcore with a definite old school feel to it. Decent stuff though

pretty uneventful to my ears. It just doesn't reach out and grab me

by the throat which is what quality hardcore should do. I expect

this band will improve with time as most bands do, so keep

jamming guys... (TS)

($6: Refuse, 2838 Quail Oak, San Antonio. TX 78232)

RANCOR - "Never Hold Back"
EP

With song titles like, "Hard-

core '97" and "For Our Pride" can

you guess where RANCOR com-

ing from? I know you can, but in

case you watchTV and need help,

it's '88 sXe HC. And if you're into

the dogpile HC. this is done well;

I like it somuch more than I thought

I would (why do boys in jeans and

athletic shoes make music I like?

What's wrong with me?) So get

this, would ya? (TJ)

($3.50ppd: Young Blood, 2 1 7 W. Main St.. Ephrata. PA 1 7522)

REVILLOS - "Totally Alive" LP
You should have heard REVILLOS by now: if not, you

should. They're one of those bands people talk a lot about for a

reason. This LP is a live recording (but no info on when nor

where, though it was made sometime recently, somewhere in

London); a live recording... The sound is good, but the studio

recordings have as much energy, sound better and have almost all

the same songs. A fun record, good for the more dedicated fans,

not essential for the casual listener of the REVILLOS. (IM)

(Sympathy)
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REVILLOS - "Manhunt" EP

A little bookend to the live

LP that Sympathy just put out, this

is more tuneage from that last live

show in Japan in '96. More of their

patented heavy-on-the-zany new
wave punk zap from pros who
know and now return to the cold.

Punk is dead, long live punk. Buy
with your eyes closed, so easy...

(RW)
(Sympathy)

REZILLOS -"Radio Sessions" EP
foursongboot qual-

ity is not bad at all orange vi-

nyl.... blue xerox sleeve these

kindsa records are hard to review, I

mean what does one say about a

bootleg???'?"! 1

!!!
1

....the one and

only thing I want to know when I

buy a boot that looks like this is; "I

hope this sounds okay" and this

does see you next month kid-

dies (SW)
(no address)

RIOTGUN. - "Return to Ruin" 45

Okay, so the boys (or girls, I guess) at Final Vinyl are at it

again with another 45 this month, but fall short this time. RIOT-
GUN, is "professional punk" as it gets. These guys sound like

they're trying to be the next flavor of the month in a bad way!

OFFSPRING come to mind right off. In the tune "A Better

Nation" they sing, "Putting down my life and my country, if you

don't like it here, why don't you just move?" Is this a joke? Yeah,

dude! People like that need to go back to Russia!!! Whatever!

Mental giants, these boys aren't ill's not shocking these losers are

from OC. (JB)

(Final Vinyl, c/o Spiller. Saarstr 36 46045 Oberhausen.GERMA-
NY)
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SAM THE BUTCHER - "Assembly Line" CD

This is how hardcore should be done. A little chaotic, yet

focused, energetic and anthemic. You canjust tell that they aren't

doing this for any reason other than the fact that they have to. The
vocals are passionate and horse from screaming. The guitars

grasp, search, and occasionally selfdestruct. The drums and bass

fuel the monster, and keep things from exploding into a mess of

guitar strings and blood. Not in the least bit derivative, not in the

least pretentious. Just good, honest explorative music. (BG)
(Far Out. PO Box 14381, Ft Lauderdale, FL 33302)

SCHLITZ - "Wondawful
World" EP

You know, I really got lucky

this month, if that's what happens

when you take a month off... nev-

er mind. This is an electric-fury of

a little black platter from France.

Don' t look like much, but it deliv-

ers some mean sonic goodies. In

the HELLACOPTERS vein, with

a more upfront street-punk ap-

proach. I imagine a real cool live

band too, something to look for.

(RY)
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(Gestalt Prod., 49 rue Edouard-Vaillant, 93170 Bagnolet,

FRANCE)

S.D.S - "Ameber" 12"

I thought that SCREECHING WEASEL had secured worst

LP cover of all time honors with last month's release, but the

cover of this 12" wins hands down. The majesty of the four

thrashed out hardcore blasts found within make up for it and then

some. Non-stop guitar anddrum driven-songs with vocals tweaked

out in such a way I don't think it would be foolish to make a

G.I.S.M. comparison. Before, after, and sprinkled in some of the

songs are some computer-generated noise effects that work

perfectly with the overall sound. (TH)

(MCRCo.)

RITALIN KIDS - "What Does It Matter?" CD
This band doesn't exactly suck, but they do nothing for me.

Your basic melodic pop-core in the same style ofDIGGER or any

band you might compare to DIGGER. Take out the line about

kissing ass, and you have one alternative radio ready release.

They even do an REM cover. And it's better than REM. (DP)

(Kokizz Y Que)

ROY LONEY & THE LONGSHOTS - "Record Party" EP
Well, he'll always be known first and foremost as

ROY LONEY of the FLAMEN' GROOVIES (and as such, a

major SF tourist attraction to plenty of foreigners), but he's still

soldiering along, and fans will find nothing to complain of here.

Very basic and very straightforward. (DD)
(Rock & Roll Inc.. PO Box 57716, 28224 Pozuelo, Madrid.

SPAIN)

SENORNO - "Living inmyOwn
Nightmare/Hollywood Confi-
dential"

Obvious great musicianship

going on here with all-star Span-

ish cast flexing their muscles with

two cool covers, but covers none

the less, which means to me don't

blow any dead presidents on this

stuff. The A-side has great primal

caveman vocals, and guitar-isma
j

that serves respectable justice to

the the PRIME MOVERS. On the

B, you got guest singer from LA SECTA crooning out

KIM FOWLEYS' "Hollywood Confidential". Cool for a Fiesta.

(DL)
(Bang! Apdo 147 Santurtzi 48980, Basque Country. SPAIN)
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SELF CONVICTION- "A War to Show That Peace Means
Justice For Everyone" CD

This CD kicks my ass. Not so much musically but for the

booklet and song explanations. Now for the record SELF CON-
VICTION is a vegan sXe band from Sao Paulo, Brazil, that draws

heavily on the sound ofthe late 80's with some early and mid-90's

Euro hardcore influences as well. All this with a single metal

breakdown. Still as I stated earlier, it's the booklet that is so

special. For the booklet deals with topics such as revolution and

oppression from a non-first world Eurocentic perspective that is

eye opening. This is truly a great CD, though it's limited to 1 ,000

copies, because the makers of this fine disc truly doubted if

anyone in an established scene would give a shit. A million props

go out for this release. (JF)

(Caixa Postal 501, cep 01059-970, Sao Paulo-SP, Brazil)

SEPARATION - "The Phyte 10"" 10"

Everything about this record is great. The songs are straight-

forward and straight through with hooks all over the place. The

energy and power of the songs are amazing as well. Hardcore

from Umea, Sweden that totally ignores boring metal chugga-

chugga crap in favor of songs I can jump around my room to.

Great lyrics calling for involvement and action. Best of all, this

record was over before I knew it and left me wanting more. (TH)

($7:Phyte. PO Box 14228, Santa Barbara, CA 93107)

SEPTIC DEATH - "Sweat of a Nightmare" EP
Don't let the title throw you, this is the EP that comes with

Flex fanzine #10 out of Germany. Essentially this is "best of...

" sorta thing. Nine songs from other SEPTIC DEATH records.

No hidden bonuses, some alternate takes, but really this is

something for those that are Pushead/SEPTIC DEATH com-

pletists, or those that are just getting into SEPTIC DEATH to

reference from. What can be said really, another release by aband

that broke up ten years ago. (PB)

(Flex Fanzine)

SERVO - "Blueprint" EP
OK. I'm not gonna bullshit ya. I'm totally into this band!

Gal vocal poppy punk with UK fuzzpop charm. Reminds me of

TALULAH GOSH and the FLATMATES. The promo insert

mentions DISCOUNT although this is way too Brit for that to be

the only comparison. Five tracks that pretty much rule. Great!

(RL)
(Crackle. PO Box HP49, Leeds, LS6 4XL, UK)

SHAFT - "El Grupo De Rock" LP
A strong pop punk record that would fit on Fat or Dr.

Strange. Quite strong material wise with good melody vocally.

Pretty rockin' production, too. Up there with DYNAMITE BOY
as the best pop punk I've heard from Texas lately. (RL)

(Koki/.z-y-que, 2500 San Antonio #3, Austin, TX 78705)

SHATTERED FAITH - "1982" CD
OK. any LA punk/hardcore fan will have to get this. These

guys were pan of the Posh Boy and Frontier Records wave that

contributed to keeping punk going in California in the early "80s.

A lot of this is from the live side (or at least that recording) of their

1st LP. This is classic stuff, just ignore the "rock-ish" banter. A
much welcomed release. (RL)

(Grand Theft Audio)

SIGHT FOR SORE EYES "Paper Dreamer" CD
Somehow SIGHT FOR SORE EYES crams elements of

'88 style youth crew hardcore, melodic hardcore like

DAG NASTY and GOOD RIDDANCE, and newer hardcore

breakdowns into a sound that comes across pretty well. Most of

the lyrics deal with the personal, but there are a few straight-

forward political songs. My only complaint is that the vocals are

mixed way too low which lessens the delivery quite a bit. (TH)

(Good Intentions, Caixa Postal 5099, S.B.C., S.P., 09731-970,

BRAZIL)

SKIMMER - "Vexed" CD
Christ, it' s about time Kevi n and the guys got an album out.

After a handful of great singles, SKIMMER pull together a great

tul 1 length ofcatchy punk. I don't think it's outrageous to say that

there's a certain feel that's reminiscent of Kevin's old band,

the SECT. Fun lyrics that range from silly to sophisto. A cool

record from some very nice people. (LH)

(Crackle. PO Box HP49. Leeds LS6 4XL, UK)

SMACK - "Criminal" EP
II you're broken-hearted

over hair-rock-metal's waning

popularity, then SMACK is the

band for you, brought to you cour-

tesy of the folks at Munster (who

oughtta know better). Five tracks

of bar-band dreck that bring noth-

ing to mind other than the CULT
|

during their "Love Removal Ma-
chine" era, or maybe
DOKKEN with Finnish accents.

Without a trace of irony or humor, apart from the kind that

involves laughing at people when they make prats of themselves

in public. Complete with a candid pic of some genetically-

damaged hessian grabbing his leather-clad crotch. (JH)

(Munster, PO Box 18107. Madrid 28080, SPAIN)

SMASH UP DERBY - EP
High energy songs like I haven't heard since the last time

1 threw on a DEVIL DOGS record. Of course, these Canadians

aren't quite up to par with said New York rock V roll legends

- maybe being from the kinder, gentler nation to the North has

hindered these boys from developing that special attitude that

pushes this stuff over the top. A fucking amazing 7" nonetheless;

hot guitar action without stupid wankin', fast, catchy, short songs

(not one over three minutes!) about cars and girls. More! More!

(IM)
(Primitive. 3828 Si-Denis, Montreal (Quebec),CANADA H2W
2M2)

SMOCKS/EATING DISORDERS - split CD
The SMOCKS play generic mid-era Lookout-style pop-

punk that fails to lake hold. The EATING DISORDERS though

play something of a more upbeat thrash that would have fit well

with the so-called Mystic records sound, only the

EATING DISORDERS have way better production values than

Mystic ever did. (JF)

(Gyration. 920 E Fairy Chasm Rd, Milwaukee, WI 53217)
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THE SMUGGLERS - "Growing Up Smuggler" CD

A ten year anniversary live album? What's the big deal on

ten years, you stupid jerks (that's what they figured I might say)?.

Recorded in Madrid, Spain, it sounds so much like the studio stuff

it could be their greatest hits album which makes it easier to ingest

for people like me who hate most live records. High energy poppy

punk, for those of you who don't know. Covers of

the DICTATORS and the LEATHER UPPERS. Cool. (CK)
(Lookout!. PO Box 1 1374. Berkeley, CA 94712-2374)

SOUTHPAW - "On a Limb" CD EP
A UK band that cranks out some cool emo pop punk in the

SAMIAM and GAMEFACE vein. Vocally reminds me of early

SUPERCHUNK. All four songs are good, too. Worth picking up

if you come across although not necessarily essential. (RL)
(Meantime, 3 Mardling Run, Acle, Norwich, Norfolk NR1 3JR,

UK)

SOBERESPONSE - "Different Path" EP
OK, take a wild guess what they play. Yup, in your face,

speedy straight edge. Good shit as with most of the European

straight edge bands that play the '88 posi-edge hardcore. The label

Commitment is putting out a ton of up-and-coming Dutch straight

edge, so if you want more, contact them for their catalog. I'd love

to go to a youth crew fest in Europe, I bet it's the shit. (MW)
($5: Commitment, Klein Muiden 38, 1 393 RL Nigtevecht, NETH-
ERLANDS)

SOCIAL SCARE - "Sound Formula" CD
You know, a bio accompanied this CD and I think whoever

wrote that piece should hurry to Washington because the prez

could use this kind ofspin right now (note: this was written before

any impeachment had taken place.). Actually, don't go to Wash-

ington, you'll ruin all the fun. SOCIAL SCARE is made up of

guys in their late teens who, the bio says, have been playing

together since junior high school. There sound is very tight, and

the production is also well done. Think GOOD RIDDANCE,
AFI, and FURY 66, which is a pretty regularshow line-up, maybe
these guys will be joining them soon. (JV)

(Radical. 77 Bleeker St. #c2-21 NYC, NY 10012)

THE SONIC DOLLS - "Electric

Man" EP
These guys conlinue topump

out top-quality traditional punk rock
with apopish edge. Mid-tempo and
extremely catchy with solid gui-

tars, bass and drums and some of

the best nasally, whiny vocals

around. Four cuts, including two

,1 originals (one from their most re-

Ki I I \ I t j» » ! 1 I jr* cent LP) and two punk rock covers.

The two originals are classic and the lyrics on "You Can't Go Back
to East Berlin" are great. Highest recommendation. (KK)
( Let ' s Dance, c/o Goti Luca, Via Broni 4. 1 1 26 Torino, ITALY)

SONIC'S RENDEZVOUS BAND - "Sweet Nothing" LP
This is a rock

-

n' roll record, not a punk rock record. Let's

make that clear up front. This record is not about being super

catchy, or fucking with your parents or being stupid for the sake of

being stupid. This was a band formed from the ashes of the MC5
and the STOOGES, with another member from aclassic underrated

'60s proto-punk band, the RATIONALS, so you know the fix is in.

They played rock in the vein of the PATTI SMITH band and
TELEVISION, with elements of their '60s garage roots shooting

through at every moment. There are guitar solos, but the kind that

rock and don't spiral off into Noodle-Roni™. You know what I

mean. Live from 1 978. and finishes with one of the great last gasps

of Dee-Troit rock: the classic "City Slang". (RW)
(Mack Aborn, PO Box 441915. Detroit. MI, 48244-1915)

SPACESHITS - "60 Nights of Boredom" EP
This is a very easy review. If you liked this band's "Winter

Dance Party" LP, and you should' ve ifyou like punk rock played

with real abandon and taste, then you will like this single, a four-

tracker. It's every bit as rockin' and trashed out as it's big brother.

Wasn't that easy? The cover art, however, is extremely played

out. (RW)
(Sultan, PO Box, 2, Montreal, PQ, H4A 1X0, CANADUH)

THE SPASMS - "American
Zero" EP

Descendants from Cleve-

land's infamous DEAD BOYS,
these snotty hometown rock V
roll zeros were weaned on the

teats of the STITCHES, that's for

sure. Addictive in nature,

the SPASMS writhe and roll with

Cheetah Chrome sensibilities. In-

jecting four infectious tracks for

your recreational use.

The SPASMSjerk out some cool six-string rhythms that' 11 pump
all you creeper-wearing rockers into pogo over-drive. (DL)

(Burning River, PO Box 41452, Cleveland. OH 44141-0452)

SPAZBOY - "Twilight Area" CD
Pretty great sounding "melodic punk" stuff very rarely

veering into the void of "melodic hardcore". As one of their

songs says "Stupid Songs About Stupid Girls" quite possibly by

stupid guys. It's dumb but fun (despite a silly RAMONES cover

and the fact that I hate the DANDY WARHOLS) and doesn't

follow the rest of the pack. (LH)
(Immune. 9725 Mission Gorge Rd #2 1 1 , San Diego, CA 9207 1 )

SPAZZ/SLOBBER - split EP
Live stuff from the

SPAZZ machine-decently record-

ed, that somewhat drum heavy

sound that suits them well. Of
course they're great-even live,

they dust a lot of current "hard-

core". SLOBBER do catchy, up-

beat hardcore that totally surprised

me. Almost tuneful. (?!) Good
stuff. (TM)
(Sacapuntas Records)
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SPAZMZ - "Nuclear" CD

If only the SPASTICS had pul out a record this month, we

coulda tipped the scales with five "spastic" bands, a prefix which

might be the SOCIAL of the present day. These

SPAZMZ are from Canada, half are boys and half are girls, and

they're apparently fond of Bekki Bondage-era VICE SQUAD,
with more hardcore and speedier leanings than that particular

band. Start warming up your home tattoo gun. Lyrics are en-

closed, with iheexception ofthose to"Art Fag". unfortunately.(JH)

(Wounded Paw, PO Box 67725, RPO Spadina W, Toronto, ON.

M5T 3B8, CANADA)

SPIDER BABIES - "Crimes Against Humanity" LP
Here a lot about these guys. I'm not very impressed. Scum

rock from Oregon. Generic lyrics, songs, production, and espe-

cially VOCALS. No, really. Homophobic lyric that goes some-

thing like "fuck a buncha queers, they'll be gone in a couplea

years." (TG)
(Mad Driver Recs; Via Broni 4, 10126 Torino, ITALY)

THE SPITFIRES - CD
Proto-glamish garage, that kicks. One song even utilizes

hand claps and a tambourine, and hey, why the hell not? I do love

it when this shit still works, if there's a trick to it these guys have

it pat. Canada's got the SPACESHITS, the GO DEVILS and my
new favorite; the SPITFIRES. Lookin' like the STITCHES
minus the Brit-shtick. Man, I wish this CD was a sandwich

spread-I'd (ill a kiddie-pool and wrestle in it! (RY)
(Sonic Swirl, PO Box 770303, Lakewood. OH 44107)

THE STOOGES - "Rubber" LP
Hey, somebody is gonna have tocop me some serious drugs

to get excited over this one. Hey, I love IGGY & THE STOOGES
as much as any self-degenerating rock V roll animal, but these

mixes are lude-dull. extended, and don't ignite the beast within

1 1 kL tlit- orig inals or other mixes out there. Some stones are better

left unturned, but I guess someone's always gotta cash in. If you

don't already have this stuff anyway, yerstraight-up lame, unless

maybe you birthed sometime in the eighties-eek! This shit is

strictly for bottom-feeder collector types that don't get laid very

often and got nothin' better to do. (DL)

(Get Back. Piazza Maltoni, 50065 Pontassieve (Firenze), ITA-

LY i

STRUTTER - "Motherfuckers From the Bowels Of Hell" -

CD
On the sexual prowl come Australia's STRUTTER, pimp-

in' in with eight STOOGES-soakcd cum shots to the ol' glory

hole. These mates take on sex, drugs& rock V roll to new cheesy

heights with lyrical blue balls and cheesey slripper-chicks-on-

choppcrs art work al-a CHEMICAL PEOPLE. STRUTTER'S
party- weathered singer, appropriately named Dick, Joneses

aboul needin' some coke while backed by solid fuck-yeah-

gimme-a-line-too!-guitar. Yeah. yeah, you beer swillin' tester-

one rockers into the HELLACOPTERS on the road to failed

livers and venereal disease, live it up while you can. (DL)

(Stereo Hog, PO Box 646. Brisbane. Roma St. Qld., AUSTRA-
LIA)

STUNTMEN - "Cheap Date Serenades" CD
My favorite catchphrase du jour ("cheap date", you sod)

gets another mention on this CD. Modern hardcore, powerfully

recorded and played with melody and the requisite speed. They're

talented in their chosen field, but I like my hardcore (or melod-

icore, or whatever) more degenerate than this. (JH)

(Thermoplastic, PO Box 30712, Philedelphia, PA 19104)

SUBSANITY/RAT PISS - split EP
Old time Okies SUBSANITY go ultra-metal on this one. I

don' t know if this is old material, but their last few releases were

going towards amore crusty-thrash direction. These songs really

don't do it for me too much. RATPISS, on the other hand, play

eight songs of uncontrollable old-school thrash like DRI. In fact,

they remind me of the older BENUMB material. RATPISS win

on this one. (MW)
(Oklahomicide, 1413 Smiling Hills Blvd, Edmond, OK 73013)

THE SUBVERSIVES - "Right

to Riot" EP
By way of Bristol-oops,

check that-Minnesota, we have the

SUBVERSIVES. On this two-song

EP, these guys continue to play

strong street punk that sounds a lot

like OXYMORON, right down to

the song structures, singers vocals

and big choruses. Not that that's

bad. just kind of weird. I'd bus it,

(RM)
(Vulture Rock, PO Box 40104.

Albuquerque. NM 87196)

SUBWAY THUGS - "Mainstream Crap" EP
I don't know if this band realizes it or not. but they sound

a bit like an oi version of the YARDBIRDS when JEFF BECK
was in the band. Of course the guitar work is nowhere near as

good and the vocals are much gruffer. For those ofyou who have

never heard that band, maybe theTEMPLARS meets the LAST
RESORT would be a better comparison. It has its moments.

(RM)
(Oink, PO Box 27813. Washington. DC, 20038)

SVART SNO - "Bellyache And Acideyes" CD
The first 8 tracks ofthisCD are by the band UR FUNKTION

which preceded SVART SNO and shared two of the same

members. Fairly solid, driving hardcore with an emphasis on

guitar speed and getting back to a chorus in each song. The

remaining 25 tracks are all SVART SNO. with the same guitar

energy but a stronger overall delivery complete with choruses

made to hook you in quick only to have the song end before you

know it. The songs are from a number of comps and EPs, and

some are totally unreleased, but aren't of the throw away variety

often found on CDs like this. This release clued me in to the fact

that these guys broke up last year. Amazing that they were around

for 10 years without sucking. (TH)

(Grand Theft Audio. 50 1 W Glenoaks Blvd #3 1 3. Glendale, CA
9 1 202)
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SUPERSLEUTH - "Thirty-One Months" CD

Here's the scoop, kiddies. These sXers start off with some

pretty good MOUTHPIECE-type HC. then two tracks into the

thing they switch gears to pop punk for a few tracks, then alternate

back and forth. They are not callous or snotty enough to pull of

pop that I could flow with . Add a few old school sXe punk covers,

and there it is. (TJ)

(Enerject, 507 Sherman St, Holly, MI 48442)

|
SWINGIN' UTTERS - "I Need
Feedback/Tomorrow Is Not
Now"

Not being up on the

Fat Wreck Chords discography,

I'm not sure how this release fig-

ures into the general schema ofSU
releases. Anyways, two chewable,

I
humable chunks of melodic UK-
inspired "smooth" punk, easy to

digest, goesdown easy . Pretty slick

I production. Almost reminds me of

the fourth STIFF LITTLE FINGERS LP; hell, the A-side almost

sounds like a post-Dee Dee RAMONES tune. Shocking? No?

(JY)

(Fat, PO Box 193690, San Francisco, CA 941 19)

SYSTEM SHIT - "Kill That

Fucker" EP
ta-J "Cider Crust Holocaust" is

0^\| || I*" written on the label of side A, so I

knew what I was in for before I

even put this on the turntable! I

wasn't disappointed at all as this

Nova Scotian band impressed me
with their blazing, duel-vocaled

crust attack. It's sort of a cross

between old E.N.T and DISRUPT
with simplistic political lyrics. I'm

looking forward to hearing more from this promising band... (TS)

(Tobacco Shit, 827 Goldbourn, Greenfield Park, QC, J4V 3H4
CANADA)

SYSTEMATIC DEATH - CD
This presents a bit of a dilemma. It's rare that I'd recom-

mend a bootleg over a legitimate release, but it's warranted here.

This CD is a collection of material from 1 983/ 1 984, with reason-

able sound quality, and their brand of tuneful, charismatic Japa-

nese hardcore well shown. On the other hand, there's a recent boot

CD that has all of their studio (both EPs/LP/comp tracks) output

for a lot less money (if you're in this country!). Check the boot if

you're not familiar with them-get the legit CD if you've already

worn out the material! (TM)
(Flatrec)

THE TEMPLARS - "Phase II" LP
There's not much more that can be said about this band. This

fifteen-song LP is the usual for this band; a mix of sixties rock and

roll, as well as late-seventies punk and oi, There's one ortwodogs

on this, but overall this gets the thumbs up. The thin production

might bug some people but I like it. (RM)
(Vulture Rock, PO Box 40104, Albuquerque, NM, 87196)

mm sm
TALK IS POISON - "Right to l

Die" EP
I'm not going to mention pre-

vious bands, as that often detracts I

from the current situation. This is

top-notch, ferocious American

hardcore. Top-notch, to me, means

that you put this on, you shake

your fist and say "Yeah!!", and

when it's over, you put it on again.

Slash and burn, personal/political

(i.e. lyrics you can relate to, rather

than just agree with) hardcore. They've learned their lessons

well. (TM)
(Prank, PO Box 410892, San Francisco, CA 94141-0892)

TEENAGE BONEHEADS -

"Rock V Roll Teen Idol" EP
I was a little confused trying

to listen to this and read the lyrics,

then I realized the labels on the

record are on the wrong sides. If

this band lived in Sacto, they would

be on the Secret Center "City Of a

Beer" comp. Raw and snotty and

lo-fi. The singer kinda sounds like

the NARDS and the music is

FOUR EYES style. It comes with a

TEENAGE BONEHEADS/RABIES split flexi-disc. RABIES

sound like the RIVERDALES. (DP)

(Skippy, 5-24-1 1-202 Miyamae Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168. JA-

PAN.)

TH' DOWNER BOYS - "Hot Mistake" EP
On the back sleeve the members ofTH' DOWNER BOYS

look like various celebrities, namely Scott Weiland. the guy from

"Boogie Nights" who tries to rob the cokehead, and any actor to

ever use one ofthose scratchy fog lenses. Enough of that rubbish,

TH' DOWNER BOYS fuckin' rock and I mean that in a PUNK
sense. Old-school punk with that sloppy-sounding garage pro-

duction that could of easily come from any band to play CBGB 's

is the late '70s. This is the same stuff Japan was exporting a

couple ofyears ago. I loved it then and I love it now. but you know

they didn't send an extra copy for me to take home so... umm...

I'm only 99.999% endorsing this release. (JV)

(Eye, 602 141st St, Ocean City MD 21842)

TOTALITAR - "KLASS INTE
RAS" EP

Ah yes! More prime mastur-

bation material for me get off on!

Six new blasts from one of Swe-

den's best and longest running polit-

ical HC outfits. It's pretty amazing

that this band has withstood the test

of time for more than ten years and

this is just as good as their earlier

EPs. It's truly inspiring to old punk

rock farts like me. As usual more

quality stuff from Prank... (TS)

(Prank. PO Box 410892. San Francisco. CA 94141-0892)
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THE .357s - "Real Tough World" CD

I like a 6 song CD. Il may be a waste of the format, but

underkill can be such a good thing. And, I like this band, country

influenced, and dare I say, mello punk rock and roll from

Kentucky . Good lyrics too, songs like "Bad LuckWith Cars", and

"Real Tough Girl" give concepts any intelligent monkey can

understand an anti-hipster attitude. Without annoying rockabilly

hair and other overused image tools, they do this genre right.

Impressed, very impressed. (RY)

(Hello, PO Box 21867, Lexington, KY 40522)

TRAGIEDIA - "WG Post Regiment" LP
Hailing from what I believe is the Czech Republic (I could

most definitely be wrong since the liner notes don't give any

indication of where they're from), TRAGIEDIA play that mid-

paced style of NAUSEA-esque, dual male-female vocals-style

crust thrash. There's a whopping 32 songs on here, and the

recording is super high quality, which in my opinion actually

detracts the power from their music. People who can stomach the

newer Distortion Records releases like WOLFPACK will dig

this. (MW)
(Profane Existence. PO Box 8722. Minneapolis, MN 55408)

DIE TRAKTOR - "Thanksgiving" CD
German melodic-punk with English vocals. Slick like a

BAD RELIGION production. They have a song about a former

friend who doesn't drink brews with them anymore 'cause he got

a girlfriend. (MM)
(Ebus Music. Boiienhorner Weg 37, 60489, Frankfort/M.

GERMANY)

TRICKY DICK -CD
Hmmm, reminds me of high school bands I used to play

with. And not in a bad way. There's definitely that honest energy

of youth on it. There is also the sense that this would be really fun

stuff to see in an overcrowded basement somewhere. The only

downfall is an ocassional lack of originality. There's a strong

FIFTEEN influence here, also a bit ofSCREECHING WEASEL.
I think all the strong points win out for me, though. And on top of

that, you really gel your money ' s worth with this one (there' s over

20 songs here). I like it. (BG)
(Quincy Shanks)

TON UPS - "Tune Down" CD
1 really liked the single these guys put out a while back. It

was a slow, driving, catchy as hell song called "Kill Me Slow"

(it's on this too). I was really hoping for more of that, but instead

what you have is more straight-ahead guitar rock with ablues and

Funk background. Part CHEATER SLICKS, part New York

hipster. (CK)
(Man's Ruin. 610 22nd St #302, San Francisco, CA 94107)

TOXIC NARCOTIC/THE UN-
SEEN - split EP

This selection, entitled "Bos-

ton' s Finest", showcases two of

the very powerful punk bands that

inhabit the environs around that

lair city. These bands have been
£ r| brought to you on several occa-

' sions by different labels and with

each new body-check. You are re-

minded that these punks play for

keeps! The music is fast and loud

with good sinking and intelligent lyrics. These are two bands that

have stayed true to the principles of being punk and have the

strength to convey their anger! (BR)

(Add. 270 Central St. Hingham, MA 02043)

TURBONEGRO - "Get It On/
Don't Say Motherfucker Moth-
erfucker"

Two tracks off of their new

LP (where the fuck is this LP?).

These guys are fucking awesome.

Especially live. Heavy punk rock

that few bands past or present can

stand up against. Punk rock a la

STOOGES and classic early US
stuff that makes no apologies.

Check out the "Ass Cobra" CD if

you need a refresher. A good single but we need the LP already.

(RL)
(Sympathy)

TWO MAN ADVANTAGE/MAD COW DIZEAZE 182 -

split EP
This record is basically a hockey novelty record. You

know, rip off classic punk songs and graphics, change the lyrics

to include hockey, then put it out. I've spent five days of my life

in snow, and can't skate. Besides. HANSON BROTHERS filled

my hockey punk fix. (JF)

($3; Alex, 4 Spruce Tree Ln, Hunington Station. NY 1 1746)

UNHOLY THREE - "My City Was Gone" CD
Whoa. This is amazing-varied styles and paces, yet it's

consistent enough you don't get whiplash or have it feel disjoint-

ed. They play solid, structured hardcore with a feel for tunes

(yeah- like, songs!). Not that it's slow or mellow, but there's

definitely melody there. Cleverly packaged in a booklet/cover,

the lyrics do arouse some of the questions/emotions discussed in

the liner notes. Can' t be anything harmful in arousing discussion,

eh? (TM)
(T.S.V.F.O.S., 704 Palisades Dr., Akron OH 44303 / Donut

Friends, 1030 Jessie Ave. Kent OH 44240)

UNWISE - "You Gonna Make It Or You Never" EP
I haven't heard anything from these Japanese maniacs

since their '94 demo, so I assumed they had split up. I'm glad I

was wrong, because this EP is just as good as that great demo, so

they're definitely still on the right track. They deliver the goods

with four raging slabs of powerful-as-fuck hardcore similar in

style to BASTARD. Yes folks, it's that good, but then what else

do you expect from the land of the rising sun, consume or be

damned! (TS)

(M.C.R.. 157 Kamiagu, Maizuru. Kyoto 624-0913 JAPAN)
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UPRIGHT CITIZENS - "Color Your Life" CD

Here's a "new" CD from the UPRIGHT CITIZENS that

was recorded in 1994. It's like a cross between lame grunge and
VAN HALEN™ lite. There is a song on here called "Under-
ground" that they wish they were still a part of. "Let's rock and
rooooolllllll " (MM)
(Pavement Music, PO Box 50550, Phoenix, AZ 85076)

URKO/SUFFER - split EP
SUFFER's urgent, spastic sound compliments the more

chaoticHC from URKO. This is tough (in agood way). Shredding

if you will. Negative, hatefilled URKO does a noisy cover (with

corrections) of YOUTH OF TODAY'S "I Have (NO) Faith,"

which is humorous. SUFFER takes a piss at Henry Rollins by
creating their own "Gel In The (Fuckin') Van" memoirs. (TJ)

(Flat Earth. PO Box 169, Bradford. BDI 2UJ, UK)

WANDERS - "Ready Go!/Guil-

lotine Guitar"
Japanese stuff, from what I

gather-there' s an unfortunate

dearth ofinformation on the sleeve,

apart from the grainy black-and-

white pics of the parties involved.

Not quite up to REGISTRATORS
or TEENGENERATE intensity,

still good noise. Kinda mid-tem-

po, frat-rock in that inimitable style

that keeps 'em packed in on both

sides of the Pacific. (JHj

(Honey Bunny)

WATTYLER/FREAKSUNION
- split EP

Well here they go again.

Those wacky WAT TYLER guys
are trying to fool us again. I know
I'm probably not supposed to tell

anyone but, once you hear
FREAKS UNION, you'll realize

it's WAT TYLER doing a piss-

take of a BLANKS '77-style band.

They even include a couple of silly

tracks on the "Wat Tyler" side that'

s

definitely not WAT TYLER. Brilliant. (MM)
(Peter Bower, PO Box 1 32, Leeds, LS6 2RR, UK)

WORKIN' STIFFS/STRYCHNINE - split EP
I love country music. It doesn't matter if it is the traditional

type, honky tonk, or even the new stuff, I am a fan. This picture

disc has examples of pretty much the only results that come from
punk rockers covering country tunes. STRYCHNINE take Willie

Nelson's "Gotta Get Drunk" and redo it closer to their own style

which works great. TheWORKIN STIFFS attempt to keep Merle
Haggard's "Workin

-

Man Blues" country in its delivery musical-

ly and vocally and pretty much bomb. In each case I'll stick with

the originals. (TH)
(East Bay Menace. PO Box 3313, Oakland, CA 94609)

WORKING CLASS - "Where's Your Pride" CD
Ugh. I'm definitely cautious with anything having the

skinhead/American flag combo on the cover. This doesn't con-

vince me I'm paranoid about those two-working construction

has taught me to question those who speak for the "working
class". This band treads easy and predictable paths-mediocre oi/

punk, only print the lyrics to two of your songs, etc. etc.

Disposable. Funny they'd give props to Raybeez-his "mes-

sage"? Yeah, right. (TM)
(Working Class, 6276 Alhambra, Riverside CA 92505)

XMILK - "Scarcity" CD
This is full of big, heavy hooks and plenty of slow chunka

chunka. Lyrics dealing with lost hope, regret and rejection of

typical social values. Unfortunately, it's been done so much
before that this doesn't really stand out as anything extraordi-

nary. IfNYHC via Spain is your sorta thang, then snatch this disc

for your collection. (PB)

(B. Core, PO Box 35221. 08080 Barcelona SPAIN)

THE X-RAYS - "Whores Are Cool" 45
there's far too many bands on this planet at the

moment so my tolerance for this kinda shit is minimal from

the lame-ass naked cowgirl on the cover to the white sonic noise

recording, this shit sucks ass through and through it's not

worth the fucking plastic it's pressed on the insert says they're

English.... and the insert also says this is a limited edition of

750 big fucking deal! !!!!!!!!!!I'Sounds tome like these are a

bunch of Brits wishing they were living in Mississippi tough

luck guys, you'll just have to continue sucking on Eric Clapton's

cock and leave Robert Johnson's to the OBLIVANS cuz they can

pull it off better.... if my name were Richard Meltzer I wouldn't

have even put any words to this review just a big sticky gob
of clap ridden jizz!!!!!!!!!(SW)

(Saddle Tramp. PO Box 5412 Nottingham, NG1 6HT, UK)

ZZZ HACKER - "Kein Bier, Kein Ton... Wir Kommen
Schon!" LP

A BORIS THE SPRINKLER rip-off cover, although they

look more like PRIMUS. The "Explizite Lyrik" warning label, is

useless to me since I don't do German. Musically, dime-a-dozen

MISFITS type shit. Get me out of here... (RY)
(Teenage Rebel. Wallstrabe 21, 40213 Dusseldorf, GERMA-
NY)

V/A - "All Power to the People, Not the State" CD
This CD, as the subtly-crafted title may indicate, focuses on

Anarchism (the little black "A" in the circle). Part of the proceeds

benefit the Black Star Collective and a Mumia Abu-Jamal
support organization. The 23 bands include FORMER
MEMBERS OF ALFONSIN, GOOD RIDDANCE. SUBMIS-
SION HOLD. GASP, and good old CITIZEN FISH, to name a

few. HOCU? NECU! and PARADES END rock like mad. UXA
does the equivalent of an anarchist nursery rhyme, and MALE-
FACTION howls and beats the drums in that impossibly fast but

hardly audible way. Other things happen, too numerous to list.

(AC)
(Black Star, PO Box 5081, Torrance, CA 90510)
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V/A - "Anti Work Songs" CD

This comp. has 1 4 bands from around the world doing anti- wage

slave songs.The ones that stand out are: RHYTHM COLLISION. 01

POLLO'L APOCALYPSE BABIES and EX-CATHEDRA. Nice

DIY project with all the lyrics included. (MM)
(Negative, 80 Av. de St-Owen. 75018, Paris. FRANCE)

V/A - "Barefoot & Pregnant" CD
A re-issue of a rare tape-only release from the early "80s.

Minneapolisdocumented at its peak. Early tracks from HUSKER
DU, REPLACEMENTS, MAN-SIZED ACTION. LOUD
FAST RULES, etc... I never knew this tape existed but this is a

collector's must. Not big on production just spirit. An important

slab of US punk rock. (RL)

(Reflex)

V/A - "Commando Down" EP
7 bandson 7" ofwax. DIE DRUNK, BUSKER. SPLURGE.

BRAIN SNEAKERS. KAMIZOL, FULL OF ABUSE and CIR-

CLIPS all rock out on here with some fast punk shit, the majority

of the bands on here have a kind of B.Y.O. sound except

CIRCLIPS which has a cool rocking trashy track that fades out

too soon. (MM)
(La Voix Deson Chien. Doriane de la Deveze, 34270 Laurent,

FRANCE)

V/A - "Cry Now, Cry Later Volumes 3 & 4" CD
Here's a reissue of volumes 3 and 4 of this 7" series for

people who missed out the first time around. A 23 band. 52 plus

minute extravaganza of brutal hardcore, grind, powcrviolence

and crust. This includes many of the heavyweights ofthese genres

like SPAZZ, CAVITY. CRUDOS. MAN IS THE BASTARD.
CHARLES BRONSON. DETESTATION, etc... This is manda-

tory for those who like it fast and .heavy, gel yours today... (TS)

(Pessimiser, PO Box 1070, Hermosa Beach, CA 90245)

V/A - "Double Dose of Dicks" EP
This is an outstanding compilation that comes to you

courtesy of Disgruntled Records. Two pieces of vinyl that kick

ass on all the CD samplers to come across this desk in the past

several months. Some of the standouts on this comp are

DILLINGER FOUR, RUSTWEILER-who sound like they were

produced by Kevin Army. MK-ULTRA (the one from Chicago).

EUCHARIST, SOCIAL COMA, PRETENTIOUS ASSHOLES,
and CHARLES BRONSON-the best cut (!). Fast, rooted hard-

core that demands your immediate attention. (JV)

(Disgruntled. 827 Somonauk St. Sycamore, IL 60178)

V/A - "Get Off This Rock" EP
The KNUMBSKULLS start this off with some new-school

RANCIDy sound, complete with doodly-doodly Matt Freeman bass

lines. The CATALOGS bear a striking resemblance to

SCREECHING WEASEL, not badly done. The PETTYFORDS are

doofy pop punk. Which brings us to Side B... CRAWLING CHAOS
arc pretty fucking great. Heavy-sounding guitars. Downs Syndrome

vocals, catchy as all hell. Cool shit. My guess is that they leave this

record with the blue ribbon. The STICKLERS remind me of

the PETTYFORDS. BRICKFIGHT are fast punk with lotsa hoarse

screamingandshil. PUBLIC OFFENDERplayasnotty.BLANKS 77

Style song. There you have it. (JN)

(Rusty. PO Box 37974. Honolulu. HI 96837)

V/A - "Fuck You Punx" EP
Was this supposed to be assigned to someone else? Maybe

to someone who is into the oh so popular tough guy garage punk

thing. OK. the fourth band was bad sloppy pop punk. I hate to

even mention band names, since I'm sure they can do better. (RL)

(Blue Moon. 2075 S University Blvd#264, Denver. CO 80210)

V/A - "Glenview" LP
This is a "hardcore" compilation from Glenview. Illinois,

a suburb of Chicago. I can hear the echoes of skateboard wheels

grinding together the various styles on this album. Much of it is

catchy, thrashy punk (IMPOSTERS. CHAUNCEY. FRATEL-
LIS). On the second side, GRINDING PROCESS flexes its

muscles for a while. Then it breaks out in a rap, and I break out

in hives. The NEW JACKS further my dermatologic crisis with

a horn-laden version of the MISFITS' "Some Kinda Hate." The

best stuff is some frantic, sentimental insanity spewed out by

LUKE SKAWALKER (no ska. dumb name, good band). Sounds

like Sam Kinnison crooning love songs while high on PCP.

Overall, a pretty fun album. (AC)
(Ricky SchroederFan Club, 3 1 Neva Ave, Glenview, IL 60025)

V/A - "Liberame" EP
A well-chosen selection of hardcore bands play on this

project to educate about the political and social issues surround-

ing US immigration. The techniques of the INS. Proposition 1 87

and economic racism are all impassionately discussed. KON-
TRAATTAQUE is furious and great. FORMER MEMBER
OF ALFONSIN spares no blame for thoughtlessness-also pretty

great. CRUDOS are... fucking great, as usual. Actually, this is a

\ tcious political hardcore onslaught all the way through, scream-

ing with purpose. The booklet includes commentary and resourc-

es including pertinent organizations, books, and e-mail contacts.

Sales will bedonated to immigrant-friendly organizations in LA.

I support and endorse this record. Splintering punk rock a plus.

(AC)
(Elgrito. PO Box 20722. Los Angeles. CA 90006)

V/A - "Mindset Overhaul" CD
This a great sampler. It contains tracks from Wreck-Age's

eight years of life and Exit's short but powerful two years. If you

are familiar with everything on these labels than this maybe a

waste for you. but if you need to be reminded of how killer SFA
is or that you forgot to buy the SONS OF ABRAHAM'S
amazingly powerful full- length you need this. MADBALL,
MINDOVER MATTER, MILHOUSE. YUPPICIDE. INDECI-

SION (this made me rethink my stand on lhem-I like more now

for some reason) all great tracks. This also made me remember

why Fm not so fond ofBAD TRIP' s sound. To test the NY (Long

Island) hardcore this is perfect way to get a feel for the music

that's been coming out and their scene. (TJ I

($5ppd: Wreck-Age. PO Box 263, New York. NY 10012)

V/A - "Mulletcore" CD
A strong pop punky comp. featuring the likes of

the SHROOMS, DONUTS 'N' GLORY and SLAPSTICK, as

well as some more unmentionable name bands. A mix ofreleased

and unreleased stuff. Worth setting if a band you like is on this.

(RL)
(Drive-Thru, PO 55234, Sherman Oaks, CA91413)
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Two tracks each by The
GRISWALDS, FETT and CHES-
TER. The GRISWALDS are sort

of straight-up punk with a bit of a

hardcore edge. Not mind-blowing,

but the photo of them with Dee Dee
Ramone is funny . FETT are sort of

like a sloppy NAKED RAYGUN.
But their song sound totally like

"Cha Cha Cha" by ROCKET.
CHESTER are totally cute with

their ramshackled catchy punk. Sort of like YUMMY FUR doing

ACTION PACT songs. Also a band called JACK CHIMP & the

ACKROYDS do "She Fell Over" and are sort of like a sillier

CHESTER. (LH)
(Spanking Herman, PO Box 2927. Brighton Sussex, UK BN1
35H)

V/A - "Oi Let's Go... Canada!" LP
Too bad most of the bands on this didn't listen to more

D.O.A. and SUBHUMANS records growing up. If that had been

the case maybe they would have learned to write some songs with

some goddamn hooks. Instead, what you get is a bunch of songs

that fall on the mediocre to out-and-out bad side of the tracks. Of
particular note is BITTER GRIN, whose attempt at sounding like

the next COCKSPARRER is a an atrocity of music making the

likes of which I've never heard. Fucking horrible. Those bands

that manage to rise above include the STREET TROOPERS,
whose live recording sounds a lot like the ANTI-HEROS, the

HAMMERBOIZ, their take on "Hersham Boys" sounds like the

SLOBS meetsSHAM 69, theLAGERLADS, whose tune "Make
My Day" is a killer thug/pogo punk tune, and the DOLE, dumb
name but their song "Working Poor" is a rockin COCKNEY
REJECTS-type sing-along tune, (RM)
(Rhythm and Boots. PO Box 4623, Main Postal Outlet. Vancou-

ver, BC, V6B 4A 1. CANADA)

V/A - "Raw and Rare British Punk, Vol 4" LP
While variable in rarity and rawness, there are a few classic

trax here, and both A and B sides are providcd-a nice touch.

SOCIAL SECURITY is represented by their great debut EP.

melodic classic punk if there ever was such a thing; the misogy-

nistic PORK DUKES embarrass themselves with "Bend and

Flush", even if their lunage is instantly memorable;
ACME ATTRACTIONS qualify as a true 1980 obscurity, even

if their guitar licks sound like the WHO: others, like

LAST STAND, come across as too slick. The only anomaly here

is the forgettable novelty tune "Punk Christmas" by IMPACT,
thin and inferior to the YOBS' X-Mas hooliganism. (SS)

(no address)

V/A - "Regressive Hostility" CD
An all-out great compilation, which is to say a lot since most

comps these days get filed away and never get heard again. The
bands reputations at fast thrash speak for themselves: SLIGHT
SLAPPERS, AUTORITAR, NASUM. IRRITATE, DENAK and

CARDIOID. All the bands have about 10 minutes worth of

material and all kick ass. The SLIGHT SLAPPERS songs kick so

much fucking ass, this CD is worth it alone for those. (MW)
(Hostile Aggression, PO Box 37. 55801 Imatra. FINLAND)

V/A - "Songs of the Naked City" LP
Munsler Records has been hitting a lot ofhome runs lately;

digging into the vaults of punk, putting out some amazing

reissues-beautiful looking, great sounding...just well executed

all around. This is no exception; a comp featuring bands who all,

at one time or another, appeared on the Red Star label . The roster

is an all-star line up of '70s east coast punk: FLESHTONES,
WALTER STEDrNG. BLONDE, NEW YORK DOLLS, SUI-

CIDE, RAMONES, and the REAL KIDS. You've heard all the

songs before (if you haven't heard of ALL of these bands, you

NEED this record! It's a great introduction to all these bands

you ' ve heard so much about. . .), but these versions are sometimes

different than what you're likely to have heard-especially in the

case of the more popular bands. I coulda done without the

WALTER STEDING electro-avant garde version of "Hound
Dog", but hey, one outta twelve isn't a bad batting average. (IM)

(Munster, PO Box 18107, 28080 Madrid, SPAIN)

V/A - "The Sound of Rebellion" CD
The Lord has blessed me, yes he has! This here comp is one

ofthe best I've listened to in months! Bands from all over the big

blue marble, givin' me all that creamy street-punk goodness!!!!

Ofthe more rockin ' cuts, the UNSEEN,OXYMORON,BLANKS
'77, DEFIANCE and BANNER OF HOPE lead the pack!! I

found myself tending to genuflect often and to the beat! Or at

least that's what I told my pastor I was doing... ba dum bump!
(JB)

( A.D.D.. 270 Central St., Hingham, MA 02043)

VA - "Straight From Hell: A Tribute To G.G. Allin" CD
Why has it taken so long? 22 tracks of revamping possibly

the most nihilistic punk rocker ever. I haven'f heard of any of

these bands accept DRAIN BRAMAGED from L.A. PLAID
PANTRY PROJECT plav a ripping version of the JABBERS
song "Don ' t TalkTo Me."THRESHER play a version of "Shoot,

Knife. Strangle. Beat & Crucify" that sounds like a sing-along

metal anthem. If you're a fan of this very troubled and in-need-

of-healing-his-inner-child man then pick this up. (TG)
(Crazy Bastard, 16420 SE McGillivray, #103-831, Vancouver,

WA. 98683)

V/A - "The Tomb of Grind" EP
Wowa! This comp has been in the works for awhile, and

proves to be well worth the wait. The band roster speaks for itself

so here it goes: EXPLODING CORPSE ACTION. PANTAL-
ONES ABAJO MARINERO, DAHMER. UNHOLY GRAVE,
NYCTOPHOBIC, GROINCHURN, INTESTINAL LOUD-
NESS,DAMAGEDIGITAL, and GIGANTOPITHECUS. Grind,

grind and more grind. (MW)
(Noise-Squatch, PO Box 1387. Ballston Lake, NY 12019)

V/A - "Who Killed Weasel?" EP
Hey, its a SCREECHING WEASEL cover EP featuring

five Japanese bands performing their favorite tracks from Ben

and company. The bands are: TEENAGE BONEHEADS, NA-
VEL. LOT-6, CIGARETTEMAN and PUNK NINJA BRIDGE.
While I've never been a huge SCREECHING WEASEL fan. I

did find this record to be good fun. Besides that, any record with

CIGARETTEMAN is a treat. Oh yeah, this is played on 45 rpm.

even if it reads 33. (JF)

(Skippy c/o Naomi Hirakawa, 202.5 24-11, Miyamae, Sugi-

nami-k'u. Tokyo 168, JAPAN)
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NEXT STYLE
STRAIGHT UP RECORDS

SAMPLER CD!!!!!!!

17 BANDS/17 S8NGS/S4

$4 $4 $4 $4
•

:

SPIKE SHOES

SUR-029/MCD/ SENDAI CITY HARD CORE

CD:S10.MCD:$5.7inch:SS
INTERNATIONAL ORDERS ADD:

WORLD: 1ST CD S4.5/EACH ADD.S2.5

/KOWA BLD 3F MINAMI-2 NISHI-1 chuou-kuA
SAPPORO JAPAN

V FAX ORDER: 81-11-219-0093 J
httpi www. ypp.co.jp/ypweb'stafffyoshi/indcx.html
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NEW UFESHARK RECORDS
PRESENTS ASSKICKIN PUNKROCK

P.O. BOX 700 320 • 44883 Bochum
Germany - fax +49(0)2 34-29 1109

NLR 088 CHINESE TAKEAWAY - totally taken away - doT*"*8^-

Now on pink vinyl double 7" (MCD sold out!) 250 copies lim. edition!

Really fuckin' GREAT GLAMPUNK - Nice cover. 50 copies with magic

gimmicks FOR "FANCLUB" ONLY. Hurry up with your fuckin order

NLB 083 CHINESE TAKEAWAY - fuck billboard ... we're the
ataralll LP (CD released later)
Yes, it's here!!! The very true GLAMPUNKROCK album of this Rockers

from Stockholm, Sweden. Get on your dancing shoes & ready for

party!!! First 100 copies in blue/white vinyl with gimmicks (for NLR
mailorder and NLR shop only). In spring they did a great 2 weeks tour

in Germany & Netherlands, Now they will show up for the "fuck

billboard-release-tour" in September and October. Watch for details.

If you like to order from Germany: LP 8$ ; double 7" 6$ ; Postage rate 7$,

Distributed in the U.S by:

GET HIP
Columbus & Preble Aves
Pittsburgh, PA. 15233
phone 412-231-4766
fax 4 12-231-4777

Bands get in touch and send
j

demos. -

Trades are welcome. NLR21Vectors - LP NLR 20 Great Unwashed - LP NLR 19 Lets Go's - LP

Visit our recordstore: NEW LIFESHARK RECORDS • Bismarckstrafle 5

4S127Esssen- Germany Fax +49-(0)2 01-83 14 42
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PASSIVE
FIST

PO Box 93 1

3

Savannah, GA
31412 / USA

Passive Frti aol.com

http://members.aol.com/passivef

DIMESTORE HALOES in..

"Thrill City

Crime
Control"

CD $10

"Why dont

Lesbians Love me?

or

hot pink

vinyl

for $8
Pervert at Large"

V.M.L Records
P.OBox 183

Franklin Pk, IL

60131 U.S.A

sloppy seconds split w/

the vindictives 7" $3 SCREECHING WEASEL
v.Mxi e [

V.M.Live 7"s and self-titled CD now out!

teen soon to cum: get yer dirty digits on it

V.M .Live Lp/Cd! for just $ 1 0. CD only.
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"bis jet7.t ging alles gut"
od/lp
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LP's are $7ppd, CD's are $9ppd, and 7"s are $3ppd. Add $$$ for foreign

orders (PLEASED. Send cash, checks, and money orders made out to John
Chrlstoffel, not Act Your Age. Send a stamp for a catalog of other peoples

stuff I distribute. Most of these releases are distributed by Rhetoric,

Rebound, Parasol, Rotz, Choke, Lumberjack, No Idea, Subterranean... or go

direct thru Scenario (aka Act Your Age). Coming Soon... Bicycle Pilot 7",

Millhouse CD mmi and "Pop Songs For You" LP/CD comp. LP/CD, etc...

Act Your Age Records/3244 Locke Ln. /Houston, TX
770 19/(7 13)526-7565/ JChrist743@aol.com
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BEILRAYS IV II Blast

CD - Mommum Rock and

SoU

WORKING STIFFS Ujutf

Courage CO/IP Second great

abunv

TEXAS TERRI & THE STIFF

ONES EU SM CO • rmlallng

CALAVERA Day 0/ the Dead
CD - AggieMN* CKIcano punk
rock/paychoNN;

SMOGTOWN Smog on

4S 7" Snolty Beach

Pink

ANTI HEROES VI DROP-
KICKMURPHYS. ?«r
S5 SO (NOTE PRICE)

LOTS OF STUFF:
BRAND NEW UNIT Diddley Squat CD
CHAOS UK Enough To Make You Sick CD
DEAD END CRUISERS Deep Six Hodday CD/LP

ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN Time Is Now CD
ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN Sick Songs CO
THE FORGOTTEN Vem Vedt Wc/CO/LP

FRIGG A GO GO Penetrating Sounds ol CD/LP

THE FUMES Puis Bad Luck COUP
THE GOONS Living In America CD
HOOKERS Satan's Highway CD/LP

TH' LUNKHEAOS Swrngin' Stimrs CD/LP

NEW WAVE HOOKERS Na* Wave Hookers CDtp/10"

ONE MAN ARMY Dead End Sanes CD/LP

PROSTITUTES Cant Teach Kids Respons&lity LP

SCREAM live at Ihe Black Cat CD
SHOEGAZER Intoxicated Lies CD/IP

STISISM Coping With Society LP

SUICIDE KING Suicide King CD/LP

THE SUSPECTS New Dawn In the 21st Century CO
SWINGIN' UTTERS More Scared CO
JOHNNY THUNDERS Dawn ot the Dolls CO
THE VENDETTAS Vendettas CD/LP

WELT Broke Down CD/LP

V/A "Drunk On Rock" 24 band comp wilh Hookers. B
Movie FUls, Electric Frankenstein. Bulemlcs, Sinisters.

Candy Snotchers, Nashville Pussy. Morning Shakes,

Dragons S lots more.

V/A "No Guu. No Glory" i band comp w«h Workin'

Suit's, Randumbs, The Undefeated. Fat Drunk & Stupid CO
V/A "Thla Is II... Punk Rock That's Real" CD 23 band

Comp with Working SliBs. Suspects, ProsHules. Dropkick

Murphys, Dimestore Haloes, Dead End Cruisers 4 morel

SEVEN INCHES:
BLEEDERS • BLUE COLLAR SPECIAL • BODIES •

BONECRUSHER 8ULEMICS CALAVERA • CANDY
SNATCHERS • CHEMO KIDS THE CROWD • THE
DECLINE • DIMESTORE HALOES • DISAPPOINT-

MENTS • DROPKICK MUflPHYS • ELECTRIC
FRANKENSTEIN • F-MINUS • THE FUSES • HOOKERS
• JAKKPOT • KICK STARTER • MANIC HISPANIC •

NINE POUND HAMMER - NITWITZ • PLUNGERS •

PROSTITUTES • PUSHERS • OUADRAJETS • RAN-

DUMBS • SHIFTERS • STALLIONS • SUICIDE KING •

SWINGIN' UTTERS • THE WEAKLINGS • WORKIN'
STIFFS • YELLOW SCAB • ZEKE • GOONS/BOILS •

Lot* more. Send for free catalog.

NASHVILLE PUSSY
Kckad In The Tealti 7"

COt-SIO, LPs SS, BVS7, Sivea IncSei $4 • (Any 3 »ven taches l»r S10 pin poslagsl)

Poatago Into US: CD or LP - S1.50 lor rtral. .SOc ea. additional. 7" - .50 each. InlarnaUonal • double above rams

Money order or well toddon cash (your risk) gets same day response. Cnecks win take longer.

DISGRUNTLED MAILORDER
4470 Sunset Blvd. #195, Los Angeles, CA 90027.

Visit our website: www.jps.net/dsgrntld
Sum wnla lo< wholesale BjU • Labels looking lot relnoli maeordot - gal In louchl

POISON PLANET

W tvea rriuir n

TAPES
P.P. is 100% dedicated
to promoting the DIY
@ punk/hc/crust scene.
I've released over 20
titles & distro over
500 cassettes & vinyl/
cd ' s/patches . Send 2

stamps/2 irc's/$l for
a full catalog to:

POISON PLANET TAPES
P.O. BOX 7163
OAKLAND, CA . 94601-0163
#(510) 532-7738 U$A
Web site: www destroy,
net/poison planet

e-mail
:
poison planet

hot mail.com

mail order thru:

Vital Music

Mailorder

P.O. Boh 210

NYC, NY 1027ft

distro thru:

Rhetoric. Sound

Idea. Dr. Strange.

Enerject, and Vital

Music Mailorder.
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Between The Lions
Reviews by: (AR) Aragorn, (LB) Lily Boe, (BC) Brianna Chesser, (JO Jeremy Cool,

(MD) Mikel Delgado, (RD) Raphael DiDonato, (GF) Gardner Fusuhara, (HH) Harald

Hartmann, (JH) Jeff Heermann, (MJ) Mary Jane, (RL) Rachel Liba, (AM) Allan

McNaughton, (JM) Jeff Mason, (RM) Raimundo Murguia, (IM) Icki Murrmann, (SS)

Sean Sullivan, (TT) Travis T. (CW) Charles Wolski, (JW) Joe Whiting, (KW) Kelli

Williams, (TX) Trixie.

Please send your zine in for review. Write down any information you want included in the
review; method of printing, number of pages, issue number and post paid price. If you want
us to include a foreign post paid price, tell us. If you accept trades, tell us. The only
information we will include is what you provide us. It's very simple.
Specific criticisms aside, it should be understood that any independent release deserves
credit for all the time and money going into it.

AMERICA? #6 / ?

5 1/2x8 1 1I- copied- 42 pgs
I liked the personal writing (by the edi-

tor, as well as guest appearances by Al

Burian and Jessica Mills) much more
than the interviews that I skimmed with

No Idea's Var and Jennifer, comic guy
Tom Hart, and Matt Sweeting who
works with the Hardback "punk rock

haven " Somewhat depressing, obses-

sive and stream of consciousness, but

still hopeful. The artwork was really

engaging, as well. Some cynics could

call this is a typical "emo" zine but it

was a refreshing change from the usual

punk as fuck blither I've been forced to

read here. (KW)
PO Box 1 3077 / Gainesville, FL 32604-

1077

BECKETT TAPES #2 / $1 ppd or 3

stamps or trade

8 1/2x5 1/2 -copied -42 pgs
Rock and roll hoochie koo! This zine

starts off with a super funny parody of

a typical personal zine, complete with

rants on girls ("Like, dude, I totally

don't understand girls, like what the

fuck?") and being straight edge ("Like

I totally agree with those guys who'll

like kill someone and carve X's on their

backs"). It continues on hilariously,

including things such as an article on
mesh shorts, not wearing underwear,

and getting arrested (yes, all in one
article). Get this zine 'cause it is da
diggy diggy bomb. (LB)

Beckett / 1 250 Belle / Lakewood, OH
44107

BEERS AND CHEERS #1 / Free

8 1/2x11 - copied - 24 pgs
I really don't know what to say about

this little gem. First off, it's bound with

a safety pin in the comer, punk? May-
be. Stupid? Yes. Inside are a bunch of

stories that sit somewhere between
being highly offensive and mildly hu-

morous. But what really makes this zine

such a classic is the little pictures of

these women who don't wear much be-

sides boots and belts. In each scene
they're drinking, shooting cops, and def-

ecating on corpses. Under normal cir-

cumstances I would consider this whole
zine to be homophobic and misogynistic,

but really it's too fucking stupid to be
taken seriously. (CR)
Scaba / 213 South College / Wasa, TX
75165

(educating yourself is in)

shocking. Anyway, this zine is very girl-

oriented, with stuff on sexism, abor-

tion, the punk feminist, compulsory
heterosexuality, and more. An alright

double zine with nothing that new or

revolutionary. (LB)
Jeannie / 730 Riddle Rd #208 / Cincin-

nati. OH 45220

BRASS FURNACE GOING OUT
#5 / 75C + stamp or trade

8 1/2x51/2- copied - 24 pgs
Short stories, a thing on rehab, why

Barbie should have a gun, a
weird gothic story-joke, and
more. The "cinema clips" briefly

describe and set the scene of a

short (usually a few sentences
long) story, and were a cool

different way of writing. This

zine is kinda artsy (but not fart-

sy), and is worth a look. (LB)

Jane / 1 7229 SW Greengate
Dr/ Sherwood. OR 97140

we take otv.

dress codes * the curfew * the grading system *
book banning A zero tolerance * unschooling A- fatphobia

* political prisoners * mcdonald's * and much more

BODY COUNT / FEM-UH-NIST #?

/ $2 + 2 stamps
8 1/2x11 - copied - 22 pgs
On the cover of this it says. "Two zines

for one low price"— but the zine costs

two dollars and two stamps. Is that con-

sidered a low price? If so that is rather

BRAT #7 free

8 1/2x11 - offset - 56 pgs
This is great. The staff of this

zine is mostly kids, and the

issues covered tend to relate

to kids, but not exclusively. Lots

of topics here, mainly focusing

on local things, such as their

curfew, dress codes at school

etc. but also broader issues

such as political prisoners and
uneeded medical drugs. The
writing is very good, especially

for young folks, and I think this

is probably an important re-

source. Very impressive. (GF)

PO Box 4964 / Louisville, KY
40204-0964

BREATHING ICE TEA MIX #5 /

$2 ppd
5 1/2x81/2- copied - 32 pgs
This personal zine written by a 1 9 year-

old college student started out with



boring, tedious personal stories that

sounded like they were written by a

boring, tedious college student, but

the writing drastically improved for his

tourdiary, and I don't usually like those.

It's worth reading about his band and
job (not just whining), but skip over the

parts about his girlfriend and friends.

Cool drawings, hopefully he'll start in-

cluding more. (BC)
Sean / 8420 Bridle Rd / Philadelphia.

PA 191 11

BUILDING UP #1 / $2 ppd
5 3/4x8 1/4 - copied - 36 pgs -

Mandarin/English

This zine was put together in Beijing by

native and foreign punks. Where else

are you gonna read interviews and see
pictures of Chinese punk bands? More
than half of this is in Mandarin (I think

—

Chinese) so if you can read that, you'll

get more out of it. Pretty simple and
raw, but still I'm glad to have seen it.

The Chinese pigs are harsh, so mail

order is through the US. (JM)
Stacey Falls / 1 5065 Doster / Plain-

well, Ml 49080

BURN COLLECTOR #8 / Free

5 1/2x8 1/2 -copied- 104 pgs
Kind of a mini novel that traces the

story of this guys' life in Portland. Most
of it revolves around his experiences

with a temp, agency and his efforts to

work as little as possible. For some
reason. I tend to really like stories that

revolve around the writers geography,

especially when they make it seem as

depressing as he does in this zine. Lots

of angst and frustration without coming
off as being bratty or whiny.

CCR)
Al Burian / 307 Blueridge Rd /

Carrboro, NC 27510

CLUSTER #1 /$1.50
8 1/2x11 - copied - 20 pgs
Good for a first try. What s up
with Canadian kids and Crass
writing in their zines? Articles

include " How to be a punk and
keep it from your parents (!).

"

The Angry Samoans Drinking

Game, record and show re-

views, thoughts on anarchy
and lists abounding why the

Christian band MxPx suck. Oh,

to be 15 again... (RU
RR#2 Box 8033 / Dunrobin,
ON /KOA1 TO /Canada

COUNTRYCIDE #3 / $3
51/2x81/2- copied - 48 pgs
Although the title of this is ridiculous,

the content is not. I imagine I would be
friends with these people, who repre-

sent the mature path out of the generic

Straight-edge scene. There are inter-

views with Thoughts of lonesco. G-7

Welcoming Committee, some decent
writing (specially the pro-pleasure, pro-

sex response) and a general note of

pleasantness. And its from Sweden! (AR)

Henrik Nordstrom / Ingefarsgatan 3 /

271 38 YSTAD / Sweden

CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER #8 / $1 ppd
or trade

5 1/2x8- copied - 40 pgs
I've been reading CS for a few issues

now, and I really like it. This issue opens
with the editor writing about his mental

illness. There's also pieces on Food Not
Bombs, bioengineered food, a terrible

travel experience , scams and some com-
ics. There's a goofy mail interview with

Kurt, a round-table type talk with Con-
verge and Boy Sets Fire, and good in-

person talks with Unruh and Cypher in

the Snow. No ads or reviews. There's a

lot to read in here, and I swear it's worth

the buck just for the story about the

rumble between sXe crews in Utah. (JM)
POBox 1781 /Spokane. WA 99210

CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER / LOCK-
DOWN #9 and #3 / $1 .50

8 1/2x5-offset-44pgs
Pickofthe fucking month! Cryptic Slaugh-

ter delivers (as always) with Giovanni's

irresistable Cometbus-esque writing

style, but even better. He's the kind of

person who writes stories that make you
want to drop everything and check out

the world, totally inspiring. And Lock-

down, while not exactly as mindblowing

as CS. still comes off pretty decent, with

an interview with the Get Up Kids, short

stories, etc. While not bad. I'd still much
rather see 44 pages of Cryptic Slaugh-

ter. Send off for this

right now! (RD)
PO Box 1781 /

Spokane, WA
99210

DANCE PARTY
#2/$1 ppd
5 1/2x8- copied -

40 pgs
A zine with a theme
- you guessed it

-

dancing. Tips on
dancing, some
comics, an inter-

view with Martin

from Crudos, favor-

ite dance themed
movies, and a danc-

ing survey. This is

really cute, and
I liked the bit about

how everyone is

too lame to dance at shows anymore - it's

so true! This actually made me want to go
out and dance, that's just how powerful it

is! Check it out. (MD)
715 Duncan Ave #81 1 / Pittsburgh, PA
15237
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THE DEAD HERRING #2 / $1

8 1/2x51/2- offset - 38 pgs
I went into this with pretty low expecta-

tions, but ended up being quite sur-

prised. While not totally ground break-

ing, it was a fun, breezy read. In it you
get interviews with a member of the

bands Propagandhi and the Weaker-
thans (where he gets a pretty good
conversation going), Diesel Boy (which

is just terrible), some gig/record re-

views, and a bit of old metal coverage.

It's worth checking out. (RD)
PO Box 68007 41 River Ave. / Win-

nipeg, MB / R3L-2V9 / Canada

DISMAL #10 /$1
8 1/2x5- copied - 24 pgs
Pretty damn well done zine with a

focus on child labor and animal testing.

Nice pieces on scamming stamps and
multiple crust bands, all with a nice

printing job, clean layout, and very ca-

pable writing abilities. Check it out!

(RD)
5275 Whisper Dr. / Coral Springs. FL
33067

DISPROPORTION #4 / $1

8 1/2x11- copied - 42 pgs
At first I was going to really rail on this

one... It is very messy (layout, design,

style), it relies on lots of "gross" imag-

ery which I think is very played out. and

I am not very impressed with the bands
interviewed (Dahmer, Violent Society,

Victims of Tradition...). But this is the

perfect bathroom zine because, due to

its chaotic format, every time you open
it up you get a good 45 seconds of

content. And that's all it could have

hoped for anyway. (AR)

272 Seneca St / Chittenango, NY
13037



DOGPRINT # 1 1 / $5 ppd US, $8 ppd
air world

8 1/2x11 - offset - 84 pgs
A lot of zines go the interviews-and-

photos route, and DP is

one of the better ones.

The layout is fancy but

still very readable, and this

issue's interviewees are

Amber Inn, Refused,
Chris Dodge (Slap A
Ham/ Spazz). and 3 Stud-
ies for a Crucifixion. The
'views (as Lenny calls

'em) are well-done and
informative, and show
that he's a fan of the folks

he's talking with. The col-

umns are good too. and
half the columnists are

women. There are plenty

of photos, ads and re-

views, and it comes with

a Laceration/K Shipley

split 7" (see music re-

views). If you're into mu-
sic focused hardcore zines, you would

want to check this out. (JM)
PO Box 21 20 / Teaneck, NJ 07666

DREAM WHIP #10/ $3
4 1/2x51/2- copied - 1 56 pgs
Pick of the month! All those months of

complaining about lousy travel zines

has paid off by landing me this gem. No
shouts out to people who put him up,

nor stomach churning boasts of filthy

squats survived nor day by day ac-

counts of breakfasts eaten or missed.

No whining - even in a traffic jam Bill

finds something to reflect on. This is-

sue chronicles driving from Texas,

across Canada and back home again -

all the way keeping the romance and

enthusiasm for traveling. It's thick and

it's all handwritten with little comics to

illustrate points. I haven't finished read-

ing this yet 'cause I don't want it to end.

Get this now. (TX)

PO Box 53832 / Lubbock, TX 79453

EARQUAKE #60 / $2
8 x 6 - offset - 28 pgs - French

In this latest issue of Earquake there

are interviews with the bands Dropkick

Murphys, Dropdead, Citizen Fish and
Hepcat. There are also loads of new
zine and record reviews which feature

cover photos. (HH)
Frederic Leca / 55 Rue St Jean /

88300 Neufchateau / France

EAT SHIT #7 / free (two stamps)
8 1/2 x 1 1 - copied - 14 pgs
Oh god, I'm sorry, but this is just dread-

ful. This must be one of the worst zines

I've ever reviewed. We've got lame,

inarticulate columns, (rife with typos),

info on the Subhumans and Naked
Aggression, and one of the corniest

THE DEAD HERRING
luumvoi. t ii.oooooorot rnw*it

cartoons ever. All delivered in an illegible

helter skelter cut and paste layout, com-
plete with the wit and compassion of a

7 t" grade child who's just heard Judas
Priest for the first time.

Believe me, painful. (RD)

PO Box 4766 / SLT, CA
96157
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OF86 POUNDS
PUNK#6/$1
51/2x81/2-copied-20
pgs
I like this short zine by
Dinki. She writes about

shows she went to, but

doesn't bore the hell out

of you by a long story

about a band you've nev-

er heard of in a town
you've never been to, or

about what she and her

friends did there. I really

like her self-reflection on
being an unfeminine girl,

school, pics of tattoos

she's done, and her own band Woozie
Helmet. It may be short, but it's not har-

assed. (BO
Dinki / 707 W 21 St. / Austin, TX
78705

59 CENTS # 22 / Free in the

Northwest
8 1/2x11- copied - 20 pgs
I can't really figure out how someone
could have put out 22 issues of the

same zine and still make it look like it

was their first. Columns that made
me cringe. Record reviews, beer re-

views, and lots of top ten lists.

(CR)
Alison Dahmen/ PO Box 19806 /

Seattle, WA 98109

GABBA GABBA HEY!#3 / ?

8 1/2x11 - printed - 48 pgs
Brush up on your Italian...this is one of

those foreign zines that makes me wish

I was a bit more linguistically cultured.

Packed with lots of cool interviews

(Cramps. Scared Of Chaka), and huge
articles on some dead rock 'n rollers (the

Germs, Johnny Thunders) as well as

what looks like a great article on the shit

France is spawning. ..plus yer columns
and reviews. (IM)

Goti Luca / Via Broni 4 / 101 26 Torino /

Italy

GENETIC DISORDER # 1 5 / $2
8 1/2x7- offset - 64 pgs
Despite the gross beginning bit about

how oh-so entertaining it was to wind up
going home with a "lesbian tweeker,"

this zine was pretty good. It's Larry's tour

diary from the Kill Zinester tour last sum-
mer (or was it the summer before that?)

Drunken escapades and Winnebago
woes make up most of the content, but

there's interesting historical bits too,

from the places they visited like Grace-

land, Bruce Lee's Grave, Philly (he

tells the MOVE story), the Playboy HO
in Chicago (yuck) and the Mall ofAmer-
ica to name a few. It was funny reading

the KZ perspective of the anti-conven-

tion in S.F. I thought they ruined it by

showing up to defend their perspec-

tive when the whole point was that

nobody wanted to hear it, but whatev-

er. It's a good read even though it

makes me thank the stars I don't drink

anymore. (RL)

PO Box 1 5237 /San Diego, CA92 175

GREASY SPOON / $3 ppd
4 1/4x5 1/2 -copied - 108 pgs
YES! YES!A thousand times yes! Imag-

ine yourself moving back in with your

parents for free rent as long as you
cook dinners. Then imagine yourself

scouring for old school diyvegan cook-
books that used to be all the rage

(because seitan isn't exactly on every

street corner in suburban Los Ange-
les). Then imagine yourself coming
across this lovely little number with

tons of recipes for entrees, desserts,

and helpful

hints (from
where to put

your napkin to

removing a

grease spot)

from all sorts

of hipstery
people like

Ariel Bor-

deaux, our
own Mikel
Delgado. Cin-

dy Doris, etc.

And each
page is de-

lightfully laid out with the swankest of

clipart. You're jumping up and down
right down, aren't you? Me too! (KW)
POBox603020/Providence, Rl 02906

GRINNER #6 / $2 ppd, trade

5 1/2x81/2- copied - 28 pgs
Very silly. Jas laments the loss of the

Two Finger salute, replaced by the

American middle finger (unless you're

at a streetpunk show!) funny things

that catch his eye, and my favorite, the

Misheard Lyrics section. Worth it for

his handwriting alone. (GF)

75 Winsover Road / Spalding / Lines /

PE11 1EQ/ England

HALF COCKED #1 / $1 ppd
5 1/2x8 1/2 -copied - 28 pgs
This is a decent first effort. One of the

most interesting things in this is an

interview with the editor. There's also

a couple of short rants about what
punk is and is not and one about rights.

On top of that, there's a short story, an
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interview with the band Your Mother

(very funny stuff), and some record

reviews. This has potential. CRM)
3416 Anderson #1, Kansas City. MO
64123

I HOPE YOU LOSE THE OLYM-
PICS #1 / 1 stamp
5 1/2x81/2- copied - 40 pgs

Well. I can't say that I like the layout, or

the area of music coverage, or even

the title, but dammit, the kid can write.

The music side leans toward hardcore,

and there's a few bands interviewed

(Devola, etc.) as well as comics and

essays. There also seems to be a

morbid fascination with death. There's

a great essay on the how's and why's

of wishing death on people, and anoth-

er good one on why plane crashes are

cool. So, if you wear all black, and read

Johnny The Homicidal Maniac, send

these guys a stamp. You won't be
disappointed. (JO
PO Box 2239 / Hanover, MA 02339

IMPACT PRESS #16/ $2
8 1/2x11- offset - 48 pgs

If this is the first or only exposure to

leftist/non-traditional politics a kid can

get in Orlando, Florida, then I guess

that's okay, but I wouldn't pay for it.

Nothing especially original or thought-

provoking, nothing especially well-writ-

ten, and ads for both Borders AND
Barnes and Noble! What the hell is

that? Your publication does nothing to

affect the system if it is sucking the

cocks of corporate whores. They claim

to be strictly a political zine, not a punk
one, but most of the prolific advertising

was for punk/so-called punk bands
and labels, probably because there

were fourpages of tiny record reviews.

It's free if you have the misfortune of

living in Orlando, but the only place you
can get it for free is apparently Bor-

ders, and why would you go there?

They killed a tree for nothing. (BC)

10151 UniversityBlvd#151 /Orlando,

FL32817

IN ABANDON #3 /

THIRD WHEEL # 2 Free

8 1/2x11 - copied - 60 pgs

Wow! It's one thing to like one side of

a split zine, but both of these sides

were pretty much incredible, in Aban-

don is mostly the retelling of a road trip

to S.F. and Nevada, and anotherone to

Richmond and Tennessee. Real per-

sonal and honest. I thought the story

about ringing the new year in alone and

scared was very emotional without be-

ing sappy. Third Wheel
tells about the same road trip from the

other writers perspective. Some of the

stuff I found a little irritating, like the

comparison of people writing zines

about revolution and sexism to people

handing out bibles at a church. But overall

I found I could really relate to some of the

stuff he was talking about. The part about

his family and their strained relationship

sounded like something I would have

written a couple of years ago. Oh Yeah,

the layout on both zines was the best I've

seen in a while. (CR)

Mike/PO Box 82 192/ Tampa, FL 33682-

2192

INFO RIOT #8 / $3
8 x 6 - offset - 40 pgs - German
This zine is full of good interviews direct-

ed towards the oi skinhead crowd. Inter-

views include the Dropkick Murphys,

Voice Of A Generation. The Bladders

(we are here only for the beer), Marilyn's

Vitamins and Clockwork Crew. There is

also a scene report entitled My Little Gig-

Diary. There are some ads, but no record

reviews. (HH)
Spiller/ Saarstr. 36 / 46045 Oberhausen
/ Germany

INTERBANG # 7 / $2 ppd
8 1/2x11 - offset - 64 pgs
First off, I gotta congratulate this guy
for putting out such a huge zine by
himself. It's filled with a ton of writing

on a lot of different ideas. There's

action reviews, zine and record re-

views, interviews with J- Church and

some R.C.P. hip-hop group. The only

problem I had was the fact that I dis-

agree not only with a lot of the conclu-

sions that he reached, but also with the

manner in which he communicates. I

really didn't appreciate his self righ-

teous stance on women, feminism and
offensive imagery. I don't really think

it's appropriate for a man to let women
knowwhat is or is not offensive. This is

kind of a classic example of why peo-

ple tend to stay away from radical

politics. Writing in a way that doesn't

acknowledge one's own responsibility

and that places one's own thoughts

beliefs on a pedestal, serves only to

alienate the people who you are trying

to communicate with. (CR)

PO Box 671/ Ravenna, OH 44266

INTERNAL COMBUSTION #? /

$2 ppd
5 1/2x8 1/2 -copied -32 pgs

This starts out with a slow comic, but

turns into a really good reflection on
community that's well illustrated by

stark b/w drawings. The writing is in-

triguing, and the piece on uniform base
housing in Colorado Springs against

the back-drop of the Rocky Mountains

is especially good. It is really slow, but

it has a lot of potential. (BC)

PO Box 673 / Portland, OR 97207

JACKPOT #3 / $2
7x8 1/2 -copied -52 pgs
This was a great read - the theme this

issue was virginity, or rather, losing

it. ..there were lots of great anecdotes

of good, bad and ugly sexual experi-

ences of youth. Plus there were inter-

views with the Descendents, Fahren-

heit 451. Abby of Porn Free (cool

sounding porno zine) and a piece by
performer/writer Dr. Ducky Doolittle.

Lots of great stuff to read - sex and girl

positive and it looks nice too. (MD)
Miss Hell Productions / PO Box 1 55 /

Cooper Stn / New York, NY 10276-

0155

KAMIKAZE MISSION #2 / $1.

stamps, trade

5 1/2x81/2- copied - 20 pgs
The struggles of a teenager itching to

break out on her own - or, in her words,

an anarchist living under forced author-

ity. Included are rants about judging

people by dress, private school, differ-

ences between punks and average

Americans. She writes "what do you



expect from a 1 5 year old? " Just do the

best you can, Molly. (TX)

Molly Malicious / 4977 19th Street /

Seattle, WA 98108

LIGHT WATER #1 /$1
8 1/2x11 - offset - 32 pgs
Record reviews, movie reviews. Some
poetry and fiction that I could have

done without. Gardenburger recipes

and a pretty good interview with Ian

MacKaye. A little empty, but maybe
the next issue will be more well round-

ed. (CR)

PO Box 7 1 52 / Garden City, NJ 1 1 530

MALIGNANT NEOPLASM #1 /

$2ppd
8 1/2x11- copied - 28 pgs
Why do I keep getting all the emo/
hardcore zines? I don't even like the

stuff. Anyway, this has interviews with

Gob (not the Canadian one), Cavity,

Sloth and more, plus reviews, ads and
all the other standard zine fare. It also,

unfortunately for this reviewer, has a

Eathology slant, so along with your

ardcore bands, you get to see pic-

tures of people with skin lesions

and severe liver necrosis. Um, just

what I was looking for in a zine. (JO
25 S Church Rd #62 / Maple Shade

,

NJ 08052

MISS UNDERSTOOD #3 / 250
+ stamp
8 1/2x51/2- copied - 1 2 pgs
This zine is basically little snippets

of thoughts and pictures cut and
pasted on pages. Miss Understood
gives us a very good representation

of its writer, Sarra—her likes,

thoughts, problems, etc.—and in-

cludes stuff on religion, music, be-

ing different, and changing people's

views. Short, good, and honest,

this zine is well worth its price. (LB)

91 43 66 Ave / Edmonton, AB T6E-
OL6 / Canada

MYSTERY MEAT #6 / $3 ppd.

trade

8 1/2x11- copied - 38 pgs
Ooo, what a cover - a silkscreened

drawing by Chi Pig! Inside is not

unpretty either. The interview with

Joe Keithley has some good
DOA tour anecdotes and there are

some funny drunken tales of Victoria.

There's also interviews with Youth Bri-

gade and the Teen Idols that were less

noteworthy, a LOT of record reviews

and some live reviews. I'd forgotten

how shitty it was for a show to not

happen 'cause a band couldn't get

through the border. For me, Mystery
Meat is exactly howl remember Victo-

ria. (TX)

PO Box 118/ 2680 Quadra Street /

Victoria, BC / Canada V8T 4E4
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NINE AND A HALF LEFT #5 / 75c
5 1/2x81/2- copied - 40 pgs
Silly stories and heart-

felt "late night ram-

blings" pasted over a

pretty bizarre 1950's
National Geographic
type background. Al-

though the writing is

personal, they're not

so introverted that any-

one who's ever been
bored, restless, frus-

trated or depressed
(ie. anyone) couldn't

relate. I just hope for

his sake that things

look a little brighter in

his life and in his head.
Also, he's a big Trans-

formers fan and seeks
others with similar in-

clinations, (RL)

Mike Rodemann /

13386 Madison #4 /

Lakewood, OH 44107

interviews with the bands La Murge.
Difficult Face and Intense Mosh! Ha,

ha. Gotta love that one! To put it bluntly

the only thing that keeps
me from lighting this on
fire and throwing it at

some yuppie dirt bag is

that it is from Argentina
(not exactly a punk mec-
ca or anything). (RM)
C/O Diego / Ituzaingo

1025(2930) /San Pedro
/ Buenos Aires / Argen-
tina

P.A.Y.B.E.V. #2 / $2
ppd
5 1/2x8- copied - 1

8

T

OLIE#2/$1 ppd
5 1/2x81/2- copied - 20 pgs - Spanish
Man, I know I've got a Mexican surname
and all. but does every zine in Spanish

have to be assigned to moi? Oh, it's a

crusty zine in Spanish give it to Mundo. A
straight edge zine, a garage rock catalog,

both in Spanish. Give 'em to Mundo. A
pop punkzine in Spanish give it to... well,

you get the idea. Fuck, talk about oppres-

sion. I'll take a Klan rally overthis any day.

Anyway, this zine out of Argentina covers

the hardcore scene down there and has

he title means "Protests

Are Your Best Entertain-

ment Value. " It's largely

an account of seeing
some protesters get ar-

rested and following up
complaints against an

asshole cop. There are no ads or re-

views, but there are a number of wast-

ed pages. The photos mostly came
out too dark and grainy, and why
reprint police dept. form letters? I

liked the intro (expanding on the

title), but this is really thin for two
bucks. (JM)
Rich Mackin / PO Box 890 / All-

ston, MA 02 134

THE PROBE #7 / $5 ppd
8 1/2x11 -offset- 148 pgs
So Aaron's a trucker and he's ob-

sessed with taking pictures of na-

ked people (particularly people in

punk bands) and interspersing

them throughout his zine. While
this zine isn't as offensive as i

expected it to be, it isn't the most
stimulating thing I've ever seen or

read (pun intended.) In the letters

from scenesters bit, Steve from

Adjective Noun suggested he do
some major editing to save himself

from the $45,000 debt he's in. I

whole heartedly agree. He has to

decide if he wants to do a zine or a

DIY punk porno, not something in

between, because, frankly, the

nudity gets old fast. The stories,

record, show and zine reviews are

okay although they tend to drag on and
not have much to do with the actual

thing being reviewed. The comments
about Submission Hold's talking be-

tween song's at a 17th and Capp show
being "below people's heads" was
ironic considering the lowest denomi-
nator (beer, sex- or the lack therof- and
naked girls) of this zine. Oh. and the bit

about pissing in the trash can at El

Farolito, not funny. I like that he covers

the local Bay Area scene and that all



the naked people featured seem to

have consented willingly but

that's about it. (RU
PO Box 5068 / Pleasanton,

CA 94566

PUNK ROYALE #5 / 3
stamps or$1 ppd
5 1/2x8- copied - 32 pgs
Usually when the intro says
the zine stinks, I agree, but

not this time. The columns are

pretty good (a rare month for

good columns in the zines I

got), and I liked the piece on
Anti-Racist Action and the in-

terviewwith Four LetterWord.
All computer laid out, clean

and sharp looking; reviews,

ads and some simple comics.

Free in person, and actually

worth reading. (JM)
9833 1 59th PI NE / Redmond,
WA 98052

RAD PARTY #18/ $3
6 x 4 - offset - 48 pgs - French
This zine has been putting a fun happy
face on punk since 1991 . It is written

out in the format of Cometbus, but

deals less with the personal and more
with bands and the punk scene in gen-

eral. If one understands French this is

definitely a good read. (HH)
Small Budget Productions / B.P. No.

7

/ 781 10 Le Vesinet / France

RAINBOW OF GOODNESS #6 /

$1 and 2 stamps
5 1/2x81/2- copied - 44 pgs
I don't think I've ever seen a "comic
zine" like this where the zine articles

and comics are equally represented.

However, the writing basically sucks,

but the comics were really awesome.
They're really pretty twisted and funny

in that cute-little-comic gone-wrong kind

of way. Legos attack their owners, the

zine police bust a grammar outlaw,

some crazy ass fish, you know, weird
stuff. Stick to the drawing, kid. be-

cause one funny comic overrules a

bizillion lukewarm zine articles. (KW)
Mark Price / 1 289 Browning Ct / Lans-
dale, PA 19446

RAZZLE #4 / $1 or 3 stamps
5 1/2x81/2- copied - 40 pgs
This zine is a mixed bag of rants, silli-

ness, stories on scamming. pop-punk
reviews, comix and an interview with

Betty Blue who apparently no longer

want to be seen as just ex-Government
Issue. Other features include the cute

Kiddie of the Month, a column entitled

"Me and My Desire" about the objec-

tification of women and Howard Stern

being the "stupid fuckhead" that he is.

There's also the "UnPunk Boy" col-

umn which I am assuming is intention-

ally offensive, hence the title. Besides

_

that and Betty

Blue sounding
pretty sad, this

zines good for

the teen/South-
ern California

genre if that's

what you're into.

(RL)

Box 3853 / Bev-

erly Hills, CA
90212
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ROCK 'N'
ROLL OUT-
BREAK #1 /?
8 1/2x11 -cop-
ied - 52 pgs
The best thing

going for RnR
Outbreak is that

there is a ton of

info on some re-

ally cool bands. Unfortunately, there's a

lot more working against it. The layout is

horrendously boring; despite the passion
put into the writing, it's hard to get into

any of the articles. And what the fuck is

up with just reprinting shit found on the

internet (the Joan Jet article)?!? How
about some originality, creativity? The
music reviews are excessively long-whole
fucking paragraphs on singles?Too much

.

saying too little. (IM)

521 W Wilson #B202 / Costa Mesa, CA
92627

ROCKTOBER#22/$4
81/2x11 -offset-64pgs
This is "The Kissue",
meaning lots of stuffabout
Kiss. I don't care about
Kiss, but if you do, there
are a lot of interesting tid-

bits, not your usual fare

here. My favorite being
the piece with Cynthia
Plaster Caster, a woman
who was immortalized in

a shitty Kiss song. There
are a lot of things which
are only vaguely related

to Kiss, and overall this

was actually still pretty

fun. CGF)

1507 E 53rd St #617 /

Chicago, 1160615

SCREAMS FROM
INSIDE #7 / $2 ppd
8 1/2x11 - offset - 52 pgs
This zine has improved over time. I like

the punk girl theme for this issue. Inter-

viewsand writings with/by Adrienne Droo-
gas, Jen Angel. Vique Simba, Christine

Boarts, Amanda from Impetus Inter, and
more. I'd love to see less focus on zine

writers and more on girl musicians and
also hear some perspectives from girls

who maybe aren't as active in the punk
scene. But, hey, this was great.

Thoughtful questions and also writing

from Carissa. Plus there's a piece on
nonviolent resistance and lots of re-

views. Most excellent. CMD)
Carissa / 4434 Ludlow St. / Philadel-

phia, PA 19104

SHARKPOOL #2 / $3 or £1

5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 60 pgs
Fun and silly, with a lot of heart. I love

English zines. Interviews with Game-
face, Chopper, Good Riddance.
Dwarves, and some performance
group called The Church of Euthana-
sia. Tracy, the editor, is funny and has

a nice writing style, but also gets her
point across, as in the piece "Did You
Feel My Tits at the Lagwagon Show?"
Men. ..ugh. (GF)
PO Box 208 / Nottingham. NG7 6EN
/ England

SISSY #8 / $1

7x81/2- copied - 24 pgs
Subtitled Punk Rock For Dummies,
this issue is fucking funny. I actually

laughed out loud several times, which
don't happen often. Some examples;
the review section where they review a
record and a microbrew at the same
time, the "should you put out a zine"

quiz and horoscopes based on your

punk sub-genre (skin, emo etc.) in-

stead of astrological sign. Really en-

joyed this. (GF)

1 1 1 Dallas Ave / Newark. DE 1 971

1

SLAVE #2 / $2
8 1/2x11- offset -

96 pgs
This is one of the best

new projects I have
seen in a while. The
look is right on, the

interviews are bright

and not doting, and
the attitude is ma-
ture. The interviews

are with Boy Sets
Fire, Greg Jackson
(!!!). New Day Ris-

ing, and Reversal of

Man. Even though
the author paints a

bleak portrait of his

own personal life his

hope in an advanced
punk/hardcore activ-

ism cries out and de-

mands to be heard. (AR)
PO Box 10093 / Greensboro, NC
27404

SLUG AND LETTUCE #55 / $.55

15x11 1/2- offset - 1 6 pgs
I hate newsprint but here s the excep-
tion. A check-in from Christine about
her garden, many music and zine re-



views, clear live band photos, and
(coolest yet) classifieds. I think some-
one should compile the stories of peo-
ple who met through S&L. There's an
amazing analysis on Chumbawumba
and "selling out" that I'm gonna xerox
and hand to people when they start

spouting off at me. This is,

ofcourse, a must read. (TX)

Christine Boarts / PO Box
26632 / Richmond, VA
23261-6632

SOFUCKIN'WHAT#3
/$1.25ppd
81/2x11 -copied-44pgs
This is an anarchist punk
mag. Nothing wrong with

that, or with interviews with

Stratford Mercenaries, and
A//Political. There's a little

wrong with the same old

reprints and groaning about

high school but it's forgiv-

able. CAR)
253 AlexanderSt. apt#322
/ Rochester. NY 14607

STOT #2 / free, or trade

8 x 6 - offset - 12 pgs -

Norwegian
This is small easy to understand zine

that devotes space to Kerosene 454,

Gang Of Four, Kill Rock Stars and a

brief US tour diary of the band 1/2

Japanese that is written in English.

CHH)
Rektor Stzensgt.lOB / 5500 Haug-
eslund / Norway

STREET MUSIC #1 / $1 ppd
8 1/2x11 - offset - 4 pgs
Now don't let the page count confuse

you. This is more of a newspaper than

a zine and has a lot of info about the oi,

ska and street punk scenes packed in

such a small space. Pretty cool. (RM)
Apodo. Co. 804, 07800, Ibiza, Spain

SUPER BLIND #5 / $1 ppd
5 1/2x81/2- copied - 30 pgs
This zine is allright. Nothing terrible or

terribly interesting either. For those

wondering, it has interviews with the

bands No Fraud, Delmarand The Pink

Lincolns, a Black Flag discography, No
Reviews and a funny cartoon center-

fold. (RM)
C.C. 3288 CPdOOO). Buenos Aires.

Argentina

TABLE ROCKERS #? / free

8 1/2 x 5 1/2 - copied - 16 pgs
Lane, the girl who does this, is four-

teen, and her zine screams this. There
is stuff in here about childhood (and

losing it), finding yourself, dealing with

a girl who cuts herself, and candy.

Table Rockers is short and free so you
might want to give it a try if you're

around Lane's age and/or want an early

teen view on life. (LB)

2520 Dunbar Ln / Green Bay, Wl 54304

TEN FOOT RULE #3 /$1 and a stamp
5 1/2x8 1/2- copied - 16 pgs
This comic features the work of Mike

To lento, Jordan Crane,

Jesse Reklaw and its

editor, Shawn Granton.
The drawing is quite de-

tailed and more profes-

sional than a lot of the

comics we get around
here. The storylines are

average kids doing av-

erage things- arguing

about ska. crushing on
girls, making fun of

zinester and comic en-

thusiast stereotypesand
a quest for a taco in the

middle of an Egyptian

desert. It has its funny
and its poignant mo-
ments wnich makes it

an all around good read.

(KW)
Shawn Granton / 170
BeaverSt/Ansonia.CT
06401

TENNIS AND VIOLINS #2 / SUB-
URBIA #8/ $2 ppd
8 1/2x5 1 /2 - offset - 96 pgs
Split zines often mean a good zine/ bad
zine combo. I think it's because the two
are usually similar and being right next to

each other naturally invites comparison.

T&V is pretty upbeat. It doesn't deal

exclusively with happy thoughts, but it

puts different aspects of being a queer
Asian-American woman into

perspective. There are also

great photos, Yo Yo A Go Go
memories, an interview with

Rachel Cams, readers' stories

of the influence of Barbie, and
more. Suburbia, by compari-
son, seemed ultra-feminist in

an in-the-face kinda way. Also

queer woman focused, but a

much different style. Two
routes to the same end. (TX)

Kristy Chan / USF 30334 /

4202 E. Fowler Ave / Tampa.
FL 33620

3RD GENERATION NA-
TION #12/ $4
11x81/2- offset - 72 pgs -

German
One of the best zines that

comes out of Germany. This

issue has interviews and arti-

cles on the bands Forgotten
Rebels, The Golden Horde, Sti-

letto Boys, Monochords, Toi-

let Boys, Merle Ailin and La
Cry. There is also the usual

JFANZINE REVIEWS^
assortment ofcolumns, reviews, scene
reports and news. And of course it has
the best back page zine photos in punk
rock. Try writing to them at their e-mail

address: Realshock@aol.com (HH)
RalfHunebeck / Muhlenfeld 59 / 45472
Mulheim / Germany

THOUGHT PROCESS #2 / free

5 1/2x8 1/2 -copied -32 pgs
I was scared at first: every other word
is misspelled, there was some shitty

teen angst poetry, and a letter from a

guy named Skip who wants to "start a

punk band with a sousaphone, a clav-

ichord, a bag pipe, and a cello," The
spelling never improved, but the arti-

cles sure as hell did. After the obligato-

ry Nike Sucks piece, there was a good
interview with William Blum, an author

of essays on how fucked up U.S. for-

eign policy is. The questions were ex-

cellent, but I would have liked more
follow-up. These kids, all in high school,

have their shit together when it comes
to politics and friendship, but their gram-

mar and spelling leaves much to be
desired. Included is an 8-page comic
that is really funny if your friends are all

movie-watching comic geeks who sit

around restaurants late at night talking

comics and Kevin Smith like my friends.

This could really become something
once these kids get back from summer
camp and do the next issue. (BC)
Lowell / PO Box 23055 / Shawnee
Mission, KS 66203

TRASHCAN #1 / $1
5 1/2x81/2- copied - 36 pgs
The Northwest comer ofAmerican has
spawned some of the greatest rock 'n



roll music ever. Trashcan is a cool zine

from said area, with a focus on the

music that has made and is still making

it a much talked about breeding ground.

With just enough attitude, Trashcan

packs background information (article

on Rockin' Robin of the Wailers fame)

and current interviews (Nardwuar the

Human Serviette) and reviews into a

nice little; package. This is one to keep

an eye on-as it grows, it's gonna get a

lot better. (IM)

PO Box 261 8 / Olympia, WA 98507

TRUST #71 / $4
11x81/2- offset - 68 pgs - German
This is an excellent issue with lots of

good interviews including Rantanplan,

visual artist Jordin Isip, Looney Tunes,

Logical Nonsense, poster artist Frank

Kozik, Tito Tarantula, and Mike Watt
who does a punk opera starring as

Fidel Castro. There are also plenty of

record and zine reviews, columns, lots

of cool ads and as usual the best listing

of gig dates. (HH)
Postfach 43 11 48 / D-86071 Augs-
burg / Germany

THE USUAL FARE #2 / $ 75
8 1/2x11 - copied - 20 pgs
A drunk punk zine done by a guy with

an infatuation for beer and his friend

Flo. I love the contest idea (matching

ingredient lists with the products, which
are either packaged meats or cat food),

complete with prizes for first, second
and third place - there's also a commu-
nism/anarchism debate and two pages
of het white boy guilt. As a light read,

it's aptly named. (DO
Lark / 610 Bathurst Ave /

Ottawa, Ont /Canada K1

G

0X8

WHAT THE...? #1 / $1

ppd or trade

8 1/2x11 - copied - 20 pgs
There is some pretty enter-

taining stuff here, but I got

the feeling a lot of it was
reprinted from other sourc-

es. I liked the bit about Emma
Goldman, and it was funny

to read the thing about
Chumbawamba thinking

they are rad for doing a pub-

licity stunt at some lame
award thingy. Wow. revolu-

tion. The only thing I didn't

get was the review where
they called Hard Skin a joke

band—what are you on
about? You're lucky they're

too thick to read oryou'd be
in for a kicking... (GF)

Box 20105 / Green Acres
PO/ Thunder Bay. ON P7E
6P2 / Canada

Fanzine Reviews

THE WHIZZBANGER GUIDE TO
ZINE DISTRIBUTORS! #2 / $3
8 1/2x11 -copied- 28 pgs
Issue number two of this one of a kind

zine is now out! I like this project because
Shannon lets the distributors speak for

themselves so there are way, way, way
more distributors listed than in most oth-

er guides. Includes people from all over

the world and a very n elpful one star/ two
star system that gives his own experi-

ence with them. However, these people

get to say whatever they want about
themselves so take it with a grain of salt.

(KW)
Shannon Colebank / PO Box 5591 /

Portland. OR 97228

MORE LISTINGS

COOL MUSIC #1 /$2
8 1/2x11 - printed - 40 pgs
Newsprint fodder. Nashville Pussy,

Citizen Fish, "Ska Saved My Life,"

reviews, etc.

DELERIUM#3/$1 or trade

Girl emoting - love, pain, coffee and
being a virgin.

Harmonee / 4364 Fairlawn Dr. / La

Canada. CA 91011

KLUTZ #1 /$1 ppd
A quick read. '80s movies, waitress

crushes, a simple/ good thing on " pc,

"

easy recipes.

PO Box 10747 / State College, PA
16805

MOSH OF ASS #1 / SASE
Cool idea - all demo reviews, focusing

on grind and hardcore. Remember cas-

sette tapes? The DIY format?

PO Box 423413 / San Francisco, CA
94142-3413

PUDGY & PUNEY'S ETIQUETTE
101 #1 /??
Comics, ramblings, show reviews, etc.

etc. Pretty run of the mill.

26 Groover Cir. / Cayce. SC 29033

SATURATED FAT #8 / $1 ppd
Rancid, the Boils, Warped tour, re-

views, ska-punk. A bit juvenile. ..the

editors were born in the 80's!!!

PO Box 1 1 / Lewisville. PA 19351

WHATA WONDERFUL WORLD
#3 / $.50 ppd
This is about how great pirate radio is.

It is great. Do it.

7550 Roosevelt Ave SW / Port Or-

chard, WA 98367

WHAT'S THE WORLD
COMING TO?

A zine reviewer had their
book bag stolen and we
lost these five zines;
Troll
Cheapskate
ADD
Chumpire
Jr. Skeptic
Our apologies, and could
you please send us these
zines again so we may
review them. Thank you.
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monozine.
Todd really said it best himself: "When people are
sick, they bitch about it. But, when they arc Well,

they laugh about it. " He's put a great deal oftime and
effort into filling a hole in the zine world that no one
else has touched, and perhaps filling a hole in the hearts
ofanyone who has felt alienated and alone in the hellish
realm of the physically damaged.
Questions by Travis T

MRR: How long have you been doing Monozine?
I started doing this around the spring of 1994, after I

caught mono while on a trip to Boston. ..don't ask me
how. It still remains a mystery to me. I felt like shit while
there and thought I was dying on the trip home. Little
did I realize that was just the beginning....
MRR: How long does it usually take you to put an issue
together?

Well, the hardest part ofdoing a compilation is the wait
for people to come through with their stories. I'm the
kind ofperson that heavily relies on peoples word, so it

can get pretty agonizing waiting for people. In the years
since this started I've gotten pretty good at weeding out
empty promises. Nowadays, 90% of the stories are sent
by people who read a review, request a copy, pick it up
at a store and really get into it. Those are my favorite
because they wanted to write for Monozine. Once I get
what feels like a hefty collection that I'm comfortable
with, and is still affordable, then I'm ready. Usually I

get the collection, then I have to do what I can to afford
the printing!

MRR: What inspired the "Medical Malady" theme of the
issue in the first place?

Well I got home from Boston. I didn't know what was
wrong with me. I didn't have a doctor or any health in-

surance, so I went to one ofthose health clinics and was
misdiagnosed twice. Their sheer lack of ability only
made my physical and mental condition worse... .While
bed-ridden, people that came by or sent cards always the people that sit around me. Test me. They
talked about when THEY had mono or other bad ill- immediately become more interesting that
nesses. I really didn't want to hear it. I couldn't talk, way.). After wailing there long enough to
and having to listen die from pain, you're brought in,

stories down. It took a
little while, but it eventu-

ally turned into my first issue. I

put them around town, sent them out for
review, and true to form. ..stories started to

come in. Nowadays, I don't know any ofthe
contributors, and I'm amazed that so many
people take the time to put it on paper. It's a
way of bonding people, while at the same
time a chance to out-gross one another.
MRR: How does Monozine relate to your side
project ofputting on shows?
It doesn't at all, which is why I love it! I'm
in a city where I felt like everything was
stale. I'm proud of the zine that I put out,
but I noticed early on that a lot of the sup-
port Outlet and Interference. The innocence
of Clunker. And the style of Ben is Dead and
Carbon 14, I'd never leave home. Then again
I'd be too intimidated to ever do another
Monozine. ..but I think it's unique enough
to stand out.

MRR: Do you tllinkpeople feel a little less alien-

ated in a doctors office after readingyour zine?
I don't think anyone EVER feels less alien-
ated when they're in that office! I mean.
You're there because there's something
wrong with you. You're made to wait in a
room full of strangers that have different
problems. And you try to stay calm (person-
ally, I like to make up my own ailments for

While bed-ridden, people...always
talked about when they had mono.
I really didn 7 want to hear it. I

con Id7/ 7 talk, and having to listen

to all that really aggravated me.

to all that really

aggravated me.
I had been
planning a zine
at the time
called "Nothing .

You Ever
Wanted to Know".
It was going to be an art

zine that catalogedand spotlighted local artists and their
work, with bio's and contact info. Well, in the middle of
one of MANY sleepless nights, I realized I was being
haunted by some or the stories that others had told me!
I didn't understand why people felt thatthey had to share
their experiences (the same goes for speeding tickets,

car accidents and embarrassing situations). Once some-
one tells a story, it becomes a chain reaction ofsharing.
It can be both funny and frightening when vou think
about it!

As an experiment, 1 asked a bunch of friends to write

weighed and more often than not,

made to strip down or change into

some sort or "guinea pig" gown. Of
course there's explaining the prob-
lem to the doctor. Being subjected
to humiliating prods and pokes.
And then having to pay for it all . The

only cruel irony in it all is the old rub-
ber glove routine! I've never had one, so I

can only imagine the discomfort of going
thorough it. ..but hey, when it's all done I

know I can still go and eat a sandwich and
not think about where my knuckles have
been....

VI v intention really is to make people reel

less alienated with and among themselves.
I tell people that this zine is a 40 to 60 page
get well card. For such a small price and with
all these great stories, how can you still feel

horrible after reading it? People are bound



to find a few stories that make them think

"thank god THAT'S not me..."

MRR: What would you do to change
the medical industry ifyou were,

like, controller of the universe?

The biggest problem I have with

the industry is the people them-
selves. Yes, I know that the busi-

ness in charge is all fucked up, but

I'm a little guy that only notices it

when I'm sick. I only see the doctor/

patient relationship and I'll tell you, it's not

York. I thought it

would go great in

the 5th issue-a
doctor's technical

account of all ill-

ness. It would
show a new in-

sight. Well, I sent

him sample issues to

show him where it was going to

be printed and immediately got a letter demand-

ing the story back, claiming it didn't belong in my kind

People are

bound to find afew stories that

make them think, "Thank God

that's not me..."

patient relationsmp anarmen you, usnoi nig uicaiuij u..^, ...<.. ......5 .--«— v "—"•&.— —j -

healthy. Too many of them play God and of "neighborhood." I'm really amazed by their reactions,
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think that the world would stop without

them. Sure, they're busy people, suffer from

stress and lack the freedom to escape at

times; but with the money they're making,

they need to understandpeople better. Like

I said before, they don't make it easy for

people to confront their illnesses.

They should have to start making house

calls again. THAT would straighten them
up a bit. If a doctor had to come to some of

the neighborhoods around me, they'd have

a whole new appreciation for humanity.

They're getting too comfortable in their

little health "campuses". Get them out on
the streets. THEN they'd be worth the

money they make. It would at least be

funny to watch.

MRR: The last issue had a homeopathic rem-

edy on each page. How do you feel about ho-

listic health treatment?

The fact is, if you feel better from drinking

the urine of cats, then the next round is on
me. I'd love to think that a natural cure is

available to all, but if that were the case?

There would be fewer doctors. Personally,

I'd love to be healthy
naturally...unfortunately, aspirin can be
found at every store, business, school

and first aid kit. These other remedies

aren't that convenient (or cheap). I don't

know when I'll be sick.. .do I have the

money to buy now. For tomorrow? No
way. The business of medicine comes
with many price tags. The health of

America is in the wallets of big compa-
nies and government.
MRR: How have doctors and nurses reacted

when you've shown them your zine?

Not very well. Actually, it's amazing. The
doctors that I've dealt with didn't see the

humor in it at all. Again, there's that God
complex of theirs. One doctor agreed to

do an interview/step-by-step physical

for my fourth issue, then quickly can-

celed after finally getting around to read-

ing it. He called it "too on edge" for him.

I've been lucky to get all types of press

for Monozine. Recently, I had a write-up

in a national medical journal. Obviously

no one bothered to read itbefore they wrote

about it. I got this 21 page, hand-written

account sent to me by a surgeon in New

Ul 1IUIC1IUWI1IWW". * « **-**~"j *— - --——"-— ~j ,

but not surprised at all. Most people understand my
premise. Part of being sick is bitching about it. Part of

being well, is laughing ....

MRR: Make up your own question here, then answer it:

What's the deal with you not reading any of the stories be-

fore you release the mag?
Here's how I see it...when you're in a band, you write a

song, then practice it forever. You play live. And play the

song every night. God forbid it becomes a hit and you're

then EXPECTED to play it all the time. It becomes so bor-

ing that you get sick of it. I don't want that to happen

with this collection. I don't ever want to release some-

thing and think to myself, "I'm so glad those stories are

out of my face" because I've the lost the excitement. And
I wouldn't want to talk to people like you about the project.

Ifthat happened. I'd quit in a second.. ..dead horses don't

need the beating.

Once the last issue is bound, I sit down, usually with

friends, and leaf through it. THAT'S when I get really

excited about the accomplishment. I love the way put-

ting it together without rhyme or reason creates the tone

of the issue. I don't think about which story should go

where. 1 put them in, with no knowledge of content or

style. Chance really creates this zine.. .I'm no editor. I'm

the compiler.

m.<z>mo i t~x

p.o. box 598
reisterstown,maryland 21136.
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VITAL MUSIC MAILORDER
Independent Until Death!

Below is a small sampling of records from our 88
page 3000+ item zinalog. All orders come with

.

latest zinalug or call, write or e-mai l for a copy.

3364. CANDY SNATCHERS-Bum BW You Want What 7'

rmwi=miii ,

li'm^M»ii--».EBSgE

DROOLER
"Myself;

TanJcoie^01

in
.Kreuzt>erg

the ** ff[
oi Now York s

.^CrawlpapPy

All of the 7"s below are S3.50 postpaid each
Get 4 or more 7"s for $3.00 each

~T!^ltlU.l.lil..l.ljUi.Liiuijiiji^W
3215...HICKEY/VOODOQ GLOW SKULLS -Split 7" EP

3357.,. I FARM/THIRSTY-SdIiI 7" FP
1 721 ANTI-FLAG-Kill Kill Kill 7- EP
3057...EAST COAST PANIC-Nowhere City 7" EP

1928...PLAN A PROJECT-S32 Soconda T" EP.

1842...ANTI-FLAG/BAD GENES-Split 7" EP.
3204 MONSTER XAttrition 7" EP

.
3291...SHOOT THE HOSTAGES-Shoot First, Live Free 7" EP
U+i-mWftlitfrfl+l

few York

161Q...8LOODLET-Liyo at CBGB 8/7/95 7"

3087 ..DIVIDE + CONQUER-Cou Corma Bonfire 7" EP
1062 DREGS/SPIDER CUNTS-Split 7" EP

|
J145...GOO SQUADIDREAO-Splil 7" EP.

iK'lifAAMu.r^^rrt.j
| |

|i|i|
|

| umi
| m̂

1898. JUDAS ISCARIOT-Harrison Bergeron Bound 7" EP.
3044 LEAP FROG SOCIETYSfT 7" EP

y

ROTZ RECORDS DISTRIBUTION ^O
2211 NJlsion Ave. Chicago^ 60614 -,r
Phone;(312)8626500 Fax; (312)862-6592 Kv

J-)3B...MELI HANANA/KILLOUT TRASH-Split 7" E

lt!-l-W'.N.
l M:m.WJ:t'lJ:l.ll^J^rWTTW

1316...MULKITEO FAIRIES-Closel Chock 7" EP
1932 NOBODYS'GOTOHELLS-Snlil 7" EP

IT MAJORITY-This I sland Earth 7" EP.

R^°
YO flAM/l

-*.« I «*»«<* CO •fvov^Ilii I»

AW© -»*« IM«t *a\*.+ "7»* -fvo.~> •

DJLjjc»4aMM,
«i -? ReooTery Projeqt

3358 MELT BANANA/KILLOUT TRASH-Split 7'' EP

3058...KITTY BAOASS-385 Seconds of, ..7" EP
1959 KANKER SORES-Pivot 7' EP
3347. SPIDER CUNTS/CREEPS-Split 7* EPVMM

Milemarker
Non Plus Ultra Ip

featuring members fron|
sleepy time trio
griver and hell "bendeil

•still available:

3049. ADRENALIN O.O-I Get a Sensation Little Sister 7"
1946 ANTISEENIRANCID VAT -Split 7" EP

TY/ANTIFLAG-3
3292 AUGUST SPIES-S/T 7" EP

3003 CANDY SNATCHES'GIMCRACK-SnUI 7" EP

3025
_
CONSPIRACYBack to the Bcoinninci T" EP
DICK ARMY-Wir

1958.. DWARVES-EvorybOdies Girl 7" EP

23 CDS for under $10.00 each Dostoaid
7753 DEVOLA-Playing the Game Of Revenge and Wmntng
Every Time CO EP $5.00
7893. OPERATION
CO..

CLAVIN-Paradiso Lost

l\,\iO Oi>T v%Ov«/lc.r»&S+'i
f

MImense Overy Reject" 7"
o.g»\Mfllolc*,v«, „

verv*~*iwn*ir'.av "mysterious deadly" 7"

(AWCD^-^lQO 7cW3,5Q> Dirtrbutlon: BottleNekk
'ayAb.c-vo'. Kevivi h\\«tx ph (510)420-8735

|^7^=?55 fax (510)420-8744

Out iNTHCporoRC/NEAeruTORg"

Q)T)v^v>KN
>
Ay-iQ^r (lD(c>w«3ovwCqv"«,Aia».r'c')

3AM Hew« 50V>cm*>SI *Cv»cAoA;Ao,fe 1

7612. SOCIETY GANG RAPE-More Dead Than Ahve
00

•».,.. $6.00
7742...WA-Hey Brother, Can You Spare Some Ska comp
CO $6.00
7407 SWEET DIESEL-Search and Annoy CD EP

COEP
ivbiutoung PIONEERS-My Heart Lies In Virgina

..$7.00
BLACK ARMY JACKET/HEMLOCK-CD EP S7 00

. 7614...CLOSURE-S/T CD. .

^iirrn;i-i^i;.\<;^V;i
l i,

i

,'T'''i-Esnmrji

us [ pan,
4*

other

|0
Cash or Money order
(payable to M Telflan)

CUrrWviCc.U,4ic^ ,Livi£80,Of {tested Uegi'c.
Ofiv«t*iOv>'.C\i-(-<Ctaivr«. AwKiwav* Tvm^Wt '

Ktvf* A»l«««fc

IP*«£WloTtC^U 13l4«

PARALOGY
VP.O. BOX
14 2 5 3
ALBANY,
NY, 12212

6076...SPAZZ/LACK OF INTEREST-Snlit CO
6018 CHOKEHOLO-Straight EdgoCD
6019...JULIA-S.TCD..
7656. LINK 80-Kilhnq Katie CD.
7617...HELLNATION-ASOU

7.00

$7.50

$800

SB 50
7760. HIS HERO IS GONE-Monumonts To Thieves CD S6 50

brus INTER-An Infinite Capacity for Romance
CD .„„„_ „„ _„„_ S8.50
7949 SCREECHING WEASEL-Live '93 boot CD
7389... 1.6 BAND-Broke Up CO... $9.00
7950 GOMEZ-SiT CD.
75B4...RINGWURM-S/TCD $9.00
6011 BLACK FORK-Rock (or Loot CD
7547. ..PROMISE RING, THE-The Horse Latitudes CD
EP $9.50
7993 FIENDZ.THE-We'rotheFiondzCO
Mako all checks (US orders only) or money orders out to
Vital Music Mailorder or be a punk and send cash (well
concealed). The latest zinalog will be sent with all

orders or call 212-777-5021, write or o-moil for a copy.
All orders sent 1" class or surface mail overseas. For
airmail to Canada add 1.00 per item or 2.00 per item tor
overseas airmail.

Fast dependable service since 1989!
E-mail:arape@p!inii<.cQrn Websito:http://www,Danix

PO BOX 210 NEW YORK, NY 10276-0210



Bottlenekk
fin* THE LOCUST
/l!ffi5

M2''GStJ«-'»ppa

T8fW

I
OCTOBER 8.PfWSr1^5

sTAntlTESOLO:
&™5s2 7 " L°S ANGELES

SSIPWR 12 - PORTLAND OCTOBER 2< - ALBUQUEHQUt
OCTOBER 13. ravieY?" OCTOBER »- TEXAS??

i
THE UK'S Rwst«$!
Bin

,
TiTiest

VARIOUS ARTISTS "Sevan Unlucky Sevens' CO - 12.00 ppd.

I Jraital epaslarf Inckidas YUMMY FUR, AVOCADO BABV MISSY

X

|
and UNSEEN. AH onomal artwork Bdijijd'

PETTY-.

Isiampts newestW»it*2f*i

t

lour* gear in the apaltot HUGO*

I The VSS -Nervous Circuls" LP aidandfnelrepressll 7 50

I Submission Hold "Wailing lor Another Monkey..." LP/CD 7.50/7.50

I Sona of Zaralhustnj/ Johnny Anoel Splitr EP (>319) .3.50

I Combal Wounded Veteran "What Flavor U..T 7" EP. 3.CO

F«llvalolOMdCWMmyFK»ao(Martflll»»M»-lP(31G) 7.00

SmMIBIarAPlo "TheWeaseTrEP (Stamp!, UK). «X>

Sake "Bastards"/ Tnerjesefl'r (Hopscotch) 300

Recabernon Sal-Wed rEP(W«*ing Hair) 3.00

RadScar»SaH«JadrEP(Panfcgy) -.-M0
...450Surl»/urtoSr*rEP(Enjtaved,IJK)

lsWn/StalaolFi«h7-EP(Enslavad.UK) «M
|woc«nSII((a/SlivchnlnaS(i«piclurait»cr-lna»/ou1ll 6.00

Doom "Greatest Invention" LP (Discipline. UK) -10.00

Doom-B8CSa»sions''CD(Diadpina.UK) 1300

0*t"8ladcandVlm»a-2XCO(Acii».UK) IM

All prices POSTAGE PAID in the U.S. via 4th class mail

I Priority : add 2.00 » total ; Overseas aortic* Add 2.00 lor "ret Item.

1 1 00 each adrJUonal ; Air. Add 3.00 lor tout Ham, 2.00 each adcWonal

| O«»i«m™(ord« payack. X "Manet*- Send ea* X yourH M.

Nl^Vi goo-item mailorder catalog out now -

$1.00 (or free with order)

or consult Ihe obsessively-updated online catalog at

[http^m«mber».«ol.eom/1etne«y10/bniikh.html

Bottlenekk....mailorder
P.O. Box 11 794 Berkeley, CA 94712-2794

Stores & dratroe - we do wholesale1 Three One G. Hopscotch.

I Satan's Pimp,WHcWno Hour,Qc« Samdirt Labi- PjaloiKrtm-
nal. Conspiracy Evolve, East Bay Menace. Trainbrtdoe.£»&>>£
CateaWvV Nicotine. SfampL Enslaved, Oulerljrweree Raseeich,

I Best Sex I Ever Had Records, Zum, Flat Earth. prscWine Sot

I Weeks, UtWarian, Deep So, SiKide Squeeze. AuJIoHomallon
PrienrjrneciaGukfedkfcaile, Wry! Japan. ADD. 'GetBe* Knock-

I out. Helen oi Oi, Vesuvius. X Mst. TKO. Henry's Finest, Nabate.

I East Coast Empire, InMW, Edison, Prolane Existence. Gravity, ver-

miform, Prank, Second Nature, No Idea, LovekWer, Frenetic, and

overlWolherimr^arKldomeefclabels. PteasewrMorlaxuslo

it our complete wholesale catalog, weekly updates, and our

REEI) 31-track Fall 1998 wholesale sampler CD.

wi mm

Collection CD

aii heir vinyl releases on ore

mdj CD i u>ngs'

>rt.00 pp'l

nothing

(ool

'What A Wonderful World" CD

8 brand iw songs. Their best

ever! it's c 1
< jp*

',(> 75 ppd

i

S

,"] vo keep sending us slupi-J crap,

•;,il !i i|tnj,i>i j burk% J sampler rissHte, sticker and

Pi
., ire pos pa in ' o erica. Elsewhere, send more dou^ti

The Grease Comp has been delayed. Don't order yet!

Make checks and money orders to

DUMMYUP PO Box 642634 San Francisco, CA 94164-2634

www.ehiekenisgoodfood.com

IN STOCK AND READY TO ROCK!!! 2 NEW 7 INCH!!!

UMeCELL

\ y£%

#46 HEIDNIK STEW #47 LIMECELL

"Trials & Tribulations" EP "Bloodthirsty Stalker" 45

black, clear, or black or red vinyl
purple vinyl

HEADACHE

RECORDS

P.O. BOX 204 • MIDLAND PARK, N.J. 07432

PRICES: 7"

USA S3
CAN/EUR $5
JAP/OZ $6

FAX/PHONE 201 444-9764



www.newredarchives.com

Long bored with
corporate mush?
Instead of complaining we opted to Fight
Back with this act of commercial disobe-
dience. On this CD you will find a collec-

tion of recordings we are proud to have
been involved with in some capacity over
the last ten years. Too abrasive for the
mainstream, these artists occupy the
essential US underground. An under-
ground "At War With Society".

Yes it's true, a 75 minute CD for

99 cents list price. Yes, it's a real

CD, yes it's in a jewel case. No,
you don't have to buy anything
else, or join a club.

How do I get it?

Check our web site for

participating stores.

Or, you can order it from us,

but obviously for 99 cents we
can't pay the shipping, so
have a minimum order of $6
for free shipping USA only or
add SI. 50. Send 2 stamps
(or IRC) for a catalog of vinyl,

CD's shirts and buttons.

Post paid in the USA
Anti-Flag - Die For The Government CD/LP $12/9

Swingin' Utters - Streets Of San Francisco CD/LP $12/9
Reagan Youth - Collection of Pop Classics / Live ®. Rare CD $12 each

Peace/War (60 bands double CD) $15
Snap-Her - Queen Bitch Of Rock'N'Roll / It Smells, It Burns, It Stings CD $12 each

New Red Archives PO Box 210501 San Francisco CA 94121

99 Cent CD

33 so:.

23 band.-;

I eatm inq

Reagan YcutL.

U.K. sixts

Anti-Flag

No Use For A Name
Samiam

i Swingin' Utters

A? Much. More...

Oure a Jollyswaginan...

25 song album

by Australia's

biggest and best

punk people.

CO/Cass/LP

CD $10 LP/Cass $7
L1BUATK3N EUCORDS

V"iTti'T

foreign orders add 20%

DDDDUUDDDDDDDD
PO Box 17746 Anaheim, CA 92817

k dong
th* lints ol (lii, ClASH.
Buz£QOCVs HC
Limited editon cd)£r

eovsrll

I

T*JO«jC4toic

lfe£J9
/mhVour Dim>

Boston's Dlmostoro

Haloes bring you 4 new
songs of great 77 Punk

Power Pop/Glitter/R&R.

This Is their best stuff

yet. Many people have

made comparisons to

The SAINTSIIIIIIII

The GEE STRINGS
this German bands CO
Is chock full of classic

77 Punk with female

vocals. If you like the

Avengers, Thundors/

Heartbreahent you

should check this out

British Punk Invasion

#411 77 minutes of UK
Punk Rock Six bands

do 5-8 songs each

This has 77 punk. Pop
Punk elc Very nica

booklet as well Also

have copies ol #1.2.3

#5 anyday now with

Bladder, the Stains &
many more CD only

MORE NEW OR SOMEWHAT NEW 7"

The BEES/PRIMITIVE ROLLERS spill 7"

The BEES sound like STOOGES "Raw Power". The Primitive

Rollers are total LAMF"i

The EPILEPTIX/DRUGGIES split 7"

Two crazy ass Detroit bands doing Killed By Death. Blood

slaind. 79/80 Amoncan Punk Rock!!'

The CHEMO KIDS 7"

Snotty as hell 77 stylo Punk Irom Cinn, OH If ya like lha old

Ohio stuff like Pagans. Dead Boys new stuff like STITCHES
then you should have this nowl 1 2nd press soon

The COMMIES "Better Off Dead" 7"

Outta Texas this band sounds like the Queers when they were

good or Angry Samoans or Darby Crash's lost band!!

KICK STARTER "Hanoin' On B Street' 7"

Four song of NYC 77 Punk fans of Thunders/Remones/Dead

Boys/Ny Dolls/Hanoi Rocks will like this

F-MINUS "Won't Bleed Me" 9 song 7"

9 songs of 82 American Hard Core Includes Negative

Approach cover Pans of Circle Jerks, Black Flag,

Minor Threat etc You'll love this record!!

1 8011 hav» the following:

The PR0STTTU6S "Can't Teach Kids' 14 pong LP
This rules so buy the lasl of them now or e!se

V/A Thlst \% tt.Punk Rock That's Real! CD i6 only

23 bands 29 songs with io:» of todays nest bands!!

PELAOO alao don I »m«ll Mail Ordor MiW • SASE for Hoe* »• JUNK.

TKO. rtosloo*. Incognito. Mutant Poo and many miny moral II

Prices for Pelado items only US 7- $3. LP 17, CD comp $8,

other CD's are S10. CarVMox $4. $7. S8 CD comp, CD's $11

All others 7" $5.50 or two more items $5, LP $1 1, CD comp J8
older CD's $12 US funds only cash or money order to Patrick

tiVirisfeiaff not Pelado, Hams sent First Class to everyone.

PEUAPQRECQPOS
£21 W. Wilson #B2M

Coqta Mesa. CA 92627 USA



latex
faJNfC

'i ' '^«l
on tour all summer!

L8XGeH0HmX.COM

X

There

Fun.
Music is

Dark.Silly.Scary &
They have a neyy. .cd_

"

Intestinal Fortitu.de[

1»HE ULTIMATIC!
PUNK old shcool*B6uTin ocrj
insane bravado cross ^
between johnny Thu nders

!

THE CLASHjAND
THE BEATI l.SWBff Mien

Head
Babies

mi ;-i
rJ

\ Seltiuled CD A mix of

pogo/ poppy punk and quirky

hardcore A. strong OK s/Clash

|in(luence No sugar coaled love

songs They ve got a sound ol| their own'

RAW PUNK

ROCKIN'J
HEAVY
shit!,

CDMANUFAa RING
1,000 row discs for

$800.00, 500 raw disc

for $450.00. Call or write for details.

Send a stomp for a full (dialog of punk, ska, & hardcore.

BEACH RECORDINGS | 1230 Market Si. #135

San Fionusio.CA 91102 |
415533.3973

|
beochre((a)besl io

'.:!:'

new album
it

out now:!
"

.

Distributed By:

Revolver. Smash, Nail,

Valley. Choke. Gel Hip.

RoU. Western, Ground
Zero, Suielire, Sound

ol Calilomia

Also available:

360' coup p.j.Soies r

Bonus
D-Rom Featuii

Included

PO BOX 30666

Long Beach, CA 90653
www.oneloolrec.com

PoisonId ea
ALL ON COLORED WAX FOR. YOU RECORD COLLECTING-.-

ASSHOLES!

T-46 LP Colored Vinyl S7
CSS6 CD SO Post Paid

Poison Idea can punisli ymir TV
with these brutal videos;

Mating Walruses
Aboil Ihe Portland lejrnds Ihcmaehtt-

Taang! TV
A iiHiti^.-iImn of ten [>x*l< troni mir stable,

ii . !• >» ij Poison Idea SSD S Negative FX

Avaloble ki OS lormat SB.
also avablabte ki European PAL $20

T- 142 7" Colored Vinyl SS T-<v7 LP Colored Vinyl S7
< S$0 CD SIO Post Paid

706 Ufa I ourt

SanWcgcCAOatOB
!«!» •UW-3050 Fax !HH«

E-moB ordiT5.-i.vuii. on.

www.taaitg.coiu



ALL 7"

$4 Rezillos-Radio Sessions ep

3.25 Shifters-Mix It Up ep
3.25 Bees/Primitive Rollers

4.25Turbonegro-GetltOn pic disc.

$3 Bingo/Thee S.T.P.

4.50 Victims-Television Addict

3.50 The Drags-I Killed RocknRoll

3.50 Dropkick Murphys-...Fallen Soul

$4 Hellacopters-Lookin' At Me (Estrus)

$4 Electric Frankenstein-You'reSo Fake

3.25 JET PACIVTHE PILLS

3.50 Randumbs-Back From Sonoma
5.00 Sonny Vincent-Electric K.O.

3.50 Stiletto Boys-Attitude Adjuster

3.50 Stiletto Boys-6-Track + 3
3.25 F-Minus: Wont Bleed Me
3.50 Devil Dogs-Get On Your Knees

3.50 Candy Snatchers-Shut Your Mouth

3 25 Epileptics/Druggies (Pelado)

5.00 Jet Bumpers/Cellophane Suckers

$3 Valentines-All The Way With You

$4 Stitches-Vibrator Buzz/Same Thing

Add $1 for 4th class shipping or $3
for priority mail. Any quantity.

Foreign write for details.

UNDERGROUND MEDICINE
P.O BOX 5075

MILFORD. CT 06460-1475 USA
Tons more shit available. Send stamp (U.S.)

or $1 (foreign) for a complete catalog.

Fax (203) 937-4585

PH (203) 932-0070

email:umcdpunk:ajaol.com

SONIC SWIRL RECORDS

|
Super A as

|Punl^7-R

THE SPITFIRES: SfT CD
Fuck Yeah! Canada's finest Punk Rock n' Roll

band. 110% pure punk mayhem. Loud as fuck

Suilars, hard ass drums, and m-your-face vocals,

on'l be the lasl to find out how great the

Spilfires are!

THE CONSERVATIVES:
This Album is a Sovereign Nation CD
Cleveland's loudesl punk band. Very strong

aggressive 80s style. LA old-skool meels

classic U.K. punk.

PAGANS: Live Road Kill 1978 to 89 CD
Cleveland classic punk! 27 unreleased live trax

+ 8 previously unreleased trax, from 9 different

shows. Great sound.,.

THE X-RAYS: Snake River Leap ep7"
Hell Yes! Notlmgham England's Kings of lo-fi

punk are back with 3 new smashing trax!

MIKE HUDSON UNMEDICATED Anything T
Ex-vocalist for the PAGANS belts oul two of his

besl trax in Ihe last 20 years Cheetah Chrome
of the Dead Boys on guitar! The Godfathers of

Punk Rock n' Roll!!! This 7" proves it!

•writ* fof frM catalog-

r$ MOO U.S./J5.00 World PPD.

CD'»S10.00U S./J12.00 World PPD. World U.S. fundi only

CmA, M.O. & P.C payaM* to. Sonfe Swkl Roe*.

P.O. Box 770303 Ltktwood, Ohio 4*107

DiJtnoulad By: Gal Hip. Choke. Subfrrenun, UO.Umdiana.

DutchEltt Ordimct ..SOOTC SWIM. 1H-I71-030*

.. .
, , _„ , $3.00 ppd in the U.S.A.

trno neto punk roth 7 i for pour enjoyment!!! %5m ppd everywhere else

*. n

Murder City Wrecks 'SIT 45

From Detroit The Murder City

Wrecks play a style of mid

tempo snoity .70's style of

punk!Once you have heard

this donl forget to check out

their new cd on CM Jkr),

records!

The Doublecross

"What you dont know..7"

New Jersey is full of rad punk

bands and The Doublecross

are no exception to this!7

songs of fast political style

punk are delivered to you on

this 7".

Underground Invasion #1

37 songs and bands on this

cd. 100% real punk land

only $5.00 ppd anywhere!

Underground Invasion #1

is $5.00 ppd everywhere!

send $2.00 for record

catalog and sticker.

Send $15.00 for record

catalog.sticker.patch.pin

and i-shirt!

catalog containes 100's of

records by Beer City and

other labels!

Beer City

POB 26035

Milwaukee.Wi 53226-

0035 U.S.A.

We accepl credit cards-

phone 1-4 1 4-257-15 II

fax 1-414-257-1517

web sitew...

hup^www.beercity.com

email

records @beercity.com

?-

• 2press out
now . As
every Stitches
release...

essential!!

we're Gonna Smoke
US Tour *98

Ootobe*
"0- DenreV, 00
X- 0*f
a- Kansas Oily. KB
LB- Sioux 01*7X4
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18- Da**ol*, _
19- OlarelanT, OH
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-fclladelfSla, PA.
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TfofU
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§
o
1-3
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O
o

a£- f*«ttlA. SJ
86- Jera^/Upatate, ST
as- TJpatafta HT
as- Trjatata/p'f

It I*tt°8*"
A

HTovexabei*
1- TlMtala Beaob, TA
a- Raleigh
8- Saahrll
4- tteaxphi-, __
8- PennBaoola, JTL
6- pv Orleans
7- Aufltin, si
8- Austin, *EZ
0-1 a- o*tf
18- Dearer, 00
14- Denver, 00
STILL AVAILABLE
TWB-WOvTtm-MUWVWKWUVCD
TWB-WWE WrS- TSMCE QUEENT
REMISSION- "95 TO "96 LP
Distribution: Get Hip, Revolver. Ron, CR
Japan and Green Hell (Germany)

MOs
payable

to

Tom
Spencer

USA Q^narfn World

7" $3 $4 $5

LP/10" $6 $7 $8

CD $9 $10 $11

Dead Beatr fleeortfs
PO Box 283_
LosAi^eIk.CA 90078
Ph/Fx.#(213) 962-3065

Deadbeatrx@ aol.com
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SUDDEH DEATH

FROM THE PIONEERS OF PUNK...

D.O.A. FESTIVAL OF ATHEISTS
ENHANCED CD, LP SyCASSETTE • New 13-song studio

CD also available in limited edition yellow vinyl. Enhanced

portion includes 8 videos 1979-1994. 'lis lucking wild

This is worth having noi only for the music, but you've got

to see Ihe interactive video shit, man, it's crazy. "

MaximumRockNRoll

D.O.A. THE LOST TAPES cd, lp * cas

SETTE • 16 previously unreleased Hacks by the original

D.O.A. guys, 1978-1984. Also available in limited edition

red vinyl.

THE REAL McKENZIES CLASH OF
THE TARTANS CD • Brilliant second album trom

these kilt-wearin' madmen. They cement mixer-up punk

rock with Scottish Traditional. I suspect Robbie Bums

would heartily endorse it!

DOG EAT DOGMA DOGZILLA

ENHANCED CD • Third album from Surrey, BCs prophets

of doom. It's a menacing combo ot groove, power and

pain. "I thought about issuing razor blades with each

CD..." - producer Joey Shithead Keithley It's also an

enhanced CD with all the tracks trom DED's lirsl two

albums.

PIGMENT VEHICLE MURDER'S

ONLY FOREPLAY WHEN YOU'RE HOT

FOR REVENGE CD • The third album Irom this

unique ground-breaking trio trom Victoria. BC. 45 minutes

ot larrmg provoking material.

d.b.S. I IS FOR INSIGNIFICANT co-

ne third album by North Vancouver's shit-kickin'est

punks.

SMEAR WHATEVER, MARYcow 6

song Introductory EP Irom that hard-edged melodic gang

Irom Toronto

D.O.A./d.b.S. SPLIT-7" • Featuring one track

Irom each band's new studio album and one other not

available anywhere else. Imported trom Germany. Yellow

vinyl with blood drops.

THE DAMNED "disco man" b/w

"PRETTY VACANT" 7" • Limited edition clear

vinyl from UK legends recorded live in Mulhouse, France.

1994. With lull colour religious art mosaic cover. Part 1 ol

3-part "Live in France" set; lull-length CD and 10" are

upcoming.

TOXIC REASONS NO PEACE IN

OUR TIME cd. IN THE HOUSE OF

GOD ENHANCED CD • 2 mid-'90s albums Irom blister-

ing Ohio legends. These guys played punk rock in that

midwestern cultural desert. They

absolutely give you a good kick in

the yarbles.

ALSI COMING:
JOHNNY HANSON PRESENTS PUCK

ROCK VOL. 2. FORD PIER, KAREN

FOSTER, the rest ol THE DAMNED

1IPLE LIVE SET iconm. SHAM 69

DISTRIBUTED BV
FAB, SCRATCH,

SUREFIRE, GET
H'P. SMASH. NAIL

Scared of Chaka
How To Lose CD/ 10"

Ihose boys from Alburqurque juH don't

scop' OmeltnDng on record as ihey are on

lour 8 new tunes ripped through in 18

mmuies. Ihe garage welhuaters mull run

deep there. Mowing in footsteps of copithoB

tlit Dags. Sored of Chaka haw turned up

(he Distortion. Speed and Energey on dm

Helldorado
I Can Quit Any Time LP
Helldorado has as much to do with the Seattle

music "scene" as Texas B-8Q to fish S chips

They'w got their own li'l spin on things, giwn'

that Detroit sound and throwin' up a Southern

hied (9 Lb Hammer/Oblwans) stench to n Hold

(he towelettes, this shit's finger-lickin' good!

Weird Lovemakers
Flu Shot LP/CD
Ihe Wicrd Lovemakers hare a seasoned record

collectors ability to take very wide range of

punk and blend il together into one explosive

mixture ol 4 chord power* With a singer that

sounds like Mike Weber (Nip Draw) and a

rythm section that has the intensity ol early

Naked Raygun or The Digits, ya can't go

wrong.

I »iw iTtiff niw nun mw nurt kw sniff «w nun »tvr suits new stuff »tw stuff ww huff »iw stuff hew stuff «m stuff ww stuff ntw sniff m nun

|

ROOM-n

FIREBALLS

m ^°*%
^\w

FREEDOM
1 HIU.CDSKLJ

Fireballs of Freedom - Viva El Gato 7"

Intense Hotorcity Hock crossed w/ Northwest Punk! Tim Kerr is producing their LP.

Room 4 1 - Brain Shake 7"

Great lo-fi japanse punk! 1st single came out on Horrville (Toby Motards label!)

The Drags -

I Killed Rock n Roll 7"

If you don't know this Albuquerque band

yet best sock to Bad Aeligon, wimp!

^PO Box 12034 Seattle, WA 98102 ^www.empty-records.com

SUDDEN DEATH RECORDS
MOSCROP P.O. #43001, BORHABY, BC CANADA V5G 3H0



\MAXIMUMROCKNROLL musU classifies
Attention Classifieds Headers: When responding to these ads remember thai the world of MRR readers is not a punk reek
Utopia where everyone is looking out for everyone else and we're all cool ... Be careful what you toll people and be careful who
you send money to. There are people out there in punkland who will try to rip you off, exploit you or manipulate you. 1 can't

tell you how scared I feel when I see an ad that begins "16 year old girl running away from home needs places to crash ."

ALANS: PUNK ROCK/HARDCORE
shop and mailorder, established 1981.
We carry old and new records. CDs. t-

shirts, zmes and other stuff Lots

.

and hand UK & US punk atgood pric-
es. Skate shop too! Web site:
www.alans.co uk. Email mrr@alans co
uk Alan-. 53 Mesnes St., Wigan VVN1
1QX. England For catalogue --end

SASE (UK) oi IRC(ov<

FOR TRADE... STALIN/THRASH LP,
Dissaray / Flexi. Bastards / 7" flexi,

Aburadako / Flexi, v/a City Rocker LP,
v/a Eye of Thrash LP, Gauze, Gism,
Zouo, Cobra, Systematic Death, Gai.
Confuse, Kuro. Lip Cream, Anarchy,
Friction, Comes, Crow, etc. .. Please send
me your trade/sale/want list. Write to:

Yoshiaki Nagano / 3-29-5-103, Daita,
Setagaya-ku / Tokyo, 155, Japan

WANTED: BATTALION OI SAINTS
video and bootleg sound recording from
1 984-1986. A lot of great shows we:
CWH.U.U. Illi.lliUIII^ UIC Wl^Ill^/ll. W/ i'Mi-

ken Bones & Kraut. So give me a break
and call Joey Maya @ 800-741-1 103.

I

GET "HEPPED UP On Goofballs" ! The
Piss Shivers CD that's flying off the
shelves. D.I.Y. punk rock grandeur for
a mere $3.00 (postage paim. Payable to
Cedric Crouch, 46 Oberholtzer Rd..
Bechtelsville, PA 19505. Distros/trad-
ersget in touch.

FREE PUNK RARITIES on vinyl list

US and European bands from the late
70s to early 80s. Write for list: Jeff Ge-
benini. Curacao str. 9 (2 Hoog). 1058 BJ
Amsterdam. Holland Send priced punk
wants lists! I'll try to find it.

IRARE BRITISH PUNK/OII/HC Set-
Isale 1800+ items, Abrasive Wheels -

•Zounds. Want-list service. Please send
IIRC for catalog: Elista, 157 Common
Rise, Hitchin. Herts., <^G4 OHS, En-
Igland. Tel/fax: (01462) 433089.

NONE OF THE ABOVE records. Punk
/ Hardcore / Metal / Wrestling Merchan-
dise all at one website. Fast service,
good prices, www.notarecords.com.

PUNK RECORD COLLECTION s
sale: 2000+ items, '77 - '85, worldwide
rare 7"s / Lps, Killed by Death, Back
to Front, Bloodstains across-stuff
hardcore, anarcho, Oi, skinheads..
Amebix, 4skins, Onion Dolls. Big Boys
Sema 4. Mets, Mecano ltd., Revenge 88
Fast Cars, Directions, Hubble Bubble...
Send 2 IRCs Or $2 for list to: N. Ver-
banck. B.P. 13, 66320 Marquixanes,
France.

EUROGRESSION (reed by Steve Albi-

7 split single w/Eiu"ogression & Winter
Death Club, HCPunks (w/Cletus), the
Cigs, Desaru, Tasos and more. SASE for

ATTENTION BANDS! ! Sick and tired of
shitty LA shows? Look no further! LA's
only true all-ages venue is open! Bollocks
has hosted the Business, Shap-Her
Stitches, US Bombs, Criminals and
more! Show & booking info @ 562-988-
0622. Shows happen Fri-Sun.

OBSCURE PUNK ' "s loi s,i|,. (killed 1;\

deal h l > - < k in rmnl bloodsi.iuv:
,,. i u.SS-.stlll I I aij-n loads i)| '>i ,111.11

C'ho ll.irdi hi e 7 i
- ;: \ send 1 I I

S im list with -Jouii items to N Ver-
banek. Bl' 1 -i (i»i.'!20 Marquixuni'S

VIDEOS - PAL (UK, etc.) & NTSC
(USA, etc.). Trade/sale. Thousands of
shows/promos/tv clips. Stuff like Pro-
pagandhi Business, Screeching Weasel,
Zounds, Exploited, Poison Idea, DK's,
Blitz, Queers, Conflict. Rancid. GG,
Dickies, Descendents, Operation Ivy,
Disorder, Ruts, Misfits, Subhumans,
Snuff. Gin Goblins, SAEfUK^ 2 IRCs
(overseas) or decent trade list: Dave. 50a
Great King St., Edinburgh, Scotland. E-
mail: gingoblin@easynet.co.uk

CRUSTY RECORDS now acce»tim
demo's for compilation project. . ..

ska, heavy metal, surf, noize For info
send recordings to: PO Box 59, 1895
Commercial Dr. Vancouver BC V5N

GG ALLIN: Largest catalog in the world.
Get the real deal. Don't settle for shit
quality and long waiting. Included are
videos' from 1981-1993. best copies any-
where and many masters. GG CDs, cas-
settes, rare singles, GG Doll, headstone
poster, many different t-shirts, prints
from original artwork and new Murder
Junkies releases and more. Fastest ser-
vice for years. Call if you have any ques-
tions. Write Merle Allin / 214 E. 24th St.

#5b / NY. NY 10010. Call (212) 889-8334.
$1 for large GG catalog.

VIDEOS: over 1000 shows. All. Adoles-
cents, Adicts. Bad Brains. Bikini Kill.

Black Flag, Burn, N. Cave, Chaos UK.
Circle Jerks, Cows, Cro-Mags, Damned.
Dayglos, Descendants, Dickies. En-
tombed, Exploited. Eve Hate God, Flip-
per. Fugazi, GBH. SJ Hawkins. Hole,
lawbox, KMFDM, Hyenas, Leeway,
Lyres, Madball, Marilyn Manson, Meat-
men. Mighty Bosstones. and many, many
more. $1 for 40 page list. Write Merle
Allin / 214 E. 24Ui St. #5b / NY, NY
10010. Call (212) 889-8334. Quickest ser

Records, POBox 1356 Folly Beach. SC

Southern and Avant Garde

VIDEOS: over 1000 shows. Murder Junk-
ies. Dwarves, Fear, Antiseen, Screeching
Weasel, Queers, Rancid, Oplvy, Germs,
Pennvwise, Trashwomen Bad Religion
96, Conflict, Monster Magnet, NoFX,
Beasties, Mummies, MisfitsfLunachicks,
Insaints. Pistols, Buttholes, Primus,
Dead Boys, KDs, Ramones 96, Rollins,
Circle Jerks, Dickies. Social D., Exploit-
ed, 7 Year Bitch, and many, many more.
Write Merle Allin / 214 E.'24th St. #5b /
NY, NY 10010. Call (212) 889-8334. $1
for 40 pg catalog.

VIDEOS: over 1000 shows. GG. Anal
Cunt. Angrj Samoans, Nashville
Pussy, Neurosis Hole Mulls Rev
Horton 1 leal , Junior Brown Deicide,
Sabbath, Pantera. Type < > Sublime.
Samhain. T<»\ Poll'; Cramps Cla>h

|(| i lliv ' Vhiuulei .

i

.'
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SELLING AT DECENT PRICES
punk/H/C/ LP'S/EP'S collectors
from UK 77 to mid 80's. Also Wave/
Industrial/Gothic. Send 2 IRCs orl
$2. Old Continent Distro 31 Ave A|
Blanqui 69100 Villeurbanne. France

|

Attn:!*. Blanc.

MEGA-RARE KILLED BY DEATH
PUNK & HARDCORE set sale
Hundreds of rare original 7"s and
LPs featured on the Killed By
Death and Bloodstains compila-
tions as well as rare Misfits, early
Dischord. Touch & Go. X-Clairh
releases. New stuff every month.
Send stamps or SASE for newest
list to: Mike B. 159 Emerald Sti
Maiden, MA 02148.

SUNNY DAY REAL ESTATE re-
union video filmed 7/11/98 in
Seattle. Amazing quality. I will fill

tape with a Promise Ring show un-
less you name another band I might
have. Send $15, postage paid. I have
a huge list of other bands such as
Avail, Fugazi, RFTC, Op Ivy, many
others. Send stamps for complete
list. Email: Choosethehuey®
hotmail.com CTH, PO BOX 95516,
Seattle, WA. 98145

DESPERATELY SEEKING!!!
F.U.A.L. - LP, Toxic Waste - Bel-
fast LP. Amebix - Arise LP. ENT -

Holocaust... LP, Contropotere -

una.. LP, FFF - Electric Vio-
lin Trash LP, Alternative LP, been
searching for more than 3 years,
please help me. Will buy or trade:
Paul Mentz. Drvgalski Allee 111,
81477 Munich. Germany.

HELP ME!!! Trying to lay my
hands on the following records for
years without success. Will pay
cash or trade. F.U.A.L. - LP, Toxic
Waste - Belfast LP, Amebix - Arise
LP, FFF - Electric Violin Trash LP,
Contropotere - Nessuna... LP, ENT
- Holocaust In... LP, Alternative -

LP. please help me, I'm desperate.
Offers to: Paul Mentz Drygalski
Allee 111, 81477 Munich, Germany

ARGH RADIO is a punk rock music pi-

rate radio station airing weekly in Can-
af!a*Q nntirMT farufal flftau'M I u'nnl In

play your band s music and your label s
releases so that others can access

comps. to Reverend Z. Isforzealot/
#203C-1720 Baseline Rd./Nepean. ON/
K2C OB9/Canada or just say hello:
a rgh 1 23@hotma i 1 .com



IMAXIMUMROCKNROLL music classifieds
FOR TRADE (All originals. No
bullshit!); Maggots: Tammy Wynette
7". Absentees; Tryin To Mess w/ Me
7". Fresh Color: "Source 7" & Punk
Partoul 12", Drones; Be My Baby 7",

Bastards, Danger 7". Rocks; Your So
Boring 7". Checkmate: Only Fools 7",

lin-
ism 7", Brulbajz: Dodens Apostlar 7",

Electrochoc: 3 minutes 7". etc etc tons
ire all around the world!!! I trade

or sell. (Catalogue w/ +4,000 punk
1 1 ems for $2 bills' / 3 x IRC) Write, call
or send fax/email to: A.A.R. c/o Juk-
ka W-M Sateri. PO Box 174. FIN-
11101 Riihimaki, Finland. Fax

FOR SALE: Records from the 80s up.
Hardcore and punk. LP's and 7". Lots of

bands. Also clothing and shoes. Call for
what you are looking for, or just for pric-
es. Bill (252) 355-3265

copies (3o0 + 50 promos copies for collec-
tionists) excellent sound quality, spectac-
ular cover artwork. Send (shipping includ-
ed) 5 $, 3 £.30 Ft. 10 1 )m, 9006 lire for your
normal copy or 7 $, 4 £,40 Ff , 13 Dm. 12000
lire for the promo. EXTRA! ! ! !-20 normal
copies x 88S, 52£, 520 Ff. 175 Dm. 160000
lire. Available at: Muselli Carlo, Via San
Bernardo 9.29100 Piacenza-

WILL TRADE RED SQUARES 7" or
Sturgeons 7" for: Subhumans "Death"
7": 63 Monroe "NFG" LP; Teenage
Head 1st 7"; DOA "Wastelander" T\
Luc-A. Lavoie, 10 Franklin St,
Markham, ON, Canada. L3P 2S8. lu-

ismmsmmmmmMm
SHU-FLY RECORDS carries CDs that I

make people nervous. Don't be scared. I

Get ready for bands like Pussy Crush, I

Fishwife, Anus the Menace, Dicks,

f

Dirt Clod Fight, Shorty and morell
Write for free catalog: 142-09 38th|
Ave, Flushing, 1>SY 11354/1
Email:Shuflv6@aol. com Phone: 7181
888-0120

WANTED (Original 1st pressings only,
m-/m- condition prefer); Nubs: I Dont
Need 7" (wp $1250), Hollywood
Squares: Hillside Strangler 7"(wp7"(\

ce (\1200). Tapeworm: Break My Face (wp
1200), Helen Keller Band: Surfin w/
teve 7" (wp $100), Child Molesters:

Wholesale Murder 7" (wp $200), Hor-
rorcomic; I Don't Mind 7" (wp $100).
Antisocial; Traffic Lights 7' (wp
"300), Nothing- Scream & Cry 7" (wp
.200) etc 70's & early 80's punkrock
obscurities from all around the
world ! ! I buy or trade so write, call or
send fax/email to: A.A.R. c/o/ Jukka
W-M Sateri, PO Box 174, Fin-11101
Riihimaki, Finland, fax +358 19
721328, tel + + 358 40 5481267, email
jukka.sateri@aar.inet.fi

MEGARARE Finnish Punkrock Obscu-
rities for Sale or Trade, like: Briard: All
7"s & LP, Destroy: Sanoja 7", Rattus:
Khomeini Rock 7", Stalin: Chaos 7",

Neuroosi: Rock Against Seija Isonsaari

000:Oodeja Simasuille 7 & LP, Taavi
& Rytmuyhma: Aanilevyko 7"

etc. ..available almost all early finnpnnk
wonders so check my wants ad and of-

BILLYBESTIA MAEL-Disorder/Durango
95 res., Hated & Proud Distro/Label for
Skinheads & Punx are looking for U.S.
Oi

!
,Punk bands for 7 ", split EPs, CD com-

filations. Send your tapes/demos/7"/CD
o Muselli Carlo, Via San Bernardo
9,29100 Piacenza Italv. Send $2 for cur-
rent catalog (cmusein@enjoy.it) Trades
are welcome.

THE WARRIORS (ex-Last Resort)-ne\v 7

verywhere. Get in touch at:

Muselli Carlo.'via San Bernardo 9,29100
Piacenza Italv (cmusellit'enjov. it) Please
send your trade/wholesale list $2 for cur-
rent catalog

JILLYBESTIA MAIL DISORDER-Oi!,
>unk, HC, R'n'R, Garage, Beat '60 Grind.
'ower Violence, PopPunk, Rock a'Billy,

Psycho, Tapes, Bootlegs and Skin 'zines
from all the world, (7"-5 Dm, $3.50, 17 Ff.

1.6 £; LP- $7 11 Dm, 40 Ff, 3.4 £; CD- Sll,
16 Dm, 55 Ff, 5 £) Discounts for bis orders
& trades always welcome. Send $2 tor cur-
rent catalog and your trade/wholesale list.

fer trade (prefer) or send serious money TRADE (ORIGINALS MINT): Agnostic
offers!!!! (massive catalogue for $2 bill's Front -LP (gatefold), Septic Death
or 3x IRC) Write, call or send fax/email "Need"- 12", Chemotherapy- 7", Party

iftwlMlMBWEl

+358 19 721328, tel + +358 40 5481267,
email jukka,sateri@aar.inet.fi

RARE WORLDWIDE PUNK / mod /
powerpop 45's & LP's (1977-1982): Send
$2.00 or 2 IRC's for latest set sale cata-
log. Reasonable prices. Trades, wantlists,
etc. welcome. BEAT BEHIND THE!
DYKES, Steenhouwerspad 6/7101 Em
Winterswijk / HOLLAND, phone/fax:
+31-543-514839.

DEUTSCIILAND UBER ALLES! I

want all your DEUTSCHPUNK! ! ! Give
me all your SLIME 7". CRETINS 7",

LENNONS 7", KFC 7", MIDDLE
CLASS FANTASIES 7 ", or vour KEINE
EXPERIMENTE Compilation 1 + 2 LP's,
or any other cool German, Suisse, or

ervthing from 1977-1985! Have tons of
recordsfor trade from all over the world,
but no list, so just send your want list.

I'm sure I've got something for you:
Frank Herges-Schlackenbergstr. 3-
66386 St. Ingbert/GERMANY

"Need"T 12", Chemotherapy- 7", Party

en Image - 7", TMecros "1Q32"- 7", Deep
Wound- 7", Krunch (Swe) "Hello Bob-
7", Catatonics - 7", Nihilistics - LP; Want
(originals): Deathwish- 7", Violent Tumor-
7". Negative Approach- 7". F-12". Ism-
LP, Moving Targets- first LP plus rare
Infest and Dickies. Send lists! Nico ist

doof. Kristian Vogt. Aschebergerstrasse
15. 48163 Munster, Germany

BANDS-I CAN DESIGN and print your
7" covers at a reasonable and competitive
rate. One to four colors, single or double
sided. Printing w/o graphic design also
available. T-shirt silk-screening also avail-
able. Write or email for rates. Larry/Ge-
netic Disorder. PO Box 15237, San Diego,
CA 92175 or <harmonl@mail.sdsu. edu>

HUGE HC QUIZ! Winsomeold 7"s (SOIA,

Order the set of questions just for an IRC
from UNdertone Records, Von Witzleben
Str. 7, 48151 Munster, Germany. Or visit

our webpage for further details:
www.geocities. com/sunsetstrip/mezza-
nine/8099

venture. I hope to mee
feels the same way. I am an actor who
is passionate about art. music, and lit-

erature. I am attracted to open-mind-
ed/impulsive women who enjoy life.

Female artists/ musicians a plus: sam-
nlps of vour work would hp i*reatlv sn-
preciated. Write: Glenn, POBox 12204.
La Crescenta, CA 91224-0904

SKATEBOARD VIDEOS I have 150
skate videos. Looking for people to
trade with. I have video taped 115
bands with my camera. I also have
over 1,000 punk video bootlegs. I trade
and sell. 11 dollars for a 120 minute
vcr tape. Send a 320 stamp for a large
catalog. Write to: Joev Bosse / lOlRav-
mond St. / Jonesboro, GA 30236

NEW DAIIMER/DENAK split 7
,

Wisigoth 7". Dahmer/Saturation
split 7"- Also Human Greed CD, Hy-
bride 10", Dahmer "Dahmerized"
LP, Dahmer/Apt. 213 split 7", Dah-
mer t-shirts 2 designs, wnite on black
$9 or red and black on white $10.

cash post paid in North America.
Others add $. Payable to Chirs
Dragan. Write for free catalog or
wholesale list. Spineless Records /
PO Box 524 / Stn. C / Montreal, H2L
4K4 / Canada. 514-282-9449. www.
spineless. qc.ca

HUGE HC QUIZ! Win some old 7"s
(SOIA, COS, NFAA, ORG) and lots
of other stuff. Order the set of ques-
tions just for an IRC from UNdertone
Records, Von Witzleben Str. 7, 48151
Munster, Germany. Or visit our
webpage for further details:
www.geocities. com/sunsetstrip/
mezzanine/8099

WILL TRADE RED SQUARES 7" or
Sturgeons 7" for: Subhumans
"Death" 7"; 63 Monroe "NFG" LP;

klin St.. Markham, Ontario, Canada,
L3P2S8. (908) 472-6527

TRANSPARENT RECORDS, new
label looking for demos. Current
bands include Plan III, The Dirt-
ys, Johnny Motel and the Fast-
Tucks, GC5, Unholy Death, and
more. Send demos to: Transparent
Records, 6795 Transparent Drive,
Clarkston, MI 48346 USA or Email:
paul® broken.net



\MAXIMUMROCKNROLL music classifieds
PUNK/HARDCORE vinyl for sale or

j
trade. Many rare items from the Pus- 3
head Fanclub. old Dischord and n
Touch and Go. Misfits, Minor Threat, §
Operation Ivy, and many more. For j.

list send E-mail to paul@broken.nel
j

or check out my website at http:// J

to Paul Hols'tein 6759, Transparent
Drive. Clarkston, MI 48346 USA

[GRAFFITI COMPOSER seeking artist

[for soundtrack comic books adventure.
IHave already published two other artist
[with sheet music text. For Graffiti tape
[and music sample, contact: Anthony
|Russ. 1324 Burdsal Pkwy., Indpls., IN
[46208

:OLLECTIBLE PUNK RECORDS for
ade or sale:Beastie Boys/Eat/Rotters/
ewd/Social Unrest/I Braineater/
OA (green)/ Subhumans/Urinals/Zero
oys/Dils/Solger/DOA// I want: Necros-
ex Drive/Fix-Vengence/Red Alert-Border
uards/// PH# (425) 774-6229 /Jason:
O Box 2223/Lynnwood/WA 98036 USA/
Cmail: ixmbwf@aol. com See webpage:
ittp://members@aol.com/JXMBW/
rRADE. html

TRADE RARE IIC/OI!: Dirt Shit 7', Tam-
pere SS, Gism LP, HC Unlawful! Assem-
bly, SOA 7". Fix "Jan's" 7", Bad Brains
1st 7". Mental Abuse LP, Reig, Lipcream
7 "/LP, Larm/Stanx, Indigesti/Wretched.
Gauze, "Alsje haarmaar 2". Headclean-
ers, Los Violadores. OHL, Blitzkrieg. Cra-
zy 12", Eastern Youth LP. Tolbiac's Toads,

GET OFF THIS ROCK! with Crawling Cock Sparrer "England" 7" orig., Op-
Chaos, Knumbskulls. Public Offender!; pressed. Klaxon, No Class 7". warrior

STEALTH ORDEAL RECORDS ad-
dress has been changed due to a
building closure. Anyone who has
written or ordered a record, sorry for
the inconvience. Hardship 12" is $6
ppd, $4 more get 2 7"s. Hardship is

back together with new drummer and
are playing their first shows since
January. Thanks, Rick. Write to:
S.O R. / G25 SE 41st #40 / Portland.
OR 97214

NEW ZINE. New magazine out now.
Based on Long Island scene. It's
called Breaking the Law. To get a
copy send a stamp with address. You
will get it anywhere from 3 days to 1

1/2 weeks. Send to Breaking the Law
Records / PO Box 1717 / Huntington
Station, NY 11746

DID YOU GET THE STALIN/Star

records /P.O. Box 37974"/ Honolulu. "lil 13304 Berlin, Germany; firmanty@T-
66837. Online.de
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BAND ISRAELI COMP seeks DIY fi-

nancial backing. Excellent opportunity
to put out Israeli's finest. Everything s

ready to go. Us Israeli's are iust broke.
Please contact with any info: Yotam Ben
Horin / Ilanot St. 5 / 34324 Haifa / Israel.

206 RECORDS- puts out quality melod-
ic punk, skate rock and ska/punk music.
Send 2 $.32 stamps for a magazine and
catalog. We have great CDs from Veter-
an Flashbax Stinkaholic, Belvedere Ferd
livic-i t. diiu .x.ii 11 it. 1 1 iiiiri 1... 11 juiir. .7.1111-

bier CD only $5. 200 Records: 8314
jreenwood Ave., North #102. Seattle.
IWA 98103. www.206records.com

I
THEANARCHISTARMYand Sons ofthe
[gestapo got us equipment money can you
[help too? Geeking Dream bv The Pimps
[includes "K-9 Christ," "My Dad Smokes
I
Crack." Tape $4 send to: CNF, PO Box
19152, Virginia Beach, VA 23450

BRINGING ROCK'N'ROLL back from
the dead'. Mazinga - Legacy 7" "surfy
Stooges RnR," Die Cmisin' - Night of
Mvstery 7" "Horror Punk", Mazinga/
Adam West 7" "DC power vs. A2 style".

S4.00ppd ea. Brewts LP "Rocksteady/

KTomp. (9 hoiror bands & 9 local bands)

MI 48106

|ARE YOU AN A.G.'S FAN? We are, and
|we want to do a tribute tape compilation
[to the A.G 's. Record your version of an
[A.G 's song and send it to us. Write to us
|for details/ifyou're an A.G. and don't dig
Ithis, write us, Frilly Pink Records, 2218
|Vermeer Dr., South Amboy, NJ 08879.

have it I want it. 1 will buy or trade for it.

Hollywood Blvd. #218 , LA CA 90028.

FREE 3-song casette #4 from Skidd
|Freeman, the master of chaos. Send re-
quest to Skidd Freeman, P.O. Box 4281,
Sast Lansing, MI 48826. Or

|email: skiddfreeman@webtv.net (one
|per household please)

WANTED especially (original shit): Day-
glo Abortions 1st 12 Breakouts 7 s, Ba-
;ura, Interterror, Nabat 1st 7", No Cri-
sis 12", Roach Motel 1st 7", Kraut 1st
?", Rattus "Khomeini", God's Will,
Chronic Sick 12", "HC Takes Over''
omp., Cracker Jacks, Ripost 7" comp.,
Mlskins, RAS LP, TST 12", "Punk. Que
unk?", Aburadako 7", Execute "A-Z",
euzemia LP, Proiect-X, Vile LP, Agnos-
c Front 7", ZMIV 7", Maho Neitsyt 1st
7"s, Commando Suicida. I trade for

ood stuff or can pay: H, Firmany, Post-
ach 65 04 24, D- 13304 Berlin, Germa-
y; firmanty@T-Online.de

HARDCORE RECORDS for sale! Tons
of old sXe. NYHC. etc. records for sale.

Lots of colored vinyl and original preSS-
lIIKS until UtfllUIS 11KC OWlrt, rtlHlUSUC
Front, Chain Of Strength, Y.O.T., Judge,
VOD, Insted, and more. Send a stamp for
a complete list to: Jason Dunn -415 East
6th Ave - Escondido, CA 92025

/EDEOS! Hundreds to choose from; Ger-
ms, Y.O.T., Slayer, Hyenas, Assiick,
Jevo, Marduk, Go-Go's, Strife, Stones,
rad, too much to list for a free list to
JV, PO Box 793, North Olmstead, OH

14070

80s, 90s, with makeup, without, reunion
tour shows, promos, interviews. The
greatest show on earth at the cheapest
nrices around. For a free list write to
JGV, PO Box 793. North Olmstead, OH
44070

ULEVELAND HARDCORE VIDEO! 120
nin. of mayhem including the One Life
-rew riot, the first Ringworm show ever,
Integrity, Face Value (w/Erba), Confront,
H-lOO'sJ3iehard, Meanstreak. 15$post-
jaid (to Frank Novinec) to 3GV, PO Box
?93, North Olmstead, OH 44070.

FREE SHIT! Hi everybody! I'm back
with the same old crap along with lots o"

new stuff. Write me for my latest list of
music, zines and movies that you pick the
Slices for. Act now and mention the ad
hat's above this one and recieve free

stuff! Thanks! Alex Faber, Ste. 107, 512
Livingston St, Norwood NJ 07648

33 PUNK/HARDCORE band compi-
lation cd; $6 ppd, all the types of punk I

in the fucking hook, includes; Rhythm I

collision, Big Wig, The Posers & morel
•$6ppd* for this cd -PsykOPunK
records/PO Box 1270?'Hermosa
Beach, CA 90254-1270 ($8 World)

THE SO.MALIANS want to bo on your
compilation. We are 3 weird kids from
the woods of northern minnesota. We
almost play music like the Descen-
dents, but not always. So if you have a
small label that is doing a compilation
then write us for a demo tape thing.
Rain Elfvin. PO Box 1172, Grand Ma-
rais, MN 55604

TRADE: RED ROCKERS "Guns" 7
w/ sleeve -

. Roach Motel "What the
Hell" 7"; DOA "Prisoner" 7": Deep
Wound 7"; Big Boys "Towel" LP;
Avengers "We Are One" 7" (Crucifix);
Psycho "8 Song" 12": Die Kruzen
"Cows" 7 : Dishrags Past is Past"
7"; X "Adult Books* 7"; more...Send
want/trade lists: Mickey 18145
Soledad Canyon Rd. #55, Canyon
Country, CA 91351

WANTED: FUNERAL 7"; Genetic
Control 7", Maior Conflict 7"; Active

fits "Earth Ad"
!

Agent Orange "Youi
in Dogs "Warnin
tion" LP; Bomb L

"Pigpen Victim" 7", Mickey 18145
Soledad Canyon Rd. #55. Canyon
Country, CA <)1351

LISTEN TO PUNK ROCK radio on
the net available with new shows ev-l
ery week and full play lists and DJ'sl
notes. Dirtnap Radio has the latest I

punk and Gift Wrapped Crap features I

classic stuff. Tune in and continuel
surfing on www.antennaradio.com.

COJOBA "Espiritu de Punk": 14
songs of 3rd world angst sung in
Spanish by a girl ($6 ppd). We also
have a small but fine selection of Pu-
ertoriccan & International punk.
Send cash to: Taina/Calle 7 C-I9 Me-
tropolis. Carolina, Puerto Rico 00987.



MAXIMUMROCKNROLL <lassifi>
YOUR MOTHER/Nancy Vandal split

live CD. 39 tracks over 74 minutes,
comes with bonus fanzine. US $8 post-
paid lo anywhere. Ltd. to 500. Blind
Records: 118 Ashlev St.. Chatswood,
NSW 2067. Australia

SAN DIEGO UNDERGROUND RA-
DIO—I'm currently putting together
an independent radio station in the
city of San Diego. If you have music
you would like played, please send!
I'm a poor student, new to the area and
looking for help, ideas and your fa-

vorite music. No bigotry or 3rd rate

boombox recordings (2nd rate ok).

Send CDs, records, tapes, advice to

Silas Boren, 4018 Arizona St., San
Diego, CA 92104

RESIST AND EXIST will do a West
Coast tour on December 17-23. Need
help with setting up shows and places
to rest. Would like to meet new friends.

If interested call J.Lee & Katrina (805)
641-3925 or Jen (714) 998-7628. No
calls after 10pm. Human Freedom, An-
imal Liberation -One Struggle, One
Fight! RESIST AND EXIST P.O. Box
6188 Fullerton CA. 92834 (tape $3).

STAY ALL OVER THE WORLD FOR
FREE. The World for Free was started by
a touring band to help with accommoda-
tions in people's houses. Since then it's

grown to over 250 members. You don't

write to: THE WORLD FOR FREE, PO

I'M LOOKING FOR PEOPLE in tape Box 137-M. Prince Street Station, New
«,..^,„„ p, f»r („ tr„i ,ih„mc n o. York NY 10012, USA. Email:

Please send list when writing. Megan,
8300 Bromlev Rd., Hillsborough, NC.
27278

FOR SALE: JAWBREAKER-Chester-
field King 12". Cringer- I Take... LP,
Thatcher on Acid- Frank LP, Give Me
Back comp. LP (1st Press), Can of Pork
comp. 2xLP, Econochrist - Comabox
LP (1st Press), Can You Break
Through? comp. LP, Rorschach- Re-
main Sedate LP (1st Press), Pink Lin-
colns- Headache LP, Crisbald 96 LP.
Make an offer. Ian Lynam / PO Box 673
/PDX, OR 97207.

m «m

seidboard/twfhome.html

GOTHS: LONELY, SHY, depressed, agora-

phobic, boring, dull, day-dreamyand lost goth
guy, 23, seeks empathetic spirits in the bay
area, forlong correspondence andeventualget
togethers. Reading, writing, hanging around
with friends. Totally non-pretentious. Down
to earth. Loves people. Looking for love. The
Cure, the Smiths.Depeche Mode, Sisters. Bry-

an Hayhoe, 1499 Sutter. SF, CA 94109. Rob-
ert!

FILMS WANTED from underground, inde-

pendent, student and amateur filmmakei's.

This isan open call for entries for anewweek-

business world. Own your own shop? 16mm, or VHS-NTSC), along with a brief
... i-i . - * n Qvnnr«K and a priori hm lrv Matt NiJ-iimm

Somewhere in between' Still able to hold c/ ?OHA/f8 Amsterdam Ave / NYC, NY
onto your punk rock ethics? We want to lou'"

'
u -=>-A -

talk to you. Write to: Nate Turpentine /

606 E. Mifflin / Madison. WI 53703. In-
clude name, phone #. what you do, oh,
and address.

HAWAIIAN STYLE PUNK - Hawaii
Comp CD with 36 tracks for just $9.00
postage-paid!!! Order from the Ha-
waiian Express Mail-Order Catalog.
Use a computer for more info and a
complete catalog @ http://members.
aol.com/hwnexp/news.html and send
money to Jason Miller / PO Box 777 /

Bryori, CA 94514. Mahalo!

LYRICS, POEMS, STORIES Sympho-
ny composer seeking conductor work.
Willing to invention at a church. I can
relocate at a local town in the world.
For info contact: Anthony Russ / In-
dianapolis. IN 1-317-925-2087

THATCHER ON ACIDs "Frank jr" 4
song 7" for sale. These are the origi-

nal copies from 1992 on Subcorridor
Records. $4.00 p.p./$6.00 foreign.
Send payments to E.Moffat 3360 22nd
St. San Francisco, CA 94110

DWELLING PORTABLY in comfort at low
cost. "Many detailed tips on tent living;

woods living; urban living in car, van, or bus.

Easy to understand; by readers who're ac-
tually walking the walk" Zine World. "An
amazing resource" Factsheet 5 . "Very help-

ful and useful information"Slug& Lettuce.

$1. 6/$5. POB 190-mrr, Philomath, OR 97370

TRAVELLING ENGLAND, EUROPE and
possibly Scandanavia in October. We're a
NS, ND couple into punk/metal/hc/ nwob-
hm. Looking for shows, record stores, crash

pads, etc. Wanna help out? Jamie, 1 580 Cou-
tant Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44107- (216)

431-0114

COME TO EUROPE! Are you interested in

touring through Europe/Germany with your
oryour friends band? We. Killrays, are well-

known European Pimkband from Germa-
ny (Bad Religion-type punk) and like to have
a good time playing together, later in the

USA. Haveyou made cool recordings? Send
us and we'll have a 6-trackCD together. Our
address: Killrays c/o Peter De Gennaro,
Gruner Weg 3, 65760 Eschbom. Germany

JAILED 23yo Oi! boy looking for corre-

spondence with punk/oi/skin girlswho are
into the punk and skinhead lifestyles.

Musically into ska, oi, punk and hardcore.

I do artwork cheap. Brian Deshotel
#793446, Hightower Unit Route 3 Box
9800, Dayton, TX 77535

21 YR. OLD GUY BORED to death and
need of mail. Send me anything (wacky I

letters, zines, mix tapes, nude photos,!
money, just anything legal!) All letters I

will get a reply and something in return. I

Chris/PO Box 5683/Evansville, IN 47716

ELIMINATION ZINE #7- 28 pages, 3

send $1 extra). Elimination/ PO Box
1270/ Hermosa Beach, CA 90254-1270

PUNK T-SHIRTS FOR SALE Asta
Kask, Attentat, Ebba Gron, Rude Kids,
T.S.T. Lewd, Forgotten Rebels, Fear +

many more. Please write for complete
catalog with prices/size etc. Also ask
for catalog with Swedish Punk/Hard-
core Records. Send one I.R.C to Ape-
suit Records, Sveagatan 23, 903 27
Umea, Sweden.

24 YEAR OLD - old school punk look-
ing for politically motivated female to

talk to. Sick of the social dick bullshit

around Dallas. No junkies - personal
hygiene is a must! Ages 20+ All letters

will be answered. Pefe/PO Box 150206/
Dallas TX 75315=0206/USA

ONE UP #3 available for stamps, fea-

tures Orchid tour diary. I'm accepting
submissions for #4 (stories of people's
first kisses). If you've got a good story
please send it in. Length unimportant.
ONE UP c/o N. Gordon / 206 State St /

Northampton, MA 01060.

HELP! I'M LOCKED in a cage cleverly

disguised as the PA Dept. of Correc-
tions. 21 year old Native American
punk/tattoo artist who is young in an-
archism and in desperate need of knowl-
edge & correspondence from anyone,
anywhere (females are a plus) who can
help me cure a terminal case of bore-
dom. I also do free art work for zines

and cd covers. Write me. No racists

please! In solidarity. Leif Adkins/DD-
0187/1600 Walters Mill Road/Somerset,
PA 15510. Will answer all.

NEEDPUNKART/ photos/films/videos.

Completing documentary on Ft Worth/
Dallas, TX scene. Need photos, videos,

films of: pre and punk bands from 1977-
1990's. Esp. Vomit Pigs & Werewolves.
Also need snapshots of non-band mem-
bers (scenester). Seeking photographers:
D. Mathews, Eddie, Nicke Blitz, Lee &
Lesser. Also need punk art for titles - will

get credit. Send info/photocopies to:

Laura, PO Box 33101. AustinTX 78764-
3101.(512)416-7159.



LI'L DEPUTY RECORDS LI'L OLE AD

*FUCKFACE Bastard Suki 7
GFT

REVENGE. .

.

vary aa hell
core from Milwaukee. The
Rapetoan from Austin. In

Five songs of pur** unadulterated hardcore from SAN
FRAWTISCO. Comes in S color handscreend covor.

COWARD/ SAP »
s"6 scary as hell Half Is the Bastard style hardtyle hard-

r.het is a more raw
hand screened jacket.

LIZARDS "Nafum K." T
Super fun hyper pop punk with tinges of garage from
SACRAMENTO.

Mike 8 the MOLESTERS debut 7
: .-cord will blow your pants of f ( Literally if you

*600D RIDDANCE/1
.P...T RELIANCE

Th<* Little Deputy Veterans are back
• teamed up with an awesome Santa

rxMZ hardcore band.

LONESTAR SHOWDOWN** ' *
All rip roarin'bands all hailing from the great state of Texas-

Volume 1 w/ Recluaivas, Hotards.Noradirt fc tha Cry' Out Louds
volume 2 has Phantom Creeps, Banicka, Stratford and Paranoids

PLUS: *ALL YCXJ CAN EAT "Bellinger" 7" *SAP 7"
*HICKEY "Gaia" 7" *MOTARDS/FUCKEMOS split 7"

*QOOD RIDDANCE "fliaaet" 7" *OCWEZ LP/CD AND
MUCH MUCH MORE Send e Stan© for a catalog.

Prices: 7"-$3 12 $6 CD-S8
Cash check or noney order co Joey B&rards please.
If you live outside Che U.S. send a little extra. I
will trade for USFL and black western Shirts

!

P.O.Box 7066 Austin, TX 78713

(512) 476-4657 JoeyEdw mail.utexas.adu

from rhetoric records...

Bastard Noise Our Earth's Blood 7" S3 usa/ss world

Kilara Funeral Fix LP ss USA/S12 wono I CD sio USA/S12 world

Cavity/Bongzilla

Limited To 1000 Double 7" ^'
$6 USA/S9 World

Facade Burned Black

Who Will Save The Children 7"

$3 USA/S5 World

Cavity Somewhere Between The Train Station...

LP SB USA/S12 World I CD $10 USA/S12 World

Rupture/Brutal Truth Kindbud 01 7" Picture Discs5usA/$8Worid

>^&
All releases have a limited edition for mailorder only! Money orders or cash to "Rhetoric"

Stores, we deal direct. Send two stamps tor a huge mailorder catalog with tons of stuff!

Mail goes to PO Box 82. Madison, Wisconsin, 53701 or you can fax us at 608.259.0803

Hurry, these are limited edition!

EIMiiijMdul

available in the u.a. at: ROTZ RECORDS,
2211 N.BLSTON AVE, CHICAGO, IL 60614
store inquiries call: 312-862-6500

SENEFELDERSTR.37A, 70176 STUTTGART
GERMANY, FAX +49-711-612667

send two I.R.C.s and
ask for catalogue w/ thousands of
cheap punk-records/cassettes/zines

from all parts of the globe

5 NEW RELEASE!!©
DEBUT RELEASE

THE SHIFTERS
MIKITUP-7"

DEBDT RELEASEHON TIIS S.F. BAND. 4 SONGS OF HIGI

EJIEBGY PINK BOGK PULYEO THE WAY IT SBOBLD BE PUYED.

1 SHOT BEEB.1 SHOT GIN AND 2 SIOTSROCIH BOIL

THEN YOU MB UUP."

LIMITED TO 500 COPIES. FIBST 150 BIDE VINYL

ON DECK: NO ONES VICTIM -77 7"

THE BODIES -ADDICTED TO YOU 7"

STILL A FEW LEFT OF THESE:

THERANDUMBS THE DISAPPOINTMENTS
tnuiHCH-r somussMoriu-r

BATTLE FOR THE AIRWAVES - T C0MP.
W/WOIKIN' STIFFS. Ill I0DIES.

IIWIl W6IIDUUUII, lUUDUrt

RADIO RECORDS T-SHIRTS SJ/S8 (LICENSE PLATE]

r-S4[U.SJU/$5tWQRl0)PP0.

CASH. CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS TO:

RADIO RECORDS

P.O. BOX 1452

SONOMA. 0*05478

e RADIO
RECORDS *



Rakound Record! Udlotdsr/DlftHbutlon

17019 Eiirgtien Elm Way
Houitoh, TX 77059 USA
FXJC56C@PR0DICY.COM

hllp://ww».gmcltl»i.c«M/Sll»atlStrlp/SHiJlo/U7l

PACKAOK DEAL: These I 7"s arc SIO ppd togctha.'S3 ppd each

RR001 - A YA;Rodmans spbl 7"

RROOJ - Gods Rettex/Rodmuu spbl 7"

RR003 • Dig Dug - Whom, it's A Dig Dug 7"

RR005 - Slillwdl - My Eyes Are Blue Again 7"

Alkaline Tno - For Your Lungs Only 7"/CDcp $3/16

Alkaline Tno - Sundials 7" $3

Animal Chin - All The Kids Agree CD $9

Animal Chin - Ins * Outs ofTenonsm CDep $5

Atom * His Package - Behold, I Shall Do A New Thing 7" $3

Atom * His Package - A Society of People Named Elihu CD $7

Blueprint - s/t LP'CD J0/J6

Bona The Sprinkler - The Frozen Tundra of. .
2xCD J9

Boy Sets Fire/Coalesce split 7" $3

Braid - First Day Back 7" J3

Braid - Frames A Canvas LP'CD SO SS

Braid - Fiankie Welfare Boy 2xLP SI I

Braid - I'm Afraid of Everything 7" $3

Braid - Rainsnowmatch 7" S3

Braid/Corm split 7" S3

Braid' Poligoh spbt 7" S3
Claiimel'Cease spbl 7" w/ ADD Zine S4

Dig Dug/Millhouse spbt 7" S3

Dillinger Four • Midwealem Songs For The Americas LP/CD S8/SI0

Dilbnger Four • More Songs About Girlrhends 4. Bubblegum F S3

Discount - Half Fiction LP/CD S8/S9

Discount - Heart Lock t-shul $9 (XL. black shut Red/Blue ink)

EUiot r S3

Elliot - US Songs CD SI I

Empire State Games s/t 7" S3

Engine Down/Twelve Hour Turn spbt 7" S3

The Exploder - This Sound Starts Right Here LP/CD S7/JI0

The Exploder s/t T S3

Four Hundred Years - Transmit Failure LP/CD S7/S9

Gods Reflex • A Brief Lesson In AffecOon CD S8

Gods Reflex/Obbvion split 7" S3

Grade - Separate The Magnets I0"/CD S7/S9

Hankahaw - Everyday I Wish You Harm 12'VCDep S6/S7

Hankshaw - Mapie 7" S3

Hankshaw - Nothing Personal LP S7

Hellbender - Con Lunon LP/CD $7/59

Hdlbendct • Footprints of an American Chicken LP/CD S6VS7

Hoi Water Music - Alachui 7" $3

llol Water Music- Boy Out of Bradenton 7" S3

Hot Water Music • Forever A Counting LP/CD S<S'S7

Hot Water Music'Clairmel spbt 8 5" SO

Hot Water MusicTomonow split II " So

I Hate Mysclf'SmkeForceDlablo spbt 7" S3

Jejune Garden Variety split 7" S3

Letterbombs • What The Hell Just Happened Here? 7" S3

Mile Marker - Non Plus Ultra LP S6 (Ex - STT'Hellbender/Gnver)

Musbuganas Volatilcs spbt 7" S3

My Lai • 3 I6.e8 7"$3

My Lai - Learn Forget Re-Leam LP S5

My Lai - Pony Soldier 7" S3

My Pal Trigger - Lessons In Ancient History CD J6

My Pal Trigger • Lessons t-shirt S9 (XL Grey shirt, red ink)

No Reply si 7' S3

Quadaliacha - Es Muerto 10" So

Songs of Zarathustra/Spread The Disease apbt 7" S3

Sore Loser - Jl Only Hurls on The Inside 7" S3

Sore Loser/Cedar of Lebanon spbt 7" S3

Sore Loser/Narcissisnc Freds spbt 7" S3

Stillwell/Only Airplanes Count split 7" S3

Strike Force DiabloTwclve Hour Turn spbt 7" S3

The Tie Tint Binds - Slowly Sinking Under CD S8

The Tie That Binds - Clown t-shirt S7 (XL navy shin. 3 color inkj

The Tie That Binds Blueprint spbt 7" S3 (TTB a k a Badgerl

Travis Cut/ Marshes spbt 7" S4 (IMPORT. Imld 300)

Travis Cut Rhythm Collision 7" %4 (IMPORT, Imtd 300)

Trepan Nation - Banish Gods From Skc & Capuaasb From Earth LPI'D SoV
V/A - 103 Chaos CD So (Hot Water Music, Discount. Hankshaw. I

Hate Myself. Jud Jud. Strike Force Diablo, Twelve Hour Turn.

Reversal of Man A more I

V A Act Your Age 7" S3 (Sore Loser. Dig Dug. Jill. Jessica Six)

V A (usi Crush CD Sti(l Hate Myself, Jazz June. Sore Loser. The Tie

That Binds. Mineral, At The Dnve-In Alois more)

V'A - More Than Music 10" So (Trepan Nation. Letterbombs.

Baxter. A many mote Chicago bands )

\ A i bote Is A Light CD So (Braid. Dig Dug. Cedar of Lebanon.

Dynamite Boy Ml i

COMING SOON (on ReboMod): Letterbombs/Rodnians split 7".

Uod> Reflex ' N» ReplyStuTwell spbt 7". No Reply CD. Daily

Affinnatioruoomp T". Dig Dug LP'CD. Stillwell LP'CD. Gods

Reflex A Braf Lesson In Affection" LP. Gods Reflex-The Tie

rh,il Hinds spill
7" A Pun Songs Fot You uunp LP'CD

This is lust a partial listing Wnle for current catalog PRICES DO
NOI IN( 1,1-DE POSTAOF.lt ' "2oz LP'shirt'8o? CD 10 o

at I oo/ "
I lb ADD 6 oi. for aaaller Round up to next pound

t SA: {Special JthlSI 2^ first pound ^0 cents each additional

pound (Priority) S3 for Jibs or less SI each additional pound

CANADA/MF.XICO/OVEKSEAS: Get in touch for poslaje

..plums CHEfKS/MOja:abJ?J.° M IKK GIBSON, not RF.BOt NPII!

mm mm mm
P. O. BOX 420661 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142 USA

Boris The Sprinkler/ Parasites aka Borisites/ Nikki The Sprinkler 7"e.p.

OK, the only wa) to describe this is Rev Norb singing for the Parasites and Dave (Ntlcki) Parasite singing

for Boris The SpnnkJer The Bonsites "t >!d And Stupid" & "Teenage Brain" 7" Nikkt The Sprinkler do

"Gimme Gimme Safe £oos"& "Teenage Sex 100 each on green, blue, clear, red & gold

""•Special deal: Gel all 5 colors of vinyl for Sl3ppd. USA, S14ppd. Can.,

S16ppd. Europe, S17ppd. Asia/ Aust., otherwise it's S4/S3 each addt. USA/CAN,

S6/S5 each addt. elsewhere, baby!

i Hhet 7" also available Parasites "Burnt I oast". The Beltones M> Old Man". Pink l.incolns/ Submachine

Nolxxlvs Politically Incorrect". Nobodvs "Minus ( >ne" Rebate "Here Come The Rehabs" I leromakers "201

Kchabs King ( >F Hearts". Boris [lie Sprinkler/ Scooby Don't, Rehabs "Motor City Weekend"

•••distro 1,000 Mowers & 1,000 I.ca Is I Carta, la). ( iet [lip Kol/. Rhetoric, Revolver. Choke. I Indcrgroimd-

Methcine, Soda Jerk. Incognito (Herman;. I& Skull Duggery

send a
stamp for

catalog.

cash or

money
order

payable to

Jason
Duncan

GRAND THEFT AUDIO
FIRST ISSUES & REISSUES ON CD OF CLASSIC 80S PUNK AND HARDCORE

GTA 034 - DEMISE "End Of An Era" CD 60 min of brutal powerviolence from a fero-

cious So Cal destruction unit that helped pioneer this extreme thrash style.

GTA 033 - MOURNING NOISE "Death Trip Delivery" CD 65 min of ghoulish punk

from Lodi NJ, featuring a future member of UNDEAD and SAMHAIN.

GTA 032 - TRIP 6 "Back With A Vengeance" CD 73 min of classic NYC hardcore,

with ex-members of PSYCHOS, WARZONE (original singer) and ULTRAVIOLENCE.

(all full length releases are an hour or more & come with a 16 page booklet except GTA 031 with 21 min/8 page)

All GTA releases remain in print: AGNOSTIC FRONT. V00RHEES. SIN 34. RF7. WHITE CROSS, CIRCLE ONE. RATTUS,

ADRENALIN 0D. RED SCARE. RAW POWER. CRIPPLE BASTARDS, ANTI, TERVEET KADET. PLAIN WRAP/M0X NIX, ABAN-

DONED (w/Tony Adolescent!, ILL REPUTE. LOST GENERATION. HUMAN HANDS. BAD POSTURE. P.E.L.M.E. and more!

GRAND THEFT AUDIO. 501 WEST GLENOAKS BLVD., STE. 313. GLENDALE, CA 91202 USA

(Send 55* in US stamps or 2 IRCs for full color catalog. No stamps/no reply)

Mailorder from BOMPI: $11 ppd (CA residents add sales tax), $12 ppd Canada, $14 ppd

World airmail—except GTA 031: $8 ppd (CA residents add sales tax), $9 ppd Canada,

$11 ppd World airmail • wholesale rates are $8 to stores and $7 to dlstros and

mailorders * attn: International labels, for trades contact Sound Idea In Florida

MAILORDER HANDLED BY: GTA PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTED THRU: BOMP!, K.

BOMPI RECORDS, PO BOX 7112, SOUND IDEA, ROTZ, X-MIST. NEW LIFE. SOUNDS OF

BURBANK CA 91505 USA CA. BOTTLE NEKK, SUBTERRANEAN. FFT. REVELATION



Records & Stuff We Sell:

BLUETIP join us-

LUNGFISH 'Artificial Horizon-

MAKE-UP *—»»*'"55

MAKE-UP
SMART WENT CRAZY
BLUETIP
FUGAZI
HAPPY GO UCKY
AUTOCLAVE
MAKE-UP
BLU ETl P 'Dischord No. 10

1

'

FUGAZI 'Red Medicine'

MINOR THREAT CD has every song!

Sehrwdtf VIOCO
VMS or WJ. OMLY

'In Mass Mind'

'Con An'

2 -song 7"

End Hits'

I I -long posthumotii CO. Q0
II pmioutly rataucd. o*o.f ®

DISCHORD 1981 StSttKST S5
Idwiwy' EP CD
nniut CO omit

©
®

MARGINAL MAN
•regular CD. pr«eo;/ tCasi«tr. price c./ ^CDiinile.pnce

NEW(£g&) PRICES, including postage, in U.S.$:

7"

LP
CD
MaxiCD
CD single

U.S.A.

3.50

9.00

10.00

12.00

4.00

SUftMO!
ACANADA

4.50

11.00

11.00

13.00

5.00

Airmail

6.50

14.00

13.00

15.00

7.00

Wo acceptViu I MC / Oitcovw - Call (70Jl 35 1 -7507 or E^nutt or Fw w
hitp.'/«vrwjoulhem com/dochonj/ dachorct@dl«chonl.com

Sior-v We dul d»«i Wriumof lax u* M (703)351-7582

llluiirawd CATALOG!
pleate lend one US $ or
A US Samp* or A IRCV

7321]
For J p,a 'n out comP'ei*

fciSil LIST o* record*, tend

hi a US lump or in IRC.

3819 BEECHER ST. NW, WASH.. DC. 20007- 1802

MONOLITHIC
BOX 1234 - COQUITLAM, BC- V3J 6Z9

(Canada) , Webpage: ,. ..

www.dowco.com/jgwiIson

SCREECHING WEASEL-Box Set

24 demo songs from 1986 & 2 live songs on

4 cassettes in a cassette album. $10

VIDROS $15 each

MODEST MOUSE-THIS IS...

Live 1/31/98& 4/23/98. 121 minutes.

NOFX & NO USE FOR A NAME
Live in Vancouver, B.C. (Canada) on

2/17/98. Shot from on stage. 105 minutes

DAT NUTTY SKA SOUND-Vol. 2

Op Ivy, Bosstones, Skankin' Pickle & more

Volume One is also available. 1 19 minutes.

DEAD KENNEDYS-Jello Biafra

DK's Portland 1 1/19/79 plus Jello T.V.

Clips. All Pro Shot. 1 10 minutes.

J CHURCH-Starfish Room
Live 6/4/97 & 10/13/96. 80 minutes.

GG ALLIN-The Worlds Happiest Man]

GG speaks his mind. Jerry Springer & Jane

Whitney shows plus spoken word. 1 10 min.

GG Allin: The Final Show is also available.

$2 postage Tor orders under $20. Cash,

checks or money orders to J. Wilson, not

Monolithic! Large catalog: free with

nrHpr or spnrl ft 1 or 3 stamps.

MARKtSNiEN
"Hung To Dry"

3 song 7"

Oijt end June
1000. only,.]

BOTCH -

9 song
'The Unifying Themes .

of Sex, Death, and Religion"

GENUINE "A Bond stm Stror>8"

15 song, one sided LP. NWHC SXE.
Vocals by members of Undertow,
Trial, Botch, Left With Nothing,

E-mail Excursionx@aol.com
or send stamp for info.

xcursion
P.O.BOX 20224

»SEATTLE.WA 98102 (

THERE'S
ACTUALLY

SOMETHING NEW
ON HONEY BEAR!
YOUNG
GINNS!

13 song retrospective CD.
$11ppd.
OTHER STUFF
l-SpyCD$11

V/A "Keskideez" T (w/J Church. Rhythm Collision,.,)

$3.50

Discount/Shotwell Coho 7" $3.50

V/A "Windmills Of Your Mind" (Japanese comp) 7" $3.50

Girllrendo "Get Ready To Be..." 7" $4.50 (my lav at the

moment)
Lung Leg "The Negative Delinquent" $4.50 (1st EP) 7"

Lung Leg "Shagg The Tiger' 7" (2nd EP on Piao!) $4.50

J Church "You Think You're Cool" CD (Japan only on

Snulfy Smiles) $10

V/A "Brouhaha" 7" (w/JawOreaker, Cringer...) $3.50

Registrators "4 Vibrate" 7" (only a lew) $7

Unwound CD (first LP) $1

1

VSSCD$11
Punjab Rovers 7" (Comershop!) $3

Phantom Pregnancies/Cinnamon Imperials 7" $3.50

Famous Boyfriend "Orgasm" (French pop thing) $3.50

$3.50

Famous Boyfriend "555" 7" $3.50

Hulaboy "Lucy" 7" (Hula/Boyracer collaboration) $3.50

Boyracer "How To Train Your Parakeet" 7" $3.50

Boyracer "The Racer 100" 7" $3.50

Boyracer "Best Flipstar T $3.50

Boyracer "Rocket Racer" 7" $3.50

Boyracer "Present Tense" 7" $3.50

...But Alive CD (on G-7) $1

1

Amy Linton/Stewart Anderson 7" (Henry's

Dress/Boyracer collaboration) $3.50

Mike Nichols & His Excellency 7" $3.50

Sisterhood Of Convoluted Thinkers T $3.50

Travis Cut T (ex-Newtown Neurotics) $3.50

FAYE WONG STUFF!!!

Wonder what all the hype is about? Did you like her in

"Chung King Express"? Don't wanna shell out the mono-

for import CDs? Tapes!

Faye Wong "Di Dar" $4

Faye Wong "Ingratiate Oneself" $4

Faye Wong "Sky" $4

HONEY BEAR RARITIES

Only a lew each of these... So state alternatives.

Las Mordidas/Mukilteo Fairies 7" $10

Wat Tyler/Mambo Taxi 7" $10

Unwound/Steel Pole 7" $10

Superchunk/Tsunami 7" $10

J Church/Small 23 7" $10

All checks/M.O. to Lance Hahn. All prices are post paid In

the U.S. Send a stamp lor the J Church newsletter and

complete catalog.

HONEY BEAR - PO Box 460346 - SF.CA 941 46



m'-' mvmm

til' Jloiu.

Crii I'-.un

t'otiium 3X4

includes bonti!

Hacks

All items ppd in US • Can and Mex. add SI pet ilem • Overseas

add S3 tor each CD. S4 lor each IP • Checks. MOs, 01 cash

payable to Pessimiser Records

POB 1070 Hermosa Beach CA 90254
http://theologJanrecords.com/pessimiser.hIml

tour 98

September
2 6-vvorchester,

27-rochester, ny
28-nyc
29-new brunswick, nj

30-phila, pa

October
l-wash. DC
2-richmond, va
3-raleigh pc
4-so. Carolina
5-atlanta
6-gainesville, fl

7-new prleans*

ISM. fo10-ft. worth, ix

•

£J
12-new mexico (?)• , . „ -„f
13-phoenix(?)« »without Gne t

pob 4452
ing., ca 90309 - Jfe

PROFANE EXISTENCE]
AN EGALITARIAN, D.I.Y.-ANARCHO-PUNK UNION FORGED IN HELL!

•frfcilnrf :ltr llivii. EgB£SB3S33

RECORDINGS:
DETESTATION ntw 7"

POST REGIMENT Jragtdia LP

OPERATION frihtff IP

HELLKRUSHER Doomiday Hour LP RESIST Ignorance ii Blin LP

V/A WHISPERS OOUBLE LP and 7" HIATUS Way ol DOOM EP

STATE OF FEAR LP NAUSEA Extinction LP

ASSRASH LP DOOM Police Baitard 7"

MISERY Next lima 7" DF Mnr,A7IMP
BROTHER INFERIOR/ WHOREHOUSE CHRI5T0RIVER Evrything Burn, LP/CD
OF REPRESENTATIVES tptil 7"

COUNTERBLAST LP/catttttt rVo7flfl#fc>/frtnc#it thtlargttt cir-

EXTINCTION OF MANKIND ntw 7"
fLEAS AN0 L |CE yr oulation anorcho-punk rttourct

ACCION MUTANTE ntw 7*
ASSRASH / FLEAS ANP LICE 7" magau'nt in Ibt world. Included in

DETESTATION LP/CD HIATUS t/l 12" " ,aon , ••u• "'• n,w* Bna '•»'••«

(CD contain! tarty 7"») COPROFILIA 7" fli *•" •* 'Mtrvitwi with activitti

REACT Disturbing Iht Soul* 7"
s s t Shut up ana Drink LP and P°t"' ofll banU from around tht

MANUAL SEVEN Tht Shatttring 7"
ASSRASH Sum lor Your Doomed .. T alob* Now •**">*•* "> 6* »"»"'

STATE OF THE UNION t/l LP DISKONTO A Shattered Society 7" Stnd *3 '" ">• l"'" 1 '•«*
LOST WORLD doublt 7"

DEAD SILENCE tftH 7" For more information on Profane Existence
SERVITUDE Aeearaiut 7"

CHRISTDRIVER Blind 7" and our on-line catalog, visit our web site!

DEFIANCE No Time 7"
S -|ATE of IHE bN | N 7"

THE SYSTEM Thought Control LP MISEfiY Who; th, fool.XP

U.S. PRICES: 7" Rtoordt an $3 SO pottagt-paid. 12" Rfoordi art IB 50 poitagt paid. IP Rtcordi and Compact

Diioi art $9 pottagt-paid. Counttrblaii Ciimii ii 15 pottagt-paid and th> Wiitptrt oomp it $14 poitagt paid

OVERSEAS POSTAGE. Canada and Maiioa pltatt add 20X. Europt and 5 Amtrioa add SOX. Elttwdar* add 50%
COD. and wholtialt ordtrt art wploomt! ttnd a ttamp. IRC or J1 lor tn» tatoti mailordtr oaialoa wit/i nundrtdt ot

political and anarctio-ounk mutio and print titltt (HI 512-813-1216 • FAX 612-813-1219 • tmail trollptt@ool com)

PROFANE EXISTENCE • P.O. BOX 8722 • MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408 • USA

and 7" HIATUS Way ol DOOM EP

NAUSEA txtinotion LP

DOOM Police Baitard 7"

IDirn P.E. MAGAZINE
m» LP/CD

# Pro/ant Exiitence it tht (argttl cir-

culation anarcho-punk rttourot

I
7- magaiint in Iht world. Includtd in

taeh ittut art ntwt and rtvitwt

at will at inttrvitwt Willi aolivitti

I and political bandt from around tht

i«tf.. 7" gtabt. Now txpandtd 10 6* pagtt!

•itty 7" Stnd * 3 '" "" ""*" "*u ' !

For more information on Profane Existence

and our on-line catalog, visit our web site!

yW.P80FAWEEXISTEXCE.C0MI

Pinhead Circus

Nobody's

tne NEW HiUN II til
A Colleciion ot Colorado Punk Bands Aim A»aHiW« fiom Sod> J»fk Recordl:

*S3.'H!tfv

P O Bok 405,6

Boulder. CO 80306
www.'Sod^icrKrecords com
Send iidtrtp (or catalog

The Thumbs,
Make America Strong

CD- $9/$,i-US/World



EAST BAY MENACE RECORDS

L'UI ENCTH L'I7< li

P Strychnine's 2nd LT/CO!

P.O. BOX 3313
OAKLAND, CA
94609 U.S.A.

PRICES US CANADA WORLD

i3 $«t $5
£S $k £7_

Post P*-iD V-* C.I-A.SS I

Send a slj.np fur Ih( NEW '98 CATALOG. DISTROZ and STORES GET IS TOUCH FOR WHOLES \l I I'RIC I S

Never sav died!
«*«

he said
#f

Botoby Steele ex.

W«.«***
is back

fiff*

Out soon li

The Undead "til death"

Pealease date Jure 1**;

JUsa available

Bobby's project band with

Dave Ari from the Devil Dogs

Underworld Records

Price LP - CD

Can 10$ -12$

ISA 10$ -12$

worm 12$ -14$

niAtr m iai j

10738 Millen, Montreal, Qc, Canada H2G I

(514) 383-2280, Fax (514) 383-461

7

Send S.A.S.E. for free shit and catalog, Distributors: call now for pi*.©!

CD ouly

10» ppd US&Can,
12$ world, on order

post marked
before june l3t

ANTI CIMEX - MADE IN SWEDEN LIVE! 1990 CD
ANTI CIMEX - VICTIMS OF A SYSTEM...MCD/MLP

si o.oo

$7.00

ANTI CIMEX - SCANDINAVIAN JAWBREAKER CD $13.00

ANTI CIMEX - SHABI MY UFI W/ABSOIUT TS/HOOD S 12.00

DULLER KILLER BRUTALIZED CD/TS/HOOD S10.00/12/3S

DRILLER KILLER - TOTAL FUCKING HATE CD/LP LTD. $1 0.00

DRILLER KILLER - LI.F.E EP W/Unreleosed frocks $3.00

WOLFPACK - LYCHANTRO PUNK CD/LP/TS $13.00/10.00

WOLFPACK - A NEW DAWN FADES CD/LTD. LP $10.00/13.00

WOLFPACK - BLOODSTAINED DREAMS CDEP $4.00

WOLFPACK - HELLHOUND WARPIG IP/Wovenpatch $3.00

WOLFPACK/SKITSYSTEM - SPLIT IP $3.00

SKTTSYSTEM - ONDSKANS ANSIKTE 10" COLWAX LTD. $7.00

skitsystim - profithysteri ep / ts $3.00/1 a.oo

MODERAT LIKVIDATION - KUKNACKE CD/LP/TS $10.00/12

VARNING FOR PUNKI 3 CD BOX SET (46 BANDS!)) S30.00

(li>cl.Antlclrnex.HeadciMrt«ni,AslaKosk. + more..154 traxlll)

ARSEDESTROYER/CONFUSION - SPLIT EP $3.00

ARSEDESTROYER - ARSEDESTROYEO MCD $7.00

AMEN - GRIND THE BASTARDS DOWN CD (32 tracks) $12.00

ACURSED - A FASCIST STATE. ..IN DISGUISE MCD $7.00

THE RUDE KIDS - A PARDONLESS COMPILATION CD $13.00

(197B - 1961 stuff, previous unreleased material as well))

DISFEAR - SOUL SCARS LP/CD/TS/IS $9/1 0/1 2/20

DISSOBER - SOBER LIFE...NO WAY CD $1 0.00

MOB 47 - GARANTERAT MANGEL CD/TS SI 2.00

SLAKTMASK - ON THE DESPERATE EDGE OF NOW EP $3.00

RAJOITUS - HARDCORE ATTACK MLP $7.00

DISTORTION TO HELL VOL.1 - V/A CD S10.00
DISTORTION TO HILL VOL2 - V/A CO $7.00

DISTORTION TO HELL VOL.3 - V/A CD $7.00

ATOMVINTER - S/T CD $10.00

WARCOLLAPSE - CRUST AS FUCK EXISTENCE MCD $7.00

DISCLOSE - VISIONS OF WAR (PIC DISC LTD.) IP $3.00

DISREGARD/DISFORNICATI - SPLIT EP S3.00

GREED - THE VIOLENCE (S-TRACK) EP $3.00

GENOCIDE SS - HAIL THE NEW STORM CD S 1 2.00

GENOCIDE SS- ANOTHER FUCKIN'... IP S3. 00

FINAL HOLOCAUST - YOUR OWN HOLOCAUST EP $3.00

GBG HARDCORE ft PUNK 1981-1 98S CD $10.00

(Incl.Disarm,TA^.k,AntlclmeK,Absurd,Trouble Makers, Etc..)

BADGES PACKAGE!! 1 S SELECTED PIECES WITH ABOVE
BAND5 FOR S8.00, that will moke you look Ilka XXX again)!

Postage 1 Packing: 1-3 7" = S6.00 4-7 T = SI 0.00

2 CD = $6.00 3-4 CD = $10.00 5-8 CD = $20.00

1 LP/TS - $10.00 2-4 UVTS $20.00 UP TO 8 PIICES S3S
ALL ITEMS SHIPPED VIA I" CLASS AIRMAIL! FREE CATALOG)

Send cash well protected or via registered mail to:

IMPORTS £ OTHER ESSENTIAL STUFF WI CARRY:
DEFENDERS OF THE OPRES5ED BREED - V/A 2 CD $15:00|
(lncl.Skirsystem,Randy,Refused,Propagriandi. + 14 motel)
All money goes to ALF In Scandinavia ! Great sound !!)

DISCLOSE - No More Pain (32-lracks) LP 59:00
OISCLOSE/HAKUCHI - Once the war started LP $9.00
AMEBIX - THE POWER REMAINS LP 59:00
OOOM - RUSH HOUR OF THE GODS LP/CD S9/12
E.N.T - PHONOPHOBIA MLP/MCD/T-SHIRT/LS (each) S10M1
TOTALITAR/DISMACHINE - SPLIT LP S8:00
EGG MANGEL - V/A LIVE! LP W/DISARM.KRUNCH,ETC S8:00
TOTAUTAR - Nl MASTE BORT CD 513:00
TOTALITAR - SIN EGEN MOTSTANDARE CO $13:00
AVSKUM - RECRUCIFIED BY THE SYSTEM CD S13:00
JINX - RAZOR BLADE LOVE EP (OH/BLITZ-STYIE) S3:50
JINX - CHARTBUSTERS CO (FUCKIN ACE Ol!) S13:00
MEANWHILE - LAWLESS SOLIDARITY 10" LTD. S10:00
DISRUPT SMASH DIVISION EP/TS S4/13
DISRUPT - MILLIONS DIE FOR MONEY MAKING EP S4:00
DISCLOSE - THE ASPECTS OF WAR TS SI 3:00
SVART SNO - NEMESIS DIVINA (FIRST) RARE CD S13:00
POISON IDEA - THE EARLY YEARS CD S9:O0
LOVE IS ALL AROUND - V/A CD $13:00
(nc/.Doom.O/ PoiJo',roto/iror,Aromvinfer,Meonwru7e + more
ABRASIVE WHEELS - When the punks go marchln LP SI 1 :00
BLITZ - ALL OUT ATTACK LP/CD SI 1/13
CHAOS UK - BURNING BRITAIN EP SS:00
CHAOS UK - LOUD, POLITICAL, UNCOMP EP 55:00
CHAOS UK . MAKE HALF A KILLING MLP S9.00
DISORDER - COMPLETE DISORDER IP/CD $10/13
ONE WAY SYSTEM - GIVE US A FUTURE 7" S5:00
BLITZ - WARRIORS 7" S5:00
THE CHAOS CONTNIUES - A TRIBUTE TO KAAOS 2EP S8:00
bxL Boloinn. Se/f/sh, Wind of pain. Disclose, Etc...
Ol POLLOI - TOTAL ANARCHY IP/CD S9/13
Ol POLLOI - FIGHT SACK (CD W/BONUS) LP/CD S9/13

HEALTH HAZARD - Oncography LP S9:00
STATE OF FEAR - The labels will.... IP S9:00
HEAD CLEANERS - Disinfection (1983) EP $3:50
DISCLOSE/HOMO MILITIA - ATTACK THE... EP $3:00
COUNTERBLAST - BALANCE OF PAIN CD S9:00
BLOODSTAINS ACROSS DENMARK - V/A CD $15:00
BLOODSTAINS ACROSS NORWAY - V/A CD SI 5:00
BLOODSTAINS ACROSS FINLAND - V/A CO S 1 5:00
BLOODSTAINS ACROSS UK VOL.1 A VOL2 CD 515:00
BLOODSTAINS ACROSS BELGIUM - V/A CD 515:00
BLOODSTAINS ACROSS SWEDEN - V/A CD SI 5:00
BLOODSTAINS ACROSS SWITZERLAND CD 515:00

E
Distortion Records, Box 129, 401 22
Goteborg. Sweden
Ph: +46 31-15 04 18. Fax: +46 31-15 23 23



Sound Idea Distribution

PO Box 3204

Brandon, FL 33509-3204
Phone (813) 653-2550

Fax (813) 653-2658

www.ezbizware.com/sound

ORDERING INFORMATION.
Minimum order is SIO or il will be returned.

PAYMENT IS TO BOB SUREN.
PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE FOR THE VS. ONLY.
In (he US. add $S for first class postage, if you want it.

Can and Mrs surface mail : add SI per item

Can and Mcs airmail : S3 for first item, SI each additional

World surface mail : S2 for first item, SI each additional

World airmail : S4 for first item, SI each additional

PLEASE LIST ALTERNATIVES or you may
get a credit slip. Big orders gel FREE STUFF!
CATALOGS: SendSl l'S,S2 world.

Subhuman* "I'ofiaisked Business" CD S7

Subhumans "The Day The Couatry Died" LP SS.50

Lewd •'kill Yourseir Again" CD Si;

Phobia "Means < K ki miction" LP S7.50

latest "Slave" LP S7.50

Deleilatiofl/Positii e Negative 7" S3

Detestation "Blood OfTheCods" V S3

Detestation "Discography" CDS7.50
Dropdead "I 'milled 1998" LPS7
Dropdead "Deconstructed" LP S7 (NOISE - NO Ml '.SIC!!!!!I

Sysleaiatk Death "For The Pans and Thrashers" CD $12

Asshole Parade "Live" 8" S5

Man Is The Bastard "Discography" LP S7.50

Aus Rotten "Anti-Imperialist" 7" S3

Rudimentary Peni " EP. of RP" LP S&50
Rudimentary Peni "Death Ckurcb" LP S8.JO

Rudimentary' Peni "Cacophony" LP S8.50

Rudimentary Peni "Echos Of Anguish" I.PS8.50

Disorder "Pain. Headache. Depression" 7" S5

Monster X "To The Positive Youth" 7" S3.50

*crid/l*f> For Dead LP S7.S0

Dead Ead Cruisers "Deep Sis Holiday" CD SI J

Whorehouse of Representatives/Mark Br aback 7" $3.50

Cripple Baslrads "Massacore Live" 7" $5

NOTA "Cive Em Enough Dope" CDS12
NOTA "S/T" CASSETTK SS.50

Godslompcr "Salurda) Morning" 7" $3.50

Abslain/Arsedestroyer CD $8
MasskontroU/Heaniiae V S3

Neos "Fight With Dnaald" 7" S3.S0

Neos "Discography" CD $10
Shattered Faith "MM" CD
Fiaal Conflict "Ashes To Ashes" LP S7.50

Human Investment I. P SS.50

Aaii- Mac "Their System Doesn't Work For Von" CD SI I

Los Crudos/Spttboy LP $6 LP So
Econorhrisl "Discography" 2sCD SIO

Termiaal Dhgusl "Price Of War" I.PS8.50

Warsore/Nee 7" S3
I'oholv Grave/W'arsore 7" S5
I'ahnly Ciratc/Eatrails Massacre 7" $5

laholy Grave "Hatred?" CD $13.5(1

Fiaal Eiil "The Best Shit" CD $8.50

AgathodrsfSaiasb Ike Brain 7" $5

Aialbodes/Bad Acid Trip 7" $3
VIA "Cash. Cash aad Thrash" 7" S3
Crucifii "Eihihil A" LP S8_50

Crass "Ten Notes On A Summer's Day" CD SI 2

Riot/Clone "Little Bluebird" CDSI2
'

tbraune Wheels "When The Punks Co Marrhiag In" LP SS.50

One Way Systen "Search Your Soul" 7" $5

Blitr "All Out BliU" I I' SX 511

Ann Sect "In Darkness There Is No Cioice" CD $13
Vamkers "Blood Suckers" LP SS.50

Vice Squad "BBC Sessions" LP $8.50

Murder-Suicide Pact LP $o

Murder-Suicide Pact CD S6

STORES: GET IN TOl < II

FOR WHOLESALE RATES!

And be sure to visit Ihe

Sound Idea Store

IIJ-II East Brandon Blvd

in beautiful Brandon

Open 7 days - noon lil 8 I'M

I SE THE PO BOX FOR ORDERING!

Helm.
Cavalcade 01

HeWbWWs Torture Garde* co^^ - rgmieSMarfinexcD

tor Vtee ca\a\og send stamp to:

\N\ngnut records

A442awaU\ut st, suite 59

www.wingnutrecords.com Berkeley; ca 94709

Send SASE for free

stickers, catalog and

band information.

Distributed by Rot2 Records, Smash

Records, Cargo Records, Southwest

Dutch East, Disgruntled Mailorder,

Morphius Record Group, Nail, Soda

Jerk Records & Sour Tooth Dist.

Hey Punks, send $10/CD

to 206 Records
8314 Greenwood Ave. N.

Suite 102

Seattle, WA 98103
(206) 781-0553

fax (206) 781-0500
chris@206records.com

tuJO-o-$ix>
rcc/ras

www.206records.com
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Do-It Yourself Resource Magazine No. 7, 1999

For 6 years MRR has joined forces with various collectives and put together a resource magazine which many of you sent in listings

for, and many of you utilized in booking tours, putting together compilations, traveling around the world, or just using to keep in touch.

And then the unimaginable happened....no collective stepped forward to team up for the 1998 edition. The 1999 edition should make
up for that—in addition to the usual print edition, BYOFL will also be available in a perpetually-updated, searchable format on the web.

We will be compiling the resources geographically, trying to give as complete a listing of DIY and related activities as possible. The
thoroughness of this project will depend on the response we get from people involved with different projects. Listings in this magazine will

be free of charge; all you have to do is get on the web or send in a note with the information requested below. Please, if you're sending in

listings of many types, break them down by the categories listed below so the typists won't go crazy trying to sift through a mountain of

info, and keep the statements or descriptions concise!! If at all possible, please use BYOFL's web page to submit your listing (remember
some libraries and computer stores have net-connected computers).

LISTINGS
BANDS: Name/Address/Telephone NoTEmail Address/Web URL/Brief Description (40 words or less please!)

DISTRIBUTORS: Name/Address/Telephone NoTEmail Address/Web URL/Specialty (vinyl, cassettes, CDs, zines, etc.)/Area of Coverage

(mailorder, wholesale, gigs, etc.)

LABELS: Name/Address/Telephone NoVEmail Address/Web URL/Brief Description (40 words or less please!)

PROMOTERS/VENUES: Name/(Mailing) Address/Telephone NoTEmail Address/Web URL/Hall Capacity/Lodging or Food Provided?/

Working Terms (guarantee, percentage, etc.)

RADIO STATIONS: Station Name/Band Frequency/Address/Telephone No7Email Address/Web URL/Contact PersorvPunk-HC Shows and

Times

RECORD STORES/BOOKSTORES: Name/Address/Telephone NoVEmail Address/Web URL/Specialties

ZINES: Name/Address/Telephone NoVEmaii Address/Web URL/Postage Paid Price/Frequency/Size/Description (40 words or less please!)

MISCELLANEOUS: We also ask people to send in tips on hangouts, cheap places to eat, free clinics, bulletin boards, crash pads, etc.

These listings could be especially helpful for touring bands.

ADS
Display ads will be sold to help pay for this project (only for the print edition, not the web version). However, to make this resource

issue as fair as possible there will be only one size. We are doing this to make ads just as accessible to the small 20 page fanzines as

the big record conglomerates! The ad size available is 3 3/4" across by 2" down or 95mm x 51mm (basically, a slightly elongated

business card size). The cost for ads is $25 which will help keep the cover price as low as possible. Please, only one ad per label, zine,

promoter, etc.

Deadline: Feb 1, 1999 - Due Out: April 15, 1999

Submit listings on the web at: Send a" ads to

http://www.byofl.org/ Send snail mail listings to: MAXIMUMROCKNROLL

(preferred method) The Amoeba Collective PO Box 460760

438DonohoeSt,#3 S.F..CA 94146-0760

East Palo Alto, CA 94303-1805

TOP TEN TIPS FOR SENDING IN LISTINGS!!!

1) Use the web submission page if at all possible! This will decrease the chance of inaccuracies or your listing getting lost in the mail.

2) Be brief! We're not editors. If you snail mail them, send them in nice and typed or neatly printed.

3) Submit them early. Like now! If you go over to the web site it'll only take you a couple of minutes and you won't have to hunt for a

stamp.

4) Don't use all uppercase (or all lowercase) letters. It makes it really hard to figure out what is part of a name and what is just a

descriptive word (and if you submit it through the web site, we'll have to retype it). And punctuation is good.

5) Feel free to send friendly letters, goofy drawings, and other goodies, but don't expect a reply. We're swamped.
6) We don't need the address and phone number of every member of your band. Pick one!

7) Don't send in 18 listings for all the semi-existent bands you're in—just for the ones that are really active!

8) Maybe take responsibility for getting your whole scene's listings done, but...

9) Check with people before submitting their info for them. Hassle your friends to get their listings in too (the Internet is your friend).

10) No certified/registered mail, please!


